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1. INTRODUCTION AND INDICES 

1.1 Introduction 
The Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) 
Proposed Master Plan Improvements has been prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA), and in accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) implementing 
regulations (40 CFR part 1500-1508), and FAA Order 5050.4A, Airport Environmental Handbook.

On January 18, 2001, FAA and the City of Los Angeles published a Draft EIS/EIR for the proposed LAX 
Master Plan improvements.  In accordance with federal and state requirements, the Draft EIS/EIR was 
circulated for public review, with the review period closing on November 9, 2001.  Nine public hearings 
were held during the public review period.  Subsequent to the close of the public comment period on the 
Draft EIS/EIR, FAA and the City of Los Angeles prepared a Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  The 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR was circulated for public review on July 9, 2003, with the review period 
closing on November 7, 2003.  Twelve public hearings were held during this review period.  In 
accordance with the provisions of the CEQ NEPA regulations (40 CFR 1503.4[a]) and CEQA (14 CCR 
§15088), the FAA and the City of Los Angeles jointly prepared responses to all comments received on the 
Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  Part II of the Final EIS/EIR provides written 
responses to the comments received during the public review periods for the Draft EIS/EIR and the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.   

On January 13, 2005, FAA published its Final EIS for the LAX Master Plan.  On January 21, 2005, a 
Notice of Availability of the Final EIS was published in the Federal Register (Vol. 70, No. 13, Friday, 
January 21, 2005).  In accordance with 40 CFR 1506.10(b)(2), FAA did not make a decision on the 
proposed action for a minimum 30-day period following publication of the Final EIS.  Although it is not 
required that public comments be allowed during this timeframe, FAA decided to permit public comment 
in accordance with 40 CFR 1503.1(b).  As indicated in the Notice of Availability, the FAA was seeking, 
and accepting, comments on revised and updated information and analyses disclosed in Volume A of the 
Final EIS and related appendices (Appendices A-1, A-2a, A-2b, A-3a, A-3b, A-3c, A-3d, and A-4).  
Although the stated intent of FAA was to focus the scope of public comment on the information and 
analysis provided in Volume A and associated appendices, a number of comments were received during 
the review period for the Final EIS that pertained to the Draft EIS./EIR or the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR.  In many instances, the specific concerns or types of issues raised in such comments had been 
previously addressed by the FAA in the responses to comments contained in Part II of the Final EIS.  The 
FAA is not required to further respond to comments that have been previously addressed.  
Notwithstanding the above, the FAA has decided to respond to all comments received during the review 
period for the Final EIS whether or not such comments pertain specifically to Volume A and the 
associated appendices.  

As indicated above, FAA made the Final EIS available to the public on January 13, 2005.  This was 
approximately one week before publication of the Notice of Availability of the Final EIS in the Federal 
Register.  Thus, the duration of the comment period for the Final EIS was, in effect, five weeks. 

The format for the responses to comments presents, on a letter-by-letter basis, each comment, which is 
then followed immediately by a response.  The comments and responses in this appendix are organized 
and grouped into categories based on the affiliation of the commentor.  The comments are presented in 
the following order: federal agencies, regional agencies, local agencies, and public comments (i.e., letters 
from private citizens, organizations, etc.).  This format for, and approach to, presentation of the responses 
to comments on the Final EIS are the same as used in Part II of the Final EIS. 

An alphanumeric index system is used to identify each comment and response, and is keyed to each 
letter commentor and the individual comments therein.  For example, the second letter within the group of 
local agencies submitting comments on the Final EIS is from the County of Los Angeles, and the text of 
the letter is considered to have 7 individual comments.  The subject letter was assigned the alphanumeric 
label "FAL00002," representing "Comments on the Final EIS-Agency-Local-Letter No. 2."  The individual 
comments within the letter are labeled as FAL00002-1 through FL00002-7.  The same basic format and 
approach is used for the comment letters from federal agencies ("FAF"), regional agencies ("FAR"), and 
public comments ("FPC").  This same alphanumeric labeling system was also used for the comments 
received on the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, as included in Part II of the Final EIS, 
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except that each label is preceded with the letter “S” to identify comments on the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR and there is no preceding designation for those comments submitted on the Draft EIS/EIR (i.e., 
categories of comment letters on the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR include SAF for federal agency 
comments, SAR for regional agency comments, and so on; categories of comment letters on the Draft 
EIS/EIR include AF for federal agency comments, AR for regional agency comments, and so on).   

The following indicates the letter identification prefix code used for categorizing the comment letter types.  

Letter ID Prefix Description 

FAF Federal Agency 
FAR Regional Agency 
FAL Local Agency 
FPC Public Comment  

To assist the reader’s review and use of the responses to comments, three indices are provided.  These 
indices provide the alphanumeric label number, commentor name, affiliation (i.e., name of agency or 
organization that the author represents), and date (if provided) of each comment letter.  The first index 
lists all of the comment letters by alphanumeric label number, the second index lists all of the comment 
letters by the commentor's last name, and the third index lists all of the comment letters by the affiliation, 
if any, of the commentor.   

Chapter 2 includes the individual comments and responses, presented on a letter-by-letter basis.  Each 
comment is typed exactly as it appears in the original comment letter.  No corrections to typographical 
errors or other edits to the original comments were made.  A copy of each original comment letter is 
provided in Attachment 1 of this appendix. 

Immediately following each typed comment is a written response developed by the FAA.  In many 
instances, the response to a particular comment may refer to the response(s) to another comment(s) that 
expressed the same concern or is otherwise related.  Cross-referencing of responses uses the 
alphanumeric index system described above.  For example, a response may indicate “Please see 
Response to Comment FAL00003-2” if that response addresses the same concern expressed in a 
different comment.  Similarly, certain responses to comments on the Final EIS contain cross-references to 
topical responses and/or individual responses on comments submitted on the Draft EIS/EIR and the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR which are contained in Part II of the Final EIS.  In such cases, the 
volume number of Part II in which the cross-referenced Topical Response, response on the Draft 
EIS/EIR, or response on the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR is located is provided in the response to 
comment on the Final EIS. 

1.2 Indices of Comment Letters 
The following are three indices that organize the comment letters by letter identification number, 
commentor, and affiliation. 
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Index by Letter Identification (ID) Number 

Letter ID Commentor Affiliation/Agency Department Date 

FAF00001 Manzanilla, Enrique United States Environmental Protection Agency Region IX 2/22/2005 

FAR00001 Grayson, April  Southern California Association of Governments  3/9/2005 

FAL00001 Lichman, Ph.D., Barbara E. Chevalier, Allen & Lichman LLP  2/22/2005 

FAL00002 Zimmerman, Martin K. County of Los Angeles Chief Administrative Office 2/22/2005 

FAL00003 Armi, Osa L. Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP  2/18/2005 

FPC00001 Mego, Gordon M. None Provided  12/20/2004 

FPC00002 Ehret, John S. None Provided    

FPC00003 Rowe, Jill  None Provided  2/9/2005 

FPC00004 Velasco, Valeria Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion  2/20/2005 

FPC00004 Schneider, Denny  Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion  2/20/2005 

FPC00005 Parks, Bernard C. City of Los Angeles Eighth District 2/22/2005 

FPC00006 Waters, Maxine U.S. House of Representatives 35th Congressional District 2/22/2005 

FPC00007 Gordon, Mike California State Assembly Fifth-Third District 2/22/2005 

FPC00008 Sambrano, Diane  None Provided  2/21/2005 

FPC00009 Carpio, Cecil  None Provided  2/22/2005 

FPC00010 Carpio, Cecil  None Provided  2/22/2005 

FPC00011 Sambrano, Dianne  None Provided  2/24/2005 
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Index by Commentor 

Commentor Affiliation/Agency Department Date Letter ID 

Armi, Osa L. Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP  2/18/2005 FAL00003 

Carpio, Cecil  None Provided  2/22/2005 FPC00009 

Carpio, Cecil  None Provided  2/22/2005 FPC00010 

Ehret, John S. None Provided    FPC00002 

Gordon, Mike California State Assembly Fifth-Third District 2/22/2005 FPC00007 

Grayson, April  Southern California Association of Governments  3/9/2005 FAR00001 

Lichman, Ph.D., Barbara E. Chevalier, Allen & Lichman LLP  2/22/2005 FAL00001 

Manzanilla, Enrique United States Environmental Protection Agency Region IX 2/22/2005 FAF00001 

Mego, Gordon M. None Provided  12/20/2004 FPC00001 

Parks, Bernard C. City of Los Angeles Eighth District 2/22/2005 FPC00005 

Rowe, Jill  None Provided  2/9/2005 FPC00003 

Sambrano, Diane  None Provided  2/21/2005 FPC00008 

Sambrano, Dianne  None Provided  2/24/2005 FPC00011 

Schneider, Denny  Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion  2/20/2005 FPC00004 

Velasco, Valeria Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion  2/20/2005 FPC00004 

Waters, Maxine U.S. House of Representatives 35th Congressional District 2/22/2005 FPC00006 

Zimmerman, Martin K. County of Los Angeles Chief Administrative Office 2/22/2005 FAL00002 
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Index by Affiliation 

Affiliation/Agency Department Commentor Date Letter ID 

Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion  Schneider, Denny  2/20/2005 FPC00004 

Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion  Velasco, Valeria 2/20/2005 FPC00004 

California State Assembly Fifth-Third District Gordon, Mike 2/22/2005 FPC00007 

Chevalier, Allen & Lichman LLP  Lichman, Ph.D., Barbara E. 2/22/2005 FAL00001 

City of Los Angeles Eighth District Parks, Bernard C. 2/22/2005 FPC00005 

County of Los Angeles Chief Administrative Office Zimmerman, Martin K. 2/22/2005 FAL00002 

Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP  Armi, Osa L. 2/18/2005 FAL00003 

Southern California Association of Governments  Grayson, April  3/9/2005 FAR00001 

U.S. House of Representatives 35th Congressional District Waters, Maxine 2/22/2005 FPC00006 

United States Environmental Protection Agency Region IX Manzanilla, Enrique 2/22/2005 FAF00001 
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2. COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 
Following are responses to comments received on the Final EIS. 

FAF00001 Manzanilla, Enrique United States Environmental 
Protection Agency 

2/22/2005

FAF00001-1 

Comment:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the Final Environmental lmpact Statement 
(FEIS) for the Los Angeles International Airport Proposed Master Plan Improvements in Los Angeles 
County, California. This is a priority project from Executive Order 13274 (Environmental Stewardship 
and Transportation Infrastructure Project Reviews; February 27, 2003). Our review is pursuant to the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 
CFR Parts 1500-1508), and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act. Our detailed comments are attached. 

EPA has a long history of coordinating with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the City of 
Los Angeles, Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) to reduce environmental impacts resulting from the 
proposed master plan improvements at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).  We have actively 
participated in the NEPA process for this project since 1997. We provided scoping comments on July 
31, 1997; comments on the DElS, September 24, 2001; the preliminary draft of the Supplemental DEIS 
(SDElS), May 1, 2003; the SDEIS, November 5, 2003; and the preliminary "Environmental Justice 
Program Package", February 12, 2004.  We commend the significant efforts made by FAA and the 
LAWA for reducing impacts from the proposed master plan improvements, and appreciate the 
opportunity to provide early comments throughout the NEPA process. We are pleased that many of our 
comments have been addressed. EPA also organized a peer review of the Air Quality and Source 
Apportionment Study of the Area Surrounding Los Angeles International Airport, Technical Workplan 
(November 17, 2000) which resulted in the publication of the Report on the Peer Review Workshop on 
the Los Angeles World Airports, Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study of the Area Surrounding 
Los Angeles International Airport (August 8, 2003). 

The FEIS identifies that the Safety and Security Alternative (Alternative D), which seeks to 
accommodate projected growth in air traffic, without providing additional capacity, is the preferred 
alternative. We note that LAWA identified the same preferred alternative upon completion of the 
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Although FAA has selected the least environmentally damaging 
alternative as the preferred action, EPA has continuing concerns regarding potential air quality impacts 
resulting from this project. On January 5, 2005, the South Coast Air Basin was designated as 
nonattainment for particulate matter less than 2.5 microns (PM 2.5).  Given the serious air quality 
problems in this area, and the recent PM2.5 nonattainment designation, EPA is recommending 
additional measures be incorporated into the Record of Decision as conditions of FAA approval for the 
project to further reduce emissions associated with airport operations and construction. 

Response: 
The comment is introductory to comments that follow.  Responses to specific recommendations are 
provided in the responses to comments below.  Please see Response to Comment FAF00001-5 
regarding PM2.5 emissions.  For additional discussion of PM2.5, please see Response to Comment 
FAL00001-28. 

FAF00001-2 

Comment:

In addition, EPA recommends that the Record of Decision (ROD) include a commitment to complete the 
Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study and protocol changes recommended by EPA through the 
above-mentioned Report on the Peer Review Workshop (August 8, 2003). EPA understands that a 
commitment from LAWA to pursue the Study is incorporated into the Community Benefits Agreement, of 
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which FAA is not a signatory. The Record of Decision should commit to address EPA’s previous 
comments on this study. 

Response: 
This comment recommends that the Air Quality Source Apportionment Study be included in the ROD as 
a condition of approval.  The Source Apportionment Study was originally undertaken by USEPA and 
LAWA with FAA as a member of the Technical Advisory Committee.   

In accordance with 49 U.S.C. §47106(c)(1)(B), the Record of Decision includes as a condition of 
approval those mitigation measures within the jurisdiction and control of the FAA and LAWA that are 
needed to reduce or prevent significant adverse effects resulting from implementation of the preferred 
alternative as documented in the Final EIS.  Appendix A of the Record of Decision includes a list of 
those mitigation measures that have been identified as conditions of approval based on the criteria 
above.   

The Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study identified in the comment is not a measure necessary 
to mitigate adverse air quality impacts associated with the proposed action.  Rather, this study would 
evaluate the contribution of existing on-airport aircraft emissions to off-airport air pollutant 
concentrations, which implicates existing, not project-specific air quality impacts, and furthermore would 
produce information but would do nothing to reduce impacts from the proposed action.  As a result, FAA 
has not included this measure as a condition of approval in the ROD.  However, FAA strongly supports 
LAWA's efforts to conduct this study and encourages LAWA to continue working with USEPA, CARB, 
SCAQMD, and other appropriate state and federal agencies to complete the study.  Please also see 
Response to Comment FAF00001-11. 

FAF00001-3 

Comment:

In our previous comments on the SDEIS/EIR, EPA stressed the importance of reducing air quality 
impacts to surrounding communities. We were concerned with the issue of public participation and 
information sharing with low-income and minority populations in the vicinity of LAX. One of the main 
tenets of environmental justice is meaningful public participation, particularly with those communities 
that will be directly impacted by environmental decisions. We commend LAWA and the "LAX Coalition 
for Economic, Environmental, and Educational Justice" on the completion of a Community Benefits 
Agreement, which includes specific commitments intended to reduce environmental impacts associated 
with the proposed master plan improvements The FEIS maintains that "LAWA will work in cooperation 
with the affected communities and appropriate regulatory agencies to support and participate in long-
term studies to contribute to an understanding of these types of environmental impacts". EPA urges 
FAA to provide a continuing commitment and leadership to these efforts, in collaboration with the 
community and other agencies. 

Response: 
Comment noted. 

FAF00001-4 

Comment:

We appreciate the opportunity to review the Final EIS and trust our comments can be addressed in the 
Record of Decision (ROD).  EPA is available to assist in further refinement of mitigation measures 
proposed. Please send me a copy of the ROD when it is signed. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments FAF00001-1 and FAF00001-2 above and 
FAF00001-5 through FAF00001-11 below. 
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FAF00001-5 

Comment:

EPA DETAILED COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE 
LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT PROPOSED MASTER PLAN IMPROVEMENTS, 
FEBRUARY 22, 2005 

Air Quality 

Airport Related Emissions  
The proposed project is located within the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB), which is designated as 
extreme nonattainment for the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for 1-hour ozone (O3), 
and serious nonattainment for 8-hour O3, carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate matter smaller than 
ten microns (PM10). In addition, on January 5, 2005, South Coast Air Basin was designated 
nonattainment for PM2.5, effective April 5, 2005.  For 2000 through 2002, South Coast Air Basin had 
the highest PM2.5 annual mean concentration (29 micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3)) in the country. 
The annual standard for PM2.5 is 15 ug/m3. Data from 2000-2002 show that for the 24-hour PM2.5 
standard, South Coast is one of two areas in the nation that violate this standard of 65 (ug/m3). 

Despite data indicating that SCAB has a significant PM2.5 pollution problem, the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement/Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIS/ElR) only references the PM2.5 designation 
(FEIS/EIR General Conformity Determination, p. 4-1), but does not specifically analyze PM2.5 as part of 
the air quality analysis. The 2003 Air Quality Management Plan for the South Coast indicates that 
attainment of the PM10 standards by the 2006 deadline will still leave the area 49 percent above the 24-
hour PM2.5 standard and 95 percent above the annual PM2.5 standard. Therefore, PM2.5 precursors, 
such as sulfur dioxide (SO2), should be considered for their impact on PM2.5 in addition to PM10 since 
control measures for PM10 identified in the FEIS may not be appropriate or adequate for PM2.5 in all 
cases.  While SCAB is in attainment for SO2, projected on-airport emissions of SO2 for Alternative D 
represent a significant increase from the 1996 baseline emissions of SO2 of 355 tons per year (tpy) 
(FEIS/FEIR, Table F4.6-6). The 1996 baseline emissions inventory indicates that the bulk of these SO2 
emissions are due to aircraft, auxiliary power unit (APU), and ground support equipment (GSE) sources.  
Of these emissions sources, aircraft is the largest (by a factor of ten). However, APU emissions of SO2 
are greater than that of GSE by a factor of 1.5 (FEIS/FElR, Table F4.6-6). 

Recommendation: 

Given the recent designation of the SCAB as nonattainment for PM2.5, EPA recommends the following 
mitigation measures to reduce airport-related, emissions.  All mitigation commitments should be 
incorporated into the Record of Decision (ROD) as conditions of FAA approval for the project 

- For all on and off airport diesel sources under FAA and/or LAWA control, use ultra low sulfur fuel (<15 
parts per million by volume), use new (>1996) diesel engines, replace diesel engines with alternative 
clean fuel engines, use alternate fuel sources, and install particulate filters. 

- Require the cleanest technology (in terms of fuel, gas-electric hybrid, or electric vehicles) for all 
transport vehicles for airport activities, including but not limited to: shuttle buses, shared ride vehicles, 
terminal transport buses, public transit, taxi cabs, and delivery vehicles. 

- Expedite commitments to reduce GSE use ahead of the GSE Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
commitment scheduled by EPA- FAA's Voluntary Airport Low Emissions (VALE) Program and commit to 
specific methods to reduce emissions associated with aircraft fueling such as underground hydrant fuel 
systems and electric hydrant carts. 

Response: 
The Record of Decision (ROD) includes those mitigation measures that are needed to reduce significant 
effects of the preferred alternative as documented in the Final EIS.  The mitigation measures that the 
FAA anticipated to be conditions of approval for the Preferred Alternative at the time of the Final EIS 
were identified in Table AES-4 of the Final EIS, "Master Plan Commitments and Mitigation Measures 
Proposed for the LAX Master Plan Build Alternatives."  Appendix A to this ROD includes summaries of 
the mitigation actions ultimately selected to be conditions of approval of the ROD.  Based upon the 
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information disclosed in the Final EIS, FAA finds that all practical means to avoid or minimize 
environmental harm has been adopted, through appropriate mitigation planning. 

Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-28 regarding Final EIS analysis for PM2.5.  Although the 
Final EIS per se did not specifically identify the effect of precursor compounds on impacts of PM2.5, the 
Final General Conformity Determination (Appendix A-2a of Volume A of the Final EIS) did address 
impacts of precursor compounds on impacts of PM10.  Please see Section 5.3.1.1.1 of Appendix A of 
the Final General Conformity Determination for a discussion of how this evaluation was addressed and 
Section 5.3.2 of the Final General Conformity Determination for a discussion of the results of the 
evaluation.  Considering the impacts of both primary and secondary PM10, it was concluded that 
Alternative D will not cause or contribute to exceedances of the PM10 national ambient air quality 
standards in the surrounding area. 

Although SO2 emissions for Alternative D in 2015 are projected to be 88 tons greater than those for the 
environmental baseline, the proper comparison for purposes of analysis under NEPA and general 
conformity provisions of the Clean Air Act is between Alternative D and the No Action/No Project 
Alternative.  SO2 emissions for Alternative D are projected to be 16 tons less than those for the No 
Action/No Project Alternative in 2015.  Emissions of SO2 are less likely to impact PM2.5 emissions 
under Alternative D than under the No Action/No Project Alternative. 

The comment includes specific suggestions for addressing air quality impacts.  The specific suggestions 
included in the comment pertain to activities that are largely within the control and jurisdiction of LAWA.  
Please see below for more information regarding the specific suggestions. 

On and off airport diesel sources.  LAWA already complies with the Los Angeles City Council directive 
on diesel engine particulate traps, approved by the Mayor on December 2, 2002, which requires all 
existing City-owned and City-contracted diesel-fueled vehicles to be retrofitted with particulate traps, 
which engines will henceforth be required to use with ultra low-sulfur diesel fuel (see Section 2.3.1 of 
Appendix S-E of the Final EIS).  As also noted in Section 2.3.1 of Appendix S-E of the Final EIS, LAWA 
began introducing alternative-fuel vehicles into its fleet in 1993, with a goal of having 50 percent of its 
fleet powered by alternative fuels by the end of 2003.  As of 2004, 50 percent of LAWA's fleet vehicles 
at LAX (approximately 370 of 740) are alternatively fueled.  Many of these alternative-fuel vehicles will 
qualify as super ultra low-emitting vehicles (SULEV) and zero-emission vehicles (ZEV).  To support its 
growing fleet of alternative-fuel vehicles, LAWA has installed clean fuel stations at LAX, including 
compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG) and added a hydrogen fuel station in 
2004.  To improve the effectiveness and longevity of the particulate traps on City-owned on-road diesel-
fueled vehicles, LAWA uses low-sulfur diesel fuel containing no more than 15 parts per million by weight 
of sulfur.  LAWA has provided a number of public-use electric charging stations designed for vehicles 
using both inductive and conductive charging systems, and charging and parking are free to airport 
users driving such vehicles.  Furthermore, under Alternative D, Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-2 
(Construction-Related Measure) requires numerous specific actions to reduce emissions of exhaust 
emissions from on-road and nonroad mobile sources and stationary engines, such as specifying a 
combination of construction equipment using "cleaner burning diesel" fuel and exhaust emission 
controls.  The FAA supports LAWA in its commitment to reducing emissions from its vehicle fleet. 

Clean fuel airport transport vehicles.  LAWA continues to work with transportation providers at LAX to 
adopt cleaner fuel technologies.  In 1999, LAWA awarded door-to-door van contracts to three full-
service and four long-distance companies to assist in reducing traffic congestion and improving air 
quality in and around the airport.  The vehicles of the LAX courtesy shuttle fleet are now 100 percent 
alternatively fueled.  

Expedited implementation of GSE MOU.  Under Alternative D, LAWA has made a major commitment 
through Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-4 (Operations-Related Measure) to the conversion of ground 
support equipment (GSE) to extremely low-emission technology, such as electric power, fuel cells, or 
other future technological developments.  This conversion complements and extends the GSE MOU 
and anticipates the virtual elimination of emissions from GSE at LAX by 2015.  Implementation details 
are still being developed because this effort will involve both the participation and cooperation of 
numerous third parties operating at LAX as well as evolving technologies.  It should be noted that 
LAWA has already installed underground hydrant fuel system infrastructure throughout LAX, and this 
system will be extended as needed to support Alternative D.  The hydrant fuel carts used to transfer fuel 
from the hydrant system into the aircraft are included in the GSE that are subject to the GSE MOU and 
Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-4.  The FAA supports LAWA in its efforts to seek and obtain financial 
assistance through its Voluntary Airport Low Emission (VALE) program, where applicable, to advance 
all elements of Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-4 as quickly as technically feasible. 
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FAA has determined that LAWA is currently undertaking or has committed under the CEQA process to 
undertake all practicable means of effectuating emissions reductions at LAX.  FAA has also determined 
it is not appropriate at this time to identify conditions of approval of the ROD beyond those currently 
indicated.  It would be inappropriate for FAA to require additional air quality mitigation measures, such 
as those indicated in the comment, as a condition of approval of the ROD for a variety of reasons.  For 
instance, as described above, LAWA is currently implementing or has made commitments to implement 
henceforth the mitigation identified in the first of the commentor’s suggestions, with the exception of 
using only new diesel engines (>1996) and replacing diesel engines with alternatively fueled engines at 
this time.  While LAWA is taking strides to accomplish these measures in the shortest possible time, it is 
not practicable from a financial and operational standpoint to require LAWA to do so within the time 
frame suggested, and would be an undue burden if included as a condition of approval of the ROD.  
With respect to the commentor’s second suggested measure, FAA does not have the authority to 
require "the cleanest technology (in terms of fuel, gas-electric hybrid, or electric vehicles) for all 
transport vehicles for airport activities, including but not limited to: shuttle buses, shared ride vehicles, 
terminal transport buses, public transit, taxi cabs, and delivery vehicles."  This measure is not related to 
a significant adverse impact that would be caused by the proposed project.  Moreover, some of these 
vehicles are owned and operated by entities beyond the jurisdiction and control of FAA or LAWA.  
Lastly, the comment recommends that FAA require "[e]xpedite[d] commitments to reduce GSE use 
ahead of the GSE Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) commitment scheduled by EPA- FAA's 
Voluntary Airport Low Emissions (VALE) Program."  (FAA notes that its VALE program is completely 
unrelated to the GSE MOU.)  As noted above, GSE use is already addressed in Mitigation Measure 
MM-AQ-4, which is unrelated to and exceeds the requirements of the GSE MOU, and is a condition of 
approval of this ROD.  Although the comment requests FAA to mandate an expedited reduction of GSE 
use ahead of the implementation of the MOU, there are practical limitations on the rate at which these 
measures can be achieved.  Furthermore, as this measure is not related to significant adverse impacts 
of the proposed project and the FAA lacks jurisdiction and control over the signatories of the MOU other 
than LAWA, FAA does not have the authority to require the signators to expedite the schedule for 
reducing emissions from GSE.  For all of the reasons explained above in detail, FAA has determined 
that it is not appropriate to require LAWA to undertake suggested mitigation beyond that already 
identified as a condition of approval of the ROD. 

Finally, please see the following table for a comparison of USEPA recommended mitigation measures 
to existing regulatory requirements and LAX Master Plan mitigation measures. 
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 Comparison of USEPA Recommendations to Existing Regulations and  
Master Plan Mitigation Measures/Commitments (Comment FAF00001-5) 

USEPA Recommended Mitigation 
Measure1   Existing Requirements  MMRP Mitigation Measure 

“For all on and off airport diesel 
sources under FAA and/or LAWA 
control, use ultra low sulfur fuel (<15 
parts per million by volume), use new 
(>1996) diesel engines, replace diesel 
engines with alternative clean fuel 
engines, use alternative fuel sources, 
and install particulate filters.” 

 The air quality analysis for the LAX Master Plan assumes that LAWA will 
continue to comply with existing rules and regulations related to air 
quality.  These requirements include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 SCAQMD Rule 431.2, Sulfur Content of Liquid Fuels, requires that, 
after January 1, 2005, only low sulfur diesel fuel (containing 15 ppmw 
sulfur) will be permitted for sale in the South Coast Air Basin. 

 Los Angeles City Council directive on diesel engine particulate traps, 
approved by the Mayor on December 2, 2002; requires that all existing 
City-owned and City-contracted diesel-fuel vehicles be retrofitted with 
particulate traps, which engines would henceforth be required to use ultra 
low sulfur diesel fuel (15 ppmw or less); some exceptions apply to 
emergency vehicles and off-road vehicles. 

In December 2002, CARB and most major domestic air carriers serving 
the South Coast Air Basin executed a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) regarding ground support equipment.  The MOU requires 
Participating Airlines to meet the following goals: 

 The Participating Airlines shall meet a 2.65 grams per brake-
horsepower hour emission rate goal for HC plus NOx, as an average 
industry aggregate, by December 31, 2010 for the 1997 Existing Fleet. 

 The Participating Airlines will, in aggregate, have ZEVs represent at 
least thirty percent (30%) of the 1997 Existing Fleet by December 31, 
2010.

 The Participating Airlines will, in aggregate, have ZEVs represent at 
least forty-five percent (45%) of New GSE by December 31, 2010. 

 The Participating Airlines agree to reduce diesel particulate emissions 
from their diesel GSE in the South Coast by installing CARB-verified 
diesel particulate control technology. 

 Each Participating Airline will purchase and use low sulfur diesel fuel 
(15 ppm maximum sulfur content by weight) for all diesel GSE operating 
in the South Coast beginning after December 31, 2003, except under 
certain conditions. 

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-2: “The specific components of this construction-related air quality 
mitigation measure include: … 

 Specify combination of electricity from power poles and portable diesel- or 
gasoline-fueled generators using ‘cleaner burning diesel’ fuel and exhaust 
emission controls. 

 Specify combination of construction equipment using ‘cleaner burning 
diesel’ fuel and exhaust emission controls.” 

MM-AQ-4: “The primary component of the operations-related air quality 
mitigation measure consists of one airside item, the conversion of ground 
support equipment (GSE) to extremely low emission technology (such as 
electric power, fuel cells, or other future technological developments).  Due 
to the magnitude of the effort to convert GSE, it must be a phased program 
and must be completed at build out of the Master Plan in 2015….” 

   

   
“Require the cleanest technology (in 
terms of fuel, gas-electric hybrid, or 
electric vehicle) for all transport 
vehicles for airport activities, including 
but not limited to: shuttle buses, shared 
ride vehicles, terminal transport buses, 
public transit, taxi cabs, and delivery 
vehicles.”

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-3: “The primary feature of the transportation-related air quality 
mitigation measure is the development and construction of at least eight (8) 
additional sites with FlyAway service similar to the service provided by the 
Van Nuys FlyAway currently operated by LAWA.  The intent of these 
FlyAway sites is to reduce the quantity of traffic going to and from LAX by 
providing regional locations where LAX employees and passengers can 
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 Comparison of USEPA Recommendations to Existing Regulations and  
Master Plan Mitigation Measures/Commitments (Comment FAF00001-5) 

USEPA Recommended Mitigation 
Measure1  Existing Requirements  MMRP Mitigation Measure 

pick up an LAX-dedicated, clean-fueled bus that will transport them from a 
FlyAway closer to their home or office into LAX and back…. Other feasible 
mitigation elements may be developed to ensure that the emission 
reductions for this transportation-related measure are achieved.  These 
may include, for example: 

 Promoting commercial vehicle/trucks/vans using terminal areas (LAX and 
regional intermodal) to install SULEV/ZEV engines to reduce vehicle air 
emissions.

 Promoting ‘best-engine’ technology (SULEV/ZEV) for rental cars using 
on-airport RAC facilities to reduce vehicle air emissions. 

 Consolidating nonrental car shuttles using SULEV/ZEV engines to reduce 
vehicle emissions.” 

   

   
“Expedite commitments to reduce GSE 
use ahead of the GSE Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) commitment 
scheduled by USEPA-FAA’s Voluntary 
Airport Low Emissions (VALE) 
Program and commit to specific 
methods to reduce emissions 
associated with aircraft fueling such as 
underground hydrant fuel systems and 
electric hydrant carts.”  

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-4: “The primary component of the operations-related air quality 
mitigation measure consists of one airside item, the conversion of ground 
support equipment (GSE) to extremely low emission technology (such as 
electric power, fuel cells, or other future technological developments).  Due 
to the magnitude of the effort to convert GSE, it must be a phased program 
and must be completed at build out of the Master Plan in 2015.  An 
implementation plan will be developed which provides available details as 
to how each of the elements of this operations-related mitigation measure 
will be implemented and monitored.  Because this effort will apply to all 
GSE in use at LAX, both LAWA-owned equipment and tenant-owned 
equipment, the effort must begin upon City approval of the LAX Plan with a 
detailed inventory of the number, types, sizes, and usage history of all GSE 
at LAX.  Because some of the tenant organizations (mainly the major 
domestic commercial airlines) have signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) with the California Air Resources Board (CARB) that 
requires the signatories to replace a proportion of their GSE fleet with 
clean-fuel alternatives (including zero-emission equipment), it will be 
necessary for LAWA to evaluate the level of its commitment within the 
framework of the MOU.  Because LAWA anticipates facilitating this 
component by providing incentives or tenant lease requirements, early 
negotiations with tenant organizations may allow LAWA to accommodate 
cost-sharing agreements to implement the GSE conversions in a timely 
manner, to make LAWA’s financial commitment as cost effective as 
possible….”
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 Comparison of USEPA Recommendations to Existing Regulations and  
Master Plan Mitigation Measures/Commitments (Comment FAF00001-5) 

USEPA Recommended Mitigation 
Measure1  Existing Requirements  MMRP Mitigation Measure 

1 A very extensive range of possible mitigation measures was considered for the LAX Master Plan, including most, if not all, of the USEPA recommended mitigation measures.  See 12/6/04 
Memorandum, “Inventory of Air Quality Mitigation Measures Considered in Conjunction with the LAX Master Plan EIS/EIR.”  Those measures determined to be the most feasible and 
potentially effective, based on existing information and the current level of planning for the LAX Master Plan, are included in the MMRP.  Id.  Additional measures and more specific 
requirements will be developed during project-level planning.  The new or refined mitigation measures will be incorporated into the LAX Master Plan-Mitigation Plan for Air Quality (LAX MP-
MPAQ), which will be developed in consultation with the USEPA pursuant to Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1.  As noted below, the goal of the LAX MP-MPAQ is to reduce potential air 
pollutant emissions associated with implementation of the LAX Master Plan to levels equal to, or less than, the levels identified in the Final EIS and Final EIR for the project.  

 The First Addendum to the Final EIR states, “MM-AQ-1 recognizes that the Final EIR is a program-level document and provides a mechanism for identification of all feasible methods for 
reducing air pollutant emissions in accordance with the performance standard provided in the measure.  The measure provides a firm commitment to future mitigation of the significant 
impacts associated with the Master Plan to the extent feasible.”  First Addendum, at 2-12. 

2  MM-AQ-1 requires the implementation of all feasible measures to reduce air pollutant emissions to levels equal to, or less than, the levels identified in the Final EIS and Final EIR for the 
project.  MM-AQ-1 states, in part, “LAWA shall expand and revise the existing air quality mitigation programs at LAX through the development of an LAX Master Plan Mitigation Plan for Air 
Quality (LAX MP-MPAQ).  The LAX MP-MPAQ shall be developed in consultation with the FAA, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the California Air Resources Board 
(CARB), and the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), as appropriate, and shall include all feasible methods to reduce air pollutant emissions from aircraft, ground 
support equipment (GSE), traffic, and construction equipment both on and off the airport.”  The goal of the LAX MP-MPAQ is to reduce potential air pollutant emissions associated with 
implementation of the LAX Master Plan to levels equal to, or less than, the levels identified in the Final EIS and Final EIR for the project. 
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FAF00001-6 

Comment:

Auxiliary Power Unit Emissions 

The FEIS states that, in 2015, the installation of 400-Hz electricity and preconditioned air at all of the 
gates is expected to reduce auxiliary power unit (APU) emissions by approximately 75 percent, or 540 
tpy of CO, 310 tpy of NOx, 20 tpy of hydrocarbons (HC), and 55 tpy of sulfur dioxide (SO2). In the 
response to our SDEIS/EIR comments on opportunities to reduce APU emissions, the FEIS states that 
Clean Air Act Section 233 preempts LAWA and FAA restrictions on APU operation at the gate.  Section 
233 of the Act addresses State adoption and enforcement of aircraft emission standards; it does not 
prohibit restrictions on APU use nor does it prohibit LAWA and FAA from offering incentives to reduce 
APU use.  EPA’s recommended additional measures for incorporation into the ROD to reduce APU 
emissions are included below. 

Recommendation: 

As previously requested in our comments on the SDEIS/EIR, EPA recommends that APU emissions be 
quantified to reflect specific activities and uses during aircraft operations, with a breakdown highlighting 
those emissions which can be reasonably reduced by using electric power grid and those where electric 
power grid can not be utilized effectively.  In the ROD, FAA and LAWA should commit to mitigation 
measures to further minimize APU emissions where they can be reasonably reduced.  We recommend 
the following mitigation measures be incorporated into the ROD as conditions of FAA approval of the 
project: 

- Reduce APU emissions through incentives or lease agreements promoting use of gate power and 
preconditioned air and reduction of taxi-in/taxi-out time through aircraft on-tarmac traffic mitigation 
strategies. Identify appropriate early warning programs to alert pilots as to changes in departure times, 
which may lead to reduced APU emissions.  Commit to further measures to minimize APU emissions 
from specific aircraft activities where emissions can be reasonably reduced. 

Response: 
As indicated in Response to Comment FAL00001-5, the Record of Decision includes, as a condition of 
approval, those mitigation measures that are within the jurisdiction and control of the FAA and LAWA 
and are needed to reduce or prevent significant adverse effects resulting from implementation of the 
preferred alternative as documented in the Final EIS.  Please see Appendix A of the ROD for 
summaries of the mitigation actions identified by FAA as conditions of approval in the ROD.  Based 
upon the information disclosed in the Final EIS, FAA finds that there is no possible and prudent 
alternative to the preferred alternative and all reasonable steps have been taken to minimize its 
significant adverse effects. 

Emissions from auxiliary power units (APUs), as provided in Attachments 4 and 7 of Appendix F-B in 
the Final EIS, were calculated for total usage, providing a single emission impact attributable to APU 
usage.  Information on specific APU activity usage was not required for this analysis and is not 
available, therefore it is not possible to quantify the emissions that could be reduced using the electric 
power grid.  Therefore, information requested by the commentor regarding quantification of those 
emissions that could reasonably be reduced by using the power grid cannot readily be provided.  It 
should be noted that the analysis of mitigation measures would remain the same regardless of the 
availability and/or analysis of this activity usage information. 

As noted in Section 2.3.1 of Appendix S-E of the Final EIS, it is LAWA's goal to have all of its aircraft 
gates at LAX, regardless of the interpretation of Clean Air Act Section 233, equipped with 400-Hz power 
and preconditioned air in the near future.  Implementation of this goal is intended to proceed regardless 
of the alternative ultimately constructed at LAX.  This feature will allow aircraft pilots to minimize the use 
of their aircrafts' APUs while parked at the gate.  FAA, USEPA, and LAWA will engage interested 
parties in an evaluation of all feasible measures for reducing APU emissions at the gates; such 
measures may include incentive programs and aircraft guidelines restricting APU use at gates when 
turnaround time exceeds certain limits. 
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It should be further noted that, regardless of the availability of the 400-Hz power and preconditioned air 
infrastructure at LAX, and regardless of the interpretation of Clean Air Act Section 233, neither LAWA 
nor FAA have express authority to require use of this infrastructure.  The final decision on such use of 
this infrastructure remains the sole discretion of each aircraft pilot due to safety and other 
considerations.  The decision to operate the APU on the aircraft is the responsibility of the pilot in 
command of the aircraft, and it must be consistent with the manufacturer’s recommendations on how to 
safely operate the aircraft.  Each airline has its own set of rules on how they use the APU within the 
manufacturer’s envelop of usage. 

FAF00001-7 

Comment:

Construction Mitigation Measures 

Several potential mitigation measures to reduce construction emissions are listed in the FEIS/EIR as 
well as the multiple state and district requirements with which the Los Angeles International Airport 
(LAX) Master Plan must comply.  EPA commends FAA and LAWA for incorporating multiple measures 
to reduce the impacts resulting from future construction associated with this project. 

Recommendations: 

Due to the serious nature of the PM10 and PM2.5 conditions in the SCAB, we recommend that the best 
available control measures for these pollutants be implemented at all times and reiterate our comment 
included in the SDEIS/ElR to incorporate the Construction Mitigation Plan into the ROD.  We 
recommend that (1) all construction mitigation measures listed in the FEIS/EIR, (2) all requirements 
under the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rules 403 and 1186.1, and (3) the 
following additional measures be incorporated into a Construction Mitigation Plan. The ROD should 
include a commitment to implement the Construction Mitigation Plan as a condition of FAA approval of 
the project to minimize PM10 and PM2.5 emissions. 

Fugitive Dust Source Controls: 
- Stabilize open storage piles and disturbed areas by covering and/or applying water or 
chemical/organic dust palliative where appropriate. This applies to both inactive and active sites, during 
workdays, weekends, holidays, and windy conditions.  

- Install wind fencing and phase grading operations where appropriate, and operate water trucks for 
stabilization of surfaces under windy conditions.  

- When hauling material and operating non-earthmoving equipment, prevent spillage and limit speeds 
to15 miles per hour (mph). Limit speed of earth-moving equipment to 10 mph 

Mobile and Stationary Source Controls: 
- Maintain and tune engines per manufacturer’s specifications to perform at EPA certification levels and 
to perform at verified standards applicable to retrofit technologies.  Employ periodic, unscheduled 
inspections to limit unnecessary idling and to ensure that construction equipment is properly 
maintained, tuned, and modified consistent with established specifications.  

- Prohibit any tampering with engines and require continuing adherence to manufacturers 
recommendations 

- Require that leased equipment be 1996 model or newer unless cost exceeds 110 percent or average 
lease cost.  Require 75 percent or more of total horsepower of owned equipment to be used be 1996 or 
newer models.  

- Use particulate traps where suitable. 

Administrative controls: 
- Identify where implementation of mitigation measures is rejected based on economic infeasibility. 
- Prepare an inventory of all equipment prior to construction and identify the suitability of add-on 
emission controls for each piece of equipment before groundbreaking. (Suitability of control devices is 
based on: whether there is reduced normal availability of the construction equipment due to increased 
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downtime and/or power output, whether there may be significant damage caused to the construction 
equipment engine, or whether there may be a significant risk to nearby workers or the public.)  
- Utilize cleanest available fuel engines in construction equipment and identify opportunities for 
electrification. 
- Develop a construction traffic and parking management plan that minimizes traffic interference and 
maintain traffic flow  
- Incorporate programs such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) at LAX. 

Response: 
As indicated in previous responses, this Record of Decision includes, as a condition of approval, those 
mitigation measures that are within the jurisdiction and control of the FAA and LAWA and needed to 
reduce or prevent significant adverse effects resulting from implementation of the preferred alternative 
as documented in the Final EIS.  Please see Appendix A of the ROD for summaries of the mitigation 
actions identified by FAA as conditions of approval in the ROD.  Based upon the information disclosed 
in the Final EIS, FAA finds that there is no possible and prudent alternative to the preferred alternative 
and all reasonable steps have been taken to minimize its significant adverse effects.  In accordance 
with 40 CFR 1505.3, the FAA will take appropriate steps, through Federal funding grant assurances and 
conditions, airport layout plan approvals, and contract plans and specifications, to ensure that the 
mitigation actions are implemented during project development, and will monitor the implementation of 
these mitigation actions as necessary to assure that representations made in the Final EIS with respect 
to mitigation are carried out. 

As indicated in Appendix A of the ROD, FAA is requiring, as a condition of its final approval in the 
Record of Decision that LAWA and the City implement the air quality mitigation measures described in 
the adopted LAX Master Plan MMRP.  This includes the mitigation measure associated with 
construction emissions, MM-AQ-2, which was identified in the Final EIS.  By including this condition of 
approval in the ROD, the condition will be enforceable through special grant assurances in grant 
agreements entered into with the City for Alternative D.  In addition, as noted in Section 2.1 of the Final 
General Conformity Determination (Appendix A-2a of Volume A of the Final EIS), all of the CEQA-
related mitigation measures that FAA relied upon in the general conformity evaluation have been 
expressly adopted by LAWA and the City in approving Alternative D.  As such, those mitigation 
measures are fully enforceable under California law.  (Cal. Pub.  Res. Code § 21081.6).  California 
regulations also require compliance with mitigation requirements as stated in a mitigation monitoring 
and reporting program (MMRP); see 14 C.C.R. §§  15091(d) and 15097(c)(3).  Thus, there are 
numerous legal mechanisms for ensuring compliance with the construction mitigation measures 
identified in the MMRP and/or adopted as conditions of approval in the ROD. 

The LAX Master Plan MMRP, which incorporates all of the mitigation measures that FAA relied upon in 
the general conformity evaluation, describes LAWA's lead responsibility for administering the program, 
the timing of implementation, monitoring frequency, and actions indicating compliance.  These 
provisions ensure that the measures will be properly implemented.  Also, the City Council adopted the 
LAX Specific Plan, a zoning ordinance that establishes development regulations and standards based 
on the land uses permitted in the LAX Plan.  The Specific Plan requires a separate approval for each 
individual project within the Master Plan and requires the decision-maker to make findings to support 
that approval.  These include a finding that the appropriate mitigation measures are being adopted as a 
condition of approval.  Further, the LAX Specific Plan requires that LAWA prepare and submit to the 
City Council, among others, annual reports indicating the status of implementation of the LAX Master 
Plan MMRP.

As noted in the LAX Master Plan MMRP, LAWA shall expand and revise the existing air quality 
mitigation programs at LAX through the development of an LAX Master Plan Mitigation Plan for Air 
Quality (LAX MP-MPAQ).  Of import, the LAX MP-MPAQ shall be developed in consultation with the 
FAA, USEPA, CARB, and SCAQMD, as appropriate, and shall include technologically/legally feasible 
and economically reasonable methods to reduce air pollutant emissions from aircraft, GSE, traffic, and 
construction equipment both on and off the airport.  This is currently underway.  As LAWA develops the 
details of the LAX MP-MPAQ, it will seek additional review and comments from FAA, USEPA, CARB, 
and SCAQMD on these new documents.  The intended purpose of the LAX MP-MPAQ is to ensure that 
all the feasible mitigation measures are identified and implemented to reduce the air quality impacts of 
Alternative D at least to the levels noted in the Final EIS for the LAX Master Plan and are maintained 
during and following project implementation.  The LAX MP-MPAQ, currently under development, is 
subdivided into four sections.  The section addressing Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1 (Framework), 
provides the basic organizational structure for the full program.  It is also intended to provide a clear, 
consistent and convenient foundation for its implementation.  With the Framework’s "overarching 
configuration," the individual components of the LAX MP-MPAQ (i.e., MM-AQ-2, Construction-Related 
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Measure, MM-AQ-3, Transportation-Related Measure, and MM-AQ-4, Operations-Related Measure) 
are more effectively coordinated and completed.  Importantly, additional information that is specific or 
unique to the other three will be contained in their respective volumes, to be published separately. 

LAWA is currently preparing MM-AQ-2 (Construction-Related Measure) as a stand-alone document.  It 
will require all feasible methods to mitigate construction-related emissions, and will explicitly identify 
those elements listed in the Final EIS that are able to be quantified.  This document will not address 
regulatory requirements, such as those under SCAQMD Rules 403 (which requires limiting speeds to 
15 mph and suspending grading activities when wind speeds exceed 25 mph, among other things) and 
1186.1, since LAWA must comply with those requirements regardless and they do not constitute 
mitigation, nor are they creditable as mitigation under CEQA or NEPA.  Many of the additional 
measures recommended by USEPA in its comment have already been evaluated in the Final EIS and 
are included as components in MM-AQ-2.  These include, but are not limited to, the following:  (1) 
Fugitive Dust Controls (apply non-toxic soil stabilizer to all inactive construction areas; stabilize storage 
piles with non-toxic soil stabilizer); (2) Mobile and Stationary Controls (require that all construction 
equipment is properly maintained at all times in accordance with manufacturers’ specifications; prohibit 
tampering with construction equipment; specify combination of construction equipment using "cleaner 
burning diesel" fuel and exhaust emission controls); and (3) Administrative Controls (designate a person 
to ensure the implementation of all components of the construction-related measure through direct 
inspections, records reviews, and investigation of complaints; specify combination of electricity from 
power poles and portable diesel- or gasoline-fueled generators using "cleaner burning diesel" fuel and 
exhaust emission controls).  The MMRP for the LAX Master Plan requires that the MPAQ Framework 
be developed in consultation with the USEPA, CARB, and SCAQMD.  Therefore, LAWA will discuss the 
additional measures recommended by USEPA in its comment during those consultations to determine 
how they and other feasible methods can be incorporated into MM-AQ-2.  

No construction will occur until the construction-related mitigation measures are fully implemented.  FAA 
anticipates that, once fully developed, air quality mitigation measures MM-AQ-1, MM-AQ-2, MM-AQ-3, 
and MM-AQ-4 will be responsive to many of the measures suggested in the comment, some of which 
are already specifically identified as components of one or more of these four mitigation measures.  For 
this reason, and because a process has been established to make decisions on further defining the 
specific elements of mitigation measures MM-AQ-1, MM-AQ-2, MM-AQ-3, and MM-AQ-4, FAA does not 
believe it would be appropriate at this time to preempt those decisions by including the mitigation 
measures recommended here as conditions of approval in the ROD.  However, FAA encourages LAWA 
to take into consideration those mitigation measures identified in the comment that are not currently 
included as specific elements of MM-AQ-1, MM-AQ-2, MM-AQ-3 or MM-AQ-4.  It should be noted that 
several of the measures suggested, specifically those addressing fugitive dust, would be required by 
existing regulations (SCAQMD Rule 403) and are therefore not included as mitigation measures. 

Finally, please see the following table for a comparison of USEPA recommended mitigation measures 
to existing regulatory requirements and LAX Master Plan mitigation measures and commitment. 
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 Comparison of USEPA Recommendations to Existing Regulations and 
Master Plan Mitigation Measures/Commitments (Comment FAF00001-7) 

USEPA Recommended Mitigation 
Measure1   Existing Requirements  MMRP Commitment and/or Mitigation Measure 

“Stabilize open storage piles and disturbed areas by 
covering and/or applying water or chemical/organic 
dust palliative where appropriate.  This applies to 
both inactive and active sites, during workdays, 
weekends, holidays, and windy conditions.” 

 LAWA will continue to comply with existing rules and regulations 
related to air quality, including, but are not limited to, the following: 

 SCAQMD Rule 403, Fugitive Dust, identifies the minimum 
particulate controls for construction-related fugitive dust.  This rule 
requires that disturbed soils be stabilized throughout the construction 
period, including applying water or a stabilizing agent in sufficient 
quantities to prevent the generation of visible dust plumes.  Additional 
requirements apply to large operations. 

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-2: “The specific components of this construction-
related air quality mitigation measure include: … 

 Apply non-toxic soil stabilizer to all inactive construction 
areas (i.e., areas with disturbed soil). 

 Following the addition of materials to, or removal of 
materials from, the surface of outdoor storage piles, said piles 
shall be effectively stabilized of fugitive dust emissions 
utilizing non-toxic soil stabilizer. 

 Post a publicly visible sign with telephone number and 
person to contact regarding dust complaints; this person shall 
respond and take corrective action within 24 hours. 

 Prior to final occupancy, the applicant demonstrates that all 
ground surfaces are covered or treated sufficiently to 
minimize fugitive dust emissions. 

   

   
“Install wind fencing and phase grading operations 
where appropriate, and operate water trucks for 
stabilization of surfaces under windy conditions.”   

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-2: See above regarding soil stabilization. 
   

   
“When hauling material and operating non-
earthmoving equipment, prevent spillage and limit 
speeds to 15 miles per hour (mph).  Limit speed of 
earth-moving equipment to 10 mph.”  

 LAWA will continue to comply with existing rules and regulations 
related to air quality, including, but are not limited to, the following: 

 California Vehicle Code section 23114 states: “A vehicle may not be 
driven or moved on any highway unless the vehicle is so constructed, 
covered, or loaded as to prevent any of its contents or load other than 
clear water or feathers from live birds from dropping, sifting, leaking, 
blowing, spilling, or otherwise escaping from the vehicle.” 

 SCAQMD Rule 403, Fugitive Dust, requires that vehicles limit their 
speeds to 15 miles per hour in staging areas.  The rule also requires 
that at least 6 inches of freeboard be maintained on haul vehicles. 

MM-AQ-1
2

   

   
“Maintain and tune engines per manufacturer’s 
specifications to perform at EPA certification levels 
and to perform at verified standards applicable to 
retrofit technologies.  Employ periodic, unscheduled 
inspections to limit unnecessary idling and to ensure 
that construction equipment is properly maintained, 
tuned, and modified consistent with established 
specifications.”   

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-2: “The specific components of this construction-
related air quality mitigation measure include: … 

 Prohibit construction vehicle idling in excess of ten minutes.
Utilize construction equipment having the minimum practical 

engine size (i.e., the lowest appropriate horsepower rating for 
intended job). 
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 Comparison of USEPA Recommendations to Existing Regulations and 
Master Plan Mitigation Measures/Commitments (Comment FAF00001-7) 

USEPA Recommended Mitigation 
Measure1   Existing Requirements  MMRP Commitment and/or Mitigation Measure 

 Require that all construction equipment working on site is 
properly maintained (including engine tuning) at all times in 
accordance with manufacturers’ specifications and schedules.

 Prohibit tampering with construction equipment to increase 
horsepower or to defeat emission control devices. 

 The contractor or builder shall designate a person or 
persons to ensure the implementation of all components of 
the construction-related measure through direct inspections, 
record reviews, and investigations of complaints.” 

   

   
“Prohibit any tampering with engines and require 
continuing adherence to manufacturers 
recommendations.”   

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-2: “The specific components of this construction-
related air quality mitigation measure include: … 

 Require that all construction equipment working on site is 
properly maintained (including engine tuning) at all times in 
accordance with manufacturers’ specifications and schedules.

 Prohibit tampering with construction equipment to increase 
horsepower or to defeat emission control devices.” 

   

   
“Require that leased equipment be 1996 or newer 
unless cost exceeds 110 percent [of] average lease 
cost.  Require 75 percent or more of total 
horsepower of owned equipment to be used be 1996 
or newer models.”  

MM-AQ-1
2

   

   
“Use particulate traps where suitable.”     MM-AQ-1

2

MM-AQ-2: “The specific components of this construction-
related air quality mitigation measure include: … 

 Specify combination of construction equipment using 
‘cleaner burning diesel’ fuel and exhaust emission controls.” 
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 Comparison of USEPA Recommendations to Existing Regulations and 
Master Plan Mitigation Measures/Commitments (Comment FAF00001-7) 

USEPA Recommended Mitigation 
Measure1   Existing Requirements  MMRP Commitment and/or Mitigation Measure 

“Prepare an inventory of all equipment prior to 
construction and identify the suitability of add-on 
emission controls for each piece of equipment before 
groundbreaking.  (Suitability of control devices is 
based on: whether there is reduced normal 
availability of the construction equipment due to 
increased downtime and/or power output, whether 
there may be significant damage caused to the 
construction equipment engine, or whether there 
may be a significant risk to nearby workers or the 
public.)”

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-2: “The specific components of this construction-
related air quality mitigation measure include: … 

 Specify combination of construction equipment using 
‘cleaner burning diesel’ fuel and exhaust emission controls.” 

   

   
“Utilize cleanest available fuel engines in 
construction equipment and identify opportunities for 
electrification.”

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-2: “The specific components of this construction-
related air quality mitigation measure include: … 

 Specify combination of electricity from power poles and 
portable diesel- or gasoline-fueled generators using ‘cleaner 
burning diesel’ fuel and exhaust emission controls. 

 Specify combination of construction equipment using 
‘cleaner burning diesel’ fuel and exhaust emission controls.” 

   

   
“Develop a construction traffic and parking 
management plan that minimizes traffic interference 
and maintain traffic flow.”   

Master Plan Commitment ST-18: “A complete construction 
traffic plan will be developed to designate detour and/or haul 
routes, variable message and other sign locations, 
communication methods with airport passengers, construction 
deliveries, construction employee shift hours, construction 
employee parking locations and other relevant factors.” 
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 Comparison of USEPA Recommendations to Existing Regulations and 
Master Plan Mitigation Measures/Commitments (Comment FAF00001-7) 

USEPA Recommended Mitigation 
Measure1   Existing Requirements  MMRP Commitment and/or Mitigation Measure 

“Incorporate programs such as Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) at LAX.”   

MM-AQ-1
2

MM-AQ-3:  “Other feasible mitigation elements may be 
developed to ensure that the emission reductions for this 
transportation-related measure are achieved.  These may 
include, for example: 

 Covering, if feasible, any parking structures that receive 
direct sunlight, to reduce volatile emissions from vehicle 
gasoline tanks; and installing solar panels on these roofs 
where feasible to supply electricity or hot water to reduce 
power production demand and associated air emissions at 
utility plants.” 

1  A very extensive range of possible mitigation measures was considered for the LAX Master Plan, including most, if not all, of the USEPA recommended mitigation measures.  See 12/6/04 
Memorandum, “Inventory of Air Quality Mitigation Measures Considered in Conjunction with the LAX Master Plan EIS/EIR.”  Those measures determined to be the most feasible and 
potentially effective, based on existing information and the current level of planning for the LAX Master Plan, are included in the MMRP.  Id.  Additional measures and more specific 
requirements will be developed during project-level planning.  The new or refined mitigation measures will be incorporated into the LAX Master Plan-Mitigation Plan for Air Quality (LAX MP-
MPAQ), which will be developed in consultation with the USEPA pursuant to Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1.  As noted below, the goal of the LAX MP-MPAQ is to reduce potential air 
pollutant emissions associated with implementation of the LAX Master Plan to levels equal to, or less than, the levels identified in the Final EIS and Final EIR for the project. 

 The First Addendum to the Final EIR states, “MM-AQ-1 recognizes that the Final EIR is a program-level document and provides a mechanism for identification of all feasible methods for 
reducing air pollutant emissions in accordance with the performance standard provided in the measure.  The measure provides a firm commitment to future mitigation of the significant 
impacts associated with the Master Plan to the extent feasible.”  First Addendum, at 2-12. 

2  MM-AQ-1 requires the implementation of all feasible measures to reduce air pollutant emissions to levels equal to, or less than, the levels identified in the Final EIS and Final EIR for the 
project.  MM-AQ-1 states, in part, “LAWA shall expand and revise the existing air quality mitigation programs at LAX through the development of an LAX Master Plan Mitigation Plan for Air 
Quality (LAX MP-MPAQ).  The LAX MP-MPAQ shall be developed in consultation with the FAA, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the California Air Resources Board 
(CARB), and the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), as appropriate, and shall include all feasible methods to reduce air pollutant emissions from aircraft, ground 
support equipment (GSE), traffic, and construction equipment both on and off the airport.”  The goal of the LAX MP-MPAQ is to reduce potential air pollutant emissions associated with 
implementation of the LAX Master Plan to levels equal to, or less than, the levels identified in the Final EIS and Final EIR for the project.
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FAF00001-8 

Comment:

Air Quality - Master Plan Commitments 

Results of the supplemental human health risk assessment report suggests that acute and chronic non-
cancer effects are likely to occur under the no action alternative. The non-cancer chronic hazard index 
(HI) ranges from 35 to 221 (average 59) and acute HI ranges from 14 to 87 (average 23).  (Technical 
Report - LAX Master Plan Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, 9.a. Supplemental Health Risk Assessment 
Technical Report, June 2003, p. 11 and 14-15.)  Although these are "baseline values" (i.e. with no 
action), the HI indicates risks from emissions that are attributable to the operations of the airport and the 
traffic into and out of the airport. 

EPA has worked for many years with LAWA, consultants, and State and local air district experts to 
develop an air quality and source apportionment study plan.  In 2003, EPA convened an expert peer 
review panel that reported on the existing, incomplete work plan (Report on the Peer Review Workshop 
on the Los Angeles World Airports, Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study of the Area 
Surrounding Los Angeles International Airport (August 8, 2003). The reviewers were quite 
complimentary of the existing documentation, but made many suggestions for improving the plan, 
starting with a complete emissions inventory for the airport.  EPA acknowledges that "LAWA will 
conduct an air quality and source apportionment study to evaluate the contribution of on-airport aircraft 
emissions to off-airport pollutant concentrations." (FEIS, p. A-2-118, AQ-1) and is encouraged that the 
Community-Based Agreement states that this project can proceed within one year if FAA provides 
approval and/or funding. 

EPA has provided funding to the California Air Resources Board (CARB), in collaboration with 
University of California at Los Angeles and University of Southern California, to conduct a limited scope 
air quality study at and around LAX.  We understand and appreciate that LAWA will cooperate and 
provide necessary support for the study which will start in April 2005.  SCAQMD has also started its 
MATES III study and expects to complete the study in early 2006. These sources of information will aide 
in implementation of the Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study. 

Recommendations: 

We recommend that the ROD clarify the role and specific commitments of FAA in the proposed AQ-1, 
Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study, AQ-2, School Air Filters, and AQ-3 Mobile Health 
Research Lab (FEIS/EIR, p. A.2-118) 

As a condition of FAA approval of the project in the ROD, EPA recommends that FAA (1) incorporate 
suggestions described in the peer review workshop report and pertinent findings from the CARB and 
MATES III studies in implementing the proposed Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study, and (2) 
develop a schedule to conduct the air quality and source apportionment study, including initiation of the 
study within one year of the FEIS/EIR being finalized.  Furthermore, the Air Quality and Source 
Apportionment Study information should be used to validate the modeled concentrations of hazardous 
air pollutants, especially acrolein and 1,3-butadiene, as characterized in the FEIS/EIR, to inform future 
mitigation. 

Response: 
In accordance with 49 U.S.C. §47106(c)(1)(B), the Record of Decision includes as a condition of 
approval those mitigation measures within the jurisdiction and control of the FAA and LAWA that are 
needed to reduce or prevent significant adverse effects resulting from implementation of the preferred 
alternative as documented in the Final EIS.  Appendix A of the ROD includes summaries of the 
mitigation actions that have ultimately been identified as conditions of approval of the ROD.  Based 
upon the information disclosed in the Final EIS, FAA finds that there is no possible and prudent 
alternative to the preferred alternative and all reasonable steps have been taken to minimize its 
significant adverse effects. 

USEPA has recommended that FAA require completion of the Air Quality Source Apportionment Study 
as a condition of approval.  Please see Response to Comment FAF00001-2 regarding the Air Quality 
Source Apportionment Study (identified in the Final EIS as Master Plan Commitment AQ-1). 
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The two Master Plan commitments to which USEPA refers, the installation of air filters in schools and 
the mobile health research lab are included in the Final EIS as Master Plan Commitments AQ-2 and 
AQ-3.  FAA’s review of air quality impacts in the Final EIS does not disclose significant impacts 
particular to schools, therefore air filters are not required to address any project-related impact.  The 
mobile health research lab identified in Master Plan Commitment AQ-3 would study various aspects of 
current conditions resulting from existing airport operations and other activities in the project area but 
would not reduce impacts from the proposed action.  As a result, FAA has not included these measures 
as conditions of approval in the ROD.  FAA encourages LAWA, however, with assistance from 
appropriate agencies such as USEPA or other State and Federal agencies, to pursue completion of this 
study. 

FAF00001-9 

Comment:

As a condition of FAA approval of the project in the ROD, EPA recommends that  (1) air filters be 
installed in schools prior to the initiation of the Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study to mitigate 
potential adverse health effects, (2) installation of air filters be complemented with an adequate 
inspection and maintenance program to ensure that installation meets intended purposes, and (3) the 
health endpoints of the research proposed through the Mobile Health Research Lab be expanded by 
working with the California Environmental Health Tracking Program and the California Department of 
Health Services. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAF00001-8 above. 

FAF00001-10 

Comment:

Transportation Conformity 
The FEIS includes the completed General Conformity Clean Air Act Determination, and states that 
emissions associated with the proposed action could not be confirmed to have been included with those 
from a conforming Regional Transportation Improvement Program and a conforming Regional 
Transportation Plan prepared by Southern California Association of Governments.  Therefore, there has 
not been a determination of transportation conformity for any emissions that may result from proposed 
roadway improvements associated with Alternative D.  Because future funding and/or approval for a 
proposed new interchange included as a part of Alternative D may come from the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), that portion of the project will need to be evaluated for transportation 
conformity. 

Recommendation: 

In the ROD, identify all portions of Alternative D that will require a transportation conformity 
determination and will need to be included in a conforming regional transportation improvement 
program and regional transportation plan. 

Response: 
The commentor states that there has not been a determination of transportation conformity for any 
emissions that may result from proposed roadway improvements associated with Alternative D and 
recommends that the FAA identify in the ROD all portions of Alternative D that will require a 
transportation conformity determination.   

The roadway improvements associated with Alternative D are not currently specifically included in the 
2004 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the 2004 Regional Transportation Improvement Program 
(RTIP), because the Los Angeles City Council and the FAA have only recently selected Alternative D as 
representing the Master Plan for LAX.  However, it is precisely because Alternative D was not explicitly 
included in the analyses supporting the 2004 RTP and the 2004 RTIP that the associated emissions 
were not included in the State Implementation Plan (SIP).  Therefore, the FAA was required to analyze 
and address the emissions associated with Alternative D, including those associated with the roadway 
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improvements in its general conformity evaluation of Alternative D.  Thus, the emissions associated with 
roadway improvements for Alternative D have been accounted for in the General Conformity 
Determination for the Preferred Alternative.  

The FAA supports the continued interagency planning efforts by the City of Los Angeles and LAWA to 
ensure that the LAX Master Plan development projects are considered by the Southern California 
Association of Governments and included in its 2007 RTP and 2007 RTIP. 

At this time, no decision has been made to implement the proposed Lennox Boulevard/I-405 
Interchange Mitigation Measure (MM-ST-13), which appears to be the roadway improvement that is the 
subject of this comment.  This measure is one of two alternative measures proposed to mitigate specific 
transportation impacts, but over which neither FAA nor LAWA have sole authority to implement.  After a 
decision has been made by the City of Los Angeles to implement this mitigation measure, the 
appropriate NEPA and Transportation Conformity documentation through the Federal Highways 
Administration will be prepared prior to implementation of this measure. 

FAF00001-11 

Comment:

Mitigation Measures and Master Plan Commitments 

Under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), "all relevant, reasonable mitigation measures that 
could improve the project are to be identified. Mitigation measures must be considered even for impacts 
that by themselves would not be considered significant. Once the proposal itself is considered as a 
whole to have significant effects....mitigation measures must be developed where it is feasible to do so" 
(see Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), 1981, "Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's 
National Environmental Policy Act Regulations").  CEQ also issued guidance on integrating pollution 
prevention measures in NEPA documents and NEPA decisions (1993 Memorandum on Pollution 
Prevention and NEPA). 

The FEIS identifies a comprehensive list of 115 mitigation measures and master plan commitments 
proposed by both LAWA and FAA.  FAA anticipates identifying 19 measures as conditions of approval 
for implementation in the Record of Decision (FEIS/EIR, p. A.1-41). 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that the FAA include in the ROD an expanded range of measures as conditions of 
approval of Alternative D.  Specifically, Mitigation Measures MM-EJ-1, Expediting Residential 
Soundproofing for Qualifying Homeowners and other measures to further reduce noise impacts and 
Master Plan Commitment AQ-1, Air Quality and Source Apportionment Study.  In the ROD, EPA 
recommends that FAA identify why each mitigation measure presented in the FEIS/EIR is not carried 
forward as a condition for approval of the project (why it is not feasible, not practicable, not appropriate, 
etc.)

Response: 
In accordance with 49 U.S.C. §47106(c)(1)(B), this Record of Decision includes as a condition of 
approval those mitigation measures that are within the jurisdiction and control of the FAA and LAWA 
and needed to reduce or prevent significant adverse effects resulting from implementation of the 
preferred alternative as documented in the Final EIS.  The mitigation measures that the FAA anticipated 
to be conditions of approval for the Preferred Alternative at the time of the Final EIS are identified in 
Table AES-4 of the FEIS, "Master Plan Commitments and Mitigation Measures Proposed for the LAX 
Master Plan Build Alternatives."  Appendix A to this ROD includes summaries of the mitigation actions 
that have ultimately been identified as conditions of approval of the ROD.  Based upon the information 
disclosed in the Final EIS, FAA finds that, (a) there is no possible and prudent alternative to the 
preferred alternative, and (b) all reasonable steps have been taken to minimize its significant adverse 
effects.

Measures to reduce noise impacts in the ROD include Measure N-1, Maintenance of Applicable 
Elements of Existing Aircraft Noise Abatement Program, and Measure N-4, Update the Aircraft Noise 
Abatement Program Elements as Applicable to Adapt to the Future Airfield Configuration.  Mitigation 
Measure MM-EJ-1, Expedite Residential Soundproofing for Qualifying Homeowners, is not identified as 
a measure that would be included in the ROD for Alternative D because the Final EIS did not find any 
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significant adverse impacts within minority and/or low-income communities relative to noise associated 
with Alternative D, as described in Section A.2 of the FEIS.  Therefore, including the measure requested 
in the comment as a condition of approval of the ROD would not be appropriate.  This is consistent with 
the CEQ 40 Most Asked Questions guidance cited by the commentor, which states, "…Once the 
proposal itself is considered as a whole to have significant effects…mitigation measures must be 
developed where it is feasible to do so."  However, MM-EJ-1 is included in the MMRP, adopted by 
LAWA and the Los Angeles City Council, and therefore is included among the measures that are 
enforceable under state law and regulation. 

Master Plan Commitment AQ-1, Air Quality Source Apportionment Study, was not included as a 
condition of approval in the ROD because this measure would not reduce air quality impacts associated 
with the proposed project.  Rather, this measure would study current conditions resulting from existing 
airport operations and other activities in the project area.  As such, this Master Plan Commitment does 
not satisfy the criteria identified above under 49 U.S.C. §47106 for inclusion as a condition of approval. 

FAR00001 Grayson, April Southern California Association 
of Governments 

3/9/2005

FAR00001-1 

Comment:

We have reviewed the Final Environmental Impact Statement, Los Angeles International Airport 
Proposed Master Plan Improvements and determined that it is regionally significant per Areawide 
Clearinghouse criteria.  SCAG comments on the Final EIS were appropriately considered, therefore, we 
have no further comments.  A description of the project was published in the January 1-15, 2005 
Intergovernmental Review Clearinghouse Report for public review and comment. 

Response: 
Comment noted. 

FAL00001 Lichman, Ph.D., 
Barbara

Chevalier, Allen & Lichman LLP 2/22/2005

FAL00001-1 

Comment:

The following are comments by the City of Inglewood ("Inglewood"), the City of Culver City ("Culver 
City"), and the County of Los Angeles ("County") (collectively "Commentors") concerning the "Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Improvements at Los Angeles 
International Airport ("LAX")" ("FEIS") and the Clean Air Act Final Conformity Determination 
("Conformity Determination") incorporated as Appendix A-2a in the FEIS. As a threshold issue, please 
be advised that these comments specifically address the environmental topics covered in Volume A of 
the FEIS, noise, air quality, and environmental justice, where new information and/or analysis 
supercedes that set forth in the Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement 
("DEIR") and Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement 
("SEIR"), prepared jointly by Los Angeles World Airports ("LAWA") and the Federal Aviation 
Administration ("FAA"), and the Final Environmental Impact Report ("FEIR") prepared by LAWA 
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act, Public Resources Code § 21000, et seq., 
("CEQA").1 These comments also address the additional issue of capacity where the use of the No 
Action/No Project Alternative ("NA/NP") as the baseline for analysis materially alters the FEIS analysis 
from that presented in the FEIR. With respect to the other issues presented in the FEIS, Commentors 
hereby incorporate by reference, in full, their prior comments on the DEIR, SEIR, FEIR and Draft 
Conformity Determination. 

With that preface, Commentors summarize their comments as follows: 

1 The DEIR and SEIR were joint products of LAWA and the FAA, and both, along with the FEIR, 
provide the foundational analysis in the FEIS. Any material that is not changed from the earlier 
environmental documents is assumed, for purposes of these comments to be adopted in the FEIS. 
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Response: 
The comment is introductory to comments that follow.  Please see Responses to Comments below. 

The commentor is correct in stating that any material from the earlier environmental documents that is 
not changed by Volume A is adopted as part of the Final EIS. 

Responses to comment letters on the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR submitted by 
the City of Culver City, City of Inglewood, and County of Los Angeles are included in Part II of the Final 
EIS.  Please see pages iii-9, iii-12 and iii-13, and iii-18 and iii-19 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for 
a listing of comment letters submitted by the City of Culver City, City of Inglewood, and County of Los 
Angeles, respectively, on the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  Please see the Table 
of Contents in Part II-Volume 1 to determine the location (Volume number) of each comment letter in 
Part II.  Responses to comments on the Draft General Conformity Determination submitted by the 
County of Los Angeles are provided in Appendix C of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General 
Conformity Determination, in Volume A2 of the Final EIS. 

FAL00001-2 

Comment:

The fundamental flaw that taints virtually all of the FEIS' analysis and conclusions is its unsupported 
assumptions about the constraints on passenger and operational capacity that characterize Alternative 
D. Those assumptions are: (a) although Alternative D's airfield capacity is virtually identical to that of 
Alternative C, the former preferred Alternative, with an acknowledged capacity of 89.6 MAP, constraints 
on the number of gates will effectively constrain the number of passengers passing through the airport; 
(b) constraints on the amounts of on-airport cargo sort space will limit the total number of operations; (c) 
as a consequence of these constraints, demand for air travel will "self-disburse" to other airports in the 
region; such that (d) ultimately, Alternative D's capacity will be virtually identical to that of the NA/NP 
alternative, the baseline for comparison under the National Environmental Policy Act (''NEPA"), 42 
U.S.C. § 4321, et seq. 

The FEIS' analysis based on those assumptions vastly underestimates the project's environmental 
impacts, by utilizing the purported constraints to artificially equate the impacts of Alternative D with 
those of the NA/NP baseline. They are, however, unsupported by any evidence, let alone substantial 
evidence, in the Record. Instead, the Record demonstrates, among other things, that: (a) Alternative D 
has the same airside capacity as Alternative C and far greater capacity than the NA/NP Alternative; (b) 
the number of contact gates, their capacity and the amount of terminal space will, far from limiting 
capacity, increase capacity under Alternative D, and the removal of the remote gates which purportedly 
limits flexibility to expand passenger capacity is not a commitment, but a chimera, allowing their 
replacement at any time they are needed to further increase capacity; (c) the amount of cargo sort 
space on-airport is irrelevant to limitation of cargo operations (let alone operations in general) because 
there is an abundance of warehousing available off the airport; and (d) there is no legal mechanism 
whereby aircraft operations can be forced to disburse to other airports, nor is there, with the demise of 
the planned El Toro International Airport, the lynchpin of the 2001 SCAG Regional Transportation Plan 
("RTP") upon which the FEIS relies, any peripheral airport capacity to accommodate such imagined 
dispersion of demand throughout the region in the foreseeable future. Therefore, the Record shows that 
Alternative D will allow airfield capacity increases equal to or greater than Alternative C without any 
enforceable on-airport constraints on that blossoming of capacity. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The content of this comment is similar to comment FAL00003-2; please refer to 
Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding FAA's reliance on the practical capacity of LAX and other 
Master Plan issues raised in this comment.  Also, please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for 
Topical Responses TR-GEN-3 regarding actual versus projected activity levels, TR-RC-1 regarding the 
LAX Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand, and TR-MP-2 regarding the SCAG 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). 

For the reasons described in Response to Comment FAL00003-2, the FAA concludes that the analysis 
of the practical capacity of LAX in the Final EIS, as modified by implementation of the Alternative D 
improvements, is designed to provide the decision-maker with the reasonably foreseeable 
environmental impacts arising out of the implementation of the various alternatives.  Having considered 
the commentor's position and after reviewing the analysis in support of the Master Plan and the Final 
EIS, it is FAA's position that the issue of capacity has been adequately addressed.  There are different 
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ways to approach the issue of capacity analysis.  The FAA has determined that for the purposes of the 
required analysis, the methodology selected was both adequate and appropriate for providing the FAA 
with the information needed to evaluate the project. 

The content of the comment raises several other issues addressed herein.  The commentor incorrectly 
asserts that "the amount of cargo sort space on-airport is irrelevant to limitation of cargo operations . . 
because there is an abundance of warehousing available off the airport."  In fact, the vast majority of 
cargo arriving and departing LAX passes through the cargo buildings on the airport property.  The only 
exceptions are special shipments of large livestock (such as race horses) and other rare shipments that 
require specialized handling (such as an armored car shipment of valuables) that are specially cleared 
and escorted to their awaiting cargo aircraft.  As described on page 3-61 in Chapter 3 of Part I of the 
Final EIS, without adequate cargo building space, the volume of air cargo that can be handled through 
these facilities is constrained.  Warehouses near LAX can and do store and distribute air cargo that is 
arriving and departing LAX.  However, these activities are by brokers and distribution companies 
looking to take advantage of the limited supply of on-airport warehouse space and cargo lift capacity at 
LAX.  These off-airport facilities cannot replace the basic handling logistics required by The U.S. 
Customs Service and for airside distribution of cargo to and from the appropriate flights.  Again, it is the 
on-airport warehouse element in the cargo supply chain that sets the capacity of the system.  After 
September 11, 2001, cargo and mail that is carried in the cargo holds of passenger aircraft have come 
under increased scrutiny.  The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is looking at tighter 
restrictions on cargo handling at all airports in the U.S.  There are indications that stricter guidelines are 
coming in the near future that will require all cargo to be inspected at on-airport cargo warehouses.  
While this restriction is not yet in place, it would have a further dampening effect on the volume of cargo 
that could be processed at LAX below that projected in the No Action/No Project Alternative and in 
Alternative D. 

The commentor is correct in the statement that, "there is no legal mechanism whereby aircraft 
operations can be forced to disburse to other airports . . ." FAA and LAWA have established the same 
point in the Final EIS.  The FAA and LAWA have also stated that the practical capacity projection used 
to analyze the foreseeable activity and impacts associated with the implementation of Alternative D 
improvements at LAX are in no way a legal or technically enforceable "cap" on activity.  Instead, 
Alternative D is LAWA's best attempt to use available planning tools to encourage the capacity to stay 
generally equivalent to the No Action/No Project activity level by relying on the reasonable assumptions 
regarding market reactions to physical constraints as described in Response to Comments FAL00003-
2.

The commentor also raises questions about the regional context of the conclusions made by the 
decision makers regarding LAX's future role in the Los Angeles region.  In Chapter 1, Regional Context, 
in Part I of the Final EIS, a full review is provided of the broader regional aviation planning issues facing 
the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG is the region's official metropolitan planning 
organization or MPO) and the region's leaders.  The commentor does not reference SCAG's 2004 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) that addresses its comment and is covered in Chapter 1 of the 
Final EIS.  The Final EIS is consistent with the current and approved 2004 RTP given that the role of 
LAX in the region did not change in SCAG's updated plan.  While El Toro was a significant component 
of SCAG's 2001 RTP, it is not part of the 2004 RTP and other airports throughout the region, other than 
LAX, are now planned by SCAG to serve larger shares of the future projected aviation demand. 

FAL00001-3 

Comment:

The FEIS's environmental analysis is further distorted by the obverse analytic defect, i.e., the capacity 
of the NA/NP Alternative is vastly overstated. Not only does the FEIS employ a baseline for analysis 
that flies in the face of contemporary case law, see, e.g., American Rivers v. FERC, 201 F.3d 1186, 
1195, n. 15, 1198 (9th Cir. 1999), but also ignores the acknowledgment in the FEIS' predecessor 
documents which states that the improvements in the NA/NP Alternative are "minor" and that "With only 
the improvements anticipated under the No Action/No Project Alternative, operations at these levels 
(i.e., 48.7 MAP and 3.1 MAP) in 2015 at LAX would be very inefficient and congested..." (FEIS, § A, p. 
A.1-11).

Response: 
Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No Action/No 
Project Alternative assumptions.  As described in Topical Response TR-GEN-2 and in Chapter 3 in Part 
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I of the Final EIS, the No Action/No Project Alternative would involve very few improvements to the 
airfield or terminal facilities.  Nonetheless, aviation activity at LAX would continue to grow under this 
alternative, reaching a projected level of 78.7 million annual passengers and 3.12 million annual tons of 
cargo in 2015. 

The FAA has prepared a Final EIS that complies with existing law regarding the appropriate point of 
comparison for evaluating the significance of impacts of proposed "action" alternatives in a NEPA 
document.  The appropriate point of comparison as identified in FAA Orders 5050.4A and 1050.1E, and 
supported by existing case law, is the No Action Alternative.  Despite commentor's indications to the 
contrary, contemporary NEPA case law does not adopt the CEQA "baseline" concept, which evaluates 
the significance of project impacts by comparing future conditions under the action alternatives to 
conditions which existed when the environmental review process began.  The case cited by the 
commentor, American Rivers v. FERC, 201 F.3d 1186 (9th Cir. 1999), did not address the general 
question of the appropriate basis for comparing project impacts under NEPA.  Rather, in that case, the 
Court reviewed the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's interpretation of the organic statute under 
which it operates, the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. § 791a et seq.  Interpreting that statute, the Court 
determined that using existing environmental conditions at a hydroelectric power facility as a baseline 
for evaluating a licensee's relicensing proposal was a reasonable interpretation of relicensing 
requirements under the Federal Power Act.  Thus, that case addressed the unique statutory provisions 
of the Federal Power Act, and is not an analysis of general requirements under NEPA. 

FAL00001-4 

Comment:

Because the capacity potential of Alternative D is understated and that of the NA/NP baseline 
dramatically overstated, the FEIS erroneously concludes that the project will not give rise to significant 
noise or other impacts.  That conclusion is further underlain by notable evidentiary and analytic 
omissions.  For example, the FEIS' noise analysis does not take into account the operations of the new 
large A-380 aircraft.  Indeed, the fleet mix in the FEIS does not include the A-380 or any other New 
Large Aircraft ("NLA"), even though the FEIS anticipates that as many as 30 per day will access LAX in 
2006, but, rather, its surrogate the 747-400, which is smaller, lighter and able to use the "over water" 
departure procedure (upon which the noise analysis is partially based) under less restrictive "tailwind" 
conditions. The FEIS explains this omission only by the offhand statement that "...many of these [larger] 
aircraft will be quieter than the aircraft they are replacing." [emphasis added] (Subtopical Response, TR-
N-6.3, Topical Responses, p. 2-114). 

Response: 
The commentor states that the capacity of Alternative D has been understated and the capacity of the 
No Action/No Project Alternative has been overstated, resulting in inaccurate disclosure of 
environmental impacts in the Final EIS.  The Final EIS discloses that the future activity level of 
Alternative D is anticipated to be approximately 78.9 million annual passengers (MAP) and 3.12 million 
annual tons (MAT) of cargo in the year 2015, while the future activity level of the No Action/No Project 
Alternative is projected to be approximately 78.7 MAP and 3.12 MAT of cargo in 2015.  The future 
activity levels for both the No Action/No Project scenario and Alternative D were calculated using an 
accepted forecasting procedure.  The results are well supported by substantial analysis in the Final EIS 
and supporting documents.  See Response to Comment FAL00003-2 for an explanation of how the 
future activity level for Alternative D was calculated and how it differs from estimating a theoretical 
maximum design capacity, and why the methodology used in the Final EIS is appropriate.  See also TR-
GEN-2 for an explanation of the definition of the No Action/No Project Alternative, and Response to 
Comment FAL00003-2 for an explanation of how the future activity level of the No Action/No Project 
Alternative was determined and why this methodology is appropriate.  To the extent that environmental 
impact disclosure for certain resource categories is dependant on predicted future activity levels, that 
disclosure is accurately identified commensurate with the projected activity levels. 

Furthermore, the commentor is incorrect in stating that the Final EIS fails to take account of the noise 
impacts of the A-380 or other similar large aircraft.  The Final EIS accounts for A-380 operations.  A-380 
aircraft are included within the group of New Large Aircraft (NLA) represented for noise assessment 
purposes by the 747-400.  The commenter is correct in stating that the 747-400 at Maximum Gross 
Takeoff Weight (MGTOW) is both smaller and lighter than the A-380 at MGTOW, but is incorrect in 
stating that the 747-400 is more able to use the "over water" departure procedure (upon which the noise 
analysis is partially based) under less restrictive "tailwind" conditions.  The runway length requirement 
for the A-380 at MGTOW weight is 9,350 feet, while the runway length requirement for the 747-400 at 
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MGTOW is 9,950 feet.  Consequently, the A-380 aircraft would be forced to use an easterly departure 
less frequently than a 747-400 aircraft during tailwind conditions, resulting in a potential for the Final EIS 
to overstate the actual noise impacts of the A-380, rather than understating them, as the commentor 
posits.  It is only the older 747-200B/C and 747-300 aircraft, not the 747-400, that must occasionally use 
an easterly departure during "over water" operations because at MGTOW they have runway length of 
requirements of 10,900 to 14,050 feet under comparable wind conditions.  All of these type 747 aircraft, 
in addition to the 747-400 as a surrogate for the A-380, were taken into account in the noise analysis.   

Certificated noise data is not available for the A-380 aircraft as of the date of the Final EIS.  The FAA’s 
Office of Environment and Energy has advised the use of the 747-400 as a substitution to represent the 
noise and operating conditions of the A-380 for noise modeling using INM Version 6.0.  The noise 
characteristics of the A-380 cannot be more clearly defined until it is certificated for its noise 
characteristics during flight testing. 

FAL00001-5 

Comment:

The impacts reported in the FEIS' air quality analysis and the conclusions of the Final Conformity 
Determination based upon that analysis are similarly under-estimated. The FAA found the emissions 
from Alternative D to conform to the State Implementation Plan ("SlP"), based on a last minute 
determination by the SCAQMD that "the baseline aircraft inventories would serve as the emissions 
budget for general conformity purposes", SCAQMD letter, August 12, 2004. 

SCAQMD's purported Determination was not, however, within SCAQMD's authority to make. See 40 
C.F.R. § 93.158(a)(5)(i)(A). That Section requires that such a determination be made by "the State 
Agency primarily responsible for the applicable SIP." In California, that agency is the California Air 
Resources Board ("CARB"). The Record however contains no evidence that CARB ever made such a 
Determination. Moreover, the SCAQMD Determination was based only on the flawed assumptions 
concerning both baseline and Alterative D capacity that underlie the FEIS. A revised analysis using the 
acknowledged airfield capacity of Alternative D to accommodate 89.7 MAP (rather than the assumed 
equation of Alternative D and the NA/NP Alternative at the 78.9 MAP), and the attendant increase in 
aircraft operations, while holding other emissions sources constant, demonstrates that, for the criteria 
pollutants for which the Southern California Region is in non-attainment, PM10  and NO2, a realistic 
project description would result in exceedances of both the PM10  and NO2 National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards ("NAAQS"), and, thus, would not conform to the SIP under the standard employed in 
the Conformity Determination. Moreover, even if conformity could be demonstrated, the same flaws in 
the air quality analysis that characterize the predecessor environmental documents, and the resulting 
failure to fully disclose the project's air quality impacts, render the FEIS inadequate under NEPA. 

Response: 
The commentor alleges 1) that the FAA based its determination of general conformity for Alternative D 
on a "last minute determination by the SCAQMD" and 2) that there is no evidence that the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB), which the commentor identifies as the state agency primarily responsible for 
the applicable SIP, ever made a similar determination.  The comment is incorrect on both accounts.  
The determination of general conformity was the result of a long process that included ongoing agency 
coordination, and both CARB and the SCAQMD provided input to FAA’s findings in the Final General 
Conformity Determination. 

This comment fails to acknowledge that the determination by SCAQMD in its August 12, 2004, letter to 
FAA is predicated on the conclusions of CARB in its July 23, 2004, letter to FAA, which included a brief 
summary of the nearly decade-long process of developing the ozone SIP for the South Coast Air Basin 
(SCAB).  Copies of both of these letters are included in Appendix C of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air 
Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS.  While CARB is responsible for 
preparing and submitting proposed SIP revisions for all parts of California directly to USEPA, CARB 
relies heavily on SCAQMD to prepare and submit well documented Air Quality Management Plans that 
serve as the primary basis for that portion of the California SIP that deals with the SCAB.  Therefore, 
CARB and SCAQMD share joint responsibility for the SIP as it relates to the SCAB, and both agencies 
provided input to FAA’s findings in the Final General Conformity Determination, and their conclusions 
are consistent as noted in Attachment C-6A of Section 2 of Appendix C of Appendix A-2a of Volume A 
of the Final EIS. 
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Furthermore, the commentor indicates that the determination by SCAQMD is based on "the flawed 
assumptions concerning both baseline and Alternative D capacity that underlie the FEIS" and that a 
realistic project description would result in exceedances of both the PM10 and NO2 National Ambient 
Air Quality Standards.  The airfield capacity of Alternative D is not "acknowledged . . . to accommodate 
89.7 MAP," as stated by the commentor.  The general conformity evaluation is based on Alternative D 
as designed, including related mitigation measures, and is consistent with the forecast activity level for 
Alternative D of 78.9 MAP in 2015 that will be constrained by airside gate access for aircraft.  The 
Southern California Association of Governments, in commenting on the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR for the LAX Master Plan, noted that the forecast activity levels of Alternative D are generally 
consistent, but not specifically consistent, with the adopted forecast for LAX in the 2001 RTP.  Likewise, 
the 2004 RTP assumes that LAX is expected to reach a passenger demand level of 78 million annual 
passengers in 2015, a prediction that is generally consistent with the market forecasts developed for 
Alternative D in 2015.  Therefore, the general conformity evaluation is based on appropriate activity 
levels for Alternative D as designed and demonstrates that Alternative D conforms to the approved SIP.  
There is no basis for conducting a general conformity evaluation of Alternative D at a passenger activity 
level of 89.7 MAP as suggested by the commentor.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 for 
more information regarding the comparative capacity of Alternative D and the No Action/No Project 
Alternative.  The FAA does not accept the commentor’s assertion regarding aircraft activity and 
passenger levels.  It should be noted that passenger activity level is not the sole determinant of aircraft 
emissions and that these emissions can vary due to the interdependence of numerous factors, including 
aircraft fleet mix, number of aircraft operations, aircraft times in mode, and passenger load factors, 
among others. 

FAL00001-6 

Comment:

Finally, the FEIS entirely dismisses the project's environmental justice impacts. While the FElR 
concluded that, when compared to the 1996 environmental baseline as many as 4,983 (SEIR, Table 
S58, p. 94) persons would be newly impacted by an increase of 1.5 dB within the existing 65 CNEL 
contour, the standard of significance employed in the FEIS,2 and the FEIR's Addendum No. 3 
concludes that Alternative D will shift largely to minority and low income communities, the FEIS 
concluded that, when compared to the NA/NP baseline, the project has no significant noise, air quality 
or surface traffic impacts. The FEIR further concludes that Alternative D "would not result in 
disproportionally high and adverse noise impacts on minority and/or low-income communities" [FEIS, 
Vol. A-1, p. A.2-81]; and that, with respect to pollutant concentrations, "no significant impacts are 
expected to result in relation to Alternative D [thus] there is no potential for disproportionally high and 
adverse health impacts to the minority and low income populations" [FEIS, Vol. A-1, p. A.2-87]. Those 
findings not only defy the vast weight of the evidence in the Record, but also the purpose and intent of 
the environmental justice requirement itself. 

2 Commentors acknowledge that the FEIS need not take into account under NEPA the minority 
residents that will be inside the 65 dB CNEL contour for the first time and the over 17,000 low income 
and minorities who will be newly awakened by single event noise in excess of 94 dB. 

Response: 
The Final EIS comprehensively addressed environmental justice in Section A.2.2, Environmental 
Justice (NEPA Analysis) of Volume A.  As presented in subsection A.2.2.1 and further described in 
Topical Response TR-EJ-4 in Appendix A-1 of Volume A of the Final EIS entitled "Topical Response 
TR-EJ-4," the Final EIS clearly states that the FAA's analysis of environmental justice using federal 
standards and a No Action/No Project Alternative baseline results in findings that differ from those of 
LAWA in the Final EIR, which uses a 1996 baseline.  The environmental justice analysis presented in 
Volume A of the Final EIS, while providing findings that differ from the Final EIR, arrives at these 
findings based on applicable federal laws, regulations, and guidelines and in fulfillment of the 
requirements for environmental justice set forth in Executive Order 12898 and the U.S. Department of 
Transportation Order 5610.2.  Given the differences between the Final EIS (Volume A) and Final EIR 
approach to environmental justice, with different baselines and standards, it is not surprising that the 
results of the analyses differ.   

The fact that analysis under CEQA and NEPA result in different conclusions does not indicate that the 
environmental justice analysis contained in the Final EIS "def[ies] the purpose and intent of the 
environmental justice requirement itself."  Executive Order 12898 directs each Federal agency to make 
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achieving environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, 
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, 
and activities on minority populations and low-income populations.  The Council on Environmental 
Quality (CEQ) has oversight of the Federal government's compliance with Executive Order 12898 and 
NEPA.  CEQ, in consultation with USEPA and other affected agencies, developed guidance to further 
assist Federal agencies with their NEPA procedures so that environmental justice concerns are 
effectively identified and addressed.  The environmental justice analysis presented in the Final EIS was 
undertaken consistent with that guidance, entitled, "Environmental Justice Guidance under the National 
Environmental Policy Act."  FAA's decision to evaluate the environmental justice impacts of the 
proposed project based upon the guidance set forth by CEQ cannot reasonably be described as defying 
the purpose and intent of Executive Order 12898. 

For further details regarding differences between these analyses please see Topical Response TR-EJ-
4, subsection 3, Summary of Final EIS and EJ Findings and Comparison to Earlier Analyses, in 
Appendix A-1 of Volume A of the Final EIS. 

FAL00001-7 

Comment:

In short, the FEIS' findings regarding capacity, noise, air quality and environmental justice are 
unsupported in the Record and insupportable under the letter and purpose of the law. Commentors 
strongly urge that, employing defensible data and analysis, the FAA reconsider its findings of 
insignificance of the project's impacts, and present effective mitigation measures, hitherto absent, to 
fully offset those impacts. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments above and below. 

The FAA finds that the Final EIS has been prepared in conformance with the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, as amended, and CEQ Guidance regarding NEPA (40 CFR Part 1500).   

Part I of the Final EIS identifies adverse impacts associated with implementation of the LAX Master 
Plan and provides a comprehensive set of Master Plan commitments and mitigation measures to 
address such effects as identified under the CEQA analysis, the NEPA analysis, or both.  (Specifically, 
these are presented in Chapter 5 of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR and further refined 
by the Second and Third Addenda to the Final EIR.).  Appendix A of this ROD includes summaries of 
the mitigation actions discussed more fully in the Final EIS for each environmental impact category.  
Based upon the information disclosed in the Final EIS, FAA finds that there is no possible and prudent 
alternative to the preferred alternative and all reasonable steps have been taken to minimize its 
significant adverse effects.  NEPA does not require that FAA "fully offset" environmental impacts, as 
suggested in the comment.  Rather, NEPA requires that where a project as a whole indicates the 
potential to have significant impacts, federal agencies must consider feasible mitigation.  There is no 
substantive requirement under NEPA to present or adopt mitigation measures that "fully offset" all of the 
project's potential impacts.  The FAA is committed to ensuring that the mitigation measures contained in 
Appendix A of this ROD are implemented per CEQ regulations, Section 1505.3.  Appendix A is included 
as part of this Record of Decision and is part of the FAA's approval of the Airport Layout Plan as 
described in this ROD.  Appendix A is also included to clarify mitigation measures required as a 
condition of project approval in this ROD.  Appendix A lists the environmental resources and the 
mitigation measures this ROD requires for reducing project-related impacts on affected resources. 

FAL00001-8 

Comment:

I. THE PROJECT'S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ARE DRAMATICALLY UNDERSTATED BY THE 
FALSE EQUATION OF THE NA/NP ALTERNATIVE AND ALTERNATIVE D. 

The FEIS' analyses of the project's environmental impacts are predicated entirely upon the claimed 
equality of Alternative D's capacity enhancement potential with that of the NA/NP baseline alternative. 
By improperly inflating the capacity of the baseline for comparison with the project, and minimizing the 
capacity of the project itself, the FEIS arrives at the conclusion that the project will cause no significant 
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environmental impacts. A simple review of applicable case law and the components of each alternative 
in the Record, however, reveals both the inaccuracy of the FAA's analysis and conclusions, and the 
intent behind them, i.e., to affirmatively obscure the project's impacts. 

Response: 
FAA does not accept or concur with the commentor’s allegations regarding the No Action/No Project 
Alternative baseline or the capacity of Alternative D.  Please refer to Response to Comment FAL00003-
2 for more information regarding the comparative capacity of Alternative D and the No Action/No Project 
Alternative.  Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No 
Action/No Project Alternative assumptions.  The commentor is incorrect in asserting that the Final EIS 
concludes that the Preferred Alternative "will cause no significant environmental impacts."  Contrary to 
the commentor’s assertion that the project’s impacts have been obscured, the environmental impacts 
associated with the proposed project are well documented in the Final EIR and Final EIS, which 
together comprise over 30,000 pages of information. 

FAL00001-9 

Comment:

A. The FEIS Improperly Inflates the Baseline for Environmental Review to Minimize the Project's 
Impacts.

1. The NA/NP Alternative Employed in the FEIS Contravenes Applicable Case Law. 

For purposes of comparison with the project's impacts, the FEIS employs the NA/NP Alternative as 
baseline. Relying on a definition of the components of the NA/NP Alternative contained in regulatory 
guidance dating back to 1981, the FEIS concludes that the NA/NP Alternative should include 
"consequences of predictable actions by others in the absence of Federal action or approval of the 
project." 40 Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ 's National Environmental Policy Act Regulations, 
46 Fed.Reg. 18026 (1981). From that platform, the FEIS jumps to the conclusion that the NEPA "no 
action" alternative and the CEQA "no project" alternative are similar in that, as under CEQA, NEPA 
requires inclusion of reasonable foreseeable future projects that would occur if the subject project did 
not. That conclusion flies in the face not only of current applicable case law but also the very regulations 
cited as support in the FEIS. 

First, the FEIS misstates the applicable definition of "no action". Question 3 specifically distinguishes 
between actions such as "updating a management plan", and actions involving "Federal decisions on 
proposals for projects". In the latter instance, "'no action' would mean the proposed activity would not 
take place." Applicable case law concurs. 

"Once a project begins, the 'preproject' environment becomes a thing of the past, thereby making 
evaluation of the project's effects on the preproject resources impossible. Without establishing the 
baseline conditions which exist in the vicinity of [the project] before [the project] begins, there is no way 
to determine what effect the [proposed project]... will have on the environment and, consequently, no 
way to comply with NEPA." Half Moon Bay Fisherman's Marketing Assn. v. Carlucci, 857 F.2d 505, 510 
(9th Cir. 1988) (see also, American Rivers v. FERC, 201 F.3d 1186, 1195, n. 15, 1198 (9th Cir. 1999)) 
[citing Half Moon Bay for the same proposition]). 

It is indisputable that the approval of "a project", Alternative D, is at issue here. Thus, the proper 
baseline is simply what would occur if Alternative D were not implemented. 

Commentors do not contend that actions already taken, or to be completed, under the current 1981 
Master Plan should not be taken into account in the baseline analysis, because they are part of the 
environment at the outset of project planning. But as set forth below, the FEIS attempts to shoehorn into 
this category a plethora of future events that have nothing to do with the existing Master Plan. Indeed, 
the FEIS expects those conditions to occur despite deficiencies in airfield facilities under the existing 
Master Plan, such as the entry of NLAs into the fleet, even though there are no taxiways or gates to 
accommodate them, and none planned in the existing Master Plan. 

The FEIS also intentionally misconstrues the requirement in Question 3 that the NA/NP Alternative 
include "predictable actions by others" [emphasis added]. Question 3 illustrates "predictable actions by 
others" as a situation in which "the denial of permission to build a railroad to a facility would lead to 
construction of a road and increased truck traffic." Thus, Question 3, on its face, contemplates indirect 
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results of failure to take action, not the direct intentional acts of the project proponent to enact or 
implement actions that will augment the baseline alternatives environmental impacts. 

In short, the FEIS vastly expands, unsupported by case law or regulation, the scope of the NA/NP 
Alternative, for what can only be one purpose, to inflate the baseline for analysis, thus artificially 
minimizing the project's impacts. 

Response: 
The No Action Alternative was addressed in the alternatives analysis in accordance with 40 CFR 
1502.14.  In accordance with NEPA, the No Action Alternative analyzed in the Final EIS consists of 
future conditions if the proposed action is not implemented.  The comment is too vague to permit a full 
substantive response, as the "plethora of future events that have nothing to do with the existing Master 
Plan" is not defined by the commentor.  The No Action Alternative is represented by future 
circumstances without the project, and its analysis addresses the reasonably foreseeable environmental 
impacts likely to occur in the absence of the proposed federal action.  As indicated in Section 3.2.1 of 
Part I-Volume 1 of the Final EIS, the No Action/No Project Alternative includes anticipated operational 
changes; all projects that are fully entitled, approved, under construction, or that have been completed 
between the baseline year and release of the Draft EIS/EIR; as well as projects and actions consistent 
with the 1981 Interim Plan (referred to by the commentor as the "existing Master Plan") that would be 
reasonably expected to occur in the foreseeable future if the LAX Master Plan is not approved and/or 
that are predictable responses that would be implemented in the absence of FAA action.  The No 
Action/No Project Alternative does not include future events that are unrelated to the 1981 Interim Plan 
or to the conditions listed above.  With respect to new large aircraft (NLAs), such aircraft could be 
accommodated at LAX even if Alternative D were not implemented and despite the lack of taxiways or 
gates specifically designed to accommodate these aircraft. 

The No Action/No Project Alternative is distinct from baseline conditions which exist in the vicinity of the 
project before the project begins.  The Final EIS includes a comprehensive discussion of baseline 
conditions (affected environment) at the time the Notice of Intent was published (1996), as well as an 
update to those conditions as of the Year 2000.   

Regarding the case cited by the commentor (Half Moon Bay Fisherman's Marketing Assn. v. Carlucci, 
857 F.2d 505, 510 (9 Cir. 1988)), this case does not support the commentor's conclusion that the Final 
EIS improperly defines the No Action/No Project Alternative.  The language quoted from the case is 
taken out of context.  In fact the court was addressing a situation where an EIS outright failed to 
disclose the existing conditions of a portion of the ocean floor where the proposed project would dump 
contaminated dredge material.  In the absence of any information on the oceanography of the area, the 
court unsurprisingly found that there was no way to determine what effect the proposed dumping would 
have on the environment.  The opinion does not purport to describe the appropriate definition of the no 
action scenario, nor does it address, much less reach a holding, regarding this topic. 

Please also see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No 
Action/No Project Alternative assumptions. 

FAL00001-10 

Comment:

2. The Record Shows that the Airfield Capacity Enhancing Potential of the NA/NP Baseline is 
Significantly Less than that of Alternative D. 

In the recently published FEIS, the NA/NP Alternative is defined broadly, and "includes, but is not 
limited to, anticipated operational changes such as the introduction of larger aircraft, as well as airport 
improvements that are otherwise entitled, approved, under construction, completed between 1997 when 
FAA issued its Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS, and January 2001 (when FAA and the City of Los 
Angeles published the Draft EIS/EIR). These facilities include taxiway improvements, passenger 
terminal improvements, reconstruction of an on-airport auto parking structure, cargo facility 
improvements, demolition of facilities on acquired real estate, and collateral development... In addition, 
the No Action/No Project Alternative includes additional projects and actions that are consistent with the 
1981 Los Angeles International Airport Interim Plan, and would reasonably be expected to occur in the 
foreseeable future, if the LAX Master Plan were not approved..." CIS, Volume A, § A.1.1, p. A.1-11. 
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The SEIR and FEIR, however, define the components of the NA/NP Alternative far more conservatively: 

"... [O]n airport development projects not requiring FAA approval that maximize the use of the airport 
property and improve airfield access, efficiency and security - including the Century cargo complex, 
remote aircraft parking of commuter aircraft, cargo development along Imperial Boulevard, renovation of 
the Tom Bradley International Terminal, and the taxiway EE project - are reasonably foreseeable 
projects appropriate for inclusion in the NA/NP Alternative." FElR, Topical Response TR-GEN-2, NA/NP 
Alternative Assumptions, p. 2-42.3 

The SEIR goes so far as to characterize the NA/NP Alternative as including: 

"only minor airport improvements approved as of the publication of the DEIS/EIR in January 2001 or 
that were in the planning stages at the time. The improvements include minor taxiway improvements, 
new cargo building space, construction of at least one off-airport parking structure and reconstruction of 
an on- airport parking structure." SEIR, § 3.3.1, p. 3-6 [emphasis added]. 

In short, the FEIS is both non-specific and inconsistent about precisely what airfield projects are 
included in the NA/NP Alternative. The only certainty is that the scope of those improvements is "minor" 
relative to those included in Alternative D. 

3 The NA/NP Alternative also includes the already entitled off-airport landside development of the LAX 
Northside Project, with 4.5 million square feet of office, hotel and retail uses, and the 3.1 million square 
foot hotel and retail Continental City project. SEIR, § 3.3.1, p. 3-6. While both may be relevant to the air 
quality and traffic analyses, they are not addressed here as part of Alternative D's airside potential. 

Response: 
The Final EIS is very specific and consistent regarding the airfield projects included in the No Action/No 
Project Alternative.  The commentor does not accurately state the Final EIR's description of the No 
Action/No Project Alternative.  That description, provided in Section 3.2.1 of Part I-Volume 1 of the Final 
EIR, is essentially the same as the text quoted by the commentor from Volume A of the Final EIS.  The 
commentor compares the description of the No Action/No Project Alternative in Volume A of the Final 
EIS to text included in Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume I of the Final EIS.  The text from 
Topical Response TR-GEN-2 is quoted out of context.  The quoted text is from a subheading titled 
"Inclusion of On-Airport Development Projects" and, accordingly, focused on that portion of the No 
Action/No Project Alternative project description.  Other components of the No Action/No Project 
Alternative, that are consistent with the description of the No Action/No Project Alternative provided in 
both the Final EIS and the Final EIR, are described elsewhere in the topical response (see for example 
the subheading titled "The No Action/No Project Alternative is Not Too Expansive"). 

FAL00001-11 

Comment:

B. The Attributes of Alternative D Have a Far Greater Capacity Potential than the NA/NP Alternative. 

Unlike the NA/NP Alternative, and similar to the other build Alternatives, Alternative D would admittedly 
implement dramatic airfield improvements, including, but not limited to: (1) relocation of runways to 
allow construction of parallel taxiways between runways in both the north and south complexes, 
extension of taxiway D, thus increasing available east/west taxi routes to taxiing aircraft from four to at 
least seven; reduction in the number of taxiways linking parallel runways to reduce the potential for 
runway incursion and traffic delays; improvement of taxiways to meet current FAA design standards for 
wide body aircraft thus enhancing access to contact gates designed specifically for wide body aircraft. 
FEIR, Topical Response TR-SAF-1. The Record further shows that the four runway configuration which 
characterizes both Alternatives C and D allows for a capacity of 89.6 MAP, the same as that projected 
for Alternative C, Master Plan Addendum, p. 3-4. The FElR does not deny this conclusion. FEIR 
Response to Comment SAL00013-27. 

The Record also shows that the proposed airside improvements work. The average amount of delay in 
2015 with implementation of Alternative D will be 11.56 minutes per operation, while that for the NA/NP 
Alternative will be 13.34 minutes of delay per operation. MP Addendum, p. E-42. Similarly, Alternative D 
will see fewer cancelled flights than the NA/NP Alternative. Master Plan Addendum, p. E-42.4 The 
Record also acknowledges that the reduced delays and cancellations are attributable to airfield 
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improvements. Master Plan Addendum, p. E-49. Thus, it is clear on the face of the Record that the 
NA/NP Alternative and Alternative D are not equivalent from an operational standpoint. Less delay and 
cancellations mean more operations pass through the airport, and with them, more environmental 
impacts. These differences are unanalyzed in the FEIS. 

4 Alternative D also improves on Alternative C which results in 13.82 minutes of delay per operation and 
46 cancelled flights. 

Response: 
The commentor asserts that reduced delay per operation and fewer cancellations anticipated under 
Alternative D due to airfield improvements will result in an increase in aircraft operations, and therefore 
greater capacity than disclosed in the Final EIS.  This assertion assumes that future aviation forecasts 
are a function of airfield configuration alone.  This is incorrect.  The airfield improvements included in 
Alternative D are expected to increase the efficiency and safety of aircraft operations.  However, the 
passenger activity that is expected to occur in 2015 with Alternative D takes account of conditions 
throughout the airport that bear on the airport’s level of operations, not just airfield configuration.  Here, 
if one also accounts for the design of the Alternative D gate facilities and the projected airline response 
to the constrained facilities, forecasts indicate that activity levels will likely be essentially equivalent to 
activity levels under the No Action scenario.  For more information regarding the activity forecasts for 
Alternative D, please see Chapter 3, Alternatives, of Part I of the Final EIS. 

Also, as stated in Response to Comment SAL00013-27, cited by the commentor, "Alternative D does 
not increase runway capacity.  The No Action/No Project Alternative, Alternative C, and Alternative D 
each feature four-runway airfields with approximately the same runway capacity."  While the runway 
capacity of each of these alternatives is approximately the same, each of these alternatives also has its 
own constraining features.  Depending on the nature and extent of the constraining features particular 
to each alternative, different levels of activity can be anticipated under these alternatives.  

Please see the Draft LAX Master Plan and the Final LAX Master Plan in which all existing conditions 
(Chapter 2, Draft LAX Master Plan), aviation forecasts (both unconstrained (Chapter 3, Draft LAX 
Master Plan) and constrained (Chapter 3, Final LAX Master Plan)), demand/capacity simulation 
analyses (Appendices 5F and 5J, Draft LAX Master Plan; Appendices B and D, Final LAX Master Plan), 
facility requirements (Chapter 4, Draft LAX Master Plan; Chapter 2, Final LAX Master Plan) and 
alternatives (Chapter 5, Draft LAX Master Plan; Appendix H, Final LAX Master Plan) for meeting these 
requirements have been prepared, reviewed and presented along with all associated methodology and 
assumptions. Appendices A through I of the Final LAX Master Plan provide substantial technical update 
and analyses of existing airport conditions and future demand/capacity simulation results associated 
with Alternative D.  In particular see Appendix E, Alternative D Airside Analysis, of the Final LAX Master 
Plan, which fully documents the assumptions, the analysis and the results of aircraft activity simulation 
modeling, and Appendix F, Aircraft Operations and Passenger Activity Profiles.  Please also see 
Chapter 2 in Part I of the Final EIS in which this airport planning process has also presented the results 
and conclusions of this process in context with the demonstrated purpose and need for the plan.  
Please see Chapter 4 in Part I of the Final EIS for the environmental impacts associated with each of 
the LAX Master Plan alternatives, including Alternative D.  Please see Responses to Comments 
SAL00015-11 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS regarding commentor's consultant analysis and 
SAL00015-312 in Part II-Volume-10,  and SAL00015-333 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS 
regarding capacity issues.  Also please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for Topical Response TR-
GEN-3 regarding projected versus actual capacity levels at LAX. 

FAL00001-12 

Comment:

C. Gate and Cargo Warehousing Limitations Are Not Effective Constraints on Alternative D's Ultimate 
Capacity. 

Commentors recognize that a variety of factors, not merely airfield capacity, contribute to total airport 
capacity, including "landside (i.e., roadways, parking, curb frontage), facility (i.e., terminals) and 
airspace." FEIR, Topical Response, TR-RC-5.2.1. Here, the FEIR (and, by extension, the FEIS) relies 
entirely on landside limitations to constrain Alternative D's acknowledged capacity enhancing potential. 
The basis of that reliance is inadequately documented, and what documentation and analysis does exist 
indicates that such reliance is misplaced. 
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1. The Only Purported Limitation on Alternative D's Aircraft Operational Capacity Arises from an Alleged 
Deficiency in On-Airport Cargo Sort Space. 

First, the FEIR acknowledges that, while total daily operations under Alternative D are forecast to be 
less than Alternative C, "the difference in total operations is due to the fact that Alternative D would not 
be designed to accommodate the same level of cargo activity as Alternative C..." FEIR, § 3.2.9, Topical 
Response, TR-MP-1, p. 2-93. This purported limitation is based solely on the maintenance of 
inadequate "sort space" on the airport. However, the FEIR also acknowledges that "demand for air 
transportation of cargo is tied to both the level and the types of economic activity in the region", Topical 
Response, TR-MP-1, p. 2-92, and that "the economy in the L.A. Region relies heavily on LAX to meet 
air cargo demand", Topical Response, TR-MP-1, p. 2-93. Therefore, limitation of cargo operations is 
outside LAWA's control, because the high demand for cargo service does not need to be fully satisfied 
by on-airport sort space. Rather, it can easily be met by the use of private cargo warehousing and other 
facilities off the airport property as has historically been the case with the airport, as well as the Port of 
Los Angeles and the Port of Long Beach which are in close proximity. 

2. The Only Purported Limitation on Alternative D Passenger Capacity is an Unsupported, Unanalyzed 
and Unenforceable Limitation on Gate Capacity. 

Similarly, the FEIR reports that limitation on passenger capacity to the same level as the NA/NP 
Alternative will be achieved by "the number and type of gates available under the Alternative D design", 
FEIR, § 3.2.9, allegedly 153. The FEIR, then contrasts Alternative D's capacity potential to that of 
Alternative C, which was projected to have 168 gates "as necessary to accommodate the projected 
increase in average fleet size that serves both the international and domestic markets." FEIR, § 3.2.9. 
That distinction, in this case, is one without a difference because the airfield capacity of Alternatives C 
and D is acknowledged to be virtually identical; the Record is devoid of any analysis of Alternative D's 
gate capacity or enforceable gate constraints; but the Record does contain evidence that the number of 
gates in Alternative D will be the equivalent of 165, two more than the number projected for the NA/NP 
Alternative and only three less than the number projected for Alternative C. 

The Administrative Procedures Act ("APA"), 5 U.S.C. § 701, et seq., § 706(2)5 provides that an agency 
action will be set aside and found unlawful if, among other things, it is "arbitrary, capricious and abuse 
of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with the law." APA § 706(2)(A). An agency action is 
arbitrary and capricious if 

"the agency has relied on factors which Congress had not intended it to consider, entirely failed to 
consider an important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation for its decision that runs counter to 
the evidence before the agency, or is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view 
or the product of agency expertise." Dioxin/Organochlorine Center v. Clarke, 57 F.3d 1517, 1521 (9th 
Cir. 1995). 

The FEIS' purported constraints are based on just such arbitrary and capricious conclusions. 

First, neither the FEIS nor the predecessor environmental documents, nor the Administrative Record in 
County of Los Angeles, et al., v. City of Los Angeles, et aI., Los Angeles Superior Case No. BS094320 
(2005), brought pursuant to CEQA by Commentors here, contains a shred of evidence to support the 
gate capacity conclusions contained in those documents. 

Moreover, those conclusions are belied by the environmental document upon which the FEIS relies. 
The FEIR reveals that Alternative D will involve an increase in "airside gate frontage", increases in the 
number of aircraft gates and increases in aircraft gate efficiency far beyond the levels projected for the 
NA/NP alternative. For example, Alternative D includes an increase of nearly 3,600 linear feet of 
terminal frontage: Terminals 1, 2 and 3 will be replaced by the new north terminal; Tom Bradley 
International Terminal will be reconfigured; and a new West Terminal will be built. The total existing 
frontage of the terminals being modified is thus 7,156 feet. Following proposed modifications, the 
terminals will encompass 10,748 feet - an increase of 3,592 feet over current terminal frontage. 

Further, the number of gates in Alternative D exceeds the number in the No Project Alternative. Table 
ES-2 in the Master Plan Supplement indicates that the No Project Alternative will be configured with 115 
contact gates (traditional numbered gates in the terminal and a jetway to awaiting aircraft), 48 remote 
gates for an existing total of 163. Alternative D reflects 121 air carrier contact gates and 32 parking 
spaces for commuter aircraft and/or regional jets, Master Plan Supplement, Figure 2.2-4, Gate Layout 
and Utilization, for a total of six additional direct contact gates over and above that number included in 
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the No Project Alternative. Moreover, six of the new contact gates will be sized to accommodate the 
new A380 Aircraft, which have the capacity for at least 600 passengers each, FEIR, Chapter 2, § 2.3.7, 
more than double the capacity of the largest aircraft in the current fleet, the 747-400. Thus, the six new 
contact gates projected for Alternative D provide the effective passenger pass-through capacity of 12 
current gates, bringing the gate equivalent capacity under Alternative D not to 153, but to 165. While 
FAA may seek to quibble with the math, the proof is in the projections they have adopted from prior 
environmental documents. As set forth above, the projected decrease in delays and cancellations under 
Alternative D graphically demonstrates improvements, not contractions, in gate pass-through capacity 
consistent with Commentors' analysis, not the FEIS' unsupported assumptions regarding gate 
constraints. 

Finally, the increased capacity of contact gates is not the end of potential gate capacity under 
Alternative D. Alternative D does not make any firm commitment to implement gate constraints. ["The 
City could choose to limit development of additional gates at LAX in order to encourage more equitable 
distribution of air traffic throughout the region." FEIR, § 2.3.4 [emphasis added]). Therefore, LAWA 
retains the flexibility to create remote gates in available apron space, and/or retain the eight contact 
gates in Terminal 8, thereby boosting the total for Alternative D to 129 contact gates, 15% more than 
the existing number of gates. 

5 Because NEPA does not contain an independent judicial review provision, actions for violation of 
NEPA are adjudicated under the APA. 

Response: 
The commentor makes numerous factual allegations regarding the cargo and passenger capacity of 
Alternative D, each of which is addressed in detail below. 

The commentor incorrectly asserts that "the amount of cargo sort space on-airport is irrelevant to 
limitation of cargo operations . . . because there is an abundance of warehousing available off the 
airport."  In fact, the vast majority of cargo arriving and departing LAX passes through the cargo 
buildings on the airport property.  The only exceptions are special shipments of large livestock (such as 
race horses) and other rare shipments that require specialized handling (such as an armored car 
shipment of valuables) that are specially cleared and escorted to their awaiting cargo aircraft.  As 
described in Part I, Chapter 3, page 3-61 of the Final EIS without adequate cargo building space, the 
volume of air cargo that can be handled through these facilities is constrained.  Warehouses near LAX 
can and do store and distribute air cargo that is arriving and departing LAX.  However, these activities 
are by brokers and distribution companies looking to take advantage of the limited supply of on-airport 
warehouse space and cargo lift capacity at LAX.  These off-airport facilities cannot replace the basic 
handling logistics required by The U.S. Customs Service and for airside distribution of cargo to and from 
the appropriate flights.  Again, it is the on-airport warehouse element in the cargo supply chain that sets 
the capacity of the system.  After September 11, 2001, cargo and mail that is carried in the cargo holds 
of passenger aircraft have come under increased scrutiny.  The Transportation Security Administration 
(TSA) is looking at tighter restrictions on cargo handling at all airports in the U.S.  There are indications 
that stricter guidelines are coming in the near future that will require all cargo to be inspected at on-
airport cargo warehouses.  While this restriction is not yet in place, it would have a further dampening 
effect on the volume of cargo that could be processed at LAX below that projected in the No Action/No 
Project Alternative and in Alternative D. 

With respect to air passenger capacity, the commentor is correct in the statement that, "there is no legal 
mechanism whereby aircraft operations can be forced to disburse to other airports . . . . "  FAA and 
LAWA have established the same point in the Final EIS.  The FAA and LAWA have also stated that the 
practical capacity projection used to analyze the foreseeable activity and impacts associated with the 
implementation of Alternative D improvements at LAX are in no way a legal or technically enforceable 
"cap" on activity.  Instead, Alternative D is LAWA’s best attempt to use available planning tools to 
encourage the capacity to stay generally equivalent to the No Action/No Project activity level by relying 
on the reasonable assumptions regarding market reactions to physical constraints as described in 
Response to Comments FAL00003-2. 

The commentor has incorrectly stated the comparison of gate frontage between Alternative D and the 
No Action/No Project Alternative and between Alternative D and Alternative C.  The following are the 
correct comparisons as provided in Part I, Chapter 3 of the Final EIS. 

The example that the commentor provides in an attempt to support its assertion that "Alternative D will 
involve an increase in 'airside gate frontage'" is factually incorrect.  Under Alternative D the concourses 
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associated with Terminals 1, 2 and 3 and the north concourse of the Tom Bradley International Terminal 
(total of 6,840 lineal feet of gate space) would be replaced by the North Central Terminal Area 
Concourse (total of 3,500 lineal feet of gate space).  This change would be a net loss of 3,340 lineal feet 
of gate space.  The reconfiguration of the Tom Bradley International Terminal would add 2,645 lineal 
feet of gate space back to the Central Terminal Area.  This improvement would result in a net loss of 
695 lineal feet of gate space in the CTA.  Alternative D also results in the loss of the west remote gates, 
the American Eagle remote gates and the United Airlines remote gates.  These changes constitute a 
total loss of 6,330 lineal feet of gate space.  When added to the net loss in the CTA described above, 
the total loss of gate space is 7,025 lineal feet.  To make up for this loss of space, Alternative D would 
add a new West Satellite Concourse with a total gate space of 4,925 lineal feet.  Altogether, Alternative 
D results in a net loss of 2,100 lineal feet of gate space.  As described in the Final EIS and in the Final 
LAX Master Plan, Alternative D makes up for this net loss of gate space with improved efficiency of all 
contact gate space and no remote gates.  Contact gate space in Alternative D would increase by 4,230 
lineal feet over the No Action/No Project Alternative; however, with Alternative D's elimination of the 
existing remote gates that would otherwise remain under the No Action/No Project Alternative, the net 
amount of airside gate space under Alternative D is less than that of the No Action/No Project 
Alternative. 

Similar to above, the commentor's comparison of the seat capacities of an A380 and a 747-400 and the 
associated effective passenger pass-through capacity are factually incorrect.  First, the commentor 
claims that the seat capacity of an A380 is "more than double the capacity of the largest aircraft in the 
current fleet, the 747-400."  That statement alone is factually incorrect inasmuch as the seat capacity of 
an A380 is 550 to 600 passengers, while the seat capacity of a 747-400 is 390 to 436 (see Draft LAX 
Master Plan, Chapter IV, Page IV-2.14), which is nowhere near the 200+ percent greater seat capacity 
claimed by the commentor.  The commentor then goes on to incorrectly indicate that the seat capacity 
of six A380-sized gates is equivalent to the capacity of 12 Boeing 747-400-sized gates, and thereby 
concludes that Alternative D does not account for six of these 12 hypothetical additional gates.  Here 
too, the commentor's claim is incorrect in that the amount of gate frontage necessary to park six Airbus 
A380 aircraft is approximately 1,722 lineal feet.  This same amount of space will accommodate seven 
Boeing 747-400 aircraft.  As such, using the high seat capacity of each (600 seats for an A380 and 436 
for a 747-400) would yield 3,600 seats for the six A380s and 3,052 seats for the seven 747-400s.  This 
is a net increase of 548 total seats or about 18 percent more than the 747-400s, as compared to the 
200+ percent increase claimed by the commentor.  

It is important to again note here that Alternative D constrains the amount of gate space available to 
simultaneously park aircraft at the terminal.  While Alternative D provides a suggested gate mix that 
would accommodate a particular fleet of aircraft, it is not the number of gates or even their types that 
create the limitation.  The six Airbus A380 gates assumed in Alternative D are part of how the total and 
limited space is used.  If the mix of aircraft types were to be varied in the Alternative, the result would 
vary the number of gates either up or down depending on the average wingspan of the entire fleet but 
the daily seat capacity would stay about the same based on the forecast of markets served. 

The commentor asserts that reduced delay per operation and fewer cancelled flights anticipated under 
Alternative D due to airfield improvements will result in an increase in aircraft operations, and therefore 
greater capacity than disclosed in the Final EIS.  This assertion assumes that future aviation forecasts 
are a function of airfield configuration alone.  This is incorrect.  The airfield improvements included in 
Alternative D are expected to increase the efficiency and safety of aircraft operations.  However, the 
passenger activity that is expected to occur in 2015 with Alternative D takes account of conditions 
throughout the airport that bear on the airport’s level of operations, not just airfield configuration.  Here, 
if one also accounts for the design of the Alternative D gate facilities and the projected airline response 
to the constrained facilities, forecasts indicate that activity levels will likely be essentially equivalent to 
activity levels under the No Action scenario.  For more information, please see Chapter 3, Alternatives 
of Part I of the Final EIS regarding the activity forecasts for Alternative D and also see Response to 
Comment FAL00001-11. 

The commentor also states that, "LAWA retains the flexibility to create remote gates in available apron 
space, and/or retain the eight contact gates in Terminal 8, thereby boosting the total for Alternative D to 
129 contact gates, 15% more than the existing number of gates."  In other words, the commentor does 
not accept the sponsor’s stated description of Alternative D as defined and analyzed in the Final EIS.  
Not only are the commentor’s allegations pure speculation, which therefore do not require analysis 
under NEPA, they are also essentially a redefinition of the proposed project.  Were LAWA to make 
substantial changes in the proposed action that are relevant to environmental concerns, addition NEPA 
analysis would be required.   
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Finally, the conclusions reached in the Final EIS and further discussed in this and other responses to 
comments are based on a detailed analysis and a tested methodology.  Although the commentor’s hired 
consultant may reach different conclusions based on his own selective analysis, the FAA has 
considerable experience and expertise in aviation forecasting.  FAA’s reliance on its experts, as well as 
the expertise of its consultants, is entirely appropriate under the Administrative Procedure Act, and 
refutes commentor’s legal conclusion that the analysis is "arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of 
discretion" under the APA.

For more information on the topics discussed in this response to comment, please see the following 
points of reference, as well as the detailed response to factual allegations and conclusions contained in 
this response.  For issues regarding air cargo constraints, please see pages 3-60 and 3-61 in Chapter 
3, Alternatives, of Part I of the Final EIS.  Please refer to Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding 
the comparative capacity of Alternative D and the No Action/No Project Alternative and other Master 
Plan issues raised in this comment.  Also, please see Part II, Volume 1 of the Final EIS for Topical 
Response TR-GEN-3 regarding actual versus projected activity levels.  Please see Chapter 3, 
Alternatives, of Part I of the Final EIS regarding aviation activity forecasts and capacity constraints. 

FAL00001-13 

Comment:

D. The FEIS's Assumptions About Air Service Changes Arising Out of the Purported Limiting Factors of 
Gate and Cargo Capacity are Similarly Unsupported in Law or History. 

To reach its ultimate conclusion that Alternative D's capacity will be constrained to "87% of the 
unconstrained 2015 O&D [Origination and Destination] passenger demand forecasts and 82% of the 
2015 international passenger demand forecast", Master Plan Addendum, p. 3-6, the FEIS adopted, in 
whole cloth from its predecessor environmental documents, without any evidence in the Record of 
confirming analysis, "projections and expectations", Master Plan Addendum, p. 3-6, concerning air 
service changes at LAX resulting from the project. Those "expectations" are a graphic illustration of the 
hoary adage "garbage in - garbage out". 

For example, the Master Plan "expects" that "high priority would be given by the airlines to 
accommodating O&D passengers." Master Plan Addendum, p. 3-6. No mechanism exists within the law 
for establishing such a priority. However, based on the following "expectation", i.e., "commuter 
operations would likely be reduced from 1996 levels, consistent with the forecast for the No Action/No 
Project Alternative and Alternative C in order to maximize the number of passengers that could be 
served with a limited number of operations", Master Plan Addendum, p. 3-6, it is intuitively plausible that 
this alleged "priority" arises by default out of the use of larger aircraft. 

In this assumption concerning the use of larger aircraft lies the seed of a fundamental analytic fallacy. 
While it is "expected", because of the alleged priority to O&D and the resulting use of larger aircraft, that 
the projected number of Alternative D 0&D passengers as a percent of total passengers would be 
similar to the forecast for Alternative C, Master Plan Addendum, p. 3-6, it is also "expected" that the 
"projected number of connecting passengers would decrease due to the reduction in commuter flights", 
Master Plan, p. 3-6, thus giving rise to the ultimate conclusion that on average the number of 
passengers under Alternative D would be about the same as that of the NA/NP Alternative. 

This "averaging" analysis obscures, among other things, the disproportionately great environmental 
impacts a shift to larger aircraft will have, holding the same number of passengers constant, as the 
FEIS purports to do between Alternative D and the NA/NP Alternative. Because they are omitted from 
the fleet mix entirely for purposes of environmental analysis, the even greater impact the NLAs will have 
on the "larger aircraft" component of the fleet mix, with the resulting increase in environmental impacts, 
is also ignored. In mitigation of these increased, but unacknowledged, impacts, the Master Plan merely 
reiterates the analytically unsupported "expectation" that "cargo operations would be equivalent to those 
forecast in the 2015 No Action/No Project Alternative." Master Plan Addendum, p. 3-7. 

In the final analysis, the FEIS disavows the alleged constraints and the reduction in capacity purportedly 
resulting from them. 

"However, it is important to understand that the levels of passengers that each Alternative is designed 
to accommodate are not finite limits where the airport would somehow be closed or where aircraft would 
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be redirected to some other facility when this number is reached. These levels are an indication of the 
number of passengers that can be accommodated at a reasonable level of service." FEIR, § 3.2.9. 

While NEPA requires that "agencies shall make sure the purpose which is the subject of an 
Environmental Impact Statement is properly defined," 40 C.F.R. 1502.4(a), it is abundantly clear that: 
(1) despite thousands of pages of verbiage to the contrary, the only applicable constraint on capacity is 
a subjective concept called "reasonable level of service" which is undefined anywhere in the FEIS; (2) 
Alternative D is likely to vastly exceed levels of service reported in the FEIS before it exceeds a 
"reasonable" level of service just as the existing facility currently accommodates far more than the 40 
MAP for which it was originally designed and with "minor" changes, could handle 78.9 MAP; and (3) as 
a result, the project description has been improperly attenuated, such that the environmental impacts of 
only a preliminary phase, that in which capacity reaches 78.9 MAP has been analyzed in the FEIS. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  In particular, Response to Comment FAL00003-2 addresses issues related to the 
definition of practical capacity and how this concept is applied in the LAX Master Plan and other similar 
airport studies nation-wide.  Practical capacity analysis provides the proper context and definition for 
analyzing airport facilities with a "reasonable level of service."  Also, please see Part II-Volume 1 of the 
Final EIS for Topical Responses TR-GEN-3 regarding actual versus projected activity levels in previous 
studies involving LAX, TR-RC-1 regarding the LAX Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting 
demand, and TR-MP-2 regarding the SCAG Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). 

Having considered the commentor’s position and after reviewing the analysis in support of the Master 
Plan and the Final EIS, it is FAA’s position that the issue of capacity has been adequately addressed, 
particularly as it relates to analyzing airport facilities based on a reasonable level of service.  There are 
different ways to approach the issue of capacity analysis.  Simply because commentor has offered an 
approach that differs from the one chosen by the FAA, by no means invalidates the FAA’s analysis.  
The FAA has determined that for the purposes of the required analysis, the methodology selected was 
both adequate and appropriate for providing the FAA with the information needed to evaluate the 
project. 

The commentor raises here the commonly held and wrong supposition that LAX was "originally 
designed to serve 40 million annual passengers (MAP)."  The commentor then stretches this incorrect 
statement by going on to state "with "minor" changes, [LAX] could handle 78.9 MAP."  Part II-Volume 1 
of the Final EIS, Topical Response TR-GEN-3 provides a complete recount of the historical inaccuracy 
of these statements made by the commentor here as well as the proper context for previous design 
limitations of the LAX facilities.  LAX as currently configured was not designed to accommodate 40 
MAP, but rather the facility was updated with specific improvements that were necessary to enable LAX 
to accommodate the projected growth to 40 MAP. 

The Final EIS assessed the full range of reasonably foreseeable impacts and not "only a preliminary 
phase" as asserted by the commentor.  NEPA requires Federal agencies to take a hard look at 
reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts.  Here, the forecast activity levels generated for each of 
the alternatives was based on widely accepted principles and methodology considered appropriate by 
FAA.  As is standard FAA practice, as well as being common to airport planning in general, a planning 
horizon was used to provide a timeframe for reasonably foreseeable forecasts.  The year 2015 was 
used consistently for all alternatives considered in the LAX Master Plan and EIR.  The forecasted 
activity levels provide a reasonable basis upon which to analyze the reasonably foreseeable 
environmental impacts of the alternatives at 2015.  NEPA does not require more. 

FAL00001-14 

Comment:

II. THE FEIS' AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS. PREDICATED ON THE FALSE BASELINE AND 
CONSTRAINTS ON CAPACITY IN ALTERNATIVE D IS ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS. 

A. The FEIS' Improper Treatment of the NA/NP Baseline and the Inaccurate Assumptions Underlying 
Alternative D Effect the Results of the Air Quality Analysis. 

The FEIS' improper overestimation of the NA/NP Alternative's airfield components and Alternative D's 
reliance on airside assumptions that artificially diminish its operational impacts predictably spill over into 
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the FEIS' air quality analysis. To provide an indication of the potential air quality impacts of these 
unrealistic assumptions, Commentors developed a third, hybrid alternative "Revised Alternative D", 
combining emissions based on the airside attributes of Alternative C, which the FEIS acknowledges is 
virtually identical with Alternative D, and holding construction and surface traffic emissions constant. 
[See Attachment 1 to this letter for a full discussion of the methodology and analysis of Revised 
Alternative D.] 

After modeling the emissions impacts of Revised Alternative D, even with the assumptions underlying 
the NA/NP Alternative and its projected emissions impacts held constant, the results are startling. First, 
as indicated in Table 2 and Figures l through 6, mitigated emissions under the Revised Alternative D 
increase from 4% to 18% less than emissions under the NA/NP Alternative (depending on the specific 
emissions species considered) to as much as 8% more than emissions under the NA/NP Alternative. 
Only emissions of VOC continue to be lower than emissions under the NA/NP Alternative - emissions of 
CO, NOx, SOx, and PM10 are all higher than those of the NA/NP Alternative. As illustrated in Figures 7 
and 8 in Attachment 1, mitigated emissions under Revised Alternative D are equal to or higher than 
those of emissions from mitigated Alternative C for on-airport sources, and only 1% to 12% lower than 
mitigated Alternative C for all sources (as compared to 12% to 22% lower for Alternative D compared to 
Alternative C in the FEIS). Thus, the sensitivity of emissions and air quality impacts to aircraft activity 
levels (and the presumed gate constraints) is obvious. Note that while the Tables and Figures 
presented only illustrate emissions relationships in the year 2015, the same relationships would carry 
through to in influence interim year emissions estimates and the air quality. 

Pages 15 through 18 contain the following: 

Table 2. LAX Emission Estimates for 2015 (tons per year) [Page 15]  

Figure 1. On-Airport Emissions in 2015 (tons per year) [Page 16]  

Figure 2. Total Emissions in 2015 (tons per year) [Page 16]  

Figure 3. On-Airport Emissions in 2015 Relative to the NA/NP [Page 17]  

Figure 4. Total Emissions in 2015 Relative to the NA/NP [Page 17]  

Figure 5. On-Airport Mitigated Emissions in 2015 Relative to the NA/NP [Page 18]  

Figure 6. Total Mitigated Emissions in 2015 Relative to the NA/NP [Page 18] 

Table 2: Please see original letter for table. 

Figure 1: Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 2: Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 3: Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 4: Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 5: Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 6: Please see original letter for figure. 

It is more problematic to extrapolate estimates of air quality concentrations as presented in the FEIS to 
Revised Alternative D, since such impacts depend on both magnitude and location of emissions 
releases. However, it can be ascertained that, as presented in the FEIS, Alternative C emissions lead to 
interim year exceedances of the NAAQS for NO2, and PM10. Moreover, these exceedances are over 
150% of the NAAQS. Therefore, since on-airport emissions under Revised Alternative D are higher than 
those of Alternative C and total emissions are only modestly lower, it can be deduced that Revised 
Alternative D would also demonstrate exceedances of the same NAAQS. Alternative C also 
demonstrates interim year CO concentrations that are within about 5% of the NAAQS, so it is likely that 
Revised Alternative D, with higher on-airport emissions would also exceed the CO NAAQS during 
interim years. Upon buildout in 2015, the FEIS shows that Alternative C meets the NAAQS for all 
emissions species, but is within about 5% of the NAAQS for NO2. Therefore, once again, Revised 
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Alternative D, with higher on-airport emissions that Alternative C is likely to result in exceedances of the 
NO2 NAAQS. 

B. The Air Quality Analysis in the FEIS Does Nothing to Remedy the Flaws in the FEIR's Analysis. 

Commentors and others, in the course of the EIR review process, repeatedly pointed out analytic flaws 
that impaired, and even obviated, the air quality analysis and its conclusions. Those same flaws still 
exist in the FEIS. Specifically: 

1. The FEIS Lacks Reliable Data Concerning Estimated Future Background Concentrations. 

The FEIS does not provide data which clarifies the continuing uncertainty with respect to estimated 
future background concentrations. The importance of this omission cannot be overstated. Regardless of 
the accuracy and precision of on-site emissions estimates and associated air quality modeling, the 
overall impact of those estimates depends equally on the accuracy of the estimates of future 
background concentrations. If background concentrations are underestimated, air quality impacts will be 
equally underestimated. 

Moreover, data required for the appropriate demonstration is available. The SCAQMD monitor used to 
estimate longer term background concentrations (the monitor designated as Station 094, South West 
Coastal L.A. County by SCAQMD) should be capable of serving as a long term indicator of the 
proportionality of response between measured concentrations and regional emission reductions during 
periods of varying wind direction. 

Of additional concern is the differential treatment afforded background concentrations of PM10 in both 
the FEIR and FEIS. Whereas all other pollutant backgrounds are set in accordance with the ratio of 
emissions inventory estimates for 2015 to base year emissions inventory estimates, the PM10 
background is set according to the ratio of modeled 2015 to base year PM10 concentrations in Central 
Los Angeles. The only explanation for this differential treatment is the single assertion that "this method 
allows for the inclusion of secondary PM10 formation." Analysis supporting the propriety of the 
application of the emissions rollback procedure and the Central Los Angeles PM10 modeling estimates 
to the situation at LAX is entirely lacking from the FEIS. 

Finally, the overall sensitivity of the air quality analysis to the background concentration reduction is 
perhaps best demonstrated by examining forecast 2015 pollutant concentrations. Despite an assumed 
50% reduction in the background concentration of NO2 between 1996 and 2015, on-site NO2 
concentrations are forecast to increase. Similarly, while the background 24 hour concentration of PM10 
is assumed to decrease by almost 50% between 1996 and 2015, overall on-site PM10 declines by only 
about 20%. Clearly, these reduced background concentrations are allowing significant emissions growth 
to occur from on-site sources. As a result, the integrity of the demonstrated AAQS compliance status 
hinges on the proper demonstration of background concentration propriety, a demonstration that has 
not yet been performed. 

2. Reverse Thrust Emissions from Aircraft Are Not Included in the Air Quality Analysis. 

The air quality analysis continues to lack reverse thrust emissions from aircraft. The underlying 
environmental documents have, at various times, used various excuses for this absence, including: (a) 
emissions factors and regulatory guidance for considering reverse thrust operations are not available; 
(b) emissions from reverse thrust are insignificant; (c) because runway length at LAX is sufficient, 
reverse thrust operations should be minimal; and (d) the methodology used to estimate the times in 
mode for approach, taxi, takeoff and climbout modes is sufficiently conservative to inherently account 
for any reverse thrust emissions. To this list, the FEIS adds that, because aircraft are assumed to carry 
their maximum allowable weight on takeoff, reverse thrust emissions are inherently considered. 

Each of these arguments offered in support of the omission of reverse thrust emissions is inadequate, 
and in many cases purely speculative. Neither the FEIR nor FEIS offers any compelling evidence that 
reverse thrust emissions are inherently considered. Times in mode have been specifically tailored to 
reflect expected operational conditions at LAX, exclusive of reverse thrust operations. The argument 
that runway length is sufficient to minimize reverse thrust operations is equally spurious. Aircraft 
routinely (at LAX and elsewhere) utilize reverse thrust to minimize stopping distance and access the 
first safe runway turnoff.  This both minimizes aircraft time on an active runway and reduces brake 
maintenance costs. Some airports and airlines restrict reverse thrust operations on longer runways, but 
there is no evidence in the Record that this is the case at LAX. On the contrary, independent studies in 
the late 1990s showed reverse thrust operations to be common at LAX. 
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There are methods by which reverse thrust emissions, even though there is no official guidance with 
respect to their calculation, can be estimated. For instance, the most common practice is simply to add 
reverse thrust time to takeoff time and allow EDMS to estimate combined takeoff and reverse thrust 
emissions simultaneously. This is not a novel approach that can easily be incorporated into the FEIS' 
analysis. Although the time in mode for reverse thrust is small, generally on the order of 15 to 20 
seconds, such high thrust operational modes produce very high NOx per unit time relative to other 
operating modes. Based on the data presented in the FEIS and its underlying documents, a reverse 
thrust mode time of 15 seconds would increase the overall aircraft NOx inventory by about 10%. 
Moreover, these emissions occur at ground level. Therefore, there is simply no justification for their 
omission.

3. The Modeling of Emissions from Ground Support Equipment Is Unvalidated. 

Although the population and activity of aircraft Ground Support Equipment ("GSE") at LAX can be 
estimated with a high degree of certainty by surveying current airport operators, the FEIS continues to 
rely on the FAA's EDMS model to estimate these parameters. Theoretically, this would be acceptable if 
there were some validation of the estimates produced by EDMS as consistent with actual population 
and activity statistics. No such validation is provided. Nevertheless, and without any factual support, the 
FEIS asserts that the approach employed is "believed" to produce a conservative estimate. 

4. The Use of 100% Conversion to Electric GSE as a Mitigation Measure for Alternative D is 
Inappropriate. 

The FEIS continues the reliance on the alleged commitment to convert 100% of LAX GSE to electric (or 
very low emission) power by 2015. Aside from the fact that, given the schedule contained in the 2002 
Memorandum of Understanding between the California Air Resources Board and participating airlines 
makes this schedule vastly over-optimistic, the anticipated conversion cannot serve as a mitigation 
measure for Alternative D because it is set to take place whether or not Alternative D occurs. Therefore, 
it is appropriately included in the baseline NA/NP Alternative. That it is not appears attributable to the 
pervasive pattern in the environmental documents aimed at elevating the environmental impacts of the 
baseline and reducing those of the preferred alternative, Alternative D. 

5. Incorrect Aircraft PM10  Emissions Factors are Still Being Used in the FEIS' Air Quality Analysis. 

Despite repeated comments concerning the impropriety of the PM10 emissions factors used in the 
FEIR's air quality analysis, the same PM10 emissions factors underlie the FEIS' conclusion that PM10 
emissions do not violate the NAAQS, and thus conform to the SIP. The emissions factors in the FEIS, 
however, consider only the nonvolatile Carbon portion of emitted Particulate. The FEIS relies on the 
FEIR PM10 analysis which in turn relies on documentary support that contains sufficient data to allow 
for the conversion of nonvolatile PM10 to total PM. Prior comments have specified a protocol for such 
conversion. This conversion is, however, absent from the FEIS. Thus it does not contain a supportable 
determination of total aircraft PM10 emissions from the project. 

6. Gate Based Power and Air Continues to be Assumed for All Aircraft and, thus Auxiliary Power Unit 
Emissions Factors are Not Sufficiently Considered. 

The assumption that 100% of air carrier gate power and conditioned air needs will be satisfied by gate 
based electrically powered systems (as opposed to fossil fuel powered Auxiliary Power Units ("APU" or 
GSE) results in an underestimation of APU and/or GSE emissions. A realistic emissions estimate for 
APU would be based on the current usage rate of existing gate based power and air systems at LAX. 
The rate is either already known or can easily be determined through a modest random survey of gate 
activity. An assumption of 100% usage certainly provides an indication of the ideal level of APU 
emissions, but the AAQS compliance demonstration must be based on real, not ideal, emissions levels. 
Moreover, as a result of the assumption of 100% gate based power, the FEIS continues to assume that 
PM emissions factors for all APU are zero. The impact of this omission is buffered by the fact that APU 
usage is assumed to be limited by the assumption of 100% gate based power and conditioned air, but 
even under this ideal assumption, APU are assumed to operate for 15 minutes per landing takeoff 
("LTO") cycle. 

In response to previous comments, the environmental documents state that the operational information 
required to estimate APU PM emissions rate is not available. However, even assuming that is correct, it 
does not mean that all methods are similarly restricted. In Commentors' previous comments on the 
DEIR and SEIR, a method was set forth that relies on regression analysis to relate aircraft PM to the 
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inverse of NOx emissions. This method is not unusual or ground breaking, but it does result in 
relationship coefficient significant at the 99% confidence level. Since APU are essentially small jet 
engines, this methodology can be applied to both main aircraft engines and APU. That it is not is a 
significant defect in the FEIS. 

7. Default Aircraft Engine Assignments Continue to be Utilized in the FEIS Rather than More 
Appropriate LAX Specific Engine Assignments. 

Aircraft emissions in the FEIS continue to be based entirely on the default engine assignments of the 
FAA EDMS model, as opposed to engine assignments tailored to operations at LAX. While this 
approach does not affect the relative emissions relationships between Alternatives, it can have a 
significant impact on the absolute level of aircraft emissions and, therefore, on associated AAQS 
compliance demonstrations. In response to previous comments on this issue, LAWA asserted that the 
use of EDMS engine assignments represents the most statistically probable aircraft/engine 
combinations in use at LAX. LAWA also cited the difficulty of engine identification for a particular aircraft 
and the groundless nature of the claim that LAX air carrier mix is inconsistent with EDMS default 
assumptions. All three assertions are unsupported, and, ultimately, incorrect. 

The air quality report attached to these comments as Attachment 1 sets forth a detailed analysis of the 
sensitivity of emissions estimates to the proper allocation of aircraft engines. Using a Boeing 757-200 
aircraft as an example, the analysis concludes, among other things, that the effect of tailoring aircraft 
engine assignments for that aircraft can be a variation in individual pollutants ranging from minus 90% 
to plus 45%, depending on the engine utilized. Variations for other aircraft can be greater or lesser 
depending on available engine characteristics. Analysis of the relationship of engines to emissions 
estimates, despite its importance, is still omitted from the FEIS. 

8. Emissions from Heavy Trucks Are Still Omitted From FEIS On-Airport Truck Fleet Mixes. 

The apparent omission of heavy duty truck traffic from the FEIS on-airport vehicle emissions estimates 
is inconsistent with the reality of Federal Express and other cargo carriers which operate substantial 
fleets of heavy trucks, and will have to increase those fleets when on-airport cargo sort space is 
purportedly limited. While in previous Response to Comments, LAWA has claimed that diesel truck 
emissions are included in both on and off-airport traffic emissions estimates, the Tables in the SEIR 
cited for that proposition (and which continue to be relied upon in the FEIS which contains no further 
analysis) contain no evidence of heavy truck inclusion in on-airport traffic estimates. While Table J3, 
which reflects the year 2000 fleet composition, does include passenger cars, light, medium and heavy 
duty trucks and buses, Tables J4 (fleet mix in 2013) and J5 (fleet mix in 2015) indicate zero Vehicle 
Miles Traveled ("VMT") fractions for light-heavy, medium-heavy and heavy-heavy trucks on all on-
airport road links, even those for which heavy duty truck traffic is assumed in 2000. Without emissions 
estimates for heavy duty diesel trucks which are significant contributors to PM10, a pollutant for which 
the project is potentially nonconforming, the FEIS' air quality analysis is fatally flawed. 

C. FAA's Conformity Determination is Based on the Same Flawed Assumption and Absence of 
Relevant Data as the FEIS' Air Quality Analysis. 

Given the inadequacies of the underlying Air Quality analysis, the FAA's demonstration of conformity is 
predicated principally on the letter of August 12, 2004 From SCAQMD, purporting to certify that "the 
total of direct and indirect emissions from the action... together with all other emissions in the 
nonattainment (or maintenance) area would not exceed the emissions budget specified in the applicable 
SIP." 40 C.F.R. § 93.158(a)(5)(i)(A). The problem with this assumption is two-fold. First, such a 
determination must be "determined and documented by the State agency primarily responsible for the 
applicable SIP", Id., which, in this case, is not SCAQMD but the CARB. The Record, however, is devoid 
of such a determination by CARB. Therefore, the FAA's reliance on SCAQMD's determination is 
seriously misplaced. 

Second, even if it could satisfy the relevant criteria for determining conformity, the FAA's Conformity 
Determination is based on the same equation of capacity between the NA/NP Alternative and 
Alternative D which compromises the FEIR's analysis. Moreover, the Conformity Determination reflects 
the same absence of data and requisite analysis concerning PM10 emissions factors, reverse thrust 
emissions, appropriate mitigation measures, including 100% electrification of GSE, and 100% gate 
based power, that compromise the FEIR. Consequently, and for all the reasons set forth above, the 
project has not been properly determined to conform to the SIP, and cannot proceed until such legally 
and analytically accurate determination has been made. 
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Response: 
Part A of this comment, like many others, raises questions about the accuracy of the Alternative D’s 
capacity as disclosed in the Final EIS.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding 
airport capacity.  Based on the false premise that the Final EIS understates Alternative D’s capacity, the 
comment sets forth a new hypothetical alternative and purports to analyze the air quality impacts 
flowing from that scenario.  FAA has not reviewed the results indicated in the hypothetical analysis for 
accuracy nor the methodology used to reach the conclusions in the comment.  This scenario is 
hypothetical and speculative, and does not require a response under NEPA. 

It should be noted that assuming Alternative D airside emissions would be similar to Alternative C 
airside emissions is incorrect.  As detailed in the Final EIS, design criteria for Alternative D do not allow 
for the same operational or gate capacity as is allowed in Alternative C.  Due to the differences in 
operational parameters and gate capacity, it is not correct to assume that emissions from Alternative C 
would be essentially the same as from Alternative D; therefore, a comparison to the commentor’s 
"Revised Alternative D" would not be correct.  

Next, part IIB of the comment identifies a series of alleged flaws in the air quality analysis.  The 
following references address the issues presented in part IIB of the comment.  Please see Response to 
Comment FAL00001-29 regarding future background concentrations, Response to Comment 
FAL00001-30 regarding reverse thrust emissions, Response to Comment FAL00001-31 regarding GSE 
emissions, Response to Comment FAL00001-32 regarding mitigation of GSE emissions, Response to 
Comment FAL00001-33 regarding aircraft particulate matter emission factors, Response to Comment 
FAL00001-34 regarding gate power/air and APU emissions, Response to Comment FAL00001-35 
regarding aircraft engine assignments, and Response to Comment FAL00001-36 regarding on-airport 
truck emissions. 

Please see Responses to Comments FAL00001-5 and FAL00001-37 regarding the general conformity 
determination.  While CARB is responsible for preparing and submitting proposed SIP revisions for all 
parts of California directly to USEPA, the SCAQMD is the responsible agency for developing SIP 
emission inventories for sources in the South Coast Air Basin.  The only inventory of aircraft included in 
the SIP is found the 1997/1999 AQMP and 2003 AQMP developed by the SCAQMD.  Furthermore, 
CARB did provide a letter (July 2004) to the FAA indicating which aircraft inventory (baseline) in the SIP 
should be used as the aircraft NOx budget.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-5 regarding 
the state agency primarily responsible for the applicable SIP. 

FAL00001-15 

Comment:

III THE FEIS' AIRCRAFT NOISE ANALYSIS IS A VICTIM OF BOTH FAULTY ASSUMPTIONS AND 
ABSENCE OF SUPPORTING DATA AND ANALYSIS. 

Relying on a comparison of the noise impacts of the NA/NP Alternative with those of Alternative D, the 
FEIS concludes that Alternative D's noise impacts are insignificant. In reaching that conclusion, the 
FEIS relies on the overstated impacts of the NA/NP Alternative, the flawed capacity analysis for 
Alternative D, and a series of analytic omissions, all of which, if properly included and addressed, lead 
to the opposite conclusion. 

First, relying on the SEIR's Land Use Supplement Technical Report, S-1, Tables S-56 and 61, the FEIS 
concludes that Alternative D will cause virtually no additional noise sensitive uses to be impacted by a 
1.5 dB increase within the 65 CNEL contour, the standard of significance employed in the FEIS.6 Other 
portions of the environmental documents, however, contradict that conclusion. For example, Topical 
Response TR-N-3.3 acknowledges that "more traffic will certainly mean more noise events, and may 
mean higher CNEL levels." Moreover, the FEIR acknowledges that future contours will "grow in areas 
where substantial changes in the airport runway configuration or runway use are proposed." 

The reason for, and location of, these shifts become apparent in other sections of the environmental 
documents. The FEIR acknowledges, for example, that "changes in the runway use patterns are 
anticipated between now and 2015 that would result in a shift of heavy aircraft from predominant use of 
the south runway approach to the north runway approach, resulting in an enlargement of the 65 CNEL 
contour along the north approach and a shortening of the contour under the approach to the south 
runways." Topical Response, TR-N-6.1. The FEIR further acknowledges that there will be shifts in noise 
to the east. At least one runway in Alternative D is projected to be increased in length to 12,000 feet, 
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Response to Comment SPC00275-60, 1,280 feet to the east, and 340 feet south, Response to 
Comment SPC00275-59, and that "some areas within Inglewood would be newly exposed to 65 CNEL 
noise levels compared to the No Action/No Project Alternative." Response to Comment SPC00275-53. 

The real issue, however, is with conditions and resulting impacts mentioned, but unanalyzed in the FEIS 
or supporting documents. Foremost among these unexplored details is the existence of the NLA A380 
in the fleet mix, and its potential impacts. While the FEIR admits that at least seven airlines at LAX have 
ordered NLAs with delivery as early as 2006, FEIR, Comment SPC00298-6; that by 2015, 27 NLAs will 
serve LAX on a given "design day" (or 1% of total daily operations), FElR, Response to Comment 
SPC00275-39; and that six new gates will be supersized and taxiways rebuilt to accommodate them, 
Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report, Appendix S-C1, Table S7, 2015 Average Annual Day 
Operations in Fleet Mix Alternative D, lacks any reference to the A380 or any other NLA. 

Moreover, the text of Appendix S-C1 asserts that, despite the shift from commuter to long distance 
aircraft claimed in support of the capacity "averaging analysis" described above, " by 2015 the 
proportion of heavy jet operations will decline to 31% (643 of 2121 total Ops.) compared to the No 
Action/No Project Alternative case which forecasts heavy jets to comprise 33% of the mix (706 of 2119 
operations)", Appendix S-C1, § 3.1.1., p. 18. The only reason given for this notable omission is simply 
that "since the A380 has not been built, it cannot be modeled." FEIR, Response to Comment 
SPC00275-39. 

That rationale is, however, patently inaccurate. Manufacturer's data exists which reveals that the A380 
will weigh in excess of one million pounds, have a wing span as wide as 262 feet, and carry up to 600 
passengers. FEIR, Chapter 2, § 2.3.7. That data also allows LAWA to determine the appropriate design 
standards for runways and gates to accommodate them. It would not be a stretch to model a selection 
of possible engine characteristics (Pratt & Whitney, Rolls Royce, other) and thereby arrive at a 
reasonable approximation of the A380's potential noise impacts. Nevertheless, no such modeling has 
been performed. 

Further, the FEIR's assertion that the noise characteristics of the A380 are equivalent to those of the 
747-400 is not an acceptable substitute for actual analysis (FEIR, Response to Comment SPC00236-6). 
The A380 will have a maximum gross takeoff weight approximately 325,000 pounds greater than the 
747, and 52,000 pounds more thrust, which is almost equivalent to adding an additional engine. It is 
therefore reasonable to assume, in the face of no analysis in the FEIR, that noise from the NLAs will 
affect the noise attributable to Alternative D. 

These differences are of concern because of potential additional differences in the operational 
characteristics of the A380 and aircraft in the existing fleet mix. For instance, LAX Aircraft Noise 
Abatement Operating Procedures and Restrictions, § 4, addresses conditions under which the "over 
ocean" (westerly nighttime arrival and departure) cannot be employed. "In the event ATC determine that 
existing weather provides for only easterly departure traffic flow, including a tail wind component that 
exceeds 10 knots from the east, ATC shall only permit departures on Runways 6R and 7L", Topical 
Response TR-N-5.1. However, when queried as to whether "large jumbos perform with tail winds below 
2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 knots", the FEIR refuses to answer on the ground that "tailwind impacts on jumbo 
aircraft operations is not a comment on the contents of the DEIR or SEIR." Response to Comment 
SPC00236-6. 

That answer begs the question. As the FElR admits, the direction of operations at night is determined 
by weather conditions, and "[T]here are no prohibitions against nighttime easterly operations." Topical 
Response, TR-N-5.2. Given that, in determining CNEL levels, a 10 dB penalty is assessed on 
operations occurring between 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.; over ocean procedures are not always in effect 
due to wind and weather; some aircraft ignore the over ocean procedures even when they are in effect; 
and the FEIR lacks any information as to whether the A380 can depart to the west in certain tailwind 
conditions, it is easy to deduce that noise contours to the east of LAX will be most heavily impacted by 
the A380. 

6 The Land Use Technical Report designates one private school in Los Angeles City as impacted. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity of Alternative D, 
and Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No Action/No Project 
Alternative assumptions. 
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There is no inconsistency between the statements cited by the commentor.  The statement "Alternative 
D will cause virtually no additional land use exposed to increases of 1.5 CNEL or more within the 65 
CNEL contour" does not contradict the statement that "more traffic will certainly mean more noise 
events, and may mean higher CNEL levels," as stated in Topical Response TR-N-3.3 (see Part II-
Volume 1 of the Final EIS).  Topical Response TR-N-3 clarifies that increased traffic levels can, in some 
instances, result in a reduction in CNEL levels, depending upon the fleet mix and the loudness of 
individual aircraft in the fleet.  Further, the CNEL may increase by levels of less than 1.5 decibels.  An 
increase less than 1.5 decibels is not considered to be a significant impact under the thresholds of 
significance established in subsection 4.1.4, Thresholds of Significance, of Section 4.1, Noise, of Part I 
of the Final EIS.  Finally, it is true that "future contours will grow in areas where substantial changes in 
the airport configuration or runway use are proposed," and these changes are acknowledged as 
described in the environmental consequences section for each alternative in the Final EIS. 

Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-4 regarding the substitution of the 747-400 as a 
surrogate for all New Large Aircraft, including the A-380.  The FAA’s Office of Environment and Energy 
has advised the use of the 747-400 as a substitution to represent the noise and operating conditions of 
the A-380.  Please see Response to Comment SPC00275-39 in Part II-Volume 11 of the Final EIS 
regarding the application of the 747-400 to represent all NLR. 

In contradiction to the commentor's suggestion that "it would not be a stretch to model a selection of 
possible engine characteristics (Pratt & Whitney, Rolls Royce, other) and thereby arrive at a reasonable 
approximation of the A-380’s potential noise impacts", such an approach would be inappropriate.  The 
A-380 aircraft is designed with engines that have no specific surrogates within the available mix of 
engines included within the INM data bases - this is one of the reasons that substitution aircraft are 
used to best represent the non-existent future aircraft or those for which data is not available.  To 
project the noise levels based on the commentor’s suggested methodology would require significant 
speculation and guesswork regarding the operating characteristics and noise emissions qualities of the 
newly developed A-380, and consequently would produce results, if any, lacking reliability.  This does 
not further the NEPA goal to produce an informed decision making process and an informed public. 

By referring to the size, wingspan, and weight of the A-380, the commentor is apparently attempting to 
draw a direct relationship between the size and weight of an aircraft and the noise it produces.  This is 
not a true relationship.  For example, a Lear 25 business jet weighing approximately 15,000 pounds, 
produces the same total certificated noise energy as a Lockheed MD11 jumbo jet weighing 630,000 
pounds and having vastly more thrust than the Learjet.  See also Response to Comment FAL00001-4. 

Lacking specific flight data, the NLA is expected to have the same tailwind acceptance characteristics 
as the 747-400, the substitute for the NLA in all noise evaluations.  Thus, a critical component in 
determining the utility of the runway for various aircraft types is the runway length requirement during 
different tailwind components.  The 747-400 aircraft requires less runway length than older versions of 
the model, in part owing to more advanced wing design.  The A-380 is projected to require less runway 
length than the 747-400.  Consequently, the commentors contention that the noise contours will be 
extended to the east based on the weight and ability of the A-380 to accept tailwinds of 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 
knots is inaccurate.  

The commentor misstates the penalty of CNEL.  The 10 decibel penalty is applied between the hours of 
10 p.m. and 7 a.m.  Between the hours of 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., a penalty of 4.77 decibels is applied.  
Nevertheless, the ability to operate during "over ocean" operations with a tail wind is dependent upon 
runway length requirements.  The runway length requirement for the A-380 is less than that of the 747-
200B, 747-200C, 747-300, or 747-400.  Consequently, the easterly departure assumptions for nighttime 
operations applied in the Final EIS may in fact overstate the anticipated effect of the A-380 aircraft on 
noise contours east of LAX. 

FAL00001-16 

Comment:

IV. THE FEIS' ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE ANALYSIS IMPERMISSIBLY "AVERAGES" THE 
IMPACTS ON SURROUNDING MINORITY COMMUNITIES SO AS TO CONCLUDE THAT 
ALTERNATIVE D WILL CAUSE NO ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE IMPACTS. 

In spite of its acknowledgment that "as a result of runway orientation, the minority and low income 
communities to the East bear the greatest burden of aircraft noise from LAX" [FEIS, Vol. A, Section 
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A.2.2.4, p. 2-68]; given Alternative D's undeniable capacity enhancing potential; and given that "the 
combination of longstanding runway orientation and more recent changes in demographic patterns in 
the area around LAX means that minority and low income communities are directly under the principal 
arrival flight path" Id., at p. 2-67, the FEIS arrives at the shocking denouement that "Alternative D would 
not result in disproportionately high and adverse noise impacts on minority and low-income 
communities." Id., p. 2-81. 

This conclusion arises from two favorable assumptions: (1) that Alternative D is properly compared to a 
NA/NP Alternative baseline that includes future growth, rather than reflecting the status quo at the time 
of the commencement of environmental review; and (2) the propriety of an "averaging" process 
whereby the FEIS offsets the increased impacts of Alternative D on massive minority populations, 
against an alleged reduction in noise over non-minority populations (purportedly resulting from a shift in 
contours).7  The former has been addressed in detail above. The latter, however, has the pernicious 
effect of minimizing the actual impacts of Alternative D, as well as imbuing them with a purported "net 
beneficial effect". Id., p. 2-81 

The FEIR does not shy away from reporting the project's real impacts on minority communities. For 
example the FEIR, section 4.2, reports that 5080 low income and minority citizens of communities east 
of the airport will be exposed to a 1.5 Db increase in the 65 CNEL contour under Alternative D, as 
compared to the 1996-7 Environmental Baseline, i.e., the year that environmental review commenced. 
Yet despite the increasingly minority character of surrounding communities after 1996-7 [FEIS, p. A.2-
60], the FEIS concludes that "fewer people residing in minority and low income communities are 
exposed to 65 CNEL noise levels than in non-minority and low-income communities. Id., at p. 2-81. 

By way of example, the FEIS concludes that, while 1630 minority and low-income individuals would be 
newly exposed to 65 CNEL noise levels by Alternative D, there would be a greater reduction of 1838 
resulting from a shifted contour, netting a reduction of about 200 individuals affected by Alternative D. 
The FEIS then offsets that purported reduction against an alleged increase of 488 individuals exposed 
in non-minority communities, thereby arriving at the conclusion that the significant increases in 
operations and consequent noise resulting from Alternative D's 89.6 MAP capacity will actually have a 
"net beneficial effect." Interestingly, the FEIS' analysis omits the same "averaging" analysis for 
increases of 1.5 Db within the 65 CNEL contour, the standard of significance upon which the FEIS' 
Environmental Justice analysis purportedly relies. 

Suffice it to say, the Environmental Justice analysis is a "house of cards", built upon an impermissible 
"average" of impacts, and, ultimately a skewed baseline for analysis, both manipulated to produce 
precisely the result reflected in the FEIS, i.e., a minimization of the significant noise, air quality, and 
Environmental Justice impacts of Alternative D. 

7 The conclusion also results from the exclusive use of the "1.5 Db increase within the 65 CNEL 
contour" standard of significance contained in FAA guidance, rather than a measure of population 
merely impacted by 65 CNEL noise levels, as is required by CEQA. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-6 regarding different environmental justice conclusions 
presented in the Final EIS and the Final EIR.   

The commentor does not appear to argue the fact that FAA has addressed the environmental justice 
analysis in the Final EIS using the standard and accepted NEPA framework, that of comparing impacts 
of an action alternative to conditions existing under the no action alternative.  Nor could the commentor 
do so.  Instead, the commentor expresses a desire to have the FAA abandon the statutory framework of 
NEPA in performing the Federal analysis, and to instead substitute the statutory framework of CEQA.  
Abandoning NEPA methodology in favor of CEQA methodology is neither required nor appropriate.  As 
indicated in the Final EIS, and Response to Comment FAL00001-6, the FAA analyzed environmental 
justice impacts consistent with NEPA methodology and CEQ guidance on environmental justice 
analysis. 

Based upon the appropriate NEPA framework, two facts underline the accuracy of the conclusion that 
Alternative D would not have disproportionately high or adverse effects in environmental justice 
communities.  First, and of primary importance, not one minority or low-income community would be 
significantly impacted in 2015 by Alternative D.  The analysis could be concluded based on this 
information alone, based upon CEQ guidance (i.e., this information alone is sufficient to reach the 
necessary conclusion, and further evaluation of the issue is not required based on CEQ guidance).  
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However, the conclusion regarding environmental justice is further supported by the fact that, when 
compared to conditions that would exist under the No Action Alternative, there would be a reduction in 
the total number of individuals in minority and/or low-income communities residing in the 65 CNEL 
contour.  While the commentor may attempt to undermine the conclusions of the Final EIS by describing 
this analysis as impermissible "averaging" of impacts, under standard analytical methods of NEPA, the 
analysis shows that Alternative D does not disproportionately place the significant impacts of the project 
on minority communities, and in fact results in an overall improvement in conditions as compared to the 
No Action Alternative. 

The majority of adverse effects associated with aircraft noise exposure historically have occurred and 
will continue to occur to the east of the airport, primarily over minority and/or low-income communities 
due to the orientation of the runways.  However, as shown in Figure A2.2-9 in Section A.2.2, 
Environmental Justice (NEPA Analysis) in Volume A of the Final EIS, such effects are similar to the No 
Action/No Project Alternative, since Alternative D is designed to serve a future (2015) airport activity 
level of approximately 78.9 MAP which is comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative.  
This is less than the 89.6 MAP capacity stated by the commentor. 

The actual impacts of exposure of minority and/or low-income communities to 65 CNEL noise levels is 
presented in Table A2.2-4 in Section A.2.2.  Although 1,600 individuals in minority and/or low-income 
communities would be newly exposed to these noise levels, there would be a reduction of 1,838 
individuals in minority and/or low-income communities exposed to these noise levels compared to what 
would occur under the No Action/No Project Alternative.  Therefore, since there is an overall reduction 
in population exposed to 65 CNEL noise levels in minority and/or low-income communities, noise 
effects on these communities under Alternative D would be beneficial.  It is acknowledged that there 
would be a greater proportion of new exposure to the 65 CNEL contour in minority and/or low-income 
communities than in non-minority and/or non-low-income communities due to the existing orientation of 
the runways, as also occurs under the No Action/No Project Alternative.  However, non-minority and 
non-low-income communities experience an overall increase in total population residing in the 65 CNEL 
contour, while minority and low-income communities experience an overall decrease in total population 
residing in the 65 CNEL contour.  Thus, in light of the lack of any significant impacts in minority and/or 
low-income communities resulting from Alternative D, and the additional net benefit to these 
communities, there would be no disproportionately high and adverse impacts to these communities. 

Finally, the commentor states, "Interestingly, the FEIS' analysis omits the same "averaging" analysis for 
increases of 1.5 Db within the 65 CNEL contour, the standard of significance upon which the FEIS' 
Environmental Justice analysis purportedly relies."  Such a comparison cannot be presented because, 
as indicated above, under Alternative D no noise sensitive uses in environmental justice communities 
would experience such an increase. 

FAL00001-17 

Comment:

Commentors, therefore, reiterate their urgent request that the FAA reconsider its analysis and 
conclusions in light of existing law and acknowledged facts, with the goal of revealing the full impacts of 
Alternative D, including a demonstration of Conformity with the SIP that can withstand judicial scrutiny. 

Commentors look forward to the FAA's prompt cooperation in these matters. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments above.  The comment requests reconsideration 
of information, analyses, and conclusions included in the Final EIS.  FAA has determined the Final EIS 
was prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, as amended, 
CEQ Guidance regarding NEPA (40 CFR Part 1500), and the FAA Orders 1050.1E and 5050.4A. 
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FAL00001-18 

Comment:

Summary 

This constitutes a review of the air quality portions of the January 2005 Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (FEIS) for the LAX Proposed Master Plan Improvements and the included Final General 
Conformity Demonstration (FCD).  It is important to note that the FEIS carries forward all of the previous 
air quality analyses performed for the proposed master plan improvements with little or no 
modifications.  As a result, all of the comments provided in the June 4, 2004 comment letter in response 
to the release of the Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the same proposed improvements, 
as well as previous comment letters on earlier draft EIS/EIR releases, continue to apply.  Given that 
specific air quality comments have been submitted on several occasions, this letter is structured to 
highlight those elements that are most fundamental to illustrating the continuing inadequacy of the FEIS 
air quality analysis and, as a result, the inability of that analysis to support the determinations required 
under both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Clean Air Act Conformity provisions. 

Response: 
The FAA is not in receipt of the June 4, 2004 comment letter referenced in the comment, and no such 
letter was included with the commentor's submittal to the FAA on February 22, 2005.  Part II of the Final 
EIS includes written responses to all comments received by the FAA on the Draft EIS/EIR and the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. 

FAL00001-19 

Comment:

The major reason for this approach is that, while there are deficiencies of varying importance 
throughout the FEIS air quality analysis, there is but one fundamental assumption that allows the FElS 
to conclude that emissions and air quality under the proposed alternative (Alternative D) are similar to 
baseline (i.e., No Action/No Plan) emissions and air quality.  As such, the integrity of this single 
assumption is critical to the integrity of the associated air quality analysis.  If the underlying assumption 
is reasonable, the basis for the analysis is sound and analysis components can be considered on the 
merits of the implemented methodologies and calculations.  However, if the underlying assumption is 
itself fundamentally flawed, then debating the merits of the implemented methodologies and 
calculations is a distraction from the primacy of the flawed assumption.  In effect, combining comments 
on a single overarching flaw with methodological comments allows one to lose sight of the forest for the 
trees.  Such distraction continues to corrupt the conclusions of the FEIS, and the associated conformity 
determination. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding the assumptions 
underlying the capacity calculations, and related information presented in Section 2.3, Consequences of 
Not Improving LAX, and Section 3.2, Alternatives Fully Evaluated, of Part I of the Final EIS.  More 
technical supporting data is provided in Chapter I, Section 3, Alternative D Constrained Activity, of the 
Final Master Plan. 

FAL00001-20 

Comment:

Methodological Approach 

The preferred alternative of the FEIS (Alt. D) continues to be very similar in terms of airport activity to 
the NA/NP alternative.  While the propriety of this similarity is discussed in detail in the body of this 
letter, the implications of the assumed similarity are significant in regard to air quality impacts since 
airport-related air quality is primarily a function of the overall level of activity.  To the extent that the 
comments presented in this letter affect the analyses conducted for all of the master plan alternatives, 
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the resultant impact on the NA/NP alternative and Alt. D can be expected to be similar.  Where 
comments affect solely the analysis for Alternative D (or the NA/NP alternative), the relative relationship 
between the business as usual and build alternative may change.  For obvious reasons, these latter 
comments are most important in judging the efficacy of the build alternative.  The former comments, 
which might affect both the build and no action alternatives similarly, are primarily important in properly 
assessing the overall onsite and near-site air quality under either of the alternative futures. 

The FEIS has been reviewed from a "top down" perspective.  Essentially, this means that the presented 
material has been evaluated in terms of stated methodologies and, to the extent possible from 
presented materials, assessed in terms of whether those methodologies are reasonable and have been 
implemented as stated and appropriate.  When possible, the consistency of analysis results has been 
considered against expectations derived from either previous experience or theoretical relationships.  In 
a few instances, confirmatory analyses have been conducted to evaluate assertions presented in the 
FEIS.  These analyses are best characterized as providing modestly detailed comparative calculations 
intended to evaluate issues where presented FEIS data appears either inconsistent or unexpected.  
Except when indicated by such data anomalies, efforts to replicate the various air quality analyses have 
not been performed.  It is entirely possible (and likely in a document the size of the FEIS) that minor 
errors, that are not identified, are present in the various air quality analyses and results.  To the extent 
that such errors would produce "major" shifts in analysis results, they should be inherently identified 
through various identified issues discussed in the body of the letter.  However, minor discrepancies that 
produce relatively small errors in analysis results, may pass through a review at the associated level-of-
detail without detection.  As always, a more detailed review is possible, including a complete replication 
of the underlying modeling and associated analysis work, but such a review would require an allocation 
of resources well beyond those associated with this work. 

It is important to note that the FEIS is not less comprehensive than most previous examples of similar 
documents.  Nevertheless, there remain several areas of deficiency that could impact FEIS conclusions.  
Despite the underlying analysis, it is somewhat disconcerting that areas of deficiency are actually 
acknowledged in the FEIS, but subsequently dismissed through unsubstantiated claims of 
insignificance.  Moreover, the responses to comments included as an integral component of both the 
FEIR and FEIS demonstrate a tendency to downplay any significant critiques brought to the attention of 
the project authority, so that the public comment process appears to be treated more as more of a 
challenge to defend than an opportunity to refine.  Notwithstanding this situation, the discussion 
presented in the body of this letter presents continuing concerns with the air quality analysis portion of 
the FElS. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Contrary to the commentor’s assertion, the FAA does not, nor has it ever, 
acknowledged that the EIS is deficient.  Rather, as amply demonstrated by the comprehensiveness and 
quality of analysis contained in the Final EIS, the document fully complies with the legal requirements of 
NEPA.

FAL00001-21 

Comment:

The Flawed Assumption: Airport Demand Under Alternative D will be Virtually Identical to That Under 
the No Action/No Plan Alternative 

Although there are other lesser assumptions that impact the air quality analysis of the FEIS, the 
assumption that airport demand is essentially unchanged between the preferred alternative and the no 
action alternative (78.9 million annual passengers (MAP) versus 78.7 MAP in 2015, a difference of only 
0.2 percent) overwhelmingly defines the air quality relationship between the two alternatives.  Because 
demand is assumed to be similar, emissions from aircraft, aircraft support equipment, and ground 
access vehicles are also similar.  The subsequent implementation of mitigation measures, which by 
definition cannot influence the no action plan, then serve to differentiate the two alternatives by reducing 
emissions only for the preferred Alternative.  The only exception occurs during the interim years 
between 2005 and 2015, when construction activity under the preferred alternative results in temporary 
emissions increases.  With the exception of the construction emissions, the mitigated preferred 
alternative, as defined, must have lower emissions a priori. 

Before examining this issue, it is perhaps important to note that this is not a new comment.  The issue 
has been raised in all previous comment letters as well as by other commenters throughout the EIR/EIS 
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process.  This discussion simply isolates and expands the issue due to its overwhelming influence on 
air quality analysis conclusions and, by extension, FEIS conclusions in general. 

If the LAX Master Plan is not adopted as proposed, then it is estimated that LAX will handle 
approximately 78.7 MAP in 2015 under the NA/NP.  According to the FEIS, operations would be "very 
inefficient and congested, and the quality of passenger/visitor service at LAX would be poor." 

By comparison, unconstrained demand in 2015 is estimated to be 97.9 MAP (according to the FEIS).  
The additional demand is not satisfied under the no action alternative because it is assumed that 
anticipated airfield and terminal conditions result in an economic equilibrium between air travel supply 
and air travel demand at 78.7 MAP.  In effect, it is simply claimed to be more efficient economically for 
additional demand (i.e., demand above 78.7 MAP) to be satisfied through other airports, other travel 
modes, or travel forbearance, i.e., market conditions will act as a travel demand constraint at LAX. 

However, the travel demand constraints estimated for alternative D are not defined in the FEIS on the 
basis of economic forecasting, but rather on the basis of a design "bottleneck" intended to limit travel 
demand to a level below that which economic conditions would dictate.  Table 1 illustrates that 
alternative D offers essentially the same airfield capacity enhancements as alternative C, as well as 
similar terminal and ground vehicle capacity - yet is predicted to satisfy only the same demand levels as 
the no action alternative which offers none of these service benefits.  Clearly, market forces would 
dictate that additional travel demand would be expected for alternative D relative to the no action 
alternative, since both passengers and aircraft can more efficiently access the airport.  To overcome 
these market forces, alternative D intentionally purports to introduce a "bottleneck" into the terminal 
system that separates the increased airfield capacity from the increased terminal and ground access 
capacity.  By limiting the number of gates available to connect the enhanced airside and groundside 
facilities, alternative D purports to control travel demand to levels virtually identical to those of the no 
action alternative. 

Table 1:  Please see original letter for table. 

How realistic of a throughput constraint is this design "bottleneck?"  The answer depends entirely on 
how efficiently airlines can utilize these gates and how much potential for efficiency improvement or 
load shifting exists.  In effect, gate capacity does not serve as a constraint to getting either aircraft or 
passengers to the airport.  While runway configuration and capacity can effectively constrain the arrival 
and departure of aircraft, and terminal and ground access capacity can effectively constraint passenger 
arrival and convenience, gate capacity does neither.  This is especially important under the preferred 
alternative since capacity on both sides of the gate is being increased.  Terminal and ground access 
enhancements are encouraging more groundside demand, while runway and airfield improvements are 
encouraging more airside demand.  The ability of gate limitations to serve as a countervailing force is 
questionable and demands a detailed analysis before it can be accepted as a reasonable and effective 
demand constraint.  We have not been able to find any such analysis in the FEIS. 

Given a situation where additional passenger demand exists and can easily be served through the 
additional capacity provided by improved airside facilities, airlines have only to increase gate efficiency 
from current levels to increase airport activity beyond that estimated in the FEIS.  Since current airlines 
differ dramatically in their ability to utilize gates efficiently, there is dramatic potential for improvement.  It 
is highly unlikely that airlines will forsake the increased capacity being offered through the alternative D 
improvements by maintaining gate efficiency at levels typical of current operations.  Moreover, the FEIS 
itself appears to recognize this when it follows the description of the alternative D gate constraints with 
the qualifying statements: 

"However, it is important to understand that the levels of passengers that each alternative is designed to 
accommodate are not finite limits where the airport would somehow be closed or where aircraft would 
be redirected to some other facility when this number is reached.  These levels are an indication of the 
number of passengers that can be accommodated at a reasonable level of service.  The airport can 
accommodate additional aircraft and passengers beyond these levels; however, the result is a 
degraded level of service."  [FEIS, Page 3-57] 

Since there is capacity "pressure" on both sides of the terminal gate, it is unrealistic to expect gate 
efficiency to remain constant with the implementation of alternative D.  While gate availability may well 
serve as a capacity constraint at the point where no additional efficiency improvements are possible, 
that point is well beyond current gate utilization characteristics.  Thus, the assumed constancy of annual 
airport passenger service at about 79 MAP under both the no action alternative, for which gate capacity 
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is not an important constraint, and alternative D, for which gate capacity is the only important constraint, 
cannot be viewed as a realistic assessment of likely airport activity under the two alternatives. 

To provide an indication of the potential impacts of the unrealistic assumption of airport activity, this 
report contains an emissions inventory estimate for a version of alternative D that is more consistent 
with the estimates produced for the other airport build alternatives (Revised Alternative D).  This 
estimation treats both airside and groundside airport demand in accordance with the capacity 
enhancements actually proposed under alternative D.  On the airside, alternative D proposes airport 
enhancements that are functionally equivalent to or in excess of those of alternative C (see for example, 
the runway parameters presented in Table 1 above, or the more detailed design descriptions of the 
FEIS).  Therefore, if the assumed gate restrictions to not constrain airport activity as presumed in the 
FEIS, airside improvements can be expected to adequately support the same aircraft activity as 
estimated for alternative C in the FEIS.  Similarly, proposed alternative D includes both terminal area 
and ground vehicle accommodations equivalent to those of alternative C.  While the two alternatives 
differ in the configuration of their proposed groundside enhancements, they both are designed to 
accommodate and provide similar levels of service.  As a result, it is reasonable to expect that a version 
of alternative D unconstrained by a presumed gate-based "bottleneck" will function similarly to 
alternative C in terms of aircraft activity, supporting an estimated 89.6 MAP. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The commentor incorrectly characterizes both the No Action/No Project Alternative 
and the various build alternatives, including Alternative D.  The commentor then adds supposition about 
the alternatives contrary to the descriptions and analyses of these alternatives as documented in the 
Final EIS and the LAX Master Plan.  The commentor then builds on these incorrect characterizations 
and supposition to offer a contrary outcome on the impacts associated with the implementation of 
Alternative D at LAX.  The commentor offers no substantive analyses of these claims.  For the reasons 
described in the Final EIS, and summarized below, the FAA concludes that the analysis of the practical 
capacity of LAX in the Final EIS, as modified by implementation of the Alternative D improvements, is 
designed to provide the decision-maker with the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts arising 
out of the implementation of the various alternatives.  

The commentor asserts as a generally held view that the "runway configuration and capacity can 
effectively constrain the arrival and departure of aircraft, and terminal and ground access capacity can 
effectively constraint passenger arrival and convenience."  This generally held view would, by 
extension, also hold that there is at least the same amount or more airspace capacity either side of the 
runways such that the runways and the way in which they are used will constrain capacity.  Therefore, 
the commentor would agree that just because there was more airspace capacity available doesn’t mean 
that it will necessarily be used if a key system component like the runway has lesser capacity.  Despite 
this generally stated view, the commentor takes issue with the use of gate space as a constraining 
factor in the airport system when there are other system components like the airfield and the terminal 
buildings and ground access system with more capacity available on either side of the system "bottle 
neck."

1.  The commentor incorrectly asserts that, "In effect, gate capacity does not serve as a constraint to 
getting either aircraft or passengers to the airport."  To make this statement one would have to accept 
that aircraft gates and the space needed to create them is an unneeded element in the air 
transportation system.  This is simply not the case.  The gate and the space in which it exists is one of 
the key elements in the passenger aviation system.  It is the fundamental link between aircraft 
operations and the passengers they serve.  It is the definitive point in the system by which airlines sell 
their product; that is aircraft seats to a particular destination at a particular time at a particular price.  
When a person buys an airline ticket they don’t find a "takeoff" time and a "landing" time on it.  Likewise, 
they don’t find a "go-through-security" time or a "pick-up-baggage" time.  Instead they find a departure 
time and an arrival time as measured from the time the aircraft pushes back from the departure gate 
and the time that it pulls up to the arrival gate.  This time, any delays beyond 15 minutes of the 
scheduled time and the reason for any delays is reported to the U.S. Department of Transportation 
(DOT) and is available to passengers to ensure consumer protection.  No other element of system 
performance is as closely watched and measured as on-time performance against each carrier’s own 
flight schedule as published in the Official Airline Guide (OAG) (See 14 CFR Part 234.4). 

2.  Contrary to the assertions in the comment, the actual, practical capacity of an airport is not 
determined by adding up the separate theoretical potential throughput of each separate element of an 
airport.  Practical capacity is a forecast of activity determined by how those several components will 
function together in reality.  Practical capacity is not based solely on "market assumptions," as the 
comment asserts.  It is based on the physical capacity of the various functional elements of the airport 
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and how they work together in reality, with proper regard to how the market is likely to respond to and 
utilize the airport.  Contrary to the assertion in the comment, the theoretical  "physical capacity" of each 
component of an airport -- gates, runways or other components of the airport -- does not disclose the 
overall capacity of the airport as an operating whole.  NEPA requires FAA to analyze impacts from a 
broader perspective. 

The FAA has forecasted activity levels on the basis of the practical capacity of the airport, taking into 
account physical constraints and also the effects of delay and demand on airport usage.  This is quite 
different from the way that the comment suggests activity levels should be established (physical 
capacity alone).  The agency acknowledges that some of the individual components of the airport could 
support a higher level of activity, if one were to consider physical capacity only.  As the Final EIS points 
out, the runway systems for Alternatives C, D, and the No Action Alternative have virtually identical 
physical capacity.  However, simply having physical capacity to support an activity level does not 
provide any certainty or assurances mandate that the market will make adjustments to utilize the entire 
physical capacity -- especially where, as here, there are alternatives to using LAX (i.e., ability to select 
from several other major commercial airports in the Los Angeles region). 

3.  The commentor asserts that, "[t]he ability of gate limitations to serve as a countervailing force is 
questionable and demands a detailed analysis before it can be accepted as a reasonable and effective 
demand constraint.  We have not been able to find any such analysis in the FEIS."  In the Final EIS, and 
throughout the joint NEPA and CEQA process, the FAA and LAWA utilized well-accepted and rational 
methodologies to establish the maximum practical capacity for LAX, under each of the build Alternatives 
and the No Action Alternative.  These methodologies predict the anticipated future use of the airport for 
each alternative based on agency and industry experience, as well as rational principles.  A primary tool 
in determining the practical capacity of each of the LAX Master Plan alternatives is FAA’s computer 
model known as SIMMOD.  SIMMOD, FAA’s Airport and Airspace Simulation Model, is a 
comprehensive planning tool for airport designers and managers, air traffic planners, and airline 
operations analysis.  The SIMMOD analysis defines airside performance in terms of aircraft taxi time, 
delay, and throughput, and was used to assess the relative performance of the different Master Plan 
alternatives in terms of capacity and delay at various levels of demand.   

For the Final EIS analysis, the SIMMOD model was originally calibrated as part of the Master Plan’s 
analysis of existing conditions during the 1994 baseline year to assure that it could accurately depict 
replicate operating conditions at LAX and produce accurate measures of future performance.  The 
SIMMOD model was later recalibrated as the Master Plan baseline year was updated to 1996 and then 
recalibrated once again when the baseline year was updated to 2000. 

After the model was calibrated, it was then used to calculate an estimate of future aircraft operations for 
each alternative at an acceptable level of delay.  The physical limitations of each alternative (e.g., 
available gates and number of runways) were factored into the model, which was used to analyze 
numerous combinations of aircraft/gate/taxiway/runway combinations.  To provide the most realistic 
data, the analysis also factored in other relevant assumptions that affect airport capacity at LAX.  These 
assumptions included primary runway operating configurations, applicable noise abatement procedures, 
airspace operating assumptions, and airfield operating assumptions.   

The SIMMOD was used to analyze design day flight schedules for Alternative D for the years 2005, 
2008, 2013, and 2015 to aid in the evaluation of each alternative and to provide input for the analysis of 
reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts.  The design day aircraft operations profiles associated 
with Alternative D are presented in Appendix F of the LAX Master Plan.  Appendix F depicts operations 
profiles by aircraft type, by fix (i.e., a "fix" is a navigation point in the airspace around LAX over which 
arriving and departing aircraft are routed by air traffic control depending on the flight's origin or 
destination) the specific flight path immediate to the airport during aircraft arrival and departure), and by 
user group for Alternative D for 2005, 2008, and 2015 (operational profiles are not shown for 2013 
because the a 2013 activity level was identified solely for the purpose of the air quality analysis and was 
conservatively assumed to be equivalent to 2015, inasmuch as the Master Plan improvements affecting 
operational profiles would be completed by 2013).  

Passenger activity profiles for Alternative D are also presented in Appendix F of the Master Plan.  The 
number of passengers on each flight was determined using the load factor and aircraft size 
assumptions presented in Section 3 of the Addendum to the Draft Master Plan.  The tables in Appendix 
F set forth number of originating, terminating, and connecting passengers by terminal by hour for 2005, 
2008, 2013, and 2015.  See also, LAX Master Plan Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, Appendix S-E, 
Supplemental Air Quality Impact Analysis, p. 4; LAX Final Master Plan, Appendix E, Alternative D 
Airside Analysis. 
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The analysis provided by the SIMMOD model is the same type of analysis and methodology used by 
FAA and major airports for assessing demand/capacity relationships and for estimating existing and 
future delay.  These same methodologies are also commonly used by both government and industry to 
plan for future airport facility requirements.  For example, the SIMMOD model was used in forecasting 
practical capacity in the following airport improvement projects: 

- FAA Record of Decision for Proposed 9,000-Foot Fifth Runway and Associated Projects, Hartsfield 
Atlanta International Airport, Fulton and Clayton Counties, Georgia, September 27, 2001, 
http://www.faa.gov/ARP/environmental/5054a/RODatl01.htm (SIMMOD used to analyze maximum 
arrival and departure delay relief resulting from new independent parallel runway);  

- FAA Record of Decision for Proposed Replacement Runway, Runway Extension and Associated 
Development at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport, Cleveland, Ohio, November, 2000, 
http://www.faa.gov/arp/app600/5054a/CLEROD.pdf (SIMMOD used to forecast peak period capacity 
over fifteen-year planning period);  

- FAA Record of Decision for Proposed New Parallel Runway and Associated Work at Miami 
International Airport Miami-Dade County, Florida, December 1998, 
http://www.faa.gov/arp/app600/5054a/rodmia.doc (SIMMOD used to analyze peak capacity with 
acceptable level of delay for proposed commuter runway); 

- FAA Record of Decision, Lambert- St. Louis International Airport, September 30, 1998, 
http://www.faa.gov/arp/ace/stl/stl.htm (SIMMOD used to analyze capacity and delay). 

Moreover, the validity of FAA/LAWA’s practical capacity analysis is corroborated by comments provided 
by the airline industry.  For example, the Los Angeles Airlines Airport Affairs Committee (AAAC) 
represents more than 80 airlines serving LAX and the Air Transport Association of America, Inc. (ATA) 
is the primary trade association of the U.S. scheduled airline industry, representing 23 airlines, including 
all major domestic passenger and cargo air carriers.  In joint comments to the LAX Master Plan 
Addendum and the Supplemental Draft EIR/EIS, the AAAC and the ATA commented specifically on the 
capacity of Alternative D.  See Final EIS/EIR Volume 11, Comment SPC002978-30.  The AAAC and 
ATA acknowledged that rather than meeting the projected increase in demand for air travel at LAX for 
2015 (98 MAP), the LAX Master Plan "incorporates infrastructure bottlenecks intended to constrain 
capacity to levels commensurate with the ’no-build’ alternative.  Those constraints will cause capacity to 
fall short of local demand at LAX by 20 million annual passengers by 2015."  Final EIS/EIR Volume 11, 
Comment SPC002978-30.   

Having considered the commentor’s position and after reviewing the analysis in support of the Master 
Plan and the Final EIS, it is FAA’s position that the issue of capacity has been adequately addressed.  
There are different ways to approach the issue of capacity analysis.  Simply because commentor has 
offered an approach that differs from the one chosen by the FAA, by no means invalidates the FAA’s 
analysis.  The FAA has determined that for the purposes of the required analysis, the methodology 
selected was both adequate and appropriate for providing the FAA with the information needed to 
evaluate the project.  For more information on FAA’s position on airport capacity and capacity analysis, 
please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2. 

The commentor also incorrectly asserts that, "[g]iven a situation where additional passenger demand 
exists and can easily be served through the additional capacity provided by improved airside facilities, 
airlines have only to increase gate efficiency from current levels to increase airport activity beyond that 
estimated in the FEIS."  Improved gate efficiency beyond the already highly efficient use of this limited 
resource is already assumed into the Alternative D gate capacity analysis.  It is the improved efficiency 
and accessibility of the proposed gates that allow for the gate space to be reduced from approximately 
25,000 lineal feet today down to approximately 23,800 lineal feet in Alternative D in 2015 to serve about 
the same level of passenger activity as forecasted for the No Action/No Project Alternative.  If the 
airlines are not able to improve their efficiency as projected in Alternative D, the activity associated with 
the Alternative will be less than projected, not more as speculated by the commentor.  By comparison, 
the LAX Master Plan unconstrained gate requirements call for 276 narrow body equivalent gates 
(NBEG) or about 36,700 lineal feet of gate space.  Alternative D delivers only 65 percent of this 
unconstrained requirement.  To put this deficiency into perspective, Alternative D is short of the 
unconstrained gate requirements by the equivalent of 54 Boeing 747 gates.   

Alternative C in the LAX Master Plan was designed to balance the terminal and gate capacity of LAX 
with the constrained operational capacity of the four runways.  This alternative required 222.2 NBEG or 
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approximately 29,500 lineal feet of gate space to achieve this objective.  Alternative D delivers only 80 
percent of the gate space required to balance the gates with the four runways.  To put this deficiency 
into perspective, similar to the comparison with the unconstrained requirements, Alternative D gate 
capacity is short of the four runway capacity by the equivalent of 24 Boeing 747 gates. 

By reconfiguring the available gate space as suggested in Alternative D, LAX would be better prepared 
to accommodate the changes in the peak hour fleet mix (particularly for large aircraft serving 
international passengers) with fewer delays.  Today, nearly all of the contact gates at LAX are accessed 
via a single taxilane in a cul-de-sac.  Each arriving or departing aircraft must wait for all others to clear 
the cul-de-sac before it can proceed.  Likewise, one aircraft arriving or departing the cul-de-sac can and 
does block the free flowing operation of as many as 15 other aircraft.  While Alternative D does not 
completely eliminate this physical limitation at LAX, it greatly reduces the number of gates impacted by 
these current constraints.  It is this physical change to the gate layout that allows for the slight reduction 
in delays between Alternative D and the No Action/No Project Alternative (See Appendix E, of the Final 
Master Plan). 

The commentor also incorrectly asserts that gate capacity is not an important constraint in the No 
Action/No Project Alternative.  As described in Part I, Chapter 3, Page 3-26 of the Final EIS and as 
analyzed and documented in the Draft LAX Master Plan, Appendix 5J, Section 3, Page V-J.93, all of the 
facilities at LAX, including the gates, would be experiencing congestion, delays and passenger 
inconvenience all year and not just during peak periods, poor weather and holidays as is the case 
presently.  While the airport access roads and curb fronts were found to be the most constraining to 
passenger activity, aircraft gates were the most constraining on aircraft operations in the No Action/No 
Project Alternative. 

As stated at the beginning of this response, the commentor incorrectly characterizes both the No 
Action/No Project Alternative and the various build alternatives, including Alternative D.  The commentor 
then adds supposition about the alternatives contrary to the descriptions and analyses of these 
alternatives as documented in the Final EIS, the LAX Master Plan and summarized here.  The 
commentor then builds on these incorrect characterizations and supposition to offer a contrary outcome 
on the impacts associated with the implementation of Alternative D at LAX.  Specifically, the commentor 
incorrectly concludes, "[t]herefore, if the assumed gate restrictions do not constrain airport activity as 
presumed in the FEIS, airside improvements can be expected to adequately support the same aircraft 
activity as estimated for [A]lternative C in the FEIS."  The gate space limitations of Alternative D, as 
described in the Final EIS and herein, are clearly greater than those of Alternative C.  Alternative D has 
only 80 percent of the gate space associated with Alternative C and only 65 percent of the 
unconstrained gate requirement. 

The commentor’s unsupported and contrary conclusions to those of the Final EIS and the LAX Master 
Plan continue with the statement, "[s]imilarly, proposed [A]lternative D includes both terminal area and 
ground vehicle accommodations equivalent to those of [A]lternative C.  While the two alternatives differ 
in the configuration of their proposed groundside enhancements, they both are designed to 
accommodate and provide similar levels of service."  In fact, the Alternative D and Alternative C 
landside facilities were designed to support the level and type of passenger traffic associated with each 
alternative specifically.  In particular, Alternative C allowed for higher peak hour passenger loads 
because the terminal gate space allowed for the much higher proportion of widebody aircraft. 

The commentor’s string of unsupported and contrary positions concludes with the statement, "[a]s a 
result, it is reasonable to expect that a version of [A]lternative D unconstrained by a presumed gate-
based "bottleneck" will function similarly to [A]lternative C in terms of aircraft activity, supporting an 
estimated 89.6 MAP."  As demonstrated in the Final EIS, the LAX Master Plan and herein, this is not a 
"reasonable" expectation.  The airline representative organizations AAAC and ATA said it best as 
quoted previously and repeated here, rather than meeting the projected increase in demand for air 
travel at LAX for 2015 (98 MAP), the LAX Master Plan "incorporates infrastructure bottlenecks intended 
to constrain capacity to levels commensurate with the ’no-build’ alternative.  Those constraints will 
cause capacity to fall short of local demand at LAX by 20 million annual passengers by 2015."  Final 
EIS/EIR Volume 11, Comment SPC002978-30. 
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FAL00001-22 

Comment:

Under an assumption of 89.6 MAP, aircraft, APU, and GSE emissions under this revised version of 
alternative D will also be similar to the emissions from those same sources as predicted for alternative 
C. Ground access vehicle emissions cannot be taken directly from alternative C as the ground services 
configurations of the two alternatives are significantly different.  However, it is reasonable to assume 
that at least off-airport ground access emissions and parking related emissions for alternative D will 
scale proportionally with annual activity up to a point where congestion affects cause disproportionate 
impacts.  Should congestion affects cause significant impacts between 78.9 MAP and 89.6 MAP, the 
emissions estimates calculated via an assumption of proportionality will be too low - so implementing an 
assumption of proportionality is actually conservative and ground access emissions may be higher.  
Nevertheless, based on the information available in the FElS, an assumption of proportionality is 
appropriate if additional uncertainty is to be avoided. 

Therefore, under Revised Alternative D, aircraft, APU, and GSE emissions are assumed to be similar to 
those of alternative C.1  Off-airport ground access vehicle and parking related emissions are scaled 
upwards by 13.6 percent, the ratio of 89.6 MAP to 78.9 MAP.  Even though there is more activity on the 
airport, it is assumed that on-airport vehicle and stationary source emissions are identical to those 
estimated in the FEIS for alternative D.  Similarly, alternative D construction emissions are unchanged 
as the airside work is similar to that proposed under alternative C and the groundside work will not 
change (i.e., the people mover concept is continued, but under an assumption of higher annual activity).  
Table 2 presents the resulting emission inventory estimates under the heading "Hybrid C/D."2 

As indicated in Table 2 and Figures 1 though 6, mitigated emissions under the revised alternative 
emissions D shift from a state of being 4-18 percent less than emissions under the NA/NP (depending 
on the specific emissions species considered) to a state where they are as much as 8 percent more 
than emissions under the NA/NP.  Only emissions of VOC continue to be lower than emissions under 
the NA/NP - emissions of CO, NOx, SOx, and PM-10 are all higher than those of the NA/NP.  As 
illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, mitigated emissions under revised alternative D are equal to or higher 
than those of mitigated alternative C for on-airport sources and only 1-12 percent lower than mitigated 
alternative C for all sources (as compared to 12-22 percent lower as alternative D is analyzed in the 
FEIS).  Thus, the sensitivity of emissions and air quality impacts to aircraft activity levels (and the 
presumed gate constraints) is obvious.  Note also, that while the tables and figures presented below 
only illustrate emissions relationships in 2015, the same relations would carry through to influence 
interim year emission estimates and air quality. 

While it is more problematic to extrapolate estimates of air quality concentrations as presented 
concentrations in the FEIR/FEIS to revised alternative D since such impacts depend on both the 
magnitude and location of emission releases, some observations are possible.  First, as presented in 
the FEIS, alternative C emissions lead to interim year exceedances of the NAAQS for NO2 and PM-10.  
Moreover, these exceedances are over 150 percent of the NAAQS.  Therefore, since on-airport 
emissions under Revised Alternative D are higher than those of alternative C and total emissions are 
only modestly lower, it is almost certain that revised alternative D would also demonstrate exceedances 
of these same NAAQS.  Alternative C also demonstrates interim year CO concentrations that are within 
about 5 percent of the NAAQS, so it is likely that revised alternative D, with higher on-airport emissions, 
could also exceed the CO NAAQS during interim years.  Upon buildout in 2015, the FEIS shows that 
alternative C meets the NAAQS for all emission species, but is within about 5 percent of the NAAQS for 
NO2.  Thus, revised alternative D, with higher on-airport emissions than alternative C could result in 
exceedances of the NO2 NAAQS.3  Finally, alternative C, alternative D, and revised alternative D all 
continue to violate the CAAQS for PM-10, but these violations are considerably more substantial for 
alternative C and revised alternative D. 

1 It should be noted that for this analysis, aircraft VOC emissions for alternative C differ from those 
presented in the FEIS and associated documents by approximately 9 percent since the FEIR/FEIS 
failed to covert EDMS HC estimates to VOC.  The FEIS did implement this conversion for both the 
NA/NP and alternative D, but HC estimates for alternatives A, B, and C were not converted before the 
analytical focus of the FEIR/FEIS shifted to alternative D.  To convert the emission estimates for this 
analysis, the average of the conversion factors used in the FEIS for the NA/NP (9.09 percent) and 
alternative D (9.03 percent) was utilized. 
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2 This alternative is also referred to as the "Revised Alt. D" alternative in the charts and narrative that 
follow. 

3 Note that all of these assessments do not consider the potential emissions and air quality impacts of 
the other estimation issues raised in this letter.  To the extent that those issues increase emissions and 
air quality concentrations, they will carry over to further exacerbate the potential implications discussed 
in this section that result solely from the underestimation of airport activity. 

Table 2:  Please see original letter for table. 

Figure 1:  Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 2:  Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 3:  Please see original letter for figure.  

Figure 4:  Please see original letter for figure.  

Figure 5:  Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 6:  Please see original letter for figure.  

Figure 7:  Please see original letter for figure. 

Figure 8:  Please see original letter for figure. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Based on the false premise that the Final EIS understates Alternative D’s capacity, 
the comment sets forth a new hypothetical alternative and purports to analyze the air quality impacts 
flowing from that scenario.  FAA has not reviewed the results indicated in the hypothetical analysis for 
accuracy nor the methodology used to reach the conclusions in the comment.  This scenario is 
hypothetical and speculative, and does not require a response under NEPA. 

Operational emission estimates of VOC (based on HC estimates) for all alternatives are provided in 
Attachment 4 of Appendix F-B of the Final EIS.  Operational emission estimates for all other criteria 
pollutants for all alternatives are provided in Attachment 7 of Appendix F-B of the Final EIS.  

The FAA acknowledges that the Final EIS presents emissions of VOC for aircraft in the Alternative D 
and No Action/No Project Alternative scenarios and emissions of HC for aircraft in the Alternative A, B, 
and C scenarios.  Since the factor to convert HC to VOC for turbofan aircraft is 1.0947 and the factor for 
turboprop aircraft is 1.0631, and since VOC emissions were presented for all other sources, the use of 
HC for aircraft in Alternatives A, B, and C result in a difference for total VOC emissions for each of these 
alternatives of less than 8 percent.  Even considering this difference, the relative ranking of alternatives 
would remain unchanged if the aircraft HC emissions are converted to VOC (Alternative D VOC 
emissions would continue to be lower than VOC emissions for Alternatives A, B, and C, which would, in 
turn, continue to be lower than the No Action/No Project Alternative VOC emissions).  Finally, the HC 
emissions for Alternatives A, B, and C are not used in any dispersion modeling that was conducted for 
the NEPA analysis, nor in the Final General Conformity Determination.  Therefore, the use of HC values 
instead of VOC values for Alternatives A, B, and C does not change any conclusions presented in the 
Final EIS. 

Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding airport capacity, and Topical Response TR-
GEN-3 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding actual versus projected activity levels. 

FAL00001-23 

Comment:

Clearly, the reliability of the assumed design constraints is the key factor in determining the significance 
of the FEIS-estimated air quality impacts.  For alternatives A, B, and C, runway capacity is the design 
constraint.  The NA/NP is constrained by landside access limitations.  Thus, all four of these alternatives 
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are constrained either by the ability of aircraft or passengers to access the airport.  Conversely, 
alternative D is constrained by neither of these market forces.  Instead, alternative D actually increases 
the ability of both airlines and passengers to access the airport, but places a structural design constraint 
between supply and demand.  Such a constraint can only function as designed if it represents a true 
barrier that cannot be compromised through operational changes.  There is no such assurance in the 
FEIS.  Moreover, natural market forces provide the pressure required to "breach" the constraint.  Air 
carriers will recognize the unsatisfied passenger demand available under alternative D and attempt to 
improve operational efficiency to tap the market.  If efficiency improvements can be made for the given 
number of aircraft gates and gate configurations, pent-up demand is available to reward that 
improvement.  In effect, there is a design incentive to improve efficiency (and increase emissions) under 
alternative D that does not exist under the NA/NP. 

Response: 
Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-2 and FAL00001-21 regarding capacity issues raised 
in this comment. 

FAL00001-24 

Comment:

While neither LAWA nor the FAA has the authority to physically limit the number of aircraft or 
passengers that access LAX, they do have the authority and the requirement to develop mitigation 
measures to offset emissions and air quality impacts.  Therefore, given the FEIS reliance on an 
untested and singular "bottleneck" to restrict emissions and air quality impacts to levels required under 
state and federal rules, it is only reasonable to support that reliance with assurances that those 
thresholds will not be breached.  Anything less is tantamount to rewarding the underestimation of airport 
activity, an underestimation that is more critical to the potential approval of alternative D than any 
mitigation measure currently proposed.  One method to accomplish this safeguard would be through the 
imposition of contingency mitigation measures that would take effect automatically and immediately at 
any point when actual activity levels exceed the assumptions used to justify implementation of the 
alternative.  While this approach would still not satisfy the obligation to utilize reasonable planning 
assumptions, it would at least place the airport authority and neighboring communities in equivalent risk 
positions, whereas alternative D as currently designed places all associated risk on the communities 
alone.  Without question, the reliability of future airport activity estimates is the key to assessing the 
propriety of the FEIS and the FEIS does nothing to support the efficacy of the assumed gate constraints 
for Alternative D. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity issues, the 
reasonableness of the planning assumptions used in the Final EIS, and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment. 

The commentor expresses concern that the forecasts for Alternative D are incorrect and that the design 
constraints will not function as anticipated.  The commentor states that contingency measures should 
be in place in the event that "actual activity levels exceed the assumptions used to justify 
implementation of the alternative."  It should be noted that in approving Alternative D, the Los Angeles 
City Council adopted the LAX Specific Plan.  In doing so, the City Council indicated its commitment to 
the design plan of Alternative D and the capacity forecasts of Alternative D.  This is demonstrated by 
numerous elements of the LAX Specific Plan, which requires annual monitoring of passenger and cargo 
activity levels at LAX to continually validate that Alternative D will function as anticipated.  Furthermore, 
prior to implementation of individual project components of Alternative D, additional study at the local 
level is required by the LAX Specific Plan.  Finally, although FAA and LAWA do not anticipate this to 
occur, should the annual monitoring of activity levels suggest that activity levels may exceed the 
forecast levels, the LAX Specific Plan requires a Specific Plan Amendment Study (see the LAX Specific 
Plan regarding the requirements of the Specific Plan Amendment Study).  Each of these elements of 
the LAX Specific Plan presents the local jurisdiction with an opportunity to respond to evolving 
conditions at the airport. 
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FAL00001-25 

Comment:

Finally, it is important to note that the California Air Resources Board has also questioned the derivation 
of the airport activity constraints for alternative D (see issue #3 in a March 3, 2003 letter to the FAA that 
is included as Attachment A-1D to the FCD) and specifically requested that FAA provide an explanation 
of what steps would be taken to ensure that the assumed levels of activity were not exceeded.  The 
record does not reveal what, if any, actions the FAA took in response to this inquiry. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment. 

The commentor is correct that, in its review comments on the draft general conformity protocol, as 
noted in Attachment A-1D to Appendix A of the Final General Conformity Determination, the California 
Air Resources Board (CARB) asked FAA what would ensure that the assumed level of activity would 
not be exceeded.  The commentor is incorrect that the record does not reveal how FAA responded to 
this comment from CARB.  Attachment A-2A to Appendix A of the Final General Conformity 
Determination contains details of a presentation made by FAA to CARB on October 14, 2003, providing 
its responses to CARB’s comments on the draft general conformity protocol.  This presentation reveals 
that FAA responded to CARB’s comment regarding the assumed level of activity by adding discussion 
of planning assumptions and constraints to Section 4.1 of the protocol.  Section 3.1 of the Final General 
Conformity Determination expanded on the discussion of planning assumptions and constraints from 
the protocol, clearly noting that the activity level will be constrained by airside gate access for aircraft (a 
physical constraint).  Section 3.1 of the Final General Conformity Determination also notes that the 
2004 RTP indicates that LAX is expected to reach a passenger demand level of 78 MAP in 2015, which 
prediction is generally consistent with the market forecasts developed by the LAX Master Plan team to 
support Alternative D in 2015. 

FAL00001-26 

Comment:

Additional Issues in FEIS 

While the overall sensitivity of FElS and FCD conclusions to airport activity estimates renders the 
accuracy of those estimates of primary importance in assessing FEIS and FCD conclusions, there 
continue to be a number of other issues that influence the emissions and air quality impacts of either or 
both of the NA/NP alternative and alternative D.  A discussion of each of these issues follows. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments below. 

FAL00001-27 

Comment:

8-Hour Ozone and PM-2.5 NAAQS: Portions of the Los Angeles area that include LAX were classified 
as federal nonattainment areas for the 8-hour ozone NAAQS on April 30, 2004 (69FR23857, effective 
June 15, 2004) and PM-2.5 NAAQS on January 5, 2005 (70FR00943, effective April 5, 2005).  While 
there are currently no official State Implementation Plans for either 8-hour ozone or PM-2.5 in the Los 
Angeles area (the state has three years from designation to develop an attainment SIP), the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has already amended federal transportation conformity 
requirements to include provisions for both 8-hour ozone and PM-2.5 (published July 1, 2004, 
69FR40004, effective August 2, 2004).  Under the revised transportation conformity requirements, EPA 
provides a one year grace period (as required under the federal Clean Air Act for newly designated 
nonattainment areas) for affected areas to incorporate 8-hour ozone and PM-2.5 into their conformity 
demonstrations.  No similar revisions have yet been implemented for federal general conformity 
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requirements, which are the specific requirements that govern the LAX conformity determination, but 
such revisions are undoubtedly forthcoming. 

Response: 
At the time of this writing, and consistent with the information included in the comment, the general 
conformity rule (40 CFR 93 Subpart B) has not been revised to address either the 8-hour ozone or the 
PM2.5 national ambient air quality standards.  USEPA made plain in its Final Rule to Implement the 8-
Hour Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard (69 Fed. Reg. 23591) its understanding that the 
Clean Air Act does not require the application of the conformity rule until one year after designation of a 
nonattainment area.  Therefore, a general conformity evaluation for either the 8-hour ozone or the 
PM2.5 national ambient air quality standards is not required for the proposed action.  If the general 
conformity determination for Alternative D lapses, or if the conforming program for Alternative D is 
changed in the future such that there is an increase in the total direct and indirect emissions above the 
de minimis threshold levels, the FAA would be required to prepare a new general conformity 
determination that would be required to address, at that time, the 8-hour ozone or the PM2.5 national 
ambient air quality standards. 

FAL00001-28 

Comment:

Therefore, while it is clear that no specific regulatory requirements yet exist for the inclusion of 8-hour 
ozone and PM-2.5 in the LAX Master Plan amendment process, such requirements will be in place for 
future plan amendments and it would be appropriate, albeit not mandatory, for the project authority and 
the FAA to consider the impacts of the proposed improvements of these pollutants.  In fact, in a letter 
dated March 3, 2003, the California Air Resources Board recommended just such consideration (see 
issue #16 in a March 3, 2003 letter to the FAA that is included as Attachment A-1D to the FCD).  The 
FEIS is very clear in stating that the demonstration of compliance with PM-10 standards is being viewed 
as a surrogate for demonstrating compliance with PM-2.5 standards (FEIS page 4-656) and indicates 
that the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) has confirmed their agreement with 
this approach.  However, one cannot conclude that PM-10 impacts are equivalent or proportional to PM-
2.5 impacts.  This is due to the fact that virtually l00 percent of combustion related particulate is PM-2.5.  
Therefore, while the numerical stringency of PM-2.5 standards is increased relative to PM-10, 
associated emissions do not decrease proportionally. 

Ambient PM-2.5 concentrations due to combustion sources (i.e., aircraft, vehicles, etc.) will be similar in 
magnitude to combustion related PM-10.  In 2015, the FEIS is showing, for alternative D, a 24-hour PM-
10 concentration of 65 µg/m3 (micrograms per meter cubed) against a PM-10 NAAQS of 150 µg/m3, 
and an annual average PM-10 concentration of 35 µg/m3 against a PM-10 NAAQS of 50 µg/m3.  For 
PM-2.5, the corresponding NAAQS are 65 µg/m3 (24-hour) and 15 µg/m3 (annual), so it is very 
possible that the airport would have difficulty demonstrating compliance with the PM-2.5 standard.  
While there is insufficient data in the FEIS to make a similar assessment for 8-hour ozone, it likely that 
the focus on VOC and NOx emissions as surrogates for assessing ozone impacts would result in little, if 
any, change in ozone-related analysis. 

Response: 
The commentor makes three basic assertions in this comment:  (1) 8-hour ozone concentrations should 
have been modeled, instead of relying on VOC and NOX emissions as surrogates, (2) PM2.5 
concentrations should have been modeled, and (3) if modeled, the PM2.5 concentrations would likely 
exceed the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS). 

With regard to items (1) and (2) above, the commentor duly noted that analysis of 8-hour ozone and 
PM2.5 impacts are not mandatory at this time.  Prior to completing the Draft General Conformity 
Determination, the CARB was provided with preliminary findings of the analysis on October 14, 2003, 
and solicited for comments (see Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, 
of Volume A of the Final EIS).  In addition, CARB also had the same opportunity as the general public to 
comment on the Draft General Conformity Determination when it was published in January 2004.  
CARB chose not to provide comments on the Draft General Conformity Determination during the public 
comment period, but did provide information to FAA on July 23, 2004, regarding aircraft emission 
budgets in the SIP. 
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SCAQMD was included in the development of the Final EIS modeling protocol (see Attachment A of 
Technical Report 4, Air Quality Technical Report) as well as the Protocol for General Conformity 
Evaluation.  In addition, SCAQMD was contacted on December 17, 2003, prior to completion of the 
Final EIS or the Draft General Conformity Determination to determine if they were expecting an analysis 
of PM2.5 in the evaluation.  SCAQMD confirmed that it would be premature to fully analyze PM2.5 since 
the SCAQMD has not yet developed significance thresholds or methodology guidance regarding PM2.5 
analysis.  In addition, background concentrations of PM2.5 in the vicinity of the airport are not currently 
available.  Lacking specific regulatory guidance regarding PM2.5 analysis and representative 
background concentrations, preparing emissions estimates or modeling concentrations of PM2.5 would 
have produced results with no consistent context in which to evaluate their significance.  Thus, FAA and 
LAWA were hampered in their ability to produce meaningful emissions estimates or concentrations 
modeling for PM2.5.  During development of the Final EIS modeling protocol, SCAQMD had stated that 
the airport should not conduct ozone modeling, since ozone is a regional photochemical pollutant and 
modeling of a single source would not provide meaningful results.  Therefore, based on coordination 
with CARB and SCAQMD, 8-hour ozone and PM2.5 analyses were not conducted for the Final EIS.   

Regarding item (3), approximately 90 percent of the airport’s contribution to the peak PM10 
concentrations noted by the commentor are caused by paved road fugitive dust emissions.  The PM10 
emissions from fugitive dust are significantly higher than PM2.5 emissions from fugitive dust 
(approximately a factor of four times higher based on the USEPA’s AP-42 Compilation of Air Pollutant 
Emission Factors).  It should also be noted that, for the predicted PM10 concentrations cited by the 
commentor, the future background concentrations represent a significant portion of the impact (43 of the 
65 micrograms per cubic meter for the 24-hour average value and 24 of the 35 micrograms per cubic 
meter for the annual average value).  Therefore the contributions from all LAX-related sources to the 
maximum predicted PM10 concentrations represent approximately one-third of the total (22 of the 65 
micrograms per cubic meter for the 24-hour average value and 11 of the 35 micrograms per cubic meter 
for the annual average value).  This suggests that non-fugitive dust sources (e.g., combustion sources) 
contribute approximately 2 micrograms per cubic meter for the 24-hour average value and 1 microgram 
per cubic meter for the annual average value.  While there currently exists no representative 
background data for PM2.5 in the vicinity of LAX, available data collected by SCAQMD for other 
locations in the South Coast Air Basin clearly suggest that PM2.5 ambient concentrations are less than 
PM10 ambient concentrations.  Therefore, it is just as likely that PM2.5 concentrations in the vicinity of 
the airport will be better than the PM2.5 NAAQS.  

Please also see Response to Comment FAL00001-27 regarding PM2.5. 

FAL00001-29 

Comment:

Issues Common to FEIS and Prior Environmental Documents 

Significant Uncertainty Remains in Estimated Future Background Concentrations: As was the case with 
previous EIR/EIS documents, the FEIS continues to rely on large assumed reductions in ambient 
background concentrations between 2000 and 2015 to minimize predicted air quality concentration 
impacts relative to the federal and state AAQS.  In effect, emissions in the airport environs are being 
allowed to increase within the constraints of applicable AAQS through emissions decreases expected to 
occur offsite as reflected in reduced ambient baseline concentrations.  While there is nothing inherently 
wrong with such reliance providing offsite emission reductions can be reasonably expected to affect 
background concentrations in the manner presumed, it is not possible to adequately determine this 
likelihood from either the discussion or data included in the FElS, or its predecessor documents. 

The importance of this cannot be overstated.  Regardless of the accuracy (and precision) of onsite 
emission estimates and associated air quality modeling, the overall air quality impact of those estimates 
depends equally on the accuracy of the future background concentrations.  If background 
concentrations are underestimated, air quality impacts will be equally underestimated.  In effect, the 
reliability of the air quality analysis conducted for the FEIS depends equally an the accuracy of the very 
detailed onsite emissions and air quality analysis and the very "generic" background emissions and air 
quality analysis.  Support demonstrating the reliability of the latter continues to be lacking. 

The emissions rollback method employed in both the FEIR and FEIS is a generally recognized method 
for estimating future background concentrations.  However, the applicability of the general method to 
conditions at LAX must be adequately investigated and validated to provide sufficient assurance of 
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reliability.  This investigation and assurance are deficient in the FEIR/FEIS.  Without undertaking the 
appropriate demonstration analysis for the project authority, it is only possible to delineate the type of 
questions that it would be appropriate to investigate and resolve.  Without technically sound answers to 
these and other questions that might arise during the course of the analysis, it is impossible to place a 
high degree of certainty in the future background concentration estimates and, by extension, estimated 
future ambient concentrations. 

For example, can concentrations around LAX be expected to decline proportionally with total emission 
reductions in the South Coast Air Basin?  This is precisely the assumption made in the FEIR/FEIS.  
While this is a generally utilized assumption for estimating future concentrations, there are features 
associated with LAX that render the unadjusted application of this method questionable.  Foremost is 
the fact that LAX lies within a coastal environment that limits emission reductions to the west.  Since a 
significant portion of air movement occurs in both easterly and westerly directions, it might well be 
expected that regional emission reductions will have a larger impact during easterly wind conditions 
(since the bulk of regional emission reductions will occur to the east of LAX).  How westerly wind 
background concentrations are affected is unclear. 

The FEIR implies that the maximum background concentrations occur during periods of easterly winds 
and this is supported by data presented in Table 2 of Attachment Y of the Air Quality Technical Report 
(Technical Report 4).  This lends support to the premise that the regional emissions rollback 
methodology might be appropriate.  However, Table 2 also shows that the short term (i.e., one hour) 
maximum background concentrations for NO2 and SO2 are similar during periods of westerly wind.  
The maximum NO2 concentration is 0.14 ppm during westerly winds, versus 0.15 ppm during easterly 
winds.  Similarly, the maximum SO2 concentration is 0.018 ppm during westerly winds, versus 0.021 
ppm during easterly winds.  In short, the westerly wind background for these two pollutants is 85-95 
percent of the easterly wind background.  Unless background conditions reflect a well mixed composite 
of regional emissions, and this is increasingly unlikely as one moves away from the centroid of regional 
emissions, it seems unlikely that background concentrations will respond proportionally to regional 
emission reductions during periods of both easterly and westerly winds.  This uncertainty reaches a 
peak at regional border sites such as LAX. 

An analogous situation exists for PM-10, where the maximum background concentration was measured 
during a 24 hour period in which winds were predominately from the west (15 of 24 hours according to 
Attachment Y of the Air Quality Technical Report (Technical Report 4) of the FEIR/FEIS).  It is not clear 
that such a concentration be expected, as was assumed in the FEIR/FEIS, to decline proportionally with 
PM-10 concentrations in central Los Angeles.  Perhaps under well mixed conditions, but an appropriate 
demonstration needs to be made for a coastal area such as LAX. 

Data required for the appropriate demonstrations should exist.  The SCAQMD monitor used to estimate 
longer term background concentrations (the monitor designated as station 094, Southwest Coastal LA 
County by SCAQMD) should be capable of serving as a long term indicator of the proportionality of 
response between measured concentrations and regional emission reductions during periods of varying 
wind direction.  If this response is truly regional in nature and independent of wind direction (even in the 
coastal environment associated with LAX), then changes in wind direction-specific concentrations over 
time will reflect the same degree of proportionality with emission reductions.  If not, an appropriate 
adjustment to the assumed background concentration estimation methodology is required.4 

Of additional concern is the differential treatment afforded PM-10 in both the FEIR and FEIS.  Whereas 
all other pollutant backgrounds are set in accordance with the ratio of emissions inventory estimates for 
2015 to base year emissions inventory estimates, the PM-10 background is set according to the ratio of 
modeled 2015 to base year PM-10 concentrations in central Los Angeles.  The only explanation for this 
differential treatment in the FEIR/FEIS is the single assertion that "this method allows for the inclusion of 
secondary PM-10 formation."  Without further support, it is difficult to assess the propriety of this 
approach.  It is clear, however, that SCAQMD PM-10 emissions inventories reflect an approximate 11 
percent increase between 1997 and 2015, while FEIR/FEIS background concentrations indicate an 
approximate 48 percent decrease during this same period (24-hour background concentrations of 82 
µg/m3 in 1996 versus 43 µg/m3 in 2015).  Secondary PM cannot account for this level of difference.  As 
potential support, the expected changes in secondary PM precursor emissions, currently lacking in the 
FEIR/FEIS, should be provided along with additional supporting material as an integral component of 
the FEIS.  Moreover, given the fact that continuing exceedances of the 24-hour PM-10 AAQS represent 
the major AAQS issue associated with the estimated FEIR/FEIS ambient concentrations in 2015, it is 
most appropriate to ensure proper characterization of the background PM-10 concentration since any 
underestimate will further exacerbate AAQS compliance. 
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The overall sensitivity of the air quality analyses to the background concentration reduction is perhaps 
best recognized by examining forecasted 2015 pollutant concentrations.  Despite an assumed 50 
percent reduction in the background concentration of NO2 between 1996 and 2015, onsite NO2 
concentrations are forecasted to increase.  Similarly, while the background 24-hour concentration of 
PM-10 is assumed to decrease by almost 50 percent between 1996 and 2015, overall onsite PM-10 
declines by only about 20 percent.  Clearly, these reduced background concentrations are allowing 
significant emissions growth to occur from onsite sources and, as a result, the integrity of the 
demonstrated AAQS compliance status hinges on the proper demonstration of background 
concentration propriety, a demonstration that has not been performed to date. 

In summary, substantial reductions in estimated ambient baseline concentrations continue to reflect a 
major mechanism by which the FEIS demonstrates compliance with AAQS.  As a result, it is imperative 
that a sufficient level of effort be devoted to the justification of the estimated values.  The environmental 
documents devote literally hundreds, if not thousands, of pages of support to the onsite emissions 
inventory and dispersion modeling assumptions, but comparatively little in analytical support for the 
assumed background concentration reductions.  The FEIR/FEIS does include a robust set of monitoring 
data for the onsite air quality monitor that was operated in 1997 through early 1998, but additional 
analysis supporting the propriety of the emissions rollback procedure and the central Los Angeles PM-
10 modeling estimates to the situation at LAX is entirely lacking.  Without such support, it is simply not 
possible to rely on the presented future ambient concentrations. 

4 At the risk of introducing a concern that might detract from the wider issue being discussed, it is also 
worth noting that the SO2 one-hour data published by SCAQMD for station 094 differs by an order of 
magnitude from that published in the FEIR/FEIS.  For 2000, the FEIR/FEIS indicates a one-hour 
background SO2 concentration of 0.017 ppm, while data published by SCAQMD indicates 0.17 ppm.  
The 0.017 ppm concentration must be inaccurate since it is actually lower than the FEIR/FEIS 24-hour 
concentration of 0.020 ppm, which is a physical impossibility.  In fact, the lowest annual one-hour 
maximum SO2 concentration published by SCAQMD for station 094 between 1994 and 2002 is 0.03 
ppm.  Data in Attachment Y of the Air Quality Technical Report (Technical Report 4) of the FEIR/FEIS 
supports the reported maximum one-hour onsite monitoring station concentration of 0.021 ppm, but it is 
not clear why this is so much lower than similar data measured at station 094 (although the measured 
annual maximum for station 094 during the period the onsite monitoring station was in operation was 
0.03 ppm, the lowest measured annual maximum during the 1994-2001 period). 

Response: 
The methods for estimating future background ambient concentrations were developed in coordination 
with SCAQMD, the local agency with expertise in air quality analysis.  Preparation of the Air Quality 
Modeling Protocol for Criteria Pollutants (Attachment A of Technical Report 4 of the Final EIS) included 
three meetings with the SCAQMD staff in which the District’s comments on the protocol were solicited 
and incorporated into the protocol.  The method and data used to estimate the future background 
concentrations were specifically addressed in these discussions, and SCAQMD concurred with the final 
approach.  Thus, after consulting with State representatives with particular knowledge of conditions in 
the vicinity of LAX, the linear rollback method was used for the gaseous pollutants, as described in the 
protocol.  The linear rollback method applied in the protocol has been used by the SCAQMD in both the 
1997 AQMP, which includes the South Coast Air Basin emission budgets of the currently approved SIP, 
and the 2003 AQMP.  With respect to estimating future background concentrations for PM10, FAA and 
LAWA consulted with SCAQMD regarding the method to be used for this particular pollutant, and FAA 
used the method recommended by the SCAQMD.  Thus, the "differential treatment" identified in the 
comment represents nothing more than the FAA’s decision to adopt a method recommended by the 
local agency with expertise in air quality in the South Coast Air Basin.  Therefore, the method and data 
used to estimate future background concentrations reflect accepted methodology and are reasonable 
and appropriate for the Final EIS air quality impact analysis.   

While the commentor is correct that SCAQMD has predicted an increase in total PM10 emissions in the 
South Coast Air Basin between 1997 and 2015, the commentor incorrectly implies that PM10 
concentrations will not undergo a significant decrease during the same period.  As noted in the 
aforementioned Air Quality Modeling Protocol for Criteria Pollutants, the future year background 
concentrations of PM10 at LAX were estimated from the ratio of future year to existing PM10 
concentrations (not emissions) for downtown Los Angeles multiplied by the current PM10 
concentrations at the airport, where the future year concentrations for downtown Los Angeles were the 
concentrations predicted by SCAQMD with controls. 
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The commentor asks if the concentrations around LAX can be expected to decline proportionally with 
total emission reductions in the South Coast Air Basin.  The commentor notes that because the peak 
background concentrations occur during periods of easterly winds, the method used might be 
appropriate, then raises a concern about the fact that the concentrations under westerly winds reach 
values that are 85 to 95 percent of the peak values under easterly winds.  Since there are very few 
emission sources west of the airport (Pershing Drive and Vista del Mar are the two streets west of the 
runways before Dockweiler Beach), elevated concentrations under westerly winds are most likely due to 
pollution that had blown out to sea under easterly winds and is returning when the wind shifted around 
to the west again.  In that case, the reduction in regional emissions will have the effect of lowering 
ambient concentrations regardless of the wind direction. 

The commentor is correct that the one-hour maximum SO2 concentration for 2000, shown as 0.017 
ppm in Table F4.6-5 of the Final EIS, is in error.  The correct value, as pointed out by the commentor, is 
0.17 ppm; this value is correctly provided in Table S26 of Appendix S-E to the Final EIS.  However, this 
has no effect on the predicted maximum one-hour SO2 concentration for Alternative D, since the future 
background concentrations are based on linear rollback of the on-site monitored SO2 concentrations as 
presented in the Air Quality Modeling Protocol for Criteria Pollutants (Attachment A of Technical Report 
4 of the Final EIS) and discussed with SCAQMD as noted above. 

FAL00001-30 

Comment:

Reverse Thrust Emissions from Aircraft are Not Considered: The air quality analysis continues to be 
deficient because it does not address reverse thrust emissions from aircraft.  At various times, LAWA 
has declared that: (1) emission factors and regulatory guidance for considering reverse thrust 
operations are not available, (2) emissions from reverse thrust are insignificant, (3) because runway 
length at LAX is sufficient, reverse thrust operations should be minimal, and (4) the methodology used 
to estimate the times-in-mode for approach, taxi, takeoff and climbout modes is sufficiently conservative 
to inherently account for any reverse thrust emissions.  To this list, the FEIS adds the argument that 
because aircraft are assumed to carry their maximum allowable weight on takeoff, reverse thrust 
emissions are inherently considered. 

Each of the arguments offered in support of the omission of reverse thrust emissions is inadequate, and 
in many cases is pure speculation.  The FEIS offers no compelling evidence that reverse thrust 
emissions are inherently considered.  Times-in-mode have been specifically tailored to reflect expected 
operational conditions at LAX, exclusive of reverse thrust operations.  The argument that runway length 
is sufficient to minimize reverse thrust operations is equally spurious.  Aircraft routinely (at LAX and 
elsewhere) utilize reverse thrust to minimize stopping distance and access the first safe runway turnoff.  
This both minimizes aircraft time on an active runway and reduces brake maintenance costs.  Some 
airports and airlines restrict reverse thrust operations on longer runways, but there is no evidence that 
this is the case at LAX.  Independent studies in the late 1990s showed reverse thrust operations to be 
common at LAX.5 

Although the FEIS is correct in stating that there is no official guidance or emission factors for 
addressing reverse thrust emissions, common practice has existing since at least the mid 1990s.  
Takeoff or climbout emission factors are generally recognized to be consistent with those of reverse 
thrust operations as all three are high thrust modes.  In fact, the most common practice is simply to add 
reverse thrust time to takeoff time and allow the EDMS to estimate combined takeoff and reverse thrust 
emissions simultaneously.  This is not a novel approach and can easily be incorporated into the FEIS 
analysis.  In short, the argument that guidance methods do not exist is irrelevant.  What is important is 
that air quality estimates be as accurate as data allows, and there is sufficient data to estimate 
emissions from reverse thrust operations. 

Although the time-in-mode for reverse thrust is small, generally on the order of 15-20 seconds, such 
high thrust operational modes produce very high NOx per unit time relative to other operating modes.  
Based on the data presented in the FEIR/FEIS, a reverse thrust mode time of 15 seconds would 
increase the overall aircraft NOx inventory by about 10 percent. 

5 See, for example, Analysis of Techniques to Reduce Air Emissions at Airports, Energy and 
Environmental Analysis, September 1997. 
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Response: 
While conducting the air quality impact analysis for the Final EIS, the FAA provided to the airport, on 
May 22, 2002, information regarding default assumptions used in EDMS for aircraft takeoff weight.  The 
default takeoff weight is the maximum weight capacity of the airframe.  Using the maximum takeoff 
weight generates the highest time in mode for takeoff and climbout, and the highest emissions for these 
operating modes.  As FAA noted at that time, using the default assumption takeoff weight in EDMS may 
be overly conservative, since not every aircraft operating out of LAX will be loaded to its maximum 
takeoff capacity.  However, the default takeoff weight was used, and its use results in a takeoff/climbout 
time-in-mode that can also account for emissions from reverse thrust due to the conservative nature of 
the default assumption.  In other words, using a realistic weight factor to determine takeoff/climbout 
time-in-mode, plus additional time in takeoff/climbout to represent reverse thrust (as suggested in the 
comment) would likely produce results consistent with the results obtained here using the default EDMS 
takeoff/climbout weight assumptions.  In summary, as a practical matter, assuming that all aircraft 
depart LAX at the maximum recorded takeoff weight, as was done for the general conformity evaluation, 
accounts for emissions approximately equal to those from reverse thrust, and does so in a manner 
consistent with the general approach suggested by the commentor. 

Please see Response to El Segundo Comment III.B.1.b (page C-11 (second paragraph)) in Appendix C 
of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS 
regarding reverse thrust emissions, for more specific information. 

FAL00001-31 

Comment:

Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Populations: The population and activity of aircraft ground support 
equipment (GSE) at LAX can be estimated with a high degree of certainty by simply surveying current 
airport operators.  Despite this, the FEIS continues to rely on the FAA's EDMS model to estimate these 
parameters.  This would be acceptable if there was some demonstration that the estimates produced by 
EDMS were consistent with actual population and activity statistics, but no such demonstration is 
provided.  In their response to previous comments, LAWA states that either approach is acceptable 
under FAA guidelines and also claims, without providing supporting evidence, that the approach 
employed is "believed" to produce a conservative estimate.  It is exactly such support that the 
verification from suggested comparison to ground counts is intended to provide. 

The "acceptability" of the suggested ground count method versus that employed in the FEIS is not the 
critical issue.  The accurate depiction of LAX GSE operations (and emissions) is the issue of importance 
and that can easily be demonstrated by providing a comparison of actual GSE populations and activity 
to those assumed in the EDMS modeling.  The fact that the FAA has added the option of quantifying 
GSE emissions through such an airport "census" approach is clear evidence that the agency also 
supports the maximum possible use of local data.  Only through a ground truth validation of the EDMS 
assumptions can the air quality impacts of LAX GSE be accepted with confidence. 

Response: 
The method used in the Final EIS to estimate GSE emissions is one of two possible approaches 
available in the EDMS model.  Since the original protocol for the air quality impact analysis (see 
Attachment A of Technical Report 4, Air Quality Technical Report) was developed before the GSE 
population method was available, the analysis uses the method that calculates GSE emissions based 
on the number of landing and takeoff operations (LTOs) that occur.  This approach is acceptable to the 
FAA and has been the approach used throughout the development of the Final EIS.  This approach has 
been used extensively in previous airport NEPA air quality impact analyses.  Final NEPA documents for 
George Bush Houston Intercontinental Airport (July 2000), Lambert - St. Louis International Airport 
(December 1997), Oakland International Airport (December 2000), Phoenix Sky Harbor International 
Airport (November 1993), and Seattle - Tacoma International Airport (February 1996) are a few 
examples of where this approach has been used before.  The fact that two methods are available 
means nothing more or less than that one of two equally acceptable methods can be chosen.  The 
existence of one method does nothing to suggest the lack of credibility of the other.  Finally, NEPA does 
not require that environmental analyses be reproduced every time a new method of analysis becomes 
available.  The NEPA process would never be complete were this true. 

On May 10, 2004, the California Air Resources Board provided the FAA with estimates of GSE 
emissions in 2005 from all airports in Los Angeles County.  This information is included in Appendix C, 
(Attachment C-6B, page 6) of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, of 
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Volume A of the Final EIS.  On page 9 of Attachment C-6B, a comparison between the GSE NOX 
emissions for LAX from the General Conformity Determination and those emissions estimated from the 
CARB data indicate reasonable correlation (1,222 tpy versus 1,229 tpy, a variation of less than 1 
percent) in 2005.  Therefore, the GSE emission estimates using the LTO-based method are the result of 
accepted methodology and produce reasonable and credible results. 

FAL00001-32 

Comment:

Use of Electric GSE to Fully Mitigate GSE Emission by 2015: The primary emissions mitigation 
measure employed under alternative D is the conversion of 100 percent of airport GSE to electric (or 
very low emission) power by 2015.  While this is a laudable goal and should be pursued with vigor, the 
likelihood that it will be accomplished in the suggested timeframe is minimal at best.  In 2002, the 
California Air Resources Board entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with various 
participating airlines to reduce emissions of GSE in the South Coast Air Basin.  Under this MOU, 
airlines have agreed to meet specified fleet average emissions levels by 2010 as well as introduce zero 
emission GSE into the existing GSE fleet to attain an aggregate fleet penetration rate of 30 percent by 
that same year.  Those goals also demonstrate that a level of zero (or near zero) GSE emissions are 
unlikely to be attained by 2015.  In seven years between 2003 and 2010, the MOU will result in the 
conversion of approximately 30 percent of the GSE fleet to zero emission status.  The alternative D 
mitigation measure will require the conversion of the remaining 70 percent of equipment to zero 
emission status in five years.  The likelihood of success on that time schedule is obviously very small.  It 
is therefore important that the FEIS indicate specific alternative (and quantifiable) mitigation measures 
that will be implemented in the event that the GSE conversion measure does not proceed as planned. 

It is also important to note that the GSE electrification program could be carried out to the benefit of LAX 
patrons and neighbors regardless of the fate of alternative D, or any other build alternative.  If as stated 
in the FEIR/FEIS, "LAWA continues its commitment to air quality improvement programs for activities 
over which it has direct control," then this program should be implemented and carried through to 
completion under any of the LAX alternatives, including the no action alternative.  There is simply no 
activity upon which the electrification of GSE is dependent that is tied to any of the build actions.  This 
measure cannot, therefore, be said to be a specific mitigation measure for Alternative D. 

Response: 
The commentor states that achieving a 100 percent zero emission GSE fleet by 2015 at LAX is not 
likely, and notes that under the GSE Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) only 30 percent of the fleet 
will be zero emission equipment by 2010.  However, compliance with the MOU will yield an overall 
reduction of GSE NOX+HC emissions between 2003 and 2010 of 80 percent; emissions of other GSE 
pollutants will also be reduced.  Therefore, only an additional 20 percent reduction of the baseline GSE 
NOx+HC emissions, beyond that associated with the MOU, will be needed between 2010 and 2015.  
LAWA has committed to achieving the airport emission inventory identified in the Mitigation Monitoring 
and Reporting Program (MMRP) and in Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1 (LAX Master Plan Mitigation Plan 
for Air Quality, LAX MP-MPAQ), which includes the conversion of GSE to zero or near-zero emission 
equipment by 2015 under Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-4 (Operations-Related Mitigation Measure).  If, at 
some future date, it is determined that achieving a zero emission GSE fleet by 2015 may not occur, 
LAWA will be required to develop and implement mitigation measures that have not been accounted for 
in the airport emission inventory contained in the MMRP and in MM-AQ-1.  This will be achieved in 
response to the enforcement mechanisms that backstop the MMRP and are detailed in MM-AQ-1. 

The commentor is correct in noting that the conversion of GSE to zero emission equipment is not 
specific to Alternative D.  The GSE MOU is applicable to all commercial airports in the South Coast Air 
Basin, and will occur regardless of the alternative selected.  Therefore, reductions associated with the 
GSE MOU are included in all alternatives, including the No Action/No Project Alternative.  However, the 
GSE MOU does not require 100 percent conversion to zero emission equipment.  Rather, it requires 
that 30 percent of the fleet that existed in 1997 be zero emission vehicles (ZEV) by 2010, and that 45 
percent of "new" GSE fleet be ZEVs by 2010.  In addition, the GSE fleet-average NOx+HC emissions 
must be 2.65 g/bhp-hr.  This level of fleet-average emissions were assumed under the No Action/No 
Project Alternative.  However, the build alternatives (Alternatives A, B, C and D) offer more opportunity 
and flexibility for the installation of the infrastructure needed to achieve a zero emission fleet by 2015 
due to the extent of planned construction activities under the build alternatives.  Finding the space 
necessary in an appropriate location for infrastructure under the No Action/No Project Alternative is less 
likely than under the build alternatives, since space to support infrastructure needed to achieve a zero 
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emission GSE fleet under the No Action/No Project Alternative by 2015 may not be available without 
very extensive construction.  Therefore, the build alternatives are assumed to achieve zero emissions 
from GSE by 2015, while the No Action/No Project Alternative may not.  While the analysis assumed 
that the GSE MOU is accomplished by 2010, and affects all alternatives similarly, only GSE emissions 
from the build alternatives (Alternatives, A, B, C, and D) are assumed to be affected by Mitigation 
Measure MM-AQ-4, and GSE under the No Action/No Project Alternative are conservatively assumed to 
still have some associated emissions in 2015. 

FAL00001-33 

Comment:

Incorrect Aircraft PM Emission Factors are Used in Air Quality Analyses: The FEIS continues to rely on 
the incorrect application of its cited methodology for estimating aircraft PM-10.  The emission factors 
employed in the FEIS consider only the non-volatile carbon portion of emitted particulate.  The 
reference documents for the cited PM estimation method are presented in Attachment H of the Air 
Quality Technical Report, Technical Report 4 of the FEIR/FEIS.  The first document included in that 
Attachment is a June 1999 report entitled "Aircraft Engine Particulate Matter Data."  On page 3-1 of that 
report, it is clearly stated that "The particulate emission indices plotted are directly emitted soot (non-
volatile) mass, and do not consider secondary particulate formation."  Yet, it is these emission indices 
that were used to estimate aircraft PM.  It is important to note that it is not only secondary particulate 
that is omitted from the emission indices (as implied by the quoted report statement), but directly 
emitted volatile and non-carbonaceous PM mass as well.  Attachment A of the June 1999 report is a 
March 1999 report entitled "Estimate of Particle Emission Indices as a Function of Particle Size for the 
LTO Cycle for Commercial Jet Engines."  This is the University of Missouri report cited as a main PM 
reference by the FEIR/FElS.  As stated on page A-5 of the report, "Table 4 provides "first of a kind" 
estimates of number and mass-based EI's [emission indices] for the LTO cycle of four popular engines 
currently in use in the commercial fleets.  The EI's are provided for both non-volatile (soot) particulates 
and for the total particulates for both high and low fuel sulfur contents."  Cited Table 4 thus provides the 
means to convert non-volatile PM to total PM.  It is this conversion that is lacking in the FEIS. 

The data presented in Table 4 show the total PM to non-volatile PM ratio to be about 2.6 for low sulfur 
(about 70 ppmW) jet fuel and 14.7 for high sulfur (about 675 ppmW) jet fuel.  EPA data demonstrates 
that U.S. jet fuel averages about 600 ppmW sulfur.  As a result, the appropriate adjustment factor for 
the FEIS PM estimates would be about 13.2, unless specific data for operations at LAX indicate a 
different average fuel sulfur content.  In the absence of such data, I estimate that aircraft PM emissions 
are underestimated by approximately a factor of 13. 

Additional uncertainty arises through the assumed density of carbonaceous soot particles.  This 
uncertainty is also discussed on page A-5 of the University of Missouri report.  For the FElS emission 
factors, a value of 1 gram per cubic centimeter (g/cc) was assumed, which is within the range of 
generally accepted values of 1-2 g/cc.  However, given this range, actual PM emission rates could be 
twice as high as estimated in the FEIR/FEIS, and this uncertainty is in addition to the factor of 13 
underestimation noted above - so that PM emissions could be underestimated by as much as a factor of 
26.

Attachment 9 to the FEIS Air Quality Appendix F-B shows aircraft emissions to constitute about 2 of the 
estimated 65 µg/m3 24-hour average PM-10 concentration for mitigated alternative D, along with similar 
estimates for the no action alternative.  If aircraft PM is, in fact, underestimated by a factor of 13-26, 
then both aircraft-related and total ambient PM concentrations will go up accordingly.  If we assume 
proportionality between emissions and ambient concentrations, overall PM-10 concentrations might be 
expected to increase by 24-50 µg/m3, bringing total estimated PM-10 to 89-115 µg/m3.  This would 
clearly exacerbate the already demonstrated noncompliance with the PM-10 CAAQS and increase the 
potential for violations of the PM-10 NAAQS.  Given that even these levels assume the virtual 
elimination of GSE PM through the electrification mitigation measure, it is clear that any backsliding 
from full implementation of the GSE electrification program may have significant implications for AAQS 
compliance. 

Response: 
The commentor's basic statement, that the emission factors used to estimate particulate matter (PM) 
from aircraft engines do not account for the volatile fraction and non-carbon fraction, is incorrect.  
Similarly, the statement that aircraft PM emissions are underestimated by a factor of 13 is also 
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incorrect.  The method for estimating aircraft engine PM emissions is included in Attachment H of 
Technical Report 4, Air Quality Technical Report.   

While the method used in the Final EIS does include black carbon measurements from the University of 
Missouri, it also includes previous AP-42 emission factors from studies conducted on aircraft engines in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s as well as a theoretical estimate of a larger number of aircraft.  The 
resulting emission factors presented in the Final EIS are weighted heavily toward the theoretical 
approach, which relies on the mass concentration versus smoke number curve presented on page B-1 
of Attachment H in Technical Report 4.  This curve is based on the mass of all compounds collected, 
not just carbon.  Therefore, the emission factors developed using this approach do account for all 
collected compounds, and no adjustment to these factors is necessary.  The commentor is correct that 
this analysis assumed a uniform density of 1 g/cc for non-volatile (soot) particles.  As stated in 
Attachment A to Attachment H of Technical Report 4 of the Final EIS, the density of black carbon 
particles is unknown and represents the major uncertainty in this analysis.  However, as also noted by 
the commentor, this value is within the generally accepted values of 1 - 2 g/cc, thus the commentor’s 
own statements indicate that the density factor is reasonable and the purported error suggested in the 
comment represents an attempt to substitute the commentor’s judgment for the agency’s.  As also 
stated in Attachment A to Attachment H of Technical Report 4 of the Final EIS, the magnitude of the 
uncertainty introduced by the density factor is a factor of two, and while a more detailed analysis of 
sensitivity and uncertainty could be undertaken by anyone evaluating this analysis, such a hypothetical 
treatment is not required by NEPA, nor in FAA’s opinion would it significantly improve the decision-
making process. 

It should be noted that the formation of secondary particulate matter emissions is not usually accounted 
for in stationary source emission inventories, and secondary particulate matter emissions are difficult to 
assess in anything less than a regional domain (such as the entire South Coast Air Basin).  The 
modeling experts contacted during development of the Draft General Conformity Determination (Dr. Pat 
Ryan, Sonoma Technology Inc.; Mr. B. Kim, SCAQMD; and Mr. T. Servin, CARB) indicated that 
secondary PM formation modeling for a single source would not provide meaningful results.  Therefore, 
secondary PM formation was accounted for in the Final General Conformity Determination by scaling 
emissions presented in the 2003 AQMP (see Section 5.3.2 of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act 
General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS). 

A joint NASA/FAA/USEPA study of aircraft PM emissions was completed in 2004.  Preliminary results 
were presented at a workshop held in Cleveland, Ohio, November 8-10, 2004.  The USEPA’s 
preliminary results indicated that the total (volatile plus non-volatile) PM emission indices ranged from 
75 mg/kg fuel burned (low thrust setting) to 250 mg/kg fuel burned (high thrust setting).  These values 
fall in the range of values used in the Final EIS, 95 to ~600 mg/kg fuel burned.  The final USEPA report 
on the study is expected to be completed this summer (2005). 

FAL00001-34 

Comment:

Gate-Based Power and Air Continues to be Assumed for All Aircraft: The assumption that 100 percent 
of air carrier gate power and conditioned air needs will be satisfied by gate-based electrically powered 
systems (as opposed to fossil fuel powered auxiliary power units (APU) or GSE) is optimistic and, 
therefore, results in an underestimation of APU and/or GSE emissions.  Experience at airports with 
fixed gate-based power and air systems, including LAX, has demonstrated that even when gate-based 
equipment is available, not all airlines or aircraft will utilize it consistently.  The most realistic emissions 
estimate for APU would be based on the current usage rate of existing gate-based power and air 
systems at LAX.  The rate is either already known or can easily be determined through a modest 
random survey of gate activity.  An assumption of 100 percent usage certainly provides an indication of 
the ideal level of APU emissions, but the AAQS compliance demonstration should be based on the 
most likely, not the ideal, emissions level. 

APU Emission Factors for PM are Not Considered: The FEIS continues to assume that PM emission 
factors for all APU are zero.  The impact of this omission continues to be buffered by that fact that APU 
usage at LAX is assumed to be limited due to an assumption of 100 percent usage of gate-based power 
and conditioned air, but even under these ideal assumption, APU are assumed to operate for 15 
minutes per LTO cycle.  In response to previous comments on this issue, LAWA has stated that the 
operational information required to estimate APU PM emission rates is not available and concludes that 
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"any calculation of PM10 from APUs would be a gross speculation at best, and not representative of 
acceptable scientific or engineering methods or ethics." 

While there is insufficient information to estimate APU PM emission rates using the approach employed 
in the FEIR/FEIS for aircraft PM, that does not mean that all methods are similarly restricted.  
Comments on both the DEIR and SEIR set forth a method that relies on regression analysis to relate 
aircraft PM to the inverse of NOx emissions was described.  This approach results in relationship 
coefficients significant at the 99 percent confidence level and since APU are essentially small jet 
engines, can be applied without sacrificing either engineering methods or ethics, to both main aircraft 
engines and APU.  This method and the developed coefficients have already been described in detail in 
previous comments on the DEIR/SElR.  Suffice it to say that the assumption of zero APU PM is both 
clearly an assumption and clearly incorrect.  Engineering ethics dictate the development of the best 
possible estimate given available data and simply deferring to a "best case" emission estimate of zero is 
clearly not the most appropriate engineering method or ethical approach to estimating the AAQS 
impacts of airport operations.  For what it is worth, the regression approach cited above estimates APU 
PM emission rates that average about 5 grams per kilogram of fuel consumed. 

Response: 
In summary, the commentor provided three basic statements: (1) the assumption that 100 percent of air 
carrier gate power and preconditioned air needs will be satisfied by gate-based electrical systems is 
optimistic, (2) APU PM emissions are not considered and (3) the commentor has provided a reasonable 
and scientifically sound and verified method for estimating PM emissions from APU. 

With regard to Item (1), the assumption that all gates will have preconditioned air and power is based on 
a LAWA commitment and is part of the Master Plan designs (including the No Action/No Project 
Alternative).  Even with gate power and preconditioned air, the analysis assumes that every aircraft 
APU will operate for 15 minutes per landing/takeoff operation (LTO) cycle, as noted by the commentor 
and in Section 2.2.2 of Appendix F-B, Air Quality Appendix.  While the pilots have the choice of using or 
not using gate power and preconditioned air, many airlines are encouraging use of these systems to 
minimize fuel costs.  Therefore, the APU emission estimates based on 15 minutes of operation per LTO 
cycle, which were calculated and included in the analysis, should be considered reasonable. 

With regard to Item (2), a recent study conducted by the US Air Force (Gerstle, et al., 1999 - Volume 3) 
indicated that total PM emissions from APUs range from 0.48 to 0.72 grams per kilogram of fuel burned.  
These measured results are an order-of-magnitude lower than the estimate provided by the commentor.  
Therefore, the accuracy of the method provided by the commentor is questionable.  The APU fuel flow 
rates are an order-of-magnitude lower than aircraft engine fuel flow rates, and the PM emissions are 
directly proportional to the fuel flow rate at a constant load.  Therefore, the PM emissions from APUs 
will be negligible and have no discernable impact on ambient air quality in the vicinity of the airport. 

Finally, with regard to Item (3), with the information provided in Appendix F-B, Attachment 4, and 
knowing that the sulfur content of the fuel used in APUs is the same as that used in aircraft engines, 
one can estimate APU fuel use relative to aircraft fuel use.  Using the aircraft PM emissions in Appendix 
F-B, Attachment 7, and the ratio of APU fuel to aircraft fuel use, together with the aircraft PM 
concentrations in Attachment 9, the PM concentrations attributable to APUs are predicted to be less 
than 0.1 ug/m3 for the 24-hour average, and less than 0.05 ug/m3 for the annual average.  These 
concentrations are negligible relative to the NAAQS.  As noted in the paragraph above regarding Item 
(2), the method proposed by the commentor predicts APU PM emissions that are an order-of-magnitude 
higher than measured values.  The commentor’s method also relies on the same, outdated (early 
1970s) aircraft PM and NOx measurements that were considered outdated for the LAX Master Plan air 
quality impact analysis.  The research in engine design over the last 30 years has led to reduced fuel 
use for given thrust settings, which tends to shift PM and NOx emissions in opposite directions.  It was 
for this reason, i.e., outdated PM data not appropriate for current or future aircraft engines, that led to 
the development of the methodology used in the Final EIS for estimating aircraft PM.  The Final EIS 
methodology is considered to be more accurate than the methodology proposed by the commentor. 

FAL00001-35 

Comment:

Default Aircraft Engine Assignments Continue to be Utilized in Lieu of More Appropriate LAX-Specific 
Engine Assignments: Aircraft emissions in the FEIS continue to be based entirely on the default engine 
assignments of the FAA EDMS model, as opposed to engine assignments tailored to operations at LAX.  
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While this approach does not affect the relative emissions relationships between alternatives, it can 
have a significant impact on the absolute level of aircraft emissions and, therefore, on associated AAQS 
compliance demonstrations.  In response to previous comments on this issue, LAWA claims that the 
use of the EDMS default engine assignments represents the most statistically probable aircraft/engine 
combinations in use at LAX.  LAWA also cited the difficulty of engine identification for a particular 
aircraft and the lack of evidence that the LAX air carrier mix is inconsistent with EDMS default 
assumptions.  All three assertions are incorrect. 

The EDMS default engine reflects the "most popular" engine for an airframe based on total airframe 
sales.  This includes all air carriers operating that airframe, regardless of the location of those 
operations.  If, and only if, the distribution of air carrier-specific operations at LAX is similar to that for 
the national aircraft fleet as a whole, will the probability of encountering a particular aircraft/engine 
combination be similar to the EDMS default assignments.  Such a comparison can be made to justify 
the use of the EDMS defaults, but there is no evidence presented in the FEIS that such an exercise has 
been undertaken.  In the absence of the comparative analysis, it is statistically most likely that LAX (or 
any other airport) will exhibit variation about the mean EDMS distribution.  It is the magnitude of this 
variation that will affect airport emission estimates. 

The FEIR/FEIS claims that aircraft/engine tracking is difficult, and that is true.  However, there are 
several aircraft census databases that track airframe ownership by air carrier and identify the 
associated characteristics of those airframes, including equipped engines.  The use of such a database 
allows the uncertainty of the EDMS "most popular" overall engine to be refined to the level of individual 
air carriers.  Since operations at the air carrier level of detail are known at individual airports, including 
LAX, this allows for a substantially increased level of certainty in determining the probability of 
encountering a particular aircraft/engine combination at a given airport.  In short, the EDMS distribution 
reflects the probability across all airports, while an air carrier-specific distribution allows for distributions 
to be tailored to a specific airport in accordance with the relative frequency of carrier-specific operations 
at that airport.  Only in the limited case where local airport operations are statistically similar to 
aggregate operations across all airports will the two distributions coincide. 

An example can perhaps best illustrate the sensitivity of emissions estimates to the proper allocation of 
aircraft engines.  While the following presented statistics are a few years old (perhaps three) and were 
originally generated for another project, their illustrative value is unaffected.  According to the 
FEIR/FEIS, the Boeing 757-200 will account for nearly 18 percent (65,532 of 371,577) of LAX 
operations under alternative D in 2015 (from Attachment E of the S-4 Supplemental Air Quality 
Technical Report of the SEIR).  The B757-200 is available with either Pratt & Whitney or Rolls-Royce 
engines.  Table 3 illustrates the relative population of in-use B757-200 engines for U.S. air carriers.  As 
indicated, the EDMS default engine, the Pratt & Whitney PW2037 is, in fact, the most prevalent engine, 
accounting for about 46 percent of B757-200 engines. 

Table 3:  Please see original letter for table. 

At this point, we can make the first observation about using EDMS defaults, namely that even ignoring 
airport-to-airport differences, the EDMS default does not imply that the majority of aircraft possess a 
given engine.  As illustrated, on average, more B757-200's will utilize an engine other than the PW2037.  
Statistically, 46 out of 100 will use the PW2037, while the remaining 54 will not.  So, the probability of a 
B757-200 utilizing a PW2037 for operations at LAX is actually less than 50/50 on the basis of national 
statistics.

A statistically reliable method of addressing this situation (on a national population basis) is to use a 
weighted average engine.  This can be accomplished either by introducing a new "composite" engine 
into EDMS or disaggregating the total number of B757-200 operations into multiple (properly weighted) 
components, each associated with a different engine.  Either approach accomplishes the same goal of 
better tailoring aircraft emission estimates to expectations.  As indicated by the differences in the 
emission rates included in the table above for the various engine options as well as a weighted national 
average engine, the effects of tailoring aircraft engine assignments can be significant, with variations for 
individual pollutants ranging from about -90 percent to +45 percent for this aircraft.  Variations for other 
aircraft can be greater or lesser depending on available engine characteristics.  This is why proper 
engine assignment, rather than simple reliance on EDMS defaults, is critical. 

Despite the magnitude of the potential emissions differences, it is critical that it be understood that the 
data reflected in Table 3 above does not yet reflect any airport-specific population data, but instead is 
based on national average data.  Table 4 shows how the B757-200 engine populations break out by 
major U.S. air carrier.  It is this data that is critical in tailoring an airport assessment to local conditions. 
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While the FEIR/FEIS is correct in that local tracking of aircraft engines is limited at best, "census-type" 
databases tracking aircraft sales do exist and can be accessed to develop carrier-specific tables such 
as that shown in Table 4 for the B757-200.  While this does not allow the specific engine associated 
with each operation at an airport to be determined, it does allow for the development of more reliable 
statistics at the airport level-of-detail than does the use of EDMS default engine assignments.  Using 
these data, air carrier-specific engine assignments can be identified and individual airport "default" 
engine assignments can be developed by weighting the air carrier specific engine data by the fraction of 
aircraft operations accounted for by that carrier.  Clearly, when America West, American, Continental, 
and US Airways B757-200's utilize LAX, they do not do so with a PW2037 engine.  The bottom line is 
that it is not only possible to develop a tailored airport-specific emissions analysis using readily available 
data, but such tailoring should be an integral component of any airport emissions analysis. 

Table 4:  Please see original letter for table. 

Note also that the above statistics as well as the EDMS defaults represent data for domestic air carriers 
only.  To the extent that LAX is encouraging international flights, the exercise summarized above will 
need to consider both domestic and international air carriers.  Although the B757-200 is not a long 
range aircraft, it can illustrate the necessity of considering foreign aircraft configurations when one 
recognizes that on a worldwide basis, the Rolls-Royce RB211 engines, not the Pratt & Whitney engines, 
are the dominant engine for the B757-200. 

Response: 
The commentor states that LAX-specific aircraft engine assignments should have been used instead of 
EDMS default engine assignment.  The commentor also sets forth an alternative data source, the use of 
which the commentor believes would result in a more precise identification of engine use at LAX. 

The engine assignments for each airframe modeled in the Final EIS is spelled out in the protocols 
developed for air quality impact analysis (Attachment A of Technical Report 4, Modeling Protocol for 
Criteria Air Pollutants) and general conformity determination (Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act 
General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS).  The air quality impact analysis 
protocol was reviewed by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) on three 
separate occasions prior to conducting the analysis.  The general conformity protocol was reviewed by 
four independent agencies including the SCAQMD, California Air Resources Board, USEPA Region 9, 
and Southern California Association of Governments.  None of these reviewers, each with some 
jurisdiction over air quality impacts in the South Coast Air Basin, provided substantial comments 
regarding engine selection. 

In addition, if the analysis were to be developed today, the aircraft emissions would likely be lower than 
those presented in the Final EIS.  This statement is based on the development of longer range B737 
aircraft.  In the analysis conducted for the Final EIS, many of the longer routes (cross country) are 
assumed to be flown by the larger B757 aircraft.  If the development of future aircraft activity began 
today, many of these routes would be assumed to be flown by B737 aircraft.  As noted in a 
correspondence with the California Air Resources Board and SCAQMD (see Appendix C, Attachments 
C-5A1 and C-5A2 of Appendix A-2a), the newer B737 aircraft have lower emissions than the B757 
aircraft for all pollutants.  Therefore, the analysis presented in the Final EIS is conservative (provides 
higher emissions than may actually occur). 

Finally, the commentor suggests that the analysis undertaken by FAA and LAWA is unreliable because 
it relied upon default assumptions contained in EDMS.  Instead, the commentor suggests a different 
data source, the use of which, in their opinion, is a critical component of air quality analyses at airports.  
The use of default engines in EDMS air quality impact analyses has been a standard practice since the 
development of EDMS 3.0 (1997) and is most applicable to large hub national airports such as LAX that 
handle many airlines, aircraft types and total operations.  These large hub airports with many operations 
are most likely to have fleet mixes that represent the national mean.  Analyses at small airports with few 
airlines and operations are more likely to have fleet mixes that do not represent the national mean.  
Therefore, it is unlikely that the analysis proposed by the commentor would produce results that are any 
more conservative than that presented in the Final EIS. 
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FAL00001-36 

Comment:

It is Still Not Clear that Heavy Trucks are Properly Considered in On-Airport Fleet Mixes: from data 
presented in the FEIR/FEIS, it appears that on-airport vehicle emission estimates continue to exclude 
heavy duty truck traffic.  Such an assumption is not consistent with the fact that Federal Express and 
other cargo carriers operate substantial fleets of heavy duty vehicles.  In response to previous 
comments on this issue, LAWA has claimed that diesel truck emissions are included in both the on-
airport and off-airport traffic emission estimates.  However, LAWA has provided no additional evidence 
for this assertion in the FEIR/FElS and continues to cite data tables presented in the SEIR as evidence 
of the emissions inclusion.  After another review of Attachment J of the S-4 Supplemental Air Quality 
Technical Report from the SEIR, there is still no evidence of heavy truck inclusion in the on-airport 
traffic estimates.  Table J3, which indicates the year 2000 fleet composition, does include passenger 
cars, light duty trucks, medium duty trucks, heavy duty trucks, and buses.  However, bath Tables J4 
(fleet mix in 2013) and J5 (fleet mix in 2015) indicate zero VMT fractions for light-heavy, medium-heavy, 
and heavy-heavy trucks on all on-airport road links, even those for which heavy duty truck traffic is 
assumed in 2000.  VMT on all of the cargo facility links is indicated as being comprised of 60.4 percent 
gasoline light duty trucks, 39.4 percent gasoline medium duty trucks, and 0.2 percent diesel light duty 
trucks.  Since these data are not indicated to have changed in the FEIS, it appears that on-airport heavy 
truck emissions are not considered. 

Response: 
The Final EIS, Appendix F-B, Attachment 5 presents a breakdown by roadway of the emissions from 
on-airport roadway traffic in tons per year (tpy) and grams per vehicle mile traveled (g/VMT).  Inspection 
of the on-airport cargo roadway links indicates that the diesel PM emission factor (g/VMT) is much 
higher than for the other roadways around the airport, indicating the inclusion of more diesel-fueled 
vehicles, such as heavy-duty trucks.  In addition, the Final General Conformity Determination included a 
CD-ROM with detailed emission inventory spreadsheets for on-road, on-airport sources.  These 
inventories clearly include diesel heavy duty trucks in the analysis.  The diesel PM emission factors 
were derived from EMFAC2002 for each of the EMFAC2002 diesel technology categories. 

FAL00001-37 

Comment:

The Determination of Conformity 

The FDC concludes that NOx, NO2, and PM-10 emissions exceed conformity thresholds and does 
provide an associated conformity analysis for each.  However, as a threshold issue, this analysis must 
be viewed in the context that associated emission rates are underestimated due to the issues presented 
in this letter and, as a result, conformity conclusions could (and would) be affected for alternative D 
were the FEIS revised to properly address the various emissions issues discussed. 

Federal conformity requirements allow for the use of various approaches to demonstrate conformity.  
Generally, these approaches can be summarized as follows: 

1. Demonstrate that the emissions increases are specifically identified and accounted for in the 
associated SIP, 

2. For ozone and NO2, demonstrate that emissions are fully offset by other measures in the 
nonattainment area, 

3. For pollutants other than ozone and NO2, demonstrate through air quality modeling that the 
emissions do not increase the frequency or the severity of NAAQS exceedances, 

4. Demonstrate that the state has certified that the emissions increases are accounted for in the 
applicable SIP emissions budgets, or 

5. Demonstrate that the state has certified that it will revise the applicable SIP emission budgets to 
include the emissions increases. 
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The FCD relies on criterion 4 to demonstrate conformity for NOx and NO2 and criterion 3 to 
demonstrate conformity for PM-10.  The FCD purports to demonstrate that emissions of NOx and NO2 
do not exceed the emissions budgets specified in the approved SIP (criterion 1), but it does not actually 
do this and could not adequately demonstrate conformity without an associated certification from the 
state that the emissions budgets are not exceeded.  Despite significant effort in the FCD to illustrate that 
project emissions are within the applicable emissions budget, this effort is unconvincing because there 
is no way to determine what component of the applicable SIP budget is associated with emissions at 
LAX. 

The closest the FCD gets to an actual emissions budget comparison is for aircraft and APU emissions, 
where FEIS emissions estimates for alternative D are compared to LAX-based aircraft emission 
estimates from the approved SIP (the 1997/99 AQMP).  However, this comparison is flawed for several 
reasons.  Foremost is the fact that the SIP budget as developed includes emissions from reverse thrust 
operations, which continue to be excluded from the FEIS and FCD despite repeated comments.  As 
indicated further in this and previous comments, such inclusion can be expected to increase NOx and 
NO2 emissions by at least 10 percent.  An increase of this magnitude would be sufficient to alter the 
relationship between alternative D emissions and the approved SIP budget for LAX aircraft operations.  
The FCD also provides associated aircraft emission budgets from the 2003 AQMP that purport to be for 
LAX, but these emissions are so inconsistent with those of both the 1997/99 AQMP and the FCD that 
there is simply no way they can be for LAX operations alone. 

A secondary aspect that renders the aircraft emissions comparison obsolete is that the 1998 Regional 
Transportation Plan upon which the LAX emissions budget is based, clearly states that operations at 
LAX (and El Toro, which was assumed to be operational) "cannot be estimated ... due to lack of air 
traffic simulation modeling ability."6  Therefore, LAX was assumed to be unconstrained from a growth 
perspective and it was further assumed that operations would have to be redistributed among the other 
airports in the region once definitive modeling analysis was available.  Thus, the emissions estimated 
for LAX are essentially regional placeholders and cannot be used to support an airport-specific 
emissions budget since budgets for other airports will be correspondingly underestimated.  In effect, this 
emissions estimation approach left the 1997/99 AQMP without an airport-specific emissions budget. 

Similar difficulties exist with regard to determining a specific emissions budget for GSE, stationary 
sources, motor vehicles, and construction activities.  The approved SIP emission budgets are simply not 
sufficiently detailed to allow LAX-specific budgets to be determined.  While the FCD attempts to show 
that the level of emissions from LAX is but a fraction of the areawide emission budgets for each source 
category, these comparisons are ultimately irrelevant as there is simply no way to know how the LAX 
emissions (regardless of their magnitude) compare with the level of emissions assumed in the SIP for 
activity at LAX. 

Ultimately, this entire demonstration is effectively relegated to academic status through a letter dated 
August 12, 2004 from the SCAQMD that states that the emission estimates developed for alternative D 
are below the applicable SIP budgets.  Since such a certification is an allowable conformity 
determination option (see criterion 4 above), the issue of comparing emissions to specifically identified 
emission budgets (criterion 1) is avoided.  It should be emphasized that the FCD is not supported by 
any emissions comparison, and it is solely the state certification that provides the necessary basis for 
conformity. 

For PM-10, the FCD relies on conformity criteria 3 as there are no PM-10 emission budgets for aircraft 
operations in the applicable SIP.  Though the associated modeling analysis found peak concentrations 
to be below both the 24-hour and annual NAAQS, it is important to note that concentrations as high as 
90 percent of the NAAQS were estimated.  Since the emissions leading to this concentration are 
underestimated due to the emissions inventory impacts of the alternative D activity underestimate 
discussed above and various additional inventory shortcomings discussed below, it is entirely possible 
that exceedances of the annual PM-10 NAAQS could well be observed were these various 
shortcomings corrected.7 

6  See FCD Attachment C-1. 

7  The FCD concludes that the net emissions increases of both VOC and CO are below the significance 
thresholds for conformity determination.  This conclusion is based on the emission estimates presented 
in the FEIS and could, and likely would, change were the issues presented in this letter properly 
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addressed.  Since no specific conformity demonstration was performed for either pollutant due to the 
conclusion that neither exceeded the conformity emissions threshold, no further comment is possible. 

Response: 
The commentor indicates that emissions are underestimated due to "issues presented in this letter," 
and the conformity conclusions could be affected.  It should be noted, however, that the general 
conformity evaluation was based on Alternative D as designed, including CEQA-related mitigation 
measures.  Therefore, FAA has concluded, appropriately, that Alternative D as designed conforms to 
the purpose of the approved SIP and is consistent with all applicable requirements. 

The commentor notes that FAA "could not adequately demonstrate conformity without an associated 
certification from the state that the emissions budgets are not exceeded," implying that this approach 
may be unacceptable.  However, the commentor has already acknowledged that one of the approaches 
allowed to demonstrate conformity is itemized as "4.  Demonstrate that the state has certified that the 
emissions increases are accounted for in the applicable SIP emissions budgets."  It should be noted 
that the criterion to which the commentor refers, found at 40 CFR 93.158(a)(5)(i)(A) does not require a 
certification by the state, but merely a determination and documentation by the state agency primarily 
responsible for the applicable SIP that the total of direct and indirect emissions from the action result in 
a level of emissions which, together with all other emissions in the nonattainment or maintenance area, 
would not exceed the emissions budgets specified in the applicable SIP.   

The commentor claims that the "SIP budget as developed includes emissions from reverse thrust 
operations."  That statement, however, is untrue.  While the special study prepared to support emission 
estimates from aircraft for the 1997 AQMP (see the next paragraph below) addressed the modes of 
approach, taxi, take off, and climbout, emissions associated with reverse thrust were not identified or 
estimated.  Therefore, the emission estimating methodology used to support the Final General 
Conformity Determination is consistent with the emission estimating methodology used in developing 
the SIP budget.  The commentor further notes that emissions due to reverse thrust were not explicitly 
accounted for in the general conformity evaluation.  While this is true, the typical approach to 
addressing reverse thrust emissions has been to assume that the emission factors and time-in-mode for 
takeoff and climbout are conservative and account for reverse thrust.  As FAA pointed out in the 
responses to comments received on the Draft General Conformity Determination (Appendix C, Section 
2.3, Response to El Segundo Comment III.B.1.b. in Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General 
Conformity Determination of Volume A of the Final EIS), the conservative approach to estimating 
emissions from aircraft using EDMS more than compensates for potential emissions from reverse 
thrust.  In summary, as a practical matter, assuming that all aircraft depart LAX at the maximum 
recorded takeoff weight, as was done for the general conformity evaluation, implicitly accounts for 
emissions approximately equal to those from reverse thrust, and does so in a manner consistent with 
the general approach suggested by the commentor.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-30 
for additional information regarding emissions from reverse thrust. 

The commentor also claims that the 2003 AQMP aircraft emission budgets for LAX presented in the 
Final General Conformity Determination could not be correct.  However, the emission budgets for LAX 
were developed by SCAQMD and transmitted by SCAQMD to LAWA.  The aircraft emission budgets in 
the 2003 AQMP are based on two primary sources of information including: (1) a special study 
commissioned by SCAQMD and prepared by Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc. (1999); and (2) 
the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 2001 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) 
aviation forecasts by airport for 2025.  The Energy and Environmental Analysis study presents 
emissions estimates for aircraft and auxiliary power units for each airport and air base in the South 
Coast Air Basin (SCAB) for the 1997 baseline year.  The aviation forecasts were used to develop 
airport-specific aircraft and APU emissions for the years between 1997 and 2025.  FAA notes that the 
aircraft emission budgets in the 2003 AQMP are, in the final analysis, moot with respect to the Final 
General Conformity Determination since that determination is based on the emission budgets in the 
approved SIP. 

The commentor contends that the LAX emissions in the 1998 RTP are a "placeholder" since LAX was 
assumed to be unconstrained, and that this leaves the 1997/99 AQMP "without an airport-specific 
emissions budget."  However, the emissions from all aircraft activity in the SCAB were estimated for the 
1997/99 AQMP based on studies commissioned by SCAQMD.  The LAX-specific emission inventories 
for aircraft and APU operations were transmitted by SCAQMD to LAWA for use on the LAX Master Plan 
EIS/EIR and General Conformity Determination.  The summation of aircraft/APU emissions from all 
airports and air bases in the SCAB are presented in two line items in Appendix III, Attachment A of the 
1997 AQMP (Aircraft-Government and Aircraft-Other).  Therefore, the approved SIP does indeed have 
underlying airport-specific emissions budgets for aircraft and auxiliary power units. 
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The commentor indicates that the emissions comparisons presented in the Final General Conformity 
Determination for emission sources other than aircraft, such as GSE, stationary sources, motor 
vehicles, and construction activities, are irrelevant "as there is simply no way to know how the LAX 
emissions . . . compare with the level of emissions assumed in the SIP for activity at LAX."  While this 
type of evaluation is indeed challenging, SCAQMD-- the State agency responsible for developing the 
AQMP, which serves as the primary basis for that portion of the California SIP that deals with the 
SCAB--has in fact completed this evaluation.  The SCAQMD determined and documented that the 
emissions associated with Alternative D are within the emissions budgets in the approved SIP, based 
on its analysis of the emissions comparisons presented in the Draft General Conformity Determination 
as well as on other pertinent information.  Work began on the LAX Master Plan in 1995, and the 
SCAQMD was informed and aware of the plan in time to include anticipated growth in the 1997 AQMP.  
Again, the 1998 RTP developed by SCAG provides the projected activity levels for LAX that would have 
been considered in the 1997 AQMP. 

The commentor indicates that the general conformity evaluation "is not supported by any emissions 
comparison, and it is solely the state certification that provides the necessary basis for conformity."  It 
should be noted that the Final General Conformity Determination, Section 5.2 contains a significant 
amount of emissions comparisons which were reviewed in depth by SCAQMD.  Following SCAQMD’s 
review of the Draft General Conformity Determination and much of the supporting documentation, 
SCAQMD sent a letter to FAA on August 12, 2004, which not only provided their documentation of a 
determination that Alternative D emissions are within the SIP budgets (as required by the general 
conformity regulations) but also found that the methodologies and emission estimates used were 
acceptable. 

The commentor notes that, because the PM10 emissions for Alternative D are underestimated "due to 
the emissions inventory impacts of the alternative D activity underestimate discussed above," 
exceedances of the annual PM10 national ambient air quality standards could be observed.  However, 
the PM10 emissions, along with all other emissions associated with Alternative D were based on 
Alternative D as designed, including related mitigation measures.  Therefore, since the modeled PM10 
concentrations, including future background, were predicted to be less than the national ambient air 
quality standards, Alternative D conforms to the approved SIP. 

FAL00002 Zimmerman, Martin County of Los Angeles 2/22/2005 

FAL00002-1 

Comment:

On behalf of the County of Los Angeles, l am submitting the attached comments prepared by the 
County's Department of Public Works concerning the Off-Airport Surface Transportation Section of the 
Final Environmental Impact Statement.  These comments focus on traffic growth, traffic mitigation 
measures, proposed improvements for the intersection of La Cienega Boulevard at Lennox Boulevard, 
fair share contributions towards transit enhancement, discrepancies regarding unmitigated 
intersections, and increased traffic projections. 

Under separate cover, and in conjunction with the Cities of Hawthorne, Inglewood, and Culver City, the 
County is also submitting comments on the Air Quality section of the Final EIS. 

Thank you for your serious consideration of these comments. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Responses to the County of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works' comments on 
the Final EIS are provided below.  Please see the responses to comment letter FAL00001 which 
address comments on the Final EIS submitted by the County of Los Angeles, City of Inglewood and City 
of Culver City. 
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FAL00002-2 

Comment:

As requested, we have reviewed the Off-Airport Surface Transportation Section of the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FElS) for the Los Angeles Airport Master Plan (LAX).  The off-airport 
transportation information contained in the FElS augments the information in the Final Environmental 
Impact Report (FEIR). 

The Playa Vista Il development, now referred to as the Village at Playa Vista, is included in the FEIS 
and in the third addendum of the FEIR.  The Village at Playa Vista is a related project to the LAX Master 
Plan and we concur with its inclusion, at the traffic volume shown, in the FEIS. 

We are pleased that the FEIS was able to account for the relatively recent change in traffic growth due 
to the downsizing of the Village at Playa Vista development.  However, we are concerned that other 
growth isn’t properly reflected in the study.  For example, are the project horizon years (project build out 
and peak construction year) analyzed appropriately?  The airport construction is projected to peak in 
2008 which is only three years away if the airport construction is underway this year.  Is this realistic?  
Shouldn’t the study be revised to reflect more reasonable horizon years? 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Although it was originally assumed in the Final EIS that construction of Alternative D 
improvements would begin in late 2004, it is now expected that such construction will begin in 2005.  
This delay of several months is not expected to preclude the ability to complete Alternative D by 2015, 
which is approximately 10 years hence, nor would it warrant a major revision of the overall construction 
phasing program anticipated for Alternative D.  Based on the overall phasing program developed for 
Alternative D, the year 2008 was identified as the peak year for project (Alternative D) construction 
traffic, with the highest levels of activity anticipated to occur in the earlier part of 2008.  A delay of 
several months in starting construction of Alternative D would shift some of the peak activity levels to 
the latter part of 2008 and is not expected to result in traffic impacts that are substantially different from 
those presented in the Final EIS. 

FAL00002-3 

Comment:

We have not been consulted regarding the feasibility of some of the traffic mitigation measures in the 
FEIS.  Based on our preliminary assessment, most of the proposed improvements have not been 
completely scoped. 

The proposed improvements for the intersection of La Cienega Boulevard at 111th Street includes the 
removal of on-street parking on the east side of La Cienega Boulevard.  Also, the proposed 
improvement for the intersection of Inglewood Avenue and Lennox Boulevard includes the removal of 
parking on Inglewood Avenue south of Lennox Boulevard.  We ask that the study quantify the amount of 
on-street parking that would be removed so that we can determine the impact it will have on the 
businesses at these locations.  Other mitigation measures should be explored before we consider 
removal of parking. 

Response: 
NEPA requires the FAA to consider available mitigation to address significant impacts resulting from 
each alternative analyzed in an EIS.  NEPA does not require, however, that a complete mitigation plan 
be formulated and adopted.  While all the proposed traffic mitigation is considered by LAWA and FAA to 
be feasible, FAA recognizes that LAWA will need to work cooperatively with local agencies having 
authority over implementation of proposed mitigation measures.  If a proposed mitigation is not 
approved by an authorizing transportation agency, LAWA has committed to work together with the City 
of Los Angeles Department of Transportation and the authorizing transportation agency to develop an 
alternative mitigation of equivalent effectiveness. 

Other traffic mitigation options were considered at this intersection to avoid the removal of parking, but 
they either did not fully mitigate the project impact at this intersection or they involved the acquisition of 
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private property.  The traffic mitigation in the Final EIS is considered feasible and not unduly 
burdensome for those seeking parking in the vicinity. 

As stated in Table A2.1-4 of Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Volume A of the Final 
EIS, the mitigation at La Cienega Boulevard and 111th Street (I/S # 67) would involve the removal of 
parking on the east side of La Cienega Boulevard.  It is expected that approximately 165 feet of curb 
parking on the east side of La Cienega Boulevard would need to be removed in order to install the third 
northbound through lane and the second northbound left-turn lane on La Cienega at 111th Street. 

The removal of parking on Inglewood Avenue south of Lennox Boulevard would only be required to 
mitigate this intersection (I/S # 310) if the Lennox Boulevard Interchange on the I-405 Freeway is not 
constructed.  The Lennox Boulevard Interchange is a traffic mitigation measure itself.  LAWA is working 
with Caltrans and the FHWA toward the design approval of the Lennox Boulevard Interchange; 
however,  additional NEPA documentation will be required before final approval.  The mitigation at 
Inglewood Avenue and Lennox Boulevard is only included in the alternative traffic mitigation plan, Table 
A2.1-6 of Section A.2.1 of Volume A of the Final EIS.  This alternative mitigation plan would be used if 
the Lennox Boulevard Interchange is not constructed.  The amount of parking required for removal 
would depend on the length of the proposed right-turn lane approved by County of Los Angeles.  
However, there is an existing bus zone on the northbound departure of the intersection that could be 
relocated to the approach of the intersection.  This would allow for the installation of the northbound 
right-turn lane and the establishment of parking where the bus zone is currently located. 

FAL00002-4 

Comment:

The proposed improvements for the intersection of La Cienega Boulevard at Lennox Boulevard for triple 
left turn lanes on the westbound approach for the Alternative Mitigation Plan (without the Lennox 
interchange) is not acceptable.  The unincorporated community of Lennox will be significantly impacted 
by this improvement which will attract more airport traffic through this residential community.  We wish 
to continue to stress the importance of the Lennox Boulevard interchange with the San Diego Freeway 
as the only mitigation that will address the current as well as the projected airport and growing area 
traffic.  The County was not consulted with respect to the incorporation of ATSAC/ATCS system or 
equivalent type of improvements in the project for traffic mitigation purposes.  The County does not use 
the ATSAC/ATCS system.  Incorporation of such improvements to mitigate traffic impacts in the 
unincorporated areas must be discussed with the County prior to their acceptance as mitigation 
measures. 

Response: 
As the commentor stated, the traffic mitigation at the intersection of La Cienega Boulevard and Lennox 
Boulevard with proposed triple left turn lanes for westbound traffic is only included in the alternative 
traffic mitigation plan.  Triple left turn lanes have been used successfully for many years in the City of 
Los Angeles (Howard Hughes Parkway & Sepulveda Boulevard, Federal Avenue/San Vicente 
Boulevard & Wilshire Boulevard are two examples) and are a feasible installation at this intersection.  
However, it is recognized that this proposed mitigation would require Los Angeles County approval prior 
to installation.  The triple left turn lanes are not included in the recommended traffic mitigation plan, 
which includes construction of the Lennox Boulevard Interchange on the I-405 Freeway and elimination 
of the La Cienega Boulevard & Lennox Boulevard intersection.  Approval of the Lennox Boulevard 
Interchange is being pursued by LAWA.  On February 1, 2005, LAWA received conceptual approval of 
this interchange by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  Further environmental documentation 
for this interchange will need to be completed prior to final approval by Caltrans and the FHWA.  If, 
however, the Lennox Boulevard Interchange is not approved and the alternative traffic mitigation plan is 
implemented to mitigate project impacts, LAWA will work together with the City of Los Angeles 
Department of Transportation and the County of Los Angeles to develop an acceptable alternative 
traffic mitigation at La Cienega Boulevard and Lennox Boulevard that also reduces the traffic impact at 
this intersection to a less than significant level.   

It is not intended that the County of Los Angeles be required to incorporate the ATSAC/ATCS system to 
control their traffic signals.  All traffic mitigations that are proposing a traffic signal enhancement state 
that the signal would be upgraded to ATSAC/ATCS equivalent.  This was intended only to describe a 
state-of-the-art signal control system similar to what is used in the City of Los Angeles.  It is recognized 
that jurisdictions outside of the City of Los Angeles use other traffic control software.  It is acknowledged 
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that LAWA must receive approval for any proposed signal upgrades, as well as all other proposed traffic 
mitigations, from the authorizing transportation authority. 

FAL00002-5 

Comment:

It is stated that a fair share contribution to the Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s Metro Rapid 
Program or other transit enhancements to benefit transit to and from LAX is no longer needed for some 
of the key intersections in the area including the intersection of Lincoln Boulevard and Marina 
Expressway (SR 90).  This is inconsistent with how other developments in West Los Angeles, 
specifically the Playa Vista project, have mitigated their traffic impact.  Consequently, some fair share 
contribution towards transit enhancements seems to be necessary. 

Response: 
As stated on page A.2-1 in Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Volume A of the Final 
EIS, on September 22, 2004 the Los Angeles City Council approved the Playa Vista Phase II 
development, now referred to as the Village at Playa Vista, as a much smaller, less intense 
development project than was originally proposed.  When a revised traffic impact analysis was 
completed using the projected trip generation numbers for the reduced Playa Vista Phase II 
development, the results showed that some of the intersections which had been impacted using the trip 
generations for the original (larger) Playa Vista Phase II development were no longer impacted, or 
impacted to a lesser degree.  Lincoln Boulevard and the Marina Expressway (SR 90) was one of the 
intersections which had smaller project-related impacts using the reduced trip generation numbers for 
Phase II of the Playa Vista development.  Therefore, the mitigation component to provide a fair-share 
contribution to MTA’s Metro Rapid Program or other enhancements to benefit transit to and from LAX 
was no longer needed.  The mitigation proposed in the recommended traffic mitigation plan only calls 
for providing a fair-share contribution to Los Angeles County’s Route 90 At-Grade Extension Project 
from Lincoln Boulevard to Admiralty Way.  LAWA and Los Angeles County have exchanged 
correspondence to determine how this fair-share contribution will be calculated.  It is FAA's 
understanding that this dialogue between the two agencies will continue. 

FAL00002-6 

Comment:

The conclusion of the Off-Airport Surface Transportation Section stated that there will be no unmitigated
intersections and yet on page A 1-25, it indicates that two intersections (one partially in unincorporated 
County at Imperial Highway and La Cienega Boulevard) will remain unmitigated.  This discrepancy 
should be corrected.  All intersections should be fully mitigated. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The conclusion stated in the last sentence on page A.1-25 in Volume A of the Final 
EIS is accurate.  The third sentence of the first paragraph on page A.2-45 in Section A.2.1, Off-Airport 
Surface Transportation, in Volume A of the Final EIS is revised as follows:  All but two of the 25 
impacted intersections would be fully mitigated through the mitigation plan developed in conjunction 
with the CEQA impacts analysis.  The two remaining intersections cannot be filly mitigated due to 
physical constraints that hinder their mitigation to a less than significant level. 

FAL00002-7 

Comment:

Figures A2.1-1 through A2.1-3 show increased traffic on Admiralty Way between Bali Way and SR90 
with Reduced Playa Vista.  What is the reason for the increase? 

Response: 
The LAX Ground Access Model revealed that small increases in traffic volumes occur on various streets 
such as Admiralty Way as a result of drivers adjusting their travel paths to access streets that have 
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become less congested due to the reduction in Playa Vista Phase II trips.  Data supporting the traffic 
model are provided in the LAX Ground Access Model Calibration and Validation Report, dated October 
15, 1998.  As described in this document, the model is fully calibrated and validated to provide forecasts 
of traffic within acceptable standards.  This document is provided at the end of Technical Report 2b, Off 
-Airport Surface Transportation. 

FAL00003 Armi, Osa Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP 2/18/2005

FAL00003-1 

Comment:

Please accept the following timely comments on the Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA") January 
2005 Final Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS")1 for the proposed Master Plan Improvements at 
Los Angeles International Airport ("LAX") ("Master Plan Project") and the attachments thereto.  In 
addition, these comments and the technical report by Dr. J. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless, attached 
hereto as Exhibit A, describe how the Clean Air Act Final Conformity Determination fails to comply with 
the requirements of section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7506(c) and Title 40 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations, Part 93, Subpart B.  These comments are submitted on behalf of the City of El 
Segundo ("El Segundo"). 

1 According to the Executive Summary of the FEIS, the FEIS is comprised of: 1) Volume A, which was 
released in January 2005 and contains information and analysis specific to the FEIS; 2) The First, 
Second and Third Addenda to the Final Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") for the LAX Master Plan 
Project; 3) Volumes 1 through 4 of the Final EIR; 4) Appendices and Technical Reports to the Final EIR; 
and 5) Response to Comments from the Final EIR.  FEIS at A.1-2 to 1-3. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments below.  Responses to comments on the Final 
General Conformity Determination submitted by Dr. J. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless on behalf of the 
City of El Segundo are provided in Responses to Comments FAL00003-44 through FAL00003-62 
below. 

FAL00003-2 

Comment:

I. The FEIS Perpetuates the Fundamental Flaw of the FAA's NEPA Documents: It Bases Its Analysis on 
the Assumption That Capacity Will Not Exceed 78.9 Million Annual Passengers, Without Providing the 
Means of Enforcing Such a Limit and Without Justifying Its Assumptions. 

On November 4, 2003, we submitted a comment letter on behalf of El Segundo in response to the July 
2003 release of the Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact 
Report ("Draft EIS/EIR").  That letter included extensive comments about the likelihood that 
implementation of the Master Plan Project would result in a significantly greater capacity than the 78.9 
million annual passengers ("MAP") assumed by the FAA2 as the current capacity of LAX.3 The 
comment letter was supplemented with a report prepared by Professor Adib Kanafani, an eminent 
expert in airport design and capacity, which demonstrates the capacity consequences of the Master 
Plan Project, also known as Alternative D. 

El Segundo's November 4, 2003 comments, and Dr. Kanafani's accompanying report, remain relevant - 
and have yet to be adequately addressed by the FAA.  The FEIS does not provide meaningful 
assurances that LAX is designed to cap capacity at 78.9 MAP.  It simply declares that implementation of 
Alternative D will result in a capacity of 78.9 MAP based on market assumptions. 

As we emphasized in the 2003 comment letter, the FAA's assertion that the capacity of Alternative D is 
78.9 MAP is premised on a number of market-based assumptions about how airlines and the air 
transportation industry would respond to the configuration of Alternative D.  These assumptions are not 
consistent with an analysis of the actual physical capacity of Alternative D, and the FEIS does not 
provide an adequate explanation or support for its market assumptions.  Moreover, the Master Plan 
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Project as proposed fails to include facility limitations that would assure the maintenance of a 78.9 MAP 
capacity limitation.  For further discussion of the failures of the FEIS to ensure capacity limits, see 
Exhibit B attached hereto (October 2004 report on the Final EIR capacity discussion, by Adib 
Kanafani).4 

One of the primary stated purposes for the design of Master Plan Alternative D was to address 
environmental concerns by developing an alternative with a capacity to serve no more than 78.9 MAP.  
Given the importance that both the FAA and the public place on this issue, the FAA must provide 
concrete assurances that the project is designed to ensure that this capacity level will not be exceeded.  
Reliance on abstract and unsubstantiated market predictions does not represent adequate assurances. 

As detailed in Dr. Kanafani's report, many specific elements of Alternative D indicate that the capacity of 
LAX will greatly exceed 78.9 MAP.  For example, the airfield improvements envisioned in Alternative D 
will increase capacity as they will translate to more runway availability.  Similarly, Alternative D calls for 
significant increases in square footage of terminal space and airport parking, without providing an 
explanation for why such major increases are necessary.  More square footage means an ability to 
accommodate more people - in other words, greater capacity. 

Dr. Kanafani's analysis provides a thorough examination of the physical capacity of LAX under 
Alternative D, and calculations utilizing a range of reasonable input for the variables relevant to actual 
capacity.  As demonstrated in his analysis, a conservative estimate is that the terminal and gate 
configurations of Alternative D will result in a capacity of 87 MAP - far greater than the 78.9 MAP 
claimed by the FAA.  A figure as high as 93 MAP is possible with fairly likely values of load factors and 
seating configurations.  (Ex. B, pp. 14-15.)  The FAA has offered no meaningful response to the data or 
comprehensive analysis of the gate capacity provided by Dr. Kanafani.  The FEIS fails to respond to the 
capacity analysis, instead stating incorrectly that Dr. Kanafani's analysis is not inconsistent with the 
FAA's own unsupported assumptions.  The FAA continues to confuse forecasts and market 
assumptions (which it used) with actual capacity analysis (which El Segundo used).  In deriving its 78.9 
MAP figure for Alternative D, not only does the FAA rely upon unproven market assumptions, but it also 
makes a number of assertions without providing any evidence of their validity.  For example, the FAA 
assumes - without support - that air traffic will shift to other southern California airports when Alternative 
D's major improvements are built.  It also ignores the technological advances that are already occurring 
in the airport industry, relies upon outdated seating configurations, and assumes use of old aircraft in 
deriving its estimates.  In addition, it distorts the picture by failing to acknowledge that narrow-body 
equivalent gates can accommodate aircraft with widely varying numbers of passengers. 

2 The Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR were jointly prepared by Los Angeles 
World Airports ("LAWA") - the lead agency for purposes of the California Environmental Quality Act 
("CEQA") - and the FAA - the lead agency for purposes of the National Environmental Policy Act 
("NEPA").  In April 2004, LAWA separately released a Final EIR for the LAX Master Plan Project.  The 
FAA has incorporated many components of the Final EIR into the FEIS that is the subject of this 
comment letter.  While much of the FEIS was, therefore, jointly prepared by the FAA and LAWA, for 
purposes of simplicity, wherever possible, this letter refers only to the FAA as the agency responsible 
for preparation of the FEIS. 

3 The FAA previously estimated the current capacity of LAX as 78 MAP.  Not until it released the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR - and unveiled Alternative D - did the FAA place the current capacity at 
78.9 MAP.  Though a seemingly small increase involving only the addition of a decimal point and a 
single digit, this represents an addition of nearly 1,000,000 annual passengers.  For purposes of 
consistency and ease of reading, we refer to the 78.9 MAP capacity assumption throughout this letter.  
The FAA has, however, offered no justification for the increase from 78 to 78.9 MAP. 

4 This report was prepared after the release of the Final EIR in April 2004 and the First Addendum to 
the Final EIR in September 2004.  Though the report refers to the Final EIR and the First Addendum to 
the Final EIR, it is equally applicable to the FEIS, as both the Final EIR and the First Addendum have 
been explicitly adopted by the FAA as part of the FEIS. 

Response: 
The commentor suggests that the Final EIS’s analysis of future capacity after implementation of 
Alternative D is incorrect, and that the alternative approach suggested by the commentor is the more 
appropriate and accurate methodology to determine future capacity.  The commentor’s basic premise is 
that the physical capacity of LAX, after implementation of Alternative D improvements in 2015, will 
allegedly be greater than the passenger activity level forecasted by FAA in the Final EIS.  The 
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commentor asserts that its view is based on what it describes as an "actual capacity analysis."  For the 
reasons described in the Final EIS, and summarized below, the FAA concludes that its forecast of 
passenger activity, based as it is on an analysis of the practical capacity of LAX in the Final EIS, after 
implementation of the Alternative D improvements, provides the decision-maker with the reasonably 
foreseeable environmental impacts arising out of that alternative.  

A. The FAA’s Alternative D Practical Capacity Analysis vs. the Commentor’s Consultant's Selective 
Physical Throughput Capacity Calculations 

The forecast of passenger activity levels at an airport cannot be determined simply by adding up the 
separate theoretical potential throughput of each separate element of an airport.  If that were the case, 
the anticipated design day peak hour activity level multiplied by 24 hours and then by 365 days would 
provide the supposed "physical throughput capacity" of an airport.  Instead, the FAA and professional 
airport planners generally focus on forecasting an airport’s "practical capacity."   

Practical capacity is a forecast of activity determined by how an airport’s various components will 
function together in reality, particularly given the market conditions projected in any given airport’s 
market forecast.  Practical capacity is not based solely on "market assumptions," as the comment 
asserts.  It takes into account the expected physical characteristics of the various functional elements of 
the airport and how they are planned to work together, given how the market is likely to respond to, and 
utilize, the resulting airport.  The theoretical "physical throughput capacity of each component of an 
airport -- gates, runways or other components of the airport -- does not disclose the overall capacity of 
the airport as an operating whole.  NEPA requires FAA to analyze impacts from a broader perspective. 

For the LAX Master Plan alternatives, including the No Action/No Project Alternative, the FAA has 
forecasted activity levels on the basis of the practical capacity of the airport, taking into account physical 
constraints and also the effects of delay and demand on airport usage.  This is quite different from the 
way that the commentor suggests activity levels should be established by focusing on the physical 
throughput capacity of certain isolated components of the airport system.  The FAA acknowledges that 
some of the individual components of the airport could obviously support a higher level of activity, if one 
were to consider physical throughput capacity only.  As the Final EIS points out, for example, the 
runway systems for Alternatives C, D, and the No Action/No Project Alternative have virtually identical 
physical capacity.  However, simply calculating physical throughput capacity to support a projected 
future activity level does not provide a sufficiently reasonable basis to conclude that the market will 
make adjustments to utilize the entire physical throughput capacity.  This is especially true where, as 
here, there are alternatives to using LAX (i.e., ability to select from several other major commercial 
airports in the Los Angeles region) and where, as here, there are specific points in the overall airport 
system that may potentially cause unnecessary delay (e.g., the limited curbside facilities in the No 
Action/No Project Alternative and the limited gate facilities in Alternative D.)  Assuming the market will 
make adjustments to utilize the entire physical throughput capacity is even more unreliable considering 
that the adjustments airlines and airport users would have to make are generally undesirable (such as 
scheduling flights evenly throughout all 24 hours of the day).   

The comment and the underlying study by the commentor’s consultant, Professor Adib Kanafani - 
Comments 2003 LAX Master Plan Addendum & Supplement to the DEIS/EIR, November 2003 (referred 
to henceforth as the "November 2003 Report"), would consider an isolated component (e.g., gates) and 
attempt to calculate the maximum number of airplanes and passengers that could theoretically use 
those gates at any given time, thereby determining their supposed physical throughput capacity.  

In contrast, the FAA evaluates the projected flights and passengers who will use those gates during a 
similar period of time while also concurrently taking into account how those gates relate to the rest of 
the airport facilities and what sort of ensuing delay to airlines and passengers will likely come about until 
the delay factor reaches "unacceptable" levels.  Obviously, if the remainder of the airport and the effects 
of unacceptable delay are disregarded, as is the case in the approach recommended by the November 
2003 Report, the resulting "physical throughput capacity" number calculated for LAX will likely be 
substantially greater than the FAA’s practical capacity figure.  In FAA’s opinion, however, the November 
2003 Report's figure, on which the commentor relies, will likely bear substantially less correlation to the 
likely actual future activity levels at LAX, because the method set forth in the November 2003 Report 
fails to appropriately take into account the critical factors of the design of the remainder of the airport 
and the likely market response to unacceptable delay. 

The comment attempts to oversimplify the relationship between market demand and airport capacity by 
alleging that market-based assumptions within the Final EIS are "not consistent with an analysis of the 
actual physical capacity of Alternative D, and the Final EIS does not provide an adequate explanation or 
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support for its market assumptions."  As described in Section 2.3, Consequences of Not Improving LAX, 
in Part I of the Final EIS, air service and activity at any airport both influences and is influenced by the 
behavior of airport users, and where and how airlines provide service.  A key element of that dynamic is 
the degree to which delay, resulting from constraints and inefficiencies in airport system facilities and 
operations, is either acceptable or unacceptable to airport users and airlines.   

In the November 2003 Report, presented in Comments SAL00015-312 through SAL00015-333 in Part 
II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS, the commentor's consultant puts forth his analysis of the capacity 
characteristics of various facilities and systems at LAX under the No Action/No Project Alternative, 
Alternative C, and Alternative D.  In many instances, the commentor’s consultant questions and 
challenges the factors and calculations presented in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum and the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, and simply offers his own rival sets of factors and numbers to arrive at 
different conclusions regarding the physical capacity of that particular facility or system.  At best, the 
commentor’s consultant’s rival figures represent simply a disagreement among experts as to the 
appropriate specific factors or numbers to be taken into consideration.  Beyond this, however, the 
commentor’s consultant’s analysis is presented as an overall methodology for determining airport 
capacity that is supposedly preferable to the FAA’s methodology.  However, the commentor's 
consultant’s methodology is brought into question by its own inconsistency, as it focuses only on the 
physical throughput capacity of certain individual components of the airport system, while, without 
explanation, it otherwise accepts market forces for other individual components and the remainder of 
the airport system.  The commentor’s consultant’s analysis never explains why market forces should be 
applicable to most of the airport system but should be disregarded in calculating the throughput capacity 
of certain other isolated system components.  By contrast, the FAA's methodology views the airport as a 
complex system as a whole, which is subject to market forces arising from delays caused at any of 
various key points within the system.  

Airport planning, operation, and improvements occur within the context of market demand, as it 
currently exists and is projected to occur in the future.  Relative to LAX, this is reflected in Chapter 3, 
Forecasts of Aviation Demand (February 1996), and associated technical appendices within the Draft 
Master Plan.  The information there provides the basis for the detailed breakdown of Design Day 
Operations by passengers, cargo, and general aviation and military, as well as fleet mix by category, 
flight schedules, and ultimately gate assignments.  All of this information reflects market demand at 
LAX.  Chapter V, Concept Development, of the Draft LAX Master Plan and Chapter 3, Alternative D 
Constrained Activity, of the Final LAX Master Plan provides an analysis of future activity levels and 
characteristics of constrained scenarios, whereby the future improvements planned for LAX do not fully 
accommodate the projected (unconstrained) demand.  The constrained activity analysis reflects the fact 
that airport users and airlines react to excessive delay by choosing other options (i.e., a certain amount 
of the demand projected for LAX would go elsewhere, consequently resulting in a lower activity level).   

As described in greater detail below, the SIMMOD simulation model is used to simulate airfield 
operating characteristics and delays, as can be used to evaluate and refine airport improvements.  The 
commentor's two claims that market-based assumptions within the Final EIS are not consistent with an 
analysis of the actual physical capacity of Alternative D, and the Final EIS does not provide an 
adequate explanation or support for its market assumptions, miss the basic point.  The entire Master 
Plan process is based on the market demand projected for LAX, and how the market is likely to respond 
to the future operational characteristics of LAX (i.e., practical capacity).  It is not simply based on a list 
of market assumptions matched against calculations of physical capacity, with no regard for delay. 

The commentor repeatedly generalizes that, in its view, the FAA's activity forecast relies on 
"unsupported" market assumptions.  However, the commentor never identifies what specific market 
assumptions it finds to be inadequately documented and supported.  Lacking this, FAA assumes that 
the commentor questions the basic assumption that, at a certain level of delay and inconvenience, 
airlines and airport users will react by directing their service/patronage to a new airport.  In fact, this 
basic assumption is well documented and supported.  For example, in March 2001, Southwest Airlines 
ceased operations at San Francisco International Airport and concentrated all of its San Francisco Bay 
Area service at Oakland and San Jose Airports (Los Angeles Times, Southwest’s SFO Departure A 
Sign of the Not-on-Times, Christopher Reynolds, February 11, 2001).  High delay rates, limited gates 
and a generally unreliable schedule caused by airport congestion and foggy weather led company 
officials to shift the carrier’s operation to less congested regional airports.  It is this type of market 
reaction that FAA’s analysis of passenger activity takes into account.  To the extent that the commentor 
intends to refer to other market assumptions, FAA is unable to substantively respond due to lack of 
specificity of the comment. 
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B. Widespread Use and Acceptance of the FAA’s Methodology, Including the SIMMOD Model, as a 
Tool for Projecting the Practical Capacity of Airports 

In the Final EIS, and throughout the joint NEPA and CEQA process, the FAA and LAWA have utilized 
well-accepted and rational methodologies to establish the practical capacity for LAX, under each of the 
build alternatives and the No Action/No Project Alternative.  These methodologies predict the 
anticipated future use of the airport for each alternative based on agency and industry experience, as 
well as rational principles.  A primary tool in determining the practical capacity of each of the LAX 
Master Plan alternatives is FAA’s computer model known as SIMMOD.  SIMMOD, FAA’s Airport and 
Airspace Simulation Model, is a comprehensive planning tool for airport designers and managers, air 
traffic planners, and airline operations analysts.  The SIMMOD analysis defines airside performance in 
terms of aircraft taxi time, delay, and throughput, and was used to assess the relative performance of 
the different Master Plan alternatives in terms of capacity and delay.   

For the Final EIS analysis, the SIMMOD model was originally calibrated as part of the Master Plan’s 
analysis of existing conditions during the 1994 baseline year to assure that it could accurately replicate 
operating conditions at LAX and produce accurate measures of future performance.  The SIMMOD 
model was later recalibrated as the Master Plan baseline year was updated to 1996, and then 
recalibrated once again when a detailed comparison year analysis was undertaken for the year 2000. 

After the SIMMOD model was calibrated, it was then used to calculate an estimate of future aircraft 
operations for each alternative at an acceptable level of delay.  The physical limitations of each 
alternative (e.g., available gates and number of runways) were factored into the model, which was used 
to analyze numerous combinations of aircraft/gate/taxiway/runway combinations.  To provide the most 
realistic data, the analysis also factored in other relevant assumptions that affect airport capacity at 
LAX.  These assumptions included, among other features, primary runway operating configurations, 
applicable noise abatement procedures, airspace operating assumptions, and airfield operating 
assumptions.  

The SIMMOD model was used to analyze design day flight schedules for Alternative D for the years 
2005, 2008, 2013, and 2015 to aid in the evaluation of each alternative and to provide input for the 
analysis of reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts.  The design day aircraft operations profiles 
associated with Alternative D are presented in Appendix F of the Final LAX Master Plan.  Appendix F 
depicts operations profiles by aircraft type, by fix (i.e., a "fix" is a navigation point in the airspace around 
LAX over which arriving and departing aircraft are routed by air traffic control depending on the flight's 
origin or destination), and by user group for Alternative D for 2005, 2008, and 2015 (operational profiles 
are not shown for 2013 because a 2013 activity level was identified solely for the purpose of the air 
quality analysis and was conservatively assumed to be equivalent to 2015).   

Passenger activity profiles for Alternative D are also presented in Appendix F of the Final LAX Master 
Plan.  The number of passengers on each flight was determined using the load factor and aircraft size 
assumptions presented in Chapter 3 of the Final LAX Master Plan.  The tables in Appendix F of the 
Final LAX Master Plan set forth the number of originating, terminating, and connecting passengers by 
terminal by hour for 2005, 2008, 2013, and 2015.  See also page 4 of Appendix S-E, Supplemental Air 
Quality Impact Analysis, of the Final EIS, and Appendix E, Alternative D Airside Analysis, of the Final 
LAX Master Plan. 

The analysis provided by the SIMMOD model is the same type of analysis and methodology used by 
FAA and major airports for assessing demand/capacity relationships and for estimating existing and 
future delay.  These same methodologies are also commonly used by both government and industry to 
plan for future airport facility requirements.  For example, the SIMMOD model was used in forecasting 
practical capacity in the following airport improvement projects: 

- FAA Record of Decision for Proposed 9,000-Foot Fifth Runway and Associated Projects, Hartsfield 
Atlanta International Airport, Fulton and Clayton Counties, Georgia, September 27, 2001, 
http://www.faa.gov/ARP/environmental/5054a/RODatl01.htm (SIMMOD used to analyze maximum 
arrival and departure delay relief resulting from new independent parallel runway);  

- FAA Record of Decision for Proposed Replacement Runway, Runway Extension and Associated 
Development at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport, Cleveland, Ohio, November, 2000, 
http://www.faa.gov/arp/app600/5054a/CLEROD.pdf (SIMMOD used to forecast peak period capacity 
over fifteen-year planning period);  
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- FAA Record of Decision for Proposed New Parallel Runway and Associated Work at Miami 
International Airport Miami-Dade County, Florida, December 1998, http://www.faa.gov/arp/app600/ 
5054a/rodmia.doc (SIMMOD used to analyze peak capacity with acceptable level of delay for proposed 
commuter runway); 

- FAA Record of Decision, Lambert- St. Louis International Airport, September 30, 1998, 
http://www.faa.gov/arp/ace/stl/stl.htm (SIMMOD used to analyze capacity and delay). 

Moreover, the validity of FAA/LAWA’s practical capacity analysis is corroborated by comments provided 
by the airline industry.  For example, the Los Angeles Airlines Airport Affairs Committee (AAAC) 
represents more than 80 airlines serving LAX and the Air Transport Association of America, Inc. (ATA) 
is the primary trade association of the U.S. scheduled airline industry, representing 23 airlines, including 
all major domestic passenger and cargo air carriers.  In joint comments on the Draft LAX Master Plan 
Addendum and the Supplement to the Draft EIR/EIS, the AAAC and the ATA commented specifically on 
the capacity of Alternative D.  The AAAC and ATA acknowledged that, rather than meeting the 
projected increase in demand for air travel at LAX in 2015 (98 MAP), the LAX Master Plan "incorporates 
infrastructure bottlenecks intended to constrain capacity to levels commensurate with the ’no-build’ 
alternative.  Those constraints will cause capacity to fall short of local demand at LAX by 20 million 
annual passengers by 2015."  (See Comment SPC00298-30 in Part II-Volume 11 of the Final EIS). 

Having considered the commentor’s position and after reviewing the analysis in support of the Master 
Plan and the Final EIS, it is FAA’s position that the issue of capacity has been adequately addressed.  
There are different ways to approach the issue of capacity analysis.  Simply because a commentor 
offers an approach that differs from the one chosen by the FAA, by no means invalidates the FAA’s 
analysis.  The FAA has determined that for the purposes of the required analysis, the methodology 
selected was both adequate and appropriate for providing the FAA with the information needed to 
evaluate the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of the proposed project. 

Finally, with respect to the main text of the comment, FAA disagrees with the comment that the analysis 
of impacts based on the activity forecast for Alternative D can be valid only if FAA provides "adequate 
assurances" that the forecasted activity level will not be exceeded.  NEPA requires Federal agencies to 
take a hard look at reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts.  Here, the forecast activity levels 
generated for each of the alternatives was based on widely accepted principles and methodology 
considered appropriate by FAA.  These forecasted activity levels provide a reasonable basis upon 
which to analyze the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of the alternatives.  NEPA does not 
require more. 

FAA notes, however, that at the local level, the City intends to keep a close watch on the actual 
passenger activity level at LAX.  The LAX Master Plan has numerous mechanisms in place to monitor 
the reasonableness of the 78.9 MAP projection as the 2015 activity level.  For example, the LAX 
Specific Plan requires the City to conduct further studies as it proceeds with several of the components 
of the overall plan.  Additionally, each LAX Master Plan specific project will have its own environmental 
study undertaken pursuant to CEQA.  These project-specific studies will evaluate, inter alia, the airport’s 
capacity in connection with that specific project, and will evaluate and provide appropriate further 
mitigation measures as needed.  Each of these anticipated subsequent studies to be undertaken as the 
LAX Master Plan Program is built out will provide data to validate the analysis contained in the LAX 
Master Plan and Final EIS, and opportunities for adjustment, should adjustments be necessary.  

C. Other Miscellaneous Criticisms by Commentor’s Consultant about the FAA’s 2015 Activity Level 
Forecast Are Also Erroneous 

In addition to the main points of the comment that are addressed above, there are several other 
erroneous statements in the comment. 

1. Inclusion of the Next Generation Aircraft in the FAA’s 2015 Projected Activity Level 

The comment states that the FAA "ignores the technological advances that are already occurring in the 
airport industry, relies upon outdated seating configurations, and assumes use of old aircraft in deriving 
its estimates."  To the contrary, the fleet mix forecast properly grows and adjusts the forecast as 
described in greater detail below.  Further, it includes the specific next generation Boeing 737 type 
aircraft referenced in the commentor’s consultant’s November 2003 Report in the table referenced in 
that report - Table IV-2.3, Commercial Passenger Design Day Fleet, of the Draft LAX Master Plan.   
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2.  Use of Appropriate Seating Capacity Estimates 

With respect to the specific aspect of seating capacity, the following table shows a comparison between 
the high and low seat configurations used for the LAX Master Plan analysis and those suggested by the 
commentor’s consultant in its November 2003 Report.  The total number of seats reported in that report 
varies both up and down from the number reported for each aircraft type and for each airline by the 
industry standard, the Official Airline Guide (OAG), and the airlines themselves.  Further, when totaled 
and weighted by the number of design day operations, the November 2003 Report’s high and low 
ranges of total seats are likewise higher than those reported in the Final EIS because the latter relied on 
the seating configurations that it obtained from the OAG.  This discrepancy used in the November 2003 
Report causes both the "Low" and the "High" range used in the November 2003 Report to be higher 
than the seats by aircraft type reported by the OAG. 

 Comparison of LAX Master Plan Aircraft Seat Configurations to Commentor’s Consultant's Report

Master Plan 
Seat Range  

Commentor 
Seat Range Seat Range Comparison    

Design Day 
Added Seats 

Aircraft 
Type  Low  High  Low  High 

Low Range
Difference 

High Range
Difference  

Design Day  
Passenger Operations  

Low
Range

High
Range

F100  98 98 98 98 0 0 4 - -
A-300  270 285 275 280 5 -5 5 25 (25)
A-310  220 237 220 240 0 3 14 - 42
A-319  120 120 120 124 0 4 3 - 12
A-320  144 150 144 150 0 0 50 - -
A-330  300 335 300 300 0 -35 21 - (735)
A-340  303 335 303 380 0 45 19 - 855
737-300  118 134 128 130 10 -4 163 1,630 (652)
737-400  138 146 138 146 0 0 52 - -
737-500  102 110 102 115 0 5 45 - 225
737-700  118 134 120 135 2 1 16 32 16
737S  102 110 105 110 3 0 22 66 -
747-400  390 436 390 410 0 -26 122 - (3,172)
747  260 410 366 416 106 6 9 954 54
74M  234 234 234 416 0 182 17 - 3,094
74X  600 600 600 600 0 0 27 - -
757  185 188 185 220 0 32 386 - 12,352
767-300  220 240 220 250 0 10 73 - 730
767  172 203 181 226 9 23 72 648 1,656
777  305 375 305 360 0 -15 55 - (825)
AB3  270 285 280 280 10 -5 110 1,100 (550)
DC-10  260 310 280 275 20 -35 - - -
MD-11  284 375 285 300 1 -75 95 95 (7,125)
MD-80  142 147 143 150 1 3 76 76 228
MD-87  125 125 125 140 0 15 2 - 30
MD-90  150 150 150 150 0 0 34 - -
MD-95  104 104 104 153 0 49 34 - 1,666
ATR-72  68 68 64 68 -4 0 25 (100) -
ATR-42  46 46 46 46 0 0 53 - -
BE1  19 19 19 19 0 0 38 - -
C50  50 50 50 50 0 0 47 - -
C70  70 70 70 75 0 5 5 - 25
CNA  0 0 43 - -
DS-7  48 48 48 50 0 2 63 - 126
EM2  30 30 30 40 0 10 22 - 220
EMB  50 50 50 50 0 0 31 - -
F50  50 50 50 50 0 0 20 - -
F70  70 70 70 70 0 0 8 - -
J31  19 19 19 19 0 0 43 - -
S20  50 50 50 50 0 0 34 - -
S36  36 36 36 36 0 0 6 - -
SF3  34 34 34 34 0 0 36 - -
SWM  19 19 19 19 0 0 58 - -

Sum of Difference 163 195 2,058 4,526 8,247

The fleet mix forecast prepared for the Draft LAX Master Plan (Chapter IV, starting at page IV-2.9) was 
developed using the current fleet at the time it was prepared and projected significant changes in the 
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fleet through 2015.  In particular, the fleet mix forecast reported seat capacities by aircraft type; 
however, it also projected a significant growth in seats per departure over the forecast period.  As 
documented in the Forecasts of Aviation Demand (Chapter III, Section 10, page III-10.3, of the Draft 
LAX Master Plan), the "forecast envisions a net 25 percent increase in aircraft lift efficiency over the 
forecast period, which will primarily be achieved through an increase in the average number of seats 
per aircraft departure."  The forecast goes on to state, "[t]he net increase in seats reflects the 
replacement of older small jets with newer large jet aircraft and the requirement for increase in aircraft 
gauge (average seats per departure) to balance passenger demand with capacity limitations in 
congested West Coast markets." 

3. Use of Appropriate Annual Passenger Ratios 

To further compound the aircraft seating errors described above, the November 2003 Report prepared 
by the commentor’s consultant asserts on page 2 of Appendix A under "5.  Seasonal Patterns" that 
"current and recent historic" ratios of design day to annual passenger factors (i.e., annual passenger 
ratio) allegedly have been consistently around 310.  The report then goes on to vary these factors 
between 300 and 320 in various multiplication tables in Appendix A of the November 2003 Report.  In 
reality, this ratio does vary given a whole range of year-to-year and seasonal traffic variations.  In 
particular, the annual growth rate for total annual passengers is often higher or lower than the 
corresponding year’s August activity.  In recent years the average for this factor has been as low as 
295.  (It was even lower in 2001 at 276, but this was due to the very low levels of activity in the fourth 
quarter of that year.)   

The indication of incorrect use of the annual passenger ratio by the commentor’s consultant’s 
November 2003 Report is revealed on the same page (page 2 of Appendix A under "5.  Seasonal 
Patterns").  It states, "The implication of the [Master Plan] Addendum’s assumption that the capacity 
constraint will cause traffic peaks to spread rather than accentuate is that these factors should rise and 
not decline."  The LAX Master Plan’s gate capacity constraint on "peak" activity to which the 
commentor’s consultant refers comes in the design day on an hour-by-hour basis; it is not included 
within the LAX market’s month-to-month seasonal peaks, as reflected by the annual passenger ratio 
(See page 3-65, forth bullet under "Air Service Changes" in Part I of the Final EIS). 

As fully explained in the LAX Master Plan and acknowledged by the commentor’s consultant, the use of 
the annual passenger ratio of 300 is made up of weighted averages for each segment of the market 
(i.e., domestic, commuters, Hawaii and international).  This is a consistent planning factor to ensure that 
facilities are properly sized to handle seasonal peaks of activity that take place regularly throughout 
each year.   

4. The No Action/No Project Alternative’s Practical Capacity 

Lastly, Footnote 3 in the comment states that the FAA previously estimated the current capacity of LAX 
as 78 MAP, and not until release of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR did the FAA place the current 
capacity at 78.9.  That statement is wrong.  The three iterations of Chapter 3, Alternatives, that appear 
in the Draft EIS/EIR, the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, and the Final EIR, as well as Section A.1.4, 
Summary Description of Alternatives, in Volume A of the Final EIS, have all consistently identified the 
2015 MAP level for LAX under the No Action/No Project Alternative, based on the current practical 
capacity, to be approximately 78.7 MAP.  With the exception of the Draft EIS/EIR (which did not include 
Alternative D), all of the documents noted above have consistently indicated that 78.9 MAP is the 2015 
activity level associated with Alternative D, based on the practical capacity associated with the totality of 
the improvements proposed in Master Plan Alternative D.  At no time has the FAA indicated the current 
capacity of LAX to be 78 MAP or 78.9 MAP. 

FAL00003-3 

Comment:

Many capacity-enhancing actions have already begun at LAX.  These projects are improperly 
segmented from the Master Plan analysis.  For example, the airport is proceeding with changes to the 
Terminal 2 baggage claim facilities and Tom Bradley International Terminal ("TBIT").  In fact, at its 
January 25, 2005 meeting, LAWA's Board of Airport Commissioners voted to approve the TBIT project 
and adopt the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration prepared for it.  As detailed in comment letters that 
we previously submitted on behalf of El Segundo regarding the TBIT and Terminal 2 projects, 
characterizing these projects as separate from the Master Plan process is misleading and inaccurate.  
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See letters dated June 22, 2004 and July 30, 2004 attached hereto as Exhibits C and D.  These 
projects, which themselves will have significant impacts, must be analyzed as elements of the larger 
Master Plan process, and their capacity-enhancing character must be acknowledged and evaluated. 

Response: 
This comment pertains to information included in earlier environmental documents prepared by LAWA 
pursuant to CEQA for projects unrelated to the Master Plan.  FAA did not take part in the local decisions 
or environmental review related to the Tom Bradley International Terminal (TBIT) improvements or the 
Terminal 2 baggage claim facilities.  Nor did FAA have any approval authority or federal action with 
respect to these improvements.  Thus, they are not subject to NEPA.  Please contact LAWA with 
questions regarding these local decisions.  Please see Response to Comment AL00033-54 in Part II-
Volume 3 of the Final EIS regarding improvements to Tom Bradley International Terminal (TBIT) under 
the No Action/No Project Alternative that are independent of the LAX Master Plan.  In addition, please 
see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No Action/No Project 
Alternative Assumptions.  The improvements referred to in the comment are intended to modernize the 
terminal facility and are not capacity-enhancing. 

Since these improvements do not require NEPA review, they therefore cannot be improperly segmented 
from the existing NEPA analysis for the Master Plan improvements. 

FAL00003-4 

Comment:

The FAA simply used LAWA's inadequate documentation without revision, and in doing so neglected to 
use the release of the FEIS as an opportunity to address the failures of its previously released 
documents.  Unfortunately, the First Addendum continues the previous pattern of making bold 
assertions regarding capacity limitations without offering any evidence to support such claims.5  For 
example, it specifically states that Alternative D offers the distinct environmental advantage over 
Alternatives A, B and C of limiting capacity to a level equivalent to the No Action/No Project ("NA/NP") 
Alternative.  First Addendum at 5-2.  However, it provides no means to enforce this assertion, and as El 
Segundo has demonstrated, the actual capacity of LAX under Alternative D would be about 90 MAP.  
The environmental documents fail to analyze the impacts of Alternative D because they erroneously 
assume an artificially low level of operations, far lower than the airport would actually be able to serve if 
this Plan is implemented. 

5 As previously noted, the FAA expressly incorporates the First, Second and Third Addenda to the Final 
EIR into the FEIS.  These Addenda are discussed in greater detail below.  We discuss the First 
Addendum in this section, however, because it raises capacity-related issues. 

Response: 
Please refer to Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding the comparative capacity of Alternative D 
and the No Action/No Project Alternative and other Master Plan issues raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-5 

Comment:

The First Addendum does refer to the addition of a proposed new "re-study" requirement relating to 
capacity.  It states that a "Specific Plan Amendment Study to address security benefits, traffic, and 
aviation activity" will occur when, inter alia, "the annual aviation activity analysis forecasts that annual 
passengers are anticipated to exceed 78.9 million."  First Addendum at 3-2.  Yet it provides no details 
about the nature or scope of such a study, nor does it suggest that any consequences will result from it.  
In addition, by making a predicted exceedance of 78.9 MAP a trigger for this study, the First Addendum 
appears to implicitly acknowledge the likelihood of such an occurrence. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment. 
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While FAA can only speculate as to the intentions of the Los Angeles City Council with respect to its 
decision to include a Specific Plan Amendment Study in the LAX Specific Plan, it appears that the local 
decision makers were attempting to respond to local comment regarding concerns that capacity may 
exceed levels forecasted and disclosed in the Final EIR.  While FAA and LAWA have documented the 
reasons that the forecast levels disclosed in the Final EIS are reasonable, a number of public 
comments, such as this one, have expressed doubt about the accuracy of the capacity evaluation of the 
Master Plan documents.  Notwithstanding that it is not within FAA's role or purview to delineate details 
about the nature or scope of such a study, or the consequences of the study, the title and description of 
this provision of the Los Angeles International Airport Specific Plan (see Section 7.H.) would seem to 
suggest that the Specific Plan governing the overall implementation of the LAX Master Plan would be 
revised as necessary to update the development plan in light of any material changes in the specified 
assumptions.  As a long-term development plan, this provision of the Specific Plan would appear to 
provide a regulatory mechanism for "mid-course corrections" in the implementation of the Master Plan, 
as necessary and appropriate based on how certain assumptions materialize over the course of time.  
While FAA approves an ALP based on a sponsor's Master Plan proposal after appropriate 
environmental review, FAA's approval of the ALP does not require the sponsor to build the entire 
development depicted on the approved ALP.  FAA commends the local jurisdiction for being responsive 
to public comment and concern by indicating its intention to provide continuing review and disclosure of 
capacity at LAX.  Far from an implicit acknowledgement that the City Council views exceedance of the 
forecast levels to be a likely event, it appears that the City Council has taken proactive steps to 
reassure the public of its commitment to the capacity constraints created by the design characteristics 
of Alternative D. 

FAL00003-6 

Comment:

Nor did the FAA use the opportunity of release of the FEIS to correct the analytical errors of and fill in 
the blanks left by the previous environmental review documents.  Like all of the earlier documents 
released by the FAA, the FEIS makes broad assertions about Alternative D's capacity without 
supporting these assumptions with any, let alone sound, data.  See e.g., FEIS at A.1-21.  Moreover, the 
FAA's identification of Alternative D as both the environmentally and staff preferred alternative is 
premised on the alleged 78.9 MAP capacity of that alternative.  The FAA identifies Alternative D as both 
the environmentally and staff preferred alternative based on claims of lower impacts from Alternative D 
than Alternatives A, B and C, and in some respects, the NA/NP Alternative.  Yet these claims take for 
granted the unsupported assumption of a 78.9 MAP capacity.  See FEIS at A.3-1 to 3-2.  The lack of 
basis for these capacity claims, then, undermines the entire reasoning for selecting Alternative D as 
either the environmentally superior, or staff preferred, alternative. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  The FAA selected Alternative D as the environmentally preferable alternative because 
it results in more favorable environmental conditions, in many respects, than the No Action/No Project 
Alternative.  FAA selected Alternative D as the preferred alternative because it was able to satisfy the 
purpose and need for the project, respond to public concerns regarding a regional airport solution to 
capacity in Southern California, while resulting in the least adverse environmental impacts. 

FAL00003-7 

Comment:

Further, none of the documents published by the FAA discusses the capacity of Alternative D as 
currently proposed (i.e., as modified by the Specific Plan, which made significant amendments to the 
Master Plan after the formulation of Alternative D) (see below for further discussion on the inconsistency 
between the Master Plan Project as analyzed and as approved).  The capacity of Alternative D as 
modified by the Specific Plan may very well, because of the proposed phasing of airport improvements, 
exceed that of the original Alternative D.  A competent capacity analysis must be completed and 
disclosed to the public and decision-makers before the Master Plan can be approved by the FAA. 
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Response: 
On December 7, 2004, the Los Angeles City Council approved Alternative D for implementation.  In 
doing so, the City Council approved the alternative in its entirety.  As part of this approval, the City 
Council adopted the LAX Specific Plan, which approval included a restudy process that will be 
undertaken as individual components of the overall plan are implemented.  In addition, as required by 
the LAX Specific Plan, as specific projects are considered and approved, additional CEQA 
environmental review will be required.  No part of the City Council’s action in approving Alternative D, or 
the LAX Specific Plan, changes the existing capacity analysis of the Final EIS.  The FAA evaluated 
Alternative D as proposed, in its entirety. 

Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment. 

FAL00003-8 

Comment:

II. The FEIS Fails to Adequately Respond to Comments on Traffic, Air and Other Important 
Environmental Issues. 

NEPA is intended to facilitate public participation in environmental decision- making.  To that end, the 
NEPA regulations require the agency preparing an EIS to "[r]equest comments from the public, 
affirmatively soliciting comments from those persons or organizations who may be interested or 
affected."  40 C.F.R. § 1503.1(a)(4).6  The NEPA regulations also require the agency to "assess[,] 
consider ... and respond" to these comments.  40 C.F.R. § 1503.4(a).  A final EIS must include and 
respond to all comments received on the draft EIS.  Id. 

The FEIS does not satisfy NEPA's mandate to provide meaningful responses to public comments.  We 
submitted extensive comments on behalf of El Segundo on the Draft EIS/EIR in September 2001 and 
the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR in November 2003.  These comments detailed the failure of the 
environmental review documents to address significant environmental impacts.  The FAA's responses 
to comments do not adequately respond to the concerns raised by El Segundo.  The FEIS perpetuates 
the failings of the Draft EIS/EIR and seeks to defend the assertions and conclusions of the prior 
documents, rather than providing meaningful public disclosures of impacts. 

6 The NEPA regulations, issued by mandate by the Council on Environmental Quality, are binding on all 
federal agencies, except when compliance with them would be inconsistent with other federal laws.  40 
C.F.R. § 1500.3.  Further, "[t]he provisions of [NEPA] and of ... [the] regulations must be read together 
as a whole in order to comply with the spirit and letter of the law."  Id. Accordingly, the NEPA regulations 
are treated as mandatory throughout this letter. 

Response: 
Part II of the Final EIS, as supplemented by Appendix AD-A of the September 2004 Addendum to the 
Final EIR, includes responses to all comments received on the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the 
Draft EIS/EIR.  The comment contains only a general statement that responses to comments on the 
Draft EIS and Supplement to the Draft EIS did not adequately respond to the commentor's concerns.  
Due to a lack of specificity, FAA is unable to provide a substantive response to this comment.  FAA took 
very seriously its mandate to provide meaningful responses to public comments.  Responses to over 
19,000 discrete comments were prepared.  The comments and responses fill eleven volumes, and a 
total of 7,315 pages.  Comments and responses to the two letters received from Shute, Mihaly & 
Weinberger LLP (AL00033 [Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS] and SAL00015 [Part II-Volume 10 of the 
Final EIS]) alone total 479 pages.  The responses provide technical information and clarification 
pertaining to substantive issues raised in the comments. 

FAL00003-9 

Comment:

For example, the FAA fails to respond to the extensive comments previously submitted by air quality 
experts, Dr. J. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless, on behalf of El Segundo.  Those expert comments set 
forth the failure of the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR to adequately analyze the air 
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quality effects of all four of the build alternatives.  The FEIS includes a fragmented and incomplete 
presentation of air quality information that obscures public review.  The FAA continues to neglect to 
analyze PM2.5 impacts, and utilizes flawed emissions standards in its air quality discussion.  These 
analytical defects in the FAA's environmental documents result in vast underestimations of air quality 
impacts.  They also result in a failure by the FAA to propose adequate mitigation measures for the 
significant air quality impacts.  For further discussion on the failure of the FEIS to analyze air quality 
impacts, see Exhibit E (November 2004 report by J. Phyllis Fox, Ph.D., P.E., DEE, QEP, REA I/ll and 
Petra Pless, D.Env.)7. 

7 This report was prepared after the release of the Final EIR in April 2004 and First Addendum to the 
Final EIR in September 2004. Though the report refers to the Final EIR and the First Addendum to the 
Final EIR, it is equally applicable to the FEIS, as both the Final EIR and the First Addendum have been 
explicitly adopted by the FAA as part of the FEIS. 

Response: 
The comment expresses an opinion regarding the adequacy of the Final EIS.  FAA has determined the 
Final EIS was prepared in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, as 
amended, CEQ Guidance regarding NEPA (40 CFR Part 1500), and the FAA Orders 1050.1E and 
5050.4A.  

The Final EIS contains a detailed and thorough air quality impact analysis of the project operational and 
construction sources.  Air pollutant emissions and concentrations were developed for all aspects of the 
project, as presented in Volume A; Section 4.6 (Air Quality); Appendices G, S-E, and F-B; and 
Technical Reports 4 and S-4 of the Final EIS, as well as in the Final General Conformity Determination. 

With regard to PM2.5, FAA contacted the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) in 
December 2003 to determine if a PM2.5 analysis would be required or expected in the Master Plan EIS.  
The SCAQMD indicated that a PM2.5 analysis was not necessary for the LAX Master Plan EIS, noting 
that among other issues, the SCAQMD had not yet developed significance thresholds nor developed 
emission calculation methodologies for PM2.5.  However, in March 2004, the SCAQMD did indicate that 
analysis of PM2.5 would be expected for the project-level CEQA documents that will be prepared as the 
individual projects implementing the Master Plan are developed.  Please see Responses to Comments 
FAL00001-27 and FAL00001-28 regarding PM2.5.  In addition, PM2.5 is addressed in Responses to 
Comments AL00033-329 in Part II, Volume 3, and PC02585-9 in Part II, Volume 8 of the Final EIS. 

Lacking sufficient specificity in the comment to be certain, it is assumed that in the statement "The FAA 
continues to neglect to analyze PM2.5 impacts, and utilizes flawed emissions standards in its air quality 
discussion," the commentor is referencing the ambient air quality standards, which are concentrations.  
The Final EIS did not use flawed ambient air quality standards.  Section 4.6, Air Quality, Table F4.6-3 
presents the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and California Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (CAAQS) in effect at the time the Final EIS was completed.  This table includes the more 
recent 8-hour ozone NAAQS, 24-hour and annual PM2.5 NAAQS, annual PM2.5 CAAQS, and annual 
PM10 CAAQS.  Please also see Response to Comment SAL00015-244 in Part II, Volume 10 of the 
Final EIS. 

With regard to mitigation measures, the FAA has completed an extensive assessment of potential 
mitigation measures and selected those with potential air quality benefits to the project.  The Mitigation 
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) lists the selected measures, and the individual measure 
implementation plans will provide the basis for ensuring compliance with the MMRP.  FAA’s intent has 
been to require all feasible mitigation measures that can be imposed consistent with 49 U.S.C. 
§47106(c)(1)(B).  Please also see Responses to Comments AL00033-323 through 325, AL00033-333 
through 337, AL00033-350, SAL00015-254 through 262, SAL00015-264 through 265, SAL00015-267 
through 279, SAL00015-281, and SAL00015-289 in Part II, Volumes 3 and 10 of the Final EIS regarding 
mitigation measures for air quality and health risk. 

Finally, please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-100 through FAL00003-139 regarding 
comments raised by Dr. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless on the Final EIS air quality impact analysis and 
health risk assessment on behalf of the City of El Segundo.  In addition, see Responses to Comments 
AL00033-140, AL00033-141 and AL00033-311 through AL00033-350 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final 
EIS address comments raised by Dr. Phyllis Fox on the Draft EIS/EIR air quality impact analysis and 
health risk assessment; and Responses to Comments SAL00015-55 through SAL00015-65 and 
SAL00015-235 through SAL00015-289 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS address comments raised 
by Dr. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless on the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR air quality and human 
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health and safety impact analysis.  Please refer to the Final Clean Air Act General Conformity 
Determination in Appendix A-2a of Volume A of the Final EIS as well as Responses to Comments 
FAL00001-5 and FAL00001-37 regarding general conformity with the Clean Air Act. 

FAL00003-10 

Comment:

Similarly, the responses to El Segundo's expert analysis regarding the traffic impacts of the Master Plan 
Project seek to defend the FAA's faulty methodology. They fail to provide the necessary explanations, 
technical support, and documentation for the FAA's unsupported and self-serving assumptions and 
projections regarding future traffic. As with the FAA's "market" assumptions on capacity, its traffic 
modeling makes assumptions without providing any factual support. For example, the assumptions 
regarding the number of trips generated by the LAX Northside development are completely unsupported 
by land use projections. In addition, the FAA traffic modeling assigns to the freeway a number of car 
trips exceeding the freeway's capacity; in doing so it ignores the likelihood that cars will divert to surface 
streets, and ignores the impacts of those cars on the surface streets. The FEIS states that Alternative D 
will affect freeway segments, yet the FAA has failed to conduct any analysis on the freeway mainlines 
and interchanges, thus failing to disclose significant impacts and neglecting to address the need to 
design and implement effective traffic mitigation measures. Finally, the FAA documents fail to include 
any analysis of the impacts - and necessary mitigation measures - that would be associated with each 
phase or component of Alternative D. This is particularly important in light of revisions to Alternative D 
that eliminate the GTC and other Master Plan Project elements that were assumed in the FAA's traffic 
analysis. The FAA has provided no traffic analysis of the tens of thousands of airport trips that would be 
rerouted away from the proposed GTC, back to the Central Terminal Area. These and other 
fundamental analytical flaws are detailed in Exhibit F, attached (November 2004 analysis of Tom 
Brohard, PE.).8  The FAA's traffic analysis remains inadequate under NEPA. 

8 This report was prepared after the release of the Final EIR in April 2004 and First Addendum to the 
Final EIR in September 2004. Though the report refers to the Final EIR and the First Addendum to the 
Final EIR, it is equally applicable to the FEIS, as both the Final EIR and the First Addendum have been 
explicitly adopted by the FAA as part of the FEIS. 

Response: 
The comment questions the analysis in the Final EIS related to traffic impacts associated with LAX 
Northside.  As an initial matter, it is important to note that the FAA has not approved LAX Northside in 
the Record of Decision.  In evaluating the environmental effects of LAX Northside under Alternative D, 
the Final EIS relies upon a mix of assumptions regarding the size and characteristics of this collateral 
development (see Response to Comment FAL00003-125).  While this general level of planning may be 
appropriate in a situation where only programmatic approval is requested, FAA’s approval of Alternative 
D is at the project level.  Lacking sufficient detail and consistent planning assumptions, FAA has 
concluded that a decision regarding LAX Northside is not appropriate at this time. 

Notwithstanding the above, the commentor has made several incorrect statements. 

Relative to the assumptions for the number of trips generated by LAX Northside, page 3-33 in Part I of 
the Final EIS provides a specific breakdown of the nature and amounts of uses allowed within LAX 
Northside under the No Action/No Project Alternative (i.e., development allowed within LAX Northside 
based on existing entitlements).  In the description of the uses for LAX Northside under Alternative D 
presented on page 3-81 in Part I of the Final EIS, it is stated that "The precise square footage and 
allocation of land uses associated with LAX Northside under Alternative D have not been identified, but 
would include a mix of office park, hotel, retail/restaurant, and research/development (R/D) business 
park uses, similar to the original LAX Northside Development."  Footnote 5 in Table F4.3.2-4, Peak 
Hour Trip Generation of LAX Master Plan Alternatives, states "Collateral trips include those from LAX 
Northside, with reduced trip cap under Alternative D that would limit total trip generation within LAX 
Northside to a level comparable to the total trip generation under Westchester Southside."  As such, the 
general types of land uses in LAX Northside under Alternative D can be ascertained and, inasmuch as 
the general types of uses allowed in LAX Northside are not dramatically different from those envisioned 
under Westchester Southside (i.e., office park, hotel, retail/restaurant, and research/development 
business park uses), order-of-magnitude amounts of various types of land uses for the purposes of the 
traffic analysis could be estimated based on information contained in the Final EIS.  It is important to 
note that the operative assumption for the traffic analysis of each alternative is the actual trip generation 
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number that is input for the traffic model - not land use projections.  As clearly indicated on page 3-81 of 
Part I of the Final EIS, the precise square footage and allocation of land uses associated with LAX 
Northside under Alternative D have not yet been determined; however, the reduction of the existing trip 
cap that specifically defines the maximum number of trips allowed in the AM peak hour and in the PM 
peak hour under Alternative D serves to substantiate the trip generation assumptions used for 
Alternative D.  Finally, as indicated in the LAX Specific Plan adopted by the City Council in December 
2004, more specifically, Section 12.c., Transportation Regulations, Project Trip Generation - LAX 
Northside Sub-Area Only, of the Specific Plan, the development of individual projects in LAX Northside 
under Alternative D will require trip generation estimates that account for all development within the 
subject area, and a comparison of the number of a.m. peak-hour trips and p.m. peak-hour trips to the 
trip cap established for Alternative D.  The trip generation estimates will be subject to the review and 
approval of the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation General Manager, and will be subject 
to later verification through actual trip counts during those peak hours. 

The LAX Ground Access Model has not ignored a diversion of trips to surface streets in excess of 
freeway capacity.  Just as it would be incorrect for transportation planning practices to assume that 
traffic would divert from an intersection operating over capacity (Level of Service F) until demand 
equaled capacity, it would be incorrect for transportation planning practices to assume that all trips 
above the capacity of the freeway will divert to surface streets.  Changing the LAX Ground Access 
Model to perform as the commentor suggests would create unrealistic shifts in traffic patterns not 
representative of real world conditions. 

The Congestion Management Program described in Section 6 of Technical Report S-2b of the Final EIS 
meets the requirements for analyzing the freeway mainline and interchanges.  Additional analysis on 
the freeway mainlines and interchanges is not required.  However, additional environmental 
documentation will be conducted during the Caltrans/FHWA review process for the proposed 
interchanges on the I-405 and I-105 freeways, which are traffic mitigations for Alternative D of the LAX 
Master Plan.  The traffic studies for these proposed interchanges will further analyze their effects on the 
operation of the freeway mainline and adjacent interchanges.   

The commentor incorrectly states that revisions to Alternative D would eliminate the GTC and other 
Master Plan Project elements that were assumed in the FAA's traffic analysis.  While certain project 
components will require further review by Los Angeles City Council, pursuant to the requirements of the 
LAX Specific Plan, it is the FAA's understanding that LAWA intends to build all of Alternative D.  The 
City Council’s approval did not defer or eliminate any Alternative D project components.  Therefore, 
there is no need to provide a traffic analysis for rerouting traffic from the GTC back to the Central 
Terminal Area. 

Please also see Responses to Comments FAL00003-144, FAL00003-151, FAL00003-152, and 
FAL00003-160 below. 

FAL00003-11 

Comment:

III. The FEIS Conformity Analysis Does Not Comply with the Clean Air Act. 

After carefully reviewing the Clean Air Act Final General Conformity Determination ("GCD") for LAX 
Proposed Master Plan Improvements, Alternative D, we have determined that the FAA has not cured 
the main flawed assumptions for its determination of conformity to the applicable State Implementation 
Plan ("SIP") that El Segundo identified in its February 6, 2004 letter on the Draft GCD and the 
attachments thereto. Therefore, as described below and in the technical report by Dr. J. Phyllis Fox and 
Dr. Petra Pless, attached hereto as Exhibit A, the Final GCD fails to comply with the requirements of 
section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7506(c) and Title 40 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 93, Subpart B. Moreover, as discussed below, had the FAA performed an adequate 
analysis, it could not have found Alternative D to conform to the applicable SIP. 

Response: 
Please see Responses to Comments FAL00001-5 and FAL00001-37 regarding the air quality 
conformity determination.  Also, please see Responses to El Segundo Comments I.B. and A.I.B.1.a. in 
Appendix C, Section 2.3 (pages C-9 and C-16) of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General 
Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS regarding development of the protocol used to 
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evaluate air quality conformity.  FAA has complied with the appropriate criteria and procedures under 
the general conformity requirements at 40 CFR 93 Subpart B. 

FAL00003-12 

Comment:

A. The NA/NP Alternative is Unreasonably Inflated 

Both the Draft and Final GCD include in their emissions estimate for the NA/NP Alternative, i.e. the 
baseline against which Alternative D is compared, projected emissions from the Northside and 
Continental City projects. Draft GCD 4-4, Final GCD 4-4. In fact, as El Segundo noted in its comments 
on the Draft GCD 4-4, these projects are likely never to be built, even if Alternative D is not approved, 
and are therefore inappropriately considered in the NA/NP Alternative. The FAA's response to these 
comments does not deny that no work has been undertaken on the Northside and Continental City 
projects since they were authorized in the early 1980s, but claims, without any support, that "if the 
Master Plan were not approved, it is reasonably expected that LAWA would pursue development of [the 
projects]." Final GCD at C-9 - C-10. 

The FAA's bare assertion provides no evidence that LAWA has dusted off the decades-old plans to 
build these projects. Because the projects certainly do not qualify as "growth that would occur even if 
[Alternative D] were not constructed," (see Letter from Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") to 
David B. Kessler (Jan 25, 1996), attached hereto as Exhibit G), their inclusion in the NA/NP emissions 
estimates is entirely inappropriate. As described in the attached technical report, the unreasonable 
assumption of a full buildout of these projects under the NA/NP alternative artificially inflates the 
baseline against which Alternative D emissions estimates are compared. 

Response: 
Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No Action/No 
Project Alternative assumptions, including assumptions regarding LAX Northside and Continental City.  

The commentor is correct that buildout of the LAX Northside project has not occurred since the project 
was approved in 1983.  However, the First Flight Child Care center was built within LAX Northside and 
a fire station is currently under construction.  For further information regarding the appropriateness of 
including LAX Northside and Continental City in the No Action/No Project Alternative and the current 
state of those development projects, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-45. 

FAL00003-13 

Comment:

B. Alternative D Emissions are Underestimated. 

As described in our comments on the Draft GCD, the FAA makes the unreasonable assumption that 
Alternative D will accommodate just 78.9 MAP and 3.1 million tons of cargo in 2015. However, as the 
City of El Segundo demonstrated in detail in its November 2003 comments on the Supplement to the 
Draft EIS/EIR, this capacity prediction of 78.9 MAP greatly underestimates LAX's actual capacity under 
Alternative D. As previously discussed, an independent evaluation by an airport design and capacity 
expert of the capacity of Alternative D established that a more realistic, though still conservative, 
capacity estimate for Alternative D, based on a methodical analysis of the proposed terminal and gate 
configurations, would be 87 MAP. By substantially underestimating Alternative D activity levels, both the 
Final and Draft GCD fail to disclose reasonably expected future emissions. 

In response to this observation, the FAA argues that El Segundo's capacity analysis "arbitrarily 
continues to highlight the upper limit of potential passenger activity," and claims that El Segundo's 
expert report acknowledges a range of potential passenger activity that includes FAA's far lower 
estimate. Final GCD at C-21. FAA's comment, however, misses the mark because it mischaracterizes 
Professor Kanafani's analysis, which showed a range of results based on different assumptions, so that 
it was clear what the effects of different assumptions were. See Ex. B at 4, 6, 11, 14-15. His 87 MAP is 
explicitly a conservative estimate; the lower range is shown for comparison purposes and not because 
he or we think that is the actual capacity. Ex. B at 4, 14-15. El Segundo's approach - an effort to reach a 
reasonable projection of the airport's actual probable capacity - is the only one condoned by the Clean 
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Air Act. The statute provides that the agency must "assur[e]" that its action conforms with the applicable 
SIP. 42 U.S.C. § 7506(c)(1). The FAA's approach of basing its determination on a lower activity level 
derived from artificial and unjustified assumptions, rather than a more realistic higher one, frustrates the 
general purpose of the Clean Air Act, which is to protect and enhance the nation's air. 42 U.S.C. § 
7401(b)(1); see Automotive Parts Rebuilders Ass'n v. E.P.A,720 F.2d 142, 159 fn. 66 (D.C. Cir. 1983) 
("Statutes should be interpreted in a manner that will effectuate the purposes for which they were 
enacted."). 

As described in the attached technical report, had the FAA employed the more realistic activity 
projection proffered by El Segundo's expert, it would have been unable to demonstrate conformity 
without additional mitigation. The Final GCD's responses to comments criticize El Segundo's earlier 
calculation of emissions based on the more realistic activity level of 87 MAP because it does not 
account for fleet changes. This response is flawed for two reasons. First, to achieve a conservative 
capacity estimate, the expert analysis submitted by El Segundo did not question the Master Plan's fleet 
mix assumptions, even though many of them appear to be unrealistic. Ex. B at 3. Moreover, El Segundo 
has requested from FAA the modeling files and spreadsheets with emission estimates for the Draft 
GCD that would enable its experts to perform a more detailed analysis of the assumptions used, in fleet 
mix and other variables, by FAA. In response, the FAA provided a CD containing construction emission 
spreadsheets for Alternatives A through D last updated November 11, 2003 and for the NA/NP 
Alternative last updated September 15, 1998. These files do not contain the construction emissions 
estimates for the Draft GCD, which differ considerably from the Supplement and the Draft EIR for which 
these spreadsheets were developed. 

It is completely unreasonable to assume that an excess capacity of more than 8 MAP over the FAA's 
assumption of 78.9 MAP would not result in an increase of emissions. It can reasonably be expected 
that this increase would prevent a finding of conformity, for NOx emissions for aircraft and auxiliary 
power units for all years evaluated, where the Final GCD's emissions estimates were already very close 
to the emission allocations for LAX for aircraft and APUs in the SIP. See Exh. A at Comment II.A.1. In 
addition, reliance on the more realistic and well-documented future activity estimate of 87 MAP would 
prevent a finding of conformity for motor vehicle NOx emissions in all years (Exh. A at Comment II.A.2) 
and PM10 in 2013 (Exh. A at II.A.3). 

Response: 
The comment boils down to a fundamental difference of opinion regarding determination of future 
(2015) activity levels at LAX under Alternative D.  The FAA and FAA's expert disagree with the 
commentor's assertion that El Segundo's estimate of future activity levels under Alternative D is "more 
realistic and well-documented" than that of the FAA, and that it is "conservative."  The FAA has 
responded to each of the previous claims by the commentor regarding the capacity analysis.  This 
includes the responses to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR (see the responses to comment letter 
AL00033 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS) and the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR (see the 
responses to comment letter SAL00015 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS) and the responses to 
comments on the Draft General Conformity Determination (GCD) see Appendix C of A-2a, Final Clean 
Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS.  As indicated throughout those 
responses, and further articulated in the responses presented herein regarding comments on the Final 
EIS (see, in particular, Response to Comment FAL00003-2 above), El Segundo's activity level 
estimates are based on an arbitrary set of assumptions that does not reflect, or in any way account for, 
market-based factors that influence design day activity forecasts specific to LAX, as applied to all of the 
alternatives addressed in the Final EIS. 

Changing the base assumptions used in the GCD analysis would change the analysis results, as would 
typically be the case in any quantitative model.  Doing so as suggested by the commentor would not 
better serve the purpose of the Clean Air Act, but would simply provide a different set of data results 
based on future activity level assumptions that the FAA does not believe are appropriate.  As described 
in the GCD, the FAA coordinated closely with air resource agencies regarding the methodology, 
assumptions, and modeling protocol used for the analysis. 
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FAL00003-14 

Comment:

C. Mitigation in the FEIS Provides an Inadequate Basis For Demonstrating Conformity. 

The Draft and Final GCD also make numerous unsupportable assumptions about the level and 
effectiveness of mitigation measures that are incorporated into Alternative D as part of the City of Los 
Angeles' compliance with CEQA. As described in the attached expert report, the FAA's emissions 
estimates are based on a Project design that assumes successful implementation of all the mitigation 
measures listed in the City's Mitigation Monitoring and Report Program ("MMRP"). See Exh. A at 
Comment III.A; Final GCD at 2-2, 6-1. The FAA's approach is problematic because, as discussed fully 
in El Segundo's comments on the Draft GCD, the Final EIR, and the Draft EIR and Supplements, the 
mitigation measures in the MMRP are wholly inadequate because they contain no enforceable 
performance standards or assurances that they will be successfully implemented. See Exh. A at 
Comment III.A. Therefore, the mitigation upon which the FAA relies cannot support the determination of 
conformity. 

Response: 
Section 2.1, LAX Master Plan LAWA-Staff Preferred Alternative (page 2-2) and the Response to El 
Segundo Comment III.B.1.c (Appendix C, Section 2.3, page C-12) in Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act 
General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS) discuss the enforceability of the air 
quality mitigation measures.  The mitigation measures are fully enforceable under Cal. Pub. Res. Code 
§21081.6.  In addition, state regulations (§§ 15091(d) and 15097(c)(3)) and the LAX Specific Plan 
provide additional review and enforcement mechanisms.  The Mitigation Plan for Air Quality (MPAQ), to 
be developed under Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1 of the MMRP, will provide specific mechanisms to 
enforce the mitigation measures and ensure that all feasible mitigation measures are identified and 
implemented. 

FAA is requiring, as a condition of its final approval in the Record of Decision, that LAWA and the City 
implement the air quality mitigation measures described in Appendix A of the ROD, which are also 
included in the adopted LAX Master Plan MMRP.  By including this condition of approval in the ROD, 
the condition will be enforceable through special grant assurances in grant agreements entered into 
with the City for Alternative D.  In addition, as noted in Section 2.1 of the Final General Conformity 
Determination (Appendix A-2a of Volume A of the Final EIS), all of the CEQA-related mitigation 
measures that FAA relied upon in the general conformity evaluation have been expressly adopted by 
LAWA and the City in approving Alternative D. 

FAL00003-15 

Comment:

D. Conclusion 

In order to demonstrate Alternative D's conformity to the applicable SIP, the FAA relied on manifestly 
unreasonable assumptions. When the analysis is based on the proper foundation, it is clear that the 
Project as proposed does not, in fact, conform. The FAA has therefore abused its discretion and may 
not approve Alternative D until changes to the Master Plan Project, including appropriate mitigation 
rneasures, and measures assuring appropriate adjustment of airport facilities to effectively maintain the 
target capacity of 78.9 MAP, allow for a true demonstration of conformity. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-37 regarding the acceptability of the methods used in the 
general conformity evaluation.  Please also see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding the 
appropriateness of air quality mitigation measures. 

Appendix A of the ROD identifies those mitigation measures that are required as a condition of approval 
of the project. 
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FAL00003-16 

Comment:

IV. The Environmental Impact Analysis Remains Incomplete Without the Results of the Pending RAND 
Corporation Security Study. 

Responding to public skepticism about whether Alternative D - the preferred "security enhancing" 
alternative - would actually improve security at the airport, the City of Los Angeles commissioned the 
RAND Corporation, a non-profit research organization that specializes in security analysis, to study the 
security implications of Alternative D. A report on the first part of this two-part study was released on 
September 24, 2004. September 24, 2004 RAND Corporation Study attached hereto as Exhibit H.9  
Focusing on current operations, the study concluded that significant vulnerabilities exist that make LAX 
a tempting terrorist target. 

LAWA stated that the second part of the RAND study would address the security implications of 
Alternative D. All agencies involved with the Master Plan process have pointed to the commissioning of 
this study as evidence of their commitment to improving the safety, rather than increasing the capacity, 
of LAX. However, the Master Plan Project approval process has proceeded without the results of this 
important study. This is Wholly inappropriate, as the pending RAND analysis will help to determine the 
merits of a primary justification for Alternative D: increased security. 

9 The RAND Corporation previously prepared a report on the security implications of Alternative D, at 
the request of Congresswoman Jane Harman. This prior report is attached hereto as Exhibit I. 

Response: 
This comment does not pertain to the adequacy of the Final EIS or FAA's compliance with NEPA 
requirements.  Nevertheless, it is important to note that LAWA, FAA, and the Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) are engaged in an evolving and ongoing process of improving security at LAX.  In 
addition to immediate action planning, an independent security analysis was completed by SAIC and is 
described in Appendix I, Comparative Security Analysis of Alternative D and the No Action/No Project 
Alternative, of the Final LAX Master Plan.  Also, a study titled Near-Term Options for Improving Security 
at Los Angeles International Airport, prepared by the RAND Corporation and published in September 
2004, reiterated the primary security threats facing LAX that were identified and incorporated into the 
planning of Alternative D.  Since this study was published, LAWA has provided additional detailed 
analysis to the Los Angeles City Council regarding the addition of permanent check points at the 
existing LAX Central Terminal Area and regarding passenger movement and densities in the existing 
terminals.  The next two steps in the ongoing security planning process consist of: 1) a continuing study 
by the RAND Corporation on the Long-Term Options for Improving Security at LAX, and 2) involving 
project-level security analysis as part of the LAX Specific Plan approval process. 

The LAX Master Plan is a comprehensive airport modernization plan.  As one point of study, it 
addresses the new environment of airport security following the events of September 11, 2001.  
However, this is only one issue that requires balance with other long-term facility planning issues.  
Improving ground transportation access reliability, reducing air quality impacts and reducing the risk of 
runway incursions are just some of the other critically important goals of the plan.  The primary function 
of an airport is to provide safe, efficient and reliably facilities for the movement of people and goods.  
The commentor and others have tried to compare the security plan of Alternative D in the year 2015 to 
the existing state of airport security.  This comparison is made as a way of attacking one element of the 
justification for a comprehensive set of airport-wide improvements.  The level and quality of airport 
security can never be adequately judged in this type of comparison.  Security functions must be 
maintained and, over time, improved as activity levels increase and as threats to aviation security 
change.  Just meeting the current TSA passenger and baggage screening space needs at LAX has 
come at the price of increased passenger delay and discomfort from levels experienced prior to 
September 11, 2001. 

The LAX Master Plan provides relief to this congestion while improving on the security plan.  The LAX 
Specific Plan requires that security be studied further in conjunction with the plan's implementation.  
This is the appropriate course of action for implementing a long-term airport master plan and it meets, if 
not exceeds, any and all specified federal airport security requirements. 
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For additional information on security issues related to LAX, please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in 
Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS. 

FAL00003-17 

Comment:

V. Resources Have Been Prematurely Committed that Prejudice the Selection of an Alternative. 

The NEPA regulations expressly forbid agencies from prematurely committing resources that prejudice 
the selection of an alternative before a final decision is made. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1506.1(a)(2), 1502.2(f). In 
other words, an agency cannot commit to elements of its proposed project, so as to effectively 
encourage the selection of that alternative. 

Moreover, during the NEPA process, if the federal agency considering the non- federal entity's 
application is aware of the project proponent taking any actions that prematurely commit resources to 
the proposed project, the federal agency must promptly notify the project applicant that it will "take 
appropriate action to insure that the objectives and procedures of NEPA are achieved." 40 C.F.R. § 
1506.1(b); Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's NEPA Regulations ("Forty Questions") No. 
11. Such action "could include seeking injunctive measures under NEPA, or the use of sanctions 
available under either the agency's permitting authority or statutes setting forth the agency's statutory 
mission. For example, the agency might advise an applicant that if it takes such action the agency will 
not process its application." Forty Questions No. 11. 

El Segundo has repeatedly noted that LAWA has impermissibly segmented individual projects from the 
larger Master Plan Project, before the Project was approved. See e.g. Ex. C at 2; Ex. D at 1-2. For 
example, LAWA has consistently inappropriately portrayed improvements to the Tom Bradley 
International Terminal ("TBIT") as separate from the Master Plan Project. Yet the TBIT improvements 
appear to be an integral element of LAWA's larger plan to modify LAX facilities to accommodate both 
additional passengers and, more specifically, the so-called New Large Aircraft ("NLA"). The first NLA, 
the Airbus A-380, was unveiled on January 18, 2005 and is slated for delivery and operations beginning 
in spring 2006. See "A Plane as Big as the Globe," Los Angeles Times (Jan. 17, 2005) attached hereto 
as Exhibit J. Other elements of LAWA's plans to accommodate NLAs are described in the LAX Master 
Plan and the LAX Southside Airfield Improvement Program (which includes the following elements: 
Runway 25L Relocation, Center Taxiway, Airfield Intersection Improvements, Remote Boarding . 
Facilities Modifications). The TBIT project is an integral element of LAWA's overall effort to 
accommodate NLAs and should not be segmented from that program and the Master Plan generally. 

In addition, El Segundo has repeatedly noted that the massive increase in TBIT's baggage handling 
capacity appears to be geared to accommodating baggage that would be produced by the planned 
West Satellite Concourse that Alternative D proposes to add west of and connected to the TBIT. See 
Final Mitigated Negative Declaration for the TBIT and Baggage Screening Facility (November 2004) at 
A-28. As such, the addition of baggage handling facilities as part of the proposed TBIT project would 
ultimately serve (and appears designed to serve) the new gates proposed as part of the Master Plan. 

On January 25, 2005, the Board of Airport Commissioners of the City of Los Angeles ("BOAC") voted to 
approve the TBIT project and adopt the Final MND prepared for it. This is a major step towards project 
implementation, and represents a prejudicial commitment of resources in violation of NEPA. As 
explained above, LAWA's attempts to characterize the TBIT project as separate from the Master Plan 
Project constitute impermissible segmentation of the Master Plan Project. In reality, the TBIT Project is 
an element of the larger Master Plan Project. 

Response: 
This comment states, "The NEPA regulations expressly forbid agencies from prematurely committing 
resources that prejudice the selection of an alternative before a final decision is made.  40 C.F.R. §§ 
1506.1(a)(2), 1502.2(f).  In other words, an agency cannot commit to elements of its proposed project, 
so as to effectively encourage the selection of that alternative.  Moreover, during the NEPA process, if 
the federal agency considering the non- federal entity's application is aware of the project proponent 
taking any actions that prematurely commit resources to the proposed project, the federal agency must 
promptly notify the project applicant that it will "take appropriate action to insure that the objectives and 
procedures of NEPA are achieved."  40 C.F.R. § 1506.1(b); Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning 
CEQ's NEPA Regulations ("Forty Questions") No. 11."  The commentor is asserting that improvements 
to the Tom Bradley International Terminal ("TBIT") and the Baggage Screening Facilities Project are 
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actions that are integral to Alternative D, and designed for the purpose of serving the Alternative D 
improvements.  To the contrary, these actions are independent of Alternative D, and have their own 
independent utility, as described in greater detail below.  Furthermore, these projects do not prejudice in 
any way the selection among the alternatives presented in the Final EIS, as their implementation, or 
lack thereof, does not make any specific alternative evaluated in the Final EIS more desirable or more 
likely to be selected. 

Please see Response to Comment AL00033-54 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS regarding 
improvements to TBIT under the No Action/No Project Alternative that are independent of the LAX 
Master Plan.  Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding 
No Action/No Project Alternative assumptions.

As noted by the commentor, LAWA has recently approved the TBIT Interior Improvements and 
Baggage Screening Facilities Project.  The purpose of this project is to provide permanent state-of-the-
art baggage screening facilities which comply with new federal security requirements, to modernize and 
enhance interim airport services at the terminal, and to accommodate, on a short-term basis in a more 
convenient location, a limited number of New Large Aircraft (NLA).  LAWA prepared a Mitigated 
Negative Declaration (MND) for that project, including responses to comments similar to this one (see, 
for example, Tom Bradley International Terminal Final Mitigated Negative Declaration, November 2004, 
Section 2, Response A-2 and Response A-3).  As indicated in the referenced responses, the capacity of 
LAX is constrained by the number of gates and aircraft and by the existing ground transportation 
systems, not the amount of floor area.  The planned TBIT improvements would not increase existing 
passenger capacity or aircraft parking capacity at the airport, nor improve the ground transportation 
system.  Increases in floor area would address overcrowded conditions and increase safety and 
security.   

As further indicated in Response A-3 of the TBIT MND, the TBIT Project's improvements related to NLA 
are not integral to or inappropriately segmented from the LAX Master Plan or the South Airfield 
Improvement Program.  The improvements are interim, short-term measures that will serve as a bridge 
to accommodate NLA operations until the Master Plan can be implemented.  The short-term 
configuration of NLA gates is not necessary for, and would not facilitate, the long-range Master Plan. 

With regard to the planned baggage handling area, the improvements are proposed to satisfy federal 
security mandates for baggage screening and to provide an in-line solution that will remove the 
screening devices from their temporary location within the lobby area.  The baggage facility screening 
faculties being proposed are to handle TBIT's requirements, not future requirements of the West 
Satellite Concourse.  As proposed under Alternative D, the West Satellite Concourse would have its 
own limited baggage handling system, with primary baggage handling and screening at the new 
terminal proposed with the Central Terminal Area in space currently occupied by existing parking 
garages. 

It should be noted that, these improvements do not require NEPA review as there is no federal action or 
approval related to their implementation.  They therefore cannot be improperly segmented from the 
existing NEPA analysis for the Master Plan improvements. 

FAL00003-18 

Comment:

VI. The FEIS Does Not Adequately Explain the Master Plan Project's Inconsistencies with Regional 
Land Use Plans or Attempt to Reconcile these Inconsistencies. 

The NEPA regulations require an EIS to identify any "[p]ossible conflicts between the proposed action 
and the objectives of Federal, regional, State, and local ... land use plans, policies and controls for the 
area concerned." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.16(c)1506.2(d); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1506.2(d). In addition, where 
inconsistencies exist, the EIS "should describe the extent to which the agency would reconcile its 
proposed action with the plan or law." 40 C.F.R. § 1506.2(d). While a project can proceed despite 
determinations of inconsistency with federal, regional, state, or local plans, the EIS should discuss 
reasonable possibilities for resolving these inconsistencies. Forty Questions Nos. 23a, 23c. The FAA 
has failed to adequately discuss inconsistencies with various local and regional plans, and it has not 
satisfactorily attempted to resolve these inconsistencies. 
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In April 2001, the Southern California Association of Governments ("SCAG") adopted a Regional 
Transportation Plan ("RTP") that advocated a regional approach to meeting the area's projected airport 
demand. As part of the RTP, SCAG adopted an aviation strategy that called for a maximum capacity at 
LAX of 78 MAP in the year 2025. Additional demand would be satisfied by other regional airports. 

As detailed above, despite claims by LAWA, the FAA and others, Alternative D does not limit capacity to 
78.9 MAP, let alone 78 MAP as called for in the RTP. Rather, conservative estimates place its actual 
capacity at 87 MAP - far more than the level identified in the RTP. Adhering to the passenger levels 
advocated by SCAG would require a truly regional plan, rather than a capacity enhancing approach that 
the FAA chooses to label a "regional alternative." 

Far from acknowledging the inconsistencies between Alternative D and the RTP as required by NEPA, 
the FAA attempts to circumvent this mandate by claiming that, of all the build alternatives, Alternative D 
is the most consistent with the RTP. FEIS at A.3-1. Yet it does not, nor can it, claim that Alternative D is 
entirely consistent with the RTP.10  To the extent that it claims consistency with the RTP, the FAA does 
so by maintaining that Alternative D fulfills the policy framework of the aviation strategy that calls for no 
increase in capacity at LAX. Id. However, as discussed, this claim is not supported by the evidence of 
Alternative D's capacity enhancing features, and is entirely rebutted by the expert analysis submitted by 
El Segundo. Thus, Alternative D is not consistent with the RTP; to comply with NEPA, the FAA must 
identify these existing inconsistencies, explain the extent to which LAWA proposes to resolve them, and 
discuss existing possibilities for resolving them. In this case, such possibilities include the adoption of a 
truly regional plan. This discussion is conspicuously absent throughout the FEIS. 

10 Similarly, the FAA neglects its duty to discuss inconsistencies with the City of Los Angeles General 
Plan. Rather than acknowledging Alternative D's inconsistencies with the General Plan, it discusses 
how the NA/NP Alternative will not fulfill all of the elements of the General Plan, and emphasizes the 
limited features of Alternative D that are consistent with specific elements of the General Plan. FEIS at 
3-1 to 3-2. This does not satisfy NEPA's mandate to discuss inconsistencies with local plans. 

Response: 
The Final EIS fully addresses Alternative D’s consistency with applicable land use plans in compliance 
with NEPA.  With respect to the City of Los Angeles General Plan, Part I of the Final EIS addressed 
both consistencies and inconsistencies of Alternative D with this Plan (including the Framework 
Element, Transportation Element and Bicycle Plan, Noise Element, Westchester-Playa del Rey 
Community Plan, and South Los Angeles Community Plan) in Section 4.2, Land Use.  Supporting 
technical data and analysis were provided in Technical Reports 1 and S-1 of the Final EIS.  With 
respect to other applicable land use plans, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-19 regarding 
local land use plans, and Topical Response TR-MP-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding the 
SCAG Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). 

In general, this comment represents a continuation of the commentor’s debate with the FAA and its 
experts regarding the reasonableness of FAA’s forecasts in the Final EIS.  Please see Response to 
Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and growth issues. 

FAL00003-19 

Comment:

In addition, the FEIS fails to include an analysis of the Los Angeles County Airport Land Use Plan 
("CLUP") prepared by the Los Angeles County Airport Land Use Commission ("ALUC"), pursuant to the 
State Aeronautics Act, California Public Utilities Code section 21670 et seq. On August 26, 2004, the 
ALUC unanimously determined that the LAX Master Plan and related documents were inconsistent with 
the CLUP, a comprehensive land use plan to facilitate orderly airport growth and minimize noise and 
risk to public welfare. See Pub. Util. Code § 21675(a).11  See Resolution of the Airport Land Use 
Commission Aviation Case No. 04-162-(2,4) and accompanying staff reports, attached hereto as Exhibit 
K. The FEIS is silent on both the CLUP itself and the ALUC's determination of the Master Plan Project's 
inconsistency with it. This approach violates NEPA's mandate to discuss, and seek to resolve, 
inconsistencies with other federal, state, regional, and local land use plans and policies. 

Having reached an impasse with the City of Los Angeles over the Master Plan process, El Segundo 
submitted an appeal to the ALUC regarding the Master Plan's inconsistency with the purposes of the 
State Aeronautics Act. See Appeal to the ALUC of the December 7, 2004 action by the Los Angeles 
City Council adopting the LAX Master Plan Improvements Project (Dec. 29, 2004), attached hereto as 
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Exhibit L. A hearing on this appeal, as well as a similar one filed by Los Angeles County, is tentatively 
scheduled for March 30, 2005. The FAA should recognize this ongoing local process and delay action 
on the LAX Master Plan until the local review process is complete. 

11 This determination was overruled by the Los Angeles City Council in October 2004. 

Response: 
Consistency of Alternative D with the County Airport Land Use Plan (or CLUP) was analyzed on page 4-
301, in Section 4.2, Land Use and Section 4.24.3 (subsection 4.24.3.6.5), Safety, in Part I of the Final 
EIS.  Policies of the CLUP and the current status of the CLUP update were presented in Technical 
Reports 1 and S-1, respectively, of the Final EIS. 

While it is understood that the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) found the LAX Master Plan 
inconsistent with the CLUP, the role of the ALUC is advisory.  Pursuant to State law, the local agency 
(LAWA) can overrule the determination of the ALUC by holding a public hearing to propose to overrule 
the ALUC by a two-thirds majority vote, make specific findings that the proposed project is consistent 
with the purposes of the State Aeronautics Act, and provide the ALUC at least 45 days notice of these 
actions.

LAWA has complied with these requirements.  In light of the ALUC’s determination that the LAX Master 
Plan is inconsistent with the CLUP, pursuant to state law, on October 19, 2004, the Los Angeles City 
Council voted with a supermajority of 12 to 3 of the 15 council members to propose to overrule the 
ALUC determination.  Following that initial vote the City followed state law to provide 45 days notice to 
the ALUC and other appropriate parties of the City’s intent to overrule the ALUC.  On December 7, 
2004, the Los Angeles City Council overruled the ALUC determination by a vote of 12-3. 

FAA understands that the noise and safety issues raised by the ALUC and attached in the commentor’s 
letter as Exhibit K were addressed and responded to by LAWA in specific findings.  A copy of the State 
Aeronautics Act Specific Findings to Overrule the Los Angeles County Airport Land Use Commission 
Determination Regarding the Los Angeles International Airport Master Plan Program Actions (adopted 
by City Council on December 7, 2004) and related documents that comprise the administrative record 
for LAWA, are available for review during normal business hours at the LAX Master Plan office, located 
at 1 World Way, Room 218. 

Subsequent to the December 7, 2004 vote, the ALUC introduced a new "impasse appeal procedure" for 
airport master plans.  That procedure was not included in the ALUC’s comprehensive land use plan that 
was applicable at the time of the Los Angeles City Council decisions approving implementation of 
Alternative D.  FAA has closely followed the local decision making process for the LAX Master Plan.  
After full consideration of the information available to the FAA, including a letter from Caltrans to the 
Airport Land Use Commission dated January 28, 2005, as well as Caltrans’ comments on the Los 
Angeles City Council’s proposal to override the Airport Land Use Commission, the Agency continues to 
be satisfied that a final decision to implement Alternative D has been made by the Los Angeles City 
Council.  Therefore, FAA finds that the LAX Master Plan has been developed in coordination with 
appropriate public agencies and that appropriate action has been or will be taken to restrict, to the 
extent possible, the use of land in the vicinity of the airport to purposes compatible with airport 
operations.  The City of Los Angeles, during the preparation of the EIS, expressed its intent to diligently 
pursue the compatibility of land uses around the airport.  The City of Los Angeles has also provided the 
required written land use compatibility assurance letter to the FAA (See Appendix E to Part I of the Final 
EIS).  Based on the above, the FAA does not find it necessary to delay action on the LAX Master Plan. 

Regarding El Segundo’s appeal to the ALUC regarding the Master Plan’s inconsistency with the 
purposes of the State Aeronautics Act, the FAA considers this a local issue and beyond the scope of 
the EIS. 

FAL00003-20 

Comment:

VII. The First, Second and Third Addenda Do Not Remedy Failures in the Draft EIS/EIR and the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR and Instead Create New Problems. 

Subsequent to LAWA's release of the Final EIR, but before the FAA's release of the FEIS, LAWA 
released four addenda to the Final EIR. The First Addendum was released in September 2004. The 
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Second, Third and Fourth Addenda were released in December 2004, and were not made available to 
the public until after the City of Los Angeles approved the Master Plan Project, and certified the EIR. 
Consequently, El Segundo had no opportunity to comment on these three Addenda before LA approved 
the Master Plan. 

As noted, the FAA explicitly adopts the First, Second and Third Addenda to the Final EIR as 
components of the FEIS. It does not, however, adopt the Fourth Addendum. We, therefore, comment on 
the First, Second and Third Addenda in this letter, and note that the public still has had no opportunity 
for comment on the Fourth Addendum. As the discussion below demonstrates, these addenda 
represent "significant new information," such that a supplement to the EIS is required, and must be 
recirculated for public review and comment, under NEPA. 

Response: 
The information provided in the First (i.e., September 2004), Second and Third addenda does not 
present "significant new. . .  information relevant to environmental concerns" that would warrant 
preparation of a supplement to the EIS.  Each of the addenda, and the information contained therein, 
was assessed by FAA to determine the level of significance of the information.  The First Addendum 
clarifies the differences in approach and methodology used to determine environmental justice impacts 
under CEQA and NEPA, updates information pertaining to acquisition and relocation, amplifies the 
discussion of alternatives, and clarifies various aspects of the previous environmental documentation, 
including air quality mitigation measures, refinements to entitlement documents, and refinements to the 
Environmental Action Plan.  The Second Addendum focuses on updated information relative to actions 
of the California Coastal Commission and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the implications of 
such actions as they relate to coastal resources and endangered and threatened species.  The Third 
Addendum provides updated traffic analysis and refinements to the off-airport transportation system 
improvements mitigation program.  This information, as well as an expanded discussion for NEPA 
purposes, is also presented in Volume A of the Final EIS.  

FAA concluded that the addenda, whether viewed individually or collectively, provide information that, 
although revised, does not substantially alter the environmental effects under NEPA previously 
disclosed in the Supplement to the Draft EIS.  None of addenda identify significant impacts that were 
not previously disclosed.  Thus, a supplement was not required.  However, in order to provide the public 
an opportunity to review and comment, the Final EIS, which includes these addenda, was released to 
the public on January 13, 2005.  The Notice of Availability of the Final EIS appeared in the Federal 
Register on January 21, 2005. 

FAL00003-21 

Comment:

A. First Addendum 

The First Addendum to the Final EIR was released in September 2004. This Addendum includes 
additional discussion about the environmental consequences of the Master Plan Project, a description 
of changes made to the LAX Plan and the LAX Specific Plan, a brief overview of three additional 
alternatives offered by various commentors, and an explanation of alterations made to the 
Environmental Action Plan. In addition, the First Addendum includes an Errata to the Final EIR. 

Unfortunately, the First Addendum not only fails to correct the inadequacies of the previous 
environmental review documents, but it also raises new problems. Amendments to the Master Plan 
Project are now proposed that add a bit more space here, and a few more job relocations there, which 
all add up to more additional capacity for LAX. In addition, the First Addendum follows the pattern of 
prior environmental documents of deferring decision making regarding mitigation and other important 
aspects of plan implementation, for a later date. This approach of non-analysis violates NEPA. The 
discussion that follows walks through the First Addendum, including the Errata to the Final EIR, and 
explains its deficiencies. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-22 through FAL00003-35 below.  In 
particular, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23, as well as Response to Comment 
FPC00004-11, which addresses the commentor's assertion related to "deferring decision making 
regarding mitigation", and Responses to Comments FAL00003-22 and FAL00003-28 regarding the 
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commentor's incorrect statement that the First Addendum discloses "a bit more space here, and a few 
more job relocations there, which all add up to more additional capacity for LAX." 

FAL00003-22 

Comment:

1. Additional Discussion of Environmental Consequences  

a. Relocation Plan/Property Acquisition 

The First Addendum acknowledges that, in its present form, Alternative D as amended calls for the 
acquisition of 20,026 square feet of air freight space and 4,874 square feet of office space in addition to 
the extensive property acquisition previously disclosed in the Final EIR. First Addendum at 2-1. It goes 
on to claim, without any justification, that these substantial additions of acquired property will have no 
associated business relocation impacts. These figures represent significant additional acquisition of air 
freight and office space from what was originally presented in the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the 
Draft EIS/EIR. That they will not have significant associated relocation impacts is far from obvious. Such 
unlikely claims cannot be believed without evidence provided to support them. 

Similarly, the First Addendum admits that nearly 100,000 square feet of office space, which was not 
identified in the Master Plan and not previously analyzed, must be relocated off site, yet it asserts that 
this will not result in any significant relocation impacts. First Addendum at 2-5. Not only are these 
relocation claims unconvincing, but such an addition has likely capacity-enhancing implications for LAX. 
The relocation of this significant amount of office space off site will open it up for additional on-site 
operations, resulting in a likely increase in service at the airport. 

The impacts of these additional acquisitions - both regarding relocation and capacity enhancement - 
must be analyzed and discussed. The First Addendum does not do so. 

Response: 
As indicated on page 4-540 in Section 4.4.2, Relocation of Residences or Businesses, of Part I of the 
Final EIS, there are no federal standards that define significance thresholds for impacts due to the 
relocation of residents or businesses.  However, Section 47(e)(3) of FAA Order 5050.4A, of the Airport 
Environmental Handbook, requires that if there is potential for business relocation to create a severe 
economic hardship on the community, analysis is required.  The Order further states, in paragraph 
85c(5), that a detailed explanation of effects associated with business relocation, and why they cannot 
be avoided should be provided if the relocation would cause appreciable economic hardship on the 
community, direct significant changes in employment, or substantial community disruption.  

As further described on pages 2-1 and 2-2, in subsection 2.1.1 of the September 2004 Addendum to the 
Final EIR (i.e., First Addendum), the acquisition of an additional 20,026 sq. ft. of air freight and 4,874 sq. 
ft. of office uses are based on updated property statistics on parcels proposed for acquisition under 
Alternative D.  No additional parcels are proposed for acquisition.  The additional office space 
represents a 2 percent increase of the 240,607 sq. ft. of office space to be acquired, as identified in 
Section 4.4.2, Relocation of Residences or Businesses, of Part I of the Final EIS.  This 2 percent 
increase (4,874 sq. ft.) does not represent a significant increase in office acquisition and could easily be 
absorbed into the nearly 3 million sq. ft. of office space that is available in the surrounding areas.  In 
addition, due to changes in conditions within affected parcels, nine fewer office businesses would 
require relocation compared to the earlier analysis.  Therefore, relocation associated with this 
acquisition is not expected to cause an appreciable economic hardship, a significant loss of 
employment, or substantial community disruption.  Furthermore, as indicated in the Final EIR, 
businesses would be relocated in compliance with the Uniform Relocation and Assistance and Real 
Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended (Uniform Act). 

The additional acquisition of air freight use represents a 14 percent increase of the 146,867 sq. ft. of air 
freight space to be acquired, as identified in Section 4.4.2, Relocation of Residences or Businesses, of 
Part I of the Final EIS, with one additional business requiring relocation.  These changes do not 
represent a substantial increase in the severity of air freight related relocation effects.  As indicated on 
page 4-556 in Section 4.4.2, Relocation of Residences or Businesses, of Part I of the Final EIS, as of 
the first quarter of 2000, vacancy rates showed 500,000 square feet of industrial building space 
available in the LAX/El Segundo/Hawthorne area.  This is approximately three times the amount of air 
freight space proposed for acquisition under Alternative D.  Given compliance with the provisions of the 
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Uniform Act, and advisory and financial assistance under LAWA's relocation assistance project, the 
relocation of five air freight businesses under federal standards is not expected to cause an appreciable 
economic hardship, a significant loss of employment, or substantial community disruption. 

As indicated in the First Addendum, the nearly 100,000 sq. ft. of office space that would be relocated 
under Alternative D, represents tenancies in property currently owned by LAWA and therefore would not 
require acquisition.  The potential relocation of these tenants does not represent a substantial change in 
the nature of impacts previously disclosed because the tenants could be absorbed in the nearly 3 
million square feet of vacant office space in the vicinity of the airport.  These office tenancies are 
located within the LAX Master Plan boundaries, and would be developed with the uses proposed under 
Alternative D.  Even though this leased office space was not previously identified in Section 4.4.2, 
Relocation of Residences or Businesses, of Part I of the Final EIS, this information does not change the 
uses proposed under Alternative D or influence its capacity.  This leased office space was not quantified 
in the April 2004 Final EIS because it was anticipated at the time that all of the tenants could be 
relocated on airport property (see footnote on page 4-556).  Subsequent to publication of the 2004 Final 
EIR further consideration was given to the possibility that the feasibility of relocating all tenants on 
airport property may not coincide with the phasing of the Master Plan improvements occurring on the 
airport.  As such, the potential for associated relocation effects was evaluated in the First Addendum.  
As indicated above, however, such relocation, should it be necessary, would not cause an appreciable 
economic hardship, a significant loss of employment, or substantial community disruption. 

FAL00003-23 

Comment:

b. Air Quality 

The First Addendum suggests that important changes were made to mitigation measure MM-AQ-1, 
which provides for the development of an LAX Master Plan-Mitigation Plan for Air Quality. It claims that 
these revisions clarify the measure's intent. First Addendum at 2-11. Such clarification would be 
desirable, as the mitigation measure is nebulous and noncommittal. However, MM-AQ-1 does little 
more than change word choices of the original mitigation measure. It still avoids making binding 
commitments to air quality improvement, and does not clarify the intent of the mitigation strategy. 

In its discussion of the Master Plan Project's air quality mitigation measures, the First Addendum defers 
the development of concrete commitments until a later date. It refers to future consultations with other 
agencies to develop an air quality mitigation plan, rather than identifying specific measures to mitigate 
the extensive air quality impacts that the project will create. NEPA requires the identification of actual 
mitigation measures. An abstract commitment to mitigation in the future does not satisfy the Act's 
mandates and removes the program from public review. 

Response: 
The intent of the mitigation program at LAX for the Master Plan has always been to implement all 
feasible measures to reduce air quality impacts.  The list of potential measures reflects input received 
from regulatory agencies and the public.  Attachment X in Technical Report 4, Air Quality Technical 
Report, presented the initial set of mitigation options under consideration.  Additional options were 
added from comments received on the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  The 
comment suggests that specific mitigation measures with quantifiable benefits have not been developed 
for Alternative D.  To the contrary, mitigation measures are identified in the Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Program (MMRP), including measures for which air quality benefits have been quantified 
(airport remote flyaway facilities, GSE conversions to zero or near-zero emission technologies, and 
various construction related measures) as well as measures for which air quality benefits have not yet 
been quantified (promotion of transit and ridesharing transportation options for employees, tenants, and 
passengers; highway and roadway improvements, parking improvements, assistance in developing 
clean vehicle fleets, and energy conservation measures).  Some of these measures are required to be 
implemented as conditions of FAA approval and are identified in Appendix A of the ROD.  Although 
some elements of the mitigation program have yet to be fully designed, a sufficiently detailed mitigation 
program has been disclosed in the Final EIS, with the potential for additional measures to be added in 
the future. 

The listing of all potential measures considered for the Final EIS is included in a memorandum from 
Anthony Skidmore, CDM, to Herb Glasgow, LAWA, entitled "Inventory of Air Quality Mitigation 
Measures Considered in Conjunction with the LAX Master Plan EIS/EIR" and dated December 6, 2004.  
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Over 50 individual mitigation components are included in or have the same intent as Mitigation Measure 
MM-AQ-2 (Construction-Related Measure), Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-3 (Transportation-Related 
Measure), and/or Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-4 (Operations-Related Measure).  Of these, 19 were 
obtained from City of El Segundo comments (comment letter AL00033 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final 
EIS), 18 were obtained from the South Coast Air Quality Management District comments (comment 
letter AR00004 in Part II-Volume 2 of the Final EIS), and 7 were obtained from the other public 
comments.  Further, over 100 suggested measures were either part of the Master Plan design, part of 
an ongoing LAWA program, or required by existing regulations and could not be categorized as 
mitigation. 

In addition to the mitigation measures that LAWA has committed to implement, LAWA has also 
committed to limit airport emissions in 2015 to the values presented in the MMRP.  Therefore, if it is 
determined through the mitigation monitoring program that airport inventories will not meet the specified 
limits by 2015, LAWA will be required to develop additional reductions to meet the limits.  This may be 
done by quantifying air quality benefits from measures implemented but not previously quantified and/or 
by identifying and implementing new measures. 

Finally, the enforceability of the mitigation measures is discussed in Section 2.2, LAX Master Plan 
LAWA-Staff Preferred Alternative of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General Conformity 
Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS, and Response to El Segundo Comment III.B.1.c in 
Appendix C of Appendix A-2a.  The FAA has required, as a condition of its final approval in the Record 
of Decision, that LAWA and the City implement the mitigation measures as contemplated in the adopted 
LAX Master Plan MMRP.  In addition, the mitigation measures are fully enforceable under Cal. Pub. 
Res. Code §21081.6.  California regulations also require compliance with mitigation requirements as 
stated in a mitigation and monitoring reporting program (MMRP); see 14 C.C.R. §§15091(d) and 
15097(c)(3). 

FAL00003-24 

Comment:

In addition, the First Addendum claims that the elements of mitigation measures MM-AQ-2, MM-AQ-3 
and MM-AQ-4 were selected from the universe of suggested mitigation approaches because they "are 
considered to be the most feasible and effective methods to mitigate the air quality impacts of the LAX 
Master Plan." First Addendum at 2-12. Yet no evidence is provided to support this assertion. As an 
attachment to both our September 18, 2001 comment letter following the release of the Draft EIS/EIR, 
and our November 4, 2003 comment letter on the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, we included 
numerous mitigation measures suggested by air quality experts, Dr. J. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless, 
that are feasible and have been utilized elsewhere, yet have not been included in the proposed 
mitigation measures. Thus, the First Addendum clearly did not include all feasible and effective 
mitigation measures. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding the selection of air quality mitigation 
measures.  The commentor correctly cites the First Addendum to the Final EIR which notes that 
mitigation measures MM-AQ-2, MM-AQ-3, and MM-AQ-4 are considered to be the "most feasible and 
effective methods" to mitigate the air quality impacts of the LAX Master Plan, where "most" is taken in 
the sense of "to the greatest extent."  While FAA expresses no opinion on the feasibility and 
effectiveness of the mitigation measures proposed by Drs. Fox and Pless, LAWA and FAA have 
identified the mitigation measures that they consider to best combine air quality benefits and 
implementation feasibility.  Neither LAWA nor FAA claim to have adopted every conceivable measure or 
every measure that has been utilized elsewhere.  Please also see Response to Comment FAF00001-07 
regarding the development of the LAX Master Plan Mitigation Plan for Air Quality (LAX MP-MPAQ) and 
the process for including all feasible mitigation measures in developing detailed mitigation measures 
MM-AQ-1, MM-AQ-2, MM-AQ-3, and MM-AQ-4.  As indicated in that response, LAWA is currently 
following a process to develop the components of the LAX MP-MPAQ (i.e., MM-AQ-2, Construction-
Related Measure, MM-AQ-3, Transportation-Related Measure, and MM-AQ-4, Operations-Related 
Measure).  The identification of certain required components as part of mitigation measures MM-AQ-2, 
MM-AQ-3, and MM-AQ-4 as the most feasible and effective methods in no way precludes the 
identification, during this implementation process, of additional measures which may also be feasible 
and effective.  FAA encourages LAWA to take into consideration those mitigation measures referenced 
in the comment that are found to be feasible and appropriate but are not currently included as specific 
elements of MM-AQ-1, MM-AQ-2, MM-AQ-3 or MM-AQ-4. 
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FAL00003-25 

Comment:

Similarly, the Fourth Addendum to the EIR identifies additional mitigation measures that would help to 
offset the air quality impacts of the Master Plan Project. The Fourth Addendum includes measures, 
such as implementation of an air quality study, electrification of various airport operations, diesel fuel 
reduction programs, and formulation of PM 2.5 compliance programs. Fourth Addendum at 2-4 to 2-7. 
As the Fourth Addendum itself recognizes, implementation of these measures "could provide a greater 
level of mitigation for significant air quality and noise impacts than anticipated in the Final EIR." Fourth 
Addendum at 2-2. Yet, as previously noted, the FEIS does not include the Fourth Addendum, and these 
mitigation measures are not proposed for adoption by the FAA. The FAA's mitigation plan, then, fails to 
include even all of the mitigation measures specifically identified as feasible during the Master Plan 
process.

Response: 
The measures to which the commentor refers are part of the Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) 
negotiated between LAWA and a coalition of organizations (LAX Coalition).  The CBA is separate from 
the NEPA process.  FAA has not been a party to the CBA and furthermore has expressed no opinion 
about the contents of the CBA.   

Part I of the Final EIS provides a comprehensive set of Master Plan commitments and mitigation 
measures identified by LAWA and/or FAA to address air quality effects identified under the CEQA 
analysis, the NEPA analysis, or both.  Specifically, these are presented in Chapter 5 of the September 
2004 Addendum to the Final EIR.  Master Plan commitments and mitigation measures that are 
conditions of approval of this ROD to address significant air quality impacts identified by the NEPA 
analysis are identified in Appendix A of this ROD. 

FAL00003-26 

Comment:

Not only does the First Addendum fail to justify its selection of mitigation measures, but it makes 
unsupported claims about post-mitigation air quality effects. The FEIS quantifies ranges of potential 
emissions reductions for construction-related mitigation measures, the construction of eight new fly-
away terminals, and conversion of ground support equipment. FEIS at Tables F4.6-18, F4.6-19 and 
F4.6-20. Emission reductions for all other mitigation measures are absent from both the FEIS and the 
First Addendum. While it acknowledges that some mitigation measures might be found to be infeasible 
once the Master Plan process begins, the First Addendum asserts that these determinations will not 
affect the projected post-mitigation emission levels. First Addendum at 2-12. Yet the FAA does not, nor 
can it, guarantee that the only mitigation measures that will be found to be infeasible are those for which 
emissions reductions were not previously quantified. Determining that proposed mitigation measures 
are infeasible, which the FAA apparently expects will occur, could greatly impact the level of post-
mitigation emissions. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding the selection of air quality mitigation 
measures and Response to Comment FAL00003-14 regarding enforceability of air quality mitigation 
measures. 

While FAA acknowledges that the feasibility of any given mitigation measure may not be proven until 
implementation is achieved, it in no way expects or anticipates that measures already considered 
feasible will, in the future, be determined to be infeasible.  Regardless of whether an air quality 
mitigation measure is determined at some subsequent point in time to be infeasible, the standard of 
performance to which LAWA will be held is expressed in Section 2.3.1.1 of the Addendum to the Final 
EIR, which states in pertinent part, "The goal of the LAX MP-MPAQ shall be to reduce potential air 
pollutant emissions associated with implementation of the LAX Master Plan to levels equal to, or less 
than, the thresholds of significance identified in the Final EIS/EIR for the project.  At a minimum, air 
pollutant emissions associated with implementation of the LAX Master Plan will be reduced to levels 
equal to those identified in Table AD5-8, Total Operational and Construction Emissions - Mitigated, of 
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the Final EIS/EIR."  If, at some future date, it is determined that achieving the emission levels in Table 
AD5-8 may not occur, LAWA will be required to develop and implement mitigation measures that have 
not been accounted for in the airport emission inventory contained in the MMRP and in MM-AQ-1.  This 
will be achieved in response to the enforcement mechanisms that backstop the MMRP and will be 
detailed in MM-AQ-1.  Thus, while FAA cannot guarantee what the totality of air quality mitigation 
measures will be, LAWA and FAA are assuring, through the application of all feasible methods, that a 
specified level of emissions will be achieved in the future. 

As noted in the LAX Master Plan MMRP, LAWA shall expand and revise the existing air quality 
mitigation programs at LAX through the development of an LAX Master Plan Mitigation Plan for Air 
Quality (LAX MP-MPAQ).  Of import, the LAX MP-MPAQ shall be developed in consultation with the 
FAA, USEPA, CARB, and SCAQMD, as appropriate, and shall include technologically/legally feasible 
and economically reasonable methods to reduce air pollutant emissions from aircraft, GSE, traffic, and 
construction equipment both on and off the airport.  This is currently underway.  As LAWA develops the 
details of the LAX MP-MPAQ, it will seek additional review and comments from FAA, USEPA, CARB, 
and SCAQMD on these new documents.  The intended purpose of the LAX MP-MPAQ is to ensure that 
all the feasible mitigation measures are identified and implemented to reduce the air quality impacts of 
Alternative D at least to the levels noted in the Final EIS for the LAX Master Plan and are maintained 
during and following project implementation.  The LAX MP-MPAQ, currently under development, is 
subdivided into four sections.  The section addressing Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1 (Framework), 
provides the basic organizational structure for the full program.  It is also intended provide a clear, 
consistent and convenient foundation for its implementation.  With the Framework’s "overarching 
configuration," the individual components of the LAX MP-MPAQ (i.e. MM-AQ-2, Construction-Related 
Measure, MM-AQ-3, Transportation-Related Measure, and MM-AQ-4, Operations-Related Measure) 
are more effectively coordinated and completed.  Importantly, additional information that is specific or 
unique to the other three will be contained in their respective volumes, to be published separately. 

FAL00003-27 

Comment:

2. "Refinements" to Alternative D 

a. Amendments to the LAX Plan 

The First Addendum notes that many changes have been made to the LAX Plan, but claims that these 
changes "do not alter the characteristics of Alternative D, but rather are intended to make the LAX Plan 
more concise and to clarify existing goals and policies." First Addendum at 3-1. Yet, as previously 
noted, the First Addendum itself makes unsubstantiated claims that, for example, the addition of tens of 
thousands of square feet of dislocated activities will not result in relocation or other impacts. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-22 regarding relocation impacts described in the 
September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR. 

FAL00003-28 

Comment:

Statistical summaries from LAWA indicate that significant growth in both passenger and cargo volume 
has occurred in recent years. For example, in 1993 the passenger level at LAX was less than 48 million; 
its 2004 levels approached 61 million passengers. See passenger statistics and January 27, 2005 
Press Release attached hereto as Exhibit M. LAX's historical peak year (2000) was 67 million 
passengers. Similarly, cargo volume rose nearly 50 percent between 1993 and 2003. See air freight 
statistics attached hereto as Exhibit N. The history provides strong evidence that apparently small 
additions and improvements at LAX translate into significant capacity increases; The FEIS should 
recognize that fact. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The commentor incorrectly asserts that, "apparently small additions and 
improvements at LAX translate into significant capacity increases."  As indicated by the commentor's 
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quoted figures, the "capacity" of LAX would have been both increasing and decreasing during the time 
periods identified if the assertion were in fact correct.  Specifically, between the years 2000 and 2003, 
LAX total annual passenger activity decreased from approximately 67 million passengers to 
approximately 55 million passengers.  Likewise, annual air cargo volumes at LAX decreased between 
the years 2000 and 2002 from 2.25 million tons to 1.97 million tons.  During these time periods, there 
were no reductions in the facilities available to serve passengers and cargo.  Instead, major market 
forces combined to greatly reduce air transportation demand in all world regions including the United 
States and Southern California.  

By comparison the LAX Master Plan and the Final EIS provides a definition of the No Action/No Project 
Alternative and the associated constrained activity forecast for this alternative in 2015.  This constrained 
activity is based on the limitations of the existing LAX facilities and the assumptions about how air 
carriers will react to these constraints by 2015.  When viewed as a whole system without major facility 
improvements, the practical capacity of LAX in 2015 is estimated at 78.7 million passengers and 3.12 
million tons of cargo. 

FAL00003-29 

Comment:

The First Addendum alleges that the LAX Plan has been revised to ensure consistency with regional 
plans, including the CLUP, discussed above. First Addendum at 3-1. Yet on August 25, 2004, the ALUC 
determined that the April 2004 LAX Master Plan is inconsistent with the CLUP.  See Ex. K. This 
inconsistency, and others, must be disclosed to the public and decision makers. 

Response: 
The referenced revisions in the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIS relate to the LAX Plan, 
LAX Specific Plan, and the land use and zoning documents for the project.  These revisions provide for 
greater oversight, public participation, and reporting but do not alter the conclusions of the Final EIS.  
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-19 regarding consistency of the LAX Master Plan with 
the CLUP.  As indicated therein, it is understood that the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) found 
the LAX Master Plan inconsistent with the CLUP; however, the role of the ALUC is advisory only, and 
the local agency can overrule the determination of the ALUC, as allowed by state law.  LAWA complied 
with the applicable state requirements.  In light of the ALUC’s determination that the LAX Master Plan is 
inconsistent with the CLUP, pursuant to state law, on October 19, 2004, the Los Angeles City Council 
voted with a supermajority of 12 to 3 of the 15 council members to propose to overrule the ALUC 
determination.  Following that initial vote the City followed state law to provide 45 days notice to the 
ALUC and other appropriate parties of the City’s intent to overrule the ALUC.  On December 7, 2004, 
the Los Angeles City Council overruled the ALUC determination by a vote of 12-3.  Part I of the Final 
EIS addressed both consistencies and inconsistencies of Alternative D with relevant regional and local 
plans.  Supporting technical data and analysis were provided in Technical Reports 1 and S-1.  The Final 
EIS provides the appropriate analysis relative to consistency with regional plans, and FAA has 
considered the facts associated with the local processing of the ALUC consistency evaluation. 

FAL00003-30 

Comment:

b. Refinements to the LAX Specific Plan 

The First Addendum fails satisfy NEPA's requirements by ignoring the significant environmental 
implications of the proposed LAX Master Plan changes inherent in the Specific Plan. The so-called 
"Consensus Plan" amendments to the Specific Plan call for approving Master Plan Alternative D, but 
only proceeding with certain elements of Alternative D. Other Master Plan elements will not proceed 
unless they receive subsequent approvals required by the Specific Plan. Eliminating certain project 
elements from the Master Plan in the eleventh hour "Consensus Plan" will result in significant 
environmental impacts not analyzed in the EIS prepared by the FAA. 

For example, the Specific Plan approved by the City of Los Angeles excises the Ground Transportation 
Center ("GTC") from the Master Plan. This project is included in the current EIS analysis and was 
credited with reducing air quality and traffic impacts at the airport to a level of less-than-significant. 
Similarly, the Specific Plan removes the north runway reconfiguration from the Master Plan. The First 
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Addendum itself claims that improvements to the north runway are anticipated to yield environmental 
benefits. First Addendum at 4-2. Elimination of the GTC, the north runway, and other project elements 
has important environmental implications and requires environmental review as mandated by NEPA. 
Yet the First Addendum ignores the environmental consequences of the revised Specific Plan. 

The City of Los Angeles admits that removal of these project elements, which are widely regarded as 
unlikely ever to be approved, requires preparation of additional environmental reviews. See newspaper 
articles attached hereto as Exhibit O. The NEPA regulations require preparation of a supplement to the 
EIS when "[t]he agency makes substantial changes in the proposed action that are relevant to 
environmental concerns." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1)(i). The modifications to the proposed plan represent 
"substantial changes" that require preparation of a supplement to the EIS. 

Response: 
Contrary to the statements made by the commentor, the LAX Specific Plan does not eliminate or excise 
any project elements from Alternative D.  The City Council's approval of Alternative D includes all 
elements of the proposal as described and analyzed in the Final EIS, some of which require additional 
local review prior to implementation.  Thus, the relevant Specific Plan provisions do not have the effect 
suggested by the commentor.  Furthermore, LAWA intends to construct all components of Alternative D, 
including the GTC and the north runway improvements, as permitted by the City Council's decision of 
December 7, 2004.  The FAA's approval of Alternative D is a project level approval, permitting LAWA to 
move forward with implementation of the project as of the date of the Record of Decision.  The City 
Council has chosen to take a different approach, giving approval at a programmatic level, with 
additional environmental review at the local level to be accomplished under the framework of the LAX 
Specific Plan, consistent with State CEQA Guidelines on tiering (14 CCR Section 15152).  Because the 
LAX Specific Plan does not constitute a "substantial change in the proposed action," a supplement to 
the EIS is not required as defined by NEPA Regulations (40 CFR 15029[c][1]). 

FAL00003-31 

Comment:

3. Feasibility Analysis of the Three "Alternative E" Proposals 

As El Segundo has repeatedly pointed out, the FAA has ignored NEPA's mandate to evaluate all 
reasonable alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a). In addition, under NEPA, an agency should evaluate 
reasonable alternatives that are offered by the public during the public comment period. Forty Questions 
No. 29(b); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1503.4(a)(2). 

In an apparent attempt to respond to this failure, the First Addendum includes a discussion of three new 
project alternatives: 1) ARSAC E, which was submitted by the Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport 
Congestion as part of its comments on the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR; 2) ARSAC E-l, which is a 
revised version of ARSAC E; and 3) Parks E-l, which was submitted by Los Angeles City 
Councilmember Bernard Parks at the joint hearing of the Los Angeles Citywide Planning Commission 
and the Los Angeles Board of Airport Commissioners on June 14, 2004. Unfortunately, like the 
alternatives discussion in previous environmental documents, the "feasibility analysis" contained in the 
First Addendum does not satisfy NEPA's requirements. 

NEPA requires a meaningful analysis of the environmental impacts of the project alternatives. 40 C.F.R. 
§§ 1502.14, 1502.16. The First Addendum provides no analysis of environmental impacts of the three 
Alternative E proposals. In the limited instances where it addresses the environmental implications of 
these alternatives, the First Addendum makes broad and highly speculative predictions about what 
might happen under these scenarios. See, e.g., First Addendum at 4-2 (potential consequences of not 
improving the north airfield due to aircraft idling and taxiing), 4-14 (consequences of hypothetical 
convention center), 4-17 (consequences of shuttle system that would be necessary because smaller 
parking facility than under Alternative D). These predictions defy common sense, and they are not 
supported by any information that facilitates a meaningful evaluation and comparison of alternatives, as 
required by NEPA. It is the responsibility of the public agency preparing the EIS - not the public - to 
supply the level of detail required for this comparison. The FAA must provide considerable additional 
analysis to satisfy NEPA's mandate. 

The determination of all three alternatives' infeasibility appears to be based entirely on their distinctions 
from Alternative D. Rather than treating Alternative D as one of several options for LAX, the First 
Addendum faults the three Alternative E proposals for not containing the exact same elements. For 
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example, the First Addendum summarily dismisses the alternative Rent-A-Car facilities proposed by the 
three alternatives, simply asserting that Alternative D's approach is preferable. First Addendum at 4-16 
to 4-17. This approach enables the FAA to attempt to claim Alternative D's merits without justifying its 
proposal to accommodate more than twice the projected 2015 demand for rental car space. It fails to 
satisfy the requirements of NEPA. 

Response: 
The Final EIS includes a reasonable range of alternatives.  Please see Topical Response TR-ALT-1 in 
Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding the development of alternatives considered in detail in the 
Final EIS.  In addition to the detailed evaluation of a reasonable range of alternatives, the Final EIS 
included consideration of several other alternatives, include the variations of Alternative E.  Specifically, 
Chapter 4 of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR, which is a part of the Final EIS, focuses 
exclusively on the evaluation of Alternative E.  The three variations of Alternative E that were introduced 
and offered by their originators as alternatives to Alternative D, were considered accordingly within the 
Final EIS. 

As indicated in Question 1a.  of the Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ’s National 
Environmental Policy Act Regulations, not all alternatives are required to be carried through the NEPA 
process for detailed environmental review in an EIS.  Question 1a.  distinguishes between the 
"reasonable alternatives" addressed in an EIS that must be rigorously explored and objectively 
evaluated, and "other alternatives, which are eliminated from detailed study with a brief discussion of 
the reasons for eliminating them."  The FAA complied with the NEPA regulations regarding the range of 
alternatives, providing detailed review of the No Action/No Project Alternative and Alternatives A, B, C, 
and D.  In accordance with Question 1a., the Final EIS addressed the three variation of Alternative E, 
and determined that they should be eliminated from detailed study for a number of reasons, including 
their inferior ability to meet the purpose and need requirements of the proposed project. 

FAL00003-32 

Comment:

4. Refinements to the Environmental Action Plan 

The title of this section of the First Addendum suggests that it discusses changes made to the Final 
EIR's environmental action plan, which the First Addendum defines as the Master Plan's project design 
features, commitments, and proposed mitigation measures. Yet this title is misleading. Far from a 
"refinement," this chapter is almost exclusively a restatement of Chapter 4 of the Final EIR." With the 
exception of new commitments regarding environmental justice, the "refined" environmental action plan 
offers few, if any, actual changes. In addition, this section is poorly annotated and does not make clear 
where actual changes are made. Thus, it fails to accomplish NEPA's fundamental purpose of public 
disclosure. 

12 We refer here to "Final EIR," as opposed to "FEIS," to indicate the time frame being discussed. The 
First Addendum, issued after LAWA released the Final EIR but before the FAA released the FEIS, 
purports to modify the Environmental Action Plan contained in the Final EIR. Similarly, the next section 
of this letter discusses the "Errata to the Final EIR," as it was referred to in the First Addendum. 

Response: 
The refinements to the Environmental Action Plan of the Final EIR included in Chapter 5 of the 
September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR are described in the first paragraph on page 5-1 of the 
September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR and more specifically shown in strikeouts and italics in 
Appendix AD-B, Errata to the Final EIR, of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR.  These 
refinements are also described in Section 2.2, Environmental Justice (pages 2-7 through and 2-10), and 
Section 2.3, Air Quality (page 2-11), of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR. 

Part I of the Final EIS identifies adverse impacts associated with implementation of the LAX Master 
Plan and provides a comprehensive set of Master Plan commitments and mitigation measures identified 
by LAWA and/or FAA to address such effects as identified under the CEQA analysis, the NEPA 
analysis, or both.  (Specifically, these are presented in Chapter 5 of the September 2004 Addendum to 
the Final EIR and further refined by the Second and Third Addenda to the Final EIR.)  A subset of the 
Master Plan Commitments and Mitigation Measures have been identified in this ROD to address 
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significant impacts identified by the NEPA analysis.  These measures are conditions of approval of this 
ROD and are located in Appendix A of this ROD. 

FAL00003-33 

Comment:

Moreover, some of the assertions made in the "Project Design Features" section are suspect. For 
example, the First Addendum implies that the purpose of the airfield improvements proposed under 
Alternative D is environmental sensitivity. First Addendum at 5-2.  This is misleading. The stated 
purpose of these modifications is to increase the safety and efficiency of those facilities, which will have 
the direct result of increasing the airport's capacity. 

Response: 
The comment states that the First Addendum implies that the purpose of the airfield improvements 
proposed under Alternative D is environmental sensitivity.  That is not what the First Addendum states.  
The language cited on page 5-2 of the First Addendum states that, "the formulation and design of the 
Master Plan project included attention to environmental issues, with the objective being to avoid or 
reduce potential environmental impacts where possible."  This statement does not purport to discuss 
the purpose or needs identified for proposed airfield improvements at LAX.  Rather, as stated, this text 
indicates that the project was formulated to address, among others, needs related to the airfield, and 
that when undertaking design, the sponsor kept eye toward options that would be less environmentally 
damaging, where possible.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and 
other Master Plan issues raised in this comment, such as how improvements at LAX, or lack thereof, 
relate to capacity. 

FAL00003-34 

Comment:

Similarly, the First Addendum suggests that, by consolidating the rental car companies in one location, 
the Rent-A-Car facility will result in environmental benefits due to the reduced use of shuttles. First 
Addendum at 5-3. This, too, is implausible. The First Addendum makes no attempt to explain the need 
for a rental car facility that is more than twice the size - 7.87 million square feet - of the projected year 
2015 need. The logical implication of such a large facility is that many more cars will be housed there 
and more shuttles will be needed to serve it. Not only does this provide further evidence of an increased 
capacity, but the traffic and air quality implications of this facility will be significant. These implications, 
however, are ignored in the First Addendum and, ultimately, the FEIS. 

Response: 
Alternative D is the only build alternative which provides space for the entire on-airport rental car 
operation.  Alternatives A, B and C each assumed that a substantial portion of their space requirement 
for automobile storage would be met off airport property due to limited available space near the planned 
rent-a-car locations.  Alternative D would provide space for the Automated People Mover station and 
tenant space for storage/overflow parking, car-wash bays, fueling/vacuuming stations, queuing lanes for 
car wash and fueling/vacuuming and maintenance buildings.  As a result of this comprehensive 
approach to the consolidated rent-a-car facility, Alternative D provides a much larger space dedicated to 
the RAC than do the other alternatives. 

By combining all the operational requirements of the car rental companies at one location, there would 
be no need to shuttle employees and cars back and forth on surface streets between the consolidated 
rental car facility and privately operated maintenance, storage or car-wash/fueling facilities.  Since the 
Automated People Mover would transfer passengers between the RAC and the CTA, there would be a 
substantial reduction in the need for privately operated courtesy vehicle shuttles. 

The provision of rental car operations either on and/or off-airport would not affect, and does not indicate 
an increase of, the overall capacity and aircraft activity levels at LAX. 
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FAL00003-35 

Comment:

5. Errata to the Final EIR 

Like the "Refinement to the Environmental Action Plan" chapter just discussed, the Errata to the Final 
EIR is ambiguously arranged and does not support NEPA's fundamental goal of public disclosure. It 
does not explain why changes are made, and makes no distinction between seemingly meaningless 
changes and changes with substantial implications. Thus, significant changes are buried in an effort to 
hide the Master Plan Project's environmental implications from the public. 

A close reading of the Errata reveals some significant revisions that are not adequately discussed. For 
example, Tables F.4.4.2-18, F.4.4.2-20 and F.4.4.2-21 indicate that Alternative D envisions acquisition 
of an additional 5,000 square feet of office space (plus the 20,000 square feet of air freight space 
previously discussed), as well as a need to relocate more than 50 jobs that are currently housed in LAX. 
These are significant changes from the Final EIR and require additional analysis. Yet the Errata simply 
slips them into revised tables, and provides no further discussion about their implications. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  As indicated in the Introduction to Errata on page 1 of Appendix AD-B of the 
September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR, the Errata to the Final EIR provides revisions to the text, 
figures, appendices, and technical reports associated with the Final EIR as a result of clarifications to, 
and comments received on, the LAX Master Plan Draft EIS/EIR, Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, and 
Final EIR.  Changes in text are signified by strikeouts where text is removed and by italics where text is 
added.  Depending on the nature of the changes, explanations for the changes are also provided.  
Thus, revisions are readily apparent to provide full disclosure of such revisions to the public. 

Errata in Appendix AD-B is provided under three separate headings:  Revisions to Final EIR Text, 
Revisions to Appendices, and Revisions to Technical Report Text.  The Revisions to Final EIR Text are 
provided by Chapter and then Section, in the order that they are presented in the Final EIR.  

The potential impacts associated with the acquisition of an additional 4,874 square feet of office uses 
were addressed in Section 2.1, Relocation Plan/Property Acquisition, of the September 2004 
Addendum to the Final EIR.  As indicated in Section 2.1, the additional 4,874 square feet of office uses 
that would be acquired under Alternative D could easily be absorbed into the nearly 3 million square 
feet of office space that is available in the surrounding areas; therefore, no significant impacts related to 
acquisition of office uses would occur.  See also Response to Comment FAL00003-22 above. 

As indicated on pages 14 and 15 in Appendix AD-B of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR, 
there are an estimated 60 additional jobs in the businesses to be acquired under Alternative D 
compared to information provided in Section 4.4.2, Relocation of Residences or Businesses, in Part I of 
the Final EIS.  As indicated on page 14 of Appendix AD-B, as compared to the No Action/No Project 
Alternative, the potential loss of these additional 60 jobs out of a total of 424,968 jobs created in the Los 
Angeles region in the first phase of the project does not represent a material change in the overall 
impacts disclosed in Section 4.4.2 of Part I of the Final EIS. 

FAL00003-36 

Comment:

B. Second Addendum 

Pursuant to FAA Order 5050.4A and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration regulations, the 
FAA must make a determination as to "whether improvements in the coastal zone would be consistent 
to the maximum extent practicable with the approved coastal zone management program before it can 
issue its Record of Decision. FEIS at 4-1016 (internal citations omitted). In August 2004, the FAA 
determined that Alternative D is consistent with the California Coastal Management Program and the 
California Coastal Act ("CCA"). This Coastal Consistency Determination ("Consistency Determination") 
addresses "impacts associated with the proposed relocation and improvement of existing navigational 
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aids associated with Alternative D that would be located within the coastal zone." Second Addendum at 
2-1.

Also in August 2004, and in conjunction with the FAA's release of the Consistency Determination, 
LAWA completed a Coastal Consistency Certification ("Consistency Certification") that addresses 
"potential impacts to coastal resources that may occur from Alternative D project-related improvements 
other than those associated with the navigational aids, including improvements situated outside of the 
coastal zone." Third Addendum at 2-1. 

Both the FAA's Consistency Determination and LAWA's Consistency Certification were submitted to the 
California Coastal Commission ("Commission") for review and a determination of whether it concurred 
with the agencies' findings. On November 17, 2004, the Commission voted in concurrence with the 
FAA's Consistency Determination and LAWA's Consistency Certification, subject to a requirement that 
LAWA provide details to the Commission in the future on the hydrology and water quality management 
plan it proposed in conjunction with implementation of Alternative D. 

The Second Addendum addresses the Commission's concurrence with the Consistency Determination 
and Consistency Certification. It also discusses the implications of a rule proposed by the United States 
Fish and Wildlife Services ("USFWS") on April 27, 2004 regarding designation of critical habitat for the 
Riverside fairy shrimp. 

1. California Coastal Commission Action 

Notwithstanding the Commission's ultimate concurrence with both the FAA's and LAWA's consistency 
findings, the Second Addendum suggests many flaws in the analysis conducted by both agencies. As 
noted above, the Commission conditioned its concurrence of the Consistency Certification upon LAWA 
providing more details on the hydrology and water quality management plan proposed for development 
in conjunction with Alternative D. Regarding the FAA's Consistency Determination, the Commission 
required further analysis on the potential impacts to the coastal zone from the proposed improvement 
and relocation of navigation aids, and the adequacy of mitigation of these impacts. These analytical 
supplements required by the Commission demonstrate the inadequacy of the analysis performed by 
both the FAA and LAWA, and suggest the likely presence of additional flaws and inadequacies. 

Response: 
On November 17, 2004, the California Coastal Commission concurred with the FAA’s Consistency 
Determination and conditionally concurred with LAWA’s Consistency Certification.  Contrary to the 
commentor’s assertion, the Commission did not require or request any additional information relative to 
the Consistency Determination by the FAA.  The Commission is requiring LAWA to submit additional 
consistency certification analysis and documentation in the future when project-specific designs have 
been completed.  Currently, the information available is at the programmatic level.  When the required 
project-specific design is completed, the additional certification material will provide appropriate 
assurances that each of the proposed Alternative D projects identified in the Consistency Certification 
conditional concurrence will be consistent with the enforceable policies of the state’s management 
program.  These conditions imposed by the Commission do not reflect or suggest any flaws or 
inadequacies in the existing analysis.  On the contrary, such conditional concurrences are permitted 
under the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) regulations governing CZMA.  
These proper safeguards to ensure compliance with the imposed conditions, including the FAA’s 
approval of this project being contingent upon LAWA’s compliance with the Commission’s condition, 
further negate any purported inadequacies in the analysis. 

FAL00003-37 

Comment:

Similarly, the Commission required the strengthening of several of the mitigation measures originally 
proposed and analyzed in both the FAA's Consistency Determination and LAWA's Consistency 
Certification. See Second Addendum at 2-2, 2-3, 2-7, 2-8. This suggests that the Commission was not 
satisfied with the original mitigation measures proposed by LAWA and the FAA. 

Response: 
There were limited refinements made to the mitigation program originally proposed in the Consistency 
Determination and Consistency Certification.  The primary change requires that the FAA, not LAWA, be 
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responsible for ensuring the implementation of these measures.  A new mitigation measure related to 
archaeological resources was requested by the Commission and accepted by the FAA, ensuring that no 
significant impacts to archaeological resources would occur due to the improvement/relocation of the 
navigational aids.  Additional refinements pertained to habitat restoration plans, however, these 
refinements did not materially change the basic nature, approach, and location of the mitigation 
previously proposed.  It should be noted that the mitigation measure refinements were formulated well 
in advance of the Commission hearing as a cooperative effort between the FAA, LAWA, and Coastal 
Commission staff, and were included in the Commission staff report prior to the hearing.  The 
Commission never indicated any dissatisfaction with the original mitigation measures, but rather 
concurred with the refined mitigation program that was proposed by FAA, LAWA, and Commission staff 
at the November 17, 2004 hearing.  The Commission is satisfied with the mitigation measures now in 
place. 

FAL00003-38 

Comment:

In addition to the analytical flaws both resulting from and admitted to in the Second Addendum, the 
Commission's consistency determination is itself in violation of the CCA. According to the CCA, 
"[e]nvironmentally sensitive habitats shall be protected against any significant disruption of habitat 
values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall be allowed within these areas." Pub. Res. 
Code § 30240(a). While the Commission acknowledges that the new navigational devices and access 
road would significantly impact the sensitive habitats, it determined that this was necessary to permit 
runway realignment. However, the realignment itself is a discretionary act that is not required by the 
FAA or any federal law. Thus, approval of these actions constitutes a violation of section 30240 of the 
CCA.

Response: 
The Coastal Zone Management Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1456, requires that Federal activities within or outside 
the coastal zone that affect any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone shall be 
carried out in a manner which is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the enforceable 
policies of approved State management programs.  As is clear from the language of the statute, the 
CZMA does not outright require federal actions to be fully consistent with every element of a coastal 
management program.  Rather, it requires those actions to be consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable.  Nor does the statutory language limit practicability to actions that are non-discretionary.  
The phrase "consistent to the maximum extent practicable" cannot reasonably be read as a requirement 
that consistency be found only in those situations where a federal agency proposes taking an action 
that it is mandated by law to take.  Rather, the statute is addressing both discretionary and non-
discretionary actions, and requires that both types of action be consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable with the enforceable policies of an approved state management program.  Implicit in this 
language is the acknowledgement that protection of this resource is not the only public interest that may 
be considered when determining consistency of federal actions.   

Here, the proposed improvements under Alternative D themselves serve a public interest.  The design 
and location of certain airside improvements under Alternative D, which occur outside of the coastal 
zone, mandate improvements to the navigational aids within the coastal zone for safe operation of the 
airport.  Under Alternative D, the safety of certain airport operations will quite literally depend upon the 
navigational aid improvements occurring within the coastal zone.  Additionally, it should also be noted 
that the proposed navigational aid improvements occurring within the coastal zone involve the 
relocation and upgrading of existing navigational aids situated in a diverse setting that includes barren 
areas that have been, and currently remain, highly disturbed from the former residential community that 
once occupied the subject coastal area, as well as areas where a combination of native and non-native 
species have become established.  The siting of the proposed navigational aids improvements has, to 
the extent practical while also meeting the FAA safety requirements, included use of the existing 
disturbed areas, and minimization of any new disturbance followed by revegetation of disturbed areas.  
For more information on the basis and requirements for the navigational aid improvements, please refer 
to pages 6 through 14 of the FAA's Consistency Determination (see Appendix A-3a in Volume A of the 
Final EIS), as reiterated on pages 10 through 20 of the Coastal Commission staff report for the 
November 17, 2004 hearing (see Appendix A-3d in Volume A of the Final EIS).  The factors presented 
in those discussions were specifically taken into account in the findings relative to the navigational aids 
improvements and relocation being, with mitigation, consistent to the maximum extent practicable with 
the California Coastal Act (including Section 30240).  This conclusion was concurred with by the 
California Coastal Commission. 
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FAL00003-39 

Comment:

2. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

As explained above, the Second Addendum also discusses the potential impacts of the Master Plan 
Project on Riverside fairy shrimp critical habitat, proposed for designation by the USFWS on April 27, 
2004, after its previous designation was nullified by the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia in 
2002. Unfortunately, this section of the Second Addendum follows the pattern established by previous 
environmental review documents of misstating the applicable requirements, downplaying likely impacts 
and inaccurately portraying the adequacy of mitigation measures. 

The FAA maintains that the analysis in the Second Addendum of impacts on designated habitat for the 
Riverside fairy shrimp was conducted in accordance with FAA Order 5050.4A, which provides 
guidelines for the FAA's environmental impact analysis. Second Addendum at 2-9. Claiming to have 
complied with these guidelines, the FAA concludes that "Alternative D as considered, would not result in 
significant adverse impacts to Riverside fairy shrimp and proposed designated critical habitat that are 
not adequately addressed by the mitigation measures that are already proposed." Second Addendum at 
2-23. Yet the basis for this conclusion is a biological opinion that itself violates FAA Order 5050.4A. 

Paragraph 47e(10) of FAA Order 5050.4A describes the process that the FAA must follow for a project 
that requires preparation of an EIS. The FAA must request information from the USFWS or the National 
Marine Fisheries Service ("NMFS"), whichever has jurisdiction, on whether any species listed or 
proposed to be listed as endangered or threatened may be present in the area that will be affected by 
the project. If USFWS or NMFS determines that there are no species present, the FAA can assume that 
the project will not result in significant impacts to endangered or threatened species. If, however, the 
USFWS or NMFS determines that such species may be present in the affected area, the appropriate 
agency must prepare a biological assessment to determine whether the species, or its critical habitat, 
are likely to be impacted by the project and what those impacts would be. 

If the biological assessment determines that the project will not adversely affect the species or its 
habitat, the FAA can assume that the project will not result in significant impacts to endangered or 
threatened species. However, if the biological assessment indicates that the project will result in 
adverse effects on the species or its critical habitat, the project "is considered to be one with potential 
significant impacts." This determination triggers additional requirements including consultation pursuant 
to section 7(a) of the Endangered Species Act, and consideration of other alternatives that would not 
jeopardize the impacted species or its designated critical habitat or an individual determination that the 
impacts are not significant. FAA Order 5050.4A at Paragraph 85(j). 

Thus, this process depends upon the biological assessment (or biological opinion) issued by USFWS or 
NMFS as the starting point for the FAA to determine if and/or how to proceed. However, here, the FAA 
depends on a flawed biological opinion - issued before the USFWS released its updated proposal for 
designated habitat - as its basis for all of its conclusions. As the FAA itself acknowledges, "[w]hile the 
April 20, 2004 Biological Opinion determined only 23 acres of the [Airfield Operations Area] were critical 
to the remaining cysts [i.e. Riverside fairy shrimp eggs], one week later, on April 27, 2004, the USFWS 
issued a proposed designation of critical habitat that included approximately 108 acres proposed for 
critical habitat for Riverside fairy shrimp." Second Addendum at 2-19. 

Rather than requesting an updated biological opinion from the USFWS, the FAA relied on the outdated 
April 20, 2004 Biological Opinion, which analyzed only one-quarter of the habitat ultimately proposed for 
designation. The analysis is, therefore, incomplete. By limiting its consideration to a small fraction of the 
currently proposed designated habitat, the FAA conveniently avoids considering 85 acres of potentially 
impacted critical habitat, as required by the Endangered Species Act and FAA Order 5050.4A. 

Even if the area considered by the FAA was sufficient, its limited analysis would still fall short of its 
mandate to consider impacts to critical habitat. Despite the FAA's mandate to consider all designated 
critical habitat when reviewing a proposed project, its analysis focused almost exclusively on the 1.3 
acres on which the USFWS determined that Riverside fairy shrimp cysts were present. The remaining 
21.7 acres identified in the outdated Biological Opinion upon which the FAA relies, are essentially 
ignored. The FAA Order 5050.4A procedure described above explicitly requires the FAA to consider 
impacts to both endangered or threatened species and their habitat; it does not allow the agency to 
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consider only the species and ignore critical habitat on which it may not have been sited. By focusing on 
just the 1.3 acres on which cysts are present, and ignoring the remaining 21.7 acres - by far the majority 
- of the designated critical habitat that the USFWS originally identified, the FAA ignores its mandate to 
consider a project's impacts on all designated critical habitat. 

Finally, the Second Addendum frames the entire discussion by suggesting that preservation of 
Riverside fairy shrimp habitat comes at the cost of increased danger to other wildlife. Second 
Addendum at 2-13 to 2-14. This characterization is an apparent attempt to deflect attention from the real 
tension: between development and habitat preservation. Similarly, the Second Addendum's suggestion 
that Riverside fairy shrimp would be better served by implementation of Alternative D, than by the 
NA/NP alternative is unconvincing. While it is true, as the FAA's claims, that the mitigation measures 
that would be implemented under Alternative D would not occur if the Master Plan Project were not 
carried out, such mitigation would not be necessary at all if the Project did not occur, as this habitat 
would not be disrupted. 

Response: 
The commentor concludes that the FAA has failed to comply with the Endangered Species Act.  The 
comment is based on the following reasoning.  First, the comment suggests that the area that was 
proposed for designation as critical habitat should be treated as though it were already determined in a 
final rule to be so designated.  Second, the comment suggests that at the time of the biological opinion, 
both FAA and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) should have addressed not only impacts on 
the designated species (the Riverside fairy shrimp) but also impacts to designated critical habitat, which 
critical habitat did not at the time and does not now exist.  Third, the comment alleges that the biological 
opinion issued by USFWS is flawed as a result.  (See the commentor's statement that, "[t]he FAA Order 
5050.4A procedure described above explicitly requires the FAA to consider impacts to both endangered 
or threatened species and their habitat; it does not allow the agency to consider only the species and 
ignore critical habitat on which it may not have been sited.  By focusing on just the 1.3 acres on which 
cysts are present, and ignoring the remaining 21.7 acres - by far the majority - of the designated critical 
habitat that the USFWS originally identified, the FAA ignores its mandate to consider a project's impacts 
on all designated critical habitat"). 

As an initial matter, the FAA has fully complied with the Section 7 consultation requirements of the 
Endangered Species Act, as evidenced by the formal consultation undertaken by FAA and USFWS, 
which resulted in a Biological Opinion on April 20, 2004, which concluded that Alternative D will not 
jeopardize the continued existence of the Riverside fairy shrimp.  Twelve conservation measures were 
described in the April 20, 2004, Non-Jeopardy Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS for Alternative 
D and provided in Appendix F-E, Biological Opinion From United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), of the Final EIS.  Conservation Measure No. 5 stipulates the creation of habitat suitable to 
support the Riverside fairy shrimp within Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-owned property 
designated as a Habitat Preserve at the former Marine Corps Air Station at El Toro (El Toro) or other 
site as approved by the Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office (CFWO).  The El Toro site is managed by the 
USFWS, which has concurred with the FAA that this site constitutes a viable mitigation location.  LAWA 
and FAA are currently moving forward with implementation of habitat restoration efforts pursuant to this 
conservation measure.  As described in Conservation Measure No. 5 of the April 20, 2004, Non-
Jeopardy Biological Opinion issued by the USFWS, the creation-to-impact ratio is 3:1.  The biological 
opinion does not address designated critical habitat because there was no designated critical habitat at 
LAX at the time the Biological Opinion was issued, nor is there now.  Contrary to the commentor's 
assertion, this does not implicate a deficiency in the biological opinion, nor does the subsequent 
proposal to designate critical habitat change this fact.   

As documented in extensive comments submitted by FAA and LAWA on the proposed designation of 
critical habitat, a designation of critical habitat on LAX property is not appropriate for a number of 
reasons, including safety concerns.  Nevertheless, the FAA satisfied the requirement to confer with the 
USFWS regarding actions affecting areas proposed for designation as critical habitat.  See 50 C.F.R. § 
402.10(a).  Consistent with 50 C.F.R. § 402.10(c), USFWS made advisory recommendations about 
actions to minimize or avoid effects to the proposed critical habitat area.  FAA has fully adopted those 
recommendations.  

Thus, through formal consultation and issuance by USFWS of a Biological Opinion, the FAA has 
addressed 23 acres of LAX property that represent habitat that is actually occupied by Riverside fairy 
shrimp or composing the watershed areas directly associated with land actually occupied by Riverside 
fairy shrimp.  As such, the formal consultation process addressed not only impacts directly to the 
species, but also habitat of the species.  Additionally, through the conference procedures of 50 C.F.R. § 
402.10, the FAA has further addressed proposed critical habitat areas not included in the approximately 
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23 acres of land addressed in the April 20, 2004 Biological Opinion.  As a result of that conference, 
USFWS concurred with FAA's determination that, based on certain precautionary measures, continued 
construction associated with implementation of Alternative D projects at LAX would not result in adverse 
modification of the proposed critical habitat areas.  For these reasons, the biological opinion issued by 
USFWS and relied upon by FAA is fully compliant with the law, and FAA has satisfied both the intent 
and the letter of the regulations regarding federal action within areas proposed to be designated as 
critical habitat.

Subsequent to the close of the comment period and the completion of FAA's conference with USFWS 
pursuant to 50 C.F.R. § 402.10(a), the USFWS published a final rule designating critical habitat for the 
Riverside fairy shrimp.  See Designation of Critical Habitat for the Riverside Fairy Shrimp, 70 Fed. Reg. 
19,154-01 (April 12, 2005) (to be codified at 50 C.F.R. pt. 17).  The final rule excluded from the final 
designation all areas initially proposed for designation as critical habitat at LAX.  The USFWS 
concluded that the area proposed for designation at LAX failed to satisfy the primary constituent 
elements necessary for the species to complete its life cycle, and that the area was therefore not 
essential for the conservation of the Riverside fairy shrimp.  Consequently, they did not designate any 
portion of LAX as critical habitat for the species.  Therefore, notwithstanding the facts and discussion 
presented above, the concerns expressed in the subject comment are now moot. 

The FAA has, therefore, duly considered within the Final EIS all aspects related to the Section 7 
consultation with the USFWS pursuant to their obligation under the Federal Endangered Species Act. 

FAL00003-40 

Comment:

C. Third Addendum 

In September 2004, the Los Angeles City Council approved a development project for Playa Vista. This 
project is to occur in two phases. The project approved in September reflects a lesser level of 
development for Phase II of the Playa Vista project than was originally analyzed in the environmental 
review documents for the LAX Master Plan. The Third Addendum contains a revised analysis of 
transportation impacts of Alternative D, based on the reduced development approved for Phase II of the 
Playa Vista project. 

The Third Addendum repeatedly claims that, because the development plan for Phase II of the Playa 
Vista project is reduced, the revised analysis reflects improved environmental background conditions. 
However, the Third Addendum includes figures that stand in direct opposition to these claims. For 
example, according to Table AD(3)2-4, the volume to capacity ratios at three intersections - El 
Segundo/Sepulveda in the PM Peak, Imperial/Main in the AM Peak, and Mariposa/Sepulveda in the AM 
Peak - actually increase after accounting for the reduced level of development in the approved Phase II. 
This increase in traffic impacts, which for one of the intersections is "significant" according to the 
threshold identified on Page 4-424 of the FEIS, is contrary to the claims of reduced impacts made 
throughout the Third Addendum. Not only does it call into question these claims, but it also undermines 
the analytic integrity of the entire document. 

Response: 
In general, as would be expected, the largest reductions in traffic volumes due to the reduced Playa 
Vista Phase II development occur near Playa Vista itself.  Traffic reductions decrease as the distance 
from Playa Vista increases.  However, increases in traffic volumes do occur at various locations as a 
result of drivers adjusting their travel paths to access streets that would be less congested due to the 
reduction of Playa Vista Phase II trips.   

The table below shows the volume over capacity (V/C) ratios for the peak hours and intersections 
referenced by the commentor.  The first two rows show the V/C ratios using the reduced Playa Vista 
Phase II trip generation estimates.  This shows that for all three cases, the mitigated V/C ratio is smaller 
than (i.e., an improvement to) the Adjusted Environmental Baseline condition.   
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Volume/Capacity 

Scenario

 El Segundo Blvd. 
& Sepulveda Blvd.

(PM)

Imperial Highway 
& Main Street 

(AM) 

 Mariposa Avenue
& Sepulveda Blvd

(AM) 

      
2015 Adjusted Environmental Baseline using 
Reduced Playa Vista Phase II Trip Generation 
Estimates (from Appendix AD(3)-A2 of Third 
Addendum to the Final EIR, published 2004). 

1.131 0.662  0.895 

      
2015 With Alternative D Traffic Mitigations using 
Reduced Playa Vista Phase II Trip Generation 
Estimates (from Table AD(3)2-4 of Third Addendum 
of the Final EIR, published 2004.  This is the same 
as Table A2.1-4 of Volume A of the Final EIS. 

1.127 0.603  0.845 

      
2015 With Alternative D Traffic Mitigations using 
Original Playa Vista Phase II Trip Generation 
Estimates (from Table F4.3.2-15, Chapter 4.3.2 of 
Part I of the Final EIS). 

1.125 0.532  0.836 

      
Difference between the Final V/C ratio with the 
Reduced Playa Vista Trip Generation Estimates and 
the Final V/C ratio with the Original Playa Vista Trip 
Generation Estimates.   

+0.002 +0.071  +0.009 

The third row of the table shows the V/C ratio using the original Playa Vista Phase II trip generation 
estimates, after Alternative D project mitigations.  The fourth row indicates the differences between the 
two mitigated V/C ratios.  While this shows that the V/C ratios increased to a small degree at these 
intersections during these peak hours under the reduced Playa Vista Phase II analysis, it does not 
mean that there is a contradiction to the traffic results.  The traffic impacts for the traffic analyses 
completed as part of this Final EIS (using the original Playa Vista Phase II trip generation estimates and 
the reduced Playa Vista Phase II trip generation estimates) have followed the thresholds of significance 
presented on page 4-424 in Part I of the Final EIS to determine project impacts.  This table shows no 
contradiction for the three locations and time periods presented by the commentor. 

FAL00003-41 

Comment:

In addition, the Third Addendum analyzes only the effects of the Phase II changes on Alternative D and 
the NA/NP Alternative rather than its impacts to all four of the build alternatives. This analysis does not 
satisfy the requirements of NEPA, which states that the discussion of alternatives constitutes "the heart 
of the environmental impact statement." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. 13 

13 While the FEIS itself does add some discussion about the impact of the Phase II changes on 
Alternatives A, B and C, this cursory discussion does not satisfy NEPA's mandate of meaningful 
discussion of and comparison between alternatives to the proposed action. Rather, it follows the pattern 
of previous environmental review documents of skewing the discussion in favor of Alternative D by 
inadequately addressing the alternatives, in particular the NA/NP Alternative. 

Response: 
Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, in Volume A of the Final EIS provides the NEPA 
discussion related to the revised transportation impacts analysis based on the reduced Playa Vista 
project.  While the subject section of the Final EIS relies on the data provided in the Third Addendum, 
which focuses primarily on the No Action/No Project Alternative and Alternative D, it includes additional 
information and analysis related to the other alternatives.  Specifically, subsection A.2.1.4, Relationship 
to Alternatives A, B, and C, describes how the results of the revised transportation impacts analysis 
relate to those other alternatives. 
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FAL00003-42 

Comment:

D. NEPA Requires Preparation and Recirculation of a Supplement to the EIS Given the "Significant 
New Information" Presented in these Three Addenda. 

According to the NEPA regulations, a supplement to the EIS must be prepared when there is 
"significant new ... information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed action 
or its impacts." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1)(ii). As detailed above, each one of these Addenda presents 
significant new information and raises more questions about environmental impacts than they answer. 
Arguably, each one rises to the level of requiring a supplement to the EIS envisioned by NEPA; 
collectively, they certainly present the necessary significant new information. Thus, pursuant to NEPA, 
the FAA "[s]hall prepare, circulate, and file" a supplement to the EIS addressing and adequately 
analyzing the information contained in the First, Second and Third Addenda "in the same fashion ... as a 
draft and final statement." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9.(c)(4). 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-20.  As indicated in that response, the information 
provided in the First (i.e., September 2004), Second and Third addenda does not present "significant 
new. . . information relevant to environmental concerns" that would warrant preparation of a supplement 
to the EIS.  Each of the addenda, and the information contained therein, was assessed by FAA to 
determine the level of significance of the information.  FAA concluded that the addenda, whether viewed 
individually or collectively, provide information that, although revised, does not substantially alter the 
environmental effects under NEPA previously disclosed in the Supplement to the Draft EIS.  None of 
addenda disclose significant impacts that were not previously disclosed.  Thus, a supplement was not 
required.  However, in order to provide the public an opportunity to review and comment, the Final EIS, 
which included these addenda, was released to the public on January 13, 2005.  The Notice of 
Availability of the Final EIS appeared in the Federal Register on January 21, 2005. 

FAL00003-43 

Comment:

CONCLUSION 

As set forth above, the analysis and documentation by the FAA regarding the LAX Master Plan is 
patently deficient. El Segundo is requesting, first, that the FAA prepare a supplement to the EIS to 
address new information contained in the Addenda. In addition, El Segundo urges the FAA to take the 
time necessary to review these comments and the comments that other interested parties are 
submitting, and to take appropriate remedial actions to address the deficiencies in its environmental 
analysis, before rendering its decision on this project. 

We further request that you decline to file a Record of Decision until after the conclusion of the local 
processes that are currently underway. In particular, as stated above, the County Airport Land Use 
Commission is set to hear appeals by El Segundo and Los Angeles County on March 30. We, and 
numerous other petitioners, have brought a legal challenge against Los Angeles for its failure to comply 
with environmental review requirements in approving the Master Plan; we are hopeful that the need for 
additional litigation in the federal courts can be obviated by the FAA's careful consideration of our 
comments and by its deference to the completion of the local processes. 

Response: 
The FAA has carefully reviewed and responded to each of the concerns expressed in the commentor's 
letter (see Responses to Comments FAL00003-1 through FAL00003-42 above).  In addition, the FAA 
has carefully reviewed and responded to the related concerns expressed in the exhibits attached to the 
commentor's letter (see Responses to Comments FAL00003-44 through FAL00003-160 below).  The 
FAA has also reviewed and responded to all other comments received during the review period for the 
Final EIS.  The FAA will take into consideration the entirety of the Final EIS, including the recent 
comments and responses, in developing a Record of Decision for the proposed Project, along with 
other related information in accordance with federal law.   
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With respect to the Los Angeles County Airport Land Use Commission's review of the proposed action 
relative to the FAA's completion of the NEPA review of the action, please see Response to Comment 
FAL00003-19. 

FAL00003-44 

Comment:

COMMENTS 

The Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA") has prepared a Final General Conformity Determination1 
("Final GCD") pursuant to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 93, Subpart B, to document the conformity 
of Los Angeles International Airport ("LAX") Proposed Master Plan Improvements, Alternative D, 
("Project"), with the applicable (i.e. approved) State Implementation Plan ("SIP"), which is based on the 
1997/1999 Air Quality Management Plan ("1997/1999 AQMP'') and the proposed modifications thereto, 
the 2003 Air Quality Management Plan ("2003 AQMP"). 

We previously commented on the Draft General Conformity Determination ("Draft GCD") as well as on 
the underlying Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement ("Draft EIS/EIR") 
and its Supplement. (Fox & Pless 02/04  2; Fox 07/01  3; Fox & Pless 11/034.) Based on our careful 
review of the /Final GCD, we conclude that even though the FAA has addressed some of our concerns, 
it has not resolved the main problems regarding conformity with the applicable SIP or the 2003 AQMP. 
Specifically, the FAA I.) relies on artificially inflated baseline emissions, i.e. emissions from the No 
Action/No Project ("NA/NP") Alternative by inappropriately including projects that will not be built as 
approved, II.) considerably underestimates potential emissions resulting from construction and 
operation of Alternative D, and III.) relies on inadequate mitigation of Alternative D emissions. As a 
result, the FAA severely underestimates incremental emissions attributable to Alternative D compared 
to the baseline. This leads the FAA to erroneously conclude that Alternative D conforms to the 
applicable SIP, which, as demonstrated in detail below, it does not. 

1 Federal Aviation Administration, Clean Air Act Final General Conformity Determination, Los Angeles 
International Airport Proposed Master Plan Improvements, Alternative D, January 2005. 

2 J. Phyllis Fox and Petra Pless, Comments on Clean Air Act Draft General Conformity Determination, 
Los Angeles International Airport Proposed Master Plan Improvements, Alternative D, February 6, 
2004; attached as Exhibit A to February 6, 2004 Comments submitted by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger 
on behalf of the City of El Segundo. 

3 J. Phyllis Fox, Comments on Air Quality and Human Health and Safety, LAX Master Plan Draft 
EIR/EIS, July 13, 2001. 

4 J. Phyllis Fox and Petra Pless, Comments on Air Quality and Human Health and Safety, LAX Master 
Plan Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Draft Environmental Impact Report; 
Attachment 3 to November 3, 2003 Comments submitted by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger on behalf of 
the City of El Segundo; attached as Exhibit C to February 6, 2004 Comments on the Draft General 
Conformity Determination submitted by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger on behalf of the City of El 
Segundo. 

Response: 
Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No Action/No 
Project Alternative assumptions. 

Please see the SCAQMD letter dated August 12, 2004, (Appendix C, Section 1 of Appendix A-2a, Final 
Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS) regarding the 
acceptability of the methods and emissions estimates for the general conformity evaluation.  The 
general conformity evaluation followed acceptable protocols, used appropriate data and evaluation 
methods, and demonstrated that the LAX Master Plan Alternative D conforms with the currently 
applicable SIP.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-29 regarding SCAQMD’s review of the 
protocols. 
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Please see Responses to Comments AL00033-140, AL00033-141 and AL00033-311 through AL00033-
350 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS which address comments raised by Dr. Phyllis Fox on the Draft 
EIS/EIR air quality impact analysis and health risk assessment; and Responses to Comments 
SAL00015-55 through SAL00015-65 and SAL00015-235 through SAL00015-289 in Part II-Volume 10 of 
the Final EIS which address comments raised by Dr. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless on the Supplement 
to the Draft EIS/EIR air quality and human health and safety impact analysis.  Please refer to the 
Section 2.3 in Appendix C of Final Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination in Appendix A-2a of 
Volume A of the Final EIS as well as Responses to Comments FAL00001-5 and FAL00001-37 
regarding general conformity with the Clean Air Act. 

FAL00003-45 

Comment:

I. NA/NP ALTERNATIVE BASELINE EMISSIONS ARE INFLATED 

The NA/NP alternative represents the no-build scenario, i.e., the configuration and activity levels 
expected for LAX in the absence of approval of Alternative D. For the conformity determination, 
projected emissions for the NA/NP alternative are used as a baseline against which emissions from 
Alternative D are compared. Therefore, it is crucial to accurately define the no-build scenario. 

I.A Northside and Continental City Emissions Are Inappropriately Included 

The Final GCD's emissions estimates for the NA/NP alternative include construction and operational 
emissions from the Northside Development and Continental City projects. Both projects were authorized 
in the early to mid 1980s but have not been realized to date. As we write these comments in mid-
February of 2005, the same year the Final GCD assumes as the start of construction for Alternative D, 
we are not aware of any activity, such as permitting and budget authorization, required to build these 
projects. 

We previously commented on the inappropriate inclusion of the Northside and Continental City projects 
in the NA/NP alternative. (Fox & Pless 02/04, Comment I.A.) The FAA does not deny that no work has 
been undertaken on these projects since they were authorized but nevertheless claims that "if the 
Master Plan were not approved, it is reasonably expected that LAWA would pursue its original plan for 
the development of [the projects]." (Final GCD, p. C-15.) The FAA's mere assertion that these projects 
would suddenly be dusted off does not constitute sufficient evidence that they would, in fact, be realized 
under the NA/NP alternative as laid out in the respective 1980s EIRs. We therefore maintain that the 
NA/NP alternative as presented in the Final GCD presents an artificially inflated baseline against which 
Alternative D is compared. 

Response: 
Subsection 3.2.5, No Action/No Project Alternative, in Part I of the Final EIS, along with Topical 
Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS, describe how and why the development of 
LAX Northside and Continental City is included in the No Action/No Project Alternative.  As indicated 
therein, both of these development projects totaling approximately 7.5 million square feet have been 
reviewed pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act and approved by the City Council.  
Inasmuch as the existing entitlements for the two subject areas provide, at a tract map level of approval, 
for a mix of industrial and commercial uses that would be consistent with existing development in the 
vicinity of LAX, and such land use designations are compatible with operations at LAX, it is reasonably 
foreseeable that the existing land use entitlements would be developed, as planned, under the No 
Action/No Project Alternative.  If anything, the existing level of entitlement, that being approved 
subdivision maps for the two areas, would be an incentive to develop the land "as-is" in order to take 
advantage of the current demand for industrial/commercial building space in the airport area (i.e., 
relatively few additional approvals, such as grading and building permits, would be needed in order to 
begin construction right away).  It should be noted that even if the City Council had not approved 
Alternative D, there would be no requirement for LAWA to update the 1980s EIRs, because LAWA does 
not anticipate making any substantial changes in these projects as laid out under the No Action/No 
Project Alternative.  Inclusion of these projects in the No Action/No Project Alternative is consistent with 
the provisions of NEPA as interpreted in guidance issued by the Council on Environmental Quality.  In 
particular, "where a choice of 'no action' by the agency would result in predictable actions by others, this 
consequence of the 'no action' alternative should be included in the analysis."  (Question 3, Forty Most 
Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's NEPA Regulations).  Development of LAX Northside and 
Continental City has not yet begun because the landowner, LAWA, has been planning and evaluating 
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proposed changes to those development plans in conjunction with each of the four build alternatives 
(Alternatives A, B, C, and D) considered for the LAX Master Plan.  In accordance with CEQ regulations 
implementing NEPA (40 C.F.R. § 1506.1), LAWA properly refrained from proceeding with any actions 
that could prejudge the consideration of alternatives during the EIS process.  Should final action on the 
LAX Master Plan by the FAA be to not approve any of the four build alternatives (i.e., no action), the 
FAA properly concluded that it is very unlikely that LAWA would abandon the previously-approved 
projects and leave the land vacant.   

The decision to develop an airport is the responsibility of the airport sponsor.  LAWA has indicated its 
present intent to develop Continental City and LAX Northside should the No Action alternative be 
selected.  The City Council for Los Angeles has already approved these proposals.  Having received 
consistent affirmations of the sponsor's intent to develop these areas in the foreseeable future in the 
event that the No Action alternative is selected, FAA is not in a position to substitute its judgment for 
LAWA's and the Los Angeles City Council.  The commentor cites the passage of time since the initial 
approval of Continental City and LAX Northside as evidence that FAA should not consider these 
projects to be the sort of "predictable actions by others" to be included in the No Action alternative as 
indicated in the Council on Environmental Quality's 40 Most Asked Questions.  FAA disagrees.  Projects 
which have been environmentally reviewed and approved by the City Council, the airport's governing 
body, are a reasonable basis for evaluating what "predictable actions by others" might be taken in the 
absence of Federal approval of any of the Master Plan action alternatives.  In light of LAWA's current 
and ongoing express intent to develop these locally approved projects, FAA believes it is appropriate to 
include these actions in the No Action alternative.  As a result, it is not reasonable or appropriate to 
assume that environmental effects, including air pollutant emissions, associated with development of 
new uses at the LAX Northside site and at the Continental City site would only occur if the LAX Master 
Plan is approved.  By including LAX Northside and Continental City in the No Action/No Project 
Alternative, both the Final EIS and the Final General Conformity Determination have properly accounted 
for the consequences of others (i.e., LAWA), should the LAX Master Plan not be approved (i.e., proceed 
with development under the previously-approved entitlements). 

FAL00003-46 

Comment:

I.B Emissions Estimates Are Not Sufficiently Documented 

The FAA indicates that "under Alternative D, LAX Northside would be implemented, but at a lower 
intensity than under the No Action/No Project Alternative." (Final GCD, p. C-15.) Yet a description or 
numerical breakdown of emissions attributable to these projects is nowhere to be found in the Draft or 
Final GCD or in their Appendices. This leaves the reviewer in the dark regarding the difference between 
the buildout scenarios under Alternative D and the NA/NP alternative or the magnitude of mitigated 
emissions resulting from the construction and operation of these projects. 

Response: 
The comment suggests that the FAA has failed to provide sufficient information for the commentor to be 
able to verify the disclosure of environmental impacts associated with construction and operation of LAX 
Northside under Alternative D.  The Draft EIS/EIR, the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, and the Final 
EIS, address the overall development of Westchester Southside under Alternatives A, B, and C and 
LAX Northside under Alternative D at a programmatic level of analysis.  The impacts analyses account 
for overall operation of the total development anticipated for Westchester Southside and LAX Northside 
but do not delineate the impacts specific to each building or individual use occurring therein. 

Although the analysis in the Final EIS regarding LAX Northside may be sufficient for purposes of 
analysis of this collateral development in a programmatic fashion, the FAA has determined that the 
disclosure of impacts related specifically to LAX Northside under Alternative D is too speculative to be a 
basis on which FAA can unconditionally approve LAX Northside in the Record of Decision (ROD), as 
the ROD represents an approval at the project, rather than programmatic, level.  Because LAWA has 
provided a very general description of what LAX Northside would be under Alternative D, and because 
this resulted in use of inconsistent assumptions in evaluating LAX Northside’s environmental effects 
(see Response to Comment FAL00003-125), FAA has decided that it cannot take action regarding LAX 
Northside at this time.

As more fully described in Section VII of the ROD, FAA is requiring LAWA to submit a consistent set of 
planning assumptions regarding the size and nature of the development proposals for LAX Northside 
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and the basis for those assumptions before a decision regarding LAX Northside will be made or an 
airspace determination can be issued.  LAWA must provide consistent and reasonable planning 
assumptions regarding the collateral development proposal so that FAA can undertake a review of the 
environmental consequences and airspace impacts associated with LAX Northside.  Based on that 
review, FAA will determine whether the project continues to meet the general conformity requirements 
of the Clean Air Act and whether the Final EIS continues to be sufficient. 

FAL00003-47 

Comment:

I.C Emissions from Northside and Continental City Are Substantial 

Considering the sheer scale of the Northside and Continental City projects, it is obvious that their 
buildout would result in considerable construction and operational emissions. Under the NA/NP 
alternative, the Northside project encompasses "approximately 4.5 million square feet ... of office space, 
hotel space, retail space, and a golf course in an area of approximately 340 acres of land..." and the 
Continental City project consists of "approximately 3 million square feet ... of office space, hotel space, 
and retail space ... in an area of approximately 28.5 acres of land..." (Final GCD, p. 4-4.) The EIRs for 
the Northside and Continental City projects indeed reveal that emissions estimates for these projects 
are massive. 

As approved, the anticipated buildout period for both projects is on the order of eight to ten years. The 
Continental City project would require the removal of 680,000 cubic yards of material from the site, 
which would result in considerable exhaust emissions from heavy-duty construction equipment 
(wheeled dozers) and haul trucks as well as fugitive dust emissions during grading. (Continental City 
Final EIR5 p. III-4.) The Northside project also requires massive earthmoving and results in about 330 
tons per year ("ton/year") of unmitigated fugitive dust particulate matter ("PM") emissions. (Northside 
Final EIR6, p. IV-85.) Neither EIR contains sufficient information to summarize all emissions attributable 
to construction or operation of these projects. Nor does the Final GCD state whether it used the 
emissions estimates from these environmental review documents or revised them. 

Due to the absence of a detailed breakdown of emissions for these projects in the Final GCD for either 
the NA/NP alternative or Alternative D in addition to a lack of mitigation efficiency percentages, we were 
unable to verify emission estimates provided in the Final GCD, let alone estimate by how much the 
baseline is inflated. Considering the scale of these projects, it is, however, obvious, that their 
inappropriate inclusion in the baseline will result in artificially low incremental emissions for Alternative 
D.

5 City of Los Angeles, Continental City Draft Environmental Impact Report, SCH No. 83022407, August 
1984; Notice of Determination for Final Environmental Impact Report signed August 12, 1985. 

6 City of Los Angeles, Final Environmental Impact Report, LAX North Side Development Project, 
certified March 29, 1983. 

Response: 
The Final GCD used the emissions estimates from the Final EIS for Continental City and LAX 
Northside.  Please see Attachment 1 (Tables 1-6 and 1-7) of Appendix F-B, Air Quality Appendix, and 
Attachment N-1 (page 2) of Technical Report S-4, of the Final EIS regarding the construction and 
operational emissions, respectively, associated with Continental City and LAX Northside as analyzed 
under the No Action/No Project scenario.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-46 regarding 
the emissions estimates related to LAX Northside under Alternative D.  Please see Response to 
Comment FAL00003-45 regarding the appropriateness of including Continental City and LAX Northside 
in the No Action/No Project scenario. 
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FAL00003-48 

Comment:

II. EMISSIONS ESTIMATES FOR ALTERNATIVE D ARE FLAWED AND DO NOT CONFORM TO THE 
SIP

We previously commented on the fact that emissions from Alternative D are consistently 
underestimated for a variety of reasons, including flawed assumptions, flawed input parameters, and 
flawed modeling. (See Fox & Pless 11/04  7, Comments IV and V; Fox & Pless 02/04, Comment II; Fox 
& Pless 11/03, Comments III and IV; Fox 07/01, Comments I-III.) Rather than reiterating all those 
reasons, most of which still have not been adequately addressed by LAWA or the FAA, we herewith 
incorporate these comments by reference. Below, we discuss the effect the underestimation of airport 
capacity has on conformity to the SIP in more detail. 

7 J. Phyllis Fox and Petra Pless, Air Quality and Public Health, Los Angeles International Airport 
Proposed Master Plan Improvements, Final Environmental Impact Report, November 29, 2004; 
attached as Exhibit A to November 2004 Comments submitted by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger on 
behalf of the City of El Segundo. 

Response: 
Please refer to Appendix C, Section 2.3, Response to City of El Segundo Comment Letter Dated 
February 6, 2004, of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume 
A of the Final EIS for responses to comments on the general conformity determination.  Please see 
Responses to Comments FAL00001-5 and FAL00001-37 regarding General Conformity.  Please refer 
to Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding the capacity of Alternative D.  Please see Response 
to Comment FAL00001-29 regarding background concentrations and SCAQMD’s review of the 
modeling protocol.  Please see Section 4 of Appendix A-2a of Volume A of the Final EIS for a 
discussion of how the protocol for the general conformity evaluation was reviewed by USEPA, CARB, 
SCAQMD, and SCAG and how those comments were incorporated into the evaluation. 

FAL00003-49 

Comment:

II.A Underestimated Airport Capacity Results In Underestimate of Alternative D Emissions 

The Alternative D planning assumptions reflected in the Final GCD assume that airside gate access for 
aircraft will restrict the activity level at LAX in 2015 to 78.9 million annual passengers ("MAP") and 3.1 
million tons of cargo ("MAT"). (Final GCD, p. 3-1.) However, it appears that these assumptions 
considerably underestimate the actual capacity under the Alternative D gate configuration. An 
independent evaluation by the airport design and capacity expert Professor Adib Kanafani, UC 
Berkeley, revealed that LAWA never conducted a proper capacity analysis of the proposed terminal and 
gate configuration but instead based its estimates on a number of market assumptions.8 Based on the 
proposed gate configuration, Professor Kanafani established a conservative capacity estimate for 
Alternative D at 87 MAP. 

The FAA argues that Professor Kanafani's capacity analysis "arbitrarily continues to highlight the upper 
limit of potential passenger activity," and points out that his analysis comprises a wide range of possible 
outcomes, including the FAA's considerably lower capacity estimate of 78.9 MAP. (Final GCD, p. C-21.) 
This is incorrect. As Professor Kanafani in his rebuttal clarifies, "[t]he FEIR refers to the estimate of 87 
MAP as the upper limit of capacity. In fact the upper limit is much higher than that. A figure of 93 MAP is 
possible ..." (Kanafani 10/04  9, Response to RTC SAL00015-333.) In other words, Professor 
Kanafani's estimate of 87 MAP figure is a more realistic, but still conservative figure, which could very 
well be considerably exceeded. 

8 Adib Kanafani, Comments on 2003 LAX Master Plan Addendum & Supplement to the DEIS/DEIR, 
November 2003, attached as Exhibit B to February 6, 2004 Comments on the Draft General Conformity 
Determination submitted by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger on behalf of the City of El Segundo. 
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9 Adib Kanafani, Comments on LAX Master Plan Final EIS/EIR Responses to Comments, October 
2004; attached as Exhibit A to December 1, 2004 Comments on the FEIR submitted by Shute, Mihaly & 
Weinberger on behalf of the City of El Segundo. 

Response: 
As indicated in Response to Comment FAL00003-2, and as documented in detail in the Final LAX 
Master Plan, the capacity analysis disclosed in the Final EIS and relied upon in preparing the General 
Conformity Determination was based upon reasonable assumptions.  Please see Response to 
Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-50 

Comment:

The Clean Air Act mandates that the agency "assure" that its actions conform to the applicable SIP. (42 
U.S.C. §7506(c)(1).) This mandate can only be fulfilled, if the agency, here the FAA, determines a 
project's maximum potential impacts, which is then evaluated regarding its conformity with the 
applicable SIP. Consequently, the FAA must base its assessment on the maximum potential airport 
capacity of 87 MAP, if not 93 MAP, and not on a capacity that falls within a range of possible future 
outcomes.

Response: 
The Clean Air Act defines conformity to the SIP as meaning conformity to a SIP’s purpose of eliminating 
or reducing the severity and number of violations of the national ambient air quality standards and 
achieving expeditious attainment of such standards.  The commentor contends that, for the FAA to 
assure that its actions conform to the SIP, it must determine the project’s "maximum potential impacts."  
The general conformity regulations do not establish any such requirement.  The criteria and procedures 
to be used in conducting a general conformity evaluation are stipulated in 40 CFR 93 Subpart B.  In 
particular, 40 CFR 93.159(d) identifies that the evaluation must be based on the total of direct and 
indirect emissions from the proposed project and must reflect emission scenarios that are expected to 
occur under each of the following cases: (1) the mandated attainment year, or the farthest year for 
which emissions are projected in the maintenance plan; (2) the year during which the total of direct and 
indirect emissions from the action is expected to be the greatest on an annual basis; and (3) any year 
for which the applicable SIP specifies an emissions budget.  FAA completed its evaluation consistent 
with these regulatory requirements.  The commentor's contention that the FAA must base its conformity 
determination on the "maximum potential airport capacity" appears to be a continuation of the 
commentor’s disagreement with the FAA and its experts regarding the reasonableness of FAA’s 
forecasts in the Final EIS.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding airport capacity. 

FAL00003-51 

Comment:

We previously commented on the emissions estimates presented in the Draft GCD, demonstrating that 
because the FAA based its emission estimates for Alternative D on an airport capacity of only 78.9 MAP 
as opposed to a more realistic passenger capacity of 87 MAP, it substantially underestimated 
operational emissions from LAX. Absent availability of detailed information10, we approximated 
emissions for maximum capacity based on passenger capacity estimates. (Fox & Pless 02/04, 
Comment II.A.2.) The FAA criticized our approach because it did not account for potential fleet 
changes, which may result in a decreased number of operations due to the use of larger aircraft while at 
the same time increasing passenger activity levels. However, as Professor Kanafani pointed out, a fleet 
change towards larger aircraft would automatically also accommodate a higher level of passenger 
activity, which would increase the MAP even further. (Kanafani 10/04, Response to RTC SAL00015-11.) 
Further, it is unlikely that an increase of more than 8 MAP over the Final GCD's estimate, i.e. an 
increase in passenger activity of about 10 percent,11 may be accommodated by fleet changes.  
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10 See Freedom of Information Act requests from Christy H. Taylor to David Kessler dated October 16, 
2003, January 13, 2004, and March 16, 2004, requesting modeling files and spreadsheets with 
emission estimates. None of the responses provided updated and complete information, necessary to 
adequately review the FAA's emissions calculations and dispersion modeling results. 

11 (87 MAP) / (78.9 MAP) = 1.103 

Response: 
This comment, like many others, raises questions about the accuracy of Alternative D’s capacity as 
disclosed in the Final EIS.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding airport capacity.  
Based on the false premise that the Final EIS understates Alternative D’s capacity, the comment sets 
forth a new hypothetical alternative which results in 87 MAP and purports to analyze the air quality 
impacts flowing from that scenario.  This scenario is hypothetical and speculative and does not require 
a response under NEPA. 

The commentor ignores the fact that the Alternative D fleet mix is larger, as analyzed, to arrive at the 
passenger and operations activity levels used in the General Conformity Determination (GCD).  The 
additional 8 MAP to which the commentor refers is part of the hypothetical and speculative case that is 
not part of Alternative D.  Further, the commentor incorrectly asserts that a larger fleet mix will 
"automatically" accommodate more passengers in Alternative D.  The alternative limits the gate space 
available to park aircraft wing tip to wing tip and not on the basis of gate count as the commentor and 
others have incorrectly asserted here and elsewhere in comments on the Final EIS.  With this gate 
space limitation, increasing the fleet size reduces the total number of simultaneously available gates.  
Also, the time necessary and common to turn around a large, wide body aircraft is longer than that of 
smaller narrow body aircraft.  All of these assumptions are part of the Alternative D description as 
analyzed in the LAX Master Plan, the Final EIS and the GCD. 

The Final EIS contains a detailed and thorough air quality impact analysis related to the operation of the 
airport under Alternative D.  Air pollutant emissions and concentrations were developed for all aspects 
of the project, as presented in Volume A; Section 4.6 (Air Quality); Appendices G, S-E, and F-B; and 
Technical Reports 4 and S-4 of the Final EIS, as well as in the Final General Conformity Determination.  
Data specifically identified in the Freedom of Information Act requested from the commentor were 
provided by the FAA. 

FAL00003-52 

Comment:

As discussed above, the Clean Air Act mandates the evaluation of maximum potential impact, i.e. the 
use of 93 MAP, which is equivalent to an increase of almost 18 percent over the FAA's assumption of 
78.9 MAP.12 Therefore an increase in passenger activity will undoubtedly require an increase of aircraft 
operations and traffic and, consequently, result in increased emissions. 

12 (93 MAP) / (78.9 MAP) = 1.179 

Response: 
The FAA does not accept the commentor’s assertion regarding aircraft activity and passenger levels.  
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding airport capacity.   

Please see the SCAQMD letter dated August 12, 2004, (Appendix C, Section 1 of Appendix A-2a, Final 
Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS) regarding the 
acceptability of the methods and emissions estimates for the general conformity evaluation.  The 
general conformity evaluation followed acceptable protocols, used appropriate data and evaluation 
methods, and demonstrated that the LAX Master Plan Alternative D conforms with the currently 
applicable SIP. 
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FAL00003-53 

Comment:

II.A.1 Aircraft and APU NOx Emissions 

Considering how close the Final GCD's Alternative D NOx emissions estimates for aircraft and auxiliary 
power units ("APU") are to the approved SIP allocations, such increase in aircraft operations and 
associated emissions will result in exceedance of the applicable SIP for all evaluated years and 
therefore result in non-conformity for this criteria pollutant. Table 1 compares the Alternative D aircraft 
and APU NOx emissions a) as presented in the Final GCD, b) based on a more realistic capacity of 87 
MAP, and c) based on an upper limit of 93 MAP to the emissions allocated to aircraft and APUs for LAX 
in the 1997/1999 AQMP, the basis for the applicable SIP. 

Table 1: Please see original letter for table. 

Table 1 clearly illustrates that an increase to 87 MAP or 93 MAP would result in considerable 
exceedance of the SIP allocations for aircraft and APUs. As discussed above, while emissions may not 
be directly proportional to passenger activity level due to potential fleet changes, any shift towards 
larger aircraft would automatically increase the potential passenger increase. We therefore conclude 
that the above estimates serve as a reasonable approximation of aircraft and APU NOx emissions for 
increased passenger activity levels and are adequate to demonstrate that Alternative D does not 
conform to the SIP in the milestone years 2005, 2008, and 2010 for NOx. 

Response: 
The FAA does not accept the commentor’s assertion regarding aircraft activity and passenger levels 
and therefore does not concur with the commentor’s interpretation of general conformity with the SIP.  

This comment, like many others, raises questions about the accuracy of the Alternative D’s capacity as 
disclosed in the Final EIS.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding airport capacity.  
Based on the false premise that the Final EIS understates Alternative D’s capacity, the comment sets 
forth a new hypothetical alternative and purports to analyze the air quality impacts flowing from that 
scenario.  FAA has not reviewed the results indicated in the hypothetical analysis for accuracy nor the 
methodology used to reach the conclusions in the comment.  This scenario is hypothetical and 
speculative, and does not require a response under NEPA. 

Please see the SCAQMD letter dated August 12, 2004, (Appendix C, Section 1 of Appendix A-2a, Final 
Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS) regarding the 
acceptability of the methods and emissions estimates for the general conformity evaluation.  The 
general conformity evaluation followed acceptable protocols, used appropriate data and evaluation 
methods, and demonstrated that the LAX Master Plan Alternative D conforms with the currently 
applicable SIP. 

FAL00003-54 

Comment:

II.A.2 Motor Vehicle NOx Emissions 

The Final GCD provides the following line of reasoning to demonstrate that motor vehicle NOx 
emissions under Alternative D conform to the applicable SIP: 

"As demonstrated ... operational emissions estimated for aviation sources (aircraft, APUs, GSE) and for 
stationary sources at LAX under Alternative D are within the respective emissions budgets of the 
applicable SIP. By making the reasonable assumption that motor vehicle activity which has LAX as a 
source or destination is directly related to the level of aircraft operations at LAX, together with the 
knowledge that aircraft activity levels under Alternative D are generally consistent with those in the RTP 
[Regional Transportation Plan], it is reasonable to assume that SCAG [South Coast Association of 
Governments] has modeled the associated motor vehicle emissions to support the activity levels 
represented by the emissions estimates for aviation sources at LAX in both the approved SIP and the 
2003 AQMP. Therefore it can be inferred that the motor vehicle NOx emissions for Alternative D, taken 
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together with NOx emissions for all other motor vehicle sources in the SCAB [South Coast Air Basin], 
would not exceed the NOx emissions budgets for motor vehicle sources in the applicable SIP or 
alternatively in the 2003 AQMP." (Final GCD, p. 5-5.) 

The applicable SIP as well as the proposed 2003 AQMP are based on the Regional Transportation Plan 
("RTP'') published by the South Coast Association of Governments ("SCAG"). As demonstrated above, 
the aircraft activity levels under Alternative D are not consistent with the applicable SIP and, 
consequently, its underlying RTP. Following the Final GCD's line of logic, we therefore infer that the 
motor vehicle NOx emissions for Alternative D, taken together with NOx emissions for all other motor 
vehicle sources in the South Coast Air Basin ("SoCAB") will exceed the NOx emissions budgets for 
motor vehicle sources in the applicable SIP. In other words, motor vehicle NOx emissions under 
Alternative D do not conform to the applicable SIP. 

Response: 
Please see SCAG’s letter dated February 4, 2004 (Appendix C, Section 1 of Appendix A-2a, Final 
Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS) regarding the 
consistency of the LAX forecasted activity with the 2001 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and 2004 
RTP.  Please also see Response to El Segundo Comment I.A on the Draft General Conformity 
Determination (Appendix C, Section 2.3, page C-9 in Appendix A-2a) regarding the airport activity levels 
used to develop emission budgets in the currently approved SIP. 

SCAG has found the forecast activity levels of Alternative D are generally consistent, but not specifically 
consistent, with the adopted forecast for LAX in the 2001 RTP.  The activity levels in the currently 
approved SIP (which is taken from the 1997/1999 Air Quality Management Plan) for LAX are in the 
range of 83 to 92 million annual passengers (MAP).  Therefore, the emissions from airport activity for 
Alternative D are accounted for in, and conform with, the currently approved SIP. 

FAL00003-55 

Comment:

II.A.3 PM10 Emissions 

The Final GCD admits that Alternative D PM10 emissions from aircraft exceed the applicable SIP 
budgets for this pollutant. The Final GCD then proceeds to demonstrate conformity for this pollutant via 
air dispersion modeling, showing that the resulting ambient air concentrations will not exceed the 
federal ambient air quality standards ("AAQS"). (Final GCD, pp. 5-7/5-8.) 

Previously in the Draft GCD, the resulting annual ambient air quality concentrations (Alternative D plus 
background) for PM10 in 2006, 48 µg/m3, were close enough to the federal AAQS (50 µg/m3) as to 
cause concerns with the South Coast Air Quality Management District ("SCAQMD"), the agency 
responsible for implementing the SIP. (Draft GCD, p. 5-7; SCAQMD 02/04  13.) Of these 48 µg/m3, 
which represent the total of Alternative D plus the ambient background concentration, Alternative D is 
responsible for 20 µg/m3. The Final GCD now presents a revised annual PM10 ambient air 
concentration for 2006 of 43 µg/m3, of which 15 µg/m3 are attributable to Alternative D. Table 2 
summarizes the PM10 emissions estimates for Alternative D and the resulting ambient air 
concentrations as presented in the Draft and Final GCD. 

Table 2: Please see original letter for table. 

Neither the Draft nor the Final GCD provided a breakdown for Alternative D emissions that would allow 
evaluating the considerable emission reduction of 175 ton/year in the interim year 2006 and the 
resulting decrease in ambient air PM10 concentrations. The Final GCD does not explain the substantial 
reduction of predicted ambient air PM10 concentrations attributable to Alternative D of 5 µg/m3, or 25 
percent. The Final GCD also does not provide an explanation why, paradoxically, Alternative D 
emissions in interim year 2013 slightly decreased, yet ambient air PM10 concentrations attributable to 
Alternative D increased by 2 µg/m3. 

Any increase in emissions will bring the PM10 ambient air concentrations closer to the federal annual 
AAQS of 50 µg/m3. As discussed above, the actual passenger capacity at LAX under Alternative D is 
10 percent higher than assumed in the Final GCD. While emissions cannot be directly scaled, a 10 
percent increase in PM10 emissions will obviously result in higher ambient PM10 concentrations and 
might result in a violation of the federal annual AAQS in interim year 2013. If the maximum potential 
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passenger level activity is assumed, the federal annual AAQS will most certainly be violated in 2013. 
Furthermore, as discussed elsewhere, the underestimate of airport capacity is not the only contributor to 
the considerably underestimated emissions from Alternative D. (See Fox & Pless 11/04, Comments IV 
and V; Fox & Pless 02/04, Comment II; Fox & Pless 11/03, Comments III and IV; Fox 07/01, Comments 
I-III.) 

These potential violations of the federal annual AAQS are not restricted to the interim years analyzed in 
the Final GCD, i.e. 2006 and 2013, but may also be found in other interim years as well as in and after 
the final buildout year. A lack of documentation on years other than 2006 and 2013 prevents meaningful 
comments on such potential violations. 

13 Barry Wallerstein, South Coast Air Quality Management District, Letter to David Kessler, Federal 
Aviation Administration, Re: Draft General Conformity Determination - Los Angeles International Airport, 
Proposed Master Plan Improvements Alternative D, dated February 9, 2004. 

Response: 
This comment, like many others, raises questions about the accuracy of the Alternative D's capacity as 
disclosed in the Final EIS.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding airport capacity.  
Based on the false premise that the Final EIS understates Alternative D's capacity, the comment sets 
forth a new hypothetical alternative which results in 87 MAP and purports to analyze the air quality 
impacts flowing from that scenario.  This scenario is hypothetical and speculative, and does not require 
a response under NEPA. 

It should be noted that the PM10 emissions are considered to exceed the SIP budgets because the 
current, applicable SIP budget does not include PM10 emissions from commercial aircraft.  The PM10 
budget in the SIP does not account for aircraft PM10 emissions because the analysis conducted by the 
regulatory agencies did not include PM10 aircraft emissions for most commercial and general aviation 
operations.  They assumed that aircraft PM emissions were zero except for a few specific older aircraft.  
Therefore, another approach was used to demonstrate conformity in which all aircraft were assumed to 
emit PM10.  If the method used by the regulatory agencies was applied to the LAX Master Plan, then 
Alternative D aircraft PM emissions would be essentially zero and would fall within the aircraft PM 
budgets in the SIP. 

As noted in Appendix C, Attachment C-5F.1, of Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General Conformity 
Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS, the PM10 annual concentrations were determined from 
three separate model runs in the Draft General Conformity Determination.  A conservative estimate of 
48 ug/m3 was estimated from runs for construction, on-airport non-aircraft, and aircraft sources.  As 
noted in Attachment C-5F.1, the PM10 concentrations presented in the Final General Conformity 
Determination were developed from a single model run that included all of the sources.  The inclusion of 
all sources in one run avoided some of the assumptions made when combining source impacts in the 
Draft General Conformity Determination.  The single run allows the simultaneous analysis of all sources 
and avoided the need to make assumptions such as the peak impact from sources occurring at the 
same time and the same location.  Therefore, the results presented in the Final General Conformity 
Determination are more accurate than those in the draft. 

In addition, the commentor fails to note that for purposes of conformity, FAA is only concerned with the 
emissions "caused by" the project (not the background).  Thus the relevant emission numbers are not 
the combined (i.e., Alternative D plus background), but rather only the emission caused by Alternative 
D.  As the commentor notes, the Draft General Conformity Determination predicted 20 micrograms of 
PM10 and the Final General Conformity Determination predicted 15 micrograms, both of these numbers 
is well below the 50 micrograms standard. 

FAL00003-56 

Comment:

III. MITIGATION PROGRAM IS INADEQUATE TO ENSURE CONFORMITY TO THE SIP 

The Final GCD relies upon the CEQA-related mitigation measures specified in the LAX Master Plan 
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program ("MMRP"), which describes LAWA's lead responsibility for 
administering the program, the timing of implementation, monitoring frequency, and actions indicating 
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compliance. (Final GCD, p. 2-2.) This MMRP is based on a series of mitigation measures developed 
during the NEPA/CEQA process. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-57 through FAL00003-61 below. 

In accordance with 40 CFR 1505.3, the FAA will take appropriate steps, through Federal funding grant 
assurances and conditions, airport layout plan approvals, and contract plans and specifications, to 
ensure that the mitigation actions are implemented during project development, and will monitor the 
implementation of these mitigation actions as necessary to assure that representations made in the 
Final EIS with respect to mitigation are carried out.  The approvals contained in this Record of Decision 
are specifically conditioned upon full implementation of these mitigation measures.  These mitigation 
actions will be made the subject of special conditions included in future Federal airport grants to the City 
of Los Angeles. 

FAL00003-57 

Comment:

III.A MMRP Is Inadequate and Not Enforceable 

The FAA relied in its Final GCD upon "CEQA-related mitigation measures that have been expressly 
adopted by LAWA and the City in approving Alternative D" and states that it "will require, as a condition 
of its final approval in the Record of Decision, that LAWA and the City implement the mitigation 
measures as contemplated in the adopted LAX Master Plan MMRP." (Final GCD, p. 2-2.) However, as 
discussed below, the MMRP, as adopted, does not provide adequate enforcement mechanisms nor 
does it require all feasible mitigation. 

Commenting on the Draft GCD, the SCAQMD requested that the "FAA must include enforceable 
mechanisms in its final general conformity determination (e.g., Record of Decision) to ensure that all 
necessary reductions assumed in the conformity determination are achieved. Specifically, such 
provisions must entail performance monitoring requirements for quantifying the emission reductions at 
various construction and operational phases of the project and binding enforcement mechanisms as 
well as safeguards (i.e. contingency measures) to offset any shortfalls in emission reductions." 
(SCAQMD 08/04  14.) 

As discussed below and in our previous comments on the Draft GCD, the Final EIR, and the Draft EIR 
and its Supplement, the measures contained in the MMRP are inadequate and not enforceable. (Fox & 
Pless 02/04, Comment II.E; Fox & Pless 11/04, Comment VI; Fox 07/01, Comment IV; Fox & Pless 
11/03, Comment V.) We incorporate these comments herewith by reference. 

14 Barry Wallerstein, South Coast Air Quality Management District, Letter to David Kessler, Federal 
Aviation Administration, Re: Follow-up Comments on Draft General Conformity Determination - Los 
Angeles International Airport, Proposed Master Plan Improvements Alternative D, dated August 12, 
2004. 

Response: 
The enforceability of the air quality mitigation measures is explained in Response to Comment 
FAL00003-14 and Response to Comment FAF00001-07, as well as in Section 2.1, LAX Master Plan 
LAWA-Staff Preferred Alternative (page 2-2) and the Response to El Segundo Comment III.B.1.c 
(Appendix C, Section 2.3, page C-12) in Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General Conformity 
Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS.  The mitigation measures are fully enforceable under Cal. 
Pub. Res. Code §21081.6.  In addition, State regulations (§§ 15091(d) and 15097(c)(3)) and the LAX 
Specific Plan provide additional review and enforcement mechanisms.  The Mitigation Plan for Air 
Quality (MPAQ), to be developed under Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1 of the MMRP, will provide 
specific mechanisms to enforce the mitigation measures and ensure that all feasible mitigation 
measures are identified and implemented. 

The intended purpose of the MPAQ is to ensure that all the feasible mitigation measures are identified 
and implemented to reduce the air quality impacts of Alternative D at least to the levels noted in the 
MMRP and are maintained during and following project implementation.  Therefore, the MPAQ is 
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specifically designed to accomplish the following: clearly identify the air quality mitigation requirements; 
define the process to be used to execute, monitor, report and confirm the implementation and 
completion of the mitigation measures; establish roles and responsibilities for carrying out the MMRP for 
air quality.  The MPAQ will be developed in consultation with USEPA, CARB, SCAQMD, and SCAG. 

In accordance with 40 CFR 1505.3, the FAA will take appropriate steps, through Federal funding grant 
assurances and conditions, airport layout plan approvals, and contract plans and specifications, to 
ensure that the mitigation actions are implemented during project development, and will monitor the 
implementation of these mitigation actions as necessary to assure that representations made in the 
Final EIS with respect to mitigation are carried out.  The approvals contained in this Record of Decision 
are specifically conditioned upon full implementation of these mitigation measures.  These mitigation 
actions will be made the subject of special conditions included in future Federal airport grants to the city 
of Los Angeles. 

FAL00003-58 

Comment:

III.A.1 Incentives Are Insufficient To Ensure Compliance 

Several of the mitigation measures contained in the MMRP are incentive- based and would only 
"encourage" participation, which is insufficient to guarantee compliance. For example, in Appendix A, 
Protocol for General Conformity Determination, the FAA states that "for purposes the general conformity 
evaluation, it is assumed that ... under Alternative D, emissions from GSE will be eliminated at LAX by 
2015." (Final GCD, Appx. A., p. A-18.) Here, the FAA relies on LAWA's proposal to "virtually" eliminate 
GSE emissions under Alternative D. However, the mitigation measure is based on nothing more than 
vaguely identified "incentives and tenant lease requirements." (MMRP, MM-AQ-4, p. 48.) There is no 
enforcement or monitoring required and it remains doubtful that LAWA will, in effect, be successful in 
eliminating GSE emissions. What's more, the required element of this mitigation measure is "[t]he 
successful conversion of all GSE at LAX to extremely low or zero emission equipment by 2015." 
(MMRP 09/04, MM-AQ-4, p. 49, emphasis added.) 

Response: 
The commentor is correct that, in the MMRP, LAWA anticipates using incentives and tenant lease 
requirements to facilitate the negotiation of binding agreements for GSE emissions reductions.  LAWA 
also intends to provide appropriate and sufficient fueling infrastructure as part of this component of 
mitigation measure MM-AQ-4 (see subsection 2.3.2.2 of Appendix S-E of the Final EIS).  However, 
these mechanisms are not mutually exhaustive of all means under LAWA’s control to reduce GSE 
emissions at LAX.  LAWA is currently following a process to develop the specific implementation details 
of MM-AQ-4.  That plan, which will be issued by LAWA as a stand-alone document, will provide the 
enforcement and monitoring methods to achieve the GSE-related emission reductions quantified for this 
component of MM-AQ-4.  In addition to MM-AQ-4, the commercial airlines operating at LAX have 
entered into an agreement (GSE MOU) with the CARB in which the airlines have committed to 
substantially reduce (by approximately 80 percent) the GSE NOx+HC emissions by 2010.  
Implementation of the GSE MOU will produce the majority of the reductions necessary to create a 
nominally zero-emission GSE fleet by 2015.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 
regarding the selection of air quality mitigation measures, Response to Comment FAL00003-14 
regarding the enforceability of mitigation measures and Response to Comment FAL00003-026 for a 
discussion of how LAWA will achieve the mitigated emission levels identified in the MMRP.  Please also 
see Response to Comment FAL00001-32 regarding the elimination of emissions from GSE as part of 
the mitigation plan for Alternative D.   

Please see Section 6, Mitigation, in Appendix A-2a, Final Clean Air Act General Conformity 
Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS for a discussion of why it is appropriate to consider all 
CEQA-related mitigation measures in the general conformity evaluation. 
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FAL00003-59 

Comment:

III.A.2 All Feasible Mitigation Is Not Required 

On the one hand, the MMRP requires that LAWA expand and revise the LAX Master Plan Mitigation 
Plan for Air Quality including "all feasible methods to reduce air pollutant emissions from aircraft, 
Ground Support Equipment (GSE), traffic and construction equipment both on and of the airport." 
(MMRP 09/04, MM-AQ-1, p. 36.) On the other hand the MMRP contains three pages full of, definitely 
feasible mitigation measures that "may be developed." (MMRP, MM-AQ- 3, pp. 45-48.) No specific 
requirement exists to implement these entirely feasible mitigation measures, which have been required 
for many other projects. 

Response: 
The enforceability of the air quality mitigation measures is explained in Response to Comment 
FAL00003-14, Section 2.1, LAX Master Plan LAWA-Staff Preferred Alternative (page 2-2), and the 
Response to El Segundo Comment III.B.1.c (Appendix C, Section 2.3, page C-12) in Appendix A-2a, 
Final Clean Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the Final EIS.  The mitigation 
measures are fully enforceable under Cal. Pub.  Res. Code §21081.6.  In addition, State regulations (§§ 
15091(d) and 15097(c)(3)) and the LAX Specific Plan provide additional review and enforcement 
mechanisms.  The Mitigation Plan for Air Quality (MPAQ), to be developed under Mitigation Measure 
MM-AQ-1 of the MMRP, will provide specific mechanisms to enforce the mitigation measures and 
ensure that all feasible mitigation measures are identified and implemented. 

In addition, these measures are conditions of approval of this ROD and are located in Appendix A of 
this ROD.  In accordance with 40 CFR 1505.3, the FAA will take appropriate steps, through Federal 
funding grant assurances and conditions, airport layout plan approvals, and contract plans and 
specifications, to ensure that the mitigation actions are implemented during project development, and 
will monitor the implementation of these mitigation actions as necessary to assure that representations 
made in the Final EIS with respect to mitigation are carried out.  The approvals contained in this ROD 
are specifically conditioned upon full implementation of these mitigation measures.  These mitigation 
actions will be made the subject of special conditions included in future Federal airport grants to the City 
of Los Angeles. 

With specific reference to MM-AQ-3, Transportation-Related Mitigation Measure, the information 
provided in the MMRP is simply a precis of this measure, which identifies two required elements of the 
measure and notes that additional elements may be developed in the final measure.  This process 
affords LAWA the needed flexibility to achieve the performance standard articulated in Section 2.3 of 
the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR.  As noted in the MMRP, each of the four air quality 
mitigation measures, including MM-AQ-3, will be more fully developed prior to implementation to define 
the specific elements to be included in this component and the process to implement and monitor those 
elements.  An implementation plan is being developed that will provide details as to how each element 
of this transportation-related mitigation measure will be implemented and monitored; this information is 
to be reported in a stand-alone MM-AQ-3 document prepared by LAWA. 

FAL00003-60 

Comment:

III.A.3 Ranges for Construction Emission Reductions 

For the construction-related measure, the MMRP only provides ranges of emission reductions and 
volunteers that "[r]eliable emissions reductions were not able to be quantified for all of the [listed 
mitigation measure] components." (MMRP, MM-AQ-2, p. 39.) The Final GCD fails to disclose whether it 
assumed the lower end of this range of mitigation efficiency for construction mitigation, which is 
essential to demonstrate compliance with the MMRP. Because the Final GCD also fails to specify 
unmitigated emissions for Alternative D, we can not review the consistency of mitigated Alternative D 
emissions presented in the Final GCD with the range of emission reductions proposed by the MMRP. 
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Response: 
The unmitigated and mitigated construction emissions are summarized in Tables F4.6-11 and F4.6-23 
in Section 4.6, Air Quality, of Part I of the Final EIS.  Unmitigated and mitigated construction emission 
calculations for Alternative D, by year, as well as mitigation assumptions, can be found in Attachment 1, 
Appendix F-B of Part I of the Final EIS.  This includes assumptions made concerning the mitigation 
efficiency used for construction emissions.  The emission reduction ranges in the MMRP were 
presented for information purposes.  LAWA has committed to limiting emissions from the airport under 
Alternative D to the values presented in Table AD5.8 of the MMRP.  The Final General Conformity 
Determination used the mitigated construction emissions for Alternative D from Attachment 1 of 
Appendix F-B of the Final EIS, which for the peak construction year (2005), are identical to the interim 
year construction emissions in Table AD5.8 of the MMRP.  Use of mitigated construction emissions is 
appropriate, since the CEQA mitigation is considered part of the proposed action to be evaluated under 
the general conformity regulations.  The construction emission reductions for each pollutant and year 
assumed in the Final General Conformity Determination can be calculated from the mitigated and 
unmitigated emissions presented in Appendix F-B, Attachment 1, Table 1-5 of the Final EIS. 

Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-112 regarding detailed construction emission 
calculations, both mitigated and unmitigated, for all alternatives.  The specific emission reductions 
associated with the components of the construction mitigation measure (MM-AQ-2) are included in the 
detailed spreadsheets referenced in that response.  As indicated in that response, heavy construction 
equipment emission reductions for combined PuriNOx fuel, particulate traps, and injection timing 
retarding were estimated to be 24 percent for NOx and 85 percent for PM10.  The on-site internal 
combustion engine generator emission reductions for combined PuriNOx fuel, particulate traps, and use 
of grid power for one-third of the construction power requirement were estimated to be 33 percent for 
CO, 33 percent for VOC, 46 percent for NOx, 33 percent for SO2, and 83 percent for PM10.  The 
emission reductions for fugitive dust stabilization included in the spreadsheets was 63 percent.  These 
reduction estimates were based on information provided by CARB, interviews with Port of Los Angeles 
staff (the Port uses PuriNOx fuel and particulate traps on certain engines), and potential fugitive dust 
control efficiencies presented in Table 11-4 of the 1993 SCAQMD CEQA Handbook. 

It should be noted that the range of emission reduction in terms of tons per year is dependent on both 
the emission reduction percentage and the unmitigated emissions.  For example, since unmitigated 
construction emissions from Alternative D are smaller than those from Alternatives A, B, or C, when the 
percent reduction is applied to unmitigated Alternative D emissions, the mitigated Alternative D 
emissions will be at the lower end of the emission reductions range.  Since unmitigated emissions vary 
for each alternative, the resulting mitigated emission reduction in terms of tons per year reduced will 
also vary for each alternative. 

FAL00003-61 

Comment:

III.B Final GCD Alternative D Emissions Are Inconsistent With MMRP 

The MMRP states that "[a]t a minimum, air pollutant emissions associated with implementation of the 
LAX Master Plan will be reduced to levels equal to those identified in Table AD5-8." Table 3 
summarizes the criteria pollutant emissions levels presented in MMRP for the interim year 2013 and the 
horizon year 2015 for Alternative D and the corresponding emission levels presented in the Final GCD. 

Table 3: Please see original letter for table. 

Table 3 demonstrates that in two cases, i.e. NOx and PM10 emissions in the interim year 2013, 
implementation of the MMRP will not assure the mitigated emission levels assumed by the Final GCD. 
In other words, the Final GCD assumes emission levels that are lower than accounted for by mitigation 
in the MMRP. 

Finally, as we pointed out in our comments on the Final EIR, the MMRP is based on considerably 
underestimated emissions for Alternative D and fails to include secondary emissions from electricity 
generation and, and, consequently, will not be able to achieve its own proposed emission limits. (See 
Fox & Pless 11/04, Comment VI.B.) 
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Response: 
The mitigation measures, whether enforced by LAWA or the FAA, are part of the whole of the action 
evaluated in the Conformity document and are therefore appropriate to consider in the conformity 
analyses. 

Please see subsection A.2.3.3, Comparison of NEPA and General Conformity Evaluations, in Volume A 
of the Final EIS for a discussion of the sources of the differences between the mitigated emissions for 
Alternative D from the Final EIS as presented in the MMRP and the emissions in the Final General 
Conformity Determination.  Essentially, the general conformity evaluation used a higher mixing height to 
calculate aircraft emissions, and a lower activity level in 2005 (and 2013) to calculate all emissions than 
the NEPA evaluation.  These changes were made during the conformity evaluation by the South Coast 
Air Quality Management District and Southern California Association of Governments.  Furthermore, in 
developing the interim year emissions inventories for Alternative D, the Final EIS uses the operations 
(on-airport and off-airport) in 2013 and construction in 2005 to produce conservative emissions 
estimates for the interim year.  The general conformity evaluation differs in that emissions were 
explicitly calculated for the years 2005, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2013, and 2015 (i.e., each of the emission 
budget years, attainment date years, and years of greatest emissions, as required by the general 
conformity regulations).  Therefore, the Final EIS emissions for the interim year for Alternative D are not 
the same as those for any of the years analyzed in the general conformity determination.  Also, because 
the general conformity evaluation relied on the dispersion modeling results for PM10 obtained from the 
NEPA analysis, the findings of the two assessments for this parameter compared to the applicable 
NAAQS are identical (i.e., Alternative D is not significant since the PM10 NAAQS are not expected to be 
exceeded as a result of the implementation of Alternative D).   

To summarize the above the discussion, the differences in interim year PM10 and NOx emissions noted 
by the commentor are due solely to the use of the peak construction year (2005) emissions for the 
interim year in the MMRP instead of construction emissions for 2013 (the interim year noted in the 
MMRP).  For all other sources of PM10 and NOx emissions, as well as all sources of VOC and CO in 
the interim year, the limits included in the MMRP will ensure that the emissions assumed in the Final 
GCD are attained.  Note that the MMRP limits will also ensure that all emissions from all sources 
assumed in the Final GCD for 2015 will be attained.  The project-level CEQA documents now required 
by the City for each of the projects implementing the Master Plan will be used to determine if the 
construction emissions indicated for a given year in the Final GCD are or are not being exceeded.  If 
these analyses indicate that construction emissions in a given year may exceed the value previously 
analyzed for that year in the Final GCD, the GCD would need to be re-evaluated by FAA.  

Secondary emissions from electricity generation are specifically quantified in subsection 4.6.10, 
Secondary Air Emissions - Electricity Production, in Part I of the Final EIS.  Also, please see Response 
to Comment FAL00003-135 regarding the authority of LAWA and FAA to control emissions from off-
airport emission sources, such as those that produce secondary emissions from electricity generation. 

FAL00003-62 

Comment:

IV. CONCLUSION 

As detailed above, the Final GCD relied on an artificially inflated baseline, substantially underestimates 
potential emissions resulting from construction and operation of Alternative D, and relies on inadequate 
and unenforceable mitigation of Alternative D emissions. As a result, the FAA erroneously concludes 
that Alternative D will conform to the SIP. We demonstrated that Alternative D does not conform to the 
SIP for a number of reasons, including, but not limited to, exceeding the NOx SIP allocation for LAX for 
aircraft, APUs, and vehicle traffic as well as presenting emissions estimates lower than those 
guaranteed by the MMRP. 

Response: 
Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-44 through FAL00003-61 regarding the General 
Conformity Determination and related issues in this and previous comments. 
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FAL00003-63 

Comment:

Comments on the LAX Master Plan Final EIS/EIR Responses to Comments 
By Professor Adib Kanafani 
October 2004 

General Comments 

The following comments on the LAX Master Plan Final EIS/EIR deal with the question of airport 
capacity and with whether the gate positions system proposed in Alternative D can limit traffic at the 
airport to 78.9 MAP.  In this regard the Final EIS/EIR does not differ substantively from the Master Plan 
Addendum dated June 2003.  Comments in the FEIR continue to confuse market analysis and capacity 
analysis.  The FEIR does not provide any additional evidence as to why its traffic assumptions should 
be accepted. The forecast in the FEIR continues to represent heroic assumptions about airline and 
market behavior in response to a capacity constraint. Yet, the Master Plan and the FEIR in their phasing 
do not show any gate capacity constraint for most of the life of the Master Plan.  163, not 153 gates are 
shown to continue to be operational until the very last phase, presumably in 2015. By then, with current 
traffic growth trends continuing, no gate capacity constraints would have had an effect on traffic and 
none of the market adjustments postulated in the Master Plan would have occurred.  Traffic could very 
well have reached or exceeded 78.9 MAP before any gate reductions are implemented at LAX.   

There is nothing in the FEIR that supports the Master Plan’s claim that one of its goals is to limit traffic 
to 78.9 MAP. Furthermore, there is no new evidence in the FEIR to support the critical assumptions 
made in the Master Plan regarding, and that affect, the capacity of the system. The comments in the 
FEIR do not give any rationale for changing any of the conclusions present in our original comments. If 
anything, there is ample reason to adjust our original capacity estimate upwards, as is shown in some of 
our responses below. 

Therefore, we conclude that the FEIR does not convincingly make the case that the capacity of LAX is 
limited to 78.9 MAP. We believe that the plan called Alternative D has a capacity that exceeds that 
number significantly. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  While the Final EIS does not directly address the issue of the number of gates 
available at all points through the implementation of Alternative D, the plan does suggest a substantial 
airside and terminal construction program necessary to complete the improvements.  This construction 
program would be taking place simultaneously with on-going airport operations that are already at high 
levels of activity.  To say the least, these construction activities would be disruptive to the on-going 
operations.  LAWA makes no commitments to take existing gates out of service (other than those 
demolished to make way for new construction) until adequate replacements are available.  Despite this 
accommodation, airfield congestion and disruption of airlines operations are anticipated during this time. 

NEPA requires Federal agencies to take a hard look at reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts.  
Here, the forecast activity levels generated for each of the alternatives was based on widely accepted 
principles and methodology considered appropriate by FAA.  These forecasted activity levels provide a 
reasonable basis upon which to analyze the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of the 
alternatives.  NEPA does not require more.  If LAX were to reach 78.9 MAP before 2015, LAWA has 
made specified commitments through the LAX Specific Plan to monitor and make necessary 
adjustments to the plan and/or mitigation measures as a result. 
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FAL00003-64 

Comment:

Comments on Specific Sections 

SAL00015-2 

Final EIR: 

"As stated in Section E1.3 Aircraft Gate Assignments, in Appendix E Alternative D Airside Analysis of 
the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum detailed gate capacity analysis has been conducted.  All flights in 
the 2015 design day schedule for Alternative D were assigned to a gate to determine future terminal 
loadings and to simulate airside operations. Aircraft gate assignments were made based on the user 
allocation and maximum gate size assumptions. Ranges of minimum integrate [sic] times, dependent on 
airline group, were assumed between gate uses.  The minimum integrate [sic] times used in the other 
alternatives were also applied in this alternative. The results of an Alternative D gate assignments and 
the utilization of each gate throughout the day are shown on Figures E-5 and E-6. " 

Response: 

Assigning the forecasted operations and a forecasted fleet mix to the available gates does not 
constitute a gate capacity analysis. Such an assignment shows that the gates can handle the projected 
traffic, but does not demonstrate that the gates cannot handle more traffic, and is therefore not sufficient 
to prove that the gates will limit traffic to 78.9 MAP. 

Table V-A.5 of Draft LAX Master Plan shows the inter-gate times by airline groups, which range from 15 
to 60 minutes and states.  "Ranges of minimum inter-gate times, dependent on airline group, were 
assumed between gate uses... Occasionally, it was necessary to violate these minimum inter-gate times 
in order to accommodate all the flights in available gates."  [quoted from Draft LAX Master Plan]  With 
the Master Plan’s own acknowledgment that it is possible to violate these numbers, it can be concluded 
that the inter-gate times of one hour which are seen in Tables E-5 and E-6 of the Master Plan 
Addendum, can be shrunk to increase gate throughout, especially for regionals and commuters, which 
the Master Plan expects will become a growing proportion of the traffic.  The Addendum and the Final 
EIR do not therefore convincingly show that gate utilization is maximized and that the throughput of 
gates cannot be increased. These documents do not show a capacity analysis. 

In our original comments on the Addendum we did not even question the Master Plan’s assumptions 
regarding gate utilization and we illustrated that it is possible to exceed the 78.9 MAP even with the gate 
utilization assumed in the Addendum and defended in the Final EIR. In our original comments we 
focused on the ability of the gates positions, with the utilization assumed in the Master Plan, to handle 
traffic higher than 78.9 MAP.  With increased gate utilization, which is clearly possible with some inter-
gate times of 60 minutes, the gate capacity is even higher than is shown in our original comments. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.

Also see Section 2 in Chapter IV Facility Requirements (Section 2) of the Draft LAX Master Plan in 
which the purpose, approach and methodology for determining and utilizing a "design day" activity 
forecast is presented.  In particular, please note that the design day is defined as the average of week-
day activity in the peak month of operations (Peak Month Average Week Day or PMAWD).  In the case 
of LAX, this day represents a day of operational activity that approximates the 86th percentile of busy 
days (i.e., it is busier than about 314 days of the year).  This leaves 51 days each year that will be 
busier than the day to which facilities have been designed.   

The reference noted by the commentor regarding the general approach taken for first adjusting 
minimum inter-gate times is in the context of the constrained design day schedules of operations.  The 
original minimum inter-gate times were established based on observation and logistical minimums 
anecdotally supported by various airlines operating at LAX.  These generalizations were first 
established in the LAX Master Plan as part of the unconstrained airside analysis.  As part of the 
constrained alternatives development process, these times were adjusted to test if the scheduled 
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operations could be accommodated on limited facilities.  As stated above, these minimum inter-gate 
time adjustments were made within the context of the defined design day and within the time limitations 
of the particular market being served by a particular carrier.  In the end, all results associated with these 
analyses have been provided (See Appendix E of the Final LAX Master Plan). 

FAL00003-65 

Comment:

SAL00015-11 

Final EIR: 

"... Alternative D is designed to serve approximately 78.9 MAP, the level of passenger activity identified 
by SCAG... " 

Response:  

In our original comments we did not question the forecast. We questioned the capacity. 

Final EIR: 

"Alternative D would encourage the development and use of regional airports to serve local demand by 
constraining the facility capacity at LAX.... " 

Response: 

The Master Plan fails to explain how LAX will encourage the development of regional airports. Indeed, 
in the FEIR the Plan states: "...Airlines rather than government decide which airports will be served...", 
the Plan goes on to talk about LAX’s: "...need to compete for international gateway service...". [quoted 
from FEIR pages ES4, ES6]  Furthermore, the Plan’s stipulation that limiting the number of gates at 
LAX will encourage airlines to shift operations to other airports in the region is without merit since the 
Plan’s phasing shows that no gate reduction from the current 163 gates will occur until the very last 
stage, i.e. 2015.  As mentioned above, all the factors that would result from gate constraints and that 
would encourage airlines to shift operations will not have taken effect until well into the life of the master 
plan. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-63 regarding the phasing of gates 
associated with Alternative D over the course of its implementation. 

FAL00003-66 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"If the commentor doesn’t accept that market conditions and factors affect the volume of passengers 
served at LAX why does their proposed capacity analysis ignore the available gate capacity between 
12:00AM and 6:00 AM daily?  If market factors don’t have an affect on the volume of air traffic served, 
then 25 percent more capacity is immediately available at LAX." 

Response: 

This is surely a rhetorical statement! As mentioned before, in our original comments we did not question 
the Master Plan’s forecast, schedule, or gate utilization, although we believe those to be faulty and 
unrealistic. If the Master Plan is willing to adjust its traffic forecast to include substantial operations 
between 12 and 6 am, in face of all noise abatement procedures, then we would adjust the capacity 
accordingly, i.e. upwards!  The issue is not whether market factors affect traffic or not. That much is 
understood. The issue is the ability of the gates to handle traffic that is much higher than the Master 
Plan stipulates. The Master Plan is based on market analysis and not on capacity analysis. This not the 
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same as doing a capacity analysis that reflects market factors such as load factors, and aircraft fleet 
development. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment. 

FAL00003-67 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"... The commentor focuses only on the number of operations in the market segment while ignoring the 
corresponding fleet changes and associated passenger levels.... This change resulted from the 
abandonment of the LAX market by 19 seat aircraft.  " 

Response: 

As we state in numerous places in our original comments, ours is a conservative capacity analysis in 
which we retained many of the forecast assumptions of the Master Plan assumptions, even though we 
believe some of them to be wrong. For example, we did not question the Master Plan’s fleet mix 
assumptions, which show a continued use of 19 seater commuter aircraft, even though as the FEIR 
now says, these aircraft have already ceased operating at LAX.  Airlines that abandoned 19 seaters 
replaced them with larger regional jets with higher seating configurations.  To make that correction to 
the Master Plan will only increase the number of passengers per flight in that category and will push the 
MAP capacity of LAX even higher than our original estimates. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The focus of this comment is on the facts about 19-seat aircraft in the LAX Master 
Plan fleet forecast and how these facts are used in association with Alternative D.  Nineteen-seat 
aircraft were a significant segment of the total aircraft fleet in 1994 (the base year of the fleet forecast 
for the LAX Master Plan).  At that time they represented nearly 28 percent of the commercial 
passenger, design-day operations.  The fleet mix forecast shows this segment of the fleet declining to 
about 8.6 percent of the unconstrained commercial passenger, design-day operations in 2015 (See 
Table IV-2.3 (3 of 3) in the Draft LAX Master Plan, Chapter IV, Page IV-2.14).  While it is true that 
regularly scheduled commuter operations using 19-seat aircraft have ceased for the time being at LAX, 
for consistency with the previous design day schedules for the No Action/No Project Alternative and 
Alternatives A, B and C, this size of aircraft remains represented in the Alternative D design day 
schedule.  However, the commentor is incorrect in its assumption that 19-seat aircraft are a one-for-one 
trade with regional jets with more seats.  The wingspan of a typical 19-seat aircraft is approximately 55 
feet.  The typical wingspan of a 50-seat regional jet is approximately 70 feet.  Normally, the 19-seat 
commuter aircraft are double-parked at the same gate to make the best use of the aircraft parking 
space, an accommodation that is not common with the larger wing span of the typical regional jet.  As a 
result, the seat capacity of this operation and its higher frequency of operations as compared to regional 
jets, the practical use of the two aircraft types yield nearly the same number of commuter seats on an 
hourly basis. 

If one were to assume that these 19-seat aircraft were replaced with 50-seat regional jets operating as 
both are assumed in the Master Plan, the difference in passengers would be approximately 0.39 
percent of the total passengers served at LAX in the 2015 forecast for Alternative D.  Thus, even 
accounting for the type of change in analysis the commentor suggests, there would not be a change in 
conditions sufficient to affect the conclusions of the analysis. 
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FAL00003-68 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"The constrained activity level of 78.9 MAP forecast for Alternative D in 2015 remains within the range 
in each table and chart presented in Professor Kanafani’s report referred to by the commentor. " 

Response: 

Not true. The activity level of 78.9 MAP is within a range of only Tables 10, 13, 15, 17 and 19, where the 
variables used (load factor, seating configuration assumptions and annual conversion factor) are the 
ones we think are wrong to assume. In fact, the load factor used in those tables is usually lower than 
even the forecasted one assumed by the Master Plan’s analysis. And in all the cases that produce an 
activity level of 78.9 MAP, a lower seating configuration is used. We do not agree that such a low 
seating configuration number should be used and likewise do not agree with the use of annual 
conversion factors lower than 310. 

Response: 
Only one table (Table 11, which is one of 14 various related tables) does not include the activity level of 
78.9 MAP forecast for Alternative D in 2015 within the range in each table and chart presented in 
commentor's consultant report.  Tables 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26 and 27 (Table 12 is 
unrelated) each include the 78.9 MAP forecast for Alternative D in 2015.  The load factors used with the 
LAX Master Plan are acknowledged as valid and used in the commentor’s consultant report.  On page 2 
of the commentor's consultant's report the following statement is made regarding load factor, "The load 
factor assumptions and calculations found in the Addendum are not questioned and are used in this 
capacity analysis.  A sensitivity analysis is made to show the range of capacities that result from the 
range of load factors used in the Addendum."  Despite this statement, the commentor’s consultant 
makes no analysis of the peak hour load factor forecast provided in the Draft LAX Master Plan as was 
used for the capacity analysis of the Master Plan alternatives and is typical of such capacity analyses in 
the industry.  The design day and peak hour load factor forecast used in the LAX Master Plan are 
established on pages IV-2.31 - IV-2.32 in Chapter IV, Facility Requirements, of the Draft LAX Master 
Plan.  Please also see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan 
issues raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-69 

Comment:

SAL00015-14 

Final EIR: 

"The remaining pavement would be used for Remain Over Night (RON) parking positions, temporary 
aircraft maintenance parking, departure holding and arrival gate clearance holding.  Several airlines that 
operate commercial service to LAX from Asia schedule extended time between the arrival and 
departure of their aircraft.  Those aircraft that would remain at LAX for extended periods of time would 
be stored on the west remote pad in order to free contact gates for use by other airlines that have an 
immediate need for a contact gate. " 

Response: 

Retaining this pavement would increase both the airport and gate capacity. Even LAWA in this 
comment says "...to free contact gates for use by other airlines that have an immediate need for a 
contact gate."  If this is not an increase in contact gate capacity, then what is? 

Response: 
The commentor is correct that remain over night (RON) use of available pavement space can increase 
the utility of the available gates at any airport including LAX.  This assumption in gate and pavement 
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use has been included in the capacity analysis for all alternatives in the Final EIS, including Alternative 
D.  Without the use of this space as RON parking positions and if aircraft were required to stay on gates 
for the entire time that they are on the ground at LAX, then the activity forecast for aircraft operations 
and passengers associated with Alternative D would be much lower than those reported in the Final 
EIS.  However, this is not a practical assumption in the reasonably foreseeable way in which this 
available space would be used and was therefore not assumed in the Final EIS. 

FAL00003-70 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"Maintaining the west pad would allow the aircraft maintenance operator’s additional locations to 
position aircraft awaiting maintenance procedures in addition to each maintenance operator’s ramp 
area. " 

Response: 

This form of use will increase capacity since without it aircraft needing maintenance would be parked in 
the maintenance operator’s area. Parking aircraft in the west pad pavement would create more space in 
the operator’s ramp. 

Response: 
The commentor is correct that this type of reasonably foreseeable operation would make efficient use of 
available aircraft parking and maintenance space at LAX as modified by the implementation of 
Alternative D.  The only relationship between this use of available space and the operational and 
passenger capacity of LAX would be in the loss of the remaining west pad area as remain over night 
(RON) parking.  Without the availability of the remaining west pad area as RON parking the effective 
use of the available aircraft parking gates will be reduced and thereby reduce the total aircraft 
operations and passengers served by Alternative D as analyzed in the Final EIS.  In any event, this 
operational scenario was included in the forecasts for Alternative D and thus the foreseeable impacts of 
this scenario have been appropriately considered in the Final EIS.  Please see FAL00003-69 for more 
information on the RON assumptions used for Alternative D capacity analysis. 

FAL00003-71 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"The maintenance of the west pad after the implementation of Alternative D for aircraft parking for 
departure holds, arrival holds, maintenance operations and RON positions would not constitute 
additional gate capacity.  As described in the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, all aircraft passenger 
loading and unloading would occur at the contact gates that exist or would be constructed as a part of 
Alternative D. " 

Response: 

Using the west pad in such a way would actually be an increase in the gate capacity even though 
aircraft would not be loaded/unloaded at the west pad. Gate capacity would be increased because the 
aircraft that would otherwise have to wait at the gate will be able to move away from the gate and 
enable other aircraft to use it. 

Response: 
The Final EIS assumed that available contact gates at LAX as modified by the implementation of 
Alternative D would be freed up through the use of remote parking positions.  The use of the remaining 
west pad area, as described in the response to the commentor's original comment, is one such area.  
Without the availability of this area to use in the way described and analyzed in the Final EIS, the 
operational and passenger capacity would be lower than that reported in the Final EIS.  In any event, 
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this operational scenario was included in the forecasts for Alternative D and thus the foreseeable 
impacts of this scenario have been appropriately considered in the Final EIS. 

FAL00003-72 

Comment:

SAL00015-312  
Final EIR: 

"Alternative D does not increase runway capacity." 

Response: 

In our comments on Alternative D we did not address the question of runway capacity. But there is no 
question but that the improvements to the airfield will have a non-negative effect on capacity, by 
reducing delay and reducing wave-offs. With any de-peaking as might be expected with traffic growth 
the Alternative D airfield will be able to handle more than the 2058 design day operations used in the 
Master Plan analysis. 

Response: 
The de-peaking of the LAX daily operational schedule was already evident in the 1996 and 2000 design 
day schedule analysis (See Appendix A, Final LAX Master Plan, Figures A-5, A-6 and A-7).  This effect 
has already been accounted for in the Alternative D, design-day forecast (See page 3-65 and Figures 3-
16, 3-17 and 3-18 in Chapter 3 of Part I of the Final EIS).  As such, the delays associated with this level 
of activity and the projected flight cancellations have been reported on page ES-8 in the Executive 
Summary in Part I of the Final EIS.  Without additional available gate space to serve additional 
operations, delays and cancellations associated with Alternative D would increase above the practical 
capacity of the airfield.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other 
Master Plan issues raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-73 

Comment:

SAL00015-314 

Final EIR: 

"Between the hours of midnight an 6:00 a.m. the airport sees fewer than 25 hourly operation.  This lack 
of activity is not due to constrained airport capacity but due to market conditions that make it difficult for 
airlines to sell seats on flights that depart at this time of the day. " 

Response: 

We have already addressed this in our reply to the responses SAL00015-11. If the Master Plan 
forecasts traffic during this period, then we can adjust the capacity upwards to reflect that. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master 
Plan issues raised in this comment. 
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FAL00003-74 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"The commentor suggests adjustments to several variables in the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum 
activity scenario for Alternative D, but fails to address the changes that would occur to other 
interconnected variables. " 

Response: 

We have taken a fairly conservative approach to estimate the capacity of the gate positions proposed in 
the Master Plan. As such we decided not to question many of the assumption especially those related 
to forecast, schedule, gate utilization, and fleet mix.  What we questioned are three factors, the 
annualization factor, the load factors and the seating configurations of airplanes. Selecting what we 
believe are the correct values for these does not necessitate changing any of what the FEIR calls 
"interconnected variables."  Any further adjustments to the forecast assumptions made in the Master 
Plan can only result in higher capacity figures, as we mention in the introduction to this document. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master 
Plan issues raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-75 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"While it acknowledges a high of 87 MAP it fails to acknowledge its corresponding low capacity figure of 
73 MAP. " 

Response: 

The sensitivity analysis shown in our capacity analysis is there to illustrate the implication of Master 
Plan assumptions that we question. For example, the 73 MAP figure corresponds to the annualization 
factor of 300, which we believe to be patently wrong, and to a load factor of 70%, which we also think is 
wrong, and not consistent with the values assumed in the Master Plan itself either. Recall that the 
Master Plan uses a load factor in the range of 72%-73.4% in its forecast, and a load factor of 80% in the 
design of terminal building square footage!  We do not think an annual conversion factor of 300 and 
load factor of 70% are reasonable, especially considering that both values are already higher today. We 
do not focus on the 73 MAP capacity figure that results from an annual conversion factor of 300 and 
load factor of 70% because we do not believe they reflect reasonable assumptions. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment. 

As fully described in Response to Comment FAL00003-2 and reiterated here, the commentor’s 
consultant has gone about his analysis from a less comprehensive approach than that which is included 
in the LAX Master Plan.  In so doing, and in varying figures like the design day to annual passenger 
ratio and load factor in a series of multiplication tables, one would definitely get different answers than 
those reasonably forecasted in the LAX Master Plan.  The problem with the approach taken by the 
commentor’s consultant is two-fold.  First, it improperly links unrelated figures for load factor and design 
day to annual passenger ratio that are not substantiated by the analysis of these factors at LAX.  See 
Chapter IV, Facility Requirements, of the Draft LAX Master Plan for a complete and appropriate 
treatment of these issues as is commonly done in the industry.  The second (and much larger) problem 
with the approach taken by the commentor’s consultant is that the delay implications of his analyses, 
whether they are correct or not to begin with, have not been tested to establish their practicality and 
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degrading effects on capacity.  This is a quintessential step in the process of establishing the practical 
capacity of an airport system that is not only missing from the commentor’s consultant's report, there is 
no mention of the issue.  Without a detailed simulation analysis of the operations suggested using 
SIMMOD or a similar model, there is no way to accurately estimate the delay implications associated 
with the commentor’s consultant’s assertions.  In short, the two analyses are not comparable without it. 

The use of peak hour load factors in the design day are the industry accepted standard for properly 
sizing the passenger terminal facilities.  Please see Section 2, page IV-2.32, in Chapter IV, Facility 
Requirements, of the Draft LAX Master Plan, for a full discussion of this planning factor and its proper 
use.

FAL00003-76 

Comment:

SAL00015-315 

Final EIR: 

"Correspondingly, Alternative D assumes that other airports in the Los Angeles region would 
accommodate some of the traffic LAX would no longer be able to comfortably serve. " 

Response: 

The Master Plan cannot simply assume such a shift in traffic, especially when there is not instrument in 
place to induce it, much less force it.  As addressed above, the Master Plan recognizes that airlines 
decide where to serve, not master plans. Also, as mentioned earlier, the absence of any gate reduction 
until the last stages of the plan, presumably in 2015, means that none of the pressures that might 
induce airline shifts will be in place for basically all the Master Plan period. Furthermore, as calculated 
by the LAWA in LAX Master Plan, delays in Alternative D are lower than in Alternative C.  Given the 
Master Plan’s own association of capacity with delay, this means that LAX will be able to serve the 
forecasted traffic with tolerable delays, thus not creating any inducements for airlines to move their 
service to other regional airports. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-65 regarding issues associated 
with the phasing of gates and construction-related congestion associated with the implementation of 
Alternative D improvements at LAX. 

The "tolerable" delays mentioned by the commentor here is in the context of average all-weather delays 
summarized in the Final EIS.  Whereas Alternative D has average all weather delays of 11.56 minutes 
per operation in 2015 (with cancelled flights to moderate peak delays), in poor weather conditions these 
delays are nearly 50 minutes per operation including taxi time.  Please see Appendix E of the Final LAX 
Master Plan for the complete capacity and delay analysis associated with Alternative D.  As described 
in Response to Comment FAL00003-2, lesser delays and congestion lead Southwest Airlines to 
abandon operations at San Francisco International Airport and begin serving Oakland and San Jose 
regional airports instead. 

FAL00003-77 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"In order to achieve these goals Alternative D must be designed to reflect that the most likely air carrier 
service to be accommodated at other regional airports is domestic narrow body jet service. " 

Response: 

Again, LAWA has no clear plan for how to achieve the stated goal of shifting air carrier traffic to other 
regional airports. 
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Response: 
FAA need not have a "plan for how to achieve the stated goal of shifting air carrier traffic to other 
regional airports" because other airports in the region are currently equipped to handle the type of 
aircraft and service expected.  In the cases of Ontario and Palmdale Airports, LAWA is already planning 
further improvements to these facilities to ready them for service above and beyond current levels.  
Based on FAA's and LAWA's considerable experience in the aviation industry, it is a reasonable 
assumption that airlines will make those decisions in any event without direction from FAA or LAWA on 
how or when to do so.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other 
Master Plan issues raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-78 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"Secondly, commuter operations are more likely to remain prevalent at LAX because LAX operates as a 
hub airport for American Airlines and United Airlines.  The commuter operations into LAX feed the 
American and United hubs and their international alliance and marketing partner flights.  Little or no 
airline hubbing occurs at any other airport in Southern California. " 

Response: 

Domestic air carrier operations also feed international flights, as well as other traffic. It is actually 
preposterous that the Master Plan forecasts a drop in domestic air carrier operations at LAX between 
the base year and the year 2015. 

Response: 
As described on page 3-65 in Chapter 3 of Part I of the Final EIS, the number of domestic air carrier 
passengers is forecast to increase slightly over 2000 levels, but is forecast to be lower than the 2015 
unconstrained forecast levels.  A number of the passengers in the "air carrier" category would be 
transported on regional jet type aircraft that are counted in the "commuter" category.  The operations 
number associated with these passengers decreases as compared to 2000 due to the increasing seats 
per departure growing from about 154 in 2000 to 198 seats per departure in 2015 Alternative D. 

It is also reasonable to assume that the growth in service between other Los Angeles region airports 
and domestic destinations will continue in the future at a higher rate than that of similar service to LAX.  
For example, in 1995 all air service from the Los Angeles region to Oakland was through LAX.  In the 
year 2000, only 47 percent of the service to Oakland from the Los Angeles region was through LAX and 
the remaining service was split between Ontario, John Wayne, and Burbank Airports.  For more 
information on these market shifts to regional airports, see Appendix C of the Final Master Plan. 

FAL00003-79 

Comment:

SAL00015-316 

Final EIR: 

"Additionally, though the 737-300, 400 and 500 are older derivatives, they have Stage 3 engines and 
are anticipated to continue operating well into the future... With production of the 757 ending in the near 
future after a 20 year run, it is probable that some of the 757 operations expected with implementation 
of Alternative D would be replaced with Boeing 737-800, 737-900 or Airbus 321.  " 

Response: 

There is no basis for the assumption that older aircraft types will remain, and newer ones will go out. 
Instead, is it more likely that the Boeing 757’s will be replaced by newer models such as the Boeing 7e7 
with higher capacity. Furthermore the 757 was identified as a separate category with its own presence 
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in the fleet mix and its own seating, for many design purposes it is not mixed with the 737 category of 
aircraft.

Response: 
The response to comment SAL00015-316 refers to the seat capacity range associated with the Boeing 
757 airframe as compared to the seating capacities of the Boeing 737-800, 737-900 or the Airbus A321 
airframes.  The Boeing 787 (referred to here by the commentor as the 7e7, its original working 
designation) is a specialized next generation aircraft intended to compete with the Airbus A330 aircraft 
and to replace the long haul (230 seat version) and high seat capacity (300 seats) versions of the 
Boeing 767.  The two launch customers for the 787 are All Nippon Airways and Air New Zealand, both 
of which intend to use the aircraft on Trans-Pacific routes.  Neither carrier is purchasing the 787 as a 
replacement for existing 757-sized aircraft.  The wingspan on the 787 is to be 194 feet.  The wingspan 
of the Boeing 757 is only 125 feet and, as such, is neither interchangeable with the 787 nor is it 
intended by Boeing as a replacement for the Boeing 757. 

FAL00003-80 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"As acknowledged by the commentor, the Master Plan analysis is based on the actual way aircraft are 
configured and used in revenue service in the LAX market. " 

Response: 

Indeed, the numbers we used are based on the real seating plans of airlines that fly to LAX, confirmed 
from the airline websites, Aviation Week and Space Technology, 2003 Aerospace Source Book, as well 
as the Master Plan’s own source, the OAG. 

Response: 
While the sources referenced by the commentor provide general ranges of aircraft seating 
configurations by aircraft type, only the Official Airline Guide (OAG) information specifically for LAX 
markets and carriers (as used in the Master Plan) is accurate for this analysis.  Many aircraft types have 
a wide variety of potential configurations in specialized use.   

For example, the commentor uses the figure of 220 seats for the "high" range in a Boeing 757.  In the 
Master Plan, the reference to the Boeing 757 specifically refers to the -200 model.  Boeing's marketing 
department reports the "typical" configuration of this aircraft type as having 200 seats.  The Master Plan 
uses the OAG figures of 185 to 188 seats based on the actual configuration of the actual airlines flying 
this aircraft type to and from LAX.  Given that this one aircraft type has 386 operations scheduled in the 
design day, the commentor's high range adds 12,352 more seats to the equation for just one aircraft 
type. 

The foregoing example is repeated by the commentor for multiple aircraft types in both the "high" and 
"low" seating ranges provided in its report.  Ultimately, these inaccuracies skew both ranges higher than 
the actual seats reported by OAG.  The OAG has been deemed by FAA to be an appropriate and highly 
reliable source of information regarding seating configurations of aircraft anticipated to serve LAX in the 
future.  This source is deemed the best source for such information because it provides information 
specific to the airlines and aircraft serving LAX.  This approach results in a reasonable capacity analysis 
and provides an appropriate basis upon which the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of 
Alternative D could be determined. 
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FAL00003-81 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"Similarly the ATR-42 and F100 may be replaced by more modern aircraft but with similar seating 
capacity.  This would not change the passenger volume assumptions contained in the Draft Master Plan 
Addendum or Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR. " 

Response: 

More modern aircraft in that category are Regional Jets, and any one of them has higher seating 
configuration than the ATR-42. Furthermore, there is a fair number of 19-seaters used in the LAX 
Master Plan calculations. In the response to SAL00015-2 LAWA says that 19-seaters already 
abandoned LAX and larger aircraft are being used.  However, in the Master Plan there are 43 
operations forecasted by J-31, 58 operations by SWM, 38 operations by BE1 and 43 operations by 
CAN. Replacing these mentioned aircraft types with the appropriate commuter aircraft type would at 
least double the offered seats, and possibly double the number of passengers actually flown. It will 
certainly double the capacity of that component of the system! 

Response: 
The Embraer 135 Regional Jet flown currently by American Eagle has 39 seats to the 46 in the ATR-42.  
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-67 in which the issue of 19-seat commuter aircraft is 
addressed as well as the commentor’s overstatement of the capacity effects of these aircraft types on 
the system. 

FAL00003-82 

Comment:

SAL00015-317 
Final EIR: 

"... This change resulted from the abandonment of the LAX market by 19 seat aircraft." 

Response: 

As mentioned above, we believe this to be an inconsistency of assumptions in the Master Plan and in 
the FEIR. The Master Plan continues to use 19 seaters in the analysis. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-67 which addresses 19-seat aircraft. 

FAL00003-83 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

4. "... The domestic air carrier profile would be de-peaked and service would be reduced from the 2015 
unconstrained forecast levels in the Central, Eastern and Asia-Pacific regions to reflect... " 

Response: 

All this represents assumptions about market behavior.  Apart from being rather daring to make such 
detailed assumptions about what the airlines might or might not do, this ignores the fact that the 
constraints of gate reduction will not be in place for a long time, and that the runway capacity of 
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Alternative D is not any less than, say Alternative C.  Furthermore, this market analysis has very little to 
do with the capacity analysis that is the subject of our original comments. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Please also see Response to Comment FAL00003-65 regarding the timing of gate 
construction and gate constraints during implementation of Alternative D. 

FAL00003-84 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

5. "... The percentage of domestic and international air carrier and O&D passengers would increase as 
the airlines attempt to serve the unconstrained forecast O&D demand with fewer operations." 

Response: 

See the response just above. Furthermore, this is inconsistent with statements elsewhere the Master 
Plan that these categories of traffic are to be diverted to other regional airport. 

Response: 
The quoted statement is not inconsistent with the other Air Service Changes forecast at LAX as a 
reaction to the airport facilities available at LAX as modified by the implementation of Alternative D.  
This forecast change is acknowledging the reduction in the proportion of connecting passengers cited in 
the text on the same page: 

"Domestic air carrier connecting passengers would decrease from the 2015 forecast levels to reflect the 
projected loss of connecting passengers from commuter flights."  (page 3-65 in Chapter 3 of Part I of 
the Final EIS). 

FAL00003-85 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

6. "... The average aircraft size would increase from existing levels without significantly exceeding the 
unconstrained forecast seats per departure for each air service component.  This is reflective of the 
already large fleet size serving LAX." 

Response: 

Seating assumptions in the LAX Master Plan do not agree with this assumption. They are in many 
cases lower than what is already at LAX. (Refer to Table 1 below). 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-80, which addresses the commentor's use of sources 
other than the Official Airline Guide (OAG) that reports the actual seating configurations by aircraft type, 
by airline actually serving LAX and as used for the LAX Master Plan. 
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FAL00003-86 

Comment:

SAL00015-318 

Final EIR: 

"The correct input parameter to the analysis when annualizing design day activity, should be annual to 
design day operations factors by market segment.  This is the factor that is forecasted and correctly 
reflects the hourly airfield and gate constraints addressed in the Master Plan." And: 

"... The Design Day to annual operations factors are a reflection of the seasonal characteristics of the 
LAX market. This seasonality profile does not change over time..." 

Response: 

These are two inconsistent statements. First, regardless of how the annualization factor is segmented, 
its average should not fall below the current values.  The overall average, which has been in the range 
310-312 for the years since the base year of 1996 will only grow as the traffic de-peaks in the future. 
The FEIR says that only aircraft operations will be de-peaked, and that passenger peaks will remain the 
same and be accommodated by larger aircraft and higher load factors!  This is not consistent with the 
Master Plan’s assumptions about aircraft sizes and load factors! 

For the second, if these seasonality factors are stable then there is no logical basis for the Master Plan 
to drop these numbers from 310-312 to 300. One can only conclude that the annualization figure of 300 
is reverse-engineered to arrive at a desired passenger load of 78.9 MAP. It has no basis in facts and 
should not be the basis for annual capacity calculation. 

Response: 
The commentor asserts several incorrect points.  First, the commentor does not provide a complete 
analysis of the historical trend of the design day to annual passenger factor at LAX.  The commentor 
relies on the report prepared in November 2003 by commentor's consultant (Comments 2003 LAX 
Master Plan Addendum & Supplement to the DEIS/EIR, November 2003 - referred to henceforth as the 
"November 2003 Report"),  The November 2003 Report begins its related analysis using factors 
identified and disclosed in the LAX Master Plan analysis, but goes on to incorrectly vary and apply this 
factor as a way of annualizing aircraft operations without a rational basis for doing so.  Specifically in the 
November 2003 Report it asserts on page 2 of Appendix A under "5. Seasonal Patterns" that "current 
and recent historic" ratios of design day to annual passenger factors (i.e., annual passenger ratio) 
allegedly have been consistently around 310.  The Report then goes on to vary these factors between 
300 and 320 in various multiplication tables in Appendix A.  In reality this ratio does vary given a whole 
range of year-to-year and seasonal traffic variations.  In particular, the annual growth rate for total 
annual passengers is often higher or lower than the corresponding year’s August activity.  This 
variability has more to do with other busy months activity being higher or lower than August for any 
given year.  In recent years the average for this factor has been as low as 295.  (It was even lower in 
2001 at 276, but this was due to the very low levels of activity in the fourth quarter of that year.)   

The indication of incorrect use of the annual passenger ratio in the November 2003 Report is revealed 
on the same page (Section 5. Seasonal Patterns, page 2, Appendix A).  It states, "The implication of the 
[Master Plan] Addendum’s assumption that the capacity constraint will cause traffic peaks to spread 
rather than accentuate is that these factors should rise and not decline."  The LAX Master Plan’s gate 
capacity constraint on "peak" activity to which the commentor’s consultant refers comes in the design 
day on an hour-by-hour basis; it is not included within the LAX market’s month-to-month seasonal 
peaks, as reflected by the annual passenger ratio (See page 3-65, forth bullet under "Air Service 
Changes" in Part I of the Final EIS.  These seasonal variations are the natural peaking of the market 
around peak spring, summer and holiday travel periods.  These patterns have more to do with the 
market’s cultural calendar than any other single factor involved in airport planning. 

As fully explained in the LAX Master Plan and acknowledged by the commentor’s consultant, the use of 
the annual passenger ratio of 300 is made up of weighted averages for each segment of the market 
(i.e., domestic, commuters, Hawaii and international).  This is a consistent planning factor to ensure that 
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facilities are properly sized to handle seasonal peaks of activity that take place regularly throughout 
each year.   

Second, the commentor’s assertions are incorrect on the relationship between design day and peak 
hour aircraft operations and load factor forecasts.  The commentor incorrectly states that, "The FEIR 
says that only aircraft operations will be de-peaked, and that passenger peaks will remain the same and 
be accommodated by larger aircraft and higher load factors!  This is not consistent with the Master 
Plan’s assumptions about aircraft sizes and load factors!"  The depeaking of operations in the design 
day has already occurred in recent years (See Appendix A of the Final LAX Master Plan).  The use of 
peak hour load factors in the design day are the industry accepted standard for properly sizing the 
passenger terminal facilities because of the market’s desire to travel at these highly desirable times of 
the day.  This market reaction happens in addition to the increasing size of aircraft operating in these 
constrained hours.  Please see page IV-2.32 in Section 2 of Chapter IV, Facility Requirements, of the 
Draft LAX Master Plan for a full discussion of this planning factor and its proper use.  This is a clear 
assumption used consistently throughout the Master Plan process that the commentor’s consultant has 
not used in his analysis of the physical capacity of the terminal facilities contrary to standard industry 
planning practice. 

Finally, the LAX Master Plan Alternatives including Alternative D have been "engineered" or designed to 
satisfy the purpose and need for the project including design criteria, planning objectives, planning 
standards and policies set forth by decision makers in the process.  As described in Chapter 2 in Part I 
of the Final EIS, the improvements to LAX that are suggested by Alternative D are the best mix of the 
many disparate views that have shaped this complex planning process.  To state that these facility 
improvements as described and analyzed fully in the Final EIS and the LAX Master Plan, "[have] no 
basis in facts and should not be the basis for annual capacity calculation," is to ignore the record to the 
contrary. 

This comment has elements and issues that are similar to airport capacity planning issues addressed in 
Response to Comment FAL00003-2.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 for additional 
information on these issues. 

FAL00003-87 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"Design day aircraft operations are the only parameter that is assumed to be de-peaked.  In the case of 
design day and peak hour passengers, the number increases even with fewer operations due to the 
combined effects of larger aircraft (higher seat capacity) being used in the peak hour and higher peak 
hour load factors representing high passenger demand for these key travel periods during the day." 

Response: 

This seems inconsistent with the Master Plan’s assumptions that aircraft sizes will not increase. It also 
is not reflected by higher load factors as the statement implies. If this statement in the FEIR is correct 
then this would result in higher aircraft seating and higher load factors causing the capacity estimate to 
increase even further.  Furthermore this is not an assumption that is justified by facts. Under pressure 
from limited facility capacity all traffic patterns will be de-peaked and the annualization factors will rise. 
Additionally, there is no evidence that airlines use different aircraft types, with higher seating capacities 
only during the peak hours especially if, as mentioned in the FEIR, load factors rise during these hours. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-86 regarding issues related to the design day fleet mix, 
peak hour load factor assumptions, schedule peaking characteristics, and design day to annual factors 
for operations and passengers used in the LAX Master Plan including Alternative D.  Also, please see 
Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised in this 
comment.  The commentor’s consultant report is silent on the issue of peak hour load factor 
assumptions used in the LAX Master Plan including Alternative D.  This is a common industry approach 
for properly developing terminal facilities associated with passenger processing.  Peak hour load factors 
are not factors that are used to convert annual passenger forecasts to design day operations or vice 
versa.  While these two airport facility planning issues are related they have different purposes in that 
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they are used for planning very different types of facilities (i.e., passenger forecasts for terminal and 
access facilities and aircraft operations forecasts for airside and gate facilities). 

As for the commentor’s incorrect assertion that, "there is no evidence that airlines use different aircraft 
types, with higher seating capacities only during the peak hours . . ." one simply needs to look to the 
justification upon which Airbus Industries is investing over $12 billion on the development of the Airbus 
A380 new large aircraft.  This aircraft has been developed exclusively for peak hour seat capacity 
increases in constrained world hubs like LAX, London Heathrow, Kennedy International Airport and 
Tokyo Narita Airport. 

Finally, larger aircraft sizes and higher load factors in the peak hours of the design day are not mutually 
exclusive as asserted by the commentor.  These are the logical and historical reactions that airlines 
have made to their fleet utilization at congested world hubs like LAX. 

FAL00003-88 

Comment:

SAL00015-319 

"Ramp charts are provided for Alternative D in Appendix E, Alternative D Airside Analysis, Figures E-5 
and E-6 in the Draft Master Plan Addendum. " 

Response: 

We have not questioned the gate utilization use in the Master Plan and implied in the ramp charts. As 
mentioned earlier, the long inter-gate times used for some traffic categories mean that these utilization 
factors can be increased, resulting in more throughput from the given number of gates. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-64 regarding inter-gate time 
assumptions and analysis used in the LAX Master Plan. 

FAL00003-89 

Comment:

SAL00015-333 

Final EIR:  
"The commentor’s analysis actually identifies a range of capacities based on several variables that 
range from a low of 73 MAP to the consistently stated high of 87 MAP. " 

Response: 

The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to show how capacity can vary with factors such as aircraft 
seating, load factors and annualization rates. The fact that some of these numbers can results in a 
figure of 73 MAP does not mean that that is the capacity of the airport. In the estimate of capacity used 
in our original comments we use the load factors adopted in the Master Plan 72%-73.4%, the 
annualization factor of 310 which is a conservative estimate given that it is the current value and likely 
to increase rather than decrease in the future, and seating configurations based on aircraft currently in 
use at LAX or on order by airlines flying at LAX.  Our estimate of 87 MAP is conservative and based on 
many assumptions in the Master Plan that we did not question. As mentioned elsewhere here, we 
question some of these assumptions and believe that if anything, the capacity of the Master Plan could 
be even higher than our original estimate. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-64 regarding inter-gate time 
assumptions and analysis used in the LAX Master Plan.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-
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86 regarding proper use of design day to annual factors for passengers and aircraft operations.  Please 
see Response to Comment FAL00003-87 regarding the aircraft load factor and peak hour load factor 
forecasts and their proper use in the LAX Master Plan. 

FAL00003-90 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"LAX Master Plan Alternative D has a stated constrained activity level of 78.9 MAP which is within the 
range the commentor’s analysis finds to be probable with the proposed 153-gate airport. " 

Response: 

See the response just above. Our analysis shows that 78.9 MAP is not a likely capacity figure and is not 
a reasonable estimate of the capacity of the airport. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-89 as this comment is very similar 
to the issue raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-91 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"The commentor also fails to state which assumptions were rejected. " 

Response: 

In the part 2. of our Review of the Addendum’s Design and Market Assumptions we state clearly all the 
Master Plan assumptions, and list the ones that we accepted and the ones we subjected to scrutiny, 
and why. Furthermore, as mentioned elsewhere here, our purpose was to calculate the capacity and not 
to comment on the Master Plan’s market analysis. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment. 

FAL00003-92 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"Manufacturer and airline internet sites, though reasonable sources of data, are not as accurate as OAG 
data which was used to determine the seat capacity of each aircraft serving the LAX market in the 
Alternative D analysis. " 

Response: 

We have compared seating arrangements from all sources, including the OAG.  As shown in Table 1 
below, OAG figures agree with the figures from the airlines’ websites and if anything when they differ 
they do tend to be higher. Table 1 shows that the figures used in our original comments and capacity 
analysis are in many cases conservative, even in comparison with OAG and all the other sources. 

Table 1: Please see original letter for table. 
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Response: 
Comment noted.  It appears that the commentor is agreeing that the Official Airline Guide (OAG) is an 
appropriate data source for determining the correct aircraft seating capacities for airlines serving LAX. 

FAL00003-93 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"As mentioned previously in this response to comment, the commentor uses alternative and 
questionable data sources to determine seat capacity for each aircraft. The results are inconsistent with 
the OAG seating configuration of aircraft used in the LAX market and therefore unacceptable for use in 
analysis." And "... The portion of the comment related to a sensitivity analysis on aircraft seating 
capacities does not use OAG data and is, therefore, inconsistent with the Master Plan analysis. " 

Response: 

See the previous response and Table 1 here. Table 1 includes OAG seating and if anything shows the 
number used in the capacity analysis to be conservative. A strict adherence to OAG as the single 
source can only result in adjusting the capacity estimates upwards. 

Response: 
The commentor here appears to contradict its previous comment offered in Comment FAL00003-92.  
The table listed in the commentor’s report does not rely exclusively on OAG data but rather a number of 
other sources that do not report the actual seat configurations, by airline actually serving LAX. 

FAL00003-94 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"No reason is given for the use of mid-range values rather than the high ends of the ranges in relation to 
the sensitivity analysis. " 

Response: 

If all airlines used high level seating configurations then the capacity of the system can well exceed 100 
MAP. As to our choice of middle range, even the Master Plan does not specify which configuration they 
use for all aircraft types. Instead only ranges are given for some aircraft types. We reiterate that we 
have a conservative estimate of capacity. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master 
Plan issues raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-95 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"... [an]activity level of 78.9 MAP...is within the range of each table presented by the commentor which 
would appear to validate that this is a reasonable constrained activity level for the 153-gate LAX 
Alternative D. " 
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Response: 

A capacity number of 78.9 MAP can only be obtained using assumptions regarding the annualization, 
load factors, and seating configurations that are unrealistic and inconsistent with facts. The presence of 
this figure in the sensitivity analysis is intended to illustrate this very fact and to show that it is an 
erroneous estimate of capacity. Furthermore the FEIR mention of the 153 gate figure is not credible, 
since the plan phasing shows it carrying all 163 gates all the way to the very last phase! 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-64 regarding inter-gate time 
assumptions and analysis used in the LAX Master Plan, Response to Comment FAL00003-86 
regarding proper use of design day to annual factors for passengers and aircraft operations, and 
Response to Comment FAL00003-87 regarding the aircraft load factor and peak hour load factor 
forecasts and their proper use in the LAX Master Plan.  Also, please see Response to Comment 
FAL00003-63 regarding issues associated with the phasing of gates and construction-related 
congestion associated with the implementation of Alternative D improvements at LAX. 

FAL00003-96 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"The commentor’s Tables 4 and 5 contain inaccurate information as described above.  Incorrect seat 
capacities for the LAX market are contained in data presented in Tables 4 and 5.  " 

Response: 

For Table 4 we used LAX Master Plan assumption regarding seating for the stated "design aircraft" for 
each market group.  Table 5 contains the same analysis for higher seat configurations, which are more 
likely if the airport gate capacity is constrained. As shown in Table 1 above, seating configurations used 
are consistent with current airline practice and are if anything on the conservative side. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Section C.2. from Response to Comment FAL00003-2 specifically addresses the 
commentor's allegations regarding seating capacity. 

FAL00003-97 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"Section 3.3 of the commentor’s text, Capacity of Alternative D makes several peculiar statements.  For 
example, the commentor accepts the 73.46 percent load factor presented in the Alternative D analysis 
but rejects the annualization factor of 300 and instead uses 310.  " 

Response: 

We accept that this load factor is in the range of likely load factors to occur in the future. We also 
include a range of load factors ( 70%- 76%) in our analysis, not only the mentioned 73.46%. Indeed we 
agree with the Master Plan that 73.6% is a reasonable load factor to work with especially as a factor 
that has been observed. The FEIR responses to comments confuse this and the annualization factor 
issue, which is totally different. Annualization observed at LAX has been in the 310-312 range for a 
number of years. As stated elsewhere in our comments, there is no rational reason or basis for reducing 
this to 300. If anything, as the traffic grows and capacity constraints presumably set in, the peaks will 
spread and the annualization factor will grow. We have again taken a conservative estimate of capacity 
based on the current 310 factor. To follow the Master Plan’s and the FEIR’s statements about de-
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peaking would mean to use an even larger annualization factor, such as 315 or 320, and to adjust the 
capacity upward. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-86 regarding proper use of design day 
to annual factors for passengers and aircraft operations.  Please see Response to Comment 
FAL00003-87 regarding the aircraft load factor and peak hour load factor forecasts and their proper use 
in the LAX Master Plan. 

FAL00003-98 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"The upper limit of potential passenger activity is consistently highlighted without acknowledging the 
commentor’s complete results which illustrate a range of possible outcomes - including those presented 
in the Draft Master Plan Addendum.  Furthermore, the commentor’s results appear to illustrate the 
potential for activity levels even lower than those forecast in the Draft Master Plan. " 

Response: 

The FEIR continues to confuse forecasts and market analysis with capacity analysis. We show all the 
results, as well as the value of variables, that would lead to the specific result.  The FEIR refers to the 
estimate of 87 MAP as the upper limit of capacity. In fact the upper limit is much higher than that. A 
figure of 93 MAP is possible with fairly likely values of load factors and seating configurations. For 
example if we accept the FEIR’s statement about de-peaking and adjust load factors and annualization 
factors accordingly, to 76% and to 320 respectively, then the capacity of the system will reach 93 MAP. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment. 

FAL00003-99 

Comment:

Final EIR: 

"The data presented by the commentor validates the constrained forecast passenger activity level of 
78.9 MAP for LAX.... " 

Response: 

This is incorrect. See response above. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master 
Plan issues raised in this comment. 

FAL00003-100 

Comment:

COMMENTS 

The City of Los Angeles ("City") through its Department of Airports, known as Los Angeles World 
Airports ("LAWA"), developed a plan for an extensive modernization of Los Angeles International Airport 
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("LAX") ("Project"). In April 2004, the City, as the lead agency under the California Environmental 
Quality Act ("CEQA"), published a Final Environmental Impact Report1 ("Final EIR"), which analyzes 
four build alternatives, Alternatives A, B, C, and D, and a No Action/No Project ("NA/NP") alternative for 
the Project. 

This Final EIR also includes Responses to Comments ("RTCs") received on the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report2 ("Draft EIS/EIR") and the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR3 ("Supplement"). In September 2004, the City decided to prepare an Addendum to the Final 
EIR4 ("Addendum") "to provide additional information that clarifies and amplifies the contents of the 
Final EIR." (Addendum, p. 1-1.) 

The comments at hand discuss the failure of the Final EIR and its Addendum to satisfy the 
requirements of CEQA. We previously commented on the inadequate environmental review presented 
in the Draft EIS/EIR and its Supplement and the failure of these documents to meet the requirements of 
CEQA and identified and discussed a number of issues including air quality and human health and 
safety. (Fox 20015; Fox & Pless 2003.6) Our comments below demonstrate that the Final EIR not only 
falls short of resolving most of these issues - identified not just by us but also by a large number of other 
commenters - but further carries forth and exacerbates the inadequacy of the environmental review 
process for the Project and introduces a host of new problems. The Final EIR presented to the public is 
incomplete and fragmented in such a way that it obscures public review, thereby effectively preventing 
an essential element of the CEQA process. (See Comment I.) The responses to our previous comments 
on the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement have for a large part not been addressed in LAWA's responses to 
comments. (See Comment II.) The emission estimates presented in the Final EIR are flawed. (See 
Comment IV.) The air quality impacts from the Project are underestimated and not adequately 
mitigated. (See Comments V and VI.) Similarly, the public health risks are underestimated and not 
adequately mitigated. (See Comment VII.) In sum, the Final EIR falls short of satisfying the 
requirements of CEQA, requiring extensive revisions and recirculation for public review. 

1 City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), Proposed Master Plan Improvements, 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Final EIR), State Clearinghouse No. 1997061047, April 2004. 

2 LAX Master Plan, Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report, January 2001. 

3 LAX Master Plan, Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact 
Report, July 2003. 

4 City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), Proposed Master Plan Improvements, 
Final Environmental Impact Report (Final EIR), State Clearinghouse No. 1997061047, Addendum, 
September 2004. 

5 J. Phyllis Fox, Ph.D., Comments on Air Quality and Human Health and Safety, LAX Master Plan Draft 
EIS/EIR, July 13, 2001; Attachment C to September 18, 2001 Comments submitted on behalf of the 
City of El Segundo by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP. 

6 J. Phyllis Fox, Ph.D., and Petra Pless, D.Env., Comments on Air Quality and Human Health and 
Safety, LAX Master Plan Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental 
Impact Report, November 2003; Attachment 3 to November 4, 2003 Comments submitted on behalf of 
the City of El Segundo by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments below.   

Please see Responses to Comments AL00033-140, AL00033-141 and AL00033-311 through AL00033-
350 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS, and Responses to Comments SAL00015-55 through 
SAL00015-65 and SAL00015-235 through SAL00015-289 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS for 
responses to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR related to air quality 
and human health and safety submitted by Dr. J. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless on behalf of the City of 
El Segundo. 
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FAL00003-101 

Comment:

I. FRAGMENTED AND INCOMPLETE PRESENTATION OBSCURES PUBLIC REVIEW 

The Final EIR claims to provide "a comprehensive investigation, analysis, and disclosure of the 
reasonably foreseeable potential impacts of the alternatives being considered for the proposed LAX 
Master Plan..." (Final EIR, p. 2.) The Final EIR further claims to present a "comprehensive and 
complete side-by-side evaluation of all five alternatives ... within a single integrated document" that 
"integrates the information and analyses of the Draft EIS/EIR with that of the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR." (Final EIR, pp. 11/12.) Regrettably, the Final EIR does not even come close to achieving this 
laudable goal. 

Instead of the promised "comprehensive and complete" review "within a single integrated document," 
the Final EIR in reality is a disjointed and poorly organized document whose utter lack of transparency 
and availability frustrates an integral part of the CEQA process, i.e. public disclosure, thereby effectively 
preventing the public review CEQA seeks to encourage. (CEQA Guidelines7, Section 15201.) The Final 
EIR, as presented, is not a single coherent and up-to-date document with associated up-to-date 
appendices but consists of a multitude of documents in various stages of revisions, which severely 
obstructs any review. The fact that some of the documents comprising this Final EIR are not readily 
available for public review presents an additional hurdle to the reviewer. 

7 Title 14, California Code of Regulations, Chapter 3, Guidelines for Implementation of the California 
Environmental Quality Act. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  This comment pertains to compliance with CEQA regulations, and does not address 
requirements under NEPA.  Nevertheless, at the time of the publication of the Final EIR (April 2004), 
Volumes 1 through 4 provided a comprehensive and complete evaluation of all five alternatives in a 
single location.  As noted by the commentor, some portions of the Final EIR text contained in Volumes 1 
through 4 were later amended through addenda to the Final EIR, and a limited portion of the Final EIS 
text was amended or updated in Volume A.  All of the addenda and Volume A of the Final EIS carefully 
provide links to Volumes 1 through 4 to enable the reader to follow the analysis.   

The revisions and/or updated information contained in the Final EIS, through Volume A, and the 
adoption of the First, Second and Third Addenda and Errata to the Final EIR, represent the type of 
changes or additional information that are typical of the NEPA process.  NEPA does not require that a 
Final EIS be a complete reproduction in a single document of all revisions or corrections to the final 
document combined with pre-existing information and documentation that has been relied on in the 
Final EIS’s preparation.  In fact, CEQ’s implementing regulations do not set forth any prescribed method 
for documenting revisions or changes to the EIS.   

Regarding the availability of the EIS and EIR for public review, please see Response to Comment 
AL00033-255 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS.  The Final EIR is available for review at 
www.laxmasterplan.org.  In addition, the documents were distributed to 52 public libraries in the region, 
and were available for review at a public reading room at LAX.  The documents are also available for 
purchase.  To reduce the purchase price, CD-ROMs containing all of the document components are 
also available for purchase for $125. 

FAL00003-102 

Comment:

I.A Final EIR Components Are Not Readily Available 

The main body of the Final EIR including the results and conclusions has been updated and five new 
appendices, Appendices F-1 through F-E, were prepared. These new appendices, including 
environmental justice materials, new and revised air quality data and methodologies, errata to the Draft 
EIS/EIR and Supplement, a revised traffic impact assessment, and the Biological Opinion from the U.S. 
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Fish and Wildlife Service, are essential for a review of the Final EIR, yet they are not posted on LAWA's 
website and are only available as hard copies or on the CD-ROM set that accompanies the hard copy, 
both of which must be purchased. 

Response: 
This comment pertains to the availability of the Final EIR and is not a comment on the adequacy of the 
Final EIS.  Nor does this comment implicate FAA’s satisfaction of NEPA requirements.  Questions 
regarding the Final EIR should be addressed to LAWA, as the lead agency responsible for preparation 
of the Final EIR. 

The Final EIS was released to the public on January 13, 2005.  The Notice of Availability of the Final 
EIS appeared in the Federal Register on January 21, 2005.  The Final EIS in its entirety, including the 
appendices noted in this comment, is available for review at www.laxmasterplan.org, and was 
distributed to 52 public libraries in the region.  Three copies of the Final EIS were provided to the City of 
El Segundo, one to the Mayor's office, one to the El Segundo Planning Department, and one to the city 
generally.  As noted by the commentor, the Final EIS is also available for purchase.  To reduce the 
purchase price, CD-ROMs containing all of the document components are also available for purchase. 

FAL00003-103 

Comment:

Further, several links to documents on LAWA's website are inaccessible - at least temporarily - or link to 
corrupted documents, e.g., Final EIR, Part II - Volume 2 through Volume 11, which contain LAWA's 
responses to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement.8 While the complete print version is 
available for public review at a number of public libraries within the Los Angeles Basin, a document of 
this importance should be made available in its entirety to all members of the public seeking electronic 
access.

8 Unsuccessful attempts to download these documents from two independent, not networked 
computers on November 11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, and 22, 2004. 

Response: 
FAA provided copies of the Final EIS to the City of El Segundo on January 14, 2005.  The Notice of 
Availability of the Final EIS appeared in the Federal Register on January 21, 2005.  Comments 
regarding the availability of LAWA’s EIR on LAWA's web site are not relevant to the information 
disclosed in the FAA’s Final EIS.   

Regarding the availability of the EIS and EIR for public review, please see Response to Comment 
AL00033-255 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS.  In addition to the Final EIR being available for review 
at www.laxmasterplan.org, the documents were distributed to 52 public libraries in the region and were 
available for review at a public reading room at LAX.  The documents are also available for purchase.  
To reduce the purchase price, CD-ROMs containing all of the document components are also available 
for purchase for $125.  The web site to which the commentor is referring is maintained by LAWA.  
LAWA made a good faith effort to make the Master Plan and all related environmental documents 
available via the Internet, as well as via other means, over and above the requirements of NEPA and 
CEQA.

FAL00003-104 

Comment:

And finally, the Final EIR claims that "appendices and technical reports for this Final EIR include, in their 
original form, all of the appendices and technical reports from the Draft EIS/EIR and from the 
Supplement..." (Final EIR, p. 14.) Yet, the hardcopy of the Final EIR distributed by LAWA does not 
contain any of these appendices. While these documents can be found on the CD-ROMs 
accompanying the hard copy or, alternatively, can be accessed under the "Past Publications" link on 
LAWA's website, not everyone who desires to review the Final EIR can be expected to have access to 
or knowledge about how to use a computer. Further, while these appendices and technical reports are 
posted on LAWA's website, there are no direct links from the Final EIR for the reviewer to follow. 
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Access to these documents therefore requires familiarity with prior documents and revisions published 
in this environmental review process. 

Response: 
This comment pertains to the availability of the Final EIR and is not a comment on the adequacy of the 
Final EIS.  Nor does this comment implicate FAA’s satisfaction of NEPA requirements.  Questions 
regarding the Final EIR should be addressed to LAWA, as the lead agency responsible for preparation 
of the Final EIR.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-102 regarding the availability of the 
Final EIS. 

FAL00003-105 

Comment:

Considering the large regional impact of the Project and the enormous public participation of the public 
that this project has drawn to date - including more than 5000 individual comment letters submitted on 
the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement (Final EIR, p. 1-1) - LAWA ought to make every reasonable effort to 
make the Final EIR in its entirety available to the public in as many forms as possible, including as 
complete hard copies and as electronic copies on its website. 

Response: 
This comment pertains to the availability of the Final EIR and is not a comment on the adequacy of the 
Final EIS.  Nor does this comment implicate FAA’s satisfaction of NEPA requirements.  Questions 
regarding the Final EIR should be addressed to LAWA, as the lead agency responsible for preparation 
of the Final EIR. 

Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-102 regarding the availability of the Final EIS.  As 
indicated in that response, the Final EIS is available for review electronically at www.laxmasterplan.org.  
Hard copies are available for review at 52 public libraries in the region.  The Final EIS is also available 
for purchase.  To reduce the purchase price, CD-ROMs containing all of the document components are 
also available for purchase. 

FAL00003-106 

Comment:

I.B Final EIR Relies On Outdated Documents 

As discussed above, the Final EIR is presented as a main revised document with five new appendices 
and a large number of appendices and technical reports in their original form from the Draft EIS/EIR (11 
appendices and 17 technical reports) and the Supplement (8 appendices and 10 technical reports). In 
other words, instead of revising and consolidating these appendices and technical reports from the Draft 
EIS/EIR and the Supplement to support the results and conclusions in the main text, the Final EIR 
attaches outdated appendices and technical appendices in duplicate, and merely adds new appendices 
containing yet another layer of additional information and errata. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The environmental documents were prepared in accordance with NEPA, the CEQ 
implementing regulations (40 CFR part 1500-1508), and FAA Order 5050.4A, The Airport 
Environmental Handbook.  In accordance with these laws and regulations, the Final EIS consisted of a 
rewrite of the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR that incorporated suggestions 
made in the comments on these documents and added new analysis and information, as appropriate.  
The applicable laws and regulations do not require similar rewriting of related appendices and technical 
reports.  The Final EIS was made available for review by the public in accordance with, or in 
exceedance of, the requirements of NEPA. 
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FAL00003-107 

Comment:

Further, the Final EIR itself has been revised with publication of the Addendum in September 2004, 
which contains additional discussion of environmental consequences, refinements to the preferred 
alternative - Alternative D - a feasibility analysis of three additional alternative proposals - Alternatives 
ARSAC E, ARSAC E-1 and Parks E-1 - and an errata to the Final EIR. The Addendum also presents a 
revised Environmental Action Plan, summarizing the Master Plan commitments and proposed mitigation 
measures, which replaces and supersedes the version of the Environmental Action Plan presented in 
the Final EIR. (Addendum, pp. 1-2 and 5-1.) 

This disjointed and confusing presentation - of what is supposed to be a "complete and comprehensive" 
review "within a single integrated document" - requires the reviewer to continually go back and forth 
between a large number of documents in various stages of revision. Every one of these documents - 
each several hundreds to thousands of pages long with multiple references to prior, largely outdated 
documents - contain only a piece of the information the reviewer seeks. To analyze the information, the 
reviewer must continually check whether the information found in one document has not been revised 
and superseded by information in a newer document. Moreover and most importantly, it requires the 
reviewer to compare information and methodology contained in outdated documents with the revised 
results and conclusions in the Final EIR. This fragmented presentation in conjunction with the multiple 
revisions of the analyses and conclusions presented in the previous iterations of this environmental 
review process make it next to impossible for even experienced technical experts with prior in-depth 
knowledge of the Project to comprehensively review the methodologies, assumptions, and data upon 
which the Final EIR is based. Consequently, the results presented in the Final EIR and the conclusions 
drawn from these results are largely removed from public review. 

The following description of the air quality impact assessment presented in the Final EIR exemplifies 
and illustrates this general problem; however, it should be kept in mind that this problem is not restricted 
to air quality but is also encountered in other areas including, but not limited to, human health and 
safety, biology, hydrology and water quality, and noise. This example is, however, illustrative of the type 
of information weaknesses present throughout the document. The main body of the Final EIR contains 
a revised air quality impact analysis in Section 4.6, Air Quality, with considerably different results and 
conclusions for the five Project alternatives than those presented in the Supplement, or prior to that in 
the Draft EIS/EIR. (See Comment I.C.) The Final EIR presents additional information, revised data and 
refined methodology in Appendix F-B. The Addendum further presents refinements to Alternative D. All 
other information, data and methodologies, however, are only incorporated by reference. These 
referenced documents include the Draft EIS/EIR Appendix G, Air Quality Impact Analysis, Draft EIS/EIR 
Technical Report 4, Air Quality Technical Report, subsequently revised with the Supplement Appendix 
S-E, Supplemental Air Quality Impact Analysis, and Supplement Technical Report S-4, Supplemental 
Air Quality Technical Report. (Final EIR, p. 4-653.) What's more, the Master Plan commitments and the 
mitigation measures for the Project's air quality impacts are presented in the Final EIR and further 
updated in the Addendum. The associated timing of implementation, the monitoring frequency, and the 
performance standards are found in yet another document - the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting 
Program9 ("MMRP") - published by the City in April 2004 and revised in September 2004. 

As a result, the reviewer, rather than being able to examine one coherent, revised document with 
associated appendices, is forced to flip back and forth between tables and segments of text in nine 
voluminous (and in large portions obsolete or revised) documents. 

9 City of Los Angeles, LAX Master Plan, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, April 2004 and 
September 2004. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The LAX Master Plan project is very complex and the resulting environmental impact 
analyses are similarly complex.  In addition, LAWA was ready and prepared to issue a Final EIR prior to 
FAA’s readiness to issue a Final EIS, which created a need to prepare certain additional materials for 
NEPA purposes that were not pertinent for CEQA purposes.  At the time of the publication of the Final 
EIR (April 2004), Volumes 1 through 4 provided a comprehensive and complete evaluation of all five 
alternatives in a single location.  As noted by the commentor, some portions of the Final EIR text 
contained in Volumes 1 through 4 were later amended through addenda to the Final EIR, and a limited 
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portion of the Final EIS text was amended or updated in Volume A.  All of the addenda and Volume A of 
the Final EIS carefully provide links to Volumes 1 through 4 to enable the reader to follow the analysis. 

The revisions and/or updated information contained in the Final EIS, through Volume A, and the 
adoption of the First, Second and Third Addenda, including Errata to the Final EIR, represent the type of 
changes or additional information that are typical of the NEPA process.  NEPA does not require that a 
Final EIS be a complete reproduction in a single document of all revisions or corrections to the final 
document combined with pre-existing information and documentation that has been relied on in 
preparation of the Final EIS.  In fact, CEQ’s implementing regulations do not set forth any prescribed 
method for documenting revisions or changes to the EIS. 

The commentor is correct in stating that the air quality analysis changed from the original analysis 
provided in the Draft EIS/EIR to the analysis presented in the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR and, 
later, in the Final EIR.  Changes to the analysis were made to incorporate comments from the public 
review process.  This is consistent with NEPA, in which a final EIS generally consists of rewriting the 
draft EIS to incorporate suggestions made in the comments and add new analysis and information (40 
CFR 1503.4).  As indicated in the Preface to the Final EIR (Part I-Volume 1, pages 11 and 12), the 
analysis in the air quality section of the Final EIR (i.e., Section 4.6) supersedes the previous 
documentation; therefore, the reader does not need to "go back and forth between a large number of 
documents" to read the text of the air quality section.  The commentor is correct that minor revisions to 
the air quality section were made in the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR.  These revisions 
were clearly identified with major subheadings in the text and in Appendix AD-B, Errata to the Final EIR.  
The edits in the main text of the Addendum that pertain to air quality included adding three Master Plan 
commitments to the air quality section that were previously identified as Environmental Justice benefits, 
and revising the text of a single paragraph in one of the mitigation measures; no changes to the air 
quality methodology or results were made.  Edits provided in the errata were made in italics and 
strikeout to make it easy to identify the revisions.  Again, no edits to the methodology or results were 
made in the errata.   

The commentor is also correct that further revisions to the air quality analysis were made in the Final 
EIS Volume A.  These impending revisions were identified when the Final EIR was published in April 
2004 (see inside cover of the Final EIR as well as the Preface in Part I-Volume 1, specifically, page 1, in 
bold text, and page 12).  The Final EIS Volume A provides a discussion of the results of the General 
Conformity Determination, and presents differences between the results of the determination and the 
NEPA air quality analysis.  The methodology and results of the NEPA analysis were not modified in the 
Final EIS from that which had previously been published in the Final EIR.   

Section 4.6.2 of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, details differences in the general approach and 
methodology used in the Draft EIS/EIR versus the Supplemental to the Draft EIS/EIR.  As described, 
the majority of these changes in methodology were included to update analyses using the most current 
available methodologies and to assess air emissions and concentrations against the most current, 
applicable air regulations and standards.  This included an updated on-airport emissions analysis 
making use of the most current version of the FAA’s Emission and Dispersion Modeling System 
available at the time, updated on and off-airport traffic analysis using the most current version of 
EMFAC available, and updated construction emission inventories using the most current version of 
OFFROAD available.  Changes were further documented in Appendix S-E of the Supplement to the 
Draft EIS/EIR, which later became part of the Final EIS.  Technical Report S-4 of the Supplement to the 
Draft EIS/EIR, which also became part of the Final EIS, provided additional technical information 
specific to the Year 2000 analysis and to the Alternative D analysis, as well as information that updated 
and replaced information previously provided in Technical Report 4.  In particular, Attachment F of 
Technical Report S-4 supersedes the previous documentation provided in Attachment K of Technical 
Report 4, Attachment I of Technical Report S-4 supersedes the previous EMFAC emission factors 
provided in Attachment M of Technical Report 4; and Attachment P of Technical Report S-4 supersedes 
the previous supplemental air dispersion modeling discussion provided in Attachment Z of Technical 
Report 4.  

Regarding the comment that the Final EIR presented additional information, revised data and refined 
methodology in Appendix F-B, the Introduction to that appendix clearly identifies the components of 
previous technical reports and appendices that were revised by the appendix, and how each component 
had changed (see page 1 of Appendix F-B).  In many cases, these revisions were in response to public 
comments received on the previous analyses. 

The commentor is correct that the mitigation measures for air quality are included in the Final EIR, as 
updated in the Addendum to the Final EIR, but that information regarding the timing of implementation, 
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monitoring frequency, and performance standards are found in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting 
Program (MMRP) document.  The purpose of an MMRP is to provide a mechanism for monitoring 
and/or reporting on the status of mitigation measures that were adopted or made conditions of project 
approval.  Although the contents of an MMRP are not prescribed, MMRPs typically identify the timing of 
implementation, monitoring frequency, and measures or performance standards to determine if the 
mitigation measure has been successful.  These components are not required to be identified in an EIR 
or an EIS. 

FAA and LAWA have made every effort to direct readers, through cross-references provided throughout 
the documentation, in locating all materials relevant to the issue at hand.  It must be realized that the 
proposal being evaluated is a complex undertaking and, despite the complexity inherent in the review, 
FAA and LAWA have done all we can to make the documents, and their relationship to each other, 
clear.

FAL00003-108 

Comment:

I.C Final EIR Is Not Transparent 

We previously commented on the inadequacy and lack of transparency of the Draft EIS/EIR and 
Supplement and the lack of supporting calculations and modeling. (Fox 2001) In response to a similar 
comment on the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement, the Final EIR simply states that the documents "are 
clearly organized with extensive use of summaries and explanatory charts and diagrams so that it can 
be useful and understandable to the reader." (Final EIR, RTC AL00033-9.) Nothing could be further 
from the truth. In sum, in our many years of experience reviewing CEQA documents for similarly large 
projects, including several airports, we have never come across a document that was as obscure and 
difficult to review as this Final EIR. 

For example, the Final EIR presents considerably different results for on-airport emission estimates 
from those previously presented in the Supplement for the baseline and all alternatives evaluated for 
the Project. Yet the document provides no discussion of these differences nor does it alert the reviewer 
to their existence. The main text of the Final EIR air quality section contains no indication that any of the 
methodology, data or assumptions were changed or that emission estimates have been considerably 
revised since publication of the Supplement. The reviewer only finds out about these differences by 
painstakingly comparing the corresponding tables of emission estimates between the two documents. 
Appendix F-B to the Final EIR discusses some of the data and methodology revisions, yet the main text 
of the air quality analysis does not even contain a single reference to this appendix. As previously 
discussed, the appendix is only available as a hard copy and not posted on LAWA's website and, thus, 
not readily available for review. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  In accordance with Section 1503.4 of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
Regulations for Implementing CEQA (40 CFR 1503.4), possible actions in response to comments on a 
draft EIS include supplementing, improving, or modifying the analysis as part of the final EIS.  In 
response to comments received on the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, FAA 
and LAWA incorporated a number of changes and corrections to the analyses as part of the Final EIR 
and Final EIS.  Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-101 and FAL00003-102 regarding the 
availability of appendices to the Final EIR and Final EIS. 

The commentor is incorrect regarding the lack of reference in the main text to Appendix F-B.  Appendix 
F-B is referenced in the first paragraph of Section 4.6, Air Quality, in Part I of the Final EIS.  Appendix 
F-B was prepared to present additional air quality information that was not included in the Draft EIS/EIR 
or Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR or had been revised since the publication of those previous 
documents.  All changes in calculation methods and results that occurred between the 
Draft/Supplement to the Draft and the Final EIR are identified in Appendix F-B.  The reasons for these 
changes are also described in Appendix F-B. 
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FAL00003-109 

Comment:

Another example of this general lack of transparency relates to the air dispersion modeling of emissions 
presented in the Final EIR, which summarizes the maximum mitigated, combined operational and 
construction air pollutant concentrations including the background reported at any receptor location for 
each alternative in the interim year as well as in 2015 and lists National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
("NAAQS") and California Ambient Air Quality Standards ("CAAQS") for each pollutant. (Final EIS, p. 4-
732 and Table F4.6-24.) This kind of summary table is insufficient to illustrate the air quality impacts of 
the Project. The reviewer is required to study the results for each pollutant and compare them to the 
baseline as well as the NAAQS and CAAQS to decide if the Project causes or contributes to an existing 
violation. Typically, the results of air dispersion analyses are visually interpreted in the form of isopleth 
charts, which illustrate where in relation to the project boundaries ambient air concentrations exceed 
AAQS. The Final EIR instead provides a summary table, which indicates exceedance of standards by 
acronyms (LS = less than significant, S = significant), however, it the results are split into on-airport 
operational plus construction air quality impacts and off-airport air quality impacts. This kind of 
fragmented presentation makes it very difficult for the reviewer to assess the overall impacts of the 
Project.

Response: 
This comment is not a comment on the adequacy of the Final EIS, but rather is a statement regarding 
the commentor’s preferred presentation format for the air quality impacts.  NEPA does not mandate that 
information regarding environmental impacts be presented in a particular format, much less that the air 
quality impacts be presented in the commentor’s preferred format, which is a "visual[] interpret[ation] in 
the form of isopleth charts."  The format used in the Final EIS fully satisfies NEPA, clearly identifying the 
type, meaning, and significance of the information presented. 

In recognition of the complexity of the air quality analysis, project-related air quality impacts are 
summarized in a number of places in the Final EIS and Final EIR.  For each build alternative, there is a 
separate heading in Section 4.6 of Part I of the Final EIS titled "Overall Significance . . .  After 
Mitigation" (see pages 4-741, 4-743, 4-745, and 4-748).  These discussions of overall significance are 
broken down into subheadings for CEQA conclusions and NEPA conclusions.  A similar overview for 
the No Action/No Project Alternative is also provided (see page 4-706).  Impacts are also summarized 
in the Executive Summary (Part I-Volume 1).  A summary of the NEPA air quality analysis is provided in 
Section A.2.3.1 of Volume A of the Final EIS. 

FAL00003-110 

Comment:

Likewise, the presentation of mitigated Project emissions is equally insufficient and obscure. The Final 
EIR presents a table summarizing total operational and construction emissions for each pollutant and 
source for all four build alternatives and the NA/NP alternative for the interim year and the horizon year 
2015. Absent from this table are the South Coast Air Quality Management District ("SCAQMD") CEQA 
significance thresholds, against which the significance of Project operational and construction emissions 
are measured. The Final EIR lacks a summary table comparing the incremental Project emissions over 
the baseline to the significance thresholds. Rather, the Final EIR presents the significance of the Project 
alternatives using the same fragmented approach as for resulting ambient air concentrations. This 
approach deprives the reviewer of an unambiguous presentation of the magnitude of Project emissions 
that remain after all mitigation has been implemented. For a discussion of the inappropriate use of two 
different baselines and the resulting erroneous conclusions regarding the significance of Project 
emissions see Comment V.H below. 

Response: 
This comment is not a comment on the adequacy of the Final EIS or FAA's compliance with NEPA, but 
rather discusses CEQA requirements.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-109 regarding the 
presentation of air quality information in the Final EIR and Final EIS.  The commentor refers to their 
Comment V.H below; no Comment V.H is provided in the comment letter.  Rather, the numbering skips 
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from Comment V.G to Comment V.I.  Nevertheless, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-117 
below which addresses the use of the environmental baseline in the Final EIR air quality analysis. 

FAL00003-111 

Comment:

I.D Information Contained In Final EIR Is Incomplete 

The appendices to the air quality impact analysis of the Final EIR and Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement 
provide endless lists of data, assumptions, and modeling input parameters as well as summary tables 
presenting the results of emissions estimates, yet all these documents wholly lack a demonstration of 
intermediate calculation steps, i.e. exactly how these emission estimates were derived. For example, 
the Final EIR contains summary tables of unmitigated and mitigated construction emissions, Tables 
F4.6-11 and Table F4.6-23. Attachment 1 to Appendix F-B contains more construction parameters and 
emission factors, mostly equipment and schedule-related. Neither these documents nor the Draft 
EIS/EIR and Supplement technical reports and air quality impact analyses upon which the Final EIR 
relies for methodology includes a step-by-step demonstration for emission estimates. All documents 
lack a demonstration of how construction emissions were derived. 

Response: 
Detailed emission spreadsheets and emission model input files that were used to calculate operational 
and construction emissions were included on CD-ROMs that were provided to the commentor on 
several occasions during development of the Final EIS.  These spreadsheets and files were also 
provided to and reviewed with the environmental regulators.  Appendix F-B, Attachment 1 of the Final 
EIS provides the pertinent tables from these spreadsheets in hardcopy.  The tables in Attachment 1 of 
Appendix F-B list the parameters used to derive the construction emission inventories such as 
equipment sizes, load factors, emission factors, and crew assignments, among other parameters.  The 
spreadsheets provided the intermediate steps and equations used in calculating the emission 
inventories.  In addition, modeling and emission calculation methodologies for operational and 
construction sources are detailed in Appendix S-E of the Final EIS.  The analysis for this project was 
developed to be conservative, and included substantial input from the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District, California Air Resources Board, USEPA Region 9, and the Southern California 
Association of Governments.  Therefore, the results of the air quality impact analysis and general 
conformity determination are reasonable and provide the lead agencies with the appropriate data to 
make informed decisions. 

FAL00003-112 

Comment:

Another example relates to the estimated ranges of emission reductions for construction-related air 
quality mitigation measures, presented in Table F4.6-18. The Final EIR contains no information 
whatsoever about how these ranges were derived, nor does it contain any information about which 
value from each range had been applied. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-111 regarding detailed construction emission 
calculations, both mitigated and unmitigated, for all alternatives.  The specific emission reductions 
associated with the components of the construction mitigation measure (MM-AQ-2) are included in the 
detailed spreadsheets referenced in that response.  The ranges of emissions reductions are 
summarized in subsection 4.6.8 in Part I of the Final EIS and represent the ranges across all build 
alternatives, by pollutant; emissions calculations were based on methods identified in the Air Quality 
Modeling Protocol for Criteria Pollutants (see Attachment A of Technical Report 4 of the Final EIS) 
which was reviewed by SCAQMD.  For example, Table 1-5 of Attachment 1 of Appendix F-B of the 
Final EIS provides the data for the emissions reductions by pollutant for Alternative D. 

Heavy construction equipment emission control efficiencies for combined PuriNOx fuel, particulate 
traps, and injection timing retarding were estimated to be 24 percent for NOx and 85 percent for PM10.  
The on-site internal combustion engine generator emission control efficiencies for combined PuriNOx 
fuel, particulate traps, and use of grid power for one-third of the construction power requirement were 
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estimated to be 33 percent for CO, 33 percent for VOC, 46 percent for NOx, 33 percent for SO2, and 83 
percent for PM10.  The emission control efficiencies for fugitive dust stabilization included in the 
spreadsheets was 63 percent.  These control efficiencies were based on information provided by 
CARB, interviews with Port of Los Angeles staff (the Port uses PuriNOx fuel and particulate traps on 
certain engines), and potential fugitive dust control efficiencies presented in Table 11-4 of the 1993 
SCAQMD CEQA Handbook.  These control efficiencies are shown in the spreadsheets provided 
previously to the commentor and regulatory agencies (SCAQMD and USEPA Region 9). 

The specific emission reductions, in tons per year (tpy), for a given pollutant under a given alternative 
for a given year were calculated by multiplying the appropriate control efficiency for that pollutant by the 
unmitigated emissions for the alternative in that year.  The resulting emission reductions associated with 
Alternative D construction mitigation measures in 2005 are 11 tpy for CO, 3 tpy for VOC, 342 tpy for 
NOx, and 149 tpy for PM10.  Please also see Response to Comment FAL00003-60 regarding emission 
reductions for construction mitigation measures.  Therefore, the ranges of construction emission 
reductions presented in Table F4.6-18 of the Final EIS are the result of calculated reductions for all 
alternatives and years. 

FAL00003-113 

Comment:

The same criticism holds for the emission reductions for operational emissions from the Project. Table 
F4.6-9 presents emission reductions for eight new flyaway terminals for 2015. The Final EIR contains 
no explanation of how these values were derived beyond stating that they are based on EMFAC 
emission factors for 2015. The document contains no information on the amount of traffic that is 
expected to be reduced by these flyaway terminals. Further, Table F4.6-20 shows ranges of emission 
reductions for conversion of ground-support equipment ("GSE") to zero emission or extremely low 
emission equipment by 2015. No support is provided demonstrating how these values were derived. 

Response: 
With regard to the emission reductions associated with the new flyaway terminals, the existing Van 
Nuys Flyaway facility removes approximately 750,000 round trips per year from the roadways between 
Van Nuys and LAX.  The emission reductions estimated for the Final EIS assumed that, on average, the 
flyaways would reduce approximately 470,000 round trips per year, each, based on LAWA’s research 
into potential flyaway locations.  A round trip was assumed to be 30 miles, slightly less than the Van 
Nuys flyaway round trip distance of approximately 40 miles.  These estimates were developed to avoid 
overestimating the potential benefits associated with the flyaways that might occur if all flyaway 
terminals were assumed to be as successful as the Van Nuys flyaway. 

With regard to the GSE emission reductions, the assignments of GSE for each alternative were 
presented in Appendix F-B (Attachment 4, Tables 4-6 through 4-10 (EDMS input files)), of Appendix F-
B, Air Quality Appendix, of the Final EIS and the emission factors used for each GSE type are included 
in Attachment 3 of Appendix F-B.  Emission reductions associated with full conversion of GSE to zero or 
near-zero emission equipment by 2015 can be found by looking at the unmitigated emissions from GSE 
in 2015, and realizing that all of the unmitigated GSE emissions are assumed to be eliminated with 
Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-4. 

FAL00003-114 

Comment:

The Final EIR also lacks a table summarizing the operational emission reductions applied to the 
alternatives as well as an explanation of which emission reductions from implementation of mitigation 
were applied to the alternatives in the interim year. In a response to a comment on discrepancies in 
claimed emission reductions, the Final EIR provides the unhelpful answer that "[i]n general, emission 
reductions were revised to maintain a similar percent reduction across all alternatives." (Final EIR, RTC 
AL00033-324.) It is exactly those "similar percent reduction" values that should have been provided in a 
summary table for each alternative and for each year, detailed by the contribution of each mitigation 
measure. 
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These are just some of the many examples where the Final EIR fails to provide sufficient information to 
allow a reviewer to retrace the steps taken in the Final EIR to derive emission estimates and perform air 
quality dispersion modeling. 

Response: 
Through Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1, LAWA has committed to limiting the airport emissions to specific 
values through implementation of Mitigation Measures MM-AQ-2, MM-AQ-3, and MM-AQ-4 as 
described in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP).  Please see Response to 
Comment FAL00003-14 regarding the enforcement of air quality mitigation measures included in the 
MMRP.

Unmitigated and mitigated construction emissions by year for Alternative D can be found in Attachment 
1, Table 1-5 of Appendix F-B of the Final EIS.  Unmitigated and mitigated construction emissions for the 
peak year of construction for each alternative are presented in Tables F4.6-11 and F4.6-23 in Section 
4.6, Air Quality, in Part I of the Final EIS, respectively.  The differences between the unmitigated and 
mitigated emissions in these tables represent the reductions associated with Mitigation Measure MM-
AQ-2.

Unmitigated and mitigated on-airport operational emissions can be found in Attachment 7, Tables 7-1 
and 7-5 of Appendix F-B of the Final EIS.  The reduction in emissions for the GSE line items are the 
reductions associated with Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-4.  The reduction in emissions for roadways and 
parking lots are the on-airport emission reductions associated with Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-3.  The 
percent reduction associated with these on-airport related mitigation measures are included in Table 
F4.6-21 in Section 4.6, Air Quality, of Part I of the Final EIS. 

Unmitigated and mitigated off-airport (traffic) emissions for each alternative are presented in Tables 
F4.6-10 and F4.6-22, in Section 4.6, Air Quality, in Part I of the Final EIS, respectively.  The reduction in 
emissions for off-airport traffic are the off-airport reductions associated with Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-
3.

The emission reductions summarized here address the issues raised in the comment.  Please note that 
a single summary table outlining the emission reductions by mitigation measure is not required by 
NEPA.

FAL00003-115 

Comment:

II. RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ARE NOT RESPONSIVE 

Rather than addressing specific comments individually, the Final EIR provided so-called "topical 
responses," which allegedly address the same comments from several commenters. However, review 
of these topical responses reveals that most are nothing more than summaries of information already 
presented in the Final or Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement. Our specific comments, as well as those 
submitted by other commenters, often remain unaddressed. When specific responses to comments 
were provided they often do fail to address and/or resolve the concerns of the comment. In this case, 
our comments were typically addressed superficially only by repeating the information already 
contained in the Draft EIS/EIR or Supplement. Some of the most blatant examples relating to air quality 
and public health are relayed in the comments below. (See Comments IV.B, IV.D, V.B, V.C, V.F, V.G, 
and VII.B and VII.C.) 

Response: 
Comment noted.  This comment lacks sufficient specificity for FAA to substantively address the 
concerns raised.  Responses to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR were prepared in accordance with the Council of Environmental Quality NEPA Regulations (40 
CFR 1503.4) and the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations Section 15088) and 
focused on the disposition of significant environmental issues raised.  Detailed, technical responses 
were provided in both individual and topical responses, where warranted by the comment.  Responses 
to the comments labeled by the commentor as IV.B, IV.D, V.B, V.C, V.F, V.G, VII.B, and VII.C are 
provided in Responses to Comments FAL00003-118, 120, 125, 126, 130, 131, 138, and 139 below. 
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FAL00003-116 

Comment:

III. AIR QUALITY IMPACT ANALYSIS IS INADEQUATE BECAUSE PM2.5 IMPACTS ARE NOT 
ADDRESSED 

We previously commented on the failure of the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to evaluate PM2.5 
impacts based on the new NAAQS and CAAQS. (Fox 2001, Comment III.D, pp. 18/19; Fox & Pless 
2003, Comment II.A.) These comments are herewith incorporated by reference. 

In response, the Final EIR acknowledges that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("U.S. EPA"), 
the California Air Resources Board ("CARB") and the SCAQMD now recognize PM2.5 ambient air 
quality standards. (Final EIR, RTC AL00033-329.)  However, the Final EIR claims that, due to a lack of 
sufficient PM2.5 monitoring data, at the present time it is difficult to establish whether the area near LAX 
is in compliance with the NAAQS and CAAQS. (Ibid.) This conclusion is invalid for a several reasons. 
First, CARB has designated the entire South Coast Air Basin ("SoCAB") as non-attainment for PM2.5 
standards in 2003.10 Second, this argument is irrelevant because emissions from the Project likely 
result in regionally significant contributions to PM2.5 ambient air concentrations, not just local impacts. 
Currently, there are 16 PM2.5 monitoring stations in the South Coast Air Basin and all but one had been 
collecting data since 1999.11 

Combustion emissions from LAX constitute a considerable contribution to the regional particulate matter 
load, irrespective of whether the ambient air quality standards are exceeded in the immediate vicinity of 
the airport or not. Most of the Project's operational emissions originate from combustion sources, e.g., 
aircraft, ground support equipment, passenger cars. The major fraction of the particulate matter 
emissions from combustion sources is typically smaller than 2.5 microns in size, i.e. PM2.5, rather than 
PM10. For example, the PM2.5 fraction of particulate matter emissions is 92% for diesel vehicle 
exhaust, 93% for gasoline vehicle with catalysts exhaust, and 99% for aircraft exhaust. The PM2.5 
fraction of particulate matter emissions from stationary internal combustion engines firing gasoline or 
diesel, e.g., heaters, typically range from 87% to 99%.12 Thus, well over 90% of the operational 
particulate matter emissions from the Project are PM2.5. PM10 standards are therefore an inadequate 
substitute for evaluation of compliance with PM2.5 standards. PM2.5 must be properly analyzed, and 
standards appropriate to this more prevalent pollutant should be used, to assure that the adverse 
environmental and health impacts of PM 2.5 emissions are properly disclosed. 

10 California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board, Updated Informative Digest, 
www.arb.ca.gov/regact/area04/uid.pdf; California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources 
Board 2003 Area Designations for State Ambient Air Quality Standards, PM2.5, November 17, 2003, 
www.arb.ca.gov/desig/adm/s_pm25.pdf. 

11 California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board, 2002 Particulate Monitoring 
Network Description, http://www.arb.ca.gov/aqd/pm25/pmfnet02.htm, accessed November 23, 2004. 

12 California Environmental Protection Agency, Air Resources Board, Determination of Particle Size 
Distribution and Chemical Composition of Particulate Matter from Selected Sources in California, NTIS 
Report PB89-232805, June 30, 1989, Figure 5.2-2. 

The Final EIR acknowledges that it is expected that U.S. EPA will designate the SoCAB as non-
attainment for PM2.5 standards in 2004. The U.S. EPA does in fact intend to so designate the 
SoCAB.13 As mentioned above, CARB has designated the SoCAB as non-attainment for PM2.5, 
effective July 3, 2003, over a year ago. Yet, the Final EIR continues to decline analyzing PM2.5 
impacts, citing a 1997 U.S. EPA guidance document that "compliance with the PM10 standards be 
considered a surrogate for compliance with the PM2.5 standards before final designations are made 
and implementation guidance can be developed." (Final EIR, p. 4-656.) The Final EIR further states that 
the "SCAQMD has confirmed that, at this time, it would be premature to fully analyze PM2.5 since the 
SCAQMD has not yet developed CEQA significance emission thresholds or other guidance regarding 
PM2.5 analysis." (Final EIR, p. 4-656.) 
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It is irrelevant whether the SCAQMD has developed significance thresholds for project emissions or not. 
The State CEQA Guidelines clearly identify the criterion for a project to be considered of statewide, 
regional, or area-wide significance if it interferes with attaining the federal or state air quality guidelines. 
(CEQA Guidelines, Section 15206(b)(2).) As discussed above, the substantial operational emissions of 
the Project will contribute to already existing regional exceedances of NAAQS and CAAQS and 
therefore results in significant impacts that were not identified in the Final EIR and were not properly 
mitigated.

Response: 
Please see Responses to Comment FAL00001-28 regarding PM2.5 analysis. 

USEPA has designated the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB) as a PM2.5 nonattainment area, as 
published in the Federal Register on January 5, 2005, and effective April 5, 2005.  The area is required 
to attain the PM2.5 NAAQS in 2010.  The commentor states " . . . PM2.5 must be properly analyzed, 
and standards appropriate to this more prevalent pollutant should be used . . . " FAA agrees with the 
commentor on this statement, and it is for this reason that no PM2.5 analysis was performed in the EIS, 
since neither USEPA, CARB, nor SCAQMD have yet provided the proper analysis guidance.  Absent 
this proper and standardized guidance, there is no context to determine in a reliable manner whether 
the proposed action "interferes with attaining the federal or state air quality guidelines." 

It should be noted that regardless of other measurements of PM2.5 made within the SCAB, there are 
currently no representative PM2.5 measurements in the vicinity of LAX.  Since background tends to be 
site-specific, there are no relevant background concentrations for an appropriate analysis. 

FAA disagrees with the commentor’s assertion that the project would result in significant impacts that 
were not identified in the Final EIR [sic] and were not properly mitigated.  As explained in subsection 
4.6.3.2, of Section 4.6, Air Quality, in Part I of the Final EIS, the PM10 analysis has been used as a 
surrogate for PM2.5 emissions.  Therefore, significance for PM10 implies significance for PM2.5.  It 
should also be noted, that mitigation measures suggested for PM10 would be the same measures used 
to mitigate PM2.5 emissions. 

FAL00003-117 

Comment:

IV. EMISSION ESTIMATES ARE FLAWED 

The following comments demonstrate that the emission estimates are erroneous, incomplete, and 
underestimated. This results in significant impacts that were not identified and discussed in the Final 
EIR and were not properly mitigated. 

IV.A Use Of Two Baselines Inappropriately Segments Project Impacts And Results In Failure To Identify 
Significant Impacts 

The Final EIR describes the methods for determining significance for the Project impacts as follows: 

For purposes of CEQA, in general, significance was determined by comparison of: (1) estimated 
pollutant emissions from each build alternative in the interim year and 2015 to the pollutant emissions 
from the environmental baseline, (2) maximum predicted concentrations from each build alternative in 
the interim year and 2015 to the ambient air quality standards... The selection of the appropriate
environmental baseline depends on whether the sources were on-airport or off-airport. On-airport 
source impacts were compared to the "environmental baseline" and off-airport source impacts were 
compared to the "adjusted environmental baseline," as described in the Introduction to Chapter 4. The 
difference in emissions between the environmental baseline and each build alternative was defined as 
the incremental project-related emissions. These incremental project-related emissions were then 
compared to the emission thresholds presented in subsection 4.6.4, Thresholds of Significance. 
Consistent with the SCAQMD CEQA Handbook, an air quality impact analysis (dispersion modeling) is 
included in the EIS/EIR for each alternative with incremental emissions rates that exceed the operations 
or construction emission threshold. (Final EIR, p. 4.6-668/669, emphasis added.) 

The adjusted environmental baseline is based on future projected conditions against which project 
incremental impacts are measured. This type of analysis has been developed and used to evaluate 
traffic impacts for many years. The Final EIR justifies the use of an adjusted environmental baseline for 
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air quality impacts for off-site emissions because it "build upon the cumulative traffic impacts analysis 
contained in the off-site surface traffic impacts analysis. Consequently," the Final EIR argues, the off-
site air quality analysis too is "based on that 'adjusted baseline' methodology." (Final EIR, TR-GEN-1.) 

Yet, the Final EIR fails to understand the difference between the way the traffic impact analysis and the 
air quality impact analysis are conducted. The Final EIR compares the entire extent of incremental 
traffic impacts against the adjusted environmental baseline. In contrast, the Final EIR segments the air 
quality impacts into a) on-airport operational and construction impacts measured against the 1996 
environmental baseline and b) off-airport impacts measured against the adjusted environmental 
baseline. This segmentation of the Project's impacts, in effect, equates to segmenting the Project into 
two parts. This treats Project emissions/concentrations as if they resulted from two projects not from 
one. Consequently, the emissions/concentrations from a) operational and construction and b) off-airport 
that are compared to the respective baselines are individually lower than if the whole of the project 
emissions/concentrations had been compared to a baseline. 

CEQA requires that a project's be evaluated as a whole and does not allow for segmentation of 
projects. CEQA mandates "that environmental considerations do not become submerged by chopping a 
large project into many little ones - each with a minimal potential impact on the environment - which 
cumulatively may have disastrous consequences." (City of Santee v. County of San Diego, 214 
Cal.App.3d 1438, 1452 (1989), quoting Bozung v. Local Agency Formation Comm'n, 13 Cal.3d 249, 
283-84 (1975).) Here, the City failed to analyze the whole of the proposed project due to the 
segmentation of the air quality impacts. 

Due to the segmentation of the air quality impact analysis into two parts, the Final EIR finds significant 
impacts for some but not all criteria pollutants for operational and construction impacts and for off-
airport impacts. (See Final EIR, Tables F4.6-25 through F4.6-28.) Evaluation of the Project's total 
impacts, i.e. on-airport operational and construction plus off-airport emissions/concentrations, however, 
would result in significant project emissions for all criteria pollutants, no matter which baseline is used. 
Therefore, the Final EIR fails to identify significant Project impacts. 

13 Letter from Wayne Nastri, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, to Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
Governor of California, received June 29, 2004. 

Response: 
This comment pertains to the analysis of air quality impacts conducted for purposes of CEQA and is not 
a comment on the Final EIS.  There are no federal emissions thresholds.  Rather, for purposes of 
NEPA, criteria pollutant concentrations are compared against the National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS). 

FAL00003-118 

Comment:

IV.B Ratio Method Is Invalid 

On-airport emissions were calculated based on a ratio method to reflect revisions in FAA's Emissions 
and Dispersion Modeling System ("EDMS") from version 3.2 to version 4.11. (Final EIR, pp. 4-659/660 
and Supplement pp. 4-357/358.) The Supplement had developed ratios for each pollutant for results 
obtained with EDMS version 4.11 and version 3.2 runs for Alternative D and applied these ratios to 
results from EDMS 3.2 runs for all other alternatives and the baseline. The Final EIR revised this 
approach and derived an average ratio for each pollutant for the Interim Year and for the Horizon Year 
2015 derived from several model runs with both EDMS versions.14 We previously commented on the 
improper use of this ratio method with a detailed discussion of the various reasons why this approach is 
scientifically flawed and will not yield reliable and comparable results. (Fox & Pless 2003, Comment 
I.A.) We herewith incorporate this comment by reference. 

In sum, the differences in the EDMS model versions incorporate several technical changes that affect 
modeled emissions inventories including an updated emission factor database for aircraft; updated 
ground support equipment emission factors based on model year, power output, and fuel type; 
additional assessment of emissions from aircraft landing roll time-in-mode ("TIM"); inclusion of aircraft 
flight profile to model dispersion after takeoff and on approach; use of the most current dispersion 
modeling methods; and an improved characterization of aircraft plume dispersion behavior. Because 
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the alternatives are based on greatly differing airport capacities and/or regional distributions, the annual 
total number of aircraft and fleet mix are substantially different under all alternatives. Thus, using a 
constant ratio for each pollutant applied across all scenarios and analyzed years results in incorrect 
emission estimates and invalidates any inter-alternative comparisons. Further, in applying the same 
ratio to mitigated and unmitigated emissions, the Final EIR blatantly disregards that some on-airport 
emission sources will be mitigated to a much greater extent than others and to a different extent under 
the different alternatives. 

The Final EIR argues that the ratio approach is "reasonable since no changes were made to the 
assumed activity levels and source locations in the other alternatives." (Final EIR, p. 4-660.) This 
statement, which has also been provided as the sole response to our detailed comments on the 
Supplement, entirely misses the point. (Final EIR, RTC SAL00013-115.) It is not a proposed change to 
the activity levels and source locations of the proposed alternatives that is of concern - those have, 
according to the Final EIR not changed - but the entirely different scenarios of flight activities and 
capacities these alternatives were based on to begin with. The alternatives are based on considerably 
different airport capacities and/or regional distributions, and, as a result, the annual total number of 
aircraft and fleet mix are substantially different. 

Further, inspection of the ratios developed for the different model runs should have made abundantly 
clear that the ratios are not even close to being comparable for different scenarios, i.e. alternative/year 
combinations, and therefore cannot be used to derive an average ratio or be applied to another, entirely 
different scenario. For example, the total (all on-airport sources) carbon monoxide ("CO") ratio for the 
horizon year 2015 for Alternative D Mitigated is 1.06, for Alternative D Unmitigated it is 1.15, and for the 
NA/NP alternative it is 0.65. Based on these three values, the Final EIR derives an averaged ratio used 
to adjust emissions from Alternatives A, B, and C in 2015 from EDMS version 3.2 to version 4.11 of 
0.95. Another example is the average ratio for VOCs in 2015 of 0.97 derived from these three EDMS 
4.11 runs from the ratios 0.92, 0.91, and 0.79, respectively. (Final EIR, Appx. F-B, Attachment 7, TabIe 
7-3.) Deriving an average value for such a ratio would only be justified if the base values were similar. 
Deriving an average from values that are as dissimilar as the ones presented in the Final EIR, is 
absurd. Further, the ratios for each pollutant applied to Alternatives A, B, and C for the Interim year are 
based on the ratios derived from the NA/NP alternative alone. Considering the wide range of ratios 
derived for the horizon year 2015, there is a high risk that this ratio for the Interim Year, based on only 
one set of data, is entirely unreliable and therefore renders any comparison of alternatives moot. 

In sum, the ratio method has been demonstrated to be entirely unreliable for the purpose of "converting" 
emissions estimated with the outdated version of EDMS. Considering the magnitude of estimated on-
airport emissions - several hundreds or thousands of tons per year for each pollutant - the continued 
use of this ratio method introduces the potential for massive errors. For instance, if emissions of CO are 
estimated at 10,000 tons per year ("ton/year") with EDMS 3.11 15, the averaged ratio of 0.95 would 
adjust CO emissions to 9,500 ton/year, a difference of 500 tons. However, if the upper range of the 
three ratios, 1.15, were used, the resulting CO emissions would be 11,500 ton/year, or a difference of 
1,500 tons. Emissions of 1,500 ton/year translate to more than 8,000 16 pounds per day ("lb/day"). To 
put this value in perspective, the SCAQMD CEQA significance threshold for project operations is 550 
lb/day. In other words, the uncertainty alone introduced by using this ratio method is at least an order of 
magnitude larger than the CEQA significance threshold to which any project operational emissions are 
typically compared. Such uncertainty in emission estimates is unacceptable for a project of the 
magnitude of LAX. 

Elsewhere, the Final EIR takes great pains to list the various input parameters in enormous detail, e.g., 
schedules and emission factors for each piece of construction equipment; aircraft taxi/idle TIM for every 
type and model of aircraft; emission factors for each and every piece of ground support equipment 
("GSE"); etc. The detail of these assumptions, data, and calculations are entirely nullified by "adjusting" 
on-airport emissions with this ratio method. LAWA should not be allowed to introduce such enormous 
uncertainty into the emission estimates when reliable and, particularly, comparable data can be readily 
obtained by running the revised model EDMS 4.11 for all alternatives, the NA/NP alternative, and the 
baseline. Compared to the enormous amount of work that went into collecting baseline information and 
the preparation of the EIS/EIR, this is a minor effort. 

The Final EIR devotes not a single word to why it chose to update some but not all EDMS model runs. 
Considering the fact that LAWA continues to deem this ratio method suitable for estimating 
"approximate EDMS 4.11 results," it is curious why LAWA updated emission estimates for selected 
alternatives only. (Final EIR, p. 4-66-.) Until Alternative D has been selected as the only alternative that 
will be pursued, all estimates for all alternatives must be revised and updated in the same manner to 
ensure directly comparable values. 
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14 EDMS 4.11 emission inventory runs were conducted for Alternative D 2015 mitigated, Alternative D 
2015 unmitigated, NA/NP Alternative 2015, NA/NP Alternative 2005, Baseline 1996, Alternative D 2013 
mitigated, Alternative D 2013 unmitigated. (Final EIR, Appx. F-B, Attachment 7, Table 7-1.) 

15 EDMS 3.2 CO emissions estimates for mitigated Alternatives A, B, and C in 2015 range from about 
9,000 to about 9,500 ton/year. (Final EIR, Appx. F-B, Attachment 7, Table 7-4.) 

16 (1,500 ton/year) / (365 days/year) x (2,000 lb/ton) = 8,219 lb/day 

Table A1: Please see original letter for table. 

Response: 
The commentor states that the ratio method to convert emission inventories from EDMS 3.22 to 4.11 is 
inappropriate, primarily because the fleet mix and activities are "substantially different" between the 
alternatives. 

The conversion to EDMS 4.11 from EDMS 3.22 directly affects the emissions from aircraft and auxiliary 
power units (APU), only.  The maximum difference in aircraft operations between Alternative D in 2015 
and the 1996 Environmental Baseline, 2005 and 2015 No Action/No Project Alternatives, 2005 
Alternatives A and B, and 2005 and 2015 Alternative C is only 3 percent, and the difference with 2015 
Alternatives A and B is approximately 20 percent.  Since aircraft emissions cannot be directly mitigated 
beyond USEPA emission standards and International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) certification 
limits, aircraft are not affected by mitigation.  The airfield is being designed to handle roughly the same 
future aircraft fleet under each alternative; therefore, the ratio method can be used for changes in 
operations of at least 20 percent, and applying the ratio method to aircraft is appropriate and 
reasonable.  Since the APU emissions are based on the number of aircraft operations, the ratio method 
is also appropriate for estimating APU emissions between alternatives. 

The GSE emission factors are converted from the EDMS 3.22 default values to values based on the 
CARB OFFROAD model.  However, the GSE total emissions are based on the number of aircraft 
operations, which do not vary substantially between alternatives.  In addition, the same basic aircraft 
fleets are being assessed for each alternative.  Finally, the same mitigation measure for GSE (MM-AQ-
4) is being applied to Alternatives A, B, C, and D; therefore, applying the ratio method to GSE is 
reasonable and appropriate for estimated mitigated and unmitigated GSE emissions. 

The ratio method is not applied to on-road mobile source emissions (roadways and parking), since 
these estimates for all alternatives and scenarios are based on EMFAC, not EDMS.  Nor is the ratio 
method applied to stationary source emissions, since these emissions are based on tenant surveys, 
permitted emissions, and estimated future operations of stationary sources. 

Therefore, the ratio method is a reasonable and efficient method to estimate the potential emissions for 
Alternatives A, B, and C under EDMS 4.11.  The resulting emissions provide values that can be 
compared to Alternative D and the No Action/No Project Alternative. 

At the time the detailed air quality impact analysis was being conducted for Alternative D, it was obvious 
that the magnitude of the Master Plan under Alternative D was substantially smaller than that for 
Alternatives A, B, and C, both for operating emissions and construction emissions.  EDMS 3.22 was 
used initially to assess Alternative D on-airport operational emissions, and the results from this analysis 
are shown in Appendix F-B, Attachment 7, Table 7-2, of the Final EIS.  One can see by comparison of 
the unmitigated 2015 Alternative D emissions to the unmitigated 2015 emissions from EDMS 3.22 for 
Alternatives A, B, and C (found in Table 7-4 of the same attachment), that Alternative D emissions are 
noticeably lower.  When the detailed analysis for Alternative D (as well as the No Action/No Project 
Alternative) was reassessed using EDMS 4.11, ratios were developed for specific source emissions 
from the EDMS 4.11 and EDMS 3.22 model runs, and those ratios were applied to the EDMS 3.22 
results for Alternatives A, B, and C.  This approach is reasonable since the relative ranking of the 
alternatives was already demonstrated with the EDMS 3.22 runs, and the ratio calculations were an 
efficient means to compare Alternatives A, B, and C with the model results for Alternative D.  This 
produced reasonable results, which is demonstrated by the fact that the ranking of each alternative 
mirrored their ranking under EDMS 3.22. 
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FAL00003-119 

Comment:

IV.C Ratio Method Calculations Contain Numerous And Considerable Errors And Are Applied 
Incorrectly 

Careful review of the ratios presented in the Final EIR further reveals that they contain numerous and 
considerable errors, exacerbating the above discussed errors introduced by the use of this ratio 
method. Appended Tables A2 to A6 illustrate and summarize these errors; Table A1 is a copy of the 
ratios presented in the Final EIR, Appendix F-B, Attachment 7, Table 7-3 for comparison.17 The inset 
Table 1 below illustrates the glaring discrepancies for total on-airport emission ratios calculated based 
on the EDMS runs compared to the ratios presented in the Final EIR. 

Table 1: Please see original letter for table. 

It is not conceivable why a spreadsheet would calculate a simple ratio of two values correctly in some 
instances and not in others. A brief appraisal of the accurateness of the calculated ratio values for the 
totals on-airport sources and comparison with individual contributions should have alerted the reviewer 
that something must be wrong. Closer inspection of Tables A2 to A6 and comparison with the results 
presented in the Final EIR (see Table A1) suggests that the ratios might have been edited. 

In addition, the values presented in the main text of the Final EIR air quality impact analysis for 
unmitigated operational emission inventories for on-airport sources, Table F4.6-9, do not match the 
values derived from the ratios and EDMS 3.2 model runs for Alternatives A, B, and C. They neither 
match the correctly calculated values nor those presented in the Final EIR. 

Since this step - the modeling of on-airport emissions-is crucial to determining Project impacts, the 
entire modeling for all alternatives and the baseline should be revised to eliminate the errors discussed 
above using the most current model of EDMS, version 4.2  18, released in September 2004. These 
clear and unexplained discrepancies undermine the analytical integrity of the air quality analysis in 
general. 

17 Ratios in Tables A2 through A6 were derived consistent with the method used in the Final EIR by 
dividing EDMS 4.2 emission estimates by EDMS 3.2 for those model runs provided in the Final EIR, 
Appendix F-B, Attachment 7, Table 7-1 and 7-2. 

18 Federal Aviation Administration, Emissions and Dispersion Modeling System Updates 
http://www.aee.faa.gov/emissions/edms/edms_Updates/Updates.htm. 

Table A2: Please see original letter for table. 

Table A3: Please see original letter for table. 

Table A4: Please see original letter for table. 

Table A5: Please see original letter for table. 

Table A6: Please see original letter for table. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-118 regarding the ratio method for assessing emissions 
associated with Alternatives A, B, and C. 

There are no discrepancies between the values presented in the main text of the Final EIS and the 
values derived from the ratios applied to the EDMS 3.2 model runs for Alternatives A, B, and C.  The 
emissions information provided in Attachments 4 and 7 of Appendix F-B of the Final EIS does 
correspond to the information provided in Table F4.6-9 of Section 4.6, Air Quality, in Part I of the Final 
EIS.  Please see Tables 7-1 and 7-5 of Attachment 7 of Appendix F-B for CO, NOx, SOx, and PM10 
emissions and Attachment 4 of Appendix F-B for VOC emissions. 
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In the commentor’s Tables A2 through A6, the commentor has made incorrect assumptions concerning 
the calculation of ratios for the GSE, Stationary Source, Roadway, and Parking Lot source group types.  
As detailed in Section 4.6, Air Quality, and Appendix F-B of the Final EIS and noted in Response to 
Comment FAL00003-118, emissions from on-airport roadways and parking lots were calculated using 
the EMFAC2002 emissions model for each alternative, including Alternatives A, B and C.  This 
calculation is independent of either version of EDMS, therefore the roadway ratio for purposes of 
comparison between EDMS 3.2 and 4.1 was set to 1.0.  Similarly, the emission factors used to calculate 
emissions from stationary sources are based on calculations for each alternative independent of either 
EDMS version and the ratio was, therefore, set to 1.0.  Thus, the roadway, parking lot, and stationary 
source emissions for Alternatives A, B, and C were not adjusted (i.e., no ratio was applied) since the 
appropriate emissions model was already used.  As described in Section 4.6 in Part I of the Final EIS, 
the methodology used to calculate emissions from GSE sources had changed from the use of default 
EDMS 3.2 factors based on the USEPA NONROAD model to emissions calculated independent of 
EDMS based on the CARB OFFROAD emissions model. 

Note that the emission ratios used in the Final EIS were applied individually to each source group 
(aircraft, APU, GSE, traffic/parking, stationary) and not to the alternative emission as a whole.  
Therefore, the approach used by the commentor in developing Table 1 in the comment, which 
presented overall alternative ratios, would not be appropriate for comparison to the values developed 
from the individual source groups. 

FAL00003-120 

Comment:

IV.D Rollback Procedure Is Not Warranted 

Air quality impacts are evaluated by using dispersion models to convert project emissions into increases 
in ambient concentrations of each pollutant. These incremental concentrations are then added to 
background ambient concentrations to estimate ambient concentrations after the project is built. These 
projections are then compared with ambient air quality standards to determine if the project would 
cause a significant air quality impact. 

It is standard practice to use the maximum measured existing ambient concentration at the nearest 
monitoring station as the background in these calculations. The Final EIR, however, deviated 
substantially from the accepted approach and estimated future background concentrations using a 
linear rollback approach used in the 1997 AQMP to determine if the proposed region-wide controls 
would bring the basin into compliance with standards. (Final EIR, p. 4-665; Draft EIS/EIR, Technical 
Report 4.) This approach assumes that changes in emissions will affect ambient air concentrations 
proportionally. The use of this approach resulted in very substantial reductions in future background 
concentrations, a factor of more than two for CO and nearly two for NOx. (See Final EIR, Tables 4.6-2 
and 4.6-5.) 

The use of this questionable approach obscured at least one major air quality impact of the Project. 
Inset Table 2 below demonstrates that if this approach were not used, both the federal and State 8-hour 
CO air quality standard would be exceeded. 

Table 2: Please see original letter for table. 

This impact is not discussed in the Final EIR. The South Coast currently violates the federal and State 
8-hour CO standard. The Project would aggravate violations of this standard, preventing the South 
Coast from coming into compliance and resulting in serious economic and other penalties. 

We previously commented on the inappropriate use of the linear rollback approach to estimate 
background concentrations. (Fox 2001, Comment III.A.) We herewith incorporate this comment by 
reference. We identified three reasons why a linear rollback approach is not warranted for determining 
background concentrations for the Project. The response to our comment, RTC AL00033-326 via RTC 
AF0001-29, failed to address and resolve the following two points. 

First, many of the emission reductions that are forecast to occur in the region are based on rules that 
have not been adopted and control technologies that do not yet, and may never, exist. Speculative 
improvements are not acceptable for use in a CEQA analysis. 
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Second, the appropriate amount of rollback, if any, depends on the emission reductions achieved by the 
AQMP in the immediate vicinity of the Project. The analysis presented in the Final EIR relies on an 
extrapolation from the 1997 AQMP for downtown Los Angeles. As the RTC correctly points out, "a 
substantial portion of emission decreases in future years is due to on-road mobile source emission 
reductions." The vicinity of LAX contains a number of very large stationary sources, e.g., the El 
Segundo Refinery, which will not be substantially affected by the proposed AQMP control measures. 
Thus, predicted air quality concentrations in downtown Los Angeles are not a reasonable surrogate for 
the immediate vicinity of LAX. 

In sum, a rollback procedure is not warranted. If the linear rollback procedure is not employed, the 
results would clearly indicate that the Project would significantly contribute to existing violations of CO 
CAAQS and NAAQS compared to the 1996 baseline, significant impacts that were not identified and 
properly mitigated in the Final EIR. As discussed below, the Final EIR also significantly underestimates 
emissions of all pollutants, particularly NOx and PM10. Revisions of these emission estimate would 
likely result in new violations of the NOx CAAQS and NAAQS compared to the 1996 baseline and 
contribute to existing violations of the PM10 CAAQS and NAAQS. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-29 regarding the rollback method used to estimate future 
background concentrations.  The development of future background concentrations was made in 
consultation with SCAQMD, and is consistent with SCAQMD's projected future background 
concentrations.  The use of the controlled future emission inventory from the 1997 AQMP was 
specifically discussed with the SCAQMD and determined to be applicable to this project as detailed in 
the Protocol.  These controlled future emission inventories did, to some extent, rely on regulations and 
technologies that were not in place at the time the 1997 AQMP was prepared.  Since that time, some of 
these regulations have been adopted and some of the technologies have become available.  In fact, as 
noted in Tables 1-2 and 1-3 of the 2003 Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP), the SCAQMD, CARB, 
and USEPA have adopted regulations that will achieve more emission reductions from NOx sources by 
2010 than were budgeted in the 1994 and 1997 AQMPs.  In addition, the 2003 AQMP demonstrates 
that the South Coast Air Basin has achieved the CO NAAQS.  For these reasons, the future background 
concentrations assumed in the Final EIS were reasonable and appropriate.   

The commentor claims that the approach deviates from the accepted approach of using measured 
concentrations at the nearest monitoring station.  The approach referred to by the commentor is 
appropriate for projects with relatively short construction periods (typically two years or less).  However, 
for projects that are constructed over a period of 10 years or more, use of the linear rollback approach is 
acceptable.  

As noted by the commentor and previous responses to comments (AF00001-28 in Part II-Volume 2 of 
the Final EIS, and SAL00015-58, SAL00015-248, and SAL00015-249 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final 
EIS), "a substantial portion of emission decreases in future years is due to on-road mobile source 
emission reductions."  While there are a number of stationary sources near the LAX area, control of 
mobile sources (traffic) in the LAX area will result in a reduction of emissions. 

Please see the Responses to Comments FAL00003-123, FAL00003-124, and FAL00003-126 through 
FAL00003-131 below regarding emissions. 

FAL00003-121 

Comment:

IV.E Air Quality Analysis Is Riddled With Errors 

We previously commented on the numerous erroneous assumptions, methodological flaws, and 
calculation and modeling errors of the air quality analysis contained in the Draft EIS/EIR and the 
Supplement. (Fox 2001, Fox & Pless 2003.) We hereby incorporate these comments by reference. As 
discussed in Comment I.B above, the Final EIR relies on the methodology, assumptions, and data 
presented in the technical reports and appendices to the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement, except where 
it provides updates. While the Final EIR contains some updates, almost none of the issues we pointed 
out were addressed in the Final EIR, its appendices, RTCs or its Addendum. Consequently, the air 
quality analysis presented in the Final EIR is equally riddled with errors and as flawed as the one 
previously presented in the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement. 
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Response: 
The detailed analyses have been reviewed by South Coast Air Quality Management District, the 
California Air Resources Board, and USEPA Region 9.  These agencies have rigorously reviewed the 
analysis and indicated that the analysis methods are appropriate and the results provided are 
reasonable.  

Please see Responses to Comments AL00033-140, AL00033-141 and AL00033-311 through AL00033-
350 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS, and Responses to Comments SAL00015-55 through 
SAL00015-65 and SAL00015-235 through SAL00015-289 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS for 
responses to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR and Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR related to air quality 
and human health and safety submitted by Dr. J. Phyllis Fox and Dr. Petra Pless on behalf of the City of 
El Segundo. 

FAL00003-122 

Comment:

V. AIR QUALITY IMPACTS ARE UNDERESTIMATED 

The air quality impact analysis presented in the Final EIR considerably underestimates emissions from 
Project operation, as discussed in Comment V.1 below. The Final EIR also omits a number of sources 
from the emission estimates. (See Comments V.A through V.G.) While each of these individual 
contributions to total Project air quality emissions might be small compared to the total emissions from 
the Project, the cumulative impact of these sources will likely be substantial. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see the Responses to Comments FAL00003-123 through FAL00003-131 
below. 

FAL00003-123 

Comment:

V.A Emissions Are Underestimated Because Airport Capacity Is Underestimated 

The planning assumptions reflected in the Final EIR for Alternative D are based on the airport 
accommodating 78.9 MAP in 2015. (Final EIS, p. 3-15.) This estimated airport capacity - already 
exceeding the maximum allowable capacity in million annual passengers ("MAP") under the SCAQMD's 
air quality management plan ("AQMP") and the maximum capacity assumed for regional transportation 
planning by Southern California Association of Governments ("SCAG") - appears to be a substantial 
underestimate. The same criticism holds for the capacity estimates of the other alternatives. 

An independent evaluation of the capacity of Alternative D by an expert in airport design and capacity 
determined that LAWA never conducted a proper capacity analysis of the proposed terminal and gate 
configuration. (Kanafani 2003  19 and 2004  20.) The Final EIR's capacity assumption was not based on 
the physical gate configuration but on a variety of market assumptions. Obviously, such an estimate 
cannot be used as a suitable representation of the capacity of Alternative D. The airport design expert 
concluded that a more realistic, though still conservative, estimate of the capacity of Alternative D, 
based on the proposed configuration, would be 87 MAP. 

19 A. Kanafani, Capacity Analysis of Aircraft Gate Positions, Los Angeles International Airport, Master 
Plan Alternative D; submitted as Attachment 7 to November 3, 2003 Comments submitted on behalf of 
the City of El Segundo by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger. 

20 A. Kanafani, Comments on the LAX Master Plan Final EIS/EIR Responses to Comments; attached 
as Exhibit C to Comments submitted by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger on behalf of the City of El 
Segundo. 
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Response: 
The airport activity forecasts and planning assumptions for each of the alternatives included in the Final 
EIS (i.e., Alternatives A, B, C, D and the No Action/No Project Alternative) meet and exceed industry 
standards for this type of planning analysis.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding 
capacity and other Master Plan issues raised in this comment including issues related to the Kanafani 
report referenced in this comment.  It should be noted that the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) found the activity level associated with Alternative D to be generally consistent 
with the level identified in the 2004 Regional Transportation Plan (see Comment Letter SAR00005 in 
Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS). 

FAL00003-124 

Comment:

Most sources of emissions from Alternative D, except construction, would be expected to scale linearly 
with MAP and would therefore be about 10 percent higher21 than reported in the Final EIR. 

21 (89 MAP)/(78.9 MAP) = 110% 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity of Alternative D. 

Based on the acceptance of the activity forecast for Alternative D by the Southern California Association 
of Governments (see Appendix C, Section 1, Comment and Information Letters Received on the Draft 
General Conformity Determination, SCAG Letter Dated February 4, 2004 in Appendix A-2a, Final Clean 
Air Act General Conformity Determination, of Volume A of the final EIS), the emission inventories for 
Alternative D do not need adjustment. 

FAL00003-125 

Comment:

V.B LAX Northside Is Inappropriately Excluded From Alternative D 

The Final EIR now considers the 340-acre LAX Northside Development part of the Master Plan for 
Alternative D. (Final EIR, RTC AL00013-15.) Yet the Final EIR does not include emissions from either 
construction or operations of LAX Northside in the air quality impact analysis for Alternative D. By not 
including construction and operational emissions from development of LAX Northside, the Final EIR 
significantly underestimates emissions associated with Alternative D compared to the baseline. 

The Final EIR reasons that it "provides a program level of analysis for the LAX Master Plan" and that 
"[a]s each improvement advances as an individual project, it will be examined in light of the EIS/EIR to 
determine what additional analysis is required. If/as the new administration facility advances toward 
implementation, the appropriate project-level CEQA review will occur." (Final EIR, RTC AL00013-15.) 
The Final EIR deems this tiered approach consistent with the provisions of CEQA. (Ibid.) We strongly 
disagree. 

CEQA specifically mandates "that environmental considerations do not become submerged by 
chopping a large project into many little ones - each with a ... potential impact on the environment - 
which cumulatively may have disastrous consequences. (City of Santee v. County of San Diego, 214 
Cal. App. 3d 1438, 1452 (1989).) 

The development of LAX Northside is an integral part of Alternative D, without which the proposed on-
airport improvements will not be possible and will not function. While the exact design of the facilities 
might not be known at this point in time, LAWA apparently has enough information to specify a total of 
4.5 million square feet ("MSF") office space required for Alternative D. 

The NA/NP alternative, on the other hand, includes emissions from construction and operation of LAX 
Northside. (Final EIR, TR-GEN-2.) Obviously, knowing that Alternative D would be similar to the original 
LAX Northside Development and knowing its approximate square footage for administrative purposes 
(4.5 MSF) would permit a "program level" assessment of its air quality impacts. The Final EIR must be 
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revised to include construction and operational emissions in the air quality analysis for Alternative D and 
recirculated for public review. 

Response: 
The comment questions the validity of environmental impacts presented in the Final EIS, particularly as 
it pertains to LAX Northside as proposed under Alternative D.  As indicated in the Record of Decision, 
the FAA has determined that LAX Northside cannot be approved at this time.  In evaluating LAX 
Northside under Alternative D, the Final EIS relies upon a mix of assumptions regarding the size and 
characteristics of LAX Northside.  While this general level of planning may be appropriate in a situation 
where only programmatic approval is requested, FAA’s approval of Alternative D is an approval at the 
project level.  Thus, the lack of more specific details regarding LAX Northside affects FAA’s ability to 
approve this collateral development.  Because LAWA has provided a very general description of what 
LAX Northside would be under Alternative D, and because this resulted in use of inconsistent 
assumptions in evaluating LAX Northside’s environmental effects, FAA has decided that it would be 
inappropriate to render a decision on LAX Northside at this time at the project level.   

The commentor incorrectly states that under Alternative D, LAX Northside would consist of a full 4.5 
million square feet of development.  In fact, the FEIS indicated that the total area of development would 
be something less than the 4.5 million square feet of development identified under the No Action 
Alternative, with the actual size of the development being scaled to a size necessary to achieve the "trip 
cap" associated with Alternative D.  (See Final EIS, Volume A, Executive Summary, Table AES-3, 
footnote 5).  The actual size of LAX Northside necessary to respond to the trip cap was not determined 
by LAWA and thus could not be disclosed in the Final EIS.  The environmental analysis, however, 
assumed LAX Northside would contain 4.5 million square feet of development in many, but not all 
resource categories, for purposes of conducting the environmental analysis.  It is because of these 
inconsistent assumptions underlying the environmental analysis, as well as FAA’s inability to make an 
air space determination regarding LAX Northside, that FAA is unconditionally approving the ALP to 
depict all aspects of Alternative D except LAX Northside and taking no action at this time regarding LAX 
Northside.  As more fully described in Section VII of the ROD, FAA is requiring LAWA to submit a 
consistent set of assumptions regarding the size and nature of the development proposals for LAX 
Northside and the basis for those assumptions before a decision regarding LAX Northside will be made 
or an airspace determination can be issued.  LAWA must provide consistent and reasonable planning 
assumptions regarding the collateral development proposal so that FAA can undertake a review of the 
environmental consequences and airspace impacts associated with LAX Northside.  Based on that 
review, FAA will determine whether the project continues to meet the general conformity requirements 
of the Clean Air Act and whether the Final EIS continues to be sufficient. 

It is also important to note that the comment is incorrect in stating that "development of LAX Northside is 
an integral part of Alternative D, without which the proposed on-airport improvements will not be 
possible and will not function."  While there is a direct relationship between Alternatives A, B, and C and 
Westchester Southside, such is not the case relative to Alternative D and LAX Northside.  The north 
airfield improvements under Alternatives A, B, and C extend northward into the area currently 
designated for LAX Northside, consequently reducing the subject development area from approximately 
340 acres to approximately 210 acres.  The nature and amounts of land uses proposed for Westchester 
Southside were specifically designed to accommodate the existing business that would be displaced by 
the 200+ to 300+ acres of land acquisition required under Alternatives A, B, and C, as well as provide 
for a pedestrian-oriented community commercial "village" area to benefit the community of Westchester.  
Under Alternative D, however, the north airfield improvements would not extend into the area of land 
designated under the No Action Alternative for LAX Northside.  Thus, Alternative D does not encroach 
into the existing area designated for collateral development.  Furthermore, the amount of land 
acquisition associated with Alternative D would involve only approximately 77 acres and require the 
relocation of relatively few existing businesses, most, if not all, of which could likely be absorbed into the 
existing business community around the airport area without having to be relocated to LAX Northside.  
Thus, Alternative D does not depend on LAX Northside to provide space for businesses relocated as a 
result of other aspects of Alternative D.  In other words, the collateral development known as LAX 
Northside under Alternative D does not depend on the overall Alternative D proposal for its justification.  
Nor does the overall Alternative D proposal depend upon LAX Northside for its justification.  Each can 
and will operate independent of the other.  Therefore, the comment’s conclusion that development of 
LAX Northside is an integral part of Alternative D is unfounded and incorrect. 
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FAL00003-126 

Comment:

V.C Reverse Thrust Emissions Are Inappropriately Excluded 

The Final EIR estimates emission rates for four aircraft operational modes: taxi/idle, takeoff, climbout, 
and approach. The Final EIR omits emissions associated with aircraft reverse thrust operations from its 
air quality analysis because "adequate emission factors have not been developed for reverse thrust and 
regulatory guidance for calculation [sic] emissions from reverse thrust was not available. (Final EIR, 
RTC AF00001-21.) As demonstrated below, this is incorrect and, in fact, ignores FAA guidance. The 
Final EIR then deliberates that "[t]he relative time that aircraft use reverse thrust compared to the other 
time spent in other operational modes is minimal, thus emissions for this mode are assumed to have 
minimal impact on the emission inventories." (Final EIR, RTC AF00001-21.) We disagree with this 
speculative statement. 

Engine thrust reversal is typically used after aircraft landing to slow the aircraft to taxi speed and 
occasionally to "power-back" away from a boarding bridge (a practice not employed at LAX because of 
the lack of space between terminal buildings.) Reverse thrust describes the practice of setting the 
engines to full power in the reverse direction and is essentially a high-thrust operating mode. High-thrust 
operating modes, such as aircraft takeoff, generate very high NOx emissions per unit time relative to 
other operating modes such as aircraft taxi. While the time in mode ("TIM") for reverse thrust operations 
is, in fact short, approximately 15 to 20 seconds, it can nevertheless be responsible for an additional 15 
percent or more of the on-airport NOx emissions. (Rice & Walton 2003.22) 

The Final EIR further claims that "since runway lengths at LAX are able to accommodate even the 
largest aircraft, use of reverse thrust would be expected to be minimal." (Final EIR, RTC AF00001-21.) 
The Final EIR ignores that reverse thrust is not only employed by large aircraft to land on short runways 
but also to reduce brake wear and more often during wet runway conditions. In May 2004, LAWA itself 
explained 6 out of 84, or 7 percent, of incidents of community noise complaints with the use of reverse 
thrust.23 This suggests that reverse thrust use at LAX is not minimal. 

Perplexingly, LAWA does not follow FAA's official guidance on this matter. The FAA recognizes the 
importance of including reverse thrust operations in air quality assessments in its Air Quality 
Handbook,24 which provides guidance, procedures and methodologies for use in carrying out air quality 
assessments for proposed Federal actions that are required for compliance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), the federal Clean Air Act ("CAA") and other environment-related 
regulations and directives. This guidance was relied on in preparing the Final EIR. (Final EIR, p. 4-655.) 

The Air Quality Handbook, published well before the publication of the Draft EIS/EIR was conducted, 
unambiguously states that "[r]everse thrust is now considered by EPA as an official mode and should be 
included in calculation procedures..." [Emphasis added.] It continues "[s]ince reverse thrust engine 
operating conditions are similar to takeoff, time spent in reverse thrust should be combined with takeoff 
mode emission indices and fuel flow as a means of accounting for reverse thrust mode emissions. 
Aircraft reverse thrust typically is applied for 15-20 seconds25 on landing." It explicitly specifies that 
"[t]akeoff emission indices and fuel flow should be used as inputs for calculating emissions from reverse 
thrust (as well as takeoff) mode." (Air Quality Handbook, Appendix D26, pp. D-5/6.) Further, reverse 
thrust operations were recently included in the EDMS modeling for two other airports in the South Coast 
Air Basin - John Wayne and El Toro - by adding 15 seconds to the total takeoff time. (MCAS El Toro 
Final EIR,27 p. 4.5-26.) 

Of the four phases of the aircraft landing/takeoff operations ("LTO") cycle typically included in aircraft 
emissions modeling, the greatest NOx emissions are attributable to the takeoff mode. Thus, increasing 
the amount of time in takeoff mode will considerably increase NOx emissions. (NESCAUM28, p. II-13.) 
Review of the Final EIR's aircraft emissions confirms that more than 50 percent of NOx emissions from 
turbofan engines, which are by far the most-used type of engine for aviation use, are due to takeoff. 
(Final EIR, Appx. F-B, Attachment 4.) 

The average takeoff time for aircraft under Alternative D for the year 2015 assumed in the Project's 
EDMS input files is 0.96 minutes, or 58 seconds.29 Increasing this average takeoff time by just two 
seconds - considerably lower than the average observed reverse thrust time - to account for emissions 
from reverse thrust, would increase the total takeoff TIM by 3.5 percent. Aircraft NOx emissions are 
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directly proportional to the TIM for each LTO. Consequently, an increase of 3.5 percent in the takeoff 
TIM results in an increase of 3.5 percent in NOx emissions attributable to takeoff and reverse thrust. 
Assuming 5 or 15 seconds for average reverse thrust would increase takeoff TIM and NOx emissions 
by about 9 and 26 percent, respectively. Depending on the actual average TIM for reverse thrust at 
LAX, resulting NOx emissions could be considerable, on the order of thousands of tons per year. 

Since the Final EIR does not propose any measures restricting reverse thrust operations at LAX, there 
is no supportable rationale for excluding reverse thrust emissions from the analysis. 

22 Colin Rice and C. Michael Walton, Restricting the Use of Reverse Thrust as an Emissions Reduction 
Strategy, Research Report SWUTC/03/167231-1, Southwest Regional University, Center for 
Transportation Research, University of Texas, Austin, TX, revised July 2003. 

23 Los Angeles World Airports, LAX, Aircraft Noise Community Response Report, May 2004. 

24 Federal Aviation Administration, Air Quality Procedures for Civilian Airports and Air Force Bases, 
April 1997. 

25 A recent study on reverse thrust usage at Bergstrom International Airport in Austin, Texas, 
demonstrated an average TIM for reverse thrust during landing of 16.0 seconds. (Rice & Walton 2003.) 

26 Federal Aviation Administration, Air Quality Procedures for Civilian Airports and Air Force Bases, 
Appendix D, Aircraft Emission Methodology, April 1997. 

27 County of Orange, Final Environmental Impact Report No, 573 for the Civilian Reuse of MCAS El 
Toro and the Airport System Master Plan for John Wayne Airport and Proposed Orange County 
International Airport, SCH No. 98101053, August 2001. 

28 Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Management ("NESCAUM") and Center for Clean Air 
Policy, Controlling Airport-related Air Pollution, June 2003. 

29 EDMS File "AIR_POP.dbf" (MODE 3 = takeoff TIM) for Alternative D in 2015 provided on CD-ROM 
by FAA on January 19, 2004. Average TIM for the NA/NP alternative in 2015 is 0.94 minutes. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-30 regarding reverse thrust emissions. 

FAL00003-127 

Comment:

V.D Fugitive Dust Emissions From Wind Erosion Of Graded Areas Are Not Included 

Wind erosion from graded areas is a major source of fugitive dust emissions during construction. The 
construction emission estimates presented in the Final EIR include fugitive dust emissions associated 
with equipment operation, entrained road dust, and wind erosion emissions from storage piles but 
appear to omit wind erosion of graded, exposed areas. Considering the large expanse of graded and 
disturbed areas during construction of the Project, the Final EIR omits a major source of fugitive dust 
emissions.

Response: 
Wind erosion of graded areas will be mitigated through the fugitive dust control plans that are required 
under SCAQMD Regulation 403 and are incorporated in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting 
Program (MMRP) Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-2, Construction Related Measure.  Since visibility is an 
important issue regarding airport operations and safety, visible fugitive dust emissions will be 
extensively controlled during the construction phase.  It is also noted here that the SCAQMD typically 
does not require calculation of wind erosion from graded areas provided that fugitive dust emissions are 
calculated for roadways, parking lots, storage piles, earth moving and material handling activities, and 
demolition activities that occur during construction, per the SCAQMD CEQA Handbook.  All of these 
other fugitive dust sources are included in the construction emission estimates presented in the Final 
EIS.
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FAL00003-128 

Comment:

V.5 VOC Emissions From Architectural Coatings And Asphalt Emissions During Construction Are Not 
Included 

The construction emission estimates presented in the Final EIR do not include emissions from 
architectural coatings, solvents, hot-mix asphalt paving, and runway/taxiway striping and their 
application. The Supplement, upon which the Final EIR's methodology is based, states that these 
emissions were not quantified because they were "deemed to be insignificant relative to overall project 
emissions." (Supplement, Appx. S-E, p. 3.) The rationale for excluding architectural coating emissions is 
that most surface coatings are assumed to be water-based by 2005 in accordance with SCAQMD rules 
and regulations, thus minimizing VOC emissions. (Supplement, Appx. S-E, p. 3.) No rationale is given in 
either the Final EIR or the underlying Supplement for excluding asphalt paving emissions. 

Even though most architectural coatings will likely be water-based by 2005, they will still contain a 
certain amount of VOCs. If applied over large surfaces, e.g. runway stripes or exteriors and interiors of 
new buildings, VOC emissions could be substantial and should be included in the emissions inventory. 

Asphalt paving has the potential to produce VOC emissions. Roadbed preparation, such as for new 
runways, requires the use of either cutback or emulsified asphalts. The EPA emission estimating report, 
Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors ("AP-42"), indicates that cutback asphalt is a major 
source of VOC emissions, while hot mix asphalts have much lower VOC emissions. (AP-42, Sec. 4.5.) 
The Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement do not require the use of hot mix asphalt. Therefore, paving 
emissions could be substantial and should have been included in the emission inventories. Further, 
emissions from asphalt paving not only include direct emissions from hot asphalt, but also associated 
combustion emissions from asphalt paving equipment. 

Considering the extensive construction activities associated with the Project, viz. "[i]mplementation of 
the LAX Master Plan would result in one of the largest public works construction projects in the history 
of the City of Los Angeles" (Final EIR, p. 10.), the deliberate exclusion of emissions from architectural 
coatings and asphalt paving appears to intentionally underestimate actual construction VOC emissions 
from the Project compared to the baseline. 

Response: 
The methods for calculating emissions were developed in coordination with the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District (SCAQMD), the local agency with expertise in air quality analysis.  Preparation of 
the Air Quality Modeling Protocol for Criteria Pollutants (Attachment A of Technical Report 4 of the Final 
EIS) included three meetings with the SCAQMD staff in which the District's comments on the protocol 
were solicited and incorporated into the protocol.  Thus, the treatment of emissions from such sources 
as architectural coatings, solvents, hot-mix asphalt paving, and runway/taxiway striping was handled 
consistent with the comments from SCAQMD.   

The analysis of construction emissions assumes that hot mix asphalt will be used on the airfield.  The 
AP-42 document referred to by the commentor does not contain emission factors for hot mix asphalt, 
since only cutback asphalt emits quantifiable VOCs.  Therefore, VOC emissions from asphalt paving 
are considered negligible. 

Due to the low VOC emissions anticipated from architectural coatings, quantification of such emissions 
was not necessary for purposes of disclosing the reasonably foreseeable impacts in the Final EIS.  
However, as LAWA undertakes project level EIRs for specific elements of Alternative D, the design of 
the facilities will be refined to the point where a more reliable estimate of VOC emissions from coatings 
can be made.  As project-level EIRs are undertaken, LAWA will be able to compare the total project 
level emissions with the Final EIR construction emissions for that project.  FAA will follow the local 
approval process closely and take any necessary steps should project level EIRs reveal significant new 
information.
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FAL00003-129 

Comment:

V.E Urban Heat Island Effect Is Not Included 

The Final EIR declines to analyze the urban heat island effect because it is a regional effect and "any 
increase in "black surfaces" at LAX would be minimal with respect to the entire LAX urban area. The 
contribution of construction included in the LAX Master Plan, the Final EIR claims, would be effectively 
zero. (Response to Comment AL00033-330.) 

In matters of relative contributions, this might be true (though LAX with its large expanses of paved 
surfaces is certainly not a negligible contributor); however, the argument is completely beside the point. 
The urban heat island effect is a cumulative effect due to the increased number of paved surfaces in 
cities. Every surface that is paved, every removal of a shade tree, and every addition of a dark roof 
increases the urban heat island effect. There are many individual sources, which - each on their own - 
might have a negligible contribution. However, their cumulative contributions result in large-scale, 
regional and global effects. In order to address either problem - air pollution or urban heat island effect 
(which also results in increased air pollution) - it is precisely these individual contributions that must be 
targeted. Measures that decrease their relative contribution must be included in the mitigation plan. 

The Heat Island Research Group ("HIG") at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory ("LBNL"), jointly 
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") and the U.S. EPA, is studying measures to cool 
cities. The increased summertime temperatures causes increased cooling requirements. The HIG 
estimates that in Los Angeles about 1 to 1.5 Gigawatts ("GW") of power are used to compensate the 
impact of the heat island. This increased power costs the Los Angeles rate payers about $100,000 per 
hour, about $100 million per year. The impact of the heat island is also seen in smog. The formation of 
smog is highly sensitive to temperatures; the higher the temperature, the higher the rate of formation 
and, hence, the concentration of smog. 

LAWA can not simply dismiss its contribution to the air pollution problems, when it can easily implement 
measures to help reduce the urban heat island effect. As the HIG points out: 

Measures to cool heat islands are simple and have been known to human beings for ages: reflective 
surfaces and trees. Reflective roofs on a building directly reduce the heat conduction into the building 
and reduce air-conditioning use. Similarly, trees shading a building reduce air-conditioning use. 
Furthermore, many reflective surfaces (roofs and pavements) and urban vegetation in a neighborhood 
alter the surface energy balance and result in a lower ambient temperature, in turn leading to further 
reduction in air- conditioning energy use and urban smog.30 

The Project should include all feasible measures to mitigate its contribution to the urban heat island 
effect.

30 http://eeld.lbl.gov/HeaUsland/LEARN/Overview/index.html 

Response: 
The commentor notes that the discussion in Response to Comment AL00033-330, indicating that the 
LAX Master Plan would effectively have no impact on the urban heat island effect, may be true.  The 
primary methods for minimizing heating effects are planting trees and installing reflective surfaces, 
where appropriate.  The planting of trees on the airside at an airport raises substantial safety issues, as 
does the installation of reflective surfaces that may reflect sunlight into pilots eyes.  Therefore, while the 
appropriate use of reflective surfaces and landscaping may be used on the landside of the airport, 
similar methods on the airside are not proposed or appropriate.  See Response to Comment AL00033-
330 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS for more information. 
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FAL00003-130 

Comment:

V.F Emissions From Electricity Generation Are Not Included 

We previously commented on the failure of the Draft EIS/EIR to include secondary emissions from 
electricity generation, address impacts from increased electricity demand due to the Project, and 
analyze the increased electricity demand due to the proposed air quality mitigation program as required 
by CEQA. (Fox 2001, Comment I.C.) We herewith incorporate this comment by reference. The Final 
EIR responded to our detailed comments with the terse statement that "[t]he Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR addressed air quality impacts from increased electricity production in Section 4.6, Air Quality 
(subsection 4.6-10.)" (Final EIR, RTC AL00033-317.) 

The Supplement and Final EIR, in fact, include a section quantifying the secondary air pollutant 
emissions due to electricity generation for Alternative D. (Final EIR, p. 4-749.) However, this section is 
little more than window-dressing without any consequences. For example, the Final EIR correctly points 
out that "[a]dding these numbers to the mitigated regional project-specific emissions ... would result in 
increased regional emissions for Alternative D." (Final EIR, p. 4-749.) Yet the Final EIR fails to include 
these emissions in a summary table for total operational and construction emissions and also fails to 
include these emissions in the air quality dispersion modeling. Emissions were only calculated for the 
preferred Alternative D, not for any of the other proposed build alternatives or the NA/NP alternative or 
the baseline. None of the emissions are supported by any calculations or data, e.g. the projected 
increase in electricity demand for the Project in kilowatt-hours ("kWh"), the emission factors used to 
derive these regional emissions, etc. Further, this section does not address the increased demand for 
electricity due to the implementation of the proposed mitigation program as required by CEQA. And 
finally, the Final EIR's emission calculations are based on the assumption that 17.3 percent of the 
electricity needed would be produced locally and that 100 percent of this 17.3 percent of electricity is 
generated by natural gas-fired power plants. This analysis is fundamentally flawed because its emission 
estimates must include not only the 17.3 percent local generation but also the remainder of 82.7 percent 
regional electricity generation. Further, as we pointed out in previous comments, the LADWP currently 
produces 52 percent of its power from coal. (See Fox 2001, Comment I.C.) Emissions from coal-fired 
units are substantially higher than those from natural gas-fired units. 

Consequently, the Final EIR has substantially underestimated secondary emissions from electricity 
generation due to the Project and its mitigation program. 

Response: 
While the secondary emissions calculated in Section 4.6, Air Quality, of Part I in the Final EIS are not 
included in the summary tables presented in the same section, the addition of the two results presented 
would not alter the significance determination for any of the alternatives. 

The secondary emissions are very small relative to the total operational and construction emissions.  
For example, taking the total operational and construction emissions for Alternative D in 2015 from 
Table F4.6-23a in Part I of the Final EIS and the secondary emissions for Alternative D from Table F4.6-
29 in Part I of the Final EIS, respectively, shows the following: (1) VOC:  2,564 tons per year (tpy) + 0.6 
tpy; (2) CO: 21,432 tpy + 9.6 tpy; (3) NOx: 7,576 tpy + 5.1 tpy; (4) SO2: 460 tpy + 0.07 tpy; and (5) 
PM10: 1,835 tpy + 0.9 tpy. 

The 17.3% local generation represents that percentage generated within the air basin.  The remaining 
82.7% occurs outside of the air basin and is therefore not considered in the Final EIS.  The 52% of 
power from coal listed by the commentor is produced outside the South Coast Air Basin and is, again, 
not included in these calculations. 
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FAL00003-131 

Comment:

V.G Final EIR Fails To Identify Significant Impacts From The Project 

As discussed in Comment III, the Final EIR failed to address PM2.5 impacts and, consequently, failed to 
identify and properly mitigate significant PM2.5 impacts. Further, the above identified methodological 
flaws in the air quality analysis (see Comment IV), the underestimate of airport capacity, (see Comment 
V.A), and the failure to include several emission sources into the inventory (see Comments V.B through 
V.G) results in significant underestimates of air pollutant emissions. These issues likely result in 
significant impacts from the Project that have not been identified and/or not properly mitigated. 

Response: 
The FAA has determined the Final EIS was prepared in accordance with the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, as amended, CEQ Guidance regarding NEPA (40 CFR Part 1500), and the 
FAA Orders 1050.1E and 5050.4A.  Please see Responses to Comments FAL00001-27 and 
FAL00001-28 regarding PM2.5 impacts.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding 
airport capacity issues.  Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-125 through FAL00003-130 
regarding air pollutant emissions. 

FAL00003-132 

Comment:

VI. PROPOSED MITIGATION PROGRAM IS INADEQUATE AND MUST BE REVISED 

The Final EIR finds significant impacts after implementation of all proposed mitigation measures for the 
preferred Alternative D for NOx and SO2 for on-airport emissions; for CO, VOC, NOx, and PM10 for off-
airport traffic emissions; for CO, VOC, NOx, and PM10 for construction emissions; and for PM10 
concentrations for on-airport operational and construction-related sources combined. (Final EIR, 478.) 
As discussed in Comment V, the Final EIR underestimates emissions and consequently fails to identify 
and adequately mitigate other significant impacts. 

The study area is classified as nonattainment for both the NAAQS and CAAQS: ozone, CO, and PM10. 
Further, the study area is classified by EPA as "extreme" nonattainment for ozone under the CAA. 
(Final EIR, Table F4.6-4.) Because of the air basin's nonattainment status, it is particularly important to 
reduce emissions of these nonattainment pollutants to the greatest extent feasible. As discussed below, 
the Final EIR does not reduce operational or construction emissions to the greatest extent feasible. 
Consequently, the Final EIR must be revised to mitigate all emissions to the extent feasible and 
recirculated for public review. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding mitigation measures, Responses to 
Comments FAL00003-123 through FAL00003-131 regarding the estimation of emissions, Responses to 
Comments FAL00003-133 through FAL00003-136 below regarding the mitigation program, and 
Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding the selection of mitigation measures. 

The FAA has determined the Final EIS was prepared in accordance with the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, as amended, CEQ Guidance regarding NEPA (40 CFR Part 1500), and the 
FAA Orders 1050.1E and 5050.4A.  Recirculation of the environmental documents is not warranted. 

Appendix A to this ROD includes summaries of the mitigation actions discussed more fully in the Final 
EIS for each environmental impact category.  Based upon the information disclosed in the Final EIS, the 
FAA finds that there is no possible and prudent alternative to the preferred alternative and all 
reasonable steps have been taken to minimize its significant adverse effects. 

It should be noted that the significance determinations listed by the commentor correspond to CEQA 
significance determinations and not NEPA.  For purposes of NEPA determinations, concentrations are 
compared against the NAAQS.  As explained in Section A.2.3, Air Quality, of Volume A of the Final EIS, 
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Alternative D is the only build alternative that meets the NAAQS for all criteria pollutants in all years 
analyzed. 

FAL00003-133 

Comment:

VI.A Emission Reductions Are Not Quantifiable 

The goal of the mitigation measures identified in the Final EIS/EIR and the MMRP is to reduce air 
pollutant emissions associated with the Project to levels equal to those identified in the Final EIR Table 
F4.6-11a. 

The Final EIR quantifies ranges of potential emission reductions for construction-related mitigation 
measures, the construction of eight new flyaway terminals, and conversion of ground support 
equipment. (Final EIR, Tables F4.6-18, F.4-19, and F4.6-20.) The Final EIR and the MMRP both claim 
that reliable emission reductions cannot be quantified for all of the proposed measures. (MMRP, p. 39 
and Final EIR, p. 4-724.) Emission reductions for all other proposed mitigation measures are absent 
from both the Final EIR and the Addendum. It is unclear how LAWA on one hand intends to ensure that 
post- mitigation levels of emissions identified in the Final EIR are guaranteed when on the other hand it 
feels that it is impossible to quantify the emission reductions provided by the various mitigation 
measures. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding the selection of mitigation measures.  See 
Response to Comment FAL00003-14 regarding the enforceability of air quality mitigation and see 
Response to Comment FAL00003-026 regarding achievement of the mitigated emission levels.  Please 
see Response to Comment FAL00003-057 which describes how the LAX Master Plan Mitigation Plan 
for Air Quality will be used to monitor the effectiveness of the air quality mitigation measures.  Please 
see subsection 2.3.1.1 of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR regarding quantified and 
unquantified mitigation measures, which states in pertinent part that the estimate of post-mitigation 
emissions includes only those mitigation measures for which the reductions can be quantified 
recognizing that implementation of any of the other remaining mitigation measures would provide for 
additional, albeit unquantifiable, reductions in emissions.  Although not all mitigation measure benefits 
can be measured at this time, monitoring of effectiveness of mitigation measures will measure (quantify) 
actual emissions reductions, and based upon this monitoring, the anticipated reductions will be 
achieved because if anticipated reductions are not being achieved, the MMRP requires additional steps 
be taken to reach the reduction levels committed to in the MMRP. 

Appendix A to this ROD includes summaries of the mitigation actions discussed more fully in the Final 
EIS for each environmental impact category.  Based upon the information disclosed in the Final EIS, the 
FAA finds that there is no possible and prudent alternative to the preferred alternative and all 
reasonable steps have been taken to minimize its significant adverse effects. 

FAL00003-134 

Comment:

Further the Addendum indicates that some mitigation measures might be found to be infeasible once 
the Master Plan process begins. The Addendum asserts that these determinations will not affect the 
projected post-mitigation emission levels. (Addendum, p. 2-12.) This is problematic because LAWA can 
not guarantee that only those mitigation measures for which emissions reductions were not quantified in 
the Final EIR, and which were not included to estimate post-mitigation emissions, will be found to be 
infeasible. Determining that proposed mitigation measures are infeasible, which LAWA apparently 
expects will occur, could considerably increase the level of post-mitigation emissions. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding the development of air quality mitigation 
measures and Response to Comment FAL00003-26 regarding steps to be taken to meet the 
performance standards identified in the air quality mitigation measures.  While FAA acknowledges that 
the feasibility of any given mitigation measure may not be proven until implementation is achieved, it in 
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no way expects or anticipates that measures already considered feasible will, in the future, be 
determined to be infeasible.  As indicated in Response to Comment FAL00003-26, in addition to the 
mitigation measures that LAWA has committed to implement, LAWA has also committed to limit airport 
emissions in 2015 to the values presented in the MMRP.  Therefore, if it is determined through the 
mitigation monitoring program that airport inventories will not meet the specified limits by 2015, LAWA 
will be required to develop additional reductions to meet the limits.  This may be done by quantifying air 
quality benefits from measures implemented but not previously quantified and/or by identifying and 
implementing new measures. 

FAL00003-135 

Comment:

VI.B The MMRP Does Not Address Secondary Emissions From Electricity Generation 

The MMRP does not address mitigation for secondary emissions from electricity generation. In fact, the 
MMRP is satisfied if emission reductions in Table AD5.8 (which is identical to Table F4.6-23a in the 
Final EIR and presents combined construction and operational emissions from the Project without 
secondary emissions from electricity generation) are met. Consequently, the mitigation program fails to 
mitigate secondary emissions from electricity generation. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding the selection of mitigation measures.  It 
should also be noted that LAWA and FAA have no legal authority over equipment that does not belong 
to them; therefore, it is not feasible for the lead agencies to fund or implement mitigation measures for 
off-airport emission sources, such as those that produce secondary emissions from electricity 
generation. 

Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-130 for more information regarding secondary emissions 
from electricity generation.  In addition, the emissions from existing on-airport utility plants are included 
in the emission inventories of the environmental baseline, No Action/No Project Alternative, and 
Alternatives A, B, C, and D.  The incremental demand for power under Alternative D was assumed to be 
provided by off-site utility plants owned and operated by other entities. 

FAL00003-136 

Comment:

VI.C Additional Mitigation Exists And Is Feasible 

In spite of the considerable Project impacts and the severe air quality problems in the SoCAB, the Final 
EIR does not require all feasible mitigation. Mitigation measures can take a variety of forms. They may 
avoid the impact altogether; minimize the impact by limiting its degree or magnitude; rectify the impact 
by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring; reduce or eliminate the impact; or compensate for the impact by 
replacing or providing substitute resources or environments. (14 CCR § 15370; CEQA Guidelines, 
Section 20.22.) There are many feasible mitigation measures that fall into these categories of 
acceptable mitigation that are not included in the Final EIR or MMRP. Many of these are routinely 
required as CEQA mitigation in other projects. 

The mitigation program LAWA proposes includes only mitigation that directly mitigates construction or 
operational emissions. However, numerous other indirect mitigation measures beyond those proposed 
in the MMRP are available that could help offset the enormous impacts of the Project. CEQA requires 
the implementation of "all feasible" mitigation to reduce significant impacts from a project. CEQA and 
the case law interpreting it, requires that "public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if 
there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially 
lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects ..." (Pub.Res. Code, Section 21002, 
emphasis added) and that "[e]ach public agency shall mitigate or avoid the significant effects on the 
environment of projects it approves or carries out whenever it is feasible to do so" (Pub.Res. Code, 
Section 21002.1.) For example, in Orinda Association v. Board of Supervisors (1986) 182 Cal.App.3d 
1145, the court found that no agency can approve a project for which significant impacts have been 
identified without first adopting any and all feasible mitigation measures or feasible alternatives. 
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Considering the enormous impacts of the Project on air quality, LAWA must incorporate all feasible 
mitigation, direct and indirect, to mitigate impacts from the Project. We've previously commented on the 
availability of additional feasible mitigation measures and incorporate these comments here by 
reference. (Fox 2001, Comments IV.E, IV.F., and IV.G; Fox & Pless.2003, Comments V.C and V.D.) 
The Final EIR failed to consider and incorporate a large number of proposed feasible mitigation 
measures. 

For example, as previously noted, the Final EIR fails to account for the urban heat island effect that the 
Project will create. Accordingly, the proposed mitigation plan does not include adequate mitigation for 
the urban heat island effect. Examples of feasible mitigation measures which have been included in a 
large number of other projects as CEQA mitigation include: a) reducing standard asphalt paving with 
lighter-colored, reflective pavement materials or porous block pavement systems; b) requiring the 
installation of lowest emitting commercially available fuel-fired equipment (e.g., boilers, furnaces) with a 
heat input greater than 0.3 MMBtu/hr, consistent with best available control technology; c) installation of 
energy star roof products; and d) installation of roof photovoltaic energy systems. 

Furthermore, in our previous comments, we pointed out the numerous opportunities to offset emissions 
outside of LAX, e.g., retrofitting heaters, boilers, furnaces, generators, and turbines in the SoCAB, or 
acquiring RECLAIM offsets. (Fox 2001, Comment IV.F.) The Final EIR declined to consider the 
retrofitting off- airport combustion sources, arguing that emission reductions elsewhere would not 
mitigate emissions from LAX and that the FAA has no legal authority over equipment that does not 
belong to it. (Final EIR, RTC AL00033-336.) We disagree with this reasoning. The Final EIR does not 
address the option of acquiring RECLAIM offsets. 

Offsetting project emissions with retrofits elsewhere is frequently required for large projects, where 
emission reductions cannot be achieved on site, particularly for projects with a considerable regional 
impact as is the case here. For example, the California Energy Commission ("CEC"), which follows a 
CEQA-equivalent to process to license power plants, frequently requires offsite mitigation. See, for 
example, the mitigation program required for the proposed Riverside Energy Resources Center 
("RERC"), which requires as a Condition of Exemption ("CoE") that a specified amount of operational 
emission offsets be developed through the following measures: 

1. The retrofit of emission controls on diesel powered school buses within the Riverside School District 
or directly adjacent school districts. 
2. The retrofit of emission controls on diesel powered equipment under the direct or contracted control 
of the City of Riverside. 
3. The reduction or elimination of other combustion sources within the city boundaries of the City of 
Riverside as approved by the CPM [Construction Project Manager]. 
4. Any remaining emission reductions not provided as specified above from their voluntary surrender 
and retirement of emission reduction credits or RECLAIM trade credits banked with the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District and approved by the CPM. (RERC Final Initial Study31, CoE AQ-1.) 

In sum, there are a large number of additional mitigation measures that could be implemented to reduce 
the enormous impacts of the Project. 

31 California Energy Commission, Riverside Energy Resources Center, Final Initial Study, Application 
for Small Power Plant Exemption, 04-SPPE-01, August 2004; http: /www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/ 
riverside/documents/index.html. 

Response: 
Appendix A to this ROD includes summaries of the mitigation actions discussed more fully in the Final 
EIS for each environmental impact category.  Based upon the information disclosed in the Final EIS, the 
FAA finds that there is no possible and prudent alternative to the preferred alternative and all 
reasonable steps have been taken to minimize its significant adverse effects. 

Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-23 regarding the development of air quality mitigation 
measures and Response to Comment FAL00003-129 regarding heat island mitigation factors.  It should 
also be noted that LAWA and FAA have no legal authority over equipment that does not belong to them; 
therefore, mitigation measures for off-airport emission sources are not feasible.  In the example 
mentioned by the commentor, while mitigation factors are off-site of the power plant being proposed, the 
measures proposed are still under the authority of the City of Riverside. 
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Please note that Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1 requires the development of an air quality mitigation 
plan, which would include an analysis of feasible mitigation measures.  Please see Memorandum to 
Herbert Glaslow, Senior Planner, Los Angeles World Airports, "Inventory of Air Quality Mitigation 
Measures Considered in Conjunction with the LAX Master Plan EIS/EIR."  December 6, 2004 for a 
listing of all mitigation measures that have been suggested and considered.   

As noted in the LAX Master Plan MMRP, LAWA shall expand and revise the existing air quality 
mitigation programs at LAX through the development of an LAX Master Plan Mitigation Plan for Air 
Quality (LAX MP-MPAQ).  Of import, the LAX MP-MPAQ shall be developed in consultation with the 
FAA, USEPA, ARAB, and SCAQMD, as appropriate, and shall include technologically/legally feasible 
and economically reasonable methods to reduce air pollutant emissions from aircraft, GSE, traffic, and 
construction equipment both on and off the airport.  This is currently underway.  As LAWA develops the 
details of the LAX MP-MPAQ, it will seek additional review and comments from FAA, USEPA, CARB, 
and SCAQMD on these new documents.  The intended purpose of the LAX MP-MPAQ is to ensure that 
all the feasible mitigation measures are identified and implemented to reduce the air quality impacts of 
Alternative D at least to the levels noted in the Final EIS for the LAX Master Plan and are maintained 
during and following project implementation.  The LAX MP-MPAQ, currently under development, is 
subdivided into four sections.  The section addressing Mitigation Measure MM-AQ-1 (Framework), 
provides the basic organizational structure for the full program.  It is also intended to provide a clear, 
consistent and convenient foundation for its implementation.  With the Framework’s "overarching 
configuration," the individual components of the LAX MP-MPAQ (i.e. MM-AQ-2, Construction-Related 
Measure, MM-AQ-3, Transportation-Related Measure, and MM-AQ-4, Operations-Related Measure) 
are more effectively coordinated and completed.  Importantly, additional information that is specific or 
unique to the other three will be contained in their respective volumes, to be published separately. 

Regarding three of the measures identified in this comment (i.e., use of alternative paving materials, 
installation of energy start roof products, and solar roof panels), FAA encourages LAWA to take into 
consideration these measures during the development of MM-AQ-1 and MM-AQ-4, as appropriate.  As 
indicated in the memorandum to Herb Glasgow, referenced above, installation of the lowest emitting 
commercially available fuel-fired equipment (stationary) is currently required by SCAQMD regulations.  
As such, this measure cannot be used as mitigation.   

Regarding the RECLAIM program, LAWA/LAX already participates in this program and is pursuing the 
option of acquiring additional RECLAIM offsets.  Participation in the RECLAIM program, however, is a 
regulatory issue and not considered part of any mitigation measure.  In addition, the installation of 
lowest emitting furnaces and heaters to comply with the SCAQMD Best Available Control Technology 
(BACT) guidelines is not listed as mitigation for the project because meeting BACT is required under 
existing regulations. 

FAL00003-137 

Comment:

VII. PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACTS 

VII.A Human Health Risks Are Underestimated 

The human health risk assessment is based on the quantity of air pollutant emissions and resulting 
ambient air concentrations as determined in the air quality section of the Final EIR. As discussed in 
Comments IV and V above, the emissions from the Project are considerably underestimated. 
Consequently, the human health risks resulting from the Project as presented in the Final EIR are also 
considerably underestimated. The health risk assessment must be revised based on a revised air 
quality impact assessment that includes all emission sources and corrects the methodological flaws. A 
revised health risk assessment will likely result in significant impacts that were not identified and 
properly mitigated in the Final EIR. 

Response: 
The Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) is an element of the CEQA analysis that is mandated 
under California law, and does not relate to NEPA requirements.  As clearly indicated in Section 
4.24.1.1 in Part I-Volume 4 of the Final EIS, as well as in Section A.2.2.4 (page A.2-88) in Volume A of 
the Final EIS, the HHRA is not being relied on by the FAA in evaluating the choice among alternatives 
presented in the Final EIS.  The information, analyses, and conclusions reached in the CEQA HHRA 
analysis were reproduced in the Final EIS for informational purposes only, are not relied upon in the 
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FAA’s Record of Decision, and do not constitute a part of the Final EIS for purposes of NEPA 
compliance. 

FAL00003-138 

Comment:

VII.B Acute Health Risks From Construction Were Not Assessed 

We previously commented on the lack of an acute health risk impact assessment from construction 
emissions. (Fox 2001, Comment V.E.) We herewith incorporate this comment by reference. In 
response, the Final EIR reasons that "[c]onstruction emissions were not included in this assessment 
because of the difficulty in accurately projecting construction staging. Construction emission may be a 
contributor to short-term project impacts, and this issue will be considered in decisions of if and how to 
implement the Master Plan." (Final EIR, RTC AL00033-346.) This is not acceptable. 

Acute health impacts from construction are virtually always significant due to emissions of diesel 
exhaust and acrolein. The construction phase for the Project spans a decade and can therefore hardly 
be called short-term. The Final EIR acknowledges the extent of project construction, viz. 
"[i]mplementation of the LAX Master Plan would result in one of the largest public works construction 
projects in the history of the City of Los Angeles." (Final EIR, p. 10.). The Final EIR may not refuse to 
analyze acute health risks from construction simply because it is difficult to accurately project 
construction staging. If an accurate analysis cannot be produced, a worst-case scenario of potential 
maximum construction emissions at any one time must be analyzed. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-137. 

FAL00003-139 

Comment:

VII.C Mitigation of Health Impacts Is Inadequate 

We previously commented on the failure of the proposed mitigation program presented in the Draft EIR 
and Supplement to specifically address human health impacts, instead exclusively relying on air quality 
mitigation measures. (Fox 2001, Comment VI; Fox & Pless 2003, Comment VIII.) The Final EIR still 
contains only air quality mitigation measures to address the significant and severe public health impacts 
due to the Project and entirely ignores other available and feasible mitigation measures. 

We suggested a number of feasible mitigation measures to reduce toxic air pollutants ("TAPs") 
including upgrading the LAX ventilation system, installing efficient charcoal filters on the LAX intake air 
to remove TAPs, and treating the intake air of nearby sensitive receptors who would be most affected 
by TAP emissions from the Project. The Final EIR declines to consider these measures, reasoning that 
"[a]lthough ventilation systems... could improve indoor air quality, indoor air is not a primary issue for 
exposure to TAPs." (Final EIR, RTC AL00033-351.) 

Considering the magnitude of impacts resulting from the Project, the proposed mitigation plan should 
include all feasible mitigation to reduce exposure to TAPs, instead of only addressing the primary 
sources and exposure routes. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-137. 
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FAL00003-140 

Comment:

SUBJECT: Rebuttal to the Final Environmental Impact Report Regarding the Traffic Impacts of the Los 
Angeles International Airport Master Plan 

Dear Ms. Taylor: 

Over the last four years, Tom Brohard, PE, has reviewed various documents associated with the Los 
Angeles International Airport (LAX) Master Plan prepared for Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) and 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).  Most recently, our October 28, 2003 report focused on the 
traffic impacts of Alternative D upon the City of El Segundo as identified in the June 2003 LAX Master 
Plan Addendum and the July 2003 Supplement to the Draft Environmental Impact Report (Supplement). 

We have now reviewed the responses contained in the Final EIR to the 78 comments raised in our 
October 28, 2003 report (SAL00015-157 through SAL00015-234), and provided rebuttals below.  As 
indicated below, LAWA and FAA have not adequately responded to a number of our earlier comments, 
and many of the associated problems with the traffic analysis have not been adequately addressed.  
Several of the LAWA responses attempt to defend their unsupported assumptions and faulty 
methodology rather than provide the necessary technical support, explanation, and documentation for 
their opinions.  In other responses, impacts have not been mitigated by the proposed measures, or 
monitoring of the proposed mitigation measures has not been incorporated. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-144 through FAL00003-157 below. 

FAL00003-141 

Comment:

It must be pointed out that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to conclusively verify and ascertain 
which changes have been made in the Final EIR in response to our October 28, 2003 comments.  The 
responses to our comments contain references to Topical Responses, responses to comments made 
by others, and to the Draft EIS/EIR, Master Plan, Master Plan Addendum, Supplement to the Draft 
ElS/EIR, various technical reports, Errata, and the Final EIR.  The logistical difficulties associated with 
wading through numerous CD’s which contain thousands of pages of text and hundreds of intersection 
capacity calculations are enormous.  The resulting compilation of materials in the Final EIR and all the 
prior documents cannot be remotely considered as "user friendly." 

Response: 
Comment noted.  This comment, as well as comments FAL00003-140 above and FAL00003-142 
through FAL00003-160 below, was provided by Tom Brohard and Associates as part of comments on 
the Final EIS and Final General Conformity Determination submitted by Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger 
LLP (comment letter FAL00003).  Responses to the October 28, 2003 review comments from Tom 
Brohard and Associates, submitted as part of Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP comments on the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, are provided in Responses to Comments SAL00015-156 through 
SAL00015-234 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS.   

The LAX Master Plan project is very complex and the resulting environmental impact analyses are 
similarly complex.  In addition, LAWA was ready and prepared to issue a Final EIR prior to FAA’s 
readiness to issue a Final EIS, which created a need to prepare certain additional materials for NEPA 
purposes that were not pertinent for CEQA purposes.  FAA and LAWA have made every effort to direct 
readers, through cross-references provided throughout the responses to comments and in Volume A of 
the Final EIS, in locating all materials relevant to the issue at hand.  It must be realized that the proposal 
being evaluated is a complex undertaking and, despite the complexity inherent in the review, FAA and 
LAWA have done all we can to make the documents, and their relationship to each other, clear. 
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FAL00003-142 

Comment:

Current Understanding of the Alterative D Project 

The Master Plan proposal currently before the Los Angeles City Council consists of Master Plan 
Alternative D as modified by the terms of the LAX Specific Plan.  Under the proposed Specific Plan, 
certain components of the Master Plan will require additional study and evaluation prior to their 
construction.  However, with the controversial nature of some of these so-called "yellow light" 
components, it is very likely that some of these "yellow light" components will become "red light" 
components and that they will never be constructed as envisioned in the LAX Master Plan Addendum 
and as have been evaluated in the Final EIR.  Particularly controversial "yellow light" projects include 
the demolition of Terminals 1, 2, and 3 as well as the removal of public parking structures in the Central 
Terminal Area, together with construction of a linear aircraft terminal and the Ground Transportation 
Center (GTC). 

Thus, it is reasonably foreseeable and even highly likely that the number of aircraft gates at LAX would 
remain at 163, or greater, with Terminals 1, 2, and 3 as they are today, rather than be reduced to 153 
as was analyzed in the FEIR.  Retaining 163 or more aircraft gates, not reducing them to 153 as 
assumed in the Final EIR for Alternative D, would result in more passengers, more vehicle trips and 
additional traffic impacts to freeways and streets above those identified.  Without the proposed GTC, 
the origin and destination of many of the airport trips would also shift back to the Central Terminal Area 
and away from the site of the proposed Ground Transportation Center.  Using just the passenger and 
related trips for Alternative D from Table F4.3.2-4 of the Final EIR, nearly 12,000 a.m. peak hour trips, 
over 21,000 Airport peak hour trips, and over 13,000 p.m. peak hour trips would be rerouted.  No traffic 
study or analysis has been conducted of the significantly changed off-airport traffic impacts that would 
occur under this condition, a scenario that is now very likely to occur with the partial implementation of 
the LAX Master Plan. 

In summary, LAWA has not conducted an adequate traffic and circulation analysis of Alternative D, 
either as initially proposed or as now modified by the LAX Specific Plan.  Without further study to 
address the inadequate analysis and substantiate evidence of significant traffic impacts, as discussed 
below, it is not legally permissible to conclude, as the Final EIR does, that most of the proposed 
project’s traffic impacts have a less than significant effect on the environment with mitigation.  A 
corrected traffic analysis for Alternative D must be prepared, and the Final EIR for the Los Angeles 
International Airport Master Plan must be revised and recirculated, to address these critical issues. 

Response: 
The Final EIS for the LAX Master Plan Improvements addresses the impacts associated with five 
alternatives; the No Action/No Project Alternative and Alternatives A, B, C, and D.  The analysis 
includes evaluation of impacts associated with buildout of each of the four build alternatives in 2015.  As 
with all airport improvement projects, the FAA reviews and analyzes the proposal identified by the 
sponsor and alternatives to that proposal in the NEPA document.  Here, FAA has selected for 
implementation the same alternative approved by the local jurisdiction with authority over airport 
development, the Los Angeles City Council.  The City Council approved Alternative D in its entirety; it 
did not excise or disapprove any element(s) of the proposal.  It merely required that additional review 
take place prior to implementation of individual components of the overall Alternative D proposal.  As is 
generally true with respect to all airport development approved by the FAA, it is possible that a project 
will subsequently be modified, altered or disapproved for local policy reasons.  Thus, the Final EIS does 
not, and need not, engage in speculation as to what impacts might occur if only certain portions or 
aspects of each alternative were completed or if various combinations of partial improvements were to 
be implemented, as the number of possible permutations of such theoretical scenarios could be 
endless.  The FAA has completed the environmental review of the five alternatives considered for the 
LAX Master Plan in accordance with NEPA requirements and FAA policies and procedures. 
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FAL00003-143 

Comment:

LAX Master Plan Final EIR - Traffic Related Issues - Rebuttal 

The following concerns, omissions, and deficiencies relate to the continuing traffic impacts associated 
with Alternative D upon the City of El Segundo.  These rebuttals were developed during our review of 
the responses to our October 28, 2003 comments (SAL00015-156 through SAL00015-234) contained 
on Pages 3- 5854 through 3-5891 of the Final EIR for the LAX Master Plan. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-144 through FAL00003-160 below. 

FAL00003-144 

Comment:

1. Peak Hour Trip Caps for LAX Northside Development (SAL00015-163) 

- Comment - Supporting calculations must be provided to ensure the reductions of 50 percent in the 
a.m. peak hour and 57 percent in the p.m. peak hour claimed on Page 2-117 will be achieved. 

- Response - Recognizing that the continuing growth in airport demand is increasing airport related 
traffic, Los Angeles World Airports has agreed to reduce development of LAX Northside... Therefore, 
the reduced trip generation can be achieved simply by staying within the square footage parameters 
(total of 2.6 million square feet) defined for the project. 

- Rebuttal - The Final EIR does not provide any calculations to support the conclusion that 2.6 million 
square feet of LAX Northside Development, reduced from 4.5 million square feet, will provide the 
reductions to 50 percent in the a.m. peak hour and 57 percent in the p.m. peak hour, the revised trip 
caps.  Different ranges of land uses that could be developed on this site would generate significantly 
different levels of peak hour trips.  A monitoring plan to ensure peak hour trips do not exceed the 
revised trip caps, together with penalty provisions for non compliance, must also be included for the 2.6 
million square foot LAX Northside Development. 

Response: 
The comment questions the analysis in the Final EIS related to LAX Northside, specifically whether the 
trip cap identified in the Final EIS will be realized once the collateral development in the LAX Northside 
area is built.  As an initial matter, it is important to note that the FAA has not approved LAX Northside in 
the Record of Decision.  In evaluating the environmental effects of LAX Northside under Alternative D, 
the Final EIS relies upon a mix of assumptions regarding the size and characteristics of this collateral 
development (see Response to Comment FAL00003-125).  While this general level of planning may be 
appropriate in a situation where only programmatic approval is requested, FAA’s approval of Alternative 
D is at the project level.  Lacking sufficient detail and consistent planning assumptions, FAA has 
concluded that a decision regarding LAX Northside is not appropriate at this time. 

Notwithstanding the above, in December 2004, the City Council of the City of Los Angeles adopted the 
Los Angeles International Airport Specific Plan as part of its approval of the LAX Master Plan Program.  
The Specific Plan is a City Ordinance.  The Specific Plan provides adequate measures to ensure that 
the traffic analysis of the Final EIS will be consistent with the trip generation actually occurring once the 
project is built. 

In the Ordinance, Section 7G, Monitoring and Reporting, requires that an annual traffic report be 
submitted to the Board of Airport Commissioners, the Los Angeles Department of City Planning, the Los 
Angeles Department of Transportation, and the Los Angeles City Council.  This annual traffic report 
would identify the number of current trips generated by LAX (including LAX Northside), the number of 
trips anticipated to be generated at the completion of any Master Plan Project(s) in development at the 
time of the report, the trips proposed to be generated following the full implementation of the Master 
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Plan as informed by current and project-based trip counts, and the number of trips anticipated to be 
generated by on-going Master Plan construction activities. 

Section 12C-2 of the Ordinance, LAX Northside Sub-area states in part that "As part of the annual traffic 
generation report, the number of trips generated by each project shall be documented so that the total 
number of trips generated by on-going development is monitored and reviewed by the LADOT General 
Manager for consistency with the maximum allowable number of a.m. and p.m. peak trips.  LADOT and 
LAWA shall agree on procedures for this documentation.  These counts shall be taken at the expense 
of the Applicant." 

"A reduction in the total number of trips permitted to be generated by development in the LAX Northside 
Sub-Area, from that which is approved for this area under previous entitlements, is required as a result 
of the LAX Plan and shall be imposed by way of this Specific Plan." 

"All projects within the LAX Northside Sub-Area together shall not generate more than 3,922 project-
related trips in the a.m. peak hour [this number is generated as a total of 3,152 inbound trips and 770 
outbound trips] . . . and 4,421 project-related trips in the p.m. peak hour [1,381 inbound trips and 3,040 
outbound trips]." 

These trip generation numbers are also shown under the Collateral Development category of the year 
2015 table of Attachment A, Trip Generation Summary for Alternative D, of Technical Report S-2b, 
Supplemental Off-Airport Surface Transportation Technical Report, of the Final EIS. 

Section 11 of the LAX Specific Plan identifies the procedures for approval of all projects in the LAX 
Northside Sub-Area.  This approval process, called a Project Permit Compliance Review, is set out in 
Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 11.5.7.  The following is the pertinent language of Section 11.5.7: 

SEC. 11.5.7 C.  Project Permit Compliance Review. 

"1.  Director’s Authority.  The Director [of Planning] shall have the initial decision-making authority to 
decide whether an application for a project within a specific plan area is in conformance with the 
regulations established by this subsection and in compliance with applicable regulations of the specific 
plan.  In addition, the Director shall have the authority to determine what type of projects are exempt 
from these Project Permit Compliance procedures based on exemption provisions and other regulations 
contained in individual specific plans. 

(a)  The Director shall review and approve, disapprove or approve with conditions an application for a 
Project Permit Compliance. 

(b)  In granting a Project Permit Compliance, the Director shall require compliance with the applicable 
regulations of the specific plan and mitigation of significant adverse effects of the project on the 
environment and surrounding areas. 

2.  Findings.  The Director shall grant a Project Permit Compliance upon written findings that the project 
satisfies each of the following requirements: 

(a)  That the project substantially complies with the applicable regulations, standards and provisions of 
the specific plan; and 

(b)  That the project incorporates mitigation measures, monitoring measures when necessary, or 
alternatives identified in the environmental review which would mitigate the negative environmental 
effects of the project, to the extent physically feasible." 

[The Code also provides for appeals to the Planning Commission of the Director’s decision on any 
Project Permit Compliance, but the Commission is under the same constraints and must make the 
same findings as the Director.] 

Section 12 of the LAX Specific Plan establishes a monitoring system for trips generated in the Northside 
Sub-Area and sets a maximum number of trips permitted for projects in the LAX Northside Sub-Area.  
This limitation is found in Section 12 C 2. 

"2.  LAX Northside Sub-Area.  As part of the annual traffic generation report, the number of Trips 
generated by each project shall be documented so that the total number of Trips generated by on-going 
development is monitored and reviewed by the LADOT General Manager for consistency with the 
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maximum allowable number of a.m. and p.m. peak Trips.  LADOT and LAWA shall agree on procedures 
for this documentation.  These counts shall be taken at the expense of the Applicant.  

A reduction in the total number of Trips permitted to be generated by development in the LAX Northside 
Sub-Area, from that which was approved for this area under previous entitlements, is required as a 
result of the LAX Plan and shall be imposed by way of this Specific Plan. 

All projects within the LAX Northside Sub-Area together shall not generate more than 3,922 project-
related Trips in the a.m. peak hour (part of the total 6,496 net new a.m. peak hour Trips for the LAX 
Master Plan) and 4,421 project-related Trips in the p.m. peak hour (part of the total 6,914 net new p.m. 
peak hour Trips for the LAX Master Plan).  The number of Trips generated by a project shall be based 
on the trip generation rates used in Ordinance No. 168,999 (Coastal Transportation Corridor Specific 
Plan (CTCSP)) and/or determined appropriate by the LADOT General Manager and on square footages 
of the proposed project.  In conjunction with each application for Project Permit Compliance Review for 
a project within the LAX Northside Sub-Area, the Applicant shall estimate the number of Trips 
generated by each project and submit the estimate to the LADOT General Manager for review and 
approval.  This subsection shall not apply to development within Area 13 as shown on Map 3." 

In order to approve a Project Plan Compliance, the Director, using the procedures called for in Section 
11 of the LAX Specific Plan, i.e., Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 11.5.7, must make a finding that 
the proposed project complies with the trip limitation set out in Section 12 of the LAX Specific Plan.  
Thus, these regulations and procedures provide assurances that no project can be built in the Northside 
Sub-Area if the trips generated exceed those identified in the LAX Specific Plan as the maximum 
number of trips. 

FAL00003-145 

Comment:

2. Interim Analyses Are Required for Alternative D (SAL00015-165) 

- Comment - Analyses must be conducted for each phase of Alternative D so the timely mitigation of 
associated traffic impacts will occur.  Each phase of Alternative D contains major components that will 
significantly alter traffic patterns and impacts...  The traffic impacts after completion of each phase must 
be identified, together with the timely implementation of necessary mitigation measures. 

- Response - The mitigations associated with the major project components were based on location and 
the anticipated traffic patterns to that facility. 

- Rebuttal - No traffic study or analysis has been conducted of the significantly changed off airport traffic 
impacts that would occur under a segmented, partial implementation of the LAX Master Plan. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comments FAL00003-30 and FAL00003-142. 

The off-airport surface transportation impact analysis assumes full build-out of Alternative D.  Since 
LAWA intends to construct all components of Alternative D consistent with the City Council's approval of 
Alternative D in its entirety, the traffic analysis is valid.  Please see Table A2.1-8, Recommended Off-
Airport Surface Transportation Phasing Plan, in Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of 
Volume A of the Final EIS for the phasing of the recommended off-airport surface transportation 
improvements.  Based upon the LAX Specific Plan, FAA understands that LAWA will conduct project-
level traffic impact analyses for the major LAX Master Plan facilities to ensure that the proposed traffic 
mitigations remain appropriate. 
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FAL00003-146 

Comment:

3. l-405 and l-105 Freeway Impacts (SAL00015-171) 

- Comment - A number of freeway ramps as well as mainline sections of the adjacent I-405 and I-105 
Freeways will be significantly impacted by Alternative D. Adding even a single trip to freeway segments 
operating at Level of Service E or F requires detailed study... 

- Response - If Alternative D and its mitigation measures are adopted by the Los Angeles City Council, 
further environmental review will be conducted including the preparation of Project Study Reports for 
the proposed interchanges.  The Project Study Reports will analyze in more detail the effects of the 
proposed interchanges on the movement of traffic on the l-405 and I-105 mainlines and ramps in the 
vicinity of LAX. 

- Rebuttal - Page 2-217 of the Final EIR states "Alternative D would affect freeway segments."  
However, the Final EIR attempts to improperly defer the analysis of traffic impacts of Alternative D upon 
the l-405 and l-105 mainlines as well as on interchanges along both freeways.  Without conducting such 
analyses at this time and including it in the Final EIR, the full extent of the required mitigation of the 
traffic impacts associated with the LAX Master Plan Addendum remains unknown. 

Response: 
The Final EIS documents that Alternative D affects freeway segments and freeway ramps.  Table 
F4.3.2-17, Alternative D CMP Impacts on Regional Arterial and Freeway Segments, in Section 4.3.2, 
Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Part I of the Final EIS combined with the detailed analysis in 
Section 6, Congestion Management Program (CMP) Analysis, of Technical Report S-2b, Supplemental 
Off-Airport Surface Transportation Technical Report, and its Appendix G, provide detailed analysis to 
identify traffic impacts and to develop necessary mitigation measures.  Section 6 of Technical Report S-
2b includes Table S15, Estimated Costs of Mitigating Associated CMP Impacts - Alternative D, which 
provides order-of-magnitude cost estimates for these projects. 

In addition, mitigations at freeway ramps are included in Table A2.1-4, Alternative D Recommended 
2015 Mitigation Plan with Lennox Boulevard Interchange on the I-405 Freeway, and A2.1-6, Alternative 
D 2015 Mitigation Plan without Lennox Boulevard Interchange on the I-405 Freeway, in Section A.2.1, 
Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Volume A of the Final EIS.

Although the recommended traffic mitigation plan includes construction of the proposed Lennox 
Boulevard Interchange on the I-405 freeway, no final decision has been made to implement this specific 
mitigation.  LAWA continues to work with Caltrans and the Federal Highway Administration regarding 
their approval of the proposed interchanges on both the I-405 and I-105 freeways.  On February 1, 
2005, LAWA received conceptual approval from the FHWA for the Lennox Boulevard Interchange.  This 
conceptual approval was based on a traffic analysis for the operation of the I-405 freeway and its ramps 
for horizon year 2030 with the addition of the Lennox Boulevard Interchange.  It assumed full build-out 
of the LAX Master Plan.  LAWA intends to pursue the Project Study Reports for the Lennox Boulevard 
and I-105 interchanges as its next step in the environmental review process for these transportation 
improvements. 

FAL00003-147 

Comment:

4. Alternative D Construction Schedule (SAL00015-181) 

- Comment - The Supplement indicates substantial shifts in airport traffic patterns will occur as the 
major components of Alternative D are constructed... Construction of the off site roadway 
improvements, which are assumed in the analysis in the Supplement, must be accelerated... 
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- Response - The construction schedule in Table S3-15 of the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR will be 
revised to begin the Offsite Roadway Improvements earlier... 

- Rebuttal - The Final EIR does not provide the revised construction schedule for the offsite roadway 
improvements to support this response. 

Response: 
While it was intended to revise Figure S3-15 in the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR (Figure F3-20 in 
Part I of the Final EIS) to show the Off-Site Roadway Improvements beginning earlier, this change was 
inadvertently not made.  However, it should be noted that Figure F3-20 represents a conceptual 
summary schedule for Alternative D. 

Although approvals necessary to implement the off-site surface traffic mitigation improvements have yet 
to be obtained, Table A2.1-8, Recommended Off-Airport Surface Transportation Phasing Plan, and 
A2.1-9, Alternative Off-Airport Surface Transportation Phasing Plan, in Section A.2.1, Off-Airport 
Surface Transportation, of Volume A of the Final EIS show in more detail when the individual traffic 
mitigations and traffic-improvement project components are needed.  The phasing plan will be used by 
the Los Angeles Department of Transportation to ensure that the corresponding traffic improvements 
are approved and implemented prior to the opening of the West Employee Parking Garage, ITC, 
Southeast Surface Parking, RAC, and GTC.  Traffic mitigation that FAA is requiring as a condition of 
approval can be found in Appendix A of the ROD. 

FAL00003-148 

Comment:

5. Construction Trips/Impacts on Sepulveda Boulevard (SAL00015-184) 

- Comment - Table S4.3.2-10 fails to properly quantify the amount of construction traffic that will impact 
Sepulveda Boulevard... 

- Response - Figure S7 shows that no construction truck trips will travel on Sepulveda Boulevard south 
of Imperial Highway.  Response ST-3.9 indicates dirt and aggregate and all other materials and 
equipment will use Sepulveda Boulevard north of Imperial Highway. 

- Rebuttal - Sepulveda Boulevard south of Imperial Highway routinely carries truck traffic and the use of 
this roadway by trucks is not restricted or prohibited in any way.  If mandatory provisions to totally 
preclude the use of Sepulveda Boulevard south of Imperial Highway by construction traffic are 
developed and enforced, then the analysis completed to date is acceptable.  To the contrary, however, 
some construction worker and truck traffic will use Sepulveda Boulevard south of Imperial Highway, 
especially during the critical airport peak hour.  The volumes of construction related traffic during this 
peak hour on this portion of Sepulveda Boulevard must be forecast, analyzed, and appropriately 
mitigated.

Response: 
Subsection 4.3.2.5 of Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Part I of the Final EIS shows 
that Master Plan Commitment ST-22 limits the use of Sepulveda Boulevard as a designated truck route 
for dirt, aggregate and all other materials and equipment to only the segment between Westchester 
Parkway and Imperial Highway.  Haul routes for any particular LAX Master Plan project must be 
approved by LAWA as part of Master Plan Commitment ST-18, Construction Traffic Management Plan.  
NEPA requires the FAA to consider available mitigation to address significant impacts resulting from 
each alternative analyzed in an EIS.  NEPA does not require, however, that a complete mitigation plan 
be formulated and adopted.  It is anticipated that the specifics of the haul routes requirements, including 
details of enforcement and penalties, would be determined in the development of that plan.  It is also 
expected that Master Plan Commitments ST-18 and ST-22 will be enforced through contractual 
requirements imposed upon contractors constructing individual projects of the LAX Master Plan. 
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FAL00003-149 

Comment:

6. Construction Trips/Impacts on I-405 (SAL00015-185) 

- Comment - The Supplement’s failure to disclose the significant adverse effect of construction traffic on 
I-405 south of Rosecrans Avenue is a significant flaw. 

- Response - It is not possible to perform a traffic impact analysis for the 3- 4 p.m. peak hour identified 
in construction analysis that would be consistent with the detailed analysis performed for the a.m., p.m., 
and airport peak hours.  This is because the available information for this hour is not of sufficient detail.  
The Ground Access Model cannot be used to model the hour between 3 p.m. and 4 p.m. 

- Rebuttal - It does not take a special run of the Ground Access Model to determine that LAX 
construction traffic will significantly impact I-405.  Simply reviewing the data presented in Table S4.3.2-
10 in the Supplement discloses the addition of construction traffic to I-405 between 3 and 4 p.m. results 
in traffic volumes exceeding the freeway capacity.  This will cause the mainline freeway to degrade from 
LOS E to LOS F, resulting in a significant traffic impact.  This significant traffic impact remains 
undisclosed in the Final EIR and measures must be developed to mitigate it. 

Response: 
The Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, as well as Part I of the Final EIS, does disclose the impact to the 
I-405 Freeway due to construction traffic between the hours of 3:00-4:00 p.m.  Table S4.3.2-10, Hourly 
Total Traffic Volumes on Select Streets - 2008, in Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, in 
the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, and Table F4.3.2-22, Hourly Total Traffic Volumes on Select 
Streets - 2008, in Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Part I of the Final EIS, quantifies 
the impact to the I-405 Freeway due to construction traffic. 

The segment of the I-405 Freeway south of Rosecrans Boulevard is already identified in the Final EIS 
as a significantly impacted freeway segment.  This is shown in Table S15, Estimated Costs of Mitigating 
Associated CMP Impacts - Alternative D, of Technical Report S-2b, Supplemental Off-Airport Surface 
Transportation Technical Report.  It should be noted that the segment identified in Table S15 - "I-405 
n/o [north of] Inglewood Ave." - is the same segment as I-405 south of Rosecrans Boulevard.  The 
mitigation for this impact is identified, together with an order-of-magnitude project cost estimate of $5.4 
million.  Master Plan Commitment ST-24 of subsection 5.2 of the September 2004 Addendum to the 
Final EIR summarizes LAWA's fair-share commitments toward these projects.  Only projects from Table 
S15 which were not already included in Table A2.1-4, Alternative D Recommended 2015 Mitigation 
Plan with Lennox Boulevard Interchange on the I-405 Freeway, in Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface 
Transportation, of Volume A of the Final EIS, are included in Master Plan Commitment ST-24. 

It should further be noted that total traffic on the I-405 Freeway south of Rosecrans Boulevard is higher 
during both the 11:00-12:00 noon peak hour and the 5:00-6:00 p.m. peak hour than it is during the 3:00-
4:00 p.m. hour.  The conclusion reached in subsection 4.3.2.6.2, Construction Impacts, of Section 4.3.2, 
Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Part I of the Final EIS that the off-airport surface transportation 
project impacts for the three primary peak hours address the worst-case impacts, even when 
considering construction traffic, remains valid. 

FAL00003-150 

Comment:

7. Traffic Diversions from Freeway Mainlines (SAL00015-191) 

- Comment - ...without significant improvement to both the l-405 and l-105 mainlines, airport traffic will 
still divert off both freeways onto surface streets upstream of LAX, even with the new interchange and 
the connectors. 
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- Response - In general, the traffic model indicates that as airport related traffic increases on the I-405 
Freeway, non airport traffic shifts to the parallel surface streets... 

- Rebuttal - No data is presented to support the traffic model which keeps LAX traffic on I-405 and 
reassigns non airport traffic to the surface streets. 

Response: 
Data supporting the traffic model are provided in the LAX Ground Access Model Calibration and 
Validation Report, dated October 15, 1998.  As described in this document, the model is fully calibrated 
and validated to provide forecasts of traffic within acceptable standards.  The document is provided at 
the end of Technical Report 2b, Off-Airport Surface Transportation Technical Report. 

The LAX Ground Access Model included class assignments of trips so that specific types of trips and 
their patterns can be analyzed.  There were five major classes of trips.  These were Airport Passengers, 
Airport Employees, Airport Cargo, "Other" (for example, LAX Northside, Continental City), and 
Background (non-LAX).  In addition, the Cargo Trips were split into Passenger Cars and Trucks. 

FAL00003-151 

Comment:

8. Traffic Impacts to Freeway Mainlines (SAL00015-192) 

- Comment - Various tables show traffic forecasts exceeding freeway capacity.  These volume 
projections indicate the demand to use the freeway but this is a theoretical number because these 
volumes exceed the actual capacity of the freeway segments.  When the number of vehicles exceeds 
the mainline freeway capacity, vehicles will divert to surface streets, causing additional adverse impacts 
on those streets, or they will be severely delayed, significantly extending peak hours. 

- Response - Some sections of the freeways analyzed for the LAX Master Plan have traffic volumes in 
excess of capacity as the existing condition.  The LAX Ground Access Model takes into account the 
lengthy delay that occurs when a facility has traffic volumes above capacity, and shifts traffic away to 
other facilities, if shorter travel times can be achieved. 

- Rebuttal - The response attempts to justify what has been done in the analysis, but it fails to respond 
to this concern and to mitigate the resulting impacts.  The data presented in the tables show the 
demand to use the freeway facility, not the volume that will actually be carried by the freeway. 

Freeway capacity is just that, the maximum that the freeway can handle in a given period of time.  A 
freeway flowing at capacity is like a river flowing full of water, right up to the top of its banks.  Just as the 
river cannot handle more water without overflowing its banks, more trips cannot be accommodated by 
freeway segments already carrying their maximum number of vehicles.  Trips in excess of those 
accommodated by the capacity of the freeway will divert to surface streets just as water will overflow the 
river banks.  By continuing to assign trips to a jammed freeway exceeding its capacity, the model has 
ignored diversion of the trips in excess of the freeway capacity to the surface streets.  Flooding of 
surface streets by vehicles that the freeway cannot handle will occur. 

Response: 
The LAX Ground Access Model has not ignored diversion of trips in excess of freeway capacity to the 
surface streets.  Level of Service Criteria for Freeways is shown on Table II-7.5 of Technical Report 2b, 
Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of the Final EIS.  This table, derived from the Congestion 
Management Program for Los Angeles County, shows that there are recognized levels of service F(0) 
through F(3) in which demand exceeds capacity.  The multiple grades reflect the length of time that 
traffic exceeds the theoretical capacity.  Just as it would be incorrect for transportation planning 
practices to assume that traffic would divert from an intersection operating over capacity (Level of 
Service F) until demand equaled capacity, it would be incorrect for transportation planning practices to 
assume that all trips above the capacity of the freeway will divert to surface streets.  Changing the LAX 
Ground Access Model to perform as the commentor suggests would create unrealistic shifts in traffic 
patterns not representative of real world conditions.   

It is not true that "trips in excess of those accommodated by the capacity of the freeway will divert to 
surface streets."  If this were the case, there would be no queuing on the freeways, as all vehicles 
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beyond the theoretical capacity of the freeway would somehow exit.  In reality, during peak times when 
the freeway is over capacity, queues result.  Drivers make travel path choices based upon the length of 
these queues and their resulting or perceived delays.  Some drivers may chose to divert to surface 
streets while many others remain on the freeway.  As explained in Response to Comment SAL00015-
192 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS, the LAX Ground Access Model takes this into account and is 
calibrated to match the degree of diversion that occurs throughout the study area.  The validation of the 
LAX Ground Access Model is provided in the LAX Ground Access Model Calibration and Validation 
Report, dated October 15, 1998.  As described in this document, the model is fully calibrated and 
validated to provide forecasts of traffic within acceptable standards.  The document is provided at the 
end of Technical Report 2b, Off-Airport Surface Transportation Technical Report.  

The proposed interchanges on the I-405 and I-105 freeways are mitigations (see MM-ST-12 and MM-
ST-13 in Part I of the Final EIS) that are designed to provide incentives for drivers to use the freeway 
system rather than surface streets to get to and from the airport.  However, for those drivers that do 
choose to use surface streets to access the ITC and GTC, Alternative D includes project-component 
street widenings to add lane capacity on major arterial roadways near these proposed airport facilities, 
and the traffic mitigation plan for Alternative D also includes several roadway and intersectional 
improvements to offset project-related impacts at these locations (see MM-ST-6, MM-ST-7, MM-ST-8 
and MM-ST-10 in Part I of the Final EIS and as modified by Volume A of the Final EIS). 

FAL00003-152 

Comment:

9. Mitigation of Traffic Impacts to Freeway Mainlines (SAL00015-196) 

- Comment - The Supplement must examine the Alternative D traffic impacts on the I-405 and I-105 
mainline freeway segments in the vicinity of LAX, where the impacts will be obvious and severe, in far 
more detail. 

- Response - ... Project Study Reports will be prepared which will analyze in more detail the effects of 
the proposed interchanges on the movement of traffic on the I-105 and I-405 mainlines and ramps in 
the vicinity of LAX. 

- Rebuttal - Page 2-217 of the Final EIR states "Alternative D would affect freeway segments."  Detailed 
analysis is required as part of the Final EIR to identify traffic impacts and to develop necessary 
mitigation measures. 

Response: 
The Final EIS, which includes the entirety of the subject traffic analysis presented in the Final EIR, 
clearly documents that Alternative D affects freeway segments.  Table F4.3.2-17, Alternative D CMP 
Impacts on Regional Arterial and Freeway Segments, in Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport Surface 
Transportation, of Part I of the Final EIS combined with the detailed analysis in Section 6, Congestion 
Management Program (CMP) Analysis, of Technical Report S-2b, Supplemental Off-Airport Surface 
Transportation Technical Report, and its Appendix G, provide ample detailed analysis to identify traffic 
impacts and to develop necessary mitigation measures.  Section 6 of Technical Report S-2b includes 
Table S15, Estimated Costs of Mitigating Associated CMP Impacts - Alternative D, which provides 
order-of-magnitude cost estimates for these projects. 

FAL00003-153 

Comment:

10. Arbitrary Peak Hour Volume Adjustments at:  
Aviation Boulevard and Imperial Highway (SAL00015-205)  
Imperial Highway and Douglas Street (SAL00015-209) 
Sepulveda Boulevard and El Segundo Boulevard (SAL00015-215)  
Sepulveda Boulevard and Imperial Highway (SAL00015-221)  
Sepulveda Boulevard and Mariposa Avenue (SAL00015-223) 
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- Comment - The Supplement must provide technical support for each of the arbitrary "Project" and 
"Ambient" peak hour volume adjustments as well as the rationale for making adjustments in various 
movements during the a.m., Airport, and p.m. peak hours. 

- Response - These refinements included manual adjustments to specific intersection turning 
movements to improve the model forecasts... it is a common practice to manually adjust the intersection 
turning volumes predicted by the model to ensure reasonableness of the results. 

- Rebuttal - This generalized response does not explain the specific volume adjustments questioned in 
the original comments.  The adjustments made are inconsistent from one peak hour to the next.  
Further, some of the manual adjustments appear to result in a better bottom line performance for the 
intersection as vehicles projected by the traffic model have been manually deducted from the 
intersection's critical movements and added to movements that are not critical.  Unit specific technical 
data and supporting documentation are provided, the adjustments remain arbitrary. 

Response: 
The manual adjustments to turning movements at certain intersections was conducted by the Los 
Angeles Department of Transportation using engineering judgment and following procedures used in 
many traffic impact studies over the past several years, including earlier phases of the LAX Master 
Plan.  Thus, the adjustments were not made by LAWA or FAA planners or engineers, but by the local 
agency with expertise in this area.  These adjustments were reviewed by LAWA and FAA and 
determined to be reasonable.  Please see Response to Comment SAL00015-205 in Part II-Volume 10 
of the Final EIS where these procedures are adequately described.  The original documentation of the 
specific adjustments made in this case are kept at the LADOT Bureau of Planning and Land Use 
Development, West LA/Coastal Development Review Office.  The Commentor states that "some of the 
manual adjustments appear to result in a better bottom line performance for the intersection."  It should 
also be noted that some of the adjustments result in worse bottom line performance for other 
intersections.

FAL00003-154 

Comment:

11. MTA Mitigation Measures Are Not Properly Analyzed at:  
Sepulveda Boulevard and Imperial Highway (SAL00015-222)  
Sepulveda Boulevard and Mariposa Avenue (SAL00015-225) 

- Comment - ...there is absolutely no assurance or guarantee that providing funding to MTA for 
improved Rapid Bus or other transit services would actually mitigate Alternative D traffic impacts on 
Sepulveda Boulevard at these intersections, 

- Response - The revised analysis concludes that the fair share contribution to MTA’s proposed Metro 
Rapid Program or other enhancements to benefit transit will need to fund enhancements to reduce 
vehicle trips... 

- Rebuttal - The original comment remains unaddressed.  There are no assurances or guarantees that 
providing funding to MTA will actually reduce peak hour vehicle trips on Sepulveda Boulevard. 

Response: 
Under the revised traffic analysis using the reduced Playa Vista Phase II trip generation numbers, fair-
share contributions to the MTA's Metro Rapid Program or other enhancements to benefit transit to and 
from LAX are no longer needed for either Imperial Highway and Sepulveda Boulevard (I/S # 50) or 
Mariposa Avenue and Sepulveda Boulevard (I/S # 100).  However, fair-share transit contributions are 
being proposed to mitigate project impacts at some other intersections.  Please see Table A2.1-4, 
Alternative D Recommended 2015 Mitigation Plan with Lennox Boulevard Interchange on the I-405 
Freeway, and A2.1-6, Alternative D 2015 Mitigation Plan without Lennox Boulevard Interchange on the 
I-405 Freeway, in Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Volume A of the Final EIS.

NEPA does not set forth a requirement to provide assurances of the variety requested by the 
commentor.  Even so, transit improvements have been used as traffic mitigations for other projects 
exhibiting impacts similar in nature to the ones at issue here, including the Playa Vista development.  At 
this time it is unrealistic for LAWA to provide guarantees as to the ridership that will result from 
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improved transit services.  However, LAWA continues to partner with the LAC-MTA and other bus 
operators to improve transit services to and from LAX based upon their ridership projections.  The MTA 
has achieved significant ridership increases with their Metro Rapid Bus program.  Through system 
integration of bus signal priority, low floor buses, headway rather than timetable-based schedules, and 
fewer stops, passenger travel times have been reduced by as much as 29%.  As a result, ridership has 
increased by 40% in two demonstration corridors, with one-third of the ridership increase from new 
riders who have never before ridden transit.   

LAWA will work with LADOT, FAA and the respective outside agencies to establish the amount of 
mitigation credit LAWA would receive for each proposed transit enhancement to which it contributes.  
Based on ridership improvements achieved elsewhere under the MTA's Metro Rapid Program, LAWA 
continues to maintain that the theoretical trip reductions from the proposed transit improvements are 
reasonable.  Finally, LADOT staff has reviewed the proposed transit enhancement mitigations and 
found them to be reasonable and achievable.  

Please also see Response to Comment SAL00015-222 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS for an 
example of proposed transit improvements needed to achieve the vehicle reductions cited. 

FAL00003-155 

Comment:

12. Mitigation Measures Are Incomplete (SAL00015-231) 

- Comment - The listing ... adds a "fair share" contribution toward a future widening of the southbound l-
405 Freeway on ramp at El Segundo Boulevard but does not identify the scope of this proposed project.  
The listing ...fails to provide "fair share" cost estimates for any of the proposed intersection or segment 
improvements. 

- Response - The scope of the referenced ramp widening will be established at the time Caltrans or 
another agency initiates the project.  ... The actual "fair share" costs of the recommended intersection 
and segment improvements will be determined through consultation with the implementing jurisdictions 
at a later date. 

- Rebuttal - Order of magnitude cost estimates must be developed for the ramp, intersection, and 
segment improvements required as mitigation, together with the appropriate "fair share" costs 
associated with the LAX Master Plan. 

Response: 
This comment is not a comment on the adequacy of the Final EIS, and the information requested is not 
relevant to sufficiency of the Final EIS under NEPA.  Although cost estimates are not required under 
NEPA, estimates of LAWA's fair-share contributions to Congestion Management Plan improvements 
were developed.  These are provided in Master Plan Commitment ST-24 of subsection 5.2 in the 
September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR.  The cost estimate of the fair-share contribution toward 
widening the I-405 southbound on-ramp at El Segundo Boulevard was not developed as part of Master 
Plan Commitment ST-24 since it was already included as Ramp # 26 in Table F4.3.2-29, Year 2015 
Alternative D Mitigation Plan (Adjusted Environmental Baseline Comparison), Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport 
Surface Transportation.  Subsequently, this ramp was also included in Table A2.1-4, Alternative D 
Recommended 2015 Mitigation Plan with Lennox Boulevard Interchange on the I-405 Freeway, in 
Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Volume A of the Final EIS. 

FAL00003-156 

Comment:

13. Mitigation Measures Not Coordinated With Phasing (SAL00015-232) 

- Comment - Mitigation measures at Imperial Highway and Main Street must be constructed prior to the 
scheduled completion of the proposed west employee parking structure in 2006, not in 2015 long after 
increased LAX employee traffic occurs along Imperial Highway. 
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- Response - The Conceptual Summary Schedule has been revised in the Final EIR to begin the Offsite 
Roadway Improvements earlier in the schedule. 

- Rebuttal - Table F4.3.2-29, Year 2015 Alternative D Mitigation Plan, still shows the improvements at 
Imperial and Main occurring in 2015 long after the scheduled completion of the west employee parking 
structure in 2006. 

Response: 
Please see Table A2.1-8, Recommended Off-Airport Surface Transportation Phasing Plan (with Lennox 
Boulevard Interchange), and A2.1-9, Alternative Off-Airport Surface Transportation Phasing Plan 
(without Lennox Boulevard Interchange), in Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation of Volume 
A of the Final EIS.  Both of these phasing plans show that the intersection improvement at Imperial 
Highway and Main Street is constructed as part of Phase 1A, the West Employee Parking Garage.  As 
noted in Footnote 3 to these tables, "the required Traffic Mitigation or Project Component of each sub-
phase for the corresponding land use sub-phase shall be guaranteed to the satisfaction of LADOT and 
City of Los Angeles Public Works prior to the issuance of any Building Permit and completed prior to the 
issuance of any Certificate of Occupancy permit." 

FAL00003-157 

Comment:

14. Cost Estimates/Fair Share Contributions Not Incorporated (SAL00015-233) 

- Comment - Cost estimates for the necessary mitigation measures must be developed and the 
proportionate "fair share" contributions calculated for Alternative D. 

- Response - Some of the proposed traffic mitigations do involve fair share contributions by LAWA 
toward projects sponsored by another agency... However, it is premature to develop the specific costs 
of these fair share contributions. 

- Rebuttal - This comment has not been addressed by failing to provide cost estimates of mitigation 
measures and the fair share contributions. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-155 regarding cost estimates for mitigation measures. 

FAL00003-158 

Comment:

As pointed out in this rebuttal, many of our October 28, 2003 comments have not been adequately 
addressed in the Final EIR.  Several of the responses attempt to defend LAWA’s unsupported 
assumptions and faulty methodology rather than provide the necessary technical support, justification, 
and documentation for their opinions.  In other responses, concerns have not been mitigated by the 
proposed measures or monitoring of the proposed mitigation measures has not been incorporated. 

Response: 
In accordance with NEPA requirements and FAA policies and procedures related to the implementation 
of NEPA, written responses were prepared for all comments received during the public review periods 
for the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  The commentor's opinion that some of 
those responses, specifically described in Comments FAL00003-144 through FAL00003-157, did not 
adequately address the commentor's concerns is so noted.  Notwithstanding the primary purpose of the 
FAA's solicitation of comments on the Final EIS was to obtain public and agency input on the new 
information contained in Volume A of the Final EIS, and not belabor discussion of issues previously 
addressed, responses to Comments FAL00003-144 through FAL00003-157 are provided above. 
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FAL00003-159 

Comment:

Retaining 163 or more aircraft gates, not reducing them to 153 as assumed in the Final EIR for 
Alternative D, would result in more passengers, more vehicle trips and additional traffic impacts to 
freeways and streets above those identified.  No traffic study or analysis has been conducted of the 
significantly changed off airport traffic impacts that would occur with a segmented, partial 
implementation of the LAX Master Plan under the "green light/yellow light" scenario. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comments FAL00003-30 and FAL00003-142 regarding implementation of 
Alternative D and the LAX Specific Plan.  In accordance with NEPA requirements and federal law, the 
FAA has evaluated the environmental consequences associated with each of five alternatives 
considered for the LAX Master Plan.  The analysis of Alternative D is fully consistent with the decision of 
the Los Angeles City Council to implement this alternative. 

FAL00003-160 

Comment:

The conclusion of the Final EIR, that most of the project impacts from Alternative D would be reduced to 
insignificance in the areas of transportation and circulation by implementation of the mitigation 
measures as proposed, is not supportable, in light of the myriad of technical problems in the analysis.  
These problems have now been compounded by the deferral or elimination from the Master Plan of 
important plan components including the GTC and terminal demolition. 

Response: 
The commentor states that there are technical problems in the analysis of transportation and circulation 
impacts as well as mitigation for such impacts.  Please see Responses to Comments FAL00003-10, 
FAL00003-34, FAL00003-40, and FAL00003-144 through FAL00003-159 above regarding the 
adequacy of the technical analysis of this topic.  The commentor also indicates that components of 
Alternative D have been deferred or eliminated from the proposal.  Please see Responses to 
Comments FAL00003-30 and FAL00003-142 regarding this topic.  Finally, the commentor states that it 
is insupportable to state that impacts related to transportation and circulation will be mitigated to levels 
below significance.  This is not a comment on the adequacy of the Final EIS or FAA's compliance with 
NEPA.  NEPA does not require that federal agencies demonstrate whether proposed mitigation will 
reduce impacts to a level below significance, even assuming that a specific threshold of significance 
exists for a particular resource category. 

FPC00001 Mego, Gordon None Provided 12/20/2004

FPC00001-1 

Comment:

The Los Angeles International (LAX) Airport is being considered for major changes, including expansion 
of the facility up to the 405 Freeway, which would involve significant reconstruction that would take 
place over a 10 year-to-15 year period. 

The potential cost of the proposed project for LAX Airport is realistically between $15 billion and $25 
billion that include expenditures for acquisition of property in the nearby area, replacement of public and 
private buildings, upgrades of the infrastructure in the region, improvements in other related areas, 
mitigation of negative environmental effects, compensation for financial losses by residents, 
businesses, and local government outlays for cost overruns in various aspects of a major project, etc. 
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Response: 
Comment noted.  Property acquisition, financing costs, and environmental mitigation costs, as well as a 
significant contingency are included in the estimated cost of Alternative D.  As discussed in Section 2.8, 
Funding, of the Final EIS, the proposed funding includes a combination of FAA Airport Improvement 
Fund grants, passenger facility charges, general airport revenue bonds, airline fees, and other 
state/federal grants.  It is not anticipated that any local tax revenue would be used for this project.  Any 
federal funds for these improvements would not come from the general fund of the United States 
Treasury. 

FPC00001-2 

Comment:

While the proposals by Mayor James Hahn and Councilperson Cindy Miscikowski of Los Angeles for 
LAX Airport have been touted by its supporters as the solution to various inadequacies of the facility, 
they unfortunately fail to improve 1) user-friendly aspects for passengers, visitors, etc, 2) efficiency of 
operations at the airport, 3) level of safety and security for people in and around it, 4) quality of life for 
residents, workers, etc., 5) permanent jobs at businesses in the L.A. region. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The existing landside infrastructure at LAX is not capable of handling the forecast 
volume of passenger traffic without significant decline in level of service.  There is room to improve 
safety at the airport and Alternative D includes design elements to take advantage of that room for 
improvement.  Alternative D, the Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, presents a solution that will 
improve the efficiency of the airfield and the efficiency of the passenger processing facilities at LAX in a 
safe and secure airport environment.  In addition, please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in Part II-
Volume 1 of the Final EIS which addresses the most frequently raised security-related issues pertaining 
to the design and ability of Alternative D to enhance existing safety and security at LAX.   

Please see Topical Response TR-LU-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding impacts on quality 
of life.

Employment and socio-economic issues were addressed in Section 4.4.1, Employment/Socio-
Economics, of the Final EIS.  Each of the Master Plan alternatives, including Alternative D, would be 
directly associated with a wide range of long-term employment opportunities within 17 different 
manufacturing sectors related to air cargo and a variety of airline industry, government, and tourism-
related sectors related to air passengers. 

FPC00001-3 

Comment:

On Monday, Dec. 6, 2004, the Los Angeles World Airport (LAWA) Board of Commissioners voted to 
approve the "Community Benefits Agreement" which involves the expenditure of $500 million to 
minimize the negative fallout from current operations at and proposed expansion of LAX Airport.  
Unfortunately, the overall scope is limited, the proposed funding is inadequate, and the expected 
improvements are long overdue for the people of the Los Angeles region. 

Response: 
Part I of the Final EIS identifies adverse impacts associated with implementation of the LAX Master 
Plan and provides a comprehensive set of Master Plan commitments and mitigation measures identified 
by LAWA and/or FAA to address such effects as identified under the CEQA analysis, the NEPA 
analysis, or both.  (Specifically, these are presented in Chapter 5 of the September 2004 Addendum to 
the Final EIR and further refined by the Second and Third Addenda to the Final EIR.)  A subset of the 
Master Plan Commitments and Mitigation Measures have been identified in this ROD to address 
significant impacts identified by the NEPA analysis.  These measures are conditions of approval of this 
ROD and are located in Appendix A of this ROD.  The Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) is not a 
component of the LAX Master Plan or the Final EIS.  The CBA is an agreement between LAWA and a 
coalition of organizations (LAX Coalition) that is separate from the NEPA process.  FAA has not been a 
party to the CBA and furthermore has expressed no opinion about the contents of the CBA. 
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FPC00001-4 

Comment:

On Wednesday Oct. 20, 2004 and again on Tuesday Dec. 7, 2004, the City Council of Los Angeles 
voted 12 to 3 in favor of the Hahn/Miscikowski proposals for LAX Airport.  Unfortunately, the "Yes" votes 
by a number of L.A. Councilmembers were based upon a multitude of promises that may not be fulfilled 
regarding various aspects of proposed improvements in the L.A. region. 

It has been the contention of Mayor Hahn, Councilperson Miscikowski, and their supporters that the 
proposed changes for LAX Airport had to be approved in their entirety.  Otherwise, they claimed that 
LAWA and the City of Los Angeles would be forced to start the process all over and will have wasted 
$130 million of the taxpayers' money. 

Mayor Hahn could have saved himself and many other people a lot of trouble down the line regarding 
the proposals for changes at LAX Airport if he had started the process with numerous public meetings 
to gather input from the stakeholders in various communities which would have assured everyone more 
acceptable proposals that are created from the bottom up. 

Of course, Mayor Hahn refuses to now accept responsibility for his failure of leadership on such an 
important matter and his decision to ignore environmental laws of the Federal EPA and California EPA.  
Further, he refuses to accept legal opinions of the L.A. County Counsel who has said that the 
objectionable elements of the Hahn/Miscikowski proposals can be taken out without requiring more 
environmental studies or public review.   

On Tues. Dec. 7, 2004, the L.A. County Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to pursue legal action 
against the City of Los Angeles for their approval of the Hahn/Miscikowski proposals for LAX Airport. 

In conclusion, it has become necessary to seek legal remedies in the form of lawsuits by governmental 
bodies, organizations, businesses, residents, etc. in L.A. County so that we can achieve truly 
acceptable proposals for LAX Airport. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The LAX Master Plan Final EIS was completed in accordance with NEPA, NEPA's 
implementing regulations (40 CFR Part 1500-1508), and FAA Order 5050.4A.  FAA and LAWA provided 
the public with numerous opportunities to provide input regarding changes at LAX to address identified 
needs from the very earliest stages of the NEPA and CEQA process.  In 1996/1997, eight public 
informational meetings/workshops, designed for the general public, were conducted in the communities 
surrounding LAX to inform the public about the EIS/EIR process, the project's status, and to allow the 
public an opportunity to present their perspectives on the analysis to be presented in the EIS/EIR.  
Please see Appendix B, Public Involvement, of the Final EIS for the dates and locations of these public 
informational meetings/workshops.  In addition, three public scoping meetings regarding the LAX 
Master Plan EIS/EIR were held at the start of the environmental review process.  Please see Appendix 
B, Public Involvement, of the Final EIS for the dates and locations of the public scoping meetings.   

Following publication of the Draft EIS, nine public hearings/public workshops were held regarding 
Alternatives A, B, and C.  Please see Topical Response TR-PO-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS 
for the dates and locations of the public hearings/public workshops on the Draft EIS.  Furthermore, 
following publication of the Supplement to the Draft EIS, twelve public hearings/public workshops were 
held regarding Alternative D.  Please see Topical Response TR-PO-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final 
EIS for the dates and locations of the public hearings/public workshops on the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS.
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FPC00002 Ehret, John None Provided 

FPC00002-1 

Comment:

In reviewing LAX (D) and LAX (E) I find them full of holes and VERY EXPENSIVE. 

1. Leave the terminals and existing access as is.  This allows people to drop off and pick up the elderly 
and handy capped right at their terminals.  This scatter of terminals is safer than the proposed 
concentration. 

2. Moving runways and putting a taxiway between them has not improved wing tip clearance versus 45 
degree holding between existing runways.  Nobody shows which way the airplanes would be going in 
those center taxiways.  This is very unsafe. 

3. The time and cost of moving a runway will effect a shortage of operational runways for a long time 
and with the existing air traffic will cause a real delay problem. 

4. The location of the new tower solved the visibility problem that occurred on the north runway and 
taxiway that one time.  NO PROBLEMS SINCE. 

5. With the financial shortage in Federal, State and City, leave as is except to improve the security in 
the existing terminals. 

6. I went to the library to review the airport plan D and was shocked by the extent of the environmental 
study. About 6 feet of books full of GOBBLED- GOOK.  When there wasn’t an acceptable plan to 
evaluate.  What a waste of taxpayer funds. 

7. Cargo truck traffic mixed with passenger traffic could be solved by utilizing Ontario airport where the 
truck traffic can come and go in all directions and not restricted to approach only in one direction. 

Response: 
The content of this comment is essentially the same as comment letter SPC00022; please refer to the 
responses to comment letter SPC00022, which can be found in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS. 

FPC00002-2 

Comment:

8. To accommodate the new double deck Aerobus at the terminal, a two level ramp system must be 
available. 

Response: 
Alternative D would provide a wide range of contact gates capable of serving the existing and future 
aircraft fleet based on the forecast including New Large Aircraft (NLA).  The 153 contact gate positions 
proposed under Alternative D provide parking for an aircraft adjacent to an airline concourse structure 
that is directly reachable by a passenger loading bridge.  The contact gates allow passengers to board 
or disembark an aircraft directly to or from the airline concourse facility.  The contact gates provide a 
greater level of passenger service and operational efficiency for the airlines.   

As described in Chapter 2 and listed in Table 2.2-3 of the Final LAX Master Plan, different gates are 
able to accommodate varying sizes of aircraft.  For example, 32 of the gates planned as part of 
Alternative D would accommodate commuter aircraft.  These 32 gates would not be able to 
accommodate larger long haul domestic and international air carrier aircraft such as Boeing 757s.  As 
shown on page 3-59, Figure F3-14 in Part I of the Final EIS, six of the planned gates would be for the 
exclusive use of NLA aircraft such as the Airbus A380, which is scheduled to enter commercial service 
in 2006.  The gates designed to accommodate the A380 would be located at the new north linear 
concourse, the reconfigured Tom Bradley International Terminal, and the West Satellite Concourse.  Jet 
bridges connecting the proposed terminal hold rooms to Airbus A380 type aircraft will likely allow for 
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simultaneous loading of the upper and lower decks of the airplane.  This capability is a service and 
efficiency improvement feature similar to existing wide-body aircraft parking positions that have two jet 
bridges available to simultaneously load large aircraft on one level. 

FPC00003 Rowe, Jill None Provided 2/9/2005

FPC00003-1 

Comment:

Subject: LAX Master Plan D-Concerns about expansion.  

Thank you for taking your time to review my concerns about Plan D. 

My Concerns 

As a longtime residents of Playa del Rey.  We have not truly been represented by our Councilwomen 
Miscikowski regarding extending the runway on the Playa del Rey/Westchester Northside. 

History will show you that more expansions and more flights take off on the PDR/Westchester side vs. 
the El Segundo side.  This is due to the better representation of the city of El Segundo fighting to keep 
reduction down on their side of the runway.  Our Councilwomen Miscikowski I (whom we did not vote 
for, but rather forced on us by redistricting) has failed to consider our Long-time concerns (see below).  
In her recent move to place a feather in her hat as the outgoing representative of district 11, she has 
OVERLOOKED our concerns to make a name for herself in joining with Mayor Hahn LAX Multibillion 
expansion plan D. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please note that the north airfield runways do not have more departures than on the 
south airfield runways, both historically and currently.  As shown in Appendix S-C1, Table S-2 on page 
7 of the Final EIS, 54.2 percent of all departures in the Year 2000 used the south airfield as compared 
to 43.9 percent of all departures used the north airfield.  With respect to concerns regarding new 
runways or runway relocations under Alternative D, please note that no new runways would be added 
under Alternative D.  The existing number of runways (2) on the north runway complex would remain 
unchanged and Runway 6L/24R on the north runway complex would be not relocated.  Each of the 
alternatives is "constrained" because none have sufficient peak-hour runway capacity to meet forecast 
demand in 2005 or 2015 without changes in the activity profiles.  Alternatives A and B each include an 
additional commuter runway and were proposed to accommodate the growing demand at LAX to the 
extent possible and to serve the Master Plan goals and objectives.  Please see Chapter V, Section 
3.3.1 of the Draft LAX Master Plan for a detailed discussion on development of the alternatives and 
Section 3.3.2 for development of the constrained activities.  The Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, 
Alternative D, analyzed in the Final EIS, has been added to provide a build alternative designed to 
serve a level of future (2015) airport activity comparable to the No Action/No Project Alternative.  
Chapter 3, Alternatives, of Part I of the Final EIS provides extensive information on the formulation of 
this alternative and its consistency with the SCAG 2001 RTP.  Please see Response to Comment 
AL00022-188 in Part II-Volume 2 of the Final EIS for a discussion on the need for runway extensions at 
LAX and Topical Response TR-LU-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding impacts to the 
community of Westchester. 

FPC00003-2 

Comment:

CONCERNS if runway is expanded again on the Northside- 

1. INCREASED NOISE. 

Response: 
The anticipated changes to the cumulative and single event noise patterns in the areas along the north 
side of Los Angeles International Airport were addressed in detail in Section 4.1, Noise, and particularly 
subsection 4.1.6.1.5, Alternative D - Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, regarding Alternative D, as 
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well as Appendix SC-1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report.  Section 4.1 indicates that CNEL 
noise levels along the north side of the airport would be only minimally changed as a result of 
Alternative D. 

FPC00003-3 

Comment:

2. SAFETY of homeowner.  Many times planes fly over our homes flying outside the runway flying right 
over Manchester just making it over the hills of Playa del Rey.  This happens several times a month.  
Planes taking off turn to soon thereby FLY OVER our Homes.  By giving more runways on the PDR side 
this occurrence will increase and our safety and passenger will be at a greater risk. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Under Alternative D, no additional runways are proposed.  Runway 6L/24R would 
remain in place and Runway 6R/24L would be relocated to the south approximately 340 feet further 
away from Playa de Rey.  Please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for Topical Responses TR-SAF-
1 regarding aviation safety and TR-N-3 regarding aircraft flight procedures.  For further information 
about early turns, please see Topical Response TR-N-3, particularly Subtopical Response TR-N-3.2 
regarding early turns over areas north and south of LAX,  and Subtopical Response TR-N-7.1 regarding 
enforcement of noise rules. 

Alternative D is designed for a future (2015) level of activity at LAX comparable to that of the No 
Action/No Project Alternative, and would have the fewest total annual aircraft operations of all the 
Master Plan alternatives, even slightly less than the No Action/No Project Alternative.  

Additionally, mitigation measures have been developed for all build alternatives to address early turns.  
These are identified in subsection 4.1.8, Mitigation Measures, in Part I of the Final EIS. 

FPC00003-4 

Comment:

3. PLANES Divert right over Playa del Rey.  Perhaps due to aborted landings several times a month 
planes divert to the Northside of the runway.  When they divert they fly dangerously over our homes 
outside the proper runway departure zone.  Because no flight diversions fly south over the El Segundo 
side (except for the furthest south runway) due to further danger to other takeoff/landing planes, we 
again take ALL the diversions on the PDR side.  With several thousand take off & landings daily, 
moving the runway closer to the PDR side will increase potential harm to homeowners & passengers. 

Response: 
Please note that under Alternative D, Runway 6L/24R would not be relocated closer to communities to 
the north such as Westchester and Playa de Rey, but would remain in place.  Runway 6R/24L would be 
relocated to the south approximately 340 feet further away from these communities.  Please see 
Response to Comment PC01881-22 in Part II-Volume 6 of the Final EIS and Topical Response TR-N-3 
in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS, in particular Subtopical Response TR-N-3.4, regarding standard 
missed approach procedures.  Also see Topical Responses TR-SAF-1 regarding aviation safety and 
Topical Response TR-N-3 regarding aircraft flight procedures in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS. 

FPC00003-5 

Comment:

I urge you to please review our concerns in deciding on this long-term decision that will impact all of us.  
Further more our true representation will take place when we will be voting March 3, 2005 for our 
Councilperson to truly represent us in the 11th District (note all candidates share the above concerns).  
Please listen to our concerns and not allow additional expansion on the Playa del Rey/Westchester 
side.
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Response: 
Comment noted. 

FPC00004 Velasco, Valeria Alliance for Regional Solution to 
Airport Congestion 

2/20/2005

FPC00004-1 

Comment:

The Record of Decision approving LAX Master Plan Alternative D should not be issued. 

ARSAC agrees that a safe, secure, and convenient LAX Airport is not just desirable, but is a necessity.  
But, the preferred Alternative D fails to meet those objectives.  The FAA should acknowledge that the 
documentation package is incomplete, has inadequate analysis, and promotes misleading statements in 
several substantive ways.  Despite extensive draft Master Plan/ EIS/EIR hearings that resulted in over 
19,000+ comments generated no substantive changes to the Plan were made.  The substantial mass of 
paperwork generated contains fatal flaw assumptions, is based on old and incomplete data resulting in 
inaccurate environmental assessments. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments below.  The LAX Master Plan Final EIS was 
completed in accordance with NEPA, the NEPA implementing regulations found at 40 CFR Part 1500-
1508, and FAA Order 5050.4A. 

FPC00004-2 

Comment:

The resultant safety and security projected by the extensive modifications is questionable. 

There are differing opinions about the effectiveness of the ground and air safety and security approach 
in Alternative D.  To reduce opposition to Alternative D an independent, cost/benefit assessment was 
promised with great fanfare in July 2004.  It has not been performed.  The FAA should require this 
critical information. 

Response: 
This comment is not a comment on the adequacy of the Final EIS prepared pursuant to NEPA, as 
NEPA does not require preparation of a cost/benefit assessment.  FAA does provide advisory guidance 
on the proper application of benefit/cost analysis related to airport capacity projects requesting special 
Letter of Intent (LOI) funding or Airport Improvement Program (AIP) discretionary grants of $5 million or 
more.  For more information on the application of these procedures see Airport Benefit-Cost Analysis 
Guidance, Office of Aviation Policy and Plans, Federal Aviation Administration, December 15, 1999.  
Please see Topical Response TR-SAF-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding issues related to 
aviation safety.  Also please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS 
regarding issues related to the security approach of Alternative D.  The FAA will continue to monitor and 
participate in federal airport issues related to the implementation of the LAX Master Plan over time, 
including as it pertains to safety and security enhancements. 

FPC00004-3 

Comment:

The baseline no action/no project alternative specified is flawed resulting in inappropriate conclusions. 

Instead of a straight forward no action/no project baseline for comparison with selected alternatives 
future projects and assumptions of their magnitude are cherry picked to predetermine conclusions. 
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Any Plan should minimize the impacts upon the surrounding communities while remaining a key 
element in the Regional Solution to air commerce.  Elements including video monitored fences and 
gates, upgrades to the Bradley International Terminal facilities and gates, replacement of the baggage 
handling system throughout LAX, and cargo handling facility improvements are already on-going.  Each 
project was approved without being a part of the master plan.  These are a part of the baseline; how 
were these accounted for in the analyses? 

The no project/no action "baseline" contains many additions and changes beyond the Interim LAX Plan 
and adds future projects not yet fully conceived.  Virtually all of the projects since the 1980s were 
approved incrementally without environmental review (other than a project Negative Declaration) to 
assess cumulative impacts.  Further, airport capacity has been increased by incrementally by the 
addition of boarding gates and taxiways.  Are future increases of this type in the "baseline" for 
comparison, how/where are they identified? 

Response: 
Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume I of the Final EIS regarding the No Action/No 
Project Alternative assumptions.  Among all the build alternatives, Alternative D would have the fewest 
impacts on surrounding communities and would encourage growth at regional airports by limiting the 
future (2015) capacity of the alternative to a level comparable to that of the No Action/No Project 
Alternative.   

Projects such as improvements to Tom Bradley International Terminal (TBIT) and improvements to 
certain cargo handling facilities were accounted for in the No Action/No Project Alternative, 
notwithstanding the fact that not all of these actions have been approved at the local level.  Inclusion of 
these projects in the No Action/No Project Alternative is consistent with the provisions of NEPA and 
CEQ’s guidance regarding implementation of NEPA.  In particular, "where a choice of ‘no action’ by the 
agency would result in predictable actions by others, this consequence of the ‘no action’ alternative 
should be included in the analysis."  (Question 3, Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning the Council 
on Environmental Quality’s NEPA Regulations)  The fact that some of these projects may not have 
been previously approved at the local level does not negate the fact that their implementation is a 
"predictable action by others."  It should be noted that these projects do not require federal approval.  
Please also see Responses to Comments AL00033-51 through AL00033-55 in Part II-Volume 3 of the 
Final EIS regarding inclusion of these projects in the No Action/No Project Alternative.  

Specific to TBIT, as indicated in Response to Comment AL00033-54 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final 
EIS, inclusion of the TBIT facility renovation project in the No Action/No Project Alternative is justified as 
these improvements are independent of the LAX Master Plan.  The proposed improvements, including 
renovation and completion of airlines club rooms, remote hold room, an international bag claim area, 
FIS offices and various concessionaires, are intended to modernize the terminal facility and to 
accommodate baggage screening equipment mandated by the Transportation Security Agency 
following September 11, 2001.  These improvements would not be capacity enhancing.  The 
improvements are the subject of a separate environmental analysis being prepared by LAWA in 
compliance with CEQA.  To the extent that additional improvements would occur at TBIT in conjunction 
with the Master Plan, beyond those proposed and evaluated in the environmental analysis currently 
underway, such improvements are included in the build alternatives and are properly analyzed in the 
LAX Master Plan Final EIS.  Additional improvements at TBIT that would occur under LAX Master Plan 
Alternatives A, B, C, and D are described on pages 3-34, 3-42, 3-49, and 3-75 in Chapter 3 of Part I of 
the Final EIS, respectively.  Please also see Response to Comment FAL00003-17 regarding the 
improvements to TBIT. 

LAWA is currently pursuing additional facility improvements at LAX, including those noted by the 
commentor (video monitored fences and gates and upgrades to the baggage handling system in 
Terminals 1 through 8).  These improvements were not contemplated at the time the No Action/No 
Project Alternative was developed.  LAWA must continue to plan for and implement improvements at 
LAX to accommodate existing operations.  These projects are independent of the Master Plan and do 
not affect the environmental impact analysis of the Master Plan alternatives.  Regarding the baggage 
handling system, the proposed improvements are specifically focused on providing new space or 
reconfiguring or improving existing space for purposes of baggage screening and handling in support of 
security requirements.  As a result, the proposed project would not increase the existing passenger 
capacity or aircraft parking capacity at any of the terminals at LAX.  The improvements would not affect 
the number of gates or improve the ground transportation system at the airport, which currently 
constrain its capacity. 
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FPC00004-4 

Comment:

There is also a pattern of assigning large impacts to the "baseline" while complementary projects are 
reduced in the Alternatives presented.  Baseline projects include the Northside Development (ND).  The 
ND removed hundreds of local housing units in 1981 to become a 4.5 million square foot "light 
industrial/commercial buffer zone" between the airport and the community to the immediate north, 
Westchester.  ND was proposed to have been completed in 2000 but remains virtually empty except for 
the new fire station recently built.  Alternative D takes a credit for reducing traffic from the "baseline" by 
calling for an undefined, reduced 1.5 million square foot build out renamed Westchester South.  No one 
realistically expects any of the hotel development in ND as reduced in Alternative D, but not from 
baseline consideration. 

Similarly, an early 1980s project to the southeast of LAX, Continental City, was approved for a large 
square footage but was abandoned as a hole in the ground for over twenty years.  Again, nothing of the 
originally conceived size is expected to be built out yet environmental credit for Continental City 
reduction is not taken from the "baseline." 

Response: 
Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No Action/No 
Project Alternative assumptions, including assumptions regarding LAX Northside and Continental City.   

As described in Chapter 3, Alternatives, of Part I of the Final EIS, Alternative D does not propose 
development of Westchester Southside.  This proposal is contained in Alternatives A, B, and C.  Under 
Alternative D, the LAX Northside would be implemented.  As indicated on page 3-78 in Chapter 3 of 
Part I of the Final EIS, the original LAX Northside Development, which is assumed under the No 
Action/No Project Alternative, provided entitlements for 4.5 million square feet of development, subject 
to a limitation on the total number of daily vehicle trips (a "trip cap").  Alternative D includes a proposed 
reduction in the existing trip cap included in the original LAX Northside Development.  The reduced trip 
cap would limit the amount of total daily traffic generated by the LAX Northside Development to a level 
comparable to that associated with the Westchester Southside development proposed under 
Alternatives A, B, and C. 

The commentor is correct that buildout of the LAX Northside project has not occurred since the project 
was approved in 1983.  For further information regarding the appropriateness of including LAX 
Northside and Continental City in the No Action/No Project Alternative and the current state of those 
development projects, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-45. 

FPC00004-5 

Comment:

Questions about the "baseline" versus alternatives exist.  Traffic impact projections were reduced to 
account for the reduced, but still massive Playa Vista Project Phase II to the north.  In addition to the 
mega project, however, the many other smaller projects added have a cumulative impact in the other 
direction.  Dramatic growth in surrounding cities and in unincorporated County areas is minimized by 
the review yet the LAX area is already among the most congested in the nation.  How are these 
accounted for in the "baseline" for comparison?  As much of the environmental data was collected in the 
1994-96 time frame and not conceived at that time, how does the FAA account for the substantially 
changed conditions both at LAX and the surrounding regions? 

Response: 
It is important to note that NEPA does not utilize the "environmental baseline" concept, which is the 
CEQA basis of comparison for purposes of determining environmental impacts of action alternatives.  
The discussion of the environmental baseline is included to meet CEQA requirements, and is not 
required under NEPA.  Rather, when evaluating the impacts of "action" alternatives, NEPA utilizes 
future conditions in the absence of any federal approval as the point of comparison, which is 
represented by the No Action/No Project Alternative in this instance. 
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Growth in surrounding cities and in unincorporated County areas was taken into account as part of the 
off-airport surface transportation study for the Final EIS. 

The cumulative impacts analysis was based on applicable planning documents designed to evaluate 
regional and area-wide conditions, as well as an assessment of 182 separate projects expected to 
occur in the LAX vicinity through 2015.  This list of approved development projects was developed with 
the assistance of the County of Los Angeles and the cities of Culver City, El Segundo, Inglewood, Los 
Angeles, Manhattan Beach and Santa Monica.  These projects are listed on Table 3S, Planned 
Development Projects Added to Background Assumptions, of Technical Report S-2b of the Final EIS.  
In addition to the 182 projects in this table, additional projects were also considered when the 
Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR was prepared.  These projects included the El Segundo Corporate 
Campus/Media Center, a 2,200 unit residential development near Long Beach Airport and a new hotel 
in Marina del Rey. 

Traffic growth from the approved development projects was compared to the forecasts of growth from 
the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG).  If the SCAG forecasts were large enough 
to account for the approved development projects(s) in a particular zone, the SCAG forecast was used.  
If the SCAG growth forecast was not large enough for a particular zone to account for the approved 
development project(s), then population, housing and/or employment growth was added to that zone to 
ensure that sufficient growth was assumed to include all of the approved development projects.  These 
trips were then "assigned" to a network of roadways to represent peak hour traffic flows.   

For further information regarding the steps taken for the development of the future traffic conditions 
model, please see subsection 4.3.2.2, General Approach and Methodology, of Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport 
Surface Transportation, of the Final EIS.  For information regarding the estimates of the trip generations 
for the original and reduced Playa Vista Phase II project, see Table A2.1-1 of Volume A, Section A2.1, 
Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of the Final EIS. 

FPC00004-6 

Comment:

Assumptions are unsubstantiated and future growth prospects are not addressed. 

The capacity of LAX, and therefore environmental impacts, does not reflect current or future conditions.  
Assumptions related to boarding gate types (present and to be built), aircraft mix, gate locations and 
quantities, and throughput capacity need to be substantiated.  Virtually all environmental impacts relate 
to airport passenger and cargo capacity - yet there is no enforceable capacity restriction in place.  
Although we are told that the LAWA capacity assessment for Alternative D constrains capacity to 78.9 
MAP, a comprehensive review by Professor Kanafani, preeminent expert on airport capacity at 
University of California, Berkeley, states LAX ground air traffic to be a much higher number.  How does 
the LAWA and the FAA justify not accounting for any level of service above the 78.9 MAP?  Further, 
there are numerous changes to the existing Alternative D that could increase either passenger or cargo 
capacity.  How are these accounted for in the assessment? 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-64 regarding inter-gate time 
assumptions and analysis used in the LAX Master Plan, Response to Comment FAL00003-86 
regarding proper use of design day to annual factors for passengers and aircraft operations, and 
Response to Comment FAL00003-87 regarding the aircraft load factor and peak hour load factor 
forecasts and their proper use in the LAX Master Plan.  Also, please see Response to Comment 
FAL00003-63 regarding issues associated with the phasing of gates and construction-related 
congestion associated with the implementation of Alternative D improvements at LAX. 

For more information on the topics discussed above and in the Responses to Comments cited above, 
please see the Final LAX Master Plan in which all existing conditions, aviation forecasts (both 
unconstrained and constrained), demand/capacity simulation analyses, facility requirements and 
alternatives for meeting these requirements have been prepared, reviewed and presented along with all 
associated methodology and assumptions.  In particular, see Appendices A through I of the Final LAX 
Master Plan for substantial technical update and analyses of existing airport conditions and future 
demand/capacity simulation results associated with Alternative D.  Please see Chapter 2 in Part I of the 
Final EIS in which this airport planning process has also presented the results and conclusions of this 
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process in context with the demonstrated purpose and need for the plan.  Please see Chapter 4 of Part 
I of the Final EIS and Chapter A.2 of the Final EIS for the environmental impacts associated with each 
of the LAX Master Plan alternatives, including Alternative D.  Please see Responses to Comments 
SAL00015-11 in Part II-Volume 9 of the Final EIS regarding commentor's consultant analysis and 
AL00015-312 in Part II-Volume 2, SAL00015-326 and SAL00015-333 in Part II-Volume 9 of the Final 
EIS regarding capacity issues.  Also please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for Topical Responses 
TR-GEN-3 regarding projected versus actual capacity levels at LAX and TR-MP-1 regarding air cargo 
activity and demand. 

FPC00004-7 

Comment:

Potential for additional growth is established for LAX with the open spaces created and airport layout 
changes made.  Right now there are no ways to constrain growth in a "market driven" only environment.  
Yet future impacts are not discussed.  Transportation growth into and around LAX and connecting to 
other airports in the region is not addressed for either passengers or cargo. 

Response: 
The comment is unclear as to where and how "additional growth is established for LAX with the open 
spaces created and airport layout changes made."  Implementation of Alternative D would add more 
improved surface area at LAX than currently exists, and would therefore actually reduce the amount of 
open space area at the airport.  In the event the commentor is suggesting that areas at LAX that are not 
proposed for improvements under Alternative D would be subject to additional growth in the future, that 
theory is speculative at best and is contrary to how airport improvements are regulated by FAA.  FAA 
requires that LAWA maintain a current and approved Airport Layout Plan (ALP) that indicates all 
existing and future land uses associated with LAX.  As described in Section 2.7, Proposed Federal, 
State and Local Actions and Required Permits, of Part I of the Final EIR, the current ALP for LAX is 
proposed to be amended as one of the federal approvals required for the project.  That ALP will reflect 
the improved and unimproved areas associated with Alternative D.  In order for LAWA to receive an 
unconditional approval of the ALP or to erect structures or change land uses in open spaces that are 
not on the approved ALP, FAA requires that any such proposal would first have to undergo federal 
environmental review and approval.  Even for improvements shown on the approved ALP, FAA requires 
ongoing coordination with LAWA to ensure that proposed facilities meet applicable FAA Airport Design 
Standards. 

In addition to the primary point raised in this comment, for additional information related to this 
comment, please see Response to Comment FPC00004-6 regarding Alternative D capacity constraints 
at LAX.  Surface transportation impacts were addressed in Section 4.3, Surface Transportation, of Part I 
of the Final EIS and Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Volume A of the Final EIS, 
with supporting technical data and analyses provided in Technical Reports 2 and 3 and Technical 
Reports S-2a and S-2b, Appendix F-D, and Appendix A-4.  Please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS 
for Topical Responses TR-MP-2 regarding the SCAG Regional Transportation Plan, TR-MP-1 regarding 
Air Cargo Activity/Demand and TR-ST-1 regarding cargo truck traffic. 

Also please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for Topical Responses TR-RC-1 regarding the LAX 
Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand and TR-RC-3 regarding high-speed rail 
including the section discussing the Intra-Regional (Southern California) Maglev System.  The SCAG-
sponsored Maglev studies closely analyzed the effects that a high speed Maglev system would have on 
the system of regional airports in Southern California. 

FPC00004-8 

Comment:

Another example of misleading assessments is the revision of the south runway complex.  Priority has 
been given to increasing the spacing between runways by "only" 50 feet and to add a new center line 
taxiway.  This large expenditure will facilitate increased ground air traffic.  This controversial element is 
purported to address incursion avoidance, but an independent analysis and simulation by AAMES 
Research Labs using actual controllers questioned the relevance. 
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Response: 
Comment noted.  The south airfield runways have had a high incidence of runway incursions despite a 
number of management initiatives and physical improvements to the facilities.  FAA air traffic 
controllers, airline chief pilots and FAA runway safety experts agree that the improvements associated 
with the LAX South Airfield are the best way to deal with the need to effectively eliminate runway 
incursions in this location.  The following is an excerpt from Chapter 3 in Part I of the Final EIS 
describing the reasons for the suggested improvements. 

The primary purpose for modifying the airfield as suggested in Alternative D is to develop a physical 
solution that will greatly reduce the risk of runway incursions.  A runway incursion, as defined by the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), is any occurrence in the airport runway environment involving an 
aircraft, vehicle, person, or object on the ground that creates a collision hazard or results in a loss of 
required separation with an aircraft taking off, intending to take off, landing, or intending to land.  In June 
2002, FAA published a study entitled, "FAA Runway Safety Report:  Runway Incursion Trends at 
Towered Airports in the United States - CY 1998 - CY 2001."  This report identified a total of 1,460 
runway incursions out of 268 million airport operations in the U.S. that resulted in three collisions and 
four fatalities over the four years studied.  LAX had 38 total runway incursions during the period of the 
FAA study and had an average rate of occurrence of 1.24 incursions per 100,000 operations.  Annual 
runway incursions at LAX totaled 12, 10, 8, and 8, respectively, for the years 1998 through 2001.  In 
2002 total runway incursions declined further to six.  FAA also classifies runway incursions by their 
relative severity.  The highest severity is given to an incursion in which extreme action is needed to 
avoid a collision or if a collision occurs.  Five of the 38 runway incursions at LAX during the period of the 
FAA study were in this category and none of the five resulted in a collision.  Over 80 percent of these 
incursions took place on the South Airfield Complex. 

The goal of the FAA is to raise awareness of runway incursions, identify solutions, and implement 
strategies to reduce their severity and frequency as well as the risk of a runway collision.  Airport 
surface radar technology and airport infrastructure implementation at key airports like LAX are some of 
the strategies identified by FAA to help solve the problem.  LAWA has already implemented 
improvements to airfield lighting, taxiway marking, runway signage, and has sponsored on-going 
seminars on airfield familiarization with airport users.  However, more improvement is needed.  Taxiway 
system configuration is one of the key infrastructure methods to solving the problem. 

LAWA, in cooperation with NASA Ames Research Center, conducted a study titled "Los Angeles 
International Airport Runway Incursion Studies, Phase III - Center Taxiway Simulation" (published on 
July 31, 2003), comparing the costs and benefits of a center parallel taxiway and an "end-around" 
taxiway on the south airfield complex.  LAWA sponsored and participated in this operational analysis 
and human-in-the-loop testing that included FAA Air Traffic Controllers from LAX Tower.  The study 
concluded that the end-around taxiway greatly increased taxi time and delays for arriving aircraft and 
thereby increased the operational costs of this option and did not give any increased safety margin.  Air 
traffic controllers also found the center parallel taxiway to be an operationally efficient solution to the 
primary cause of the most severe types of runway incursions experienced at LAX. 

A new parallel center taxiway would be constructed between Runways 6L/24R and 6R/24L to reduce 
the potential for runway incursions and to enhance the safety of aircraft operations at LAX.  The new 
taxiway would be 10,420-feet long and 100-feet wide.  It would be planned as a full-length Modified 
Group VI parallel taxiway located 520 feet north of relocated Runway 6R/24L and 520 feet south of 
Runway 6L/24R.  FAA Design Group VI taxiway separation standards call for 600 feet between a 
runway centerline and taxiway centerline intended to serve aircraft with Design Group VI tail heights, 
length and wing span.  Significant analysis was provided in the Draft LAX Master Plan, Chapter VI, 
Section 3.2.6.3, Justification for the Modified Group VI Standards to Accommodate the NLA at LAX, 
documenting the feasibility of using 520 feet separation at LAX and meeting the same safety standards 
set by FAA for airfield safety. 

In summary, the purpose of the center taxiway is to enhance safe aircraft operations and reduce the 
potential for runway incursions.  It does not increase capacity.  For additional information, please see 
Response to Comment SPHF00021-3 in Part II-Volume 11 of the Final EIS regarding the purpose of the 
center taxiway and aircraft runway operations of Alternative D and Response to Comment 
SPHSP00003-3 in Part II-Volume 11 of the Final EIS regarding the proposed runway and taxiway 
configuration in the south airfield complex.  In addition, please see Response to Comment AL00037-16 
in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS regarding the feasibility and potential environmental impacts of 
using an end-around taxiway to reduce the potential for runway incursions.  Also, please see Response 
to Comment PC00298-7 in Part II-Volume 4 of the Final EIS for more discussion on the need for airfield 
improvements. 
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FPC00004-9 

Comment:

Mitigations proposed, timing, and their effectiveness are questionable. 

Development at LAX has a long history of mitigation promises deferred and forgotten.  The Interim LAX 
Plan of 1981, now superseded by the new documentation in December 2004, lists numerous mitigations 
never finished.  The Interim Plan stated that if LAX exceeded 40 million annual passengers (MAP) the 
air commerce should be disbursed to Ontario and Palmdale.  LAX passenger traffic was about 68 MAP 
prior to September 11, 2001 without such action. 

Response: 
Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-3 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding the LAX Interim 
Plan and activity levels at LAX.  Also see Topical Response TR-RC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final 
EIS regarding the role of LAX in meeting regional aviation demand, and the fact that Alternative D is 
designed to provide for a future (2015) activity level that is consistent with the Southern California 
Association of Government's (SCAG's) 2003 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), which anticipates no 
growth at LAX and the dispersal of increased aviation activity to other airports such as Ontario and 
Palmdale. 

As indicated in Topical Response TR-GEN-3, the LAX Interim Plan was, by intent, design, and title, only 
a short-term general guide for coordinating the development of Airport facilities with that of the 
surrounding community.  As indicated in the statement of the Purpose and Use of the Plan, at the 
beginning of the document, "Major policies issues with regard to Airport capacity, roadway access, 
adjacent land use compatibility and environmental impacts will be addressed in a new plan to be 
initiated upon adoption of the Interim Plan."  The very limited improvements that have occurred at LAX 
since 1981, primarily those completed in conjunction with the 1984 Olympics, were made consistent 
with the policies and programs of the LAX Interim Plan.   

As also described in Topical Response TR-GEN-3, the Los Angeles Department of Airports (now Los 
Angeles World Airports - LAWA) completed in 1978 a Final EIR addressing several major improvement 
projects and actions identified as being necessary for LAX to accommodate the future growth level of 40 
MAP.  Based on regional aviation demand forecasts projected at the time, such growth was anticipated 
to occur by 1985.  The 1978 EIR specifically recognized that the 40 MAP activity level for LAX was 
anticipated to be reached by 1985, and growth beyond 40 MAP would require an additional EIR to 
quantify potential impacts. 

The 4-page LAX Interim Plan adopted in 1981 includes policies, general standards and criteria, a 
description of Airport features, and lists of potential Airport improvements and actions contemplated 
within a 5-year program and a 20-year program, as a general guide recognizing that the more complete 
long-term development plan for LAX will be developed following adoption of the LAX Interim Plan.  As 
described in Topical Response TR-GEN-3, the LAX Master Plan serves as that long-term plan that, in 
accordance with the introduction to the LAX Interim Plan, addresses major policies issues such as 
capacity, roadway access, land use compatibility, and environmental impacts.  It is important to note 
that the LAX Interim Plan does not state or require that "if LAX exceeded 40 million annual passengers 
(MAP) the air commerce should be disbursed (sic) to Ontario and Palmdale" as indicated in the 
comment.  The Interim Plan states:  The projected maximum air passenger volume will be 
approximately 40 million annually.  Further increases in passenger volume are planned to be 
accommodated by Palmdale International Airport and satellite airports."  The subject statement reflects 
the fact that, at the time, the future activity level at LAX was projected to reach 40 MAP by around 1985, 
and it was anticipated that improvements planned at that time for Palmdale International Airport and 
other satellite airports (i.e., Ontario International Airport) would attract and accommodate a passenger 
market demand that would have otherwise gone to LAX.  The commentor has misunderstood or 
misrepresented the subject statement to suggest that it established a mandate for the activity level at 
LAX to be capped at 40 MAP, and that additional activity be assigned by the City to use the Ontario and 
Palmdale airports.  The basis for, wording of, and facts surrounding, the 1981 LAX Interim Plan do not 
support that interpretation. 
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FPC00004-10 

Comment:

LAX has rebounded to 62 MAP (and cargo tonnage has increased).  The resultant LAX incremental 
traffic will have an even greater impact.  Traffic mitigation potential is limited as there are few north-
south arteries.  The local non-airport related traffic and congestion has grown substantially since 2001 
and is expected to worsen.  The City of LA, for instance, has enacted a 34% density bonus above 
zoning allowance for all developments along transit corridors.  Additionally, the local Community Plan 
authorized further increases. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FPC00004-5 regarding how the Final EIS accounted for non-airport 
background growth.  Proposed ground access improvements are described in Chapter 3, Alternatives, 
in Part I of the Final EIS for the four build alternatives under the heading "Traffic/Parking/Circulation 
Facilities," specifically in subsection 3.2.6 for Alternative A, subsection 3.2.7 for Alternative B, 
subsection 3.2.8 for Alternative C, and subsection 3.2.9 for Alternative D.  Traffic mitigation measures 
for Alternatives A, B and C are presented in subsection 4.3.2.8, Mitigation Measures, of Section 4.3.2, 
Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of the Final EIS.  Traffic mitigation measures for Alternative D are 
presented in subsection A.2.1.2.4.3 of Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Volume A of 
the Final EIS. 

In general, included in each of the four build alternatives are a variety of ground access improvements 
and traffic mitigation measures.  These include improved freeway connectivity to LAX, widening of 
arterial roadways, an expanded series of remote terminals (FlyAways), intersection improvements (e.g., 
additional lanes, upgrading of signal control software, restriping, signal phasing) and fair-share 
contributions toward transit improvement projects.  Alternatives A, B and C also include the LAX 
Expressway, which is a proposed roadway parallel to the I-405 Freeway for the exclusive use by LAX 
traffic.

The City of Los Angeles does offer a 35% density bonus above zoning allowance for developers 
proposing housing near a bus or rail stop.  However, the list of approved development projects in Table 
3S, Planned Development Projects Added to Background Assumptions, of Technical Report S-2b of the 
Final EIS would have already accounted for any planned density bonus.  Not all property owners who 
could legally take advantage of a density bonus for housing will do so, and certainly not by 2015.  It 
would be unreasonable to assume otherwise. 

In addition, Southern California Association of Governments’ growth projections for the region are 
already factored into the traffic model.  Traffic growth from known, approved development projects was 
compared to the forecasts of growth from the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG).  
If the SCAG forecasts were large enough to account for the approved development projects(s) in a 
particular zone, the SCAG forecast was used.  If the SCAG growth forecast was not large enough for a 
particular zone to account for the approved development project(s), then population, housing and/or 
employment growth was added to that zone to ensure that sufficient growth was assumed to include all 
of the approved development projects.  These trips were then "assigned" to a network of roadways to 
represent peak hour traffic flows. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the density bonus for housing near bus and rail stops has 
already been taken into account in the growth assumptions used for non-airport background trips in the 
ground access model for the Final EIS. 

FPC00004-11 

Comment:

The timing and completion of mitigation of impacts - in and out of Environmental Justice areas - is of 
serious concern.  The health impacts of increased traffic and pollution affect all people and these costs 
are not included in any analyses.  Tables documenting project characteristics and mitigations do not 
include schedules nor do they include responsible agencies to track remediation.  In many cases 
mitigations such as intersection improvements and road widening is the responsibility of agencies in 
which the funding is not even requested (i.e. listed in the SCAG Regional Transportation Plan).  The 
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EIS assumes full procurement of Manchester Square before implementation of the Master Plan, yet the 
"voluntary" buyout has not been accomplished because some people do not want to sell.  The Master 
Plan and EIS/EIR all assume fully empty land where the Ground Transportation Center is to be built.  
Eminent domain is mentioned in a few short paragraphs, but no schedule or the impacts of this are 
mentioned.  What is the federal government going to do to ensure tracking and completion? 

Response: 
Part I of the Final EIS identifies adverse impacts associated with implementation of the LAX Master 
Plan and provides a comprehensive set of Master Plan commitments and mitigation measures identified 
by LAWA and/or FAA to address such effects as identified under the CEQA analysis, the NEPA 
analysis, or both.  (Specifically, these are presented in Chapter 5 of the September 2004 Addendum to 
the Final EIR and further refined by the Second and Third Addenda to the Final EIR.)  Pursuant to 
Section 21081.6(a) of CEQA, a mitigation monitoring and reporting program (MMRP) for the LAX 
Master Plan - Alternative D has been prepared and adopted which specifies the timing of and 
monitoring responsibility for implementation of adopted mitigation measures. 

A subset of the Master Plan commitments and mitigation measures has been identified in this ROD to 
address significant impacts identified by the NEPA analysis.  These measures are conditions of 
approval of this ROD and are located in Appendix A of this ROD.  In accordance with 40 CFR 1505.3, 
the FAA will take appropriate steps, through Federal funding grant assurances and conditions, airport 
layout plan approvals, and contract plans and specifications, to ensure that the mitigation actions 
identified in Appendix A are implemented during project development, and will monitor the 
implementation of these mitigation actions as necessary to assure that representations made in the 
Final EIS with respect to mitigation are carried out.  The approvals contained in this ROD are 
specifically conditioned upon full implementation of these mitigation measures.  These mitigation 
actions will be made the subject of special conditions included in future Federal airport grants to the City 
of Los Angeles. 

The Final EIS is considered a project level environmental analysis for purposes of NEPA and will 
support the unconditional approval of all aspects of Alternative D except for LAX Northside (as 
described in detail in the ROD).  However, for purposes of CEQA, the LAX Master Plan and EIR were 
considered to be completed at a program-level of analysis.  As individual projects of the Master Plan are 
advanced for implementation, additional environmental evaluation will occur for purposes of CEQA, and 
additional details of mitigation will be provided, as appropriate.  

There are no requirements under NEPA or CEQA that funding sources for mitigation measures be 
specified.  A specific funding plan has not yet been prepared for the LAX Master Plan; however, it is 
anticipated that a joint funding effort would be pursued, involving Federal and State grants and other 
efforts.  Much of the project would likely be funded with airport-generated revenues, such as concession 
fees, landing fees, revenue bonds, leases, and passenger facility charges (PFCs).  It is not anticipated 
that any local tax revenue would be used for this project.  Any federal funds for these improvements 
would not come from the general fund of the United States Treasury.   

LAX is a major transportation facility located in an urbanized area, having many local jurisdictions, and 
operating within the regulatory environment of many agencies.  As such, the potential impacts and 
regulatory authority over mitigation of those impacts may involve many agencies outside of LAWA.  
NEPA and CEQA require the presentation of mitigation measures for identified significant impacts 
irrespective of whether the lead agency has control of implementation of those measures.  For 
mitigation measures presented in the Final EIS and Final EIR for which control and responsibility of the 
mitigation measures lie outside of LAWA's and FAA's jurisdiction, the lead agency shall participate in a 
fair-share manner to implement the measures, or otherwise encourage or promote the responsible 
agency to implement the measures as appropriate.  In addition, please see Topical Response TR-ST-2 
in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding the airport’s funding abilities outside of the airport. 

Please see Response to Comment FPC00006-8 regarding the acquisition program for Manchester 
Square. 
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FPC00004-12 

Comment:

The analysis approach mandates a take it all or leave it. 

The Master Plan and associated environmental reviews are inadequate.  The preferred alternative, 
Alternative D, was added as an entirely new item by Addendum in 2002.  Although necessarily lacking 
in specifics, an array of similar approaches (and project elements) from which to choose was not made.  
Environmental assessments, we’ve been told, were prepared for the comprehensive alternative only.  
Elements could not be segmented.  These elements should be independently studied.  No project 
segregating out the negative impacting elements can be configured. 

Response: 
The comment is unclear or mistaken about the background of Alternative D.  As described in the 
Preface of Part I of the Final EIS, Alternative D was formulated in the fall of 2001, following the events 
of September 11, 2001 and the direction of Mayor James Hahn to develop a new alternative for 
evaluation along with the other alternatives (i.e., the No Action/No Project Alternative and Alternatives 
A, B, and C).  Following almost 2 years of refinement and evaluation, Alterative D was formally 
presented within the context of the Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum and the Supplement to the LAX 
Master Plan Improvements Draft EIS/EIR, both published in July 2003. 

Alternative D was designed and evaluated in a manner similar to that of the other build alternatives, 
identifying a comprehensive set of improvements comprising a Master Plan to serve LAX.  As Master 
Plan alternatives, the overall characteristics of each alternative were addressed and compared, along 
with those of the No Action/No Project Alternative.  An evaluation and comparison of the impacts 
associated with only specific elements of each alternative or possible combinations of elements of each 
alternative was not conducted because such an approach is unnecessary and inappropriate at a master 
plan level of planning.  In accordance with NEPA requirements and FAA policies and procedures 
pertaining to the implementation of NEPA, the FAA analyzed the entirety of the proposed action in the 
Final EIS. 

FPC00004-13 

Comment:

NEPA versus CEQA differences and the multiple Addendums biased. 

Although we have previously provided detailed comments to the common element responses, many of 
the detailed questions remain either unaddressed or inadequately addressed by reference to a generic 
response that doesn’t answer the specific issues.  The generic responses prepared for the EIS/EIR draft 
review failed to address numerous issues related to noise, health, traffic, and other environmental 
mitigation questions.  Local stakeholders in the long standing LAX Advisory Committee, Westchester 
Neighbors Association, several Los Angeles Neighborhood Councils and the LAX-Community Noise 
Roundtable have expressed disappointment with the lack of specific responses. 

Response: 
This comment lacks sufficient specificity for FAA to substantively address the concerns raised.  Part II of 
the Final EIS, as supplemented by Appendix AD-A of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR, 
includes responses to all comments received on the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR.  FAA took very seriously its mandate to provide meaningful responses to public comments.  
Responses to over 19,000 discrete comments were prepared.  The comments and responses fill eleven 
volumes and a total of 7,315 pages.  The responses provide technical information and clarification 
pertaining to substantive issues raised in the comments, including noise, health, traffic, and 
environmental mitigation. 
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FPC00004-14 

Comment:

Although community leaders and airlines made numerous suggestions to alleviate shortcomings 
identified early in the development of Alternative D (and even created subset projects of Alternative D), 
none were ever seriously considered.  Several iterations were conceived and at least two were 
presented at different hearings during the Plan development process.  Sadly, LAWA and the Mayor 
refused to commit any resources out of the reported hundred twenty million dollars expended.  
Suggestions were only "filed" until after Alternative D was formalized and the Plan was approved.  
Addendum to the Final EIR (September 2004) referenced in Volume A presented an analysis for 
several community Alternative E (and E-1) plans that implied a highly detailed review, but they were 
rough cut at best.  Conclusions were conjecture as best as analyses were based on basic layout 
drawings and necessarily very limited verbiage.  None of the parties involved in the development of the 
ideas were even contacted for clarifications or further information. 

Response: 
During the public review period for the Supplement of the Draft EIS/EIR, a local citizens group that goes 
by the name "Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion" ("ARSAC") suggested a master plan 
for LAX with improvements different from those of Alternative D.  ARSAC first presented its suggestions 
for consideration by LAWA at a series of public meetings sponsored by Mayor James Hahn to promote 
dialogue about the LAX Master Plan between citizens living near the airport and LAWA staff.  ARSAC 
referred to that plan as "Alternative E" and formally submitted the proposal to LAWA and the FAA as 
part of their comments on the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  ARSAC's proposal is reflected in 
Comment Letter SPC00133 in Part II-Volume 11 of the Final EIS.  Alternative E is also discussed in 
Comment SPC00035-4, for which a written response describing the infeasibility of such a proposal is 
provided in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS.  Subsequent to the introduction of Alternative E, ARSAC 
developed a revised plan for LAX referred to as "Alternative E-1" and submitted it along with public 
testimony during the joint hearing of the Los Angeles Citywide Planning Commission and the Los 
Angeles World Airports Board of Airport Commissioners on June 14, 2004.  At the same joint hearing of 
the Los Angeles Citywide Planning Commission and the Los Angeles World Airports Board of Airport 
Commissioners on June 14, 2004, Los Angeles City Councilmember Bernard Parks proposed an 
alternative plan for LAX that, while slightly different from ARSAC’s Alternative E-1 proposal, was also 
referred to by Councilmember Parks as "Alternative E-1". 

The feasibility of ARSAC E, ARSAC E-1, and Parks E-1, including the ability of each plan to satisfy the 
purpose and objectives of the LAX Master Plan, was analyzed and environmental considerations 
associated with the main components of each plan were also analyzed and compared to Alternative D, 
where appropriate.  The feasibility of these three variations of Alternative E was addressed in Chapter 
4, Feasibility Analysis of the Three "Alternative E" Proposals, in the September 2004 Addendum to the 
Final EIR.  After careful consideration of all three variations of Alternative E, including ARSAC E, 
ARSAC E-1, and Parks E-1, it was concluded that these proposals are infeasible and fail to meet the 
purpose and objectives of the LAX Master Plan.  Thus, in accordance with 40 CFR § 1502.14(a), the 
three variations of Alternative E were eliminated from detailed study in the Final EIS based on the 
reasons presented in Chapter 4 of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR. 

Also, please note that FAA’s statutory mission is to ensure the safe and efficient use of navigable 
airspace in the United States.  This includes the safe and efficient development of public use/publicly 
owned airports.  Airports in the United States are locally owned and operated.  The decision to develop 
an airport is the responsibility of the airport sponsor.  FAA does not direct the timing or nature of 
development at the nation’s airports.  Similarly, under the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, the FAA 
does not regulate rates, routes, and services of air carriers or cargo operators.  Airline managements 
are free to decide which airports to serve based on market forces.  Nonetheless, Alternative D has been 
designed by LAWA to use physical constraints to encourage airlines to use other regional airports. 

FPC00004-15 

Comment:

Another issue previously identified, but not adequately addressed is the study of air quality.  Studies 
conducted to determine PM2.5 levels were not done, the locations where test specimens were taken 
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(off airport at 120th Street and at the West LA Veterans Administration rather than in areas directly 
around LAX or along the flight paths), adequacy and frequency of tests, the ability to differentiate 
stationary sources from aircraft, and much more.  Will these health impacts and additional tests be 
addressed? 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-28 regarding analysis of PM2.5.  It is unclear as to what 
tests and test specimens the commentor is referring.  For purposes of the LAX Master Plan Draft 
EIS/EIR, an air quality monitoring study was conducted under the flight path of the south runways.  The 
Final EIS addressed air quality in Section 4.6, Air Quality (Part I), and Section A.2.3, Air Quality 
(Volume A).  Supporting technical data and analyses were provided in Appendix G, Technical Report 4, 
Appendix S-E, Technical Report S-4, Appendix F-B, Appendix A-2a, and Appendix A-2b. 

FPC00004-16 

Comment:

Endangered and threatened species/Coastal Zone issues include impacts on flora and fauna that are 
not mitigated.  When promises ere made to ensure mitigations in the future, how will the federal 
government ensure that promises are followed up? 

Response: 
The Final EIS fully discloses the impacts to federally listed threatened and endangered species.  
Further, mitigation has been identified to address the impacts associated with the proposed 
development as described in the Final EIS.  Section A.2.4, Endangered and Threatened Species of 
Flora and Fauna, and Section A.2.5, Coastal Zone Management and Coastal Barriers, of Volume A of 
the Final EIS provide a discussion of impacts to flora and fauna and describe mitigation measures to 
compensate for those impacts.  Please refer to subsection A.2.5.4.4, Refinements to Conclusions of 
EIS, of Volume A of the Final EIS, for a discussion of mitigation measures related to biological 
resources that were refined to reflect coordination undertaken by the FAA and LAWA with the California 
Coastal Commission in support of the California Coastal Commission's concurrence with the Alternative 
D Consistency Certification and Consistency Determination (Mitigation Measures MM-BC-1, MM-BC-2, 
MM-BC-9, MM-BC-13 and MM-ET-4).  All other mitigation measures remain unmodified and are 
discussed in Section 4.10, Biotic Communities, Section 4.11, Endangered and Threatened Species of 
Flora and Fauna, and Section 4.12, Wetlands, in Part I of the Final EIS. 

As described in the above-mentioned mitigation measures, the FAA is responsible for conservation 
measures related to the relocation of navigational aids, while LAWA is responsible for all other 
conservation measures.  The mitigation measures to address significant impacts identified by the NEPA 
analysis are conditions of approval of the ROD and are located in Appendix A of this ROD.  In 
accordance with 40 CFR 1505.3, the FAA will take appropriate steps, through Federal funding grant 
assurances and conditions, airport layout plan approvals, and contract plans and specifications, to 
ensure that the mitigation actions identified in Appendix A are implemented during project development, 
and will monitor the implementation of these mitigation actions as necessary to assure that 
representations made in the Final EIS with respect to mitigation are carried out.  The approvals 
contained in the ROD are specifically conditioned upon full implementation of the mitigation measures 
identified therein.  These mitigation actions will be made the subject of special conditions included in 
future Federal airport grants to the City of Los Angeles. 

Pursuant to Section 21081.6(a) of CEQA, a mitigation monitoring and reporting program (MMRP) for the 
LAX Master Plan - Alternative D has been prepared and adopted which specifies the timing of and 
monitoring responsibility for implementation of adopted mitigation measures.  The MMRP is a program 
by which compliance with the proposed mitigation measures identified in the Final EIR is ensured.  
Specifically for threatened and endangered species, as well as for special status flora and fauna, the 
FAA and LAWA will report to the following resource agencies: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the 
California Department of Fish and Game and the California Coastal Commission. 
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FPC00004-17 

Comment:

Also, has anyone looked into the illegal refilling of the immense hole in Continental City property owned 
by LAWA during June-August 2004 time frame with unknown origin fill?  During that time period, before 
the Miscikowski City Council Office staff became advocates for Mayor Hahn’s plan, the level of the hole 
was raised at least ten feet with hundreds of loads of dirt.  The Council Office verbally told us that no 
permit had been issued and that it was eventually stopped by LA City Building and Safety.  We have no 
written reports on that activity. 

Response: 
This is not a comment on the contents of the Final EIS. 

FPC00004-18 

Comment:

As mentioned earlier, noise health issues have not been fully addressed either.  Single event noise, 
autonomic response health impacts, areas not "designated" that are adjacent to the 65 CNEL impacted 
areas that receive extensive noise but not necessarily the "average" high value are not federally 
"impacted" but recent health studies are showing that these people are still damaged to a significant 
extent.  The assumptions of flight tracks followed, aircraft quantity and mix, low frequency noise levels 
that are not currently measured or tracked, effects of topography, and many more issues are 
unaddressed.  When and how will the federal government address these?  In calculating CNEL impacts 
for sound proofing a certain number of days of eastern take offs are assumed, but what about 
"abnormal" years like this one when there has been an inordinate number of days of eastern take offs 
that changes the locations of 65 CNEL on a "temporary" basis? 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment AL00017-52 in Part II-Volume 2 of the Final EIS regarding the 
health effects of aircraft noise.  As indicated in that response, the type of analysis requested by the 
commentor is not appropriate, as it would be based on speculation, lacking reliability and failing to 
provide useful information to the public or the decision maker, which is the goal of NEPA. 

As discussed in Section 4.1, Noise, in Part I of the Final EIS, single-event noise impacts were 
addressed in the Final EIR for CEQA purposes only.  Federal standards for aircraft noise evaluation, as 
formalized in FAA Order 5050.4A, Airport Environmental Handbook, do not include any federal 
standards or criteria for single-event aircraft noise evaluations, nor is an evaluation of single event 
aircraft noise effects required under these Federal standards. 

The flight track assumptions, aircraft quantity and mix were provided in Appendix D, Aircraft Noise 
Technical Report, for the 1996 baseline, No Action/No Project and Alternatives A, B, and C scenarios.  
Appendix SC-1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report, provided the information for Year 2000 
and Alternative D conditions.  Low frequency noise is incorporated, as is noise in all other frequencies, 
into the computations of the average annual noise levels provided by the Integrated Noise Model in the 
CNEL metric.  The effects of topography are inconsequential and of no perceivable effect in the area 
within the contours of significant aircraft noise. 

The computation of CNEL contours for future alternatives utilized an easterly operations level of nearly 
6 percent, in accordance with standard planning practices used in the development of capacity 
evaluations for the master plan.  The recent operating history at LAX has indicated easterly operations 
less than 2% of the time.  Consequently, the projections of noise for future years is made conservative 
by potentially overestimating the noise levels east of the airport.  Further, soundproofing boundaries, as 
described in Section 4.2, Land Use, of Part I of the Final EIS are based on noise contours prepared for 
the 1992 Fourth Quarter Quarterly Report submitted by LAWA to Caltrans in accordance with California 
Title 21.  These contours reflect noise levels measured in 1992 and are substantially larger than the 
contours produced by the INM for any of the EIS scenarios.  Where the EIS alternatives produced shifts 
that fell outside the 1992 contour boundary, the land use mitigation program recommended the sound 
proofing boundary be expanded to include any new areas falling within the 65 CNEL contour. 
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FPC00004-19 

Comment:

Also, recent studies show a disproportionate impact on youth from air contaminations.  When will this be 
included? 

Response: 
Issues regarding health risks associated with toxic air pollutants (TAPs) were addressed by LAWA in 
Section 4.24.1, Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA), of the Final EIR.  The HHRA is an element of 
the CEQA analysis that is mandated under California law, and does not relate to NEPA requirements.  
There are no federal standards regarding exposure to toxic air pollutants (TAPs).  Furthermore, at this 
time, the relationship between TAPs and human health are not well understood.  As a result, the data 
necessary to make conclusive statements about the relationship between TAPs and health, and 
children’s particular risk, if any, is not available.  For these reasons, as clearly indicated in Section 
4.24.1.1 in Part I-Volume 4 of the Final EIS, as well as in Section A.2.2.4 (page A.2-88) in Volume A of 
the Final EIS, the HHRA is not being relied on by the FAA in evaluating the choice among alternatives 
presented in the Final EIS.  The information, analyses, and conclusions reached in the CEQA HHRA 
analysis were reproduced in the Final EIS for informational purposes only, are not relied upon in the 
FAA’s Record of Decision, and do not constitute a part of the Final EIS for purposes of NEPA 
compliance. 

FPC00004-20 

Comment:

Conclusion. 

Although Volume A attempts to bring organization to the tens of thousands of pages of conflicting, 
inconsistent documentation it is insufficient to overcome the Plan and environmental impact assessment 
fatal flaws.  Mitigations are proposed, but not guaranteed - with some relying on promises made for 
other governmental agencies that have not included them in their financial plans. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments above.  In particular, please see Response to 
Comment FPC00004-11 regarding the monitoring program and funding for mitigation measures. 

In accordance with 40 CFR 1505.3, the FAA will take appropriate steps, through Federal funding grant 
assurances and conditions, airport layout plan approvals, and contract plans and specifications, to 
ensure that the mitigation actions identified in Appendix A of this ROD are implemented during project 
development, and will monitor the implementation of these mitigation actions as necessary to assure 
that representations made in the Final EIS with respect to mitigation are carried out.  The approvals 
contained in this ROD are specifically conditioned upon full implementation of these mitigation 
measures.  These mitigation actions will be made the subject of special conditions included in future 
Federal airport grants to the City of Los Angeles.  The mitigation measures are fully enforceable under 
Cal. Pub. Res. Code Section 21081.6. 

FPC00004-21 

Comment:

Everyone agrees that LAX needs improvements to become safe, secure, and more efficient but none of 
the options presented do this. 

Less can be more.  A smaller plan, without the most objectionable elements, could (and should) have 
been achieved by further analysis and real, open discussion.  Give-and-take is required, not hundreds 
of meetings to tell people what is going to be done. 
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To prop up a faltering Plan, Councilwoman Miscikowski prepared, in 2004, a politically generated list of 
"consensus" items - many of which actually enjoy general stakeholder acceptance.  Several of the 
elements of Alternative D, however, continue to be almost universally opposed. 

Physical design and placement of even the "consensus" elements remains at issue in addition to the 
ability to mitigate impacts (and their timing).  Despite this opposition, Alternative D implementation plans 
were approved by the City of Los Angeles and are moving forward with scheduling of ALL projects for 
construction (see Master Plan section 2.10). 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Topical Response TR-ALT-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS 
regarding the range of alternatives analyzed in the Final EIS.  It should be noted that, at the time of the 
publication of the Notice of Intent, all of the project alternatives under consideration included five or six 
runways.  In response to public input received during the scoping process, LAWA developed a lower 
capacity alternative, Alternative C.  Later, in response to public comment on the Draft EIS/EIR, LAWA 
developed an even more reduced capacity alternative, Alternative D, which would serve a level of future 
(2015) airport activity comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative.  Please also see 
Response to Comment FPC00006-20. 

FPC00004-22 

Comment:

We, like the multiple Congressmen, County Supervisors, local State Representatives and various 
elected officials of surrounding cities would like to see the comment period extended so that more 
detailed comments can be submitted and a new plan established.  A rush to approve this plan should 
be avoided despite the extended time period and massive financial expenditures. 

Response: 
In accordance with 40 CFR 1506.10(b)(2), FAA did not make a decision on the proposed action for a 
minimum 30-day period following publication of the Final EIS.  Although it is not required that public 
comments be allowed during this timeframe, FAA decided to permit public comment in accordance with 
40 CFR 1503.1(b).  Regarding requests for an extension of time to comment on the Final EIS, FAA 
carefully considered such requests and determined that, based on the fact that comments were 
requested on only a limited portion of the Final EIS, specifically Volume A and associated appendices, 
the time allotted was sufficient without need for extensions of the comment period.  Furthermore, in 
evaluating requests for extensions of the comment period, FAA took into account the fact that much of 
the information in Volume A was made available to the public prior to the publication of the Final EIS.  
More specifically, this includes FAA's Coastal Zone Management Act Consistency Determination and 
the City of Los Angeles' Coastal Zone Management Act Consistency Certification.  The Los Angeles/El 
Segundo Dunes Habitat Restoration Plan and the California Coastal Commission's Staff Report were 
also available to the public prior to release of the Final EIS.  

FAA made the Final EIS available to the public on January 13, 2005.  This was one week before 
publication of the Notice of Availability of the Final EIS in the Federal Register.  Thus, the comment 
period ran for five weeks. 

FPC00004-23 

Comment:

We urge the FAA to take the lead in protecting the health of the large population surrounding LAX, the 
airlines’ economic viability, and to avoid risking harm to the general economy any incident might bring.  
Reject each of the alternatives and force development of a new, more effective alternative. 

Response: 
Comment noted. 
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FPC00005 Parks, Bernard City of Los Angeles 2/22/2005

FPC00005-1 

Comment:

I send this letter with much disappointment and frustration over The Federal Aviation Administration’s 
(FAA) lack of response to genuine concern and request to extend the comment deadline from February 
22, 2005 - March 21, 2005.  The said document took the well-funded and specialized agencies, FAA 
and Los Angeles World Airport (LAWA) several months to complete yet today, smaller agencies, citizen 
groups and concerned neighbors of the airport are required to read and comment within one month.  
That is simply unacceptable. 

Response: 
In accordance with 40 CFR 1506.10(b)(2), FAA did not make a decision on the proposed action for a 
minimum 30-day period following publication of the Final EIS.  Although it is not required that public 
comments be allowed during this timeframe, FAA decided to permit public comment in accordance with 
40 CFR 1503.1(b).  Regarding requests for an extension of time to comment on the Final EIS, FAA 
carefully considered such requests and determined that, based on the fact that comments were 
requested on only a limited portion of the Final EIS, specifically Volume A and associated appendices, 
the time allotted was sufficient without need for extensions of the comment period.  Furthermore, in 
evaluating requests for extensions of the comment period, FAA took into account the fact that much of 
the information in Volume A was made available to the public prior to the publication of the Final EIS.  
More specifically, this includes FAA's Coastal Zone Management Act Consistency Determination and 
the City of Los Angeles' Coastal Zone Management Act Consistency Certification.  The Los Angeles/El 
Segundo Dunes Habitat Restoration Plan and the California Coastal Commission's Staff Report were 
also available to the public prior to release of the Final EIS.  

FAA made the Final EIS available to the public on January 13, 2005.  This was one week before 
publication of the Notice of Availability of the Final EIS in the Federal Register.  Thus, the comment 
period ran for five weeks. 

FPC00005-2 

Comment:

My brief review of the material did not offer much of a difference.  Instead, my superior Plan E was 
belittled without any interview or meeting with my staff and me.  I have therefore decided to offer 
comments while also explaining my plan in very simple yet somewhat detailed way. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments below. 

FPC00005-3 

Comment:

Introduction 

The Consensus Plan for LAX is an exorbitantly expensive proposal that lacks common sense and 
community support.  It is time to rethink the entire master planning process and make a fresh start.  Los 
Angeles World Airports should go back to the drawing board and craft a sensible, cost-effective plan for 
LAX that makes the most of scarce transportation dollars and benefits the entire region. 

It is clear that LAX, one of the crown jewels of Southern California’s economy, needs to be modernized.  
Many of its facilities are outmoded and inadequate for handling a new generation of 21st-century 
aircraft.  The aviation world changed after September 11, 2001, and new security challenges need to be 
met.  Although LAX passenger and aircraft traffic plummeted after 9/11, it has rebounded and is almost 
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back to pre-9/11 levels.  Runway and taxiway improvements are needed to address runway incursion 
problems that plague the airfield, to ensure the safety of the traveling public. 

However, the LAX Consensus Plan is a misguided approach to modernization.  It is based on the 
premise that car or truck bombs are the primary threat to the security of passengers and the functioning 
of LAX.  To address this threat, it would build major new off-airport facilities such as the proposed 
Ground Transportation Center to separate passengers and vehicles from a new Central Terminal Area.  
Still; there would be risks associated with concentrating passengers in those facilities, and the 
Automated People Mover System that would connect them would also be vulnerable to attack.  Building 
these new facilities would be enormously expensive, comprising a major part of the $11 billion price tag 
for the plan.  It is questionable that making such costly, irreversible changes at LAX to address a single 
threat scenario is a prudent use of limited airport funds.  Better information is needed to assess and 
compare the coat-effective of a variety of security alternatives at LAX before making irreversible 
commitments.

Response: 
Comment noted.  The FAA agrees with the Councilmember’s assessment of the clearly demonstrated 
purpose and need for the improvements suggested for LAX. 

This comment does not raise or pertain to any environmental issues that are subject to NEPA review 
requirements.  Notwithstanding, Alternative D, the Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, has been 
designed to serve a level of future (2015) airport activity comparable to that of the No Action/No Project 
Alternative, will improve airfield safety and improve convenience and efficiency.  A task force of local, 
state, and federal law enforcement agencies evaluated existing conditions at LAX with respect to 
security and vulnerability to terrorist attack.  The consensus of this task force was that security risks 
existed and could be improved.  LAWA has proposed Alternative D to address important risks identified 
by that task force.  For more information, please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of 
the Final EIS which addresses the most frequently raised security-related issues pertaining to the 
design and ability of Alternative D to enhance existing safety and security at LAX.  Also, please see 
Responses to Comments AL00051-93 in Part II-Volume 3, PC01881-31 in Part II-Volume 6, and 
PC02131-5 in Part II-Volume 7 of the Final EIS. 

FPC00005-4 

Comment:

It also questionable whether the "hassle factor" at LAX that has recently driven so many passengers to 
alternate airports in the region would be less with the new master plan.  Most passengers would need to 
first park, take the people mover or a shuttle to the Ground Transportation Center for initial screening, 
and then take another two mile trip on the people mover to the new Central Terminal Area for a final 
security check.  This circuitous journey could increase the perceived "hassle factor" for many LAX 
passengers. 

Response: 
This comment does not raise or pertain to any environmental issues that are subject to NEPA review 
requirements.  Notwithstanding, please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the 
Final EIS which addresses the most frequently raised security-related issues pertaining to the design 
and ability of Alternative D to enhance existing safety and security at LAX. 

FPC00005-5 

Comment:

The Consensus Plan would also create an entirely new set of airport ground access problems.  
Passengers currently access LAX from a variety of directions (Lincoln, Sepulveda, Century, La Tijera, 
etc.).  Under the new proposal, passenger access would be concentrated near the San Diego Freeway, 
which would increase congestion and traffic backups on that highly congested facility.  The alternative 
would also increase congestion on local streets in communities around the Manchester Square area 
where the Ground Transportation Center is being proposed.  A number of ground access improvements 
are being proposed to mitigate these potential problems, including a new interchange at Lennox 
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Boulevard at the San Diego Freeway.  It is unclear how much these improvements would cost, or how 
they would be paid for. 

Response: 
Figure S6 in Technical Report S-2b, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, shows the changes to total 
traffic volumes due to the addition of the interchanges on the I-405 and I-105 freeways in the PM peak 
hour in 2015 for Alternative D.  The traffic model results indicate the proposed Lennox Boulevard 
Interchange will encourage airport traffic to use the freeway over the surface streets.  As airport related 
traffic increases on the I-405 Freeway, non-airport related traffic shifts to the parallel surface streets.  
However, the impact of these interchanges on the surface streets is limited to a small area.  Alternative 
D calls for widening surface streets in the vicinity of the GTC and ITC, including Aviation Boulevard, La 
Cienega Boulevard, Arbor Vitae Street and 111th Street to improve the movement of traffic on surface 
streets.  Traffic mitigations would also include significant improvements to Century Boulevard east of 
Aviation Boulevard and Imperial Highway at the I-105 ramps east of Aviation Boulevard.  Alternative D 
also includes several new lane-miles of on-airport roadways connecting the GTC and ITC with the 
surface streets and the freeway system to prevent queuing of airport traffic onto the existing 
transportation network. 

There are no requirements under NEPA or CEQA that funding sources for mitigation measures be 
specified.  A specific funding plan has not yet been prepared for the LAX Master Plan; however, it is 
anticipated that a joint funding effort will be pursued, involving Federal and State grants and other 
efforts.  Much of the project will likely be funded with airport-generated revenues such as concession 
fees, landing fees, revenue bonds, and passenger facility charges.  It is not anticipated that any local 
tax revenue would be used for this project.  Moreover, any federal funds for these improvements would 
not come from the general fund of the United States Treasury. 

FPC00005-6 

Comment:

The estimated $11 billion dollar cost of the Consensus Plan would place an enormous financial burden 
an airport tenants and users at LAX.  It is more than twice the cost of planning and constructing Denver 
International ($4.2 billion).  It is almost twice the cost of the $5 billion needed to modernize San 
Francisco International (SFO).  Airport costs per passenger at SFO are now three times that of LAX 
($18 vs. $6) because of new fees needed to fund its modernization.  This drove cost-conscious airlines 
and passengers to less expensive airports in the Bay Area, particularly Oakland International.  In 
combination with the events of September 11, 2001 and the SARS crisis, passenger traffic at SFO 
plummeted.  The airport’s bond ratings have been lowered twice, and it recently lowered its fees to $12 
per passenger to regain the lost service. 

Other major airports have also experienced negative repercussions from expensive development or 
redevelopment projects.  Miami International Airport is in the middle of a $4.8 billion terminal and 
runway expansion project, and has recently lost 4 million passenger a year, mainly due to its high 
landing fees and discount carriers moving to the cheaper Fort Lauderdale International Airport as a 
result.  Escalating expansion bills have driven costs higher, raising the cost per passenger even more at 
Miami International and driving away more discount service in a downward spiral. 

At Indianapolis Airport, there is great concern that airlines will cut routes or leave the airport altogether 
because of the airline fee hikes from $7 per passenger to $10 per passenger needed to fund the 
airport’s new $1 billion terminal. 

Because of the very high landing fees at Narita and Kansai airports, airlines that used to fly to Japan are 
now flying directly to less expensive airports in South Korea or Taiwan. 

LAX will become a similarly high-priced airport if it goes ahead with implementing the Consensus Plan.  
At $5.85 per enplaning passenger, LAX currently has one of the lowest landing fees in the country.  
However, it was estimated by the LA Times that fees would have to almost quadruple to $22 per 
passenger to fund a $9 billion Consensus Plan (past estimate).  Fees per passenger would have to be 
even higher to fund a $11 billion Consensus Plan (current estimate), and greater still to support a plan 
with escalating, unanticipated costs, which are likely for a "mega project" such as this.  In addition, the 
Consensus Plan proposes runway relocations (one of the "Yellow Light" projects) that would require the 
elimination of passenger terminals 1, 2 and 3.  These terminals provide low-cost, short-haul flights by 
airlines such as Southwest.  Alternative short-haul airports including Bob Hope, Long Beach and John 
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Wayne all are capacity-constrained, and have limited potential to make up for this loss of short-haul 
service.

The Consensus Plan would be a tremendously costly upgrade of a major international airport that would 
not produce any increase in capacity.  Its primary impact will be to make LAX much more expensive for 
airline tenants who will be asked to foot the bill for the improvements.  This would inevitable translate 
into higher airfares for the traveling public.  Economically, airlines are in dire straits, and even the low-
cost discount carriers are struggling to absorb soaring fuel costs.  Carriers are moving to low-cost 
airports to ensure their economic survival Even international air service is increasingly being taken over 
by low-cost discount carriers that avoid expensive airports with high landing fees.  Flying a new 
generation of longer-range aircraft, international carriers can now fly over the region to alternative 
airports like Phoenix Sky Harbor and Las Vegas McCarron.  With high landing fees (and/or increased 
Passenger Facility Charges) needed to fund the Consensus Plan, only the most expensive carriers 
would remain at LAX, offering premium service at high fares.  A jump in lease rates for all airport 
tenants would also be expected, and air travelers would face higher prices for goods bought in airport 
stores and restaurants.  By so markedly increasing its costs to airport users, LAX would be an airport 
that turns its back on airlines and other tenants interested in providing affordable air service to the 
traveling public.  Full implementation of the Consensus Plan would make LAX a very expensive and 
exclusive airport that would have to cater to the "traveling elite" that could afford its high airfares and 
costs.

Response: 
The comments regarding the Consensus Plan are noted.  It should be noted that the Consensus Plan to 
which the commentor is referring is the implementation process outlined in the LAX Specific Plan.  The 
LAX Specific Plan is a local implementation mechanism that was adopted by the Los Angeles City 
Council.  The LAX Specific Plan is not a Federal plan and is unrelated to the Final EIS.  The LAX 
Master Plan is a plan that will guide the growth of LAX through 2015.  It is FAA’s understanding that 
LAWA intends to construct all components of Alternative D. 

As discussed in Section 2.8, Funding, of the Final EIS, the proposed funding includes a combination of 
FAA Airport Improvement Fund grants, passenger facility charges, general airport revenue bonds, 
airline fees, and other state/federal grants.  No Los Angeles General Fund dollars will be used to pay for 
any of the proposed improvements.  Any federal funds for these improvements will not come from the 
general fund of the United States Treasury.  LAWA believes the airlines will be charged cost-beneficial 
rates to improve the safety and security of the airport, reduce traffic congestion, change the airfield and 
terminal airside to accommodate new aircraft, improve the efficiency of terminal operations, and 
eliminate the remote aircraft parking.   

It is very difficult to compare master plans among several airports.  The goals of the master plan, 
existing facilities, proposed facilities, and timelines are different for each airport.  The landing fees and 
terminal rentals at a given airport typically represent between 4 and 6 percent of an airline's cost to 
operate at that airport.  Differential pricing between airports in a region would be a minor factor among 
the many that an airline would consider when deciding whether to provide service to a given airport.  
Please see Topical Response TR-RC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding the Master Plan's 
role in a regional approach to meeting demand, TR-MP-2 regarding LAWA's efforts to ensure 
compatibility between the LAX Master Plan and the SCAG RTP, TR-RC-5, which discusses multi-airport 
markets, airline economics and passenger choice, and TR-RC-2 regarding the role of deregulation in 
aviation planning and for a discussion of airline responses to market demand, deregulation, and airport 
pricing models. 

FPC00005-7 

Comment:

A new smart and sensible LAX master plan should be developed that maximizes airport dollars and 
enhances the ability of Los Angeles World Airport to implement a truly regional vision.  A "strategic 
planning" approach should be pursued, that implements the most critically needed improvements in the 
short term, and has the flexibility to adjust to changing events and circumstances over time.  Cost 
effective security alternatives to the proposed Ground Transportation Center should be evaluated These 
could include installing bomb resistant glazing and barriers in terminal buildings, increased inspection 
and surveillance of vehicles using state-of-the-art technology, and prohibition of some high-risk vehicles 
from entering the Central Terminal Area.  Most importantly, the master plan should be part of an 
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integrated master plan for all airports run by Los Angeles World Airports, which emphasizes strategies 
for decentralizing air service to Palmdale, Ontario, and other airports in the region. 

The exorbitant expense of the Consensus Plan would saddle Los Angeles World Airports with an 
enormous debt to be serviced for years to come, which would hamstring its ability to carry out a true 
regional aviation vision.  This would greatly limit the ability of the organization to fund worthy projects at 
other airports it runs, such as making ground access and other facility improvement at Palmdale Airport, 
and planning for high-speed rail access to both Palmdale and Ontario airports.  These and other 
projects will be needed to extend the market reach of these airfields so that they can become viable 
options for many Southern California passengers that currently use LAX. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Alternative D, Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, has been designed to serve a level 
of future (2015) airport activity comparable to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative.  Alternative D 
is consistent with the policy framework of the SCAG 2001 RTP and Draft 2004 RTP, which call for no 
expansion of LAX and, instead, shifting the accommodation of future aviation demand to other airports 
in the region.  The comment suggests that the Master Plan for LAX should be abandoned and a new 
master planning process be undertaken jointly for all airports under LAWA’s control.  This proposal is 
not within FAA's authority, as improvement of the nation’s airports are initiated and carried out by airport 
owners and operators.  FAA’s role is to provide review and approval of such proposals as appropriate.   

Please see Response to Comment FPC00005-6 regarding the proposed funding of Alternative D. 

Also, please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for Topical Response TR-RC-1 regarding the Master 
Plan's role in a regional approach to meeting demand, Topical Response TR-RC-5 that discusses multi-
airport markets, airline economics and passenger choice, and Topical Response TR-RC-2 regarding the 
role of deregulation in aviation planning for a discussion of airline response to market demand, 
deregulation, and airport pricing models.  Also, please refer to Topical Response TR-MP-2 In Part II-
Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding LAWA's efforts to ensure compatibility between the LAX Master 
Plan and the SCAG RTP.  The commentor’s statements about the effectiveness of various approaches 
to enhancing security does not pertain to the adequacy of analysis contained in the FAA’s Final EIS.  
Nevertheless please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS, which 
addresses the most frequently raised security-related issues pertaining to the design and ability of 
Alternative D to enhance existing safety and security at LAX. 

FPC00005-8 

Comment:

Since the Consensus Plan is fundamentally flawed and lacks community support, it will certainly face 
legal challenges in the future.  Its phased approach is ambiguous and leaves too many questions to be 
answered at a later date, likely through future litigation.  These questions include whether the 
controversial "Yellow Light" projects serve as mitigation measures for the entire plan, and whether the 
entire Consensus Plan would retain its integrity if these measures were not implemented.  Also, future 
litigation will address the question of whether the environmental impact report for the plan, that has old 
information dating to 1996, is still relevant. 

The Consensus Plan implies that the controversial "Yellow Light" projects may not be implemented 
because they would have to go through a greater degree of scrutiny than the "Green Light" projects.  
However, the plan is misleading in that it makes no provisions for the possibility for not implementing 
these projects, by offering alternative measures that would attain results similar to that of the "Yellow 
Light" projects, but at much less expense and impact on surrounding communities.  These results would 
include reducing aircraft runway incursions, reducing traffic in the central terminal area, and achieving 
security for the traveling public.  Further, it is questionable whether the "Yellow Light" projects will have 
all of the positive benefits that have been attributed to them, particularly the Ground Transportation 
Center.  More study is needed to determine the exact level security that it would afford compared to 
alternative safeguards.  Its traffic impacts also warrants further study, particularly since it will 
concentrate passenger access off an already highly congested I-405 Freeway. 

Response: 
The comments regarding the Consensus Plan are noted.  In December 2004, the City Council of the 
City of Los Angeles adopted the Final LAX Master Plan (Alternative D), the LAX Plan, and the 
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ordinance establishing the LAX Specific Plan.  The LAX Plan and LAX Specific Plan together comprise 
what is often referred to as the "Consensus Plan."  The LAX Specific Plan is not a Federal plan and is 
unrelated to the Final EIS.  These three documents - LAX Master Plan, LAX Plan, and LAX Specific 
Plan - serve different purposes but work in concert with one another. 

The Master Plan presents the essential elements of Alternative D (the "Master Plan Projects"), serves 
as a broad policy statement regarding the conceptual design framework of future improvements at LAX, 
and will act as a guide to be consulted by LAWA as it formulates and processes these Projects.  The 
LAX Plan provides a land use policy framework for the future development of LAX and the LAX Specific 
Plan provides zoning and development regulations, all of which are consistent with the vision 
established in the Master Plan.  Moreover, the LAX Specific Plan is the principle mechanism by which 
Master Plan Projects will be implemented.   

The LAX Plan and LAX Specific Plan do not change the elements or the conceptual design framework 
of the Master Plan, nor do they preclude the future implementation of any Master Plan Project; rather, 
they ensure that Master Plan Projects are implemented in a responsible and responsive manner.  The 
Specific Plan also ensures that certain procedures are followed by the City prior to issuance of permits 
for, or construction of, Master Plan Projects. 

Under the approved LAX Plan and LAX Specific Plan, all Master Plan Projects can be implemented, 
both those referred to by the commentor as "green light" projects and those referred to by the 
commentor as "yellow light" projects.  All Projects are subject to one tier of review called LAX Plan 
Compliance Review.  An additional tier of review, called an LAX Specific Plan Amendment Study, was 
created for those Master Plan Projects that the City Council considered in need of more rigorous and 
comprehensive analysis.  It is these Master Plan Projects that are the so-called "yellow light" projects.  It 
is important to note that the terms "green light" and "yellow light" are never actually used in the Specific 
Plan.  Rather, the Specific Plan identifies the Projects which require a LAX Specific Plan Amendment 
Study.  It is envisioned that LAWA will move forward with the requisite LAX Plan Compliance Review 
and/or LAX Specific Plan Amendment Study as necessary to facilitate full implementation of the Master 
Plan.

The City Council approved Alternative D in its entirety and it is FAA's understanding that LAWA intends 
to construct all components of Alternative D.  Accordingly, the environmental documents evaluate the 
whole of the action for each alternative. 

Comments regarding the appropriateness of the 1996 "baseline" used in the Final EIR do not pertain to 
the NEPA requirements or the Final EIS.  CEQA uses the "baseline" concept for purposes of 
determining the significance of impacts of a proposal.  NEPA does not employ this approach.  
Nevertheless, please see Topical Response TR-GEN-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding 
the use of baseline data from 1996. 

Regarding the need for additional study of the Ground Transportation Center (GTC), in accordance with 
the LAX Specific Plan, LAWA will be required to undertake additional study of this project, including 
study of traffic impacts and security considerations.  It should be noted that RAND is currently analyzing 
the security aspects of Alternative D.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-16 regarding the 
status of this study. 

FPC00005-9 

Comment:

Fortunately, there is an LAX master plan alternative to the Consensus Plan that not only removes the 
uncertainties that are certain to trigger litigation, but promises to be much more cost-effective as well.  It 
would also serve a broader spectrum of the traveling public while minimizing impacts an surrounding 
communities.  That master plan alternative is called Alternative E-1, which eliminates the controversial 
"Yellow Light" projects that have generated so much opposition and concern among impacted 
communities.  This superior master plan alternative is described in further detail below. 
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Primary Characteristics of Alternative E-1 

The "Green Light" projects in the Consensus Plan that are retained in Alternative E-1 include the 
following: 

-Security enhancements to existing facilities within the Airport Airside and/or Airport Landside areas 

- Improvements to the South Airfield, including runways and taxiways  

- Expansion of satellite terminal/FlyAway bus systems  

- West face improvements to the Tom Bradley International Terminal  

- Construction of employee parking facilities  

- Construction of the Intermodal Transportation Center (ITC)  

- Construction of the Consolidated Rental Car Facility (RAC)  

- Construction of the Automated People Mover System (APM) 

The primary differences in these projects between Alternative E-1 and the Consensus Plan as 
described include the following: 

- More comprehensive security enhancements to existing airside facilities would be implemented by 
Alternative E-1.  The most cost-effective strategies recommended by the ongoing RAND study of LAX 
would be implemented.  The study has recently completed a report on short-term options for improving 
security at LAX, and will complete a study of long-term options by early 2005.  Cost effective security 
measures could include limiting density of people in unsecured areas, increasing inspection and 
surveillance of vehicles catering the Central Terminal Area, enhancing screening of airport personnel, 
and increasing the security of passengers in terminal buildings by installing bomb resistant glazing and 
barriers.

- Alternatives to the proposed improvements to the South Airfield that would reduce the risk of runway 
incursions, such as the peripheral taxiway being discussed in the proposed agreement between the City 
of El Segundo and the Los Angeles Board of Airport Commissioners, should be explored.  A Special 
Study should be conducted that would address this issue, including methods of also reducing the risk of 
runway incursions in the North Airfield.  These methods could include the installation of state-of-the-art 
Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE) at the airport (recently initiated by the FAA), and the 
installation of better visual aids including signs and lighting.  

- The proposed FlyAway facility in Inglewood should be eliminated from the five that are currently 
proposed, because of its low probability of being cost-effective being so close to the airport.  A Special 
Study should be conducted of the other proposed facilities, including potential ridership, access to local 
and regional transit feeder networks, and access to regional high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) networks.  
The study should also evaluate the potential of these facilities to provide remote ticketing and baggage 
check-in services. 

- New gates that are required to accommodate new, vary large A-380 aircraft should be constructed on 
the ends and on the west side of the Bradley International Terminal.  This could require the relocation of 
a number of facilities including north/south taxiways, aircraft maintenance facilities, a commuter aircraft 
facility, flight kitchen facilities, and airfield command post, and an Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting 
(ARFF) Station.  A Special Study should be conducted that would determine specific facility relocation 
requirements and costs.  

- (Note: Alternative E-1 recommends that the Consolidated Rental Car Facility- RAC- not be located at 
Lot "C," but located at the intersection of Imperial and Aviation instead, at the site of the ITC proposed 
in the Consensus Plan.  It is questionable whether this is good idea, given the high level of existing 
congestion at the intersection and the substantial traffic at this intersection, which is close to residential 
neighborhoods.  Unless connected to an Automated People Mover (APM), rental car users would have 
to be shuttled or bused to the CTA from this location.  Also, the proposal in Alternative E-1 to construct 
multi-story rental car parking and reconstruct Aviation Blvd. below grade along LAX would be very 
costly, which would contradict the intent of Alternative E-1 to be a cost- effective alternative to the 
Consensus Plan.  Also, it is unlikely that there is enough space at this location for rental car 
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maintenance and fueling facilities, and long-term vehicle storage.  It is therefore recommended that the 
RAC be retained at Lot C as in the Consensus Plan, and the loss of parking space there be made up at 
other locations, such as in Manchester Square.  It is also recommended that the ITC be retained at the 
intersection of Imperial and Aviation as in the Consensus Plan, with a APM connection to the CTA and 
a pedestrian bridge connection to the Green Line station).  

- The APM would need to be reconfigured since it would no longer need to access the GTC. 

-An aircraft reduction and management strategy would need to be implemented in order to hold LAX to 
a capacity of 78.9 million air passengers (MAP).  Such a strategy is currently part of a proposed 
agreement between the City of El Segundo and the Los Angeles Board of Airport Commissioners that is 
in the final stages of negotiation.  When finalized, it will become incorporated into Alternative E-1. 

Alternative E-1 is also distinguished by the fact that it eliminates all of the highly controversial "Yellow 
Light" projects.  These projects include: 

- Construction of the Ground Transportation Center (GTC)  

- North Runway realignment and centerline taxiway construction  

- Demolition and reconstruction of terminals 1, 2 and 3  

- Construction of Western Satellite Terminal 

The primary reasons for eliminating these projects include the following: 

- The exorbitant costs of these projects, which would make LAX less competitive with other international 
gateway airports, can be avoided.  This would eliminate the need for LAX to cater to a narrower 
spectrum of air passengers and income groups to pay these costs, by serving primary the "traveling 
elite."

- By avoiding the burdensome debt that would be incurred in funding these questionable projects, Los 
Angeles World Airports would not be hampered in implementing a true regional vision at the other 
LAWA-run airports.  

- By not constructing the Ground Transportation Center (GTC), which would concentrate ground access 
traffic off the higher congested I-405 freeway, the worsening of congestion on that freeway, as well as 
on surface streets in communities surrounding the GTC, can be avoided.  

- The preservation of Terminals 1, 2 and 3 would preserve service by the short-haul, discount airlines 
that operate gates in those terminals, which would help maintain a wide range of service provided by 
the airport.  

- Alternative E-1 is much more transparent and straightforward than the Consensus Plan.  It clearly 
eliminates the highly controversial Yellow Light projects instead of giving them an ambiguous 
"maybe/maybe not" status, which has caused much consternation and anxiety in local communities. 

Response: 
During the public review period for the Supplement of the Draft EIS/EIR, a local citizens group that goes 
by the name "Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion" ("ARSAC") suggested a master plan 
for LAX with improvements different from those of Alternative D.  ARSAC first presented its suggestions 
for consideration by LAWA at a series of public meetings sponsored by Mayor James Hahn to promote 
dialogue about the LAX Master Plan between citizens living near the airport and LAWA staff.  ARSAC 
referred to that plan as "Alternative E" and formally submitted the proposal to LAWA and the FAA as 
part of their comments on the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  ARSAC's proposal is reflected in 
Comment Letter SPC00133 in Part II-Volume 11 of the Final EIS.  Alternative E is also discussed in 
Comment SPC00035-4, for which a written response describing the infeasibility of such a proposal is 
provided in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS.  Subsequent to the introduction of Alternative E, ARSAC 
developed a revised plan for LAX referred to as "Alternative E-1" and submitted it along with public 
testimony during the joint hearing of the Los Angeles Citywide Planning Commission and the Los 
Angeles World Airports Board of Airport Commissioners on June 14, 2004.  At the same joint hearing of 
the Los Angeles Citywide Planning Commission and the Los Angeles World Airports Board of Airport 
Commissioners on June 14, 2004, Los Angeles City Councilmember Bernard Parks proposed an 
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alternative plan for LAX that, while slightly different from ARSAC's Alternative E-1 proposal, was also 
referred to by Councilmember Parks as "Alternative E-1". 

The feasibility of ARSAC E, ARSAC E-1, and Parks E-1, including the ability of each plan to satisfy the 
purpose and objectives of the LAX Master Plan, was analyzed and environmental considerations 
associated with the main components of each plan were also analyzed and compared to Alternative D, 
where appropriate.  The feasibility of these three variations of Alternative E was addressed in Chapter 
4, Feasibility Analysis of the Three "Alternative E" Proposals, in the September 2004 Addendum to the 
Final EIR.  After careful consideration of all three variations of Alternative E, including ARSAC E, 
ARSAC E-1, and Parks E-1, it was concluded that these proposals are infeasible and fail to meet the 
purpose and objectives of the LAX Master Plan.  Thus, in accordance with 40 CFR § 1502.14(a), the 
three variations of Alternative E were eliminated from detailed study in the Final EIS based on the 
reasons presented in Chapter 4 of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR. 

Also, please note that FAA's statutory mission is to ensure the safe and efficient use of navigable 
airspace in the United States.  This includes the safe and efficient development of public use/publicly 
owned airports.  Airports in the United States are locally owned and operated.  The decision to develop 
an airport is the responsibility of the airport sponsor.  FAA does not direct the timing or nature of 
development at the nation's airports.  Similarly, under the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, the FAA 
does not regulate rates, routes, and services of air carriers or cargo operators.  Airline managements 
are free to decide which airports to serve based on market forces.  Alternative D has been designed by 
LAWA to use physical constraints to encourage airlines to use other regional airports.  The Final EIS 
presents a wide range of action alternatives for improving LAX.  The Final EIS appropriately considers 
and rejects the "Alternative E" alternatives offered after publication of the Supplement to the Draft EIS, 
in July 2003 and as late as June 14, 2004. 

FPC00005-10 

Comment:

Ground Access Improvements 

Ground access improvements required to mitigate congestion impacts in Alternative E-1 will be fewer 
and less expensive than in the Consensus Plan.  This is because Alternative E-1 makes fewer changes 
to existing traffic patterns, and will still benefit from the trip reduction capabilities of the ITC in 
combination with the new FlyAway Facilities.  The Consensus Plan proposes a number of ground 
access improvement to mitigate ground access impacts, including a new interchange at Lennox Blvd. 
and I-405, new ramps off I-105 and between La Cienega and Aviation, and various intersection and 
arterial improvements to local roadways.  The highly expensive new interchange at Lennox and I-405 
would no longer be needed with Alternative E-1 because of the elimination of the GTC and its and its 
attendant impacts on congestion on the I-405.  Also, funding availability for this major improvement is 
questionable; it is not programmed in either SCAG’s 2004 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) or 
Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP).  The proposed new ramps off the I-105 will still 
be needed because of the retention of the ITC in Alternative E-1.  All other improvements will need to 
be reassessed because of the different distribution of traffic in Alternative E-1 compared to the 
Consensus Plan.  Ground access improvements that are identified consistent with Alternative E-1 would 
be coordinated with airport ground access planning conducted by SCAG, to ensure that needed 
improvements are included in the 2007 RTP and RTIP. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FPC00005-8 regarding the relationship between the LAX Master 
Plan and the Consensus Plan referred to by the Commentor. 

The traffic assessment of Parks Alternative E-1 plan is included in Chapter 4, Feasibility Analysis of the 
Three "Alternative E" Proposals, in the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR.  The Parks 
Alternative E-1 plan proposed by Bernard Parks at that time neither showed nor described any roadway 
system improvements.  It also offered no solution to address the bottleneck at the existing Century 
Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard interchange as traffic enters the CTA roadways.   

LAWA did not consider it appropriate to request that SCAG include the Lennox Boulevard Interchange 
or other transportation improvements proposed under Alternative D in their Regional Transportation 
Plan or Regional Transportation Improvement Plan while the Final EIS was still under review.  FAA is 
requiring implementation of certain traffic mitigation measures as a condition of approval of the ROD.  
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Upon issuance of the Record of Decision, it is FAA's understanding that LAWA will request that 
transportation improvements proposed under the approved LAX Master Plan and included as conditions 
of approval of the ROD be included in the Regional Transportation Plans by SCAG and the Los Angeles 
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority.  Please refer to Appendix A of the ROD for the specific 
traffic mitigation measures being required as a condition of approval.   

The proposed Lennox Boulevard interchange on the I-405 freeway is a mitigation measure that will 
require NEPA analysis and approval from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).  At this time no 
decision (i.e., FHWA and Caltrans review and approval) has been made to implement this specific 
mitigation measure.  There is an alternative traffic mitigation plan proposed for Alternative D in the event 
that the Lennox Boulevard interchange is not approved.  This alternative traffic mitigation plan is 
described in subsection A.2.1.2.4.3 of Section A.2.1, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Volume A of 
the Final EIS. 

FPC00005-11 

Comment:

Green Line Extension 

(Note: the proposed Green Line extension along Aviation and Florence to Union Station in Alternative 
E-1, with below grade construction along LAX is a very costly proposition that contradicts the intent of 
Alternative E-1 to be a cost-effective alternative to the Consensus Plan.  It would also duplicate service 
provided by the proposed SCAG MagLev line that would run from Union Station to West Los Angeles 
and eventually to LAX, and be much faster and more efficient than the Green Line service.  Further, 
Federal Aviation Law prohibits airport revenues from being diverted to fund off-airport ground access 
projects, except for segments that directly access the airport.  It is therefore likely that most of the 
proposed Green Line extension in Alternative E-1 would have to be funded by the MTA, and that future 
funding availability for this project is highly uncertain.  The proposed location of the lTC in Alternative E-
1 at the northwest corner of Century and Aviation is contingent upon this highly problematic extension to 
have a light rail connection.  It is therefore recommended that the proposed Green Line extension 
should be deleted from Alternative E-1, and that the ITC should be maintained as proposed in the 
Consensus Plan). 

Response: 
As discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of the Addendum to the Final EIR, published in September 2004, 
during the public review period for the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR, three Alternative E proposals 
were presented to LAWA as alternatives to the LAX Master Plan.  Two of the three plans were prepared 
by a local citizens group who called themselves "Alliance for Regional Solution to Airport Congestion" or 
"ARSAC."  The third plan was prepared by the commentor, Los Angeles City Councilmember Bernard 
Parks.  These three proposals were evaluated in the Addendum referenced above and each proposal 
was determined to be infeasible and fail to meet the purpose and objectives of the LAX Master Plan. 

The commentor is now recommending a change to the Parks Alternative E-1 proposal; specifically, the 
elimination of the proposed northerly extension of the Green Line light rail system on that plan.  Since 
the extension of the Green Line to the north is not proposed in any of the LAX Master Plan build 
alternatives A through D, this is not considered to be a comment on the Final EIS. 

FPC00005-12 

Comment:

Regional Strategy of Alternative E-1 

The long-term, regional strategy of Alternative E-1 plays an important role in placing the LAX master 
plan in a regional context, so that demand that cannot be served at LAX constrained to 78.9 MAP can 
be served by other airports in the region.  The strategy is consistent with the adopted aviation strategy 
in SCAG’s 2004 RTP. 

The first step in the long-term strategy will be the development of an "Integrated Metropolitan Airport 
System Plan" by Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA).  This plan will integrate the master plans of the 
three air carrier airports LAWA operates - LAX, Ontario and Palmdale - into an integrated action plan.  
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The plan will detail how projects will be phased and funded over time at each airport, and will specify 
how these airports will coordinate and interface with each other and with other airports in the region to 
meet forecast regional aviation demand.  The other non-LAWA airport of greatest interest are those with 
capacity to meet future demand, including March Inland Port, San Bernardino International and 
Southern California Logistics airports. 

The Integrated Metropolitan Airport System Plan will contain a financial element that will determine how 
new projects at all three airports, including ground access projects, will be funded.  It will also specify 
how LAWA will provide needed financial support to Palmdale and Ontario airports to construct new 
facilities and establish long haul and international service through attractive pricing arrangements and 
other inducements.  These inducements could include substantially lower landing and other fees at 
Palmdale and Ontario compared to LAX, made possible by including all three airports under the same 
cost center and providing needed financial cross-subsidization.  Fees could be tied at least partially to 
community environmental impacts instead of just aircraft weight, so that the greater level of community 
impacts at LAX are taken into account in the fee structures.  Attractive packages including low landing 
fees and lease rates could be offered to start-up carriers to induce them to pioneer initial service at 
these airports.  Other airline inducements could include airport marketing programs, low cost parking, 
and free or low-cost shuttle service from major activity centers and transit nodes. 

The plan will also specify how LAWA will broker cooperation from airlines to provide mare robust flight 
portfolios at Palmdale and Ontario, including long haul and international service.  Besides attractive 
financial packages, inducements could include construction of common use/shared facilities to keep 
costs low, and flexible lease and operating agreements.  Airlines would be encouraged to cooperate to 
the extent possible to make the moat efficient use of shared-use facilities, including sharing staff, to 
spread costs among themselves.  For example, airlines could share check-in staff at common use 
terminal counters, as well as baggage handlers. 

Response: 
Councilmember Parks reiterates the regional components of his Alternative E-1.  Please see the 
Response to Comment FPC00005-9 which addresses the feasibility of "Parks E-1."  Further discussion 
regarding the LAX Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand was addressed in 
Topical Response TR-RC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS. 

FPC00005-13 

Comment:

Airline cooperation would also include making the most efficient use of the planned regional MagLev 
system that is planned to interconnect all of the LAWA airports.  LAWA should broker cooperative 
agreements between airlines, travel agents and web-based travel reservation systems to integrate 
airfares with MagLev fares.  Also, full information should be provided to air passengers about airport 
and service alternatives on all web-based travel reservation system.  For example, if an international 
flight with the desired time, destination and price is not available at LAX, an air passenger or travel 
agent would automatically be directed to available flights at Ontario Airport or Palmdale, with the 
MagLev fare for traveling to that airport included in his airfare. 

It is envisioned that a MagLev Joint Powers Authority (JPA) will be formed that will guide the planning, 
funding, development and operation of the regional MagLev system.  As a member of the MagLev JPA, 
LAWA should assume a prominent leadership role to ensure that the future regional MagLev system 
efficiently connects with and serves all LAWA air carrier airports. 

Response: 
Please see Topical Response TR-RC-3 in Part II-Volume I of the Final EIS, regarding the proposed 
Maglev System.  In the 2004 Regional Transportation Plan for Southern California, SCAG anticipates 
that the initial operating system connecting West Los Angeles to Ontario will not be operational until 
2018.  Maglev would not connect LAX to Ontario Airport until 2020, and would not connect LAX to 
Palmdale Airport until 2024.  Therefore, LAX operations would not be impacted by the proposed Maglev 
system throughout the 2015 forecast horizon year for the LAX Master Plan.   

Comment noted regarding LAWA's leadership role as a member of the Maglev Joint Powers Authority. 
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FPC00005-14 

Comment:

The last element of the Regional Strategy for Alternative E-1 is the development of agreements 
between LAWA and non-LAWA airports such as March Inland Port, San Bernardino International and 
Southern California Logistics, to promote further decentralization of the regional aviation system.  This 
would include not only the decentralization of air passenger service, but air cargo service as well, since 
several of these airports are concentrating on serving air cargo in the short-term, and can make up for 
air cargo processing constraints at LAX.  Different roles and market niches for all of the airports will be 
defined, so as to reduce competition and increase cooperation and coordination between them, and 
maximize utilization of available airport capacities in the region.  The agreements will establish a 
common framework for a regional "Airport Consortium" that will coordinate all airport master planning 
and facility construction consistent with an adopted Regional Aviation Plan.  The Regional Airport 
Consortium will coordinate with the MagLev Joint Powers Authority to ensure seamless MagLev 
connections to airports, and increase air passenger ridership via MagLev through integrated fares and 
other market tools. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Response to Comment FPC00005-9 regarding the feasibility of "Parks E-
1."  Also, please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for Topical Responses TR-MP-2 regarding the 
SCAG Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), TR-RC-1 regarding the LAX Master Plan role in the 
regional approach to meeting demand, TR-RC-3 for a discussion of the potential for High Speed Rail 
(HSR) to accommodate future LAX demand, and TR-ST-5 regarding the rail/transit plan. 

FPC00006 Waters, Maxine U.S. House of Representatives 2/22/2005

FPC00006-1 

Comment:

The diligence undertaken by you and your staff in preparing the Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(FElS) is readily apparent.  I can appreciate the monumental task involved the preparation of such a 
significant document. 

Below you will find my comments to the information and analysis contained in Volume A to the FElS, 
including that presented in the related appendices.  I look forward to your responses. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments below. 

FPC00006-2 

Comment:

Capacity - Gates - Passenger Activity 

I have reason to believe that the 78.9 MAP forecast for Alternative D is meaningless, utterly 
meaningless.  The FElS states, 

"It is important to understand that the levels of passengers that each alternative is designed to 
accommodate are not finite limits where the airport would somehow be closed or where aircraft would 
be redirected to some other facility when this number is reached.  These levels are an indication of the 
number of passengers that can be accommodated at a reasonable level of service.  The airport can 
accommodate additional aircraft and passengers beyond these limits; however, the result is a degraded 
level of service."  (FEIS, Part I, vol. 1, p. 3-57 (emphasis added).) 
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Thus, the question is not whether Alternative D accommodates more than 78.9 MAP.  It does.  The 
question is how many millions more passengers it accommodates.  I would be grateful if you could 
address the following questions regarding the 78.9 MAP forecast. 

1. How is "reasonable level of service" defined? 

2. How is "degraded level of service" defined? 

3. Does the FAA believe that LAX is currently operating at a degraded level of service?  Why or why 
not?

4. What is a reasonable level of service for the current configuration of the airport?  What are the 
number of passengers that LAX can accommodate at a reasonable level of service under the No 
Action/No Plan alternative? 

5. Under Alternative D, how many aircraft can LAX accommodate at a degraded level of service? 

6. Under Alternative D, how many passengers can be accommodated at a degraded level of service? 

7. What legal methods are available to enforce a cap of 78.9 MAP under Alternative D? 

8. The unconstrained 2015 demand forecast for LAX is 97.9 MAP.  What physical constraints of 
Alternative D prevent LAX from handling 97.9 MAP, albeit at a degraded level of service? 

9. The number of LAX passengers directly affects amounts of noise, traffic, and air pollution around the 
airport.  The greater the number, the worse the impacts.  Would you agree that accurate passenger 
activity forecasts are essential to assessing an alternative's environmental impacts? 

Response: 
The comment states, "the question is not whether Alternative D accommodates more than 78.9 MAP.  It 
does.  The question is how many millions more passengers it accommodates."  FAA respectfully 
disagrees with this conclusion.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and 
other Master Plan issues raised in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-
64 regarding inter-gate time assumptions and analysis used in the LAX Master Plan, Response to 
Comment FAL00003-86 regarding proper use of design day to annual factors for passengers and 
aircraft operations, and Response to Comment FAL00003-87 regarding the aircraft load factor and peak 
hour load factor forecasts and their proper use in the LAX Master Plan.  Also, please see Response to 
Comment FAL00003-63 regarding issues associated with the phasing of gates and construction-related 
congestion associated with the implementation of Alternative D improvements at LAX. 

Regarding commentor's question 1, reasonable level of service is, of course, a subjective concept.  
Generally, however, this notion would include that an airport is reliably working as it should.  Indications 
that it is working as intended would include the ability of a passenger to reach the airport without undue 
road delay, the availability of a parking spot or curb front to reach the terminal, the availability of a ticket 
counter, the lack of unduly long security lines, the lack of an unduly long walk to the gate, the departure 
of the passenger’s airplane as scheduled and an uneventful flight.  In practice, level of service is usually 
expressed as a relationship between demand and capacity of a particular system component such as 
the airfield or roadways in a relevant unit of time such as an hour or less.  The level of delay 
experienced in aircraft operations is also of critical importance when measuring capacity.  For example, 
the FAA suggests that airports should begin planning new airfield capacity when average operational 
delays are in the range of four to six minutes.  This is the level of delay assumed in the LAX Master 
Plan unconstrained concept development.  Constrained alternatives included in the Final EIS would 
develop airfield facilities with average delays between 10 and 15 minutes.  This level of delay was 
chosen for LAX because above this level, delays increase exponentially for each additional hourly 
aircraft operation. 

Regarding commentor's question 2, degraded level of service is similarly difficult to define except in 
subjective terms.  In general, these terms would include the degraded state of the qualities suggested 
for a "reasonable level of service."  Another subjective way to view degraded service would be when 
airlines and/or passengers view the airport as unreliable as Southwest Airlines did when they chose to 
abandon service to San Francisco International Airport in March 2001 and concentrated all of its San 
Francisco Bay Area service at Oakland and San Jose Airports (Los Angeles Times, Southwest’s SFO 
Departure A Sign of the Not-on-Times, Christopher Reynolds, February 11, 2001).  As Southwest 
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determined in the case of San Francisco, one unreliable airport in their system can throw the rest of 
their operation out of synch due to delayed aircraft and delayed crews.   

Most people who regularly use LAX would agree that it is not operating at an acceptable level of 
service, particularly during peak travel times of the day, the week and during peak travel seasons.  
Congestion is apparent on the airport roadways, at the terminal curb fronts, as people wait in line to 
check in with their baggage, as people wait in line to go through security and as aircraft line up at the 
end of the runway for departure (See PowerPoint presentation at the May 24, 2004 joint hearing of the 
Board of Airport Commissioners, City Planning Commission and Advisory Agency, given by Jim Ritchie, 
Deputy Executive Director of Long Range Planning and Environmental Management, Los Angeles 
World Airports).  Less apparent but just as real is the air traffic flow delay that people experience on the 
ground in other cities waiting to takeoff because coastal fog at LAX is reducing the airport’s arrival rate 
below the rate scheduled by the airlines.  These are the basic reasons why improvements are 
necessary at LAX (See Section 2.3, Consequences of Not Improving LAX, in Chapter 2 of Part I of the 
Final EIS). 

Regarding commentor's question 3, in the general terms described above, LAX is operating at a 
degraded level of service.  The indications of this state are that aircraft delays are increasing, 
passenger delays are increasing, relatively small disruptions in service build quickly into long delays, 
relatively small surges in activity build quickly into long delays, airport roads and curb fronts are 
congested during peak hours, terminal ticket lobbies are very crowded most days, security lines are 
long (often out the door of several key terminals), gates are busy, aircraft are backed up on the taxiways 
and arriving and departing aircraft are delayed during busy hours and poor weather (See 5 U.S. airports 
to avoid, if you can, By Christopher Elliott, Microsoft Small Business Center web site, 
http://www.microsoft.com/smallbusiness/issues/finance/business_travel/5_us_airports_to_avoid_if_you
_can.mspx).  

There is not a simple or definitive answer to the questions raised in commentor’s questions 4, 5 and 6.  
The LAX Master Plan and Final EIS has reported on historical and current levels of activity and delay for 
passengers, cargo and aircraft operations.  The Master Plan and Final EIS have also developed 
forecasts for future activity based on certain facility improvements and a certain level of aircraft delay to 
establish the practical capacity of each alternative.  These constrained forecasts were developed by 
studying the specific source of a particular impact within the right time period of occurrence.  As a result, 
although the questions posed in the comment presuppose that a definitive answer can be given, this is 
a faulty assumption.  In fact, the level of passengers or aircraft operations that would equate to a 
reasonable or degraded level of service may vary widely, depending upon the specific component of the 
airport system that one considers.  For example, one can consider airport vehicle traffic.  This analysis 
uses origin and destination (O&D) passenger (as opposed to total passengers), airport employees and 
forecasts of background community traffic.  This traffic is assessed when it is most problematic for 
people trying to use the airport and for people trying to get to and from work (i.e., the morning and 
evening commuter peak hours and the airport peak hours).  It would be inaccurate to say that there is a 
certain number of annual passengers or aircraft operations below which LAX would have a reasonable 
level of service and above which would no longer be acceptable.  In the end, local decision makers 
have to choose among a series of difficult tradeoffs to decide what is "reasonable" or "degraded" level 
of service for LAX. 

With respect to question 7, the FAA and LAWA have never defined Alternative D as a "cap" and it has 
been clearly indicated throughout the Master Plan process that there is no intent to set up a "legally 
enforceable" cap.  Rather, LAWA has considered the overall demand for aviation in Southern California 
and decided to address future demand by designing LAX in a manner that permits LAX and the City of 
Los Angeles to continue to serve as an international gateway while encouraging airlines to use other 
regional airports for domestic service in the future.  In proposing airport improvements at LAX, LAWA 
concluded that the most readily available option for LAWA as a multi-airport proprietor to influence 
future activity levels at LAX is to create the conditions that encourage airlines to go to other airports, 
particularly those owned and operated by LAWA in the region.  By providing adequate facilities at 
Ontario Airport as LAWA is currently doing, the airlines have options other than LAX when considering 
additional service in Southern California.  As described in Topical Response TR-GEN-3, the ability of 
airport operators to control airline activities (i.e., establish a "cap" at airports) was clarified by the federal 
Airport Noise and Capacity Act (ANCA) of 1990.  Those limitations are spelled out more clearly in FAA 
regulations at 14 C.F.R. Part 161, "Notice and Approval of Airport Noise and Access Restrictions."  
These regulations establish requirements regarding proposed airport noise and access restrictions.  
Under Part 161, restrictions could include nighttime or early morning curfews, the prohibition of certain 
types of aircraft, or other limiting measures.  The requirements of Part 161 regulations include a 
rigorous analysis of the aviation impacts of the restrictions, and are subject to multiple levels of scrutiny.  
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As to Stage 3 aircraft operations, such restrictions are subject to FAA approval.  In addition, relative to 
the FAA’s ability to establish an airport "cap" at the federal level, Congress recently enacted legislation 
to supplement FAA’s authority that included a mechanism to help reduce delays and improve the 
movement of air traffic at congested airports.  49 U.S.C. §41722.  Under this authority, the FAA may 
encourage voluntary agreements and undertake rulemaking to address persistent flight delays related 
to over-scheduling; however past FAA actions indicate that the Agency is not likely to do so absent a 
severe and extraordinary level of delay and effect on the National Airport System.  FAA-imposed 
operational limits or caps on aircraft operations are not preferred as a matter of policy to solve delay 
problems at airports where other physical means to reduce delays are available and proposed.  Even 
where operational limits have been considered, such as in the case of Chicago O’Hare International 
Airport,1 these measures are considered an interim measure to manage congestion and delay pending 
implementation of permanent solutions through capacity improvements.  Regardless, in the case of 
LAX, there is not a level of flight delay anywhere near that of Chicago O’Hare International Airport that 
constitutes such a severe and unique circumstance as to warrant FAA's consideration of possibly 
imposing operational limits at LAX.  It should be noted that FAA's action toward establishing operational 
limits is specific to resolving an aircraft/airfield operational problem that affects the National Airport 
System, and is not designed or intended to establish a passenger activity cap as being requested by the 
commentor.  In light of the types of considerations described above relative to establishing a "cap" at 
LAX, LAWA proposed Alternative D to create conditions that encourage airlines with domestic arrivals 
and departures to use other airports in the region such as Ontario.  Please see Response to Comment 
FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised in this comment.   

In response to question 8, as amply documented in the Final EIS and the LAX Master Plan, LAWA’s 
proposed design for LAX under Alternative D includes several physical components that inhibit, if not 
prevent, LAX’s ability to handle 97.9 MAP in 2015, most particularly the four-runway system, and the 
lack of necessary “contact” gates.  However, as noted above, the environmental documents have never 
defined Alternative D as a capacity "cap."  It is, instead, LAWA’s proposal based on their conclusion that 
physical constraints at LAX are the most reasonable and available option for encouraging air traffic to 
shift to other airports in the region.  Furthermore, this comment assumes that airlines and airport users 
would be willing to provide service to/patronize LAX regardless of the level of delay, cancellations, and 
inconvenience that would be associated with an annual passenger level of 97.9 MAP under Alternative 
D, even assuming Alternative D could accommodate that level of activity.  These assumptions are 
contrary to FAA and LAWA’s considerable aviation planning experience, as well as to real world 
examples of how airlines and airport users respond to such delay and inconvenience. 

Finally, with regard to the commentor’s question in item 9, it would be inaccurate to state that one factor 
alone can be considered the primary or essential factor in determining environmental impacts of a 
project.  Accurate passenger activity levels certainly play an important role in evaluating the airport’s 
impacts.  However, it is only one of many essential factors that collectively determine the impact of a 
particular development proposal.  Other essential factors include aircraft operations, ground vehicles 
and various activities on the airport to accommodate each.  The Final EIS evaluated all pertinent 
sources of information related to environmental impacts for each of the alternatives evaluated.  FAA is 
confident in the forecasting that has occurred in conjunction with the LAX Master Plan and that it was 
properly considered in determining environmental impacts. 

1  FAA considered exercising its jurisdiction under 49 U.S.C. §41722 in the case of Chicago O’Hare 
International Airport.  There, the Secretary of Transportation and the FAA Administrator determined in 
August 2004 that a schedule reduction meeting was necessary to address persistent flight delays 
related to over-scheduling at O'Hare.  Earlier in 2004, DOT worked with United and American on 
voluntary schedule reduction agreements, however, delays continued, due in part to the fact that some 
airlines that were not party to the agreements continued to add flights.  Based on the August 2004 
schedule reduction meeting, the FAA issued a comprehensive order limiting arrivals by domestic 
carriers to 88 during most hours of the day.  The order is proposed to extend through October 2005.  On 
March 25, 2005, the FAA issued a notice of proposed rulemaking, “Congestion and Delay Reduction at 
Chicago O’Hare International Airport,” 70 Fed. Reg. 15520-01.  The proposed rule, which would replace 
the August 2004 order, is intended to serve as an interim measure because the FAA anticipates that the 
rule will yield to longer term solutions to traffic congestion at O’Hare Airport.  Such solutions include an 
application by the City of Chicago that, if approved, would modernize the airport and reduce levels of 
delay, both in the medium term and long term.  For this reason, the proposed rule sunsets in 2008.  
Outside the context of the proposed rule, the FAA and the Office of the Secretary are also considering 
various administrative and market-based mechanisms that may improve on prior methods of allocating 
available capacity at an airport where capacity is not able to meet aviation demand.  Market-based 
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mechanisms being researched for New York’s LaGuardia Airport are among several measures that 
could be implemented at O’Hare, if capacity improvements are inadequate to achieve delay reduction. 

FPC00006-3 

Comment:

The FEIS compares apples and oranges because it compares alternatives at different levels of service.  
The No Action/No Project ("NA/NP") alternative assumes degraded level of service.  The NA/NP 
maximum capability is 78.7 MAP, "but only under extremely congested and inconvenient conditions."  
(Arguably, these conditions exist today.)  (FEIS, Part I, Vol. 1, p. 2-7 ("Existing capacity constraints at 
LAX").)  (FEIS, Vol. A, p. A.1-21.) 

By contrast, the Alternative D forecast assumes a reasonable level of service.  That prediction is given 
as 78.9 MAP in 2015.  (FEIS, Table AES-2, p. A-6.) 

Thus, the proper comparisons are Alternative D and NA/NP under the same conditions.  The 
alternatives should both be measured under either "reasonable" or "extremely congested and 
inconvenient conditions."  To use contrasting conditions, distorts the burdens and advantages of the two 
alternatives. 

Response: 
The differences in levels of service between the two scenarios reflect the basic fact that under one 
scenario (the No Action/No Project Alternative) there are essentially no improvements to LAX and under 
the other scenario (Alternative D) there are improvements.  Thus, it would be inaccurate and misleading 
to treat these two alternatives as though operating conditions are the same in light of the substantially 
different facilities that would exist in 2015 under these alternatives.  The future activity levels for each of 
the five alternatives addressed in the Final EIS were determined by a number of factors, including 
design-day forecasts.  Details regarding how those activity level estimates were determined are 
provided in the Draft LAX Master Plan, Draft LAX Master Plan Addendum, and related appendices.  The 
levels of service presented in the Final EIS relative to the No Action/No Project Alternative and 
Alternative D describe the anticipated levels of service based on the physical and operational 
characteristics predicted to occur in 2015 for each scenario.  It is important to note that the year 2015 is 
the planning horizon year applied consistently throughout the Final EIS relative to all five alternatives.  
The planning horizon year 2015 represents a planning period point in time where the FAA can 
reasonably rely on projected forecasts of future activity levels, thereby enabling the EIS to address 
reasonably foreseeable conditions.  Nothing in NEPA requires the FAA to speculate about conditions 
into the future beyond the planning period.   

In the case of the No Action/No Project Alternative, the indication of "extremely congested and 
inconvenient conditions" is simply a description of the conditions projected to occur in 2015 if no 
substantial improvements are made at LAX, due primarily to insufficient curbside area and terminal 
facilities.  In the case of Alternative D, the description of providing a "reasonable level of service" simply 
reflects what passengers are likely to experience in 2015 based on the design-day forecasts and other 
factors evaluated in conjunction with determining the maximum number of aircraft gates for Alternative 
D.  While the conditions described for the No Action/No Project Alternative assume that the current 
operations at LAX continue into the future with no notable improvements to the airport, which would 
eventually lead to very degraded levels of service by 2015, the conditions described for Alternative D 
reflect conditions based on specific improvements proposed for LAX with particular operational 
characteristics in mind.  The design characteristics of Alternative D, which include a reduction in the 
existing number of gates, are anticipated to provide for a reasonable level of service in planning horizon 
year of 2015.  It would be inappropriate and misleading to attempt within the Final EIS an analysis that 
ignores the improvements planned under Alternative D and assumes a scenario for some undefined 
future point in time beyond 2015 where the passenger level of service is characterized as being 
extremely congested and inconvenient similar to that of the No Action/No Project Alternative.  It would 
be equally inappropriate and misleading to ignore the lack of improvements at LAX under the No 
Action/No Project Alternative and assume a reasonable level of service in 2015. 
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FPC00006-4 

Comment:

Gates

I also have questions concerning the number and configuration of gates under Alternative D. "The most 
constraining component of an airport defines the practical capacity."  (FEIS, Part 1, vol. 1, p. 3-58.)  The 
passenger activity that would be expected in 2015 with Alternative D was determined based on the 
design of the Alternative D gate facilities ..." (FEIS, Part 1, vol. 1, p. 3-62.) 

1. Under Alternative D, would increasing the number of gates (or narrow body equivalent gates) 
improve the airport's ability to accept more arriving flights? 

2. Under Alternative D, would increasing the number of gates (or narrow body equivalent gates) permit 
the airport to accommodate more passengers? 

3. Military and government aircraft (e.g., Air Force One) currently use the remote gates.  Under 
Alternative D, will all of the remote gates be removed?  If so, by when?  If so, please identify where this 
commitment is located.  If all of the remote gates are scheduled to be demolished, where will military 
and government aircraft park at LAX? 

4. Under Alternative D, what physical impediments exist, if any, to passengers boarding aircraft at cargo 
facilities? 

5. Under Alternative D, what physical impediments exist, if any, to the construction of remote gates after 
2015? 

6. Under Alternative D, what physical impediments exist to the discharge and boarding of passengers 
on the tarmac, as is the case in many airports around the world? 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Under the commentor’s questions 1 and 2, the described facility scenarios are not 
consistent with the definition of Alternative D in the LAX Master Plan as intended, described or 
analyzed.  Thus, the circumstances described in these questions would not arise under Alternative D 
and essentially represents a new alternative.  Although it is not necessary under NEPA to answer 
questions requiring the analysis of hypothetical scenarios and conjectural impacts, it is likely that 
increasing the number of gates would improve the airport's ability to accept more arriving flights and 
permit the airport to accommodate more passengers.  

With regard to commentor’s questions in item 3, the west remote pads would not be completely 
displaced by the improvements to the LAX north airfield associated with Alternative D, proposed to be 
completed by 2015; a portion of the west remote pad area would remain even after the completion of 
the north airfield improvements and, generally speaking, aircraft such as Air Force One would likely 
continue to use this area for parking under Alternative D.  This area would be limited to specialized uses 
such as the one identified in the comment, particularly where security concerns are unique, such as 
those associated with the arrival of the president at the airport.  Other limited uses of this area of the 
airport could include emergency situations.  Under Alternative D, all passenger loading and unloading 
would occur at contact gates at the terminal areas, and the remote pads would not be used for this 
purpose.  This limitation is noted in the FAA’s ROD.   

While the commentor’s question 4 is regarded as introducing a hypothetical variation to an existing 
alternative, there are inefficiencies and logistical impediments, rather than physical constraints, that 
would dissuade LAWA from using cargo areas to load and unload passengers.  It is important to note 
that the cargo areas at LAX are in high demand for cargo aircraft parking, loading and unloading and 
will be in increasing demand over time without additional cargo facilities as is described under Alterative 
D.  It is further important to note that FAA’s ROD relies upon the limitation described in the Final EIS 
which indicates that passenger loading and unloading would occur only at contact gates in the terminal 
area (See page 3-75 in Chapter 3 of Part I of the Final EIS).  

While the commentor’s question 5 is regarded here as hypothetical and is beyond the reasonably 
foreseeable time frame of the LAX Master Plan forecast, it is important to note that existing remote gate 
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areas at LAX would be developed as other uses under the implementation of Alternative D.  
Specifically, the United Airlines remote commuter terminal is intended as a ground run-up enclosure to 
help mitigate the noise impacts associated with regular aircraft engine maintenance and testing.  The 
American Eagle remote commuter terminal is located in the area of the proposed West Satellite 
Concourse and taxiways.  And as noted in the response to question item 3 above, the west remote 
pads would only be partially displaced by improvements to the north airfield and the remainder would be 
used for aircraft holding and remain over night (RON) operations. 

The commentor’s question 6 is regarded here as hypothetical and is not contemplated in the 
implementation of Alternative D.  However, as described above with respect to questions raised in item 
3, under Alternative D, all passenger loading and unloading would occur at contact gates at the terminal 
areas, and the remote pads would not be used for this purpose.  This limitation is noted in the FAA’s 
ROD.

FPC00006-5 

Comment:

Traffic - Off-Airport Surface Transportation 

Please, consider the following comments under both (1) the "Off-Airport Surface Transportation" section 
and (2) the "Environmental Justice (NEPA Analysis)" discussion of surface transportation of Volume A 
of the FEIS. 

The FEIS analysis of traffic impacts is based on the assumption that LAX will accommodate 78.9 MAP 
under Alternative D.  If passenger activity exceeds that prediction for any reason, the environmental 
associated impacts will be greater.  Where in the FEIS are Alternative D traffic impacts analyzed for 
levels greater than 78.9 MAP? 

Response: 
The Final EIS and the LAX Master Plan, including appendices, indicate how the 2015 activity level 
forecast for each alternative was determined.  The operational characteristics associated with the 
activity level forecast for each alternative were accounted for in the technical analyses completed for 
each alternative, as presented in the Final EIS.  Relative to off-airport surface transportation, the 
pertinent operational considerations include, but are not limited to, design day schedule and the related 
aircraft operation and passenger activity profiles (particularly as related to Origin and Destination [O&D] 
travel versus connecting flights, which affects surface transportation trip generation), cargo operations, 
collateral development, circulation system design and improvements, and the locations of Master Plan 
facilities that involve surface transportation trips.  These and other factors related to operations 
influence the volume of trips generated and the distribution of those trips onto the surrounding roadway 
system.  The traffic impacts to specific roadways and intersections nearby are, therefore, specific to the 
characteristics of each alternative.  The traffic analysis completed for the Final EIS addressed impacts 
based on the facts, assumptions, and methodology described in detail in Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport 
Surface Transportation, in Part I and the related technical reports.   

NEPA requires agencies to consider reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of alternatives 
considered in detail in the NEPA document.  Here, the FAA and LAWA, utilizing their collective 
expertise in matters involving airports, have made a reasonable forecast of passenger activity for each 
of the build alternatives, and evaluated the reasonably foreseeable impacts of those alternatives in the 
Final EIS.  NEPA does not require more.  Therefore, the Final EIS and this response to comment do not 
speculate as to possible impacts based on the hypothetical scenario described in the comment. 

FPC00006-6 

Comment:

The FEIS takes into account the predicted reduction of traffic from the proposed Playa Vista Phase II 
(the Village).  To what extent did the traffic analysis take into account increased traffic since the 
baseline year to the roadway system brought about by numerous new residential projects in the LAX 
vicinity? 
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Specifically, were Alternative D traffic impacts analyzed for the addition of 4,525 newly built homes and 
apartments and 2,939 new homes and apartments that are currently under construction in the LAX 
vicinity? 

Did the traffic analysis take into account the following: 

1. 354 new Archstone apartments on Manchester Avenue and Pershing Drive?  
2. 539 new apartments in the Decron Furama project at Manchester Avenue and Lincoln Boulevard?  
3. 300 new apartments (approx.) in the project on the south east comer of Manchester Avenue near 
Falmouth Avenue?  
4. 600 new apartments (approx.) approved for the Howard Hughes Center on Howard Hughes Parkway 
by 405? 
5. 50 new apartments (approx.) on the north side of Manchester Avenue near Park Hill Drive?  
6. 35 new Sea Glass residential units planned for Toes Beach in Playa del Rey?  
7. 96 new units in the five-story Alexan Fontaine on the west side of Glencoe Avenue?  
8. 43 town homes planned to replace the Kentwood Apartments on Arizona Avenue?  
9. unknown number of condominiums planned to replace the temple on Manchester Avenue?  
10. 508 new apartments in Chateau Marina on Lincoln Boulevard?  
11. 99 new apartments in Panay Marina on Panay Way?  
12. 102 new apartments on the east side of Glencoe Avenue?  
13. 138 new condominiums in the 18-story Cove Tower on Marina Pointe Drive?  
14. 310 new units in Ocean Walk on Lincoln Blvd?  
15. 526 new apartments in Legacy Residential on Marquesas Way?  
16. 292 new apartments in the Waterfront an Admiralty Way?  
17. 125 new apartments in the Waterfront on Palawan Way?  
18. 179 new apartments in the Admiralty Apartments on Admiralty Way and Palawan Way?  
19. 176 new hotel rooms in the 20-story Woodfin Suite Hotel on Via Marina?  
20. 108 new time share units in the 20-story Woodfin Suite Hotel?  
21. 147 new hotel rooms in the Residence Inn in Marina del Rey? 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FPC00004-5 regarding how background (non-airport) projects were 
accounted for in the ground access traffic model used in the Final EIS.  As described therein, the 
cumulative impacts analysis completed for the Final EIS was based on applicable planning documents 
designed to evaluate regional and area-wide conditions, as well as an assessment of 182 separate 
projects expected to occur in the LAX vicinity through 2015.  This list of approved development projects 
was developed with the assistance of the County of Los Angeles and the cities of Culver City, El 
Segundo, Inglewood, Los Angeles, Manhattan Beach, and Santa Monica.  These projects are listed on 
Table 3S, Planned Development Projects Added to Background Assumptions, of Technical Report S-2b 
of the Final EIS.  In addition to the 182 projects in this table, which was originally prepared as part of the 
January 2001 Draft EIS/EIR traffic analysis, additional projects were also considered when the July 
2003 Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR was prepared.  These projects included the El Segundo 
Corporate Campus/Media Center, a 2,200 unit residential development near Long Beach Airport and a 
new hotel in Marina del Rey.   

The list of projects presented by the commentor does not coincide with the lists of projects used in the 
traffic analyses for the January 2001 Draft EIS/EIR and the July 2003 Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR.  
Although the source and basis of the list of projects presented by the commentor are not stated, the fact 
that there are now additional development projects proposed in west Los Angeles is not unusual or 
unexpected.  Given the dynamic nature of development within highly urbanized areas, there will always 
be new development proposals introduced over time.  It is important to note that such "new" 
development is more typically a redevelopment, or recycling, of older existing uses which were already 
contributing to the traffic on the surrounding street system. 

As indicated in Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, of Part I of the Final EIS, and further 
described in Response to Comment FPC00004-5, the traffic analysis accounted for ongoing regional 
growth, such as that described above, by using growth forecasts developed by the Southern California 
Association of Governments (SCAG).  The SCAG growth forecasts are comprehensive for the region 
and are used in the traffic model to account for anticipated background development.  These SCAG 
forecasts would typically exceed the expected trips created from individual projects now under 
construction or planned to be built by 2015.  As such, the fact that the commentor has identified several 
individual projects not included in lists used in the Final EIS traffic analysis would not result in any 
material change in the basic conclusions of the Final EIS. 
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FPC00006-7 

Comment:

Alternative D moves passenger entry east of the existing central terminal area to a location closer to the 
405 Freeway.  Heavy concentrations of minority and low-income people are located to the east of the 
airport and the 405.  Does the dislocation of surface traffic to the 405 create a disproportionate impact 
on minority and low-income communities relative to surface transportation? 

Response: 
Volume A of the Final EIS addressed surface transportation impacts under Alternative D that have the 
potential to create a disproportionate impact on minority and low-income communities on pages A.2-94 
through A.2-105 of Section A.2.2, Environmental Justice (NEPA Analysis).  As stated therein and based 
on the original traffic analysis included in Section 4.3.2, Off-Airport Surface Transportation, in Part I of 
the Final EIS, because less than half (44 percent) of the impacted intersections fall within minority 
and/or low-income communities, and because mitigation is identified to address all impacted 
intersections within these communities, implementation of Alternative D would not have a 
disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority and/or low-income communities.  Mitigation 
measures proposed under Alternative D would encourage traffic to stay on the freeway system, instead 
of using adjacent surface streets as alternative routes.  Appendix A of the ROD identifies the mitigation 
measures related to traffic impacts that are included as conditions of approval of the ROD. 

The environmental justice analysis of surface transportation impacts under Alternative D presented in 
Section A.2.2 also considered the reduction in background traffic associated with the reduction in the 
development intensity of the Playa Vista Project.  Based on this analysis, the number of impacted 
intersections within minority and/or low-income communities would increase to 68 percent prior to 
mitigation.  After implementation of mitigation measures, two intersections would remain impacted.  
Because one of these impacted intersections is located in a non-minority and/or non-low-income 
community and one is located in a minority and/or low-income community, when considering reductions 
in background traffic associated with Playa Vista, Alternative D would not result in a disproportionately 
high and adverse effect on minority and/or low-income communities. 

FPC00006-8 

Comment:

Environmental Justice - Relocation 

I have previously objected to the elimination of affordable housing and relocation of residents under 
Alternative D. LAWA's response has been that the housing destruction and relocation are not part of 
Alternative D, but part of a separate "voluntary acquisition" program.  l am not wholly satisfied with this 
answer.  The "voluntary" program is essentially complete, and will in short order be followed by a very 
involuntary program. 

It is my understanding that all of the willing sellers have sold.  All or nearly all of the single family homes 
in Manchester Square have been acquired.  However, thousands of renters continue to reside in 
numerous multi-unit apartment buildings in that area.  It is my understanding that these owners are not 
inclined to sell because they are unable to match the excellent returns available to them as owners of 
these buildings. 

In order for the Ground Transportation Center to be constructed, all of the apartments must be acquired 
through compulsory methods (such as inverse condemnation) and the residents of Manchester Square 
evicted.  If Alterative D is not implemented, these low-income and minority residents will not be 
displaced.  Thus it is not accurate to state that Alternative D will not eliminate low-income housing.  
Alternative D will have a significant and adverse impact on thousands of units of low-income housing. 

Does the voluntary residential acquisition program ensure that Manchester Square will be vacated of all 
residents (including renters) by a date certain in order to permit the construction of the ground 
transportation center? 
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What course of action is provided for under Alternative D if residents refuse or decline to accept the 
voluntary acquisition and relocation offer? 

For owners and residents who decline the voluntary acquisition and relocation program, what steps 
does Alternative D provide? 

Response: 
A description of the Voluntary Residential Acquisition/Relocation Program for the Manchester Square 
and Belford areas is provided on page 4-144, in Section 4.2, Land Use, in Part I of the Final EIS and 
Topical Response TR-MP-3 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS.  Manchester Square was initially 
comprised of 280 single-family units and 1,705 multi-family units and the Belford area was comprised of 
583 multi-family units.  This Program was initiated by residents of the Manchester Square and Belford 
areas due to high noise levels in the area.  During the July 1997 public scoping meeting for the EIS/EIR, 
the residents requested that LAWA purchase their properties and provide relocation assistance in lieu of 
soundproofing.1  Thus, the relocation efforts with respect to residents in the Manchester Square and 
Belford areas were initiated by the residents themselves and were motivated by those resident’s desire 
to discontinue their own non-compatible land uses within the 65 CNEL noise contour.  The recycling of 
these properties to a more compatible land use is being implemented under LAWA’s current ANMP and 
will continue to occur independent of the LAX Master Plan.  The impact of this independent program 
and the associated loss of housing units were addressed in the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative 
Declaration prepared for the Manchester Square and Airport Belford Area Voluntary Acquisition 
Program.2  Please also see Topical Response TR-MP-3 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding 
residential acquisition and relocation issues, including affordable housing.   

Since acquisition of both single- and multi-family units is still underway in the Manchester Square area, 
contrary to the assumption in the comment, the potential for, and number of, unwilling sellers is not 
known.  As of April 4, 2005, 253 of the 280 single-family units (or approximately 90 percent) and 809 of 
the 1705 multi-family units (or approximately 47 percent) within Manchester Square have been acquired 
by LAWA.3  In addition, in an effort to preserve existing housing stock and provide reasonable housing 
for displaced tenants, approximately 37 residential structures (30 single-family residences and six 
duplexes within Manchester Square and one 6-unit apartment building within the Belford area) have 
been relocated under LAWA’s Move On Housing Program.4 

Since substantial progress has been made under the existing Voluntary Acquisition Program and 
construction of the GTC is not scheduled to begin until 2007 for a two-year duration, it is speculative to 
assume that involuntary acquisition, with the need to relocate thousands of residents, will be required.  
This is particularly true as there are only a few apartment building owners, controlling approximately 800 
units, with whom negotiations are open who have not entered into purchase agreements.  It should be 
noted that the question of voluntary versus involuntary acquisition of multifamily units within Manchester 
Square is somewhat irrelevant to the affected tenants who do not own and have no role in negotiations.  
Notwithstanding, as stated on page 4-295, in Section 4.2, Land Use (subsection 4.2.6.5), of Part I of the 
Final EIS:  "If ANMP land acquisition for Manchester Square cannot be completed by the time the 
Master Plan is approved, the City of Los Angeles will use the most appropriate and practical measures 
available (e.g., voluntary acquisition, leasing, and/or public condemnation) to ensure that the designated 
areas are vacated consistent with the Construction Sequencing Plan.  These measures would be 
available to pursue any needed acquisition that cannot be obtained through negotiations."  As required 
by law, all relocation activities would comply with the provisions of the Uniform Relocation Assistance 
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended (Uniform Act).  The Uniform Act 
requires timely and orderly relocation of residents into comparable, decent, safe, and sanitary 
replacement housing within their financial means.  With fulfillment of these requirements and the finding 
in the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration prepared for the Manchester Square and Airport 
Belford Area Voluntary Acquisition Program that sufficient replacement housing will be available for all 
relocated residents, such relocations effects would not be considered adverse.  

1  A survey of Manchester Square property owners conducted by the Manchester Square 
Neighborhood Watch MSAC in June 1997 found that 83 percent of survey respondents were interested 
in participating in a buy-out of the entire Manchester Square area.   

2  City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles World Airports, Residential Acquisition Bureau, Final Initial 
Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration No. AD 094-00, Manchester Square and Airport/Belford Area 
Voluntary Acquisition Project, prepared by Dames and Moore, June 2000. 
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3  LAWA Residential Acquisition Division. 

4  Number of structures relocated as of April 11, 2005. 

FPC00006-9 

Comment:

Pollution - Air Quality 

The alternatives would affect air quality by changing the amount of emissions released by sources at or 
near LAX.  (FEIS, Vol. A, Main Document, p. A.1-30; p. A.2-121.)  In general, the greater the aircraft 
and passenger activity, the greater the amount of aircraft emissions.  Alternative D emissions are 
posited to be lower than Alternatives A, B, and C due to lower passenger levels and fewer aircraft 
operations.  (FEIS, Vol. A, Main Document, p. A.1-32.) lf the activity forecast for Alternative D is 
exceeded, how will Alternative D CO, VOC, NOx, SO2 emissions compare to Alternatives A, B, and C? 

What are the levels of unmitigated VOC emissions under Alternative D assuming 78.9 MAP?  What are 
the levels of unmitigated VOC emissions under Alternative D if the level of passenger activity reaches 
89.6 MAP?  At 97.9 MAP?  Assuming activity of 89.6 MAP and 97.9 MAP, are the unmitigated VOC 
emissions under Alternative D higher or lower than the No Action/No Project Alternative? 

What are the amounts of mitigated VOC emissions under alternative D if activity reaches 89.6 MAP?  
97.9 MAP?  Assuming activity of 89.6 MAP and 97.9 MAP, are the mitigated VOC emissions under 
Alternative D higher or lower than the No Action/No Project Alternative? 

What are the amounts of mitigated criteria pollutants under alternative D if activity reaches 89.6 MAP?  
97.9 MAP?  Assuming activity of 89.6 MAP and 97.9 MAP, are the mitigated criteria pollutants 
emissions under Alternative D higher or lower than the No Action/No Project Alternative? 

What are the predicted ambient air pollutant concentrations under Alternative D if and when passenger 
activity exceeds 78.9 MAP?  Please describe the level of ambient air pollutant concentrations under 
Alternative D if passenger activity reaches 89.6 MAP?  97.9 MAP? 

Response: 
The Final EIS and the LAX Master Plan, including appendices, indicate how the 2015 activity level 
forecast for each alternative was determined.  The operational characteristics associated with the 
activity level forecast for each alternative were accounted for in the technical analyses completed for 
each alternative, as presented in the Final EIS.  Relative to air quality, the pertinent operational 
considerations include, but are not limited to, the fleet mix, design day schedule, ground service 
equipment operations, stationary sources, and surface transportation.  These and other factors related 
to operations were carefully considered for each alternative.  Notwithstanding that NEPA does not 
require evaluation of purely speculative scenarios, it is not possible to estimate the air pollutant 
emissions associated with Alternative D based solely on different theoretical activity levels, as 
requested in the comment.  As indicated above, the estimates of air pollutant associated with each 
alternative are based on numerous specific factors and not simply activity levels.  The various tables 
presented throughout Section 4.6, Air Quality, in Part I of the Final EIS indicate unmitigated and 
mitigated air pollutant emissions associated with each of the five alternatives.  To the extent that these 
alternatives have projected 2015 activity levels similar to those of interest to the commentor (i.e., No 
Action/No Project Alternative at 78.7 million annual passengers [MAP], Alternatives A and B at 97.9 
MAP, and Alternative C at 89.6 MAP), a review of those tables can provide a general comparison of 
emission levels associated with each scenario.  It is important to note, however, that the emissions 
associated with those different MAP levels are not transferable to Alternative D, based on the fact that 
each different MAP level is based on fundamentally different project characteristics. 

FPC00006-10 

Comment:

What data collection studies of air pollutants have been performed in communities to the north, east, 
and south of the airport since 1996, the baseline condition year? 
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Do studies or measurements exist establishing the levels and sources of hazardous air pollutants in the 
communities north, east, and south of LAX? 

Response: 
Regarding data collection studies of air pollutants in communities surrounding LAX, SCAQMD maintains 
a network of air quality monitoring stations throughout the South Coast Air Basin.  The monitoring 
station nearest to LAX is Station No. 094, Southwest Coastal Los Angeles County, located in 
Hawthorne, roughly 2.4 miles southeast of the LAX Theme Building and 0.60 mile south of the LAX 
southeast property line.  In addition, SCAQMD has conducted several air quality studies in the LAX area 
since 1996, including: 

- Air Quality Monitoring Study at Los Angeles International Airport (Report No. SM98001, November 
1998), which provided CO, PM10, and VOC (including several toxic air contaminants) concentrations in 
the LAX Central Terminal Area; 

- Air Monitoring Study in the Area of Los Angeles International Airport (April 2000), which provided 
several toxic air contaminant concentrations at locations to the north, east, and south of LAX, as well as 
CO and toxic air contaminant concentrations in the Central Terminal Area; 

- Inglewood Particulate Fallout Study Under and Near the Flight Path to Los Angeles International 
Airport (September 2000), which provided particulate mass fallout values to the east of LAX; and  

- Air Monitoring Study at Felton and Lloyde Schools (September 2001), which provided toxic air 
contaminant concentrations at two schools where one (Felton) is due east of LAX and the 405 Freeway, 
while the other is due east of the 405 Freeway, but several miles south of LAX. 

In addition, studies and/or reports of toxic air pollutants in the SCAB include the Multiple Air Toxics 
Exposure Study in the South Coast Air Basin (MATES-II), completed by SCAQMD in November 1999, 
and the National Air Toxics Assessment completed by USEPA in 2002. 

FPC00006-11 

Comment:

To what extent does the relocation of the airport's point of entry, and the associated realignment of 
vehicular traffic, to Manchester Square decrease the air quality of and exacerbate adverse human 
health effects in Westchester, Inglewood, and minority populations east of the 405? 

Response: 
Impacts from relocation of the airport's point of entry and other proposed changes to ground access 
were not analyzed in isolation from the remainder of the proposed project.  Changes to ground access 
and surface transportation were evaluated as part of the comprehensive air quality analysis conducted 
for the EIS.  The Final EIS addressed air quality in Section 4.6, Air Quality (Part I), and Section A.2.3, 
Air Quality (Volume A).  Supporting technical data and analyses were provided in Appendix G, 
Technical Report 4, Appendix S-E, Technical Report S-4, Appendix F-B, Appendix A-2a, and Appendix 
A-2b.  The Final EIS addressed potential impacts to low-income and/or minority communities in Section 
A.2.2, Environmental Justice (NEPA Analysis), of Volume A.  Included in the environmental justice 
discussion in Volume A of the Final EIS was a summary of and reproduction of the Human Health Risk 
Assessment (HHRA), which is an element of the CEQA analysis that is mandated under California law.  
The HHRA does not relate to NEPA requirements and was not relied upon by FAA in evaluating the 
choice among alternatives presented in the Final EIS, as indicated in Section 4.24.1.1 in Part I - Volume 
4 of the Final EIS, as well as in Section A.2.2.4 (page A.2-88) in Volume A of the Final EIS.  Although 
the information was reproduced only for informational purposes and was not relied upon or necessary to 
address NEPA requirements, the analysis and conclusions reached in the CEQA HHRA analysis were 
provided in the environmental justice section of the Final EIS. 
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FPC00006-12 

Comment:

Endangered Species 

Implementation of Alternative D will result in direct impacts to two listed species, the Riverside fairy 
shrimp and El Segundo blue butterfly.  Purportedly, the plan does not threaten the continued existence 
on this planet of these irreplaceable organisms.  (FEIS, Vol. A1, p. A.2-140.) It is reported that the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service agrees with this conclusion based, in part, on the creation of off-site vernal 
pool habitat at the former Marine Corps Air Station at El Toro. 

The government, however, has recently completed the sale of the former El Toro Marine Corps Air 
Station in Irvine.  (See, "Builder Sweeps El Toro Auction," Los Angeles Times, Feb. 17, 2005.)  This 
development would appear to impede the plan to relocate the shrimp to El Toro. 

How does the El Toro sale and buyer's plans for 3,400 new homes in the heart of Orange County affect 
the relocation plan? 

Assuming that El Toro is no longer viable, is there a plan that specifically identifies a new off-site habitat 
area for the fairy shrimp? 

Where will fairy shrimp cysts be relocated? 

Is it appropriate to continue with the implementation of Alternative D insofar as there appears to be no 
home currently identified to transplant the shrimp? 

The ratio to replace destroyed sensitive habitat with man-made habitat is 3:1.  I do not believe that this 
is adequate or in keeping with the spirit of helping sensitive species thrive and be removed from the 
endangered list.  A more ambitious ratio than 3:1 should be examined. 

Response: 
Twelve conservation measures were described in the April 20, 2004 Biological Opinion issued by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) for Alternative D and provided in Appendix F-E, Biological 
Opinion From United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), of the Final EIS.  The conclusion of the 
Biological Opinion is that the proposed action, Alternative D, will not jeopardize the continued existence 
of the Riverside fairy shrimp.  Conservation Measure #5 stipulates the creation of habitat suitable to 
support the Riverside fairy shrimp within Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-owned property 
designated as a Habitat Preserve (905 acres) at the former Marine Corps Air Station at El Toro (El 
Toro) or other site as approved by the Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office (CFWO).  The Habitat Preserve 
is managed by the USFWS.  The El Toro site is a viable mitigation site and LAWA and FAA are 
currently moving forward with implementation of this conservation measure.  The USFWS has 
determined that a creation to impact ratio of 3:1 is an appropriate mitigation ratio as described in 
Conservation Measure #5 of the April 20, 2004 Biological Opinion.  The USFWS based the mitigation 
ratio for the April 20, 2004 Biological Opinion on standard conservation measures used in other wetland 
mitigation projects and consideration of existing conditions at LAX.1  The USFWS deemed a 3:1 
mitigation ratio more than adequate considering the severely degraded conditions at LAX, where the 
Riverside fairy shrimp is unable to complete its life cycle.  Additionally, based on the fact that mitigation 
would occur at the FAA-owned property at El Toro, which is a highly-protected federal preserve, the 
USFWS determined this mitigation ratio would adequately mitigate for the loss of degraded habitat at 
LAX while meeting the conservation goals of the USFWS.  Furthermore, conservation Measure #6 
stipulates that relocation of soils bearing Riverside fairy Shrimp cysts only take place once success 
criteria for the created pools have been met.  This measure assures that adequate habitat be present 
prior to inoculation of the created pools with Riverside fairy shrimp cysts. 
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The operational closure of Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) at El Toro took place in July 1999 pursuant 
to the federal 1993 Base Realignment and Closure process.  The FAA-owned 905 acre property located 
northeast of Irvine Boulevard was not part of the base disposal action.  Therefore, the sale of the former 
MCAS El Toro by the Department of the Navy to permit a non-aviation reuse will not affect LAWA and 
FAA’s ability to relocate the Riverside fairy shrimp to FAA’s property.  

1  Bianchi, Mike, Personal Communication, April 25, 2005.  Contact: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Ecological Services, Carlsbad Fish and Wildlife Office, 6010 Hidden Valley Road, Carlsbad, CA 92009. 

FPC00006-13 

Comment:

Coastal Zone Resources - Consistency with the California Coastal Act 

There is no dispute that Alternative D will have coastal impacts.  Although the north runway project 
would disturb the environmentally sensitive habitat area ("ESHA") and the endangered El Segundo blue 
butterfly, consistency conclusions by LAWA and the FAA allow the project to proceed.  The FEIS 
contends that the navigation aids in the northern part of the ESHA are consistent with the Coastal Act to 
the maximum extent practicable.  Yet, the decision to reconfigure the north runways (which triggers the 
new navigation aids) is a discretionary one. 

Does the FAA or the federal government require LAWA to reconfigure Runway 24L/6R? 

Does the FAA or the federal government require LAWA to extend Runway 24R/6L? 

lf LAWA is not compelled or mandated by federal law or action to extend or reconfigure Runways 24L 
and 24R as part of its Master Plan project, in what sense are the north runway improvements consistent 
to the maximum extent practicable with the environmentally sensitive habitat policy of the Coastal Act? 

Response: 
The Coastal Zone Management Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1456, requires that Federal activities within or outside 
the coastal zone that affect any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone shall be 
carried out in a manner which is consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the enforceable 
policies of approved State management programs.  As is clear from the language of the statute, the 
CZMA does not outright require federal actions to be fully consistent with every element of a coastal 
management program.  Rather, it requires those actions to be consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable.  Nor does the statutory language limit practicability to actions that are non-discretionary.  
The phrase "consistent to the maximum extent practicable" cannot reasonably be read as a requirement 
that consistency be found only in those situations where a federal agency proposes taking an action 
that it is mandated by law to take.  Rather, the statute is addressing both discretionary and non-
discretionary actions, and requires that both types of action be consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable with the enforceable policies of an approved state management program.  Implicit in this 
language is the acknowledgement that protection of this resource is not the only public interest that may 
be considered when determining consistency of federal actions.   

Here, the proposed improvements under Alternative D themselves serve a public interest.  The design 
and location of certain airside improvements under Alternative D, which occur outside of the coastal 
zone such as the reconfiguration and extension of Runway 24R/6L, mandate improvements to the 
navigational aids within the coastal zone for safe operation of the airport.  Under Alternative D, the 
safety of certain airport operations will quite literally depend upon the navigational aid improvements 
occurring within the coastal zone.  The Runway 24R/6L improvements that provide the impetus for 
relocating existing navigational aids located within the coastal zone are proposed in light of FAA design 
standards and policy guidance that promote the safe and efficient use of navigable airspace, which is 
consistent with FAA's basic mission and clearly serves the public interest.  Additionally, it should also be 
noted that the proposed navigational aid improvements occurring within the coastal zone involve the 
relocation and upgrading of existing navigational aids situated in a diverse setting that includes barren 
areas that have been, and currently remain, highly disturbed from the former residential community that 
once occupied the subject coastal area, as well as areas where a combination of native and non-native 
species have become established.  The siting of the proposed navigational aids improvements has, to 
the extent practical while also meeting the FAA safety requirements, included use of the existing 
disturbed areas, and minimization of any new disturbance followed by revegetation of disturbed areas.  
As determined by the FAA and concurred with by the California Coastal Commission, the impacts 
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occurring within the coastal zone from the proposed navigational aids relocation and improvements will 
be fully mitigated.  For more information on the basis and requirements for the navigational aid 
improvements, please refer to pages 6 through 14 of the FAA's Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) 
Consistency Determination (see Appendix A-3a in Volume A of the Final EIS), as reiterated on pages 
10 through 20 of the Coastal Commission staff report for the November 17, 2004 hearing (see Appendix 
A-3d in Volume A of the Final EIS).  The factors presented in those discussions were specifically taken 
into account in the findings relative to the navigational aids improvements and relocation being, with 
mitigation, consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the California Coastal Act (including 
Section 30240).  This conclusion was also concurred with by the California Coastal Commission. 

FPC00006-14 

Comment:

Safety and Security 

The security of LAX is not only of vital local concern, but a matter of national security.  There has been 
no objective analysis as to whether Alternative D will enhance the security of the airport and its 
passengers and employees.  The comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of Alternative D security that 
was promised last year has not been initiated.  I believe that in this vacuum of objective analysis, it is 
imprudent to move forward on the Alternative D Master Plan, whose centerpiece is the ground 
transportation center in Manchester Square. 

Response: 
This comment does not raise or pertain to any environmental issues that are subject to NEPA review 
requirements.  Notwithstanding, please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the 
Final EIS which addresses the most frequently raised security-related issues pertaining to the design 
and ability of Alternative D to enhance existing safety and security at LAX. 

FPC00006-15 

Comment:

Do you have any reliable information as to whether the proposed Automated People Movers, ground 
transportation center, and Intermodal Transportation Center would become the targets of terrorist 
attack?

The ground transportation center is designed as the primary passenger access point to LAX.  How 
many people are projected to use the Ground Transportation Center during the design day?  In what 
ways are passengers safer in the Ground Transportation Center than they are in terminals in the 
existing central terminal area? 

How many more law enforcement personnel would be needed to secure the four major new facilities 
conceived by Alternative D (GTC, lTC, RAC, APM)?  What would be the personnel and associated cost 
of such security? 

Response: 
Portions of this comment do not raise or pertain to any environmental issues that are subject to NEPA 
review requirements.  Notwithstanding, please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of 
the Final EIS which addresses the most frequently raised security-related issues pertaining to the 
design and ability of Alternative D to enhance existing safety and security at LAX.  Also, please Table 
F4.26.2-2 on Page 4-1550 of Section 4.26.2, Law Enforcement, of Part I of the Final EIS regarding 
additional staffing for Alternative D including the GTC, ITC, RAC, and APM. 

The Final EIS addressed on-airport transportation in Section 4.3.1, On-Airport Surface Transportation of 
Part I.  Please see Table 4.3.1-15, On-Airport Ground Transportation Forecasts (Vehicles) Alternative 
D, on Page 4-397 of Part I of the Final EIS for the AM Peak Hour, Airport Peak Hour, and PM Peak 
Hour forecasts for the GTC.  As described on pages 1 and 2 of Technical Report S-2c, the landside 
APM system’s CTA-GTC passenger flows are expected to be about 50 percent of the total peak design 
peak hour APM users, but these riders would have more baggage, so they represent about 62 percent 
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of the capacity requirements.  In the total design day the GTC will serve approximately 94,000 origin 
and destination (O&D) passengers.  Riders on the APM would include: 

- Arriving and departing air passengers who park, are dropped off/picked up by a third party, or use 
commercial transportation at the GTC; 

- Meeters/greeters and well-wishers who park at the GTC and ride to/from the CTA with their air 
passengers.  This would be during periods of normal security in heightened security times the landside 
APM could be restricted to air passengers only; 

- Other airport visitors, also only during normal security periods; and 

- Airport and airline employees who work in the CTA and GTC and need to travel between work 
stations.

It is important to note that users of the GTC will experience several key security benefits as compared 
to the current situation in the existing central terminal area.  These benefits include: 

1.  Protection against large car/truck bombs by design.  Blast protection will be built into the GTC from 
the ground up and the construction of this protection will be in a new location that will not interrupt 
ongoing airport operations during construction. 

2.  On-Airport roadway capacity to screen all automobiles against large car/truck bombs before they 
reach the curb without stopping all surface traffic in the airport vicinity.  When cars and trucks are 
stopped at the existing temporary check points entering the CTA, only a limited number of the total 
vehicles entering the airport are actually screened.  Even with this low number of screened vehicles, 
through traffic on Century and Sepulveda Boulevards is impacted. 

3.  Lower average crowd densities because the GTC is not a destination.  People using the GTC will do 
so to access the terminals that remain in the CTA so they will not be waiting in large, unprotected 
groups for long periods of time waiting to check in or claim their baggage. 

4.  Lower density of people overall because O&D passengers will access the CTA from the GTC, the 
Intermodal Transportation Center (ITC), the Consolidated Rental Car Center (RAC) and via FlyAway 
buses.  Without the GTC or the other improvements included in Alternative D, all O&D passengers 
would have to continue accessing the CTA via private automobiles, buses, shuttle vans, taxis and 
limousines. 

FPC00006-16 

Comment:

Noise

The FEIS analysis of traffic and noise impacts is based on the assumption that the maximum number of 
passengers that Alternative D can accommodate is 78.9 MAP.  If for any reason, the passenger activity 
cap is exceeded, then the associated impacts will also be greater. 

Under Alternative D, what are the forecast 65 CNEL noise contours for 89 MAP?  For 97.9 MAP? 

Has an analysis been performed to determine whether any sensitive land uses (residences, schools, 
etc.) will be affected under Alternative D if and when activity levels exceed 78.9 MAP? 

Can it be reliably stated that if activity levels under an implemented Alternative D exceed 78.9 MAP, that 
Alternative D has fewer impacts than the No Action/No Plan Alternative? 

Response: 
The Final EIS and the LAX Master Plan, including appendices, indicate how the 2015 activity level 
forecast for each alternative was determined.  The operational characteristics associated with the 
activity level forecast for each alternative were accounted for in the technical analyses completed for 
each alternative, as presented in the Final EIS.  Relative to aircraft noise, the pertinent operational 
considerations include, but are not limited to, the fleet mix, design day schedule including a breakdown 
of which flights get assigned to which runways, and the alignments of runways.  These and other factors 
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related to operations were carefully considered for each alternative.  Notwithstanding that NEPA does 
not require evaluation of purely speculative scenarios, it is not possible to estimate the changes in noise 
impacts based solely on different theoretical activity levels, as requested in the comment.  As indicated 
above, the determination of noise level impacts associated with each alternative is based on numerous 
specific factors and not simply activity levels. 

It is important to note that Alternative D, as well as any of the other alternatives, does not set a 
"passenger activity cap" as suggested in the comment, inasmuch as the establishment of such a cap is 
prohibited by federal law.  Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-3 regarding passenger activity levels 
and how the ability of airport operators and local jurisdictions to control airline activities (i.e., establish a 
"cap" at airports) was clarified by the federal Airport Noise and Capacity Act (ANCA) of 1990.  Please 
also see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding the fact that the 78.9 MAP projected for 
Alternative D represents the reasonably foreseeable future (2015) passenger activity level based on a 
careful analysis of the practical capacity of Alternative D, as utilized in the NEPA analysis for 
determining reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts, and is not contingent upon, or require, 
assurances that 78.9 MAP will not be exceeded in the future.  Please also note that Response to 
Comment FPC00006-2 provides additional discussion regarding the issue of airport caps, as does also 
Topical Response TR-GEN-3. 

FPC00006-17 

Comment:

Phasing 

How long will the Master Plan program take to be fully implemented after construction begins?  At what 
date can the Master Plan be reasonably expected to be completed? 

It appears from the illustrations submitted, that the majority of the existing remote gates need not be 
removed to reconfigure the north runways.  How many, if any, of the remote gates must be razed to 
reconfigure the north runways? 

Does the so-called consensus plan alter the three-stage phasing of the Alternative D Master Plan? 

Response: 
Figure F3-20, 2015 Alternative D Conceptual Summary Schedule, on page 3-84 in Part I of the Final 
EIS presents a conceptual construction schedule for Alternative D.  The schedule shows the general 
phasing and estimated construction durations for the various elements of Alternative D.  It is estimated 
that construction of Alternative D will be completed by the end of the fourth quarter of 2014.  As stated 
in Chapter 3, Alternatives, on page 3-81 in Part I of the Final EIS, and as indicated by the commentor, 
Alternative D is planned to be implemented in three phases.  The Consensus Plan to which the 
commentor is referring is the implementation process outlined in the LAX Specific Plan.  The LAX 
Specific Plan is a local implementation mechanism that was adopted by the Los Angeles City Council.  
The LAX Specific Plan is not a Federal plan and is unrelated to the Final EIS.  It is FAA’s understanding 
that LAWA intends to construct all components of Alternative D.  The LAX Specific Plan does not 
appear to be inconsistent with the general approach of implementing Alternative D in three phases. 

As described on page 3-75 in Chapter 3 of Part I of the Final EIS, the existing remote gates at the west 
pad facility would be eliminated in Alternative D and this area would be prohibited from use as a remote 
passenger boarding location.  The remote gates are being demolished to accommodate not just the 
relocation of Runway 6R/24L and Taxiways D, E, S and Q, but also the associated runway and taxiway 
safety areas in order to meet FAA Airport Design Standards.  The north portion of the existing west pad 
would be demolished to make room for relocated Runway 6R/24L, Taxiways D and E.  This includes 
seven of the nine existing remote gates.  However, the two remaining remote gates would also be 
demolished, as the west pad would be used in the future for aircraft holding, remain over night (RON) 
positions and maintenance.  The demolition of the remote gates is a component of Alternative D that 
would serve to encourage continued development of aviation infrastructure at the other airports that 
serve aviation demand in the Los Angeles region.  The Alternative D Master Plan was designed by 
LAWA to provide a restricted number and type of gate facilities thus limiting the Airport's capacity so 
that it will comfortably serve approximately the same aviation activity levels identified in the No 
Action/No Project Alternative. 
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The proposed west satellite concourse and relocated Taxiways S and Q would be constructed on the 
existing site of American Eagle's remote commuter gates eliminating these positions from future use.  
United Express' existing commuter gates would be replaced by a ground run-up enclosure (GRE) facility 
eliminating these remote gates from future use. 

FPC00006-18 

Comment:

Historical Resources 

Under Alternative D, what is the fate of the historic Proud Bird restaurant located on Aviation 
Boulevard? 

Response: 
As shown on Figure F3-14 in Part I of the Final EIS, no changes are proposed to the Proud Bird 
Restaurant under Alternative D and the restaurant would remain as an existing commercial use. 

The Proud Bird Restaurant, though in operation since 1961, was found to lack substantial historical and 
architectural significance to merit National Register, California Register, or City of Los Angeles Historic-
Cultural Monument eligibility as part of the Section 106 compliance survey for the LAX Master Plan 
under the requirements of the National Historic Preservation Act.  No important historical events in 
American history, State history, or City of Los Angeles history were identified with this property.  
Additionally, no notable individuals associated directly with the Proud Bird Restaurant were identified.  
The property also lacked any historical significance for its physical design or construction, including 
architecture and engineering, to warrant recognition as a historic property embodying distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or representing the work of a master 
architect, builder, or craftsman. 

Further, under the historic resources survey assessment, the static displays of aircraft situated outside 
of the Proud Bird building were not considered historically significant, for the purposes of Section 106 
compliance, because they were neither categorized as structures or objects, as defined by National 
Register Bulletin: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation.  Whether real or recreated, 
the aircraft have been placed on display at the Proud Bird Restaurant as museum show pieces, which 
under the property classifications defined by the National Register Bulletin referenced above, are 
inappropriate for designation.  Additionally, as defined under "Criteria Consideration B: Moved 
Properties" in the National Register Bulletin: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, 
the aircrafts’ location at the Proud Bird Restaurant is incompatible with their original function, setting, 
and context.  Hence, they would not be eligible for the National Register even if they were categorized 
appropriately because of compromised integrity issues.  Additionally, the static displays were not 
considered eligible commemorative properties, as defined under "Criteria Consideration F: 
Commemorative Properties" in the National Register Bulletin.  Eligible commemorative properties are 
designed or constructed after the occurrence of an important historic event.  They are not directly 
associated with an event, but serve as evidence of a later generation’s assessment of the past.  
Therefore, a commemorative property must be significant based on its own value, not on the value of 
the event being memorialized. 

FPC00006-19 

Comment:

Community-Based Agreements 

Which of the benefits identified in the community-based agreements reached between LAWA and the 
LAX Coalition for Economic, Environmental, and Educational Justice are commitments which were 
previously promised by LAWA (for example, pledges contained in the MMRP, Master Plan 
commitments, and memoranda of understanding)?  Which of the commitments are new commitments 
that were not previously promised by LAWA? 

Which of the benefits identified in the community-based agreements are restatements of existing LAWA 
policy or practices?  Which of the benefits are not? 
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Which of the benefits under the community-based agreements are dependent for funding upon FAA 
approval?  Which of the benefits are not so dependent? 

Response: 
The Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) is not a component of the LAX Master Plan or the Final EIS.  
The CBA is an agreement between LAWA and a coalition of organizations (LAX Coalition) that is 
separate from the NEPA process.  FAA has not been a party to the CBA and furthermore has 
expressed no opinion about the contents of the CBA.  To the extent that the commentor has questions 
regarding the provisions of the CBA, those questions are appropriately addressed to LAWA. 

FPC00006-20 

Comment:

Alternative Not Considered 

During public testimony in 2004, especially in the context of the so-called consensus plan, I urged that 
the Manchester Square project (the ground Transportation Center) and other "yellow-light" projects be 
deleted from the Master Plan. 

This "green and red light" approach is a viable alternative to airport modernization that allows the 
enhancement of safety and amenities and mitigation to off-airport surface transportation.  This 
alternative should not entail undue delay since the "build" projects under this alternative (for example, 
the ITC) are already described in the EIS and EIR.  My "red light" alternative could be implemented at a 
significant savings over Alternative D, since it does not implement such costly and dubious projects as 
the billion dollar luggage tunnel.  It also has the virtue of eliminating the projects that do not enjoy 
widespread support. 

Unfortunately, this alternative was not analyzed in the EIR or EIS.  Thus, by its failure to analyze this 
alternative, the "Final" EIS and EIR are incomplete.  No Record of Decision should issue until the "red 
light" alternative is prepared. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Topical Response TR-ALT-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS 
regarding the range of alternatives analyzed in the Final EIS.  As indicated in the topical response, a 
reasonable range of alternatives was evaluated in the Final EIS.  An alternative is considered to be a 
reasonable alternative if it satisfies the purpose and need of the proposal and is substantially different 
than existing proposals such that it warrants independent evaluation in a NEPA document.  To the 
extent that a proposal is substantially similar to an existing alternative, and/or its impacts clearly fall 
within the range of impacts disclosed for an existing fully evaluated alternative, there is no need to 
evaluate the new proposal independently in the NEPA document.  Similarly, if a proposal does not 
satisfy the purpose and need of a project, it does not warrant detailed analysis in a NEPA document.  
The approach suggested in this comment, which is being introduced to the FAA for the first time in this 
comment on the Final EIS, does not appear to satisfy the criteria warranting full evaluation as a new 
alternative in the EIS. 

FPC00007 Gordon, Mike California State Assembly 2/22/2005

FPC00007-1 

Comment:

Following are comments on the Final Environmental Impact Statement for Los Angeles International 
Airport per the Notice of Availability published in the Federal Register, Vol. 70.  No. 13, Friday, January 
21, 2005. 

1. The FElS Improperly Relies Upon Outdated Data in Analyzing Environmental Impacts. 

The environmental impact analysis contained in the FEIR and relied upon by the FEIS is based on old 
and outdated data that has been piecemealed together at the whim and pleasure of the leadership of 
the City of Los Angeles since the beginning of the Master Plan process in l997.  Such outdated data 
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cannot be relied upon as a reasonable basis for the analysis of potential environmental impacts for any 
project alternative contained in the LAX Master Plan nor can any conclusions as to the level of 
significance of any environmental consequence resulting from any project alternative in the Master Plan 
be relied upon as a reasonable assessment. 

Response: 
Due to the general nature of this comment, and absent specific allegations regarding which data in the 
Final EIS are considered by the commentor to be "old and outdated," FAA is unable to provide a 
substantive response to the concerns expressed in the comment.  To the extent that the commentor 
references the information used to prepare the environmental baseline, a concept unique to CEQA and 
not pertinent to the NEPA analysis, general information and explanation of the CEQA baseline can be 
found in Topical Response TR-GEN-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS. 

FPC00007-2 

Comment:

2. The FEIS Improperly Relies Upon Inaccurate Description and Analysis of the No Project Alternative. 

The FEIS uses the No Project Alternative as the basis for comparison of the environmental impacts of 
Alternatives A, B, C and D.  However, the No Project Alternative in the Final EIS/EIR is fundamentally 
flawed in both its description and analysis and therefore, is not a reasonable basis for comparison to the 
build alternatives. 

Both the Draft ElS/EIR and the Final EIS/EIR appear to have exaggerated the No Project Alternative in 
order to make the Build Alternatives appear more benign by comparison.  During the development of 
the LAX Master Plan, Los Angeles World Airports inexplicably increased its estimation of the number of 
passengers and cargo tonnage that could be served under the No Project Alternative.  LAWA abruptly 
increased the passenger estimate from 70 MAP to 79 MAP by 2015 and increased the cargo estimate 
from 2.5 MAT to 3 1 MAT by 2015. 

Overstating the passenger and cargo handling capacity of the No Project Alternative inflates the 
environmental impacts of the No Project Alternative and inappropriately makes the impacts of the Build 
Alternatives appear less severe by comparison. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment AL00033-42 in Part II-Volume 3 of the Final EIS.  Please also see 
Topical Response TR-GEN-2 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding No Action/No Project 
Alternative assumptions.  As indicated in those responses, revisions to the CEQA Guidelines in 1998 
clarified that, where the project that is being evaluated is an existing land use or regulatory plan, policy, 
or ongoing operation, the No Project Alternative will be the continuation of the existing plan, policy or 
operation into the future.  Accordingly, the No Project Alternative was redefined to include additional 
projects and actions, consistent with the existing 1981 interim LAX Master Plan, that would reasonably 
be expected to occur in the foreseeable future if the LAX Master Plan is not approved and/or that are 
predictable responses to increasing congestion at LAX that would be implemented without any FAA 
action.  Previously, LAWA had taken a conservative approach to the No Project Alternative under 
CEQA, and only included within the alternative actions that had previously been approved and for which 
CEQA documentation had been prepared.  Under the expanded definition of the No Project Alternative, 
greater passenger levels and cargo activity could be accommodated. 

The clarification in the CEQA Guidelines is consistent with NEPA guidance concerning the No Action 
Alternative (Question 3, NEPA's Forty Most Asked Questions).  Under NEPA, "an action such as 
updating a land management plan where ongoing programs initiated under existing legislation and 
regulations will continue, 'no action' is 'no change' from current management direction or level of 
management intensity . . .  [T]he 'no action' alternative may be thought of in terms of continuing with the 
present course of action until that action is changed."   

Prior to the clarification in the CEQA Guidelines, it was assumed that the narrower interpretation of the 
No Project Alternative under CEQA would prevail.  That is, if CEQA prevented LAWA from pursuing 
projects that would be consistent with the existing interim LAX Master Plan (1981) but for which local 
approval had not yet been received, then the No Action Alternative under NEPA would also be limited.  
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Once the CEQA Guidelines were revised, however, the No Action/No Project Alternative was redefined.  
This redefinition was consistent with both CEQA and NEPA. 

FPC00007-3 

Comment:

3. The FElS Improperly Relies Upon a Passenger Capacity Estimate of 79 MAP for Alternative D. 

Alternative D proposes to limit LAX to approximately 79 MAP by limiting the total number and size of 
gate positions to a level lower than Alternatives A, B, and C, and below the current values.  However, 
LAWA performed no analysis of the actual capacity of the number and size of gate positions and, 
instead, relies upon a market analysis based on assumptions about the reactions of airlines and 
passengers to the gate configuration proposed in Alternative D as the basis for the capacity estimate.  
Independent analysis of the capacity of the number and size of gates proposed in Alternative D by UC 
Berkeley Professor Adib Kanafani reveals a capacity of approximately 87 MAP. 

Response: 
Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 regarding capacity and other Master Plan issues raised 
in this comment.  Also, please see Response to Comment FAL00003-64 regarding inter-gate time 
assumptions and analysis used in the LAX Master Plan, Response to Comment FAL00003-86 
regarding proper use of design day to annual factors for passengers and aircraft operations, and 
Response to Comment FAL00003-87 regarding the aircraft load factor and peak hour load factor 
forecasts and their proper use in the LAX Master Plan.   

For more information on the topics discussed above and in the Responses to Comments cited above, 
please see the Final LAX Master Plan in which all existing conditions, aviation forecasts (both 
unconstrained and constrained), demand/capacity simulation analyses, facility requirements and 
alternatives for meeting these requirements have been prepared, reviewed and presented along with all 
associated methodology and assumptions.  In particular, see Appendices A through I of the Final LAX 
Master Plan for substantial technical update and analyses of existing airport conditions and future 
demand/capacity simulation results associated with Alternative D.  Please see Chapter 2 in Part I of the 
Final EIS in which this airport planning process has also presented the results and conclusions of this 
process in context with the demonstrated purpose and need for the plan.  Please see Chapter 4 of Part 
I of the Final EIS and Chapter A.2 of the Final EIS for the environmental impacts associated with each 
of the LAX Master Plan alternatives, including Alternative D.  Please see Response to Comment 
SAL00015-11 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS regarding the commentor’s consultant analysis and 
Responses to Comments SAL00015-312  and SAL00015-333 in Part II-Volume 10 of the Final EIS 
regarding capacity issues.  Also please see Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS for Topical Responses TR-
GEN-3 regarding projected versus actual capacity levels at LAX and TR-MP-1 regarding air cargo 
activity and demand. 

FPC00007-4 

Comment:

4. The FEIS Improperly Fails to Identify and Measure the Impacts of Alternative D Beyond the 79 MAP 
Threshold. 

As stated above, the FEIS improperly relies upon a passenger capacity estimate of 79 MAP for 
Alternative D although LAWA performed no true capacity analysis of Alternative D and the Master Plan 
offers no assurances that Alternative D will be held to a 79 MAP threshold.  In limiting its analysis to 
impacts at the 79 MAP level, the FEIS fails to properly identify and measure the environmental impacts, 
including noise, traffic and pollution, of activity levels beyond 79 MAP.  In doing so, the FEIS 
understates the potential adverse environmental impacts of Alternative D. 

Response: 
As indicated above in Response to Comment FPC00007-3, both the Final LAX Master Plan and the 
Final EIS provide complete descriptions of the characteristics of Alternative D and how the future 
activity levels for Alternative D, based on those characteristics, were determined.  Specifically, the Final 
LAX Master Plan describes how all existing conditions, aviation forecasts (both unconstrained and 
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constrained), demand/capacity simulation analyses, facility requirements and alternatives for meeting 
these requirements have been prepared, reviewed and presented along with all associated 
methodology and assumptions.  In particular, Appendices A through I of the Final LAX Master Plan 
provides a substantial technical update and analyses of existing airport conditions and future 
demand/capacity simulation results associated with Alternative D.  Chapter 2 in Part I of the Final EIS 
presents the airport planning process applied to Alternative D and the results and conclusions of this 
process in context with the demonstrated purpose and need for the plan.  Chapter 4 of Part I of the 
Final EIS and Chapter A.2 of the Final EIS address the environmental impacts associated with each of 
the LAX Master Plan alternatives, including Alternative D.   

The 78.9 million annual passenger (MAP) activity level projected for Alternative D in 2015 is based on 
the assumptions and factors that are well-documented in the materials referenced above.  In a similar 
manner, future MAP activity levels associated with each of the other four alternatives (i.e., the No 
Action/No Project Alternative and Alternatives A, B, and C) were also projected for 2015 using the same 
basic approach, thereby providing a consistent approach and equal basis of comparison between all 
alternatives.  The formulation and evaluation of Alternative D are not based on an absolute maximum 
capacity threshold that could be reached at some undefined future point in time, as being requested by 
the commentor, but rather on reasonable and appropriate projections of a future activity level estimated 
for the 2015.  This approach was applied to all alternatives addressed in the Final EIS, as documented 
therein.  Please see Response to Comment FAL00003-2 for additional discussion regarding how future 
activity levels for Alternative D were determined based on projected market demand considerations 
versus a theoretical maximum design capacity.   

The comment requests proof of assurances that Alternative D will be held to a 79 MAP threshold.  
Please see Topical Response TR-GEN-3 regarding passenger activity levels and how the ability of 
airport operators and local jurisdictions to control airline activities (i.e., establish a "cap" at airports) was 
clarified by the federal Airport Noise and Capacity Act (ANCA) of 1990. 

FPC00007-5 

Comment:

5. The FEIS Fails to Reconcile Conflicts in the Methodology of Analysis and Assessment of Impacts 
Between the FEIS and the FEIR. 

The FEIS acknowledges a conflict in the basis of comparison of impacts and conclusions of significance 
for certain impact categories.  The FEIS uses the No Project Alternative as the basis of comparison of 
impacts with the Build Alternatives where the FEIR uses the 1996 baseline.  The conflict is most 
apparent in the areas of Environmental Justice relative to noise, air quality and human health risk 

Where the FEIR finds disproportionately high impacts from noise and pollution on minority and/or low-
income communities under Alternative D, the FEIS finds no significant impacts and, in fact, concludes 
that noise impacts on these communities would be reduced under Alternative D. 

The FEIS fails to provide a basis, methodology or rationale to reconcile the stark conflicts in the 
assessment of noise and pollution impacts on minority and/or low-income communities under 
Alternative D. 

Response: 
This comment does not pertain to the adequacy of the Final EIS, but rather is a comment on the fact 
that different conclusions are reached when evaluating various impact categories under CEQA as 
compared to NEPA.  The EIS and EIR have made clear throughout the environmental process that 
CEQA and NEPA have different statutory frameworks and methodologies.  The Final EIS was prepared 
by the FAA for NEPA purposes based on federal laws, regulations, and standards, and the analysis 
prepared by LAWA in the Final EIR was conducted for purposes of CEQA using a different baseline 
with consideration of state laws, regulations, and standards.  In large part, the difference in conclusions 
is due to CEQA’s use of the "environmental baseline" as a point of comparison for purposes of 
determining environmental impacts, whereas NEPA uses the No Action scenario as a basis of 
comparison to so-called "action" alternatives.  Although both the Final EIR and Final EIS rely on the 
same underlying data, predictable differences in conclusions result due to the differences in the 
statutory frameworks of NEPA and CEQA.  This does not in any way undermine the adequacy of either 
document for purposes of compliance with the law under these two distinct statutory schemes.   
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Please see Response to Comment FAL00001-6 and Topical Response TR-EJ-4 in Appendix A-1 of 
Volume A of the Final EIS regarding the differences in methodology and assessment of impacts 
between the Final EIR and Final EIS.  While the analysis and findings differ, they intentionally and 
independently address different requirements and are therefore not in conflict.  The environmental 
justice findings in the Final EIS do not alter LAWA's environmental justice findings in the Final EIR or 
LAWA's Environmental Justice Program. 

FPC00007-6 

Comment:

6. The FEIS Improperly Accepts the FEIR's Inadequate Commitments to Attainable or Enforceable 
Mitigation Measures. 

The FEIS improperly accepts the FEIR's mitigation measures and "LAX Commitments" that are 
sufficiently vague in both description and feasibility as to be virtually meaningless.  The FEIS/FEIR 
should formulate and recommend specific enforceable mitigation measures (whether referred to as 
"mitigation measures" or "LAX Commitments") and identify and commit to appropriate funding to attain 
such mitigation measures and commitments. 

Response: 
Part I of the Final EIS identifies adverse impacts associated with implementation of the LAX Master 
Plan and provides a comprehensive set of Master Plan commitments and mitigation measures identified 
by LAWA and/or FAA to address such effects as identified under the CEQA analysis, the NEPA 
analysis, or both.  (Specifically, these are presented in Chapter 5 of the September 2004 Addendum to 
the Final EIR and further refined by the Second and Third Addenda to the Final EIR.)  Pursuant to 
Section 21081.6(a) of CEQA, a mitigation monitoring and reporting program (MMRP) for the LAX 
Master Plan - Alternative D has been prepared and adopted which specifies the timing of and 
monitoring responsibility for implementation of adopted mitigation measures.   

A subset of the Master Plan commitments and mitigation measures has been identified in this ROD to 
address significant impacts identified by the NEPA analysis.  These measures are conditions of 
approval of this ROD and are located in Appendix A of this ROD.  In accordance with 40 CFR 1505.3, 
the FAA will take appropriate steps, through Federal funding grant assurances and conditions, airport 
layout plan approvals, and contract plans and specifications, to ensure that the mitigation actions 
identified in Appendix A are implemented during project development, and will monitor the 
implementation of these mitigation actions as necessary to assure that representations made in the 
Final EIS with respect to mitigation are carried out.  The approvals contained in this ROD are 
specifically conditioned upon full implementation of these mitigation measures.  These mitigation 
actions will be made the subject of special conditions included in future Federal airport grants to the City 
of Los Angeles. 

The Final EIS is considered a project level environmental analysis for purposes of NEPA and will 
support the unconditional approval of all aspects of Alternative D except for LAX Northside (as 
described in detail in the ROD).  However, for purposes of CEQA, the LAX Master Plan and EIR were 
considered to be completed at a program-level of analysis.  As individual projects of the Master Plan are 
advanced for implementation, additional environmental evaluation will occur for purposes of CEQA, and 
additional details of mitigation will be provided, as appropriate.  

There are no requirements under NEPA or CEQA that funding sources for mitigation measures be 
specified.  A specific funding plan has not yet been prepared for the LAX Master Plan; however, it is 
anticipated that a joint funding effort would be pursued, involving Federal and State grants and other 
efforts.  Much of the project would likely be funded with airport-generated revenues, such as concession 
fees, landing fees, revenue bonds, leases, and passenger facility charges (PFCs).  It is not anticipated 
that any local tax revenue would be used for this project.  Any federal funds for these improvements 
would not come from the general fund of the United States Treasury. 
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FPC00007-7 

Comment:

In light of the above comments, l urge you to reject the FEIS/FEIR in favor of developing an LAX Master 
Plan that meets safety, security objectives while limiting LAX to 78 Map to facilitate the development of 
a regional airport system to meet future projected demand in the region. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Please see Responses to Comments above.  Please also see Part II-Volume 1 of the 
Final EIS for Topical Response TR-SAF-1 regarding aviation safety, Topical Response TR-SEC-1 
regarding security issues, Topical Response TR-GEN-3 regarding ability to limit capacity, and Topical 
Response TR-RC-1 regarding the LAX Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand. 

FPC00008 Sambrano, Diane None Provided 2/21/2005

FPC00008-1 

Comment:

When consideration for approval of the Final Environmental Impact Study of Los Angeles International 
Airport is deliberated it is imperative that the following be taken into account. 

Representatives from surrounding cities (Redondo Beach, Torrance, Hermosa Beach, Manhattan 
Beach, Palos Verdes, Rancho Palos Verdes, Rolling Hills, El Segundo, Inglewood Culver City, the 
Southbay Cities of Government, the Surrounding area Los Angeles Neighborhood Councils, Congress 
Members Jane Harman and Maxine Waters, Los Angeles County Supervisors community groups, 
ARSAC, and LAXEN as well as a host of individual community members have spoken, written, and 
appeared before public hearings regarding the Alternative D and other LAX expansion plans.  At most 
even though highly technical responses were given to significant problems created by the expansion the 
LAX greatest response to query or complications was not resolve but rather "Comment Noted".  One 
can easily visualize the short skirted, gum-chewing, nail-polishing cartoon respondent.  It is not only 
distressing but insulting that the "Comment Noted" response to serious concerns of air quality, vehicle 
traffic congestion, crowded skies, greater risk of incursions, sleep interruption, noise impacts, 
carcinogen increases is so swiftly dismissed.  While it was requested that an extension of time be 
granted to respond the EIS it is not surprising that disregard for the impacted was again demand a quick 
to move on attitude. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  Responses to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR and the Supplement to the Draft 
EIS/EIR were prepared in accordance with the Council of Environmental Quality NEPA Regulations (40 
CFR 1503.4) and the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations Section 15088) and 
focused on the disposition of significant environmental issues raised.  Detailed, technical responses 
were provided where warranted by the comment.  In some instances, comments received represent 
expressions of opinion and perception of the project, or narrative that does not permit a substantive 
response.  In these instances, the FAA acknowledged the provision of the comment by indicating the 
comment is noted.   

In accordance with 40 CFR 1506.10(b)(2), FAA did not make a decision on the proposal for a minimum 
30-day period following publication of the Final EIS.  Although it is not required that public comments be 
allowed during this timeframe, FAA decided to permit public comment in accordance with 40 CFR 
1503.1(b).  Regarding requests for an extension of time to comment on the Final EIS, FAA carefully 
considered such requests and determined that, based on the limited amount of new information 
provided in the Final EIS Volume A, and the fact that much of the information in Volume A was made 
available to the public prior to the publication of the Final EIS through publication of addenda to the 
Final EIR, additional time was not warranted.  More specifically, the comment period referenced in this 
comment is only for a limited portion of the Final EIS, specifically Volume A and associated appendices.  
Volume A addresses Federal laws and regulations that differ from the requirements of the California 
Environmental Quality Act, under which Los Angeles World Airports prepared the Final Environmental 
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Impact Report (EIR).  However, despite differences in applicable laws, the Final EIS does not present 
underlying data different from that disclosed in the Final EIR.   

FAA also considers the allotted time for comments adequate because a portion of the material has 
already been available for public review for some time.  This material is presented in the appendices to 
Volume A.  This includes FAA’s Coastal Zone Management Act Consistency Determination and the City 
of Los Angeles’ Coastal Zone Management Act Consistency Certification.  The Los Angeles/El Segundo 
Dunes Habitat Restoration Plan and the California Coastal Commission’s Staff Report were also 
available to the public prior to release of the Final EIS. 

FAA made the Final EIS available to the public on January 13, 2005.  This was one week before 
publication of the Notice of Availability of the Final EIS in the Federal Register. 

FPC00008-2 

Comment:

It has been suggested that expansion must be rushed in response to the terrorist attack of 911.  Logic 
would suggest the best solution would be to create multiple targets by establishing regional options 
rather than making one really easily to cause significant impact target or one even greater negative 
impact target.  There is no debate that special interests groups are absolutely comfortable and pleased 
to disregard the safety and quality of life issues of the less economically advantaged.  However, it is the 
role of government to provide regulation over the negative impacts of corporations whether they are city 
owned and operated or under private ownership. 

Response: 
This comment does not raise or pertain to any environmental issues that are subject to NEPA review 
requirements.  Notwithstanding, please see Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the 
Final EIS which addresses the most frequently raised security-related issues pertaining to the design 
and ability of Alternative D to enhance existing safety and security at LAX.  Also, please see Response 
to Comment AL00051-93 in Part II-Volume 3, PC01881-31 in Part II-Volume 6, and PC02131-5 in Part 
II-Volume 7 of the Final EIS. 

FPC00008-3 

Comment:

The "economic growth" of one city should never out weigh the rights of individuals impacted in the areas 
surrounding that economic entity.  The humans surrounding the airport should be granted the same 
right to environmental justice as those who fly first class.  The very foundations of this country are set in 
the principles that all men are created equal.  That those who established their homes prior to the 
advent of the jet age and discount frequent flights are to be dislocated or subjected to carcinogens is 
not consistent with the concept of environmental justice.  It is an even greater insult that it is a "City 
owned and operated property" that plans to cause such impacts on the constituency of other cities and 
a portion of her own residents as well. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  This comment does not address the adequacy of the information disclosed in Volume 
A of the Final EIS. 

FPC00008-4 

Comment:

The recently voted on "Community Benefits Agreement" touted as the biggest, best, and first wonder 
agreement is an insult on a host of levels to those of the affected area.  How is it the genuine 
community has never been granted binding agreement negotiation table talks with the Board of Airport 
Commissioners who chose to negotiate withthe self-proclaimed leaders.  Daniel Tabor (Coalition 
Spokesperson) had run for Mayor of Inglewood and received only 3,666 votes in a community of 
112,000 residents and a registered voter list of 40,000.  Obviously the Inglewood community at large did 
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not choose him as their representative.  The Labor organization seeking temporary jobs at the 
permanent expense of permanent residents made up another of the "Coalition" members.  As for the 
Religious Leadership-since when do buildings used one day a week deserve priority consideration over 
homes where people dwell seven days per week.  Temporary union jobs receiving priority over local 
homeowners seems counterproductive to the HUD goal of creating more homeownership. 

Response: 
The Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) is not a component of the LAX Master Plan or the Final EIS.  
The CBA is an agreement between LAWA and a coalition of organizations (LAX Coalition) that is 
separate from the NEPA process.  FAA is not a party to the CBA. 

FPC00008-5 

Comment:

Since the Fall of Holy Roman Empire great societies decline typically not from outward invasion but of 
inward decay.  When the principals of concern for economic growth overshadow the quality of life of her 
constituency that society has failed her people even if the selected few prosper in the short term.  Those 
of us living in the area surrounding Los Angeles International Airport are no less-worthy of sleep, clean 
air, and home ownership than those whose only contact with an airplane is the occasional business trip 
or family vacation.  No society should put the temporary convenience of tourist above the quality of life 
of her residents. 

Response: 
The Final EIS addressed air quality in Section 4.6, Air Quality  (Part I), and Section A.2.3, Air Quality 
(Volume A), and noise impacts in Section 4.1, Noise  (Part I), and Section 4.2, Land Use (Part I).  
Supporting technical data and analyses were provided in Appendix D, Appendix G, Technical Reports 1 
and 4, Appendix S-C, Appendix S-E, Technical Reports S-1 and S-4, Appendix F-B, Appendix A-2a, 
and Appendix A-2b.  Mitigation measures and Master Plan commitments to address noise impacts are 
presented in subjections 4.1.5, 4.1.8, and 4.2.8 in Part I of the Final EIS, as revised by Appendix AD(2)-
B of the Second Addendum to the Final EIR.  Mitigation measures that address air quality impacts are 
described in subsection 4.6.8 in Part I of the Final EIS, as amended by Appendix AD-B of the 
September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR.  A subset of mitigation measures and Master Plan 
commitments have been identified in this ROD to address significant impacts identified by the NEPA 
analysis.  These measures that are required as a condition of approval of this ROD are identified in 
Appendix A of this ROD.  Also, please see Topical Response TR-LU-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final 
EIS regarding impacts on quality of life. 

FPC00008-6 

Comment:

While these words may seem random and passionate without scientific point consider the prior 
presentations dealing with studies, improper placement of monitors, misrepresentations of over-flights, 
chemical analysis, traffic patterns and misstated conclusions.  Those prior statements however well 
studied annotated and presented were met with "Comment Noted" as if never read, and simply an 
exercise in allowing because the law demands though does not require genuine interest.  It is my hope 
perhaps those previous comments will be considered by those whose goal is serious concern about 
impacts rather than simply adding to the cash flow at LAX. 

Response: 
FAA takes its responsibility for evaluating the potential impacts of proposed airport development in 
accordance with NEPA and its implementing regulations very seriously.  Responses to comments 
concerning overflights, criteria and toxic air pollution, traffic patterns, and other substantive 
environmental issues were addressed in Volumes 2 through 12 of Part II of the Final EIS and Appendix 
AD-A of the September 2004 Addendum to the Final EIR (which is included as part of the Final EIS).  
As indicated in Response to Comment FPC00008-1, responses to comments on the Draft EIS/EIR and 
the Supplement to the Draft EIS/EIR were prepared in accordance with the Council of Environmental 
Quality NEPA Regulations (40 CFR 1503.4) and the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of 
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Regulations Section 15088) and focused on the disposition of significant environmental issues raised.  
Detailed, technical responses were provided where warranted by the comment. 

FPC00009 Carpio, Cecil None Provided 2/22/2005

FPC00009-1 

Comment:

Citing FAA Order 5050.4A, Airport Environmental Handbook 

CHAPTER 9.  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT PROCESSING  

94. PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS. 

2) For actions involving an airport location, runway location, or major runway extension pursuant to 
section 509(b)(5) of the 1982 Airport Act and found to have a significant adverse effect, there shall be 
evidence to support a conclusion that: 

(a) There is no feasible and prudent alternative 

LAX can already accommodate the New Large Aircraft.  Reconfiguration of the north runway complex is 
not needed.  A regional solution to air passenger and air freight traffic is a saner, safer, and more 
secure alternative than supporting LAX expansion through runway extensions and relocation.  The 
public and the economy must be protected by the FAA.  In these days of threatened terrorism, as well 
as the ever-present threat of natural disasters, allowing LAX to expand allows this economic engine to 
become A Bigger Target. 

Response: 
Comment noted.  FAA’s statutory mission is to ensure the safe and efficient use of navigable airspace 
in the United States.  This includes the safe and efficient development of public use/publicly owned 
airports.  Airports in the United States are locally owned and operated.  The decision to develop an 
airport is the responsibility of the airport sponsor.  FAA does not direct the timing or nature of 
development at the nation’s airports.  Similarly, under the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, the FAA 
does not regulate rates, routes, and services of air carriers or cargo operators.  Airline managements 
are free to decide which airports to serve based on market forces.  Nonetheless, Alternative D has been 
designed by LAWA to use physical constraints to encourage airlines to use other regional airports.  

Although one runway can currently accommodate the NLA, without the proposed airfield improvements 
LAX would face additional operational restrictions to accommodate NLAs.  Alternative D airfield 
improvements would allow operation with little or no disruption to other aircraft on the airport, while 
improving safety and efficiency.  Please see Chapter 2, Purpose and Need, Sections 2.3.7 and 2.3.8 of 
Part I of the Final EIS, for a more detailed discussion of the need for airfield improvements.  In addition, 
please see Chapter 3, Alternatives, pages 3-67 through 3-75 of Part I of the Final EIS for a discussion 
on how the Alternative D airfield modifications would enhance the operation of the airport, including 
providing a physical solution to reducing the risk of runway incursions.  Also, please see Topical 
Response TR-SAF-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding aviation safety. 

In addition, please see Topical Response TR-RC-1 in Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding the 
LAX Master Plan role in the regional approach to meeting demand and Topical Response TR-SEC-1 in 
Part II-Volume 1 of the Final EIS regarding security issues. 
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FPC00010 Carpio, Cecil None Provided 2/22/2005

FPC00010-1 

Comment:

Citing FAA Order 5050.4A, Airport Environmental Handbook 

CHAPTER 9.  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT PROCESSING 

94. PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS. 

2) For actions involving an airport location, runway location, or major runway extension pursuant to 
section 509(b)(5) of the 1982 Airport Act and found to have a significant adverse effect, there shall be 
evidence to support a conclusion that: 

(a) There is no feasible and prudent alternative 

Comment: Differential Runway Usage: As per the 2001 Caltrans Noise Variance Decision, page 7, 
paragraph "b": 

"This rule requires, where possible, take-offs be launched from the inboard runways... There is no 
certainty as to how much benefit is derived from this procedure, but it is perceived as being helpful." 

And, as per the 1998 Caltrans Noise Variance Proposed Decision, page 8, paragraph"b": 

"This rule requires, where possible, that take-offs be launched from the inboard runways...  It is not clear 
how beneficial this rule is.  The point is to shelter the adjacent communities to the north and south of the 
airport property from noise.  However, the bulk of the noise from jet aircraft is to the front and rear of the 
aircraft in flight, and not to the side.  All runways are oriented (roughly) northeast to southwest.  Thus, 
there would seem to be little to be gained from this." 

Has a study been done to weigh the noise mitigation benefits of this Differential Runway Usage rule 
against the impact this noise mitigation rule has on airport runway incursions?  Runway separation 
(moving the south runway complex) might not be necessary if this rule were reversed.  Also, the proper 
staffing of the air traffic control tower (more controllers) would alleviate the number of incursion 
incidents.

Has this prudent alternative been studied thusly? 

Response: 
Comment noted.  The commentor's suggested runway operating procedures (i.e., with arrival aircraft on 
the inboard runways and departure aircraft on the outboard runways) would substantially reduce runway 
capacity.  Please see Response to Comment PC02204-24 in Part II-Volume 7 of the Final EIS 
regarding runway operating procedures at LAX.  As described in subsection 3.2.9, Alternative D - 
Enhanced Safety and Security Plan, on page 3-75 of Part I of the Final EIS, the primary use of runways 
is assumed to be arrival operations on the outboard runways and departure operations on the inboard 
runways.  Occasional departures would continue off of the outboard runways.  Runway utilization 
assumptions for Alternative D are included in Table S8, 2015 Runway Utilization Percentages - 
Alternative D, in Technical Report S-C1, Supplemental Aircraft Noise Technical Report.  The 
assumptions included in this table reflect the continuation of the Aircraft Noise Management Procedures 
that prioritize arrival operations on the outboard runways and departures on the inboard runways.  
These procedures do make a difference in the noise impact to communities north and south of LAX 
because of the substantial sideline noise impact of departing aircraft, as sideline noise associated with 
arriving aircraft tends to be less substantial. 

The build alternatives propose various airfield improvements including construction of a center taxiway 
between the parallel runways.  These improvements would reduce the congestion on the runway 
system.  The proposed center taxiway between the runways would allow arrival aircraft to be held 
between the runways for runway crossing without interfering with the operations on both runways.  
Without the proposed center taxiway, certain large arrival aircraft that currently use LAX, such as the 
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Boeing 747 and the Airbus A340 could not be held between the runways for runway crossing due to 
insufficient separation.  Wide body aircraft, such as the Boeing 747-400, would be required to land on 
the inboard runway, which is the departure runway; therefore, departure capacity would decrease and 
congestion on the runway system would increase. 

Please see Response to Comment SPHF00038-3 in Part II-Volume 11 of the Final EIS regarding the 
potential noise impacts of moving the southernmost runway approximately 55 feet south and discussion 
on runway incursion at LAX and an analysis conducted by NASA Ames Research Center comparing the 
costs and benefits of a center parallel taxiway and "end-around" taxiway on the south airfield complex.  
The NASA study concluded that the end-around taxiway greatly increased taxi time and delays for 
arriving aircraft and thereby increased the operational costs of this option and did not give any 
increased safety margin.  Air traffic controllers also found that the center parallel taxiway increased their 
operational flexibility while controlling arriving aircraft on the south airfield complex.  In a separate 
LAWA study of these two optional taxiway improvements, the "end-around" taxiway was found to 
increase noise impacts on El Segundo residential land uses from taxiing aircraft. 

FAA Air Traffic Control Tower staffing levels and controller training meets the FAA’s guidelines for the 
facility.  FAA has addressed individual controller issues found to be contributing factors to runway 
incursions. 

Finally, the commentor’s proposed runway operating procedures were not addressed as a separate 
alternative in the EIR/EIS process, as such a proposal would fail to meet even the most basic elements 
of the "reasonable alternative" test, particularly as it relates to purpose and need. 

FPC00011 Sambrano, Dianne None Provided 2/24/2005

FPC00011-1 

Comment:

When consideration for approval of the Final Environmental Impact Study of Los Angeles International 
Airport is deliberated it is imperative that the following be taken into account. 

Representatives from surrounding cities (Redondo Beach, Torrance, Hermosa Beach, Manhattan 
Beach, Palos Verdes, Rancho Palos Verdes, Rolling Hills, El Segundo, Inglewood, Culver City), the 
Southbay Cities Council of Government, the surrounding area Los Angeles Neighborhood Councils, 
Congress Members Jane Harman and Maxine Waters, Los Angeles County Supervisors, community 
groups ARSAC, and LAXEN as well as a host of individual community members have spoken, written, 
and appeared before public hearings regarding the Alternative D and other LAX expansion plans.  At 
most even though highly technical responses were given to significant problems created by the 
expansion the LAX, the greatest response to query or complications was not resolution but rather 
"Comment Noted".  One can easily visualize the short skirted, gum-chewing, nail-polishing cartoon 
respondent.  It is not only distressing but insulting that the "Comment Noted" response to serious 
concerns of air quality, vehicle traffic congestion, crowded skies, greater risk of incursions, sleep 
interruption, noise impacts, carcinogen increases is so swiftly dismissed.  While it was requested that an 
extension of time to respond to the EIS be granted to the impacted community, it is not surprising they 
were disregarded with a "quick-to-move-on" attitude. 

It has been suggested that expansion must be rushed in response to the terrorist attack of 911.  Logic 
would suggest the best solution would be to create multiple targets by establishing regional options 
rather than making "one really easy to cause significant impact" target or "one even greater negative 
impact" target.  There is no debate that special interests groups are absolutely comfortable and pleased 
to disregard the safety and quality of life issues of the less economically advantaged.  However, it is the 
role of government to provide regulation over the negative impacts of corporations whether they are city 
owned and operated or under private ownership. 

The "economic growth" of one city should never outweigh the rights of individuals impacted in the areas 
surrounding that economic entity.  The humans surrounding the airport should be granted the same 
right to environmental justice as those who fly first class.  The very foundations of this country are set in 
the principles that all men are created equal.  That those who established their homes prior to the 
advent of the jet age and discount frequent flights are to be dislocated or subjected to carcinogens is 
not consistent with the concept of environmental justice.  It is an even greater insult that it is a "City 
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owned and operated property" that plans to cause such impacts on the constituency of other cities and 
a portion of her own residents as well. 

The recently voted on "Community Benefits Agreement" touted as the biggest, best, and first wonder 
agreement is an insult on a host of levels to those of the affected area.  How is it the genuine 
community has never been granted binding agreement negotiation table talks with the Board of Airport 
Commissioners who chose to negotiate with the self-proclaimed leaders.  Daniel Tabor (Coalition 
Spokesperson) had run for Mayor of Inglewood and received only 3,666 votes in a community of 
112,0000 residents and a registered voter list of 40,000.  Obviously the Inglewood community at large 
did not choose him as their representative.  The Labor organization seeking temporary jobs at the 
permanent expense of permanent residents made up another of the "Coalition" members.  As for the 
Religious Leadership-since when do buildings used one day a week deserve priority consideration over 
homes where people dwell seven days per week?  Temporary union jobs receiving priority over local 
homeowners seems counterproductive to the HUD goal of creating more homeownership. 

Since the Fall of the Holy Roman Empire, great societies have declined typically not from outward 
invasion but of inward decay.  When the principals of concern for economic growth overshadow the 
quality of life of her constituency, that society has failed her people even if the selected few prosper in 
the short term.  Those of us living in the area surrounding Los Angeles International Airport are no less-
worthy of sleep, clean air, and home ownership than those whose only contact with an airplane is the 
occasional business trip or family vacation.  No society should put the temporary convenience of tourist 
above the quality of life of her residents. 

While these words may seem random and passionate without scientific point, consider the prior 
presentations dealing with studies, improper placement of monitors, misrepresentations of over-flights, 
chemical analyses, traffic patterns and misstated conclusions.  Those prior statements, however well 
studied, annotated and presented, were met with "Comment Noted" as if never read, and simply an 
exercise in allowing "because the law demands though does not require genuine interest."  It is my 
hope that perhaps those previous comments will be considered by those whose goal is serious concern 
about impacts rather than simply adding to the cash flow at LAX. 

Response: 
The content of this comment is essentially the same as comment letter FPC00008; please refer to the 
responses to comment letter FPC00008. 
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